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inscription only is given for each type of coin, the list makes no claim to be
exhaustive. It does, however, include most of the commoner combinations.
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COINAGE AND MONEY
IN THE
BYZANTINE EMPIRE
1081-1261

CHAPTER ONE
THE ELEVENTH CENTURY: MONETARY CRISIS

On Easter Sunday, 4 April ro8I, after a period of looting and riot, Alexius
Comnenus was crowned Emperor of the Romans by the Patriarch Cosmas in
the Great Church at Constantinople.
It was not an enviable heritage into which he entered: externally, the Empire
was threatened from several sides simultaneously; from the west by the Normans, from the north by the Patzinaks, and from the east by the Seljuk Turks.
Internally, the situation was little better: an empty treasury and a wildly
debased coinage; an army reduced by the conscious efforts of his predecessors,
and by the losses and confusion of the disastrous defeat of Manzikert and its
aftermath; considerable disaffection among the powerful landed nobility, to
many of whom he must himself have appeared something of an upstart and
hardly a permanent figure. It is, in itself, a measure of his achievement that,
on his death in III8, he was able to hand on the Empire to his son John II
(III8-43) with at least no threat to the dynastic succession as such. The fact
that the position of the Empire then bore no resemblance to that of the chaotic
and dangerous years of the eighth and ninth decades of the eleventh century,
renders the extent of his success comparable to those of Heraclius and Leo III.
Yet the period of a little over a century during which the Comneni and
Angeli ruled the Eastern Empire is customarily regarded very much as a time
of temporary respite-an age of superficial brilliance, all but hiding an essential
and ever-increasing decadence, culminating naturally in the sack of Constantinople by the armies of the Fourth Crusade. It was in spite of this decadence
(so runs the argument) that the dynasty was for long able to play a leading
part in the politics of the Mediterranean, to maintain a sumptuous court
which dazzled east and west alike, and to act as a generous and energetic
patron of art. Stripped of its outward glamor, however, the period was
marked by an unhealthy increase in the power of the military nobility at the
expense of the central government; the decline of the war fleet and mercantile
marine in the face of neglect and of the privileged competition of the Italian
trading republics; the loss of revenue as a result of the widespread granting
of tax immunities, both to those same republics and to the lay and ecclesiastical nobility, and of the shifting of trade routes to areas outside the control
of the Empire. The precarious financial position of the Comneni was marked
by the large-scale debasement of the coinage, which, if they did not originate,
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they certainly encouraged and increased. Such a conception of twelfth-century
Byzantium is perhaps best illustrated by Runciman's well known phrase that
"Under the capable rule of Alexius's son, John II, the decadence barely
showed."l
The supposed debasement of the coinage under these two dynasties is a
widely accepted assumption, and generally held as one of the most obvious
illustrations of the Empire's economic debility-and although it is true that
views dissenting from the traditional have been, and are, expressed, no exhaustive examination of the coinage and monetary system of the late eleventh
and the twelfth century has yet been undertaken. It was still possible in 1951
for R. S. Lopez, one of the leading authorities on the economics of the period,
to state: "We have specimens of seven different types of the nomisma struck
by Alexius I, and of thirteen struck by Manuel. Presumably all of them were
intended to pass as good bezants, but most of them were of bronze, billon,
silver, or pale gold."2 Commendably, with a little more reserve, N. G. Svoronos
wrote, in 1959, in an article on the cadastral registers of Thebes:
Certains renseignements autorisent neamoins it penser que la monnaie
d'or d'Alexis devait Hre de toute fa<;on inferieure en titre it celle d'avant
la devaluation de Monomaque et peut-etre meme it celle de Michel VII
Ducas, puisque Bohemond exige le versement annuel stipule au traite
de paix de lI08 en pieces d'or it l' effigie de cet empereur ou bien de Michel
IV. D'autre part, etant donne les nombreux types de nomismata de bas
aloi emis par Alexis Ier, on peut se demander si les monnaies it base d'or
et de bon poids n'avaient pas dans l'Empire un cours limite, etant reservees
aux payements exterieurs, et si le numeraire en nomismata vraiment en
circulation ne consistait pas justement dans ces monnaies de bas aloi,
dont la valeur intrinseque ne pouvait pas atteindre un niveau eleve.... 3
As long ago as 1951 L. Schindler suggested that the coinage of the period
might fit into a fractional system, and even drew up a table of denominational
values and relationships,- recently modified by T. Bertele. 5 Unfortunately,
however, neither Schindler's nor Bertele's studies have been in any way
exhaustive, and their hypothetical systems do not appear to have been accepted with any great enthusiasm by other numismatists and economic
historians. At the moment, the question apparently rests.

The coinage and monetary system of the period ought not to be considered
in isolation, but rather against the background of that of the preceding century,
during which time the first signs of strain occur in the traditional monetary
pattern, and at the end of which it lay in chaos. In addition, a comparison
should be made between the pattern of coinage of the period c. 1034-1081,
and that of Alexius and his successors up to 1204, for even with a cursory
examination several important differences meet the eye.
The coinage of the Byzantine Empire during the eleventh century until the
reign of Michael IV (1034-41) very largely conformed to a pattern set in the
preceding centuries. The standard gold nomisma of 24 "keratia" weight and
24 carats fine, called in documentary sources the "(hi)stamenon nomisma"
(TO V6~l(J'~O [iJO'T6:~EVOV), was evidently still struck at the Constantinian rate of
72 to the pound-although it may well be that the Byzantine pound had
become somewhat lighter than the Roman by this time, since the average
weight of the stamenon (c. 4-40 gm.) gives a pound of 316.80 gm. as opposed
to 327.45 gm. From the reign of Nicephorus II, Phocas (963-69), there had
been issued parallel to the stamenon a light weight gold coin known from the
sources as the "tetarteron nomisma" (TO V6~l(J'~O TETOPTl1p6v)-light by '/,2, or
2 keratia, and, according to recent research, probably the result of an attempt
by Nicephorus to bring the weight of the nomisma into line with that of the
Fatimid dinar. 6 Since the later part of the joint reign of Basil II and Constantine VIII (976-1025), the two denominations had been clearly distinguishable,
the stamenon taking a thin, spread fabric, the tetarteron a thicker and smaller one.
The silver "miliaresion," a coin of thin, flat fabric, continued to be accounted
at the rate of 12 to the stamenon; the copper "follis" (of large, flat fabric), at
the rate of 288 to the same, which is also 24 to the miliaresion. Both silver
and copper coinages were of a token nature, their nominal value being considerably in excess of their intrinsic worth.
There is every reason to believe that at this time (1034), the coinage was
functioning normally, and that the government was having no difficulty in
maintaining the weight and purity of its precious-metal denominations. The
Emperor Basil II, at his death in 1025, left what was considered the enormous
sum of 200,000 lbs. of gold in the treasury-possibly several years' revenue. 7

4

S. Runciman, Byzantine Civilization (London, 1933), p. 53.
R. S. Lopez, "Harmenopoulos and the Downfall of the Bezant," TOlloS KOOVcrTOVT(VOV <APIlEVOiTOVAOV
(Thessaloniki, 1952), p. 123.
3 N. G. Svoronos, "Recherches sur le cadastre byzantin et la .fiscalite aux XIe et XU e siecles: le
cadast1e de Thebes," BCH, 83 (1959), p. '04.
4 L. Schindler, "Die Stamma, eine byzantinische schtisselformige Weisskupfermiinze," NZ, 73
(1949), pp. 1°7-10.
5 T. BerteU~, in "Lineamenti principali della numismatica bizantina," RIN, 66 (1964), pp. 33-II8.
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6 P. Grierson, "Nomisma, tetarteron et dinar: un plaidoyer pour Nicephore Phocas," RBN, 100
(1954), pp. 75-84. Later modified by H. Ahrweiler-Glykatzi, "Nouvelle hypothese sur le tetarteron
d'or et la politique monetaire de Nicephore Phocas," Recueil des travaux de l'Institut d'Etudes Byzantines, 8 (= Melanges G. Ostrogorsky, r) (Belgrade, 1963), pp. 1--9. Even more recently, however, A. S.
Ehrenkreutz has cast doubts on the connection between the tetarteron and dinar: "Byzantine T eia1,te1'a
and Islamic Dinars," Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 7 (r964), pp. r83-90.
7 The bulk of the .figures for the debasement of the eleventh century is taken from two articles by
P. Grierson in the Byzantinische Zeitschrift: "The Debasement of the Bezant in the Eleventh Century,"
BZ, 47 (1954), pp. 379-94; later modified by "Notes on the Fineness of the Byzantine Solidus,"
BZ, 54 (1961), pp. 91-97.
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Despite the depredations of Constantine VIII during his short sole reign
(1025-28), there seems no doubt that the bulk of this treasure remained to
Michael IV on his accession; indeed, the chronicler Psellus repeatedly affirms
that most of it remained at the beginning of the reign of Constantine IX,
Monomachus (1042-55). Nevertheless, the reign of Michael IV marks the
beginnings of the debasement of the gold coinage, which seems to have hovered
somewhere between the theoretical 24 carats fine and an actual 19' /2 at this
time. The debasement was extended by Constantine IX, at the end of whose
reign the purity of the gold coinage remained at approximately 18 carats.
This situation lasted until late in the reign of Romanus IV, Diogenes (1067-71),
when a new slide began, which, with increasing rapidity, was extended by his
two successors Michael VII, Ducas (1071-78) and Nicephorus Ill, Botaneiates
(1078-81). At the commencement of the reign of Alexius, the fineness of the
gold coinage had been reduced to about 8 carats, although the full weight of
24 keratia (4-40 gm.) had been retained. The tetarteron nomisma fell in much
the same way as the stamenon.
Under Michael IV, the stamenon had assumed a new fabric and had become
very spread, and also slightly scyphate (cup-shaped). It seems probable that
the new shape was adopted when it became necessary for the treasury to
distinguish between the old, and hence pure stamena, and the new, debased
ones. The emperor who systematized the debasement (Constantine IX) definitively adopted the new fabric and even accentuated it-possibly to stop the
fraudulent battering of the scyphate into a flat piece of supposedly pure
content. There can be no doubt that these gold scyphates are to be identified
with the "nomisma trachy" (TO v6>l\0'>la Tpaxv) of documentary sources, and it
would appear reasonable to assume that the description "uneven" (Tpaxv)
referred to the scyphate fabric of these issues" The debased tetarteron continued to be struck in the old fabric, the problem of distinction not arising.
There is, unfortunately, no contemporary evidence bearing directly upon
the effect that the debasement of the gold coinage had upon either the system
of account, or upon the system of silver and copper denominations hitherto
dependent upon the stamenon nomisma. Given the circumstances, however,
it is not too difficult to ascertain the course that events must have taken.
Throughout the period c. 1034-81, the government would have paid its
debts in the debased coinage of the day. Although a given number of currently
issued nomismata, during the reign of Romanus Ill, Argyrus (1028-34), would
still have held the same value as under his predecessors, the same number of
currently issued pieces under Theodora or Isaac 1, Comnenus (i.e., 1055-59),
would have held only 5/, of its former worth, and under Nicephorus III it would
have represented barely one half. Although the government might eventually

have been compelled to increase the number of nomismata in its payments in
order to offset the decline in their actual, as opposed to theoretical, value, it
would have been impossible to ensure that it did so at a rate sufficient to keep
pace with the decline. On the other hand, the government at no period appears
to have demonetized and called in the intrinsically more valuable issues of its
predecessors. Consequently, despite the gradual operation of Gresham's law
tending toward the withdrawal of the least debased issues from circulation,
the circulating medium, during the reign of Nicephorus Ill, for example,
would have contained issues ranging in fineness from the full 24 carats
down to 8 carats. The Byzantine theory of coinage had for so long been
based on the notion that the value of a gold coin was equivalent to the
amount of metal that it contained as bullion, that it is difficult to believe that
the authorities could have enforced the circulation of debased pieces at the
same rate as those of pure gold. Instead, a hierarchical principle would eventually have been evolved, with the standard based on the value of the old
pure gold stamenon nomisma as a unit of account, the value of each new
issue, once in circulation, being estimated according to its intrinsic worth. It
would have been on this basis that the government would have demanded
payments made to it. Thus a trachy of Nicephorus Ill, at a fineness of 8 carats,
although paid out as a nomisma of full value, would have been counted, once
in circulation, as worth its 8 keratia weight of pure gold-possibly plus the
value of the silver which went to make up the rest of the alloy. Sixteen keratia
of silver being approximately equivalent in value to 1 1/ 2 gold keration, the total
value of the trachy would have been 9' /2 (i.e., 8+1 ' /2) keratia-or II4 folleis.
The fact that the government must have operated some such system seems
to be indicated by the general custom of accompanying a further debasement
by a change in the type of the gold coin. Had the authorities counted pure and
debased coins indifferently as worth a full standard nomisma during the collection of taxes, for instance, this would have been superfluous.
The miliaresion and follis being, in any case, denominations of a token
nature, they would have tended to remain stable, pegged to the traditional
standard, acting as units in which the value of the debased trachea were
estimated.
The debasement of the nomisma between c. 1034 and 1081 involved a fall
from a theoretical 24 carats to an actual 8. The pattern for the Comneni
and Angeli is noticeably different: there exist nomismata of gold, electrum,
and low grade alloys of varying proportions of silver and copper (billon) ,
for each reign over a period exceeding a hundred years. Clearly a complete debasement from gold to billon over the whole period is out of the
question: equally, a complete debasement within each reign, no matter how
long or short it might be, would be logically absurd, implying as it does either

6

, Chap. 4, pp. z9-3I.
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foreknowledge of the length of the reign, or the existence of a quite incredible
series of coincidences.
On the other hand, the assumption that coins of what is apparently good
gold, of electrum, and of billon, could circulate together-all being invested
with the same theoretical value of a nomisma of pure gold9-is completely
unrealistic, and it is to be wondered how such a conception could possibly
last as long as it has. In this kind of situation the tendency is for the less
debased pieces to disappear from circulation in favor of the more debased
(Gresham's law). To ensure otherwise would necessitate an omnipotent and
omnipresent government and a population of superhuman honesty. Furthermore, the possibilities of illegal profit would have been obvious, enormous,
and accessible to all with sufficient capital to buy a quantity of base metal
and the ability to manufacture a presentable pair of dies.
It must also be pointed out that if the Byzantine government were fortunate
enough to be able to enforce the circulation of billon coins at the same rate
of exchange as those of gold and electrum, it is difficult to imagine any
convincing reasons for it continuing to strike pieces of high intrinsic value
at all.
Nor is the suggestion that coins of gold were for external use and those of
base metals for internal circulation10 any more convincing. Although gold was
occasionally exported, even officially, it is hard to conceive of the imperial
government with its long tradition of forbidding, or at least discouraging, the
export of that precious metal, actually aiding such a movement by the production of special coins-even if it were in the greatest difficulties. To accept
this theory is also to ignore the large amounts of gold found on imperial
territory. A system by which gold was formally reserved for the use of the
higher ranks of society, particularly the official, while those of lower status
were obliged to make do with a currency of base metal, is similarly, on examination, improbable, if not quite impossible. Restrictions of this type would
scarcely have been feasible: the whole point of coinage is that (at least theoretically) it can circulate in a society.
Alternatively, it might be supposed that, once put into circulation by a
fraudulent government at a grossly enhanced rate, each coin found its own
level of value, dependent on its intrinsic worth. This, of course, would have
meant that each piece in a transaction would have had to have been tested as
to its actual value. At any given moment, therefore, there would have existed
almost as many levels of value as there were coins in circulation. In these
circumstances, it would be surprising not to find the fabric of the Empire
shattered and commerce at a standstill within a decade, let alone a century.
9
10

See note 2.
See note 3-
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On dealing with any large series of these coins, or better, with a series of
hoards, it soon becomes evident that although the Comneni and Angeli undoubtedly struck coins of the same size, weight, and fabric, in several metals
or alloys, issues of a particUlar combination of obverse and reverse types are,
with only rare exceptions, struck in one metal or alloy only. Small, carefully
selected collections naturally tend to obscure this, for "odd" coins are naturally
preferred. Given the above, there would seem to be an unanswerable case for
treating the series as fractional in type: that is, that there should exist a
regular rate of exchange from the point of view of both issue and circulation,
between coins of the same size, weight, and fabric, but distinguished by the
particular combination of their obverse and reverse designs and by a fixed
metal content. The crucial point is, obviously, to establish whether issues of
each metal or alloy were struck according to a regular standard, and whether
that standard bears any fairly simple fractional relationship, as far as intrinsic
worth is concerned, to issues of other metals.

GOLD AND ELECTRUM C. 1081-1203

CHAPTER TWO

SPECIFIC GRAVITY DETERMINATIONS: GOLD AND ELECTRUM NOMISMATA
c. 1081-1203

The table below involves over seventy gold and electrum coins of the late
eleventh and twelfth centuries the specific gravities of which were determined
by the author and by Mrs. E. West Fitz Hugh of the Freer Gallery of Art. Also
included are the figures for several coins already published by Brunetti. 1 The
theory of the process used is well known: determination of the specific gravity
of an alloy of two known metals enables the relative proportions of the metals
in the alloy to be calculated. The practical aspects and the limitations of the
process are perhaps less familiar, and for this reason a short report has been
appended.
No. ColI.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II
12
13
14
15
16
17

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
A.M.
A.M.
G.C.
G.C.
G.C.
M.H.

Ruler and
Denomination

Wt. in
Air

Wt. in
CCl.

Sp. gr.

Alexius I, Comnenus

4-400
4.4 25
4. 226
4-451
4·3 12
4.3 86
4- 283
4.35 0
4- 236
4·335
4-493
4. 286
4· 192

3.99 0
4-00 4
3. 82 4
4-°44
3·9°8
3·974
3. 875
3.982
3. 833
3·9 II
4- 226
4- 02 9
3·947

17·I
16.8
16.8
17·5
17·0
17·0
16·7
18·9
16.8
16·3
16.8
16·7
17·I

(I081-1II8)

AT (PI. 34-PI. 5.I4)

L.B.
L.B.
L.B.

D.O.
A.M.
G.C.
D.O.

(PI. 6.2-5)
El.
(PI. 6.6-9)

0
{ 4.5 4
4·4 IO
4. 240
{ 4·344

3·9 12
3. 820
3.5 67
3.763

12.1

II·9
ro.o
I1.9

% Fineness
AT

Carats

85
82
82
88
84
84
81
97
82
78
82
81
85

20·5
19·5
19·5
21.0

29
26
26

20.0

20.0
19·5
23·5
20.0
19· 0
20.0
19·5
20·5
7. 0
6·5
6·5

L. Brunetti, "Nuovi orientamenti statistici nella monetazione antica," RIN, 52-53 (1950-51),
p. 9: the figures are based on the use of distilled water rather than CCl 4 .
1

ID

Wt. in Sp.gr.
CCl.

No.

Coli.

Ruler and
Denomination

Wt. in
Air

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3°
31
32

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
G.c.

John II, Comnenus

4.406
4·3 15
4·334
4· 157
4.33 2
4.35 6
4.3 82
4. 22 3
4-43 2
4-33 6
4-3 65
4· II 4
4. 045
{ 4-3 24
4- 248

3·995
3·9 IO
3.93 0
3-769
3·9 19
4· I01
4· II 9
3. 836
4· 012
3·935
3·954
3.7 23
3. 662
3·9 16
3·8 41

33
34

G.C.
G.C.

26
{ 4- 7
2.842

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
A.M.
G.C.
M.H.

(II43-II80 )

3-486
4· I08

AT (PI. 12.I-I2)

4·3°7
4-340

L.B.

l'' '

43
44
45
46

D.O.
G.C.
G.C.
G.C.
A.M.
G.c.
M.H.
D.O.
A.M.
G.c.
D.O.
G.C.

{ 4·375
4. 095
{ 4.3 27
4-489
0 8
{ 4- 16
3
4· 3
4· 61 4
8
{ 4.57
4. 236
4. 226
{ 4-419
{ 4.3 65

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

(III8-II43)

(PI. 9.I-3)

L.B.
L.B.

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
A.M.
G.C.
D.O.
D.O.

AT

(PI. 9-4-9)

(PI. 9.IO)
El. (PI. IO.I-6)
Manuel I, Comnenus

3· II6
4.3 89
4. 23 2

(PI. 13.I, 2)
(PI. 13-3, 4)
(PI. 13.5-9)
El.
(PI. 13.IO-I2)
(PI. 14.I-4)
(PI. 14-7-9)

II

% Fineness
AT

Carats

17·I
17·0
I7·I
17·I
16·7
I7·I
16·7

85
84
85
85
81
85
81

20·5
20.0
20·5
20·5
19·5
20·5
19·5

17·4
16.8
17·3
16·9
16.8
16.8

87
82
86
83
82
82

21.0

16·9
16.6

83
80

20.0
20·5
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
19·5

3. 688
2.45 8

I1.7
I1.8

23
24

5·5
6.0

3· 160
3·7 21
3·9°3
3·933
3. 824
2. 81 3
3.97 0
3.980

17·I
16·9
17· 0
17·0
16.8
16·4
16·7
16.8

85
83
84
84
82
78
81
82

3·781
3·534
3·733
3. 864
3-485
3.5 85
3.982

I1.8
I1.6
I1.6
I1.5
II.6
I1.5
I1.6

24
21
21
19
21
19
21

6.0
5. 0
5. 0
5. 0

3·954
3. 645
3. 644
3· 821
3·7 61

I1.7
I1.4
I1.6
I1.8
I1.6

23
18
21

5·5
4·5
5·0
6.0

24
21

20·5
20.0

20.0
20.0
20.0

19· 0
19·5
20.0

5·0
5. 0
5. 0

5. 0
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ColI.
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Ruler and
Denomination

Wt. in
Air

Wt.in

4.3 87
4·393
4. 1 58
4.3 2 6
4.3 1 5

3.9 65
3.981
3.762
3.9 18
3.9 00

16·9
17.0
16.8
16·9
16.6

Sp. gr.

CCl.

%
Ai

Fineness·
Carats

55
56
57
58
59

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
G.C.

Andronicus I,
Comnenus
(II83-II8 5)
Ai (PI. 18.9, IO)

60

G.c.

El. (PI. I8.IT, IZ)

{ 3·957

3.4 1 7

IL7

61
62
63
64
65

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
G.C.

Isaac n, Angelus
(II8 5-II 95)
Ai (PI. 20.I-4)

3.808
4- 1 48
4-538
4·358
4·393

3·444
3·759
4· lO 9
3.946
3.97 1

16·7
17.0
16·9
16·9
16.6

66
67
68

A.M.
G.C.
G.C.

3. 839
3·281
3·256

II.6
ILO
IL4

21
9
18

5·0
2·5
4·5

69
70
71
72
73
74

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.

G.c.

4. 2 9 8
4. 28 0
4.42 7
4-344
4. 1 9 1

L.B.

4. 2 74

3. 8 94
3. 877
4. 00 5
3.93 0
3.79 1
4. 016

17. 0
16·9
16·7
16·7
16·7
16·5

84
83
81
81
81
79

20.0
20.0
19·5
19·5
19·5
19. 0

75
76
77

D.O.
D.O.
M.H.

4·188
4·533
{ 4. 1 58

3.5 85
3.808
3.542

ILl
ro.o

12

3. 0

H.O

9

2·5

78
79
80
81

D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.

4-261
4.401
4·343
4.34 6

3. 82 9
3.95 1
3. 8 9 2
3. 89 6

15·7
15·6
15·4
15·4

73

17·5
17·5
17.0
17. 0

Key:

El. (PI. 20.S-8)

Alexius In, Angelus
(II95-1203)
Ai (PI. 22.I-3)

El. (PI. 2z.4-7)

John IH, Ducas-Vatatzes
Emperor of Nicaea
(1222-1254)
Ai (PI. 3LI3-IS:
PI. 3Z.I-S)

!

D.O. - Dumbarton Oaks Collection
A.M. - Ashmolean Museum Collection

20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
19·5
23

5·5
19·5
20.0

20.0

20.0
19·5

72

70
70

G.C. - Goodacre Collection
M.H. - Author's Collection
L.B. - L. Brunetti (art. cit.)

Method: The weight of the coin in air is obtained by the usual method. To obtain the
weight in carbon tetrachloride, the coin is suspended in the liquid by means of a
length of fine copper wire. The weight of the wire alone in carbon tetrachloride is also
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determined and sUbtracted, to give the weight of the coin alone. The formula used
wt. in air
for calculation of the specific gravity of the coin is:
..
. C X L595.
wt. In aIr - wt. In Cl4
The factor L595 is the density of the carbon tetrachloride, which is denser than
water, aud used for the following reasons: it has less surface tension, and there is,
therefore, less likelihood of au accumulation of air bubbles around the wire, or on the
surface of the coin-which would cause low weights; it evaporates more quickly than
water, and so time need not be wasted in drying the coin after weighing; because it is
denser than water, the results tend to be more accurate.
There are, however, still several sources of error possible in the specific gravity
method; the presence of impurities in the metal, or the existence of hidden cavities
may affect the weight of a coin. Careful inspection of the pieces to be used showed
slight superficial incrustation in some cases, but never in amounts large enough to
influence the result. The most obvious source of error is uncertainty as to the composition of the alloy. Silver alone may be used, or copper alone, or a mixture of the
two iu unknown proportions. If the alloy has a high gold content, then the error is not
serious, but it becomes increasingly so as gold content decreases.' The one case of
detailed chemical analysis of the gold denomination (a piece of Alexius I, from the
Gornoslav hoard),' betrays the existence of only minute quantities of metals other
than gold and silver, and to judge from the appearance of the coins themselves, this
is the case throughout the twelfth century. At the point in the thirteenth century
when there is documentary evidence for the commencement of an admixture of
copper, it becomes immediately apparent both visually, and in the specific gravity
determinations themselves. The case of the electrum is less certain, but documentary
sources seem to suggest that only with the reign of Isaac H, Angelus (II85--95) was
there any attempt to add copper to the gold/silver alloy. Again, this is evident in the
table of results.
Specific gravity measurements have less value in determining the silver content
of alloys of silver and base metals;4 the small difference between the specific gravities
of silver and copper considerably affecting the reliability of the results.
Specific gravities: Gold - 19.3, Silver - lO.5, Copper - 8.9.
M. F. Hendy
E. West FitzHugh (Assistant in Technical Research, Freer Gallery of Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D. C.)
2 E. R. Caley, "Validity of the Specific Gravity Method for the Determination of the Fineness of
Gold Objects," Ohio Journal of Science, 49, 2 (March 1949), pp. 73-82.
3 Ch. Dzhambov, reporting the discovery of the Gornoslav (Bulgaria) hoard in Arkheologiya, yr.
Ill, bk. 4 (1961). pp. 1-5, mentions the chemical analysis of a gold scyphate from the hoard. The
composition was as follows: gold, 75.2%; silver, 23.1%; copper, I.2%. The balance was presumably
taken up by trace metals, etc. It is also worth noting at this point that, of a hoard of thirty gold scyphates of Manuel I found at Corinth in 1938, all apparently gave an approximate density of 17-that
is, 20 carats fine. See: J. Harris, HA Gold Hoard from Corinth," AJA, 43, 2 (April-June 1939), p. 27I.
4 Caley, . 'Estimation of Composition of Ancient Metal Objects: Utility of Specific Gravity Measurements," Analytical Chemistry, 24 (April 1952), pp. 676-81.
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The figures in the table of fineness produce incontestable evidence that
the gold nomisma was struck according to a regular standard of somewhere
between 19 and 21 carats throughout the late eleventh and the twelfth
century. This is much the same as the standard of the nomisma during the
fourth decade of the eleventh century, before the period of greatest debasement, and therefore represents a considerable improvement.
In point of fact, this should not be unsuspected, for western documents of
the period continually give a standing of between c. 38 and c. 60 grams of
silver to a Byzantine coin termed "perperum," "purpuratus," or "yperperum. "1 This can only be the issue referred to in the Byzantine sources
themselves as TO v6~10'~a \rrrEpnvpov (hyperpyron nomisma). It is impossible to
draw any detailed conclusions regarding the hyperpyron from these exchange
rates alone, but it is clear that they involve a coin of relatively high gold
content, and not, for instance, the electrum issue discussed below: for this
reason, the identification of the gold coin in the table of fineness as the hyperpyron nomisma of the sources must be regarded as conclusive.
It is equally evident that, at least from the reign of Alexius I to that of
Isaac n, Angelus (n8S-9S), the electrum nomisma was also struck on a consistent standard. The readings in the table are a little less regular than those
for the gold, but this may well be accounted for by the difficulty of ensuring a
uniform mixture of the gold and silver during the preparation of the alloy.
1 The exchange values of the hyperpyron were:
1°97: fifteen solidi of deniers (Tournois ?), c. 60 gm. .tR; Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosotimitanorum,
ed. R. Hill (London, 1962), p. 33.
II55: eighteen solidi of deniers (Veronese), c. 28 gm. iR; R. M. della Rocca, A, Lombardo, Documenti
del comme1'Cio veneziano nei secoli XI-XIII, I (Turin, 1940), p. IIg.
II56: ten solidi of deniers (Genoese), c. 40 gm. JR.; Historiae Patriae Monumenta, Charlarum, II,
no. 316, col. 332.
II57: 91/2 solidi of deniers (Gen.), c. 38 gm. £; ibid., no. 440, col. 402.
IIgO: 2/11 mark (Cologne) of £, C. 42 gm.; infra, p. 21, note 20.
IIg6: forty solidi of deniers (Venetian), c. 43 gm. £; G. Tafel and G. Thomas, Urkunden zur alteren

Handels- und Staatsgeschichte der Republik Venedig mit besonderer Beziehung auf Byzanz und die
Levante, I, Fontes Rerum Austriacarum (Vienna, 1856), no. 78, p. 218.
1204: 1/4mark (Col.) of £, c. 57 gm.; Giinther of Pairis, De Expugnatione Urbis Constantinopolitanae,

ed. Riant (Geneva, 1877), p. 78.
1204: three solidi of deniers (English), c. 50 gm. iR; Ralph of Coggeshall, Chronicon Anglicanum,
Rerum Britannicarum Medii Aevi Scriptores (London, 1875), p. 150.

IS

As long as the correct proportions were used for each melting, however, this
would be of little moment, for the standard would average out. A level of
somewhere between 4' /2 and 7 carats seems to be suggested. The varied color
of these issues-from silver to gold-is therefore probably to be explained by
the degree of preferential surface corrosion of the silver of the alloy, and not
by large variations in the quality of the alloy itself, as hitherto supposed.
It is impossible to gain more precise figures for the theoretical standard of
the gold hyperpyron from contemporary Greek sources: there does exist,
however, a probable western connection of considerable interest, from a
slightly later period.
During the years 1231-32, Frederick n of Hohenstaufen, the German
Emperor, ordered that a gold coin known as the "augustalis" should be struck
and put into circulation in the kingdom of Sicily. Both events are recorded
by Richard of San Germano: 2
(1231): Mense Decembris...nummi aurei, qui augustales vocantur, de
mandato imperatoris in utraque sycla, Brundusii et Messane, cuduntur.
(1232): Mense Iunii quidam Thomas de Pando civis Scalensis novam
monetam auri que augustalis dicitur ad Sanctum Germanum detulit distribuendam per totam abbatiam et per Sanctum Germanum, ut ipsa moneta
utantur homines in emptionibus et venditionibus suis. ...
Pegolotti, in the Pratica della mercatura, quotes the augustalis as being of
20' / 2 carats fine 3 ("Agostantini [for AgostariJ d'oro a carati 20 e '/2 "), The
Statuta Officiorum, a document dated to Frederick's own reign, is even more
specific:'
A ugustales auri, qui laborantur in predictis siclis, fiunt de caratis viginti
et media, ita quod quelibet libra auri in pondere tenet de puro et fino auro
uncias x. tarenos vii '/2 ; reliqua vero uncia una et tareni viginti duo et medius
sunt in quarta parte de ere et in tribus partibus de argento fino sicut in tareni~.
The exact proportions of the metals forming the alloy of the augustahs
are, according to the above, 20 1/ 2 carats gold, 2 6/, carats silver and '/, carat
~~

.

.

The assumption of this curious standard has never been satlsfactonly
explained, the traditional fineness of the Sicilian tari being 162/. carats. Lopez
has connected it with a treaty signed in 1231 between Frederick and the
Hafsid state of Tunis (possibly a renewal of a previous agreement of 1221),
by which the Emperor was assured a regular tribute of gold. s It is not known
Richard of San Germano, Annales, MGR, SS, 19. pp. 365, 368.
Francesco Balducci Pegolotti, La pratica delta mercatura, ed. A. Evans, Mediaeval Academy of
America, pubL no. 24 (Cambridge, Mass., 1936), p. 288.
.
.
4 Acta Imperii Inedita, ed. E. Winkelmann, I (Innsbruck, r880; photographic repnnt Aalen, 1964),
no. 1004, p. 766.
5 R. S. Lopez, "Back to Gold 1252," Ec.Hist.Rev.', IX, 2 (Dec. 1956), p. 227·
2
3
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in what form the gold was to be paid, but conceivably a part at least might
have been in gold dust from the Senegalese river gravels-the famous aurum
de Palcola of the medieval period-which was apparently obtained as a
natural alloy of between 20 and 21 carats gold, with the rest mainly silver,
but small amounts of copper being present. The implication that the standard of the augustalis was based upon that of the Senegalese gold dust is
attractive, certainly, but hardly convincing. It is unlikely in the extreme
that the mint authorities would have trusted the natural standard of the
aurum de Paleola to the extent that they would use the gold dust for the
manufacture of augustales without first refining and then re-alloying-a process
which would have destroyed any convenience that such a standard might have
had, for an augustalis of proven, manufactured alloy would have always been
worth more than an equivalent weight of aurum de Paleola of identical, but
natural, alloy. Neither of the contemporary North African states, Hafsid or
Muwahid, struck coins of 20 ' /, carats fine,6 despite the fact that they were
the main recipients of the Senegalese dust. Both appear to have issued
coins of a 24 carat standard, in which the tribute may have been paid in
any case.
On the other hand, when it is realized that in the third decade of the thirteenth century the only gold coin of international repute struck by a Christian
power was the Byzantine hyperpyron; that it had been struck on what was
evidently the same standard as that utilized for the augustalis for over a
century at the time of the Fourth Crusade, and had possibly been continued
by the emperors of Nicaea;' that Frederick had notoriously ambitious designs
on the Latin Levant, and had been there as recently as 1228-2 9 on a crusade,
a connection between the two denominations, the hyperpyron and the augustalis, becomes much more probable than that proposed between the augustalis and the aurum de Paleola.
Such a proposition does not necessarily destroy the importance of the treaty
of 1231: it may well be that it was this assurance of a regular supply of gold
that gave or confirmed in Frederick the intention to issue a gold coinage, and
it is quite possible that the weight of gold in an augustalis (approximately
4·5 gm.) was meant to equal that of the Hafsid double dinar (4.5-4.75 gm.).
A Byzantine standard of fineness and a Muslim standard of bullion value
wonld have given the augustalis the best of both worlds.
The hyperpyron of the Comneni and Angeli was, then, probably struck at a
theoretical standard of 20 ' /, carats fineness. In addition, the remaining carats
of silver (approx. 2 ' /,), would possibly have been taken into account with
6 H. W. Hazard, The Numismatic History Of Late Mediaeval North Africa, ANS, Numismatic
Studies, uo. 8 (New York. 1952). p. 4 8 .
, Chap. 12, pp. 248-49.
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regard to the total value of the denomination. It is difficult to estimate the
contemporary ratio between the value of gold and silver, but in Italy at this
time it apparently hovered between II and IO:I. Calculations based on this
rate will not be too far wrong. The silver of the alloy would therefore have been
approximately equivalent in value to '14 keration weight of gold, the total
value of the coin therefore being approximately equivalent to 20'/. keratia
weight of gold-or very nearly'/, that of the stamenon nomisma of the predebasement period. s
This still leaves unknown the reasons behind the original assumption of the
curious standard of 20 ' /, carats. It is clear, however, that it was not a matter
of Alexius being incapable of restoring the full 24 carat standard, for, as
will be seen below, the reform involved an improvement from appreciably
less than 8 carats. The improvement being so large, it is certain that, had
he so wished, Alexius could have restored the full fineness without much more
difficulty. It may tentatively be suggested that Alexius was returning to the
standard of fineness as introduced by Michael IV, under whom the fineness of
the gold was reduced in the first place-but even this connection, if accepted,
still brings a solution to the original problem no nearer.
A further point of crucial importance for the correct understanding of the
monetary system used by Alexius I and his successors is the question of the
role of their hyperpyron. Had it replaced the old Constantinian stamenon as
the lynch-pin of the system, or did it itself fit into the traditional framework?
In the first case the subordinate denominations would have been fractions of
the hyperpyron 'itself; in the second case, fractions of the Constantinian coin,
by now merely a coin of account, the hyperpyron being reckoned as worth
so many miliaresia and/or folleis of the traditional value. Two considerations
swing the decision decisively in favor of the first possibility.
In II36, a coin termed "the currently most valued gold nomisma" was,
according to an imperial document, worth 48 "aspra trachea."9 The care
taken over the description of the two denominations, and the particular
phrasing used, indicates that the gold nomisma in question was definitely a
current coin and not a coin of account. As such, it can only have been the
hyperpyron.' If the hyperpyron was so integrated into the duodecimal pattern
as to be worth forty-eight of any denomination, in view of its rather awkward
intrinsic value, it follows that it must have stood at the head of the monetary
system, and that it had become the standard coin.
s It should be understood that the keration was basically neither a coin nor a fixed value,. but a
weight (1/ u stamenon nomisma). Consequently, a keration based on the hyperpyron nomisma weighed
the same as that based on the old stamenon, but was in fact equivalent in value to only approximately
7/8of the latter. Similarly, the twenty-four keratia of gold alloy contained in a hyperpyron were equivalent in value to only 20 3/ 4 of the twenty-four contained in the old stamenon.
9 The typicon of the Pantocrator Monastery; see note 17.
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This is undoubtedly confirmed by a group of western documents dated to
the last decade of the twelfth century: two Pisan, the other Venetian.l° They
are all accounts, rendered in "yperpera" and "karates" -the latter without
exception in whole units. In several cases, sums of zo keratia are mentioned
which would have been given as "yperperum I" if the hyperpyron were
reckoned as worth no more than zo keratia. In addition, however, sums of so
many yperpera et quartum, et tertium, et medium, occur (see also pp. 3S, 36 for
the Pantocrator typicon). Only if the yperperum were accounted as being of
z4 keratia would the accounts be consistent, for the whole number of keratia
greater than twenty simply divisible by four, three, and two is of course
twenty-four.
The question of the electrum nomisma remains to be discussed in detail. If,
as now appears likely, the Comnenian system of scyphates was fractional in
type, and the basis of that system was the hyperpyron, then it might reasonably be expected that the electrum coin should bear some comparatively
simple fractional relationship to the hyperpyron.
Probably during, or shortly after, the year II8z/83, a still extant treatise was
drawn up concerning a radical overhaul of the system of minor taxes (dependent
for their reckoning upon the amount charged for the main land-tax) which
had been undertaken between indictions XIV and H (September IIOSSeptember IIOg) of the Emperor Alexius 1. The author was apparently a
civil servant with access to the imperial archives, for besides providing a kind
of commentary consisting of practical examples of the reckoning of taxes
under both the old and the new systems, and information on the monetary
system, he quotes several of the imperial lyseis which effected the changes
involved. The document is unquestionably of fundamental importance, and as
such will be examined later: one point is, however, immediately relevant;
a nomisma termed "trachy aspron" is clearly identified as being worth 4
miliaresia or 96 folleis-that is, 1/. part of the standard nomisma. l l
There is good reason to believe that "trachy aspron" -white scyphateoccasionally involves scyphate billon coins-which were of relatively low
value l 2In this case, however, the combination of description and value ensures
that the white scyphate mentioned must be identified with the electrum
nomisma. Although at first sight it might appear unlikely, both electrum and
billon denominations do have a white appearance in common, for the billon
pieces regularly appear to have been silvered or blanched.

It is relatively simple to calculate the alloy necessary for a denomination
worth ]/3 of a hyperpyron-assuming that the latter coin was already the
standard. As seen above, the hyperpyron was equivalent in value approximately to z03/. keratia weight of gold: 1/. part would obviously be equivalent to approximately 7. The gold content of such a coin should therefore
be, on the average, somewhere between sand 6 carats fine, if the remaining
carats of silver provided the balance. The specific gravity determinations in
the table are, for the period Alexius I- Isaac H, perfectly consistent with the
standard suggested and, on this occasion, the identification of the aspron
trachy nomisma with the electrum issues of the late eleventh and the twelfth
centuries need consequently not be doubted.
Judging from the specific gravity determinations, the electrum nomisma
continued to be struck at the same standard until the reign of Isaac IT, under
whom the readings suddenly become erratic, remaining so under Alexius HI,
Angelus-Comnenus (II9S-Iz03), his successor. The chronicler Nicetas Choniates
reports that Isaac, by adulteration of the silver coin, struck an illegal nomisma:
'AM&. Kat TO apyVplOV KlI3511AEUO'OS a56KlIlOV TO VOlllO'Il0 KEKO'l'E,13 which would seem to
be a clear reference to the process reflected in the table. Precisely how the
debasement was accomplished is uncertain: on the basis of the very low
readings for the majority of the coins struck between II8S-Iz03, it appears
that copper must have been introduced into the alloy. If the "bisanti d'oro
copoluti di Cipri a carati 4" of Pegolotti's coin list,14 which were struck by the
Lusignan kings of Cyprus until early in the reign of Henry IT (Iz8S-I3 Z4),
were the successors of the electrum nomisma as struck under the Angeli, then
a reduction in gold content is also implied. Equally unclear is whether the
government attempted to maintain the now artificial rate of I:3 for the
hyperpyron and electrum nomisma, or whether debasement was followed by
eventual official readjustment-which would probably only be followmg what
had happened on the free market. Choniates' statement is, in fact, frequently
used without adequate analysis to illustrate the hopeless debasement and confusion of the contemporary coinage: there is, however, no evidence to suggest
that the hyperpyron-the basis of the monetary system-was affected in anyway.
A Pisan document of II99 provides sufficient information for it to be accepted as fairly certain that a coin known as the "manuellatus" was circulating at the rate of 8 keratia (of gold of hyperpyron standard).15 Once

I8

Nicetas Choniates, Bonn ed., p. 584.
Pegolotti, Pratica, p. 288.
15 Infra, pp. 22 (note 23),23. Rhabdas, in a mathematical treatise dated 1304, remarks that the sum
of 5'/13 keratia is approximately equal to 2/3 trachy - which results in a tra~hy ~f approximately
8'/13 keratia (presumably for 8 keratia). Doubtless he refers to a monetary sltuatlOll already l~ng
past. See: P. Tannery, Memoires scientijiques, 4 (Paris, 1920), Sciences exactes chez les Byzanhns,
pp. '4 8-49.
13
14

10 For the Pisan, see: G. Mliller, Documenti sulle relazioni delle citta toscane coll'Oriente cristiano
e coi Turchi (Florence, 1879), nos. 46, 47. For the Venetian, see: Tafel and Thomas, Urkunden, 1 ,
no. 78, pp. 218-24.
I I Chap. 6, p. 57.
12 Infra, pp. 20, 21.
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again, it is a question of the electrum denomination, with the same value as
before, but precisely what the term implies is not quite clear. The manuellatus
could be an electrum coin of Manuel; an electrum coin of any emperor prior
to Isaac n, and so called because Manuel was the last emperor to have struck
electrum coins of the old quality in any number, or, quite simply an electrum
coin of any quality or emperor, but so termed because those of Manuel I were
still the most common in circulation, since he reigned so long and struck so
many types in electrum. The evidence is conflicting, and quite possibly the
term had no precise connotations: during the early thirteenth century it might
also have been applied to the hyperpyron.
The series of scyphates struck in billon and/or copper has already been
identified by Schindler16 with the "staminum" of Latin documentary sources.
The term's obvious derivation is from ([)crr6:~Evov formerly denoting the standard
gold nomisma of the eleventh century-and presumably used to describe these
billon coins because they were theoretically of the same weight as the original,
although of different metal. There are few definite instances of the term being
used of these coins in contemporary Byzantine sources, although it would
seem that the Latins can only have been following current Byzantine usage.
Rather, in official documents at least, they are referred to as "trachea." In
order to avoid confusion, they will be referred to in the text as "billon trachea,"
or "billon nomismata." In point of fact, until some time in the reign of Manuel,
coins of this denomination of regular imperial mintage seem to have been
mainly of billon in which the silver was easily visible: after this period they
were of copper, or billon in which the silver was of such minute proportions
that it was invisible. Many of the latter period seem to have been put through
a process of silvering-either by dipping or by blanching. Throughout the life
of the denomination, however, it was nominally of billon, and will be referred
to as such in the text.
The typicon of the Pantocrator Monastery in Constantinople, founded in
II36 by the Emperor John n and his wife Irene, contains numerous and
detailed references to the salaries of the officials and inmates of the institution,
and to sums of money to be set aside, or spent, for certain specific purposes.
For the candles and incense to be used at the thrice-yearly commemoration of
the dead, it is ordered that the Monastery spend: ... vo~ioWlTa Tpaxsa O:CJ'11'pa
Mo, 11 TOU KaT" TT]V T]~spav 'ITPOT1~"'~SVOV xpvcrou vo~{cr~aTos ~spOS EIKOcrrov ThapTOV,
-"two aspra trachea nomismata being the twenty-fourth part of the most
valued gold nomisma of the day."" As already pointed out, the gold nomisma
in question can only be the hyperpyron: equally the aspron trachy can, on
Schindler, "Die Stamma." See chap. I, p. 4 (note 4).
A. Dimitrievskii, Opisanie liturgicheskikh rukopisei khranyashchikhsya v bibliotekakh pravoslavnogo
Vostaka, I: TV'IT1KO: (Kiev, r89S), p. 689.
16
17
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this occasion, only be the billon nomisma, since the electrum aspron trachy is
worth 1/3 of the hyperpyron, not 1/". H. Mattingly, in a report on the Lazania
(Cyprus) hoard of billon coins of this denomination, published figures for the
chemical analysis of six pieces:18 two each of two types of John II, and two
of an early type of Manuel!. All except one piece (of John) show a remarkably
consistent silver content, which, excluding the abnormal coin, averages at 6.3 %.
Despite the hazardous nature of any calculations attempting to arrive at the
intrinsic value of these coins, it does appear that the silver content is not of
the order that might be expected if their intrinsic value closely approached
their theoretical and official value-as in the cases of the hyperpyron and the
electrum nomisma. The denomination is therefore to be recognized as in part,
at least, a token one.
The partly token nature of the billon trachy may to some extent explain
the complaints of the western chronicler Odo of Deuil,19 a participant in the
Second Crusade (II47). He states that the westerners almost invariably lost on
the exchange rate between the denier and the staminum. The crusaders would
naturally have expected a rate based on the intrinsic value of each of the
denominations: the Byzantines, on the other hand, a rate giving the billon
trachy its official value of '/48 part of the hyperpyron. It was only at Constantinople, where some special arrangement might have been made, that a
relatively satisfactory rate of exchange was encountered. Here, they gave less
than two deniers for a billon trachy instead of the five that they had given
while making their way down through the Balkan peninsula, and the five or
six which they were to give once well into Asia Minor.
The Historia de Expeditione Friderici Imperatoris mentions that Frederick
Barbarossa the German emperor, while travelling through the Balkans in
IIgO on his way to the Levant, came to an agreement with the Emperor Isaac
n. Among the conditions was the following, relating to coinage: 2o Et quod
argenti marca emetur pro yperperis quinque et dimidio, et quod mutabitur yperperum pro staminibus centum et viginti, nulla di(Jerentia existente inter nova et
vetera stamina. The staminum is unequivocally quoted here as being worth
'/,20 hyperpyron.
18 H. Mattingly, "The Lazania Hoard of Byzantine Coins," Report of the Dept. of Antiquities,
Cyprus, I937-39 (Nicosia, 1951), pp. 22-23. The analyses were as follows:
John II: First coinage, lE: 88.2 % A.{: IQ.8 %
: 93-9%
5. 8 %
John II: Second coinage, : 93.0%
6.3%
: 93-'%
6·4%
Manue! I: First coinage,
: 92.1%
6.8%
: 92.9%
6.2%
19 Odo of Deuil, De Pro/ectione Ludavici VII in Orientem, ed. V. G. Berry, Records of Civilization,
Sources and Studies, no. 42 (New York, 1948), pp. 40 and 66.
20 Histaria de Expeditione Friderici Imperatoris, ed. A. Chroust, MGH, SS (N.S.), 5, p. 66.
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Since both rates of exchange-that of II36 and that of II90-are apparently
official ones, it would not be possible to argue with any probability that the
one represents an official rate, the other a commercial. The denial that there
should be any difference between old and new stamina furnishes the solution,
implying as it does, that some difference could be thought to exist. Clearly, a
revaluation of the billon trachy vis-a-vis the hyperpyron had taken place: possibly for some legitimate monetary reason, possibly as the result of a debasement of the denomination which had caused the difference between its intrinsic
and theoretical values to become too wide and which the government had
eventually been compelled to admit by a readjustment of the rate of exchange.
The question must be reserved for discussion later, but briefly, it does appear
from hoard evidence, and from a consideration of the coins themselves, that
it is a matter of a revaluation legitimately carried out. 21 It may well have
been this action which prompted Nicetas Choniates to charge Manuel with
having put debased silver into the coinage: apy{1plov al56Kl~ov El~ v6~l<,.~a KEKO<jlE. 22
In fact, however, the revaluation cannot have taken place as early as Choniates
places it, for he states that Manuel attempted to defraud the crusaders (of
II47) with these coins: numismatic evidence, on the other hand, indicates
that the change in value of the billon trachy occurred a good deal later than
II47. There is during this reign no sign of any debasement of the gold or
electrum coin-on a permanent basis at least-and Choniates' accusation
must either be regarded as completely baseless, or a mistaken appreciation of
the revaluation of the billon nomisma.
One of the Pisan documents of account mentioned above, and dated to
II99, bears the following entry: Item, Guido dedit Alberto sol[idos] LXXI
staminorum, que sunt yperpera 1111 et kar[ates] XV?3

indeed numismatic evidence-presented below-suggests that a debasement
had taken place over a period of time?'
The same document contains a useful check on the validity of the case for
a fractional system under the Comneni and Angeli in the form of a series of
entries which remain unmutilated in the text and relatively uncomplicated in
form:
Item, ego Gerardus feci debitum, cum veniebam cum Clanni et Torscello
Pisis Constantinupolim, yperpera XXV, que reddidi domino Romano.
Item, dedi Octoviano et Alberto pro expensis, quando exierunt Constantinupoli causa revertendi Pisas, yperpera XX et stam[ina] CI1.
Item, dedi cursori quem misimus ad Scium pro navi imperiali, yperpera
XX et quartum.
Item, dedi scribis curie manuellatos VI.
Item, dedi pro preparare navem Grandeorgolii, communi consilio bonorum
omnium Pisanorum concivium et imperiali precepto, yperpera XXXIIII.
Item, dedi domino Iacobi interpreti, consilio multorum bonorum Pisanorum, yperpera XX, cum filiam suam coniugavit.
Item, in duobus sendatis pro vexillo imperialis navis yperpera V.
Summa bizan. CXXVI et kar. XX.

22

Now, 4 hyperpyra IS keratia
4 15/2• hyperpyra
4% hyperpyra
.'. I hyperpyron

=
=
=
=
=

71 solidi of stamina
71 X 12 stamina
852 stamina
stamina
1848/87 stamina or 184 stamina to the
nearest whole number.

*

Thus, by II99 the value of the billon trachy had again fallen-this time to
'/,8. hyperpyron. In contrast to the two previously mentioned rates of II36
and II90, this document being definitely non-imperial, it is arguable that the
value given may have been the commercial rate of the trachy. However, in
default of further evidence, the equivalence should be accepted as official, and
21

Chap.

IQ,

pp. 170-71.

Nicetas Choniates, Bonn ed., p. 89.
23 Muller, op. cit" p. 77.

22

23

Although the final total is indeed 126 bizanti (hyperpyra), 20 karates, a
less compressed form would be 124'/. hyperpyra, 6 manuellati, I02 stamina.
Now '/. hyperpyron = 6 keratia, and, according to the rate of exchange
between the hyperpyron and the stamenon contained in this same document,
X
102 stamina = approximately 13' /3 keratia (lOi3;' ker.). Therefore:
6 manuellati

=

126 hypo 20 ker.
- 124 hypo 19' /3 ker. (i.e., 6+13 ' /3 ker.)
2 hypo 'Is ker.

Two hyperpyra contain 48 keratia; therefore I manuellatus equals approximately 8 keratia, which is the value given to the electrum trachy by the
treatise on taxation mentioned above.
The case for the existence of at least three denominations in the scyphate
series therefore appears conclusive.
Throughout the period there were also issued small, thick, flat copper coins.
The Pantocrator typicon mentions that charity distributed at the gates of the
monastery on feast days should be in the form of tetartera noummia: (/510)
vov~~l",v 11 TETOPTl1pWV?5 Similarly, at the feasts of the Presentation and the
Transfiguration the personnel of the monastery hospital were to receive sums
24

Chap. ro, p. r80.

25 Dimitrievskii, op. cit., pp. 661-62.
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of 309 and 920 tetartera nomismata respectively."6 It is quite clear that during
the eleventh century, the tetarteron nomisma was the light weight coin of
gold: the scale of the payments made in the typicon at this point, however,
indicates that the term by II36 involved a coin of very small value, and there
is little doubt that the small copper coins described above were the tetartera
of the Comneni and Angeli. The gold tetarteron not having been struck since
the early years of the reign of Alexius I, the term had been appropriated to
describe the copper pieces resembling the gold coins in fabric.
Confirmation again comes from western sources: Fulcher of Chartres, one
of the chroniclers of the First Crusade, describes how in I097, Iussit imperator
de auro suo et argento atque palliis proceribus nostris dari; peditibus quoque
distribui fecit de nummis suis aeneis, quos vocant tartarones."7 Precisely what
their value was in relation to the hyperpyron is impossible to ascertain.
Certainly they were worth less than the traditional follis, which, like the gold
tetarteron and the silver miliaresion, had no place in the reformed coinage of
Alexius-as an actual coin. It is noticeable that the treatise on taxation
mentioned above employs the term follis for the formal estimates, but actual
payments are demanded: 010: vov~iwv XOAKwv-a much vaguer term."8 In
addition, fractions of the follis are an appreciable factor of the taxation reforms
of the Emperor-which they had not been previously-an evident indication
that denominations of a smaller value were by then in existence. Since the
same taxation treatise still quotes the standard nomisma and the miliaresion in
terms of the noummion (6,000 to the nomisma) ,29 it seems reasonable to assume
that the tetarteron was a multiple of this traditional monetary divisionwhich itself had long since ceased to be represented by an actual coin. The
follis must therefore be regarded as a unit of account, for there exist no coins
struck by the Comneni and Angeli bearing any resemblance to its former
weight, and it seems unlikely that at the time of the reform of the rest of the
coinage, it should sink to the insignificant standard represented by the copper
tetarteron. Precisely the same is to be observed of the miliaresion of the new
monetary system.
There is reason to believe that there existed fractions of the copper tetarteron
as part of the new system-the half being quite recognizable. 30
The coinage system as established by the reforms of Alexius I would thus
seem to have been as follows:
" Ibid., p. 692.
27 Fulcher of Chartres, Historia Hierosolymitana, ed. H. Hagenmeyer (Heidelberg, 1913), lib. l,
cap. x, pp. ,88-89.
" Chap. 6, p. 57.
29 Ibid" p. 6r, table I.
30 Chap. 8, pp. rog-IO.
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El. Aspron trachy: II85/95, debased.
Bill. Aspron trachy: II90, '/120 hyperpyron; II99,

'/,8< hyperpyron.
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THE MONETARY TERMINOLOGY OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY

'H <p6M1s: the follis

standard nomisma. A unit of account, not represented by a coin after
the establishment of the new monetary system based on the hyperpyron
nomlsma.
'/288

Tb KEperTlOV

}

27

Chrysobulls of the succeeding emperors award similar grants of "most esteemed" trikephala (IIS7); "recent" trikephala-which are also "the most
valued of the day" (II6I); and again, "recent" trikephala (II97).- The sums
in the chrysobulls of IIS7 and II61 can only involve the electrum nomismasince the contemporary hyperpyron portrayed two heads or figures, rather
than three: it therefore seems reasonable to assume that the chrysobull of
IIIg? should involve the same denomination; in which case the issue in question is probably the Constantinopolitan issue of Alexius I-depicting the
Theotokos as the obverse type (PI. 6.2-5).
The theotokia nomismata mentioned in the typicon of the Pantocrator
Monastery (II36),5 possibly involve hyperpyra of John II, the reverses of
which depict the Emperor and the Theotokos (PI. 9. I-I4).

.

: the keratlOn (carat)
K arat us et c.
Primarily a weight ('/2 , standard nomisma), but used as a unit of value
dependent upon the worth of a keration weight of a given metal or alloy. Thus
the hyperpyron-keration was worth approximately '/, of a keration of pure
gold. Likewise, a hyperpyron of 24 keratia weight was worth approximately
20 3/. keratia weight of pure gold. Not represented by a coin.
~lAAlapi](J)ov: the miliaresion
One-twelfth standard nomisma. A unit of account, not represented by a coin
after the establishment of the new monetary system based on the hyperpyron
nomisma. By the second half of the twelfth century, it had largely given way
to the keration: surviving accounts-both Byzantine and Latin-are, by then,
kept in nomismata (hyperpyra) and keratia. 1

Tb

Dimitraton: the nomisma of St. Demetrius type
A term found in Georgian documents of account, but presumably having
its origin in current Byzantine terminology? To be identified with the Thessalonican electrum issue of Manuel I portraying, as the reverse type, the
Emperor and St. Demetrius (PI. 14.7-9).
Tb v6~I(J~a (KO~V'lV6:Tov) 6EO,6KIOV: the (Comnenian) theotokion nomisma

A grant of twenty-four Komnenata theotokia nomismata is mentioned in a
chrysobull of John II in favor of the Monastery of Patmos (July lIIg ?).3
1 For the Byzantine, see; F. Miklosich and G. Muller, Acta et Diplomata Graeca J.Medii Aevi, 5
(Vienna, 1887), pp. 389-9I. For the Latin, see Miiller, Documenti, pp. 74-78; Tafel and Thomas,
Urkunden, x, pp. 218-24.
2 R. P. Blake, "Some Byzantine Accounting Practices Illustrated from Georgian Sources," Harvard
Studies in Classical Philology, 51 (I940), p. 30.
a Miklosich and Muller, Acta et Diplomata, 6 (Vienna, 1890), p. lOO. See also, ibid., p. 98.
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Tb v6~I(J~a (V1TEp1TVpOV) ~aVO'lA6:TOV}

.
f M
: t h e (hyperpyron)
nomlsma
0
anueI
Manuellatus, manolatus, manlat
The term is rare in Byzantine sources, but is certainly used by the poet
Theodore Prodromus. 6 When "manuellatus" is used in Latin sources, it is
possibly applicable to either the electrum nomisma or the hyperpyron: in
IIgg certainly to the former, in 12Ig possibly to the latter! It probably means
little more than "of the weight and purity employed during the reign of
Emperor Manuel," and need not necessarily refer to au actual coin of that
Emperor. The origin of the term lay not in the fact that Manuel struck coins of
abnormal standard, but that his long reign saw the production of a proportionally large amount of coin, particularly of the electrum denomination,
therefore making up a large part of the circulating medium for several decades,
even after his death.
The stauro-manuellatus, mentioned in a Venetian document of IIS7, is almost
certainly to be identified with the second electrum coinage of Manuel, on the
reverse of which the Emperor and Virgin hold between them a large patriarchal
cross (PI. 13. 3,4). An alternative identification is type C (PI. 13· 5-9)·

Stafratus: the nomisma of cross type
A term found in a Venetian document of II43, but presumably having its
origin in current Byzantine terminology. The issue in question can only be the
metropolitan electrum (hagiogeorgaton) type of John II-on the reverse of
which the Emperor and St. George hold a large patriarchal cross (PI. 10. I-4)·
For the stauro-manuellatus, see supra.
Intra, pp. 33, 34.
Dimitrievskii, ap. cit., p. 687.
6 Eds. D. C. Hesseling and H. Pernot, Pohnes prodromiques en gree vulgaire (Amsterdam,
no. IV, p. 74.
, Chap. 12, pp. 225-26. See also Chap. 5, p. 49 (note 30).
4

<;

1910),
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To vO~la~o (\)CYTa~,vov}

'
t
: the stamenon nomisma
St amlllum, e c.
The nomisma of standard ([iJCYTa~,vov = fixed or standard) weight. The term
seems to have appeared during the first quarter of the eleventh century and to
have been used to denote the nomisma of full weight, as opposed to the light
weight tetarteron. When the standard coin assumed a scyphate fabric the
term "stamenon" apparently gave place to "trachy." "Stamenon" did continue to be used, however, for as late as 1083, Gregory Pacourianus mentions
the "scyphate of standard weight" (TO \aTa~,vov TpOXV), when describing the
rule under which the Monastery of Petritzos (Bachkovo), which he was founding, was to be run 8 Georgian documents of the late eleventh and early
twelfth centuries from the I viron Monastery of Mt. Athos describe gold issues
that are clearly scyphate as "stamenoni," e.g., "stamenoni ek'ust'avi" and
"alek'sati."9 As in the case of the tetarteron, the term soon began to be applied
to another denomination, the billon scyphate first struck by Alexius I, which
was of the same weight and fabric as the original trachy. Presumably it became
redundant as far as the gold coinage was concerned when the term "hyperpyron" came into vogue. This change had certainly taken place by II47-when
Odo of Deuil, the historian of the Second Crusade, described the "staminas" as
"cuprea moneta."10 The name is quite commonly used in western commercial
documents of the twelfth century, but seems little used by the Byzantines themselves, who generally refer to TO VOj.l"Jj.lO TpOXV. l l The reference in a Pisan document
of II62 to "dimidium staminum"12 should not be taken as proving the existence
of such a denomination as a coin: the sum was probably paid in tetartera.
To VO~laj.lO TETOPTl1pOV }
.
: the tetarteron nomlsma (or vou~j.llov Inoummion)
T ar t aron, t et ar t aron
Originally a gold coin, lighter than the stamenon nomisma by '/,2, it was first
struck by Nicephorus II, and continued until early in the reign of Alexius I.
At some point after this, the name was appropriated to describe a copper
coin of similar small, thick fabric, first struck by Alexius as an element of his
reformed coinage. This change had taken place by 1097, when the tetarteron
in its new form was mentioned by Fulcher of Chartres, a western chronicler
of the First Crusade, under the transliteration "tartaron. "13 During the late
eleventh and the twelfth centuries it was worth a fraction of the follis.
8 L. Petit, "Typikon de Gregoire Pacourianos pour le monastere de PetritzQs (Backovo) en Bulgarie," Vizantiiskii Vremennik, II (19°4). p. 26.
9 Blake, "Accounting Practices," pp. 27, 29.

10

Chap. 3, p.

11
12

Infra, pp. 30, 3I.
Miiller, Documenti, p.

13

Chap. 3, p.

ZI.
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In the normal course of affairs sums equivalent to a coin of higher value
were, naturally, paid out in copper tetartera. Thus the typicon of the Pantocrator Monastery records the payment of gold nomismata (hyperpyra) in this
way: ... Koi VOU~lCilV 11 T'TOPTIJPWV xpuaov VOj.llaj.lOTOS EVos ... 14 The typicon of the
Monastery of Our Lady of the Altars of Elijah (Anatolia, II60) mentions:
T'TOPTIJpa TptK'<jlaAO,15 which under the circumstances can only be trikephala
of, or in, tetartera. For the gold tetarteron had not been struck for nearly
eighty years, and it is difficult to imagine any qualification of type being made
concerning a copper tetarteron worth at most '/2 follis. In addition, it must be
pointed out that no copper tetarteron type of Manuel depicts three figures or
heads.
The copper coin weight (3.90 gm.) published by Schlumberger16 and bearing
the inscription: +TIAi\AION Oi\OTPAXON Ei\A<l>PON, "the old, unmutilated, light
weight coin," should probably be dated to the first quarter of the twelfth
century. The description can refer to the gold tetarteron only at a time when
it was no longer issued, but still in circulation: hence TIOAatOV. The weight is
perfectly satisfactory.
To (vo~la~o)

TPOXV: the trachy (scyphate) nomisma
The scyphate fabric first occurs regularly under Michael IV and, until the
reign of Alexius I, is almost entirely confined to the debased gold nomisma
of standard weight. With the reform no less than three scyphate denominations appear: the gold; the electrum third, and the billon forty-eighth.
In 1065, by a chrysobull of the Emperor Constantine X, the monks of the
Iviron Monastery of Mt. Athos were granted the right of paying an annual sum
of sixty nomismata: .... Ta j.l'V TptCtKOVT(O) iCYTaj.lEvO Ta 5, ETEpO TptCtKOVTO TETOpT(l1)p(a)17. Half, then, was to be paid in histamena, half in tetartera.
In 1077, Michael Attaleiates ruled, in the Diataxis of the monastery which
he was founding at Rodosto, that the stipends of the clergy were to be paid:
Ta j.l'V flj.llal1 TpOX'O Ta 5, flj.llal1 TETOpTO,18 or half in trachea, half in tetartera.
In 1083, Gregory Pacourianus mentions in the typicon of the monastery
that he was founding at Petritzos (Bachkovo), that, on his appointment as
Duke of Theodosiopolis, he confided the management of his effects and treasure
to his brother. The money consisted of: TIaAatOV AoyaptoV pCilj.lOVO:TOV, TPOXU
j.lOVOj.l0XO:TOV, 50UKO:TOV TE KO\ O"Kl1TITPO:TOV, TIpOS 5, Koi j.ltXOl]AO:TovI9 -"0Id money of
14 Dimitrievskii, ap. cit., p. 661.
" Ibid., pp. 767, 769.
16 G. Schlumberger, Melanges d'archBologie byzantine, I (Paris, r895), pp. 31-32,
17 F. D61ger, Finanzgeschichtliches aus der byzantinischen Kaiserkanzlei des II. Jahrhunderts, Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften (Phil.-Hist. Klasse), 1 (Munich, 1956), p. 6.
18 K. Sathas, Mesaionike Bibliotheke, 1 (Venice, 1872), p. 35.
19 Petit, "Typikon de Gn§goire Pacourianos," p. 13.
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Romanus [Ill]; the trachy of [Constantine IXl, Monomachus; of [Constantine
X], Ducas; the <sceptre' trachy, and that of Michael [VII, DucasJ." The
stipends of the monks were to be paid in the iO"T6:~EVOV Tpaxu.20
A coin weight published by Laurent bears the legend: LlIKAIOC CTA8MOC
T\i TPAXEOC VDEPDVPOV-"the just weight of the trachy hyperpyron."
A lysis of Alexius I, dated to II08/09, reckons the Tpaxu acnrpov v6~10'~a as
worth '/. standard nomisma.
The typicon of the Pantocrator Monastery (II36) reckons a further aspron
trachy nomisma as worth '/48 standard nomisma.
The last three denominations have already been identified as the gold,
electrum, and billon scyphates, respectively, of the reformed coinage. 21 On the
basis of the reference of I065, which distinguishes between the stamenon and
the tetarteron, it might be supposed that the similarly phrased reference of
1077, distinguishing the trachy and the tetarteron, should be comparable in
some degree. The typicon of Pacourianus acts in direct confirmation of this
supposition, for it is clear, on the basis of the references found there, that the
trachy is also a coin of standard weight (stamenon): in effect, therefore, the
distinction made in I077 was the same as that made in 1065. Now the only
coins of standard weight attributable to Constantine IX, Constantine X, and
Michael VII are, in fact, the scyphate, debased gold pieces of those Emperors.
In other words, there are six occasions, from both the pre-reform and postreform periods, where the trachy can be identified with some degree of certainty.
When it is considered that all these trachea possess two major characteristics
in common: that they are of standard weight and also scyphate, the implication of the description "trachy" (= "rough" or "uneven") becomes immediately clear; it means, quite simply, «scyphate," in opposition to the smooth,
flat fabric of the tetarteron. The elaborate theories constructed in order to
provide the trachy with an identity are, therefore, quite unnecessary.
Although, theoretically, the term "trachy" could have been applied to all
three scyphate denominations of the Comnenian reformed coinage, in practice
it seems to have been rarely used of the gold or the electrum, but frequently
of the billon. The typicon of the Monastery of the Virgin Full of Grace (founded
in Constantinople during the reign of Alexius I by his wife Irene) mentions
the sum of: ... vOlllcr!JOTO Tpaxsa EiKOCYl TEO"crapa Ka1 ... VOlllO"IlO EV VTrSPTIVPOV 22
clearly using the term to denote a denomination which is quite separate from
the hyperpyron, and which, in the context, can only be the billon. The scale
on which payments of trachea-Dnly once qualified by "aspron"-DCcur in
the typicon of the Pantocrator, renders it almost certain that, once again, it

is the billon which is implied. The typicon of the Cosmosotira Monastery,
founded in Thrace by the Sebastocrator Isaac, in II5z/53, also mentions payments in trachea. 23

30

J

Supra, p. 28, note 8.
Chap. 3, pp. 14, 18, 20-21.
22 Miklosich and Miiller, op. tit., 5, p. 372.
20

II
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To v6~10'~a Tpaxv acnrpov}.
.
Albus
: the whIte, scyphate nomIsma
The earliest occurrence of the term is apparently to be found in a chrysobull of Alexius I in favor of the Athonite monastery of the Lavra, dated to
July, II04 (... a[cnrp]a ... TpaxEa vo~iO'~aT[al).24This seems to involve the electrum nomisma. Two further instances, of II08/09 and II36, mention the aspron
trachy as worth '/. and '/48 (hyperpyron) nomisma, respectively. In fact, two
denominations are obviously involved, the electrum and the billon, both of
which were white and scyphate.2 5 The sense of the passage in which the term
is used must, therefore, obviously determine the interpretation placed on it.
T0 ..v6~lO'~a TP1KEq>aAov} : t h e tnkep
.
h
'
a onI
nomIsma
T nmenus
A term concerning which there has already been a certain amount of discussion. The traditional interpretation is that the expression describes any coin
on which there appeared three heads or figures, the "Nummus trino capite
insignitus" of Du Cange 26 Frolow, in his article on the monetary terms used
in the Pantocrator typicon, put forward the theory that the term was derived
from TpEiS + KEq>aAai, equivalent to the Latin tremissis, the third of the unit.2'
Laurent, however, in what was apparently the last word on the subject, wrote
in 1951 that he admitted with "legere hesitation" the interpretation based on
iconography2S Clearly, with the identification of the electrum denomination as
the third part of the standard nomisma, some further examination of the
question is necessary.
John II, in a chrysobull confirming that of his father of March I093, in
favor of the Monastery of St. John on Patmos, continued an annual grant of
twenty-four KO~V!lv6:Ta 6EOTOKta-to be paid by the duke of Crete from the
revenues of the island. In this instance, the expression "Comnenian theotokion" can have applied only to the electrum issue of his father depicting
23 L. Petit, "Typikon du monastere de la Kosmosotira pres d'Aenas (II5Z)," Izvestiya russkago
arkheologicheskago instituta v Konstantinopole, 13 (1908), pp. 24 and 54·
24 G. Rouillard and P. Collomp, Actcs de Lavra, I (Paris, 1937), p. 143.
2& Chap. 3, pp. IS, 20-21.
26 C. Du Cange, Glossarium ad Scriptores J.l1ediae et Infimae Graecitatis, 2 (Lyons, 1688; reprint,
Bratislava, 1891), col. 1605.
27 A. Frolow, "Les noms de monnaies dans le typicon du Pantocrator," Byzantinoslavica, 10, 2
(1949), p. 247·
28 V. Laurent, "Bulletin de numismatique byzantine (1940-1949)," Revue des etudes byzantines, 9
(1951), p. 205.
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as its obverse type the Theotokos seated upon a throne (PI. 6.2-5) 29 In September lI5?, however, Theoctistus, the abbot of Patmos, again mentioned
the annual grant made by Alexius and John, but describes the sum as twentyfour vOl'llJl'aTa TplKE<paAa TIPOTlI'TlTaia30_"the most esteemed trikephala nomismata," which would seem to indicate that, on this occasion at least, the term
"trikephalon" implied an electrum issue.
John II mentions in the Pantocrator typicon that fifty hyperpyra are to be
set aside to pay for the ceremonies involving the procession of the icon of the
Virgin Hodegetria to the tombs of the founders and of their son Alexius. After
sums of six, twenty-four, and two hyperpyra are set aside for specific purposes,
it is ruled that the remaining eighteen are to be changed into hagiogeorgata
nomismata (\J1TaMaTIEIJO"'lJav Eis <XyloyE"'pyerra vOl'llJl'aTa), 31 and used for the
purchase (presumably) of icons and/or banners. It necessarily follows that the
hagiogeorgaton was of lower value than the hyperpyron, since the latter could
hardly be changed into pieces of higher value.
In March of the same year, it is recorded that a manuscript changed hands
for the sum of eight vOl'llJl'a, (a) TplKE<pa(Aa) ,i\s TIPOTlI'OI'E(VTlS) xapaY(i\s) TOV
KpaT(atOv) T]l'ooV [3a(m)A(E"'S) fjTO\ aYlOYE",pyerr(a), 32-"trikephala nomismata of the
most valued coining of our mighty Emperor, and of hagiogeorgaton type."
The hagiogeorgaton of the last two documents can only be that issue of
John II depicting on the reverse the Emperor and St. George holding between
them a cross, or labarum (PI. 1O.I-6). There is no doubt that the issue is in
general an electrum one: a few gold, and even copper specimens have been
recorded, but several at least of these are, in fact, gilded. No gold or copper
examples have ever been found in hoards-which present a far more reliable
picture of the circulating medium than the trays of a collection: were they
eventually to be found, they would have to be counted as hyperpyra and billon
trachea respectively, not as examples of imperial fraud. The reference from
the typicon indicates the lesser value of the hagiogeorgaton vis-a.-vis the
hyperpyron: since there were only two denominations of precious metal, it is
certain that the book changed hands for 2 2/ 3 hyperpyra and that the imperial
instructions meant in effect that the eighteen hyperpyra in question were to
be changed into fifty-four hagiogeorgata. The crucial point, however, is that
the issue was also a trikephalon.
The typicon of the Monastery of St. Mamas in Constantinople (lI58/59)
records that each monk should receive annually for clothing the sum of:
vOl'flJl'aTa \mEp1TVpa 6uo and: Tp\KE<paAa TIaAala 6uo in two instalments of one

hyperpyron and one trikephalon. If the monastery were to become more
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prosperous, however, then each was to receive the annual sum of Tpia \f1TEpTIUpa.
It follows that the trikephalon was worth less than 1/2 hyperpyron and,
therefore, must once more be identified with the electrum denomination.
In May, lI61, Manuel I confirmed by chrysobull the grants made to the
Monastery of Patmos by his father and grandfather, apparently increasing the
sum of money to two pounds of the currently most valued trikephala nomismata (vol'llJl'aTa ,plKE<paAa Ta KaTa TT]V T]I'EpaV TIpOTlI'WI'EVa A!-rpat 6uo). In the same
document a few lines later, the sum is referred to as being: .,. 6uo TplKE<paA"'V
Katvoupyf",v AlTpooV,-"new trikephala."34 Now, in lI61 "new" trikephala could
only be electrum pieces, since the hyperpyron of Manuel depicted only two
figures: that of Christ Emmanuel on the obverse and of the Emperor on the
reverse.
Yet a crucial reference in a document of the Monastery of St. Paul, near
Milet~s renders it certain that the trikephalon cannot be directly equated
with the electrum denomination, the third, and that the iconographical
interpretation must prevail. The Emperor Isaac Ang~lus (lI85-95), confirmi~g
the monastery in possession of some property, mentlOns the sum of thirty-SIx
\mEp1TVpa ,plKE<paAa. 35 Isaac's gold hyperpyra do, indeed, depict three figures or
"heads"-the Virgin on the obverse, the Emperor and St. Michael on the
reverse. Clearly, therefore, the term could describe the gold as well as the
electrum denomination.
Perhaps even more important than the identification of the trikephalon is
the fact that the qualifying descriptions applied to it are the same as those for
the hyperpyron,36 even when the denomination referred to is undoubtedly the
electrum:
lI3 6 (Cypriot MS) vOl'llJl'aT(a) Tp\KE<pa(Aa) Ti\S TIpOTlI'OI'E(VTlS) xapay(i\s)
lI5? (Abb. Theoctistus) Tp\KE<paAa TIpOT1l'TlTaia
lI5 8/59 (St. Mamas typicon) Tp\KE<paAa TIaAata
lI61 (Manuel: chrysobull) vOl'llJl'aTa TplKE<paAa ,a KaTa 'T]V T]I'EpaV TIpOTlI'WI'EVa... TP\KE<P6:A"'V Katvoupyf",v ...
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Other documents where the identification of the denomination is uncertain:
lI60 (Our Lady of Pity typicon)37 vOl'llJl'aTa Tp\KE<paAa Ta KaTa TT]V T]I'EpaV
TIpOT1l'WI'EVa
83

34

Supra, pp. 26, 27.
30 .Miklosich and Muller, op. cit., 6, p. 107.
31 Dimitrievskii, op. cit., p. 682.
32 V. Laurent, "Les monnaies tricephales de Jean II Comneme," RN5, 13 (1951), p. 98.
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Miklosich and Muller, op. cit., 6, p. 118.
Ibid., 4 (Vienna, 1871), p. 320 .
Intra, pp. 35, 36.
.
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L. Petit, "Le monastere de Notre Dame de Pitie," Izvestiya russkago arkheologzcheskago 'l,nst'l,tuta
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3
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IIg3 (Private document of sale)38 TIaAO"X TPlt<Eq>aAO vO><icr><OTO
IIg7 (Written order of the Megas Logariastes)39 TPIKEq>aAOl KOlvovpylOl (A!TpOl)
It should be noted that the last two quotations are from a period when the
debasement of the electrum coinage may have complicated the issue: a factor
which does not apply to the others.
The equivalent Latin term seems to have been "trimenus "which combined
with "perperus" in Venetian documents of II21 and II36' must r~fer to the
various gold issues of John II (PI. g. I-I4).
'

nothing else to recommend it. Apart from the fact that there already existed a
perfectly good phrase in the West to describe this fabric ("nummus" or "aureus
scyphatus"), it must be pointed out that the earliest Western sources generally
use the variant "purpuratus," "perperum" tending to be a later form. The
implication of high gold content given by the term assures its identification as
the reformed gold issue of the Comneni, for it could hardly be applied to any
other denomination, the nomisma of the preceding forty years always having
been less pure than 20 ';' carats, and often lamentably so: likewise it could not
apply to the electrum denomination of the reformed coinage.
The adjective TPOXV occurs only once in relation to the hyperpyron-on a
bronze coin-weight bearing the inscription: (0) 5iKOlo, crT06><o, TOU TpOXEW, Vn-EpTIVPOV ("the just weight of the scyphate hyperpyron"). On the basis of its rather
light weight (3.83 gm.), Laurent has postulated the existence of a gold denomination outside the normal stamenonftetarteron pattern, in order to provide the
trachy hyperpyron with an identity:44 fortunately, with the identification of
the term TpOXV as meaning "scyphate," this necessity is removed. It can only be
assumed that the light weight of the piece in question results from corrosion and/
or wear, to which processes copper is particularly prone. The weight cannot
antedate the reign of Alexius according to the present state of knowledge,
and is quite at home in a twelfth- to fourteenth-century context.
The Pantocrator typicon provides several more references to the hyperpyron:
at first sight they are in fact so varied and numerous that they have been cited
as an illustration of the confusion of the Byzantine coinage under the Comneni.
Frolow, attempting to produce some kind of order, wrote: "Rien ne pourrait
mieux illustrer, peut-etre, le desarroi des finances byzantines it la veille de la
quatrieme Croisade que cette diversite d'unites en courS."45 Such an attempt
was probably bound to fail without at least some concept of the Comnenian
monetary system~which Frolow conspicuously lacked. With the identification of the main denominations, the disorder can be seen as only apparent.
The following references clearly describe the gold hyperpyron:
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To v6><",><0 (TplKEq>OAOV) O:ylOyEwpyO:TOV: the (trikephalon):nomisma of St. George type

An electrum scyphate issue depicting the Emperor John II and St. George
as the reverse type (PI. IO.I-6).
To V6><lcr><0 (TpOXV) VTIEpTIVpOV

}

Purpuratus, perperum, yperperum : the (scyphate) nomisma of refined gold

The standard scyphate nomisma of 20'/2 carats fine, was introduced by Alexius
I, probably during the course of the year IOg2. 40 The first use of the term occurs
in the will of St. Christodoulos of Patmos, datable to March Iog3: (... vO><icr><OTO
TWcrOp6:KOVT~ ovo Vn-Ep[TIVPOJ).4I Byzantine authors with any pretension to style
tend
aVOld the term, however, possibly considering it "common." Even the
Impenal chancery was to some extent affected by this prejudice, and it is consequently not until well into the twelfth century that the name occurs at all
frequently. Western so;,rces exhibit less fastidiousness, and from Iog7 onward
the vanous transhteratlOns of the word are comparatively common in chronicles
and commercial docU1~ents. Byzantine documents dated to IOI7, IOI8/Ig, and
1081, from the Ath~mte monastery of the Lavra, apparently containing the
term are,. as th~lr edl~ors pom~ out, later copies and must therefore be regarded
as contammg mtrusIve termmology. There is no reason to believe that the
!ntroduction of the term antedated the reign of Alexius in general, and the
Issue of the reformed gold in particular.
"The deriva~,ion of the term as suggested by Du Cange-that 'JTIEp + TI0p :
( above + fire ) represents the refined gold or "aurum coctum" of late Roman
and mediaeval ~ources42-is perfectly satisfactory. The theory advanced by A.
Frolow glvmg It a western derivation (perperum=something deformed: the
scyphate as seen by Western eyes)!3 is entertaining in its ingenuity but has

t.a

Miklosich and Muller, op. cit., 6, p. 125.
39 Ibid" p. 140.
'" Chap. 5. p. 46.
41 Miklosich and Miiller, op. cit., 6, p. 82.
42 C. Du Cange, De Imperatorum Constantinopolitanorum Numismatibus Dissertatio (Rome 1755)
p. 123: Codex Theodosianus, 12,7 (I).
•
•
43 Frolow, "Les noms de monnaies," pp. 245-46.
38

· .. VOlJ(crIJOTO xpvcrO:,
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Ta KOTO: TT)V TtlJEpav TIpOTllJc.0IlEVa Tr6:vrwv, brTa ~Jllcrv

"seven and a half gold nomismata, currently the most valued of all"
Dimitrievskii, Opisanie, p. 68g.
· ., vO><!cr><OTO, o><oiov TO Tl><l<rV

"half a nomisma of similar type"

Ibid., p. 68g.

· ., VOlllo-llO'TOS olloiov ThapTov

"a quarter of a nomisma of similar type"

Ibid., p. 6go.

44 v. Laurent, "Le' Juste poids' de l'hyperpyron trachy," Congres International de Numismatique,
I953. Actes. 2 (Paris. r957). pp. 299-307·
45 Frolow, "Les noms de monnaies," p. 242.
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· . . VOlltcrlJOTO 011010 Tpia Tl~.ucrv Tphov

"three and a sixth nomismata of similar type"

Ibid., p. 690.

· .. 70 K07" Tt'] v T]IlEPOV rrp071llWIlEVOV XpvO'oiiv v61l\0'1l0

"the currently most valued gold nomisma"

Ibid., p. 686.

· .. vOIl{0'1l070 VrrEprrvpo

"hyperpyra nomismata"

Ibid., p. 694.
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weight. The two formulae in effect mean the same. The Pisan notaries, on the
other hand, seemed to have preferred yperpera auri bene ponderata ad rectas
pensas de Constantinopoli ("hyperpera of gold, correctly weighed, according
to the established standards of Constantinople")47 or some similar phrase.
These qualifications were purely customary, ensuring that the coins changing
hands were genuine and of full weight.

· .. V01l10'1l070\, VrrEPrrVPOV 70 flll\O'V

"half a hyperpyron nomisma"

Ibid., p. 689.

'
{VrrEPrrvPOV},
T o.V011IO'I.10
,
rrpOT1I..lWIlEVOV;
TP\KE<pollov

Ibid., p. 690.

Throughout the twelfth century, the gold hyperpyron, and the trikephalon
even where demonstrably of electrum, are both frequently qualified by the
descriptions: "currently the most valued (of all)," "the most esteemed," "old,"
"new," etc. 48 In the majority of cases -all those connected with the hyperpyron
and most of those connected with the trikephalon-these qualifications cannot
have been the expressions of a preference for issues of pure or debased title,
as has generally been assumed.
It is perhaps significant that, whereas the term (TO v61l\0'1l0) K01VOUPY10V is
occasionally qualified by some such description as TO KaT" TTjV T]IlEPOV rrpOT\IlWIlEVOV, or, as in the case of a chrysobull of Manuel I for the Monastery of
Patmos, the one is used apparently interchangeably with the other, the adjective rraAo16v remains without further qualification. 49 There does, therefore,
seem to be some consistent distinction between new issues-which are also
currently the most valued-and old issues. The implication would seem to be
that a distinction long forbidden was being applied: the custom that coins of
the reigning emperor, or of recent mintage-generally not widely circulated and
therefore without wear-should pass at a slight premium over older coinsgenerally the more widely circulated and worn.
The most explicit condemnation of the custom mentioned above is found in
Novel I4 (i) of Valentinian Ill, dated to 445 :
De pretio solidi et nequis solidum integrum recuset.
Impp. Theod(osius) et Valent(inianus) Aa. ad populum Romanum.
Frequens ad nos, Quirites, temerarii ausus querela pervenit, ut in parentum
nostrorum contumeliam insigniti solidi eorum nominibus ab omni emptore
recusentur: quod diu impunitum esse non patimur. Hoc ergo edicto agnoscat
universitas capitale manere supplicium, si quisquam vel domini patris mei

· .. VOl-dcrlloTo KOIVOVpylo, TO: KOTO: T71V TtlJEpav TIPOTtllWIlEva Buo T11.1101J

"two and a half new nomismata, currently the most valued"
· . . VOlJ,tcrllcna 011010 'Tpio Tphov

"three and a third nomismata of similar type"

Ibid., p. 690.

· .. VOIl{O'lloTO 01l0\0 860 fllllO'V

"two and a half nomismata of similar type"

Ibid., p. 690.

· .. VOlllO'Il0TO VrrEprrvpO KalVOlJpY10 Buo TpiTOV

"two and a third new hyperpyra nomismata"

Ibid., p. 691.

· .. V61l10'1l0 VrrEprrvpov KalVOUPY10V EV rrpo\, 70 fllllO'V

"one and a half new hyperpyron nomisma"

Ibid., p. 692.

• .. VOll10'1l0TO VrrEprrvpO K01VOUpY10 01l0l0 7pio TpiTOV

"three and a third new hyperpyra nomismata of similar type"

Ibid., p. 692.

· .. VOI..11O'11oTo VrrEp1TVpa 1TaAOl6:

"old hyperpyra nomismata"

Ibid., p. 690.

Such an abundant selection of quotations has been included only to demonstrate, from similarity in phrasing, that despite several variations, all references
do in fact refer to the hyperpyron, and to confirm Western documents in regarding the hyperpyron as the standard coin upon which fractional sums are based.
The hyperpyron pound (of seventy-two pieces) is also mentioned in the
typicon (... lIiTpo\, VrrEprrupov\, 860).46
Latin commercial documents exhibit their own customary qualifying
descriptions of the perperum or yperperum. The usual Venetian phrase seems
to have been perperi auri boni veteres pesantes ("hyperpyra of good gold,
weighing as of old" [i.e., of customary weight]). A small group of documents do
in fact read perperi auri boni novi pesantes, which does not imply the existence
of a new standard of weight, since they are chronologically sandwiched between
examples of the more usual phrase. This group is in fact by the hand of one
person-Gyslando Carnello-and reflects the personal formula used by him.
The translation should probably read "hyperpyra of good gold, weighing as
new," implying freshly minted pieces, presumably therefore of customary
46

Dimitrievskii, op. cit., p. 688.

"

TIpOTW71TOlOV; TraAalOV; KOIVOVPYIOV

47 For the Venetian, see: Tafel and Thomas, Urkunden, r, nos. LII, LIII, LIV, LXIX, LXXVII;
A. Lombardo and R. M. deIla Rocca, Nuovi documenti del commercia Veneto dei sec. XI-XIII (Venice,
1953), nos. 5, 7, la, IS, 21, 24, 40. Gyslando Carnello accounts for nos. LII, LIII, LIV, la. For the
Pisan, see: Miiller, Documenti, nos. 14, 38, 42.
48 For the hyperpyron, see supra, pp. 35, 36; for the trikephalon, see supra, pp. 33, 34.
" Ibid, pp. 33, 34, 36.
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Theodosii vel sacrarum necessitudinum nostrarum vel superiorum principum
solidum aureum integri ponderis refutandum esse crediderit vel pretio minori
taxaverit . ..
The Codex]ustinianus (n, x [iJ) mentions an earlier enactment of Valentinian I
to the same effect, and as late as the ninth century Leo VI (886-9l2) found it
necessary to issue the same prohibition (Novel 52)-if the above interpretation
of the descriptive phrases found in twelfth-century sources is correct, with so
little success that, by the latter period, the custom had become officially
condoned and even recognized.
This distinction between new or fresh coins and old or worn ones is very
probably to be connected with the circulation of sealed purses of coin, which
would have contained pieces of choice quality, as opposed to that of loose coin,
which would have been in a far more variable state of preservation. Such, at
least, appears to be the implication of the eleventh edict of Justinian - to be
discussed infra, chap. l3, pp. 304-05.
To XpvCYovv VOIlICYIlO TpOXV XlcITov: the gold scyphate nomisma "with a X"

This occurs on two occasions, in documents dated March I093, and March
I09450 Although early, their dates put them quite definitely into the postreform period, and the description "gold" alone probably justifies the identification of these pieces with the hyperpyron. Mme Morrisson, in an as yet
unpublished paper, given to the Byzantine Congress at Oxford in 1966, has also
suggested, however, that the description "with a X" refers to the letter in the
abbreviation iCjxc, found on the obverse of the hyperpyron of Alexius, his
electrum having instead M-Pjev, and therefore that the term is, in fact, a description of the still recently issued hyperpyron.
To VOIlICYIlO X6poYllo: the coined nomisma

The marked or engraved nomisma, hence an actual coined piece as opposed to
a unit of account. Used particularly of the hyperpyron and the electrum
denomination, e.g., of the latter: ... TO IlEV X6poYllo VOIlICYIlO ola TpOXEWV &o-rrpwv
vOlll<Y!JaTcvv O:lT01TS'icr601. 51

To VOIlICYllo Xpvcyovv: the gold nomisma.

The hyperpyron. 52
50
61
52

Miklosich and Muller, ap. cit., 6, pp.
Chap. 6, p. 5].
Dimitrievskii, ap. cit., p. 686.

82, 92.

CHAPTER FIVE

THE DATE OF THE ALEXIAN MONETARY REFORM

The primary division in the coinage of Alexius I is between issues of traditional type, and those representing innovation. The first group-by far the
smaller-consists of debased trachea (PI. I.I-I2); debased tetartera (PI. 2.
I-I2); flat silver miliaresia (PI. 2.I4-I7); coins of base silver, slightly scyphate,
continuing a tradition commenced by Constantine IX (PI. 2.I3); and the large,
flat, copper folleis, of both the named and the anonymous series (PIs. 2.I8-22,
3. I-3). The second group has already been described in dealing with the
new monetary system, and in brief is marked by the appearance of the gold
hyperpyron, the electrum and billon fractional scyphates, and the copper
tetarteron. The only issue to some extent common to both groups is the
electrum trachy, but, whereas under Nicephorus IH and Alexius I prior to his
reform, it was a coin of debased character, subsequent to the reform its legal
value was more or less identical with that of the bullion contained in it; "/. part
of the hyperpyron nomisma.
Several general points emerge. Since it is the group of denominations representing innovation that is continued by the successors of Alexius I, it would
seem reasonable to assume that, in general, it is the later. The relatively small
number of pieces of traditional type remaining suggests, prima facie, that the
reform began at a relatively early stage in the reign. Finally, the fundamental
change in the monetary pattern brought about by the introduction of fractional
scyphates was, nevertheless, basically the result of the application of an extremely simple concept, and there is, therefore, no general reason why the
introduction of the new system should not have been complete within a
relatively short period of time, rather than the piecemeal product of an
extended period. This is particularly true of the fractional pieces, which could
hardly have been introduced before the hyperpyron upon which they were
dependent.
The question of the date of the monetary reform of Alexius has apparently
not previously been discussed in detail. Metcalf, in a short study of the gold
coinage, suggested that it was introduced in c. l097 as a result of the territorial gains for the Empire brought about by the First Crusade. 1 In a further
publication, he suggested that the issue of "bronze," fractional scyphates ante1 D. M. Metcalf, "The Reformed Gold Coinage of Alexius I Comnenus," HBN, 16 (19 62 ).
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dated this by some appreciable time. 2 The latter, at least, is unlikely on the
grounds put forward in the paragraph preceding this.
The resolution of the problem is unfortunately hampered by the universal
practice among Byzantine authors of dealing only with such subjects as were
considered "acceptable" -which economic and monetary affairs were notand of making use of elliptical or consciously archaic terms when forced to deal
with subjects which both they and their readers would have considered disagreeably "common." Very little evidence is therefore to be gained from
contemporary authors, and scarcely more from other documentary sources.
The first occurrence of the purpuratus in Latin documents is in I09T3 the
\ITfEpTIVpOV appears for the first time in original Byzantine documentary sources
in March, I093.4
The electrum Tpaxv aOTrpov first occurs specifically in July, II04,5 although
its existence may be inferred as early as March, I093.6
The copper tartaron had succeeded the follis by I097.7
Fortunately, the coins themselves provide a good deal more information
than these somewhat meagre indications.
There exists a rare issue of scyphates-evidently commemorative-in
electrum and billon depicting, as the obverse type, the young Emperor John Il
crowned by Christ and, as the reverse, the Emperor Alexius I and his wife
Irene Ducaina (PI. 6.r, IO, n). A specimen of the electrum issue was described
by Sabatier in 1868 and is now in the possession of the BibliotMque Nationale. 8
A further example of the general type was published by Goodacre in r939 and
was described as being of gold. Unfortunately, the piece in the Goodacre Collection-now on loan to the Ashmolean Museum-proves, on examination, to
be a gilded specimen of the billon issue, which is relatively common 9 If hyperpyra of the type were struck, therefore, they remain to come to light. In fact,
the lack of the hyperpyron is of no great importance since the existence of the
electrum third and the billon forty-eighth indicates that the unit upon which
they were fractionally dependent must already have been in circulation. The
only convincing date for the issue of this commemorative type is September
r092, when Alexius crowned his young son John (b. r087) as emperor, in

defiance of the rights of his ward and colleague Constantine Ducas, the son of
Michael VIl;'o the new monetary system was therefore in existence at that
date.
The identification of the pre-reform trachea of Alexius here becomes a matter
of some importance. The Sofia hoard of r897 contained 205 stamena and stamena trachea of the Emperors Romanus Ill, Constantine IX, Constantine X,
Eudocia and her sons, Romanus IV, Nicephorus Ill, and Alexius I, together
with one reformed hyperpyron of the last-named Emperor.l l The heavily alloyed
trachea of Alexius were of two types only, the one depicting the Emperor
holding a jewelled stellate scepter (PI. 1.I-4) , the other of similar type but
differing in the form of scepter (PI. 1.5-8). Since the bulk of the hoard was
composed of the debased stamena trachea of preceding emperors and there was
only one piece (the hyperpyron) which was recognizably of the reformed coinage,
it seems reasonable to assume that these two heavily alloyed types constitute
the pre-reform issues. The first type is in general an electrum issue, but of
variable gold content, one analyzed piece containing a mere 3 carats of
gold, another being apparently of a gold (?), silver, and copper alloy 12 The
second type is seemingly only of a silver/copper alloy, although one specimen of
the eight present at Dumbarton Oaks may contain some gold. This latter type,
at least, has no place within the reformed coinage. The evidence suggests, therefore, that Alexius, while at first attempting to continue the standard of the
electrum trachea of Nicephorus Ill, was forced to debase even further-at the
same time, as was now customary, changing the design of the coin.
Further confirmation exists.
The British Museum Catalogue attributes to Alexius Ill, Angelus-Comnenus,
an apparently unique miliaresion of traditional, flat fabric, together with two
varieties of scyphate in debased metal,13 All three depict St. Demetrius in
military dress, handing a labarum, a patriarchal cross, or a cross, to an Alexius
Comnenus: iconographically and stylistically, the coins are closely related
(PIs. I.9-I2, 2.I7).
The attribution will, however, not stand up to examination. The last miliaresia of flat fabric (other than the type under discussion) are to be dated to the
early years of Alexius I, belonging as they do to a group of coins marked by
traditional characteristics of fabric, weight, and type. Thus, when Alexius III
obtained the throne in II95, the denomination had not been struck for approximately a century. The scyphates which are so closely related to it are similarly
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Idem, Coinage in the Balkans, 820-I355 (Thessaloniki, 1965), p. 92.
3 Chap. 3, p. 14 (note I).
• Chap. 4, p. 34·
5 Ibid., p. 31.
, Ibid., p. 26, 31.
7 Chap. 3, p. 24.
8 J. Sabatier, in Annuaire de la societe franyaise de numismatique (1868), p. 292. An approximate
specific gravity determination of the piece in question results in a reading of 8 carats fine, which,
in view of the appalling debasement of the pre-reform trachea of Alexius, necessitates its acceptance
as a part of the reformed series.
9 H. Goodacre, <tlrene DUkaina, Wife of the Emperor Alexius I," NC5, 19 (1939), p. IIO.
2

F. Chalandon, Essai sur le regne d'Alexis ler Comnene (Paris, 1900), pp. 12I~22, 137-39·
Chap. IS, p. 383.
12 Both in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks.
13 VI. Wrath, Catalogue of the 111'I,perial Byzantine Coins in the British Museum (London, 1908 ),
voL 2, pL LXXIII. 4-6, I3.
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alien to the issues of Alexius IIl, whose trachea, whether of gold, electrum, or
billon, all depict the Emperor with St. Constantine.14 While the issues of Alexius
III are of a relatively large, spread fabric, these" St. Demetrius" scyphates are
smaller and thicker.
Whatever judgment is finally passed on the competence of the Angeli-and
that on Isaac II may prove more favorable than the one now favored-it
would appear unlikely that an emperor of the somewhat dubious caliber of
Alexius III should exert himself to the extent of reviving two denominations
which were quite out of place in a system of coinage which had, by then, been
in operation for a full century. Clearly, a reattribution to Alexius I should be
considered.
The scyphates in question have one major characteristic of detail-in addition
to several smaller points of detail and style-which ally them to a small but
distinct series already attributed to Alexius 1. The imperial name is to be found
on the obverse side-which is contrary to normal practice. The other issues of
the group are in billon (PI. 7.8, 9), in electrum (PI. 6.6-9), and even in gold
(PI. 5.5). The last is certainly the most significant, since these specimens form
part of a series of hyperpyra sharing a general chronological development of
legend with coins of obvious metropolitan manufacture, but which themselves,
in points of detail and style, demonstrate an independence explicable only
on the assumption that they were issued by a separate mint.1 5 It would therefore appear reasonable to expect that all the issues in the group should emanate
from the same source, and, moreover, belong to the same period: the reign of
Alexius I.
Incidental proof of the correctness of the reattribution of the "St. Demetrius"
scyphates to Alexius I, rather than to Alexius II or Ill, is to be found among
the coins of the Norman kingdom of Sicily.
The silver alloy scyphate ducat (ducalis) of Roger II (II30-54) is as follows:
Obv. +IC,XC·RG· / IN'fETRN (lesus Christus regnat / in aeternum). Bust of
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels
in left hand.
IN
Rev. R·DVX·R / R·R·SLS (Rogerius dux Apuliae / Rogerius rex Siciliae). R
(A nno regni X ) in field.
X
Full-length figure of king Roger on right and of duke Roger of Apulia
(his son), holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft and three
steps. King Roger wears stemma, divitision, and jewelled loros of simplified type (details blundered); holds globus cruciger in left hand. Duke
Roger wears short military tunic and breastplate; holds sword in right
hand. The king is represented frontally, the duke laterally (PI. 45.II).

The whole coin-fabric, type, and style-is of Byzantine origin, and there is
little doubt that the original is to be found in the" St. Demetrius" scyphate
issues under discussion. The only conceivable alternative original is the hagiogeorgaton type of John II (PI. IO.I-4), but comparison shows obvious and
decisive differences between the hagiogeorgaton and the ducat. On the other
hand, the differences between the "St. Demetrius" issues and the ducat are
minimal: the necessary alteration of the inscriptions; the globus cruciger held
by King Roger-a simple addition; the cross on three steps rather than two;
Duke Roger holding the sword in his right hand rather than his left.
The ducat was first struck in the tenth year of the reign of Roger II (anno
regni X), that is, in II40' There is, therefore, no possibility of the "St. Demetrius" issue belonging to any other emperor than Alexius I, Comnenus, the
original being of necessity earlier than the copy.
Now the two varieties of scyphate depicting St. Demetrius possess a development of metal content parallel to the debased products of the metropolitan
mint. That variety in which the Saint hands a labarum to Alexius, although
generally of a silver/copper alloy, definitely includes electrum specimens, for
the one coin in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks is of that metal. The other (a
good deal more common) in which St. Demetrius hands a patriarchal cross to
the Emperor is, in all known cases, however, of the silver/copper alloy. The
further stage in the debasement of the trachy is, therefore, apparently illustrated within both the metropolitan and the provincial mint.
The presence of St. Demetrius on both the traditional miliaresion and the
scyphates is of crucial importance in dealing with this group. The earliest
representation of the Saint, on coins other than these, occurs on the copper
half-tetartera of John II (PI. II. IS-I7); his first appearance on coins of precious
metal dates from the reign of John'S successor Manuel I, when he is found on
the electrum coinage (PI. I4· 7-9).
An ideal solution to the problem of the identification of this mint, between
the two termini of Io8I and I09z, in harmony with both the historical and
numismatic factors, at once emerges. When Alexius came to the throne in
April I08I, he inherited-besides the less imminent if no less real dangers-the
threat of an almost immediate invasion of Epirus by the Normans of southern
Italy. This invasion, although decently furnished with an excuse from Byzantine domestic politics, was in fact a war of conquest.
Robert Guiscard, at the head of a considerable army, laid siege to Dyrrhachium in June Io8I,16 after seizing Avlona and the island of Corfu. Alexius,
according to Anna Comnena, left Constantinople for Thessalonica in August. 17
After a short stay in the latter city he proceeded to the scene of the campaign,

PIs. 22.I-I2, 23.I-7.
.. Chap. 8, pp. 90-95.

If,

16

Anna Comnena, IV,

I;

Bonn ed., x, pp. 187-88.

I? Ibid., IV, 4; Bonn ed., x, p. Ig8.
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almost immediately meeting with a severe defeat under the walls of Dyrrhachium (October).18 He returned to Thessalonica to reorganize his army.
At this point Anna enters into a rather lengthy and embarrassed account
of events in Constantinople which, to put it briefly, seem to have occurred
as follows :19 Alexius needed money more than ever, but there was none
to be had from the imperial treasury, thoroughly depleted by Nicephorus HI.
He therefore requested his brother, the Sebastocrator Isaac, and his mother,
the regent Anna Dalassena, whom he had left in Constantinople, to procure as
much as possible by whatever means lay at hand. The regents managed to
gather a little from their own possessions and from those of their supporters and
duly sent what there was to the mint. The total was, however, quite insufficient
for the pressing needs of the moment. Recourse was therefore had to that
canon which permitted the confiscation of church property for the redemption
of prisoners of war from the enemy. An unknown amount was obtained on
the basis of the sale of "surplus" church vessels. The Emperor shortly after
returned to the capital. Robert, in turn, was forced to return to Italy to deal with
disturbances within his possessions, and the threatened invasion of Henry IV of
Germany; both initiated at the request and encouragement of Alexius.
By May 1082,20 Alexius had again left Constantinople, for Ioannina, but
once more met with defeat and returned to the capital to organize further
resistance. It was apparently at this point (August 1082) that, depressed by
his setbacks, he issued a chrysobull forbidding future alienation of ecclesiastical
property.21
Profiting by the defeats suffered by the Emperor, Bohemund, in charge of the
Norman army in the absence of his father, after strengthening his position by
the acquisition of various towns in Thessaly, laid siege to Larissa. The siege,
according to Anna, began in April 1083 (the festival of St. George the Martyr)22
and continued for six months, at the end of which it was raised by Alexius
(presumably in September ro83). After this, his first appreciable military success,
the Emperor returned to Thessalonica and from there attempted to tamper with
the loyalty of Bohemund's lieutenants-with some considerable effect, for
Castoria was restored to the Empire by Bohemund's own men. This was apparently the last military event of the year, since Alexius was back in the capital
by the beginning of December. 23

Bohemund returned to Italy on receipt of the news of Castoria, but was back
in Epirus with his father in 1084. In ro8s, however, with little achiev~d, Robert
died,24 and the territory occupied by the Normans was recovered w1thout too
much difficulty.
Alexius himself, therefore, was in Thessalonica at least three times, twice in
1081 and once in ro83: in addition, it is clear that the second city of the Empire
was the main base of munitions and supplies for the Norman war. Both the
existence of a separate mint (for at least some of the period 1081-92) and the
iconographical characteristics of some of its products are entirely explicable if
it is assumed that that mint was situated at Thessalonica.
It should be observed at this point that not only is the appearance of St.
Demetrius on the coinage unprecedented at this time, but the design itself,
on all three issues, is somewhat unusual. The normal aspect of both saint and
emperor in the numismatic iconography of the successors of Alexius (when the
presence of saints becomes more common) is purely frontal-even if something
is held between them. This holds good throughout the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. 25 The aspect of the saint on coins of this group is somewhat different:
he is represented laterally. The implication is plain: St. Demetrius, the patron
saint of the city of Thessalonica, in full military dress, sword in hand, is actually
handing the labarum or cross to Alexius. The Norman war was bitter, the outcome crucial, with the Empire fighting for its very existence. Under the circumstances nothing would be more natural than this iconographical scene.
As to the reasons for the Normans copying these rather rare issues, it should
be remembered that for the best part of the period of the first Norman war
they would have been the current trachea nomismata in the area of conflict,
and that the invaders would, therefore, have come across them comparatively
frequently.
The following sequence of events would thus seem to be indicated: at some
time shortly after the commencement of the Norman campaign-probably
during either the first or second visit of the Emperor (August-September 1081
and October I08I-early I082)-a precious-metal mint was brought into
operation at Thessalonica. This was in time to produce a short issue of trachea
depicting the military St. Demetrius handing a labarum to the Emperor,
which paralleled the first metropolitan coinage of Alexius, who was attempting
to equal the standard of gold content used by Nicephorus HI. The further
debasement then occurred at both Constantinople and Thessalonica, accom-
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Ibid., IV, 6; Bonn ed., I, p. 208.
1-2; Bonn ed., I, pp. 225-31.
21) Ibid., v, 4; Bonn ed., I, p. 237.
21 C. E. Zacharia von Lingenthal, Ius Graeco-Romanum, 3 (Leipzig, 1857), pp. 355-58. For the
chronology, see: V. Grumel, "L'affaire de Lean de Cha1cedoine," Etudes byzantines, 2 (1944),
pp. 126-33·
22 Anna Comnena, V, 5; Bonn ed., I, p. 244.
23 Ibid., VI, 8; Bonn ed., I, p. 295.
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Chalandon, op. cit., p. 93.
"Cf. John II with St. George (PI. 10.I-6 [electrum]); Manuel I with St. Theodore (PI. '3·5-9
[electrum]), with St. Demetrius (PI. 14.7-9 [electrum]); Isaac Comnenus of Cyprus with St. George
(PI. 19.6, 7 [billon]); Isaac II with St. Michael (PI. 20.I-8 [gold and electrum]); Alexius III with St. Constantine (PI. 22.I-IZ, etc. [gold, electrum, and billonJ).
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panied by the customary changes in design. The debasement itself possibly
occurred during the winter I08I/82, when, following the defeat of Dyrrhachium
the Emperor, according to Anna, was particularly short of money. The second
type at Thessalonica-depicting St. Demetrius handing a patriarchal cross to
the Emperor-would therefore probably have been struck at least until I084/85,
when the Norman war came to an end, and the corresponding metropolitan issue
right up until the date of the coinage reform.
Although this analysis renders certain the attribution of particular types of
trachea to the pre-reform period of the reign, and gives some indication, at
least, of the length of the first two coinages, the actual date of the reform still
remains uncertain, but, on the evidence above, should lie at some point between
I084/85 and IOg2.
It is, however, difficult to detect any point during that period at which Alexius
might have had the resources and the opportunity to put the reform into effect.
No sooner was the Norman war finished than the Empire was involved with a
long struggle against thePatzinaks. Several campaigns have been distinguished.'·
That of I085/86 involved incursions into the Thracian plain aided by discontented Paulician elements and resulted in the defeat and death of the Grand
Domestic of the West, Gregory Pacourianus: the general, Taticius, who was
sent to recover the situation, found it necessary to pay the troops a year's
wages in order to persuade them to fight. I087 saw further attacks by the
Patzinaks and the dispossessed king of Hungary, Saloman, reaching right down
the Thracian plain, almost to the coast: although this alliance was dispersed, the
Emperor's defeat in northern Bulgaria, at Silistria, followed shortly, after which
he was forced to ransom such captured troops as had been left alive by the
nomads. A short peace in I08g was followed by a reopening of the war: in lOgO
the area of the campaign was the region around Adrianople; conflict was only
brought to an end in April IOgI by the decisive victory at Levunium, where
the Patzinaks were virtually exterminated with the aid of the Cumans. The
years IOgO/gI had also seen an attempt by the Seljuk Emir of Smyrna, Tzachas,
to blockade the capital by means of the considerable fleet which he had had
constructed.
It is, therefore, hardly conceivable that Alexius would have been able to
institute the new coinage between I084/85 and IOgI. The only acceptable
solution is therefore to consider the commemorative issue of September IOg2used probably for imperial largess distributed in the coronation celebrationsas inaugurating the new system, and to suppose that this small issue of electrum
and billon trachea (and hyperpyra, assuming that they were struck), was then
followed by the regular series which formed the pattern for the coinage of the
next century and a half.
26 Chalandon, op. cit., pp. 95-136. The chronology 1085-91 remains controversial.

There are, finally, several contemporary sources which are widely accepted
as referring to the debased state of the coinage under Alexius-even at a
relatively late date in the reign, when, according to the arguments employed
above, the reformed coinage should have been in circulation. In fact none are
decisively against either the reform or the relatively early date postulated for it.
In anticipation of the campaign against Robert Guiscard, Anna Comnena
mentions that Alexius, soon after his accession, sent to Henry IV of Germany
144,000 nomismata to encourage the latter to open a diversionary campaign
in southern Italy. This sum was paid ola T€ €ipyacr~Evov apyvpiov Kat 'Pw~avaTOV
1Tai\mo:s 1TOloTr)Tos-"in worked silver and Romanata of old quality."27 That
there could exist an old quality suggests that there existed a new and necessarily lower one. This interpretation may be correct, but it should be observed
that the date of the occasion (before August I08I) is prior to that suggested for
the monetary reform, and is therefore irrelevant to any discussion concerning
its existence. The coins in question were probably stamena nomismata of the
Emperor Romanus III, the last ruler to have struck pieces of 24 carats fine.
It is also pointed out that, subsequent to the second Norman war, by the
provisions of the treaty signed at Deavolis in September n08, Alexius promised to pay Bohemund the annual sum: wo TiZlv l3acrli\lKiZlv &r]cravpiZlv T<'xi\aVTa olaKocrla TOU TIpol3€l3ami\EvKoTos Kvpiov Mlxa~i\ TIOloT'lTa T€ Kat xapay~ v aTIO'l'EpOVTa
-"two hundred talents [of nomismata] of the former Emperor, the lord
Michael, of his quality and bearing his stamp, from the imperial treasury."28
According to Zakythinos and Svoronos, for instance, this indicates the debasement of the coinage being issued currently, to which Bohemund preferred the
older, purer coins. It is generally forgotten that Bohemund was hardly in a
position to demand any such distinction-he had just suffered a humiliating
defeat-and the payment was an obvious gilding to the remaining clauses of the
treaty, which were heavily weighted in favor of the Empire. It is, of course, not
certain which Emperor Michael was referred to, but possibly it was Michael IV
-whose gold coins fluctuated between a theoretical 24 carats fine and an
actual Ig'/.-rather than Michael VII, whose coinage is of a mere 13 or 14 carats.
It would be as well to exercise care when approaching terminology such as
the above two examples and others quoted elsewhere in this publication: it is
true that Anna might actually be referring to particular coins of these emperors
-but equally well she could be describing their particular metallic quality.
Other cases might be cited: for instance, it is evident that John II could not
have expected certain expenses of the Pantocrator Monastery to have always
been paid in his hagiogeorgata, and that the grant that Alexius I made to the
Monastery of Patmos could not have been forever paid in Komnenata theo27
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Bonn ed.,
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tokia; it is probable that the term "manuellatus," as used by the Latin sources,
referred to coins other than those actually struck by that Emperor. Apparently, then, the reference was indeed to the particular standard of metal content
as much as to the actual issue. It may well be, therefore, in consideration of the
reluctance of the Byzantines to employ the vulgar term hyperpyron, that Anna
was employing a circumlocution, since the hyperpyron was of much the same
purity as the coinage of Michael IV. Possibly, she was merely repeating a
euphemism already employed in the copy of the treaty to which she obviously
had access.
The chronicler Zonaras states that Alexius, upon finding the coinage debased
by his predecessors, struck a nomisma of copper, which he used in imperial
expenses, while demanding taxes sometimes in good gold, sometimes in half
gold, even in copper. 29 Unfortunately, the stage of the reign at which this is
supposed to have occurred is not mentioned. It is possible that Zonaras was
referring to the further debasement which took place in the coinage of Constantinople and Thessalonica during the winter 108r/82. This certainly implied
the removal of most of the gold formerly used for the monetary alloy, and the
substitution of an appreciable amount of copper. The imperial government
would quite possibly have demanded payment of taxes in coins of better standard-those of the predecessors of Alexius.
The further information, that Alexius used metal gained from the melting
down of public monuments and "obols" (folleis?) for the manufacture of
nomismata, is in this case perfectly plausible: certainly at this stage the
government must have been quite desperate to lay hands on any metal within
its reach.
Alternatively, and more probably, however, it may be supposed that Zonaras
is giving an erroneous interpretation of the reformed coinage itself. Distinction
is made between nomismata of good gold, of half gold, and of copper. This is,
of course, precisely the pattern taken by the reformed currency. According
to this alternative interpretation, the nomisma of good gold would have been
the hyperpyron, that of half-gold a loose description of the electrum, that of
copper a similar one of the billon. The land tax was paid in electrum and
billon. It may even be that the passage gives some clue as to the methods by
which the new coinage was put into circulation: quite simply, imperial expenses
were paid in varying proportions of the three denominations. As long as this
was done according to official exchange rates based on the bullion value of the
29 Zonaras, XVIII, 22; Bonn ed., 3, p. 738: OOTOS 6 ~aO"li\€Vs Kat TO VOlJ,lO'lJ,a KEK1~OTli\EV!J.Evov napo: TOOV
TIpO aVTOO EVPTlKWS XaAKEOV mETO, Cj) dS TO: 'Tfjs ~o:crti\Eias EKEXPTjTO O:vaAc.0!J.aTa, TOUS 5E yE cpopOVS Ola XpvO'lvoov
60Kl!J.CUV EicrETIpCITTE, TIfj OE yE Kat 61' hepcuv, XPVcrlVOOV !J.EV KCt.KElvoov, &f.J...' Tj!J.IXPVO'OOV, eO"Tl o'OD Kat 010: TOOV
XaAKECUV EOaO"!J.ocpopEt. oesv XaAKOO OEO!J.EVOS TIAEtOVOS TOUS 6~oi\ouS Eis VOlJ,lO'!J.a IJ,ETETtlTIOOO"E Kat TIva :TOOV OTj!J.O~
crtCUV epywv, TWV Xai\KoupYTllJ,mwv cpTj~.d, KaTaO"no:cras ds O"TaTfipas cruVEKO\jJE Kat YEas OEKCITas ~Ko:lvIO'EV.
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pieces involved, there would have been no fraud-although the conservative
minded might well have objected to the practice 80 The observation concerning
the melting down of "obols"-frequently a euphemism for folleis-for manufacture into nomismata would in this case probably be a blundered reference
to the abolition of the follis in favor of the billon trachy and the copper tetarteron.
The new taxes which the same passage mentions Alexius as establishing may
well be a reference to the provisions of the Nea Logarike, which remain to be
discussed in the next chapter.
Whatever the correct interpretation, it can no longer be doubted that at
some comparatively early stage of the reign, Alexius was able to institute a
reform of the coinage according to an unprecedented pattern, one which
provided the basis of its ultimate period of splendor.
30 What is apparently a gloss on the astrological writer Astrampsychus and which is quoted by
Du Cange, terms the electrum (aspron trikephalon) denomination "wasteful" or "destructive" KalTTEpi O:TTc.v7l.daS 1Tpcry~6:TCo)V, Sl1A.OVOTl aCT1Tpwv Tt TplKEcp6:ACUV Ked 'TWV O(.l6100V. See: Du Cange, Glossarium
.. . Graecitatis, 2, coL 1605.
The western \vriter Arnold of Ltibeck also describes the electrum (manlat) in a disparaging and
not entirely accurate fashion: Est autem manIat de viliori nummismate, qui nee totus sit aureus, nee
totus cupreus, sed quasi de con/usa et vili constat materia: In Chronica Slavorum, IV, 12; ed. Pertz,
MGR, SS, 21, p. '74.
Monetary alloys of this kind, however honest in origin, tended to be unpopular on principle since
they lent themselves so easily to subsequent manipulations that were extremely difficult to detect.
On this subject see, for instance, Nicholas Oresme, De Moneta, caps. 3, 13; ed. C. Johnson (London,
'956), pp. 7-13, 20-22.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE PALAIA KAI NEA LOGARIKE

Taki?"g into account the date of the monetary reform of Alexius I, the pattern

:vhIch It took, and the changes inevitably resulting in the circulating medium,

It should now be pOSSIble to undertake an examination of the treatise known as
the. Dot-ala Kat Nea /\oyaplK1l,l avoiding the excesses of hypothetical complication
WhICh have so far marked the question.
The treatise is a practical excursus into the estimation of certain kinds of tax
liability and the reforms carried through by Alexius in that field. According to
N. Svoronos, It must be dated to a period subsequent to 1182(83, which is the
last year mentioned in a treatise on lunar cycles accompanying it and in the
same hand 2 It was certainly written after the death of Alexius, for he is referred
to as: 6 aoiol~oS l3acrlAEvs-the regular term for deceased emperors. 3 A reference
occu~s to indictions XII and XIII! which, in the circumstances, probably
applIes to the years 1118(19 and 1119(20; that is, during the early part of the
reign of John II.
. There has been a certain amount of disagreement as to the particular indictlOnal cycles referred to in the lyseis contained in the treatise. Von Lingenthal
preferred those two commencing in September 1077 and ending September
110 7; Dolger t~ose commencing in September 1092 and ending September
1122. 5 There IS, m fact, no question but that Diilger is correct, as correlation of
the weekdays, months, and years mentioned clearly demonstrates. This is of
some importance, for it requires that the treatise should be interpreted within
the. context of the reformed coinage, and not according to the coinage of the
penod of debasement (1081-92), as hitherto assumed.
The first part, entitled: 'ApXTJ crVv 6E't> Tf\S '!Tot-alaS AoyaplKf\s TOV aVyovcrTov
Kaicrapos,-"The commencement, with God's help, of the old [method of]
reckonmg of Augustus Caesar"-opens with a table showing the relation of the
standard gold nomisma to its subdivisions (Table I, p. 59).6 That the traditional
Published and tabulated by von Lingenthal: Ius Graeco-Romanum. 3. pp. 385-4°0.
Svoronos, "Recherches," p. 79.
8 Von Lingenthal, op. cit., p. 393.
4 Ibid., p. 400.
sF. D61ger, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des ostrt5mischen Reiches, 2 (Munich-Berlin,
1

2

19 2 5),

nos.

1230, 1234, 1245, 1246, 1247_

relationships: I nomisma=12 miliaresia=288 folleis should remain in force, in
theory at least, so far into the reign of Alexius need occasion no surprise:
indeed, the system outlasted the Comneni and Angeli (although its dating back
to the reign of Augustus is, of course, incorrect). The fractional system based
formerly upon a nomisma of 24 keratia weight of pure gold had merely been
transferred to a coin of 24 keratia weight of gold of the standard of the
hyperpyron. The fact that the hyperpyron itself is not mentioned casts no
reflection on the fact of its existence, and results merely from there being no
need to use any other term for it than x6:pay~a v6~lcr~a-worth the traditional
number of miliaresia and folleis.
The treatise then proceeds to deal with the actual estimation of tax
liability. The taxes concerned are those termed '!TapaKoAov61l~aTa, directly
dependent on the sum levied for the basic land-tax (OT]~6crlOS Kavwv, OT]~6crlOV).
The first mentioned is the olKepaTov, levied, as might be expected, at the
rate of 2 keratia per nomisma of the basic tax; that is, '(12' Amounts involving fractions of the follis were raised to the next whole number, a practice
presumably dating from a time when there existed no coin of smaller value
(Table 2, p. 59).7
The second subsidiary tax, the e~6:,!,oAAoV (instituted by Leo Ill), was collected
only when the basic tax rose above the sum of 2fa nomisma, and, as its name
indicates, was levied at a rate of six folleis per nomisma of the basic tax. Unlike
the dikeraton, the hexafollon recognized no fractions of the nomisma, fractions
lower than one-half being ignored, those between the half and the unit being
counted as the unit itself. The table, therefore, commencing at a basic tax
of % nomisma, charges six folleis, until a sum of 1'(2 nomisma is reached, where
the charge increases to twelve folleis.
The issue is somewhat complicated by the institutions known as x6:pawa
and crTPO'!'1l or aVTlcrTpo'!'1l. It was evidently the practice for the tax collector to
demand the next whole number of coined nomismata when the total tax amounted to a sum of nomismata and upwardS of two-thirds: hence charagma. The
difference was returned in small change: hence strophe, etc. Thus, for a total
tax (basic + dikeraton + hexafollon) of 12(, nomisma, two whole nomismata
would have been demanded, and '(. nomisma returned in change. The preference
of the imperial government for payment of taxes in gold is a noticeable phenomenon from late Roman times onward (Table 3, pp. 60-61).8
A further table illustrates the estimation of the amount charged for the
dikeraton and hexafollon on sums between two and 10,000 whole nomismata of
basic tax. The calculations are relatively simple: no fractions of the nomisma
being involved as far as the basic tax is concerned, the more complicated as, Ibid., p. 386.
Ibid., pp. 387-88.

6 Von Lingenthal, op. cit., p. 386. The equivalents in noummia-not published by von Lingenthalare given by Svoronos ("Recherches," p. 79).
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pects of dikeraton, hexafollon, charagma, and strophe do not occur. Only a
representative number of instances are therefore given here (Table 4, p. 6r).9
The remaining two subsidiary taxes, the Q"vv,;6Ela and the EAaT1Kov, differ in one
important respect from the dikeraton and hexafollon: originally to the profit of
the tax collector and his agents, they had later been annexed to the profit of the
government. The distinction still appeared subsequently, however, in that
they do not seem to have been taken into account in the estimation of the
charagma, and were apparently always paid in small change.
Unlike the other two subsidiary taxes, the synetheia and elatikon did not go
beyond certain fixed ceilings; nine nomismata in the case of the former, one
nomisma in that of the latter. From one to five nomismata of the basic
land-tax, the synetheia was levied at a rate of one miliaresion per nomisma, and
from then on at a flat rate, as seen in the table. The elatikon was levied at a
flat rate of twelve folleis between one and five nomismata of the basic tax, and
from then as in the table (Table 5, p. 6r).10
The final table of the Palaia Logarike provides instances of the assessment of
all the subsidiary taxes together (Table 6, p. 62).11
As regards the payment of taxes under the system of the Palaia Logarike,
three distinct phases should be considered. The first, prior to the debasement
of the coinage under Constantine IX, presents no problems: payment would
have been made in stamena nomismata of 24 keratia weight, and 24 carats
fine, and in current miliaresia and folleis. The second, stretching from some
point in the reign of Constantine IX-when the debasement became systematic-until r092, when Alexius I carried out his monetary reform, is
considerably more involved. The situation revealed at the commencement
of the process resulting eventually in the establishment of the N ea Logarike,
tends to confirm the suggestion made above,12 that the trachea of various
degrees of debasement were generally treated as worth their bullion value
only, as far as normal circulation and the collection of taxes were concerned,
and not as worth the purely theoretical value given them on their issue. The
dichotomy between the theoretical and actual value of the precious metal
coinage would not have been such a great cause of difficulty as might at first
be supposed-at least as far as the system of reckoning was concerned. Once
a given issue of trachy had received, in the course of circulation, a value in
miliaresia or folleis (based on the old stamenon nomisma) which commanded
general acceptance, it would have been quite possible to make up the sum
demanded, for instance, by the tax collector. The only aspect which would

have caused obvious difficulty would have been the payment of the charagma;
the problems involved in the exact making up, in debased trachea, of any given
sum of charagmata nomismata would have been formidable.
The third period, that subsequent to the monetary reform of Alexius but
prior to the establishment of the Nea Logarike, should have been relatively
simple, with the hyperpyron as the standard charagma nomisma. That a
resumption of the old system did not, in practice, occur was not, as has generally been assumed, the result of a debased and chaotic coinage, but rather of
the lack of any standard rate for the levy of the land-tax and its subsidiaries.
This situation had certainly been brought about by the debasement of the
preceding period, but had been perpetuated, despite the reform of the coinage,
by the prevailing social trends current in the Empire. The final establishment of
the N ea Logarike marked the resumption of control by the imperial government
over those elements which had escaped it in the chaotic political and economic
conditions of the last decades of the eleventh century.
The second part of the treatise, entitled: Kat apX1l 1"fjs vEas TijS vvv aTIatTov~
V'lS Ola TIpO(YTa~ECilS TOV aotOfllov l3aQ"lAECilS KVPOV &AE~iov TOV KOllv'lvOV -"And the
beginning of the new and present system of collection through the command of
the famed Emperor, the lord Alexius Comnenus,"13-consists of a series of
reports (VrroIlV'lO"T1Ka) made by the treasury officials, and imperial rulings in the
form of AVQ"E1S.
The first report, made by John Tzirithon and dated March of indiction II
(i.e., March rr09) ,14 describes the fiscal situation in the dioikeseis of Thrace and
Macedonia prior to the establishment of the N ea Logarike, and also the first
measures taken in the formation of the latter. The position preceding these
measures seems to have been as follows. The taxes were being collected according to customary methods. Demetrius Camaterus had obtained the farm of
taxes for the indiction XIII (rr04!05), having promised to double the amount
formerly collected, but, having failed in his engagement, he had had his palace
near to the hippodrome confiscated. The collection for indiction XIV (rr05!06)
had been confided to the proedros Nicephorus Artavasdus, who, having accomplished his task, reapplied for indiction XV (rr06!07). Artavasdus had
himself relied on the system inherited from his predecessors, according to a
report that he made. Consequently his agents had collected in certain fiscal
units (XCilpia), instead of one miliaresion, one nomisma;15 in others, instead of
two miliaresia, one trachy nomisma'; in others, instead of three miliaresia, one
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Van LingenthaI, ap. cif., p. 393.
Ibid" pp. 393-96.
15 Ibid., p. 393: ... Ell Tlen ~E:V iWV xoopiwv aVTl J.lIAAtapT)a{ov EVos v6(..ltO"Il<X Ell, EV hepolS Se Xc.vp(OlS anl
jllA71.1o:p110ioov I" TPCXXU VOIJ.IO"!J.O ev, Ell CiAAOlS aVTi I.HAAlap11cr!wv Y' VQ(.llO'(.IO a'. Ked EV hepo!$ 6:VT1 IlIAAlapTlO'twv
13

14

, Ibid., pp. 389-9I.
Ibid., p. 39I.
11 Ibid., p. 392.
12 Chap. I, p. ].
10

S' VOlllOVO EV, mXVTa
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nomisma; and in yet others, instead of four miliaresia, one nomisma. In the
case of "personages" (rrp6crul7To), monasteries, and certain other units, however,
one trachy nomisma had been collected instead of twelve miliaresia. Artavasdus had therefore asked for instructions as to the collection for indiction XV.
Since the list of miliaresia charged by the collectors is arranged in a regularly
ascending order, it is clear that the V6~lcr~O and the -rpoxv V6~lcr~O of the report are
one and the same denomination. It is also clear from the development of the
text that this nomisma is to be identified with the V6~lcr~o -rpoxv acrrrpov of the
lysis quoted a little further on in the same report, which is expressly stated to be
worth four milaresia or ninety-six folleis; that is, the third part of the standard
nomisma~whichcan only be the hyperpyron. The sense of the passage is therefore
that variously for everyone, two, three, or four miliaresia of their tax liability,
the majority of fiscal units were paying one aspron trachy nomisma worth four
miliaresia: that is, they were paying the normal rate (one aspron trachy for
four miliaresia); one and one-third times the normal (one aspron trachy instead
of three miliaresia); twice the normal (one aspron trachy instead of two miliaresia) ; even four times the normal (one aspron trachyinstead of one miliaresion).
The prosopa and monasteries, on the other hand, forming independent fiscal
units, were being assessed at-or paying, which is not the same-a mere third
of the normal rate, or one aspron trachy instead of twelve miliaresia. It is fortunately relatively easy to reconstruct the stages by which this situation had
come about.
As the actual value of the trachy declined increasingly throughout the period
c. I04z-IOgZ, so the collection of taxes would have been progressively more
affected. The general tendency, as explained above, would have been for the
collector to reckon the money paid in to him at its bullion value, which,
although causing considerable hardship to the taxpayer, who saw his
income steadily declining in purchasing power in any case, would have left
both the state revenue and the theoretical monetary system relatively unchanged. Had this been the only characteristic of the period, both the Palaia
Logarike and the rate of taxation might have remained intact. It appears,
however, that the prosopa and monasteries were in a position to complicate
matters. Both benefited from the weakness of the central government and this
became more and more apparent as the second half of the century proceeded.
The situation revealed in Thrace and Macedonia, in the hypomnestikon of
John Tzirithon, prior to the establishment of the N ea Logarike, is entirely
explicable if it is assumed that these classes were sufficiently powerful to be
able to enforce the collection of their taxes according to the theoretical, as
opposed to the actual, value of current money; in other words, if for a tax liability of one hundred standard nomismata, they paid one hundred trachea of
Constantine X (actually worth about nine miliaresia each) during his reign; one
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hundred trachea of Michael VII (worth seven to eight miliaresia each) during his;
and during the reign of Nicephorus Ill, one hundred current trachea (worth
barely five miliaresia each), and so on. In these circumstances, since the farmer
of taxes was engaged to procure a fixed amount of money (doubtless reckoned
according to its bullion value) from his province, his only recourse would
have been to increase the rate of taxation in those fiscal units which could
be coerced: no doubt charging the highest rate that each could be forced to
pay-a variable level, as seen in the report submitted by Artavasdus.
The position would not have eased even when the reformed coinage came
into general use: the prosopa having increased their power and influence over
the last decades, it would have been impossible to coerce them into paying a
full standard hyperpyron for the nomisma or twelve miliaresia of tax, when,
during the reign of Nicephorus III and prior to the coinage reform of Alexius,
they had been paying a debased trachy worth five miliaresia or less. Doubtless,
they paid that coin in the new system which most resembled the debased trachy
in value-the aspron trachy worth four miliaresia. The unfortunate remainder
would therefore of necessity have continued to pay the high rates given in the
report. The tax collector and even the government probably preferred payment
of aspra trachea rather than hyperpyra, since they stood to gain a greater
proportion of bullion vis-a-vis the total amount collected, owing to the fact
that the level at which the taxpayer was forced to pay a piece of precious
metal had now sunk from eight miliaresia (the old rate of the charagma) to four
miliaresia at the highest. In addition, payment at the rate of one hyperpyron
instead of one miliaresion-a rate twelve times the normal-would have been
beyond the bounds of possibility, as pointed out by Svoronos.
What one is in the presence of duringindiction XIV and the preceding period,
is therefore basically not monetary confusion, but wildly differing rates of
taxation.!·
Faced with Artavasdus' report, there were three main courses open to the
Emperor: to permit the continuation of the situation as described; to reestablish a uniform rate based on the Palaia Logarike with the hyperpyron as
the charagma nomisma (which might well have diminished the total collected,
since, by now, the high rates paid by the majority probably more than balanced
the amount lost to the prosopa); or to establish some uniform rate which was
nevertheless higher than that prevailing before the debasement. It was, in fact,
the last which he took.
The lysis to the effect, presumably issued late in indiction XIV or early in
indiction XV-if it was meant to be in time to regulate the collection of taxes
la A fact of which Chalandon, in dealing with the treatise, could not be aware, without some knoww
ledge of the monetary reforms undertaken by Alexius. Hence the evident confusion of his account.
Svoronos was under the same disadvantage.
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for the latter indiction-is unfortunately only reported at second hand by
Tzirithon, but appears to have been phrased as follows: where previously one
silver coin or miliaresion had been taken, there was now to be collected-from
all choria and prosopa-one nomisma, with its dikeratohexafollon, synetheia,
and eIatikon. The nomisma in question was the TpOtXV 'ITOtAal6v.l7
The sense is by no means clear, but nevertheless what seems to have been
meant was that where there had previously been taken one miliaresion for the
basic tax, there was now to be collected one trachy palaion. The trachy palaion
can, once more, only have been the electrum coin worth the third part of the
hyperpyron-perhaps "old" in relation to the "new" reformed hyperpyron.
The term paIaion is obviously used generically on this occasion, and cannot
therefore refer to the condition of individual pieces. The rate of taxation had,
in effect, been quadrupled and all were now paying at a rate comparable to the
highest paid by the choria prior to the issue of the lysis.
However, the lysis was evidently insufficiently clear, for another was soon
issued. The relevant parts are quoted in full by Tzirithon. Before continuing,
it is necessary to mention that this second lysis definitely marked the end of
the charagma in its old form. The term in future refers to those sums of the
basic tax involving whole nomismata. Those involving fractions were termed
AE1TTC< 'V'lq>lOt. The Iepta psephia were always accounted separately, even when, in
total, they amounted to more than a nomisma.
The second lysis18 ordered that the Iepta psephia of the basic tax were to be
collected in copper coins (51C< XOtAKWV VQUlli",v) , the charagma in nomismata
(51C< VQlllQ'Il6:T",V). The Iepta psephia (expressed in the accounts as fractions of the
nomisma) were to be reckoned at a rate of four miliaresia to the nomisma;
that is, on the basis of the same nomisma-the electrum - as the charagma,
although they were always paid in copper. This lysis was to apply to prosopa
and choria without distinction.
Even this second lysis was insufficient. Apparently some agents understood
or pretended to understand the Emperor to mean that the Iepta psephia were
only to be reckoned at the rate of four miliaresia to the nomisma when their
sum amounted to a whole number of nomismata, but that otherwise, fractions
were to be reckoned at the old rate-half a nomisma equalling six miliaresia,
a third equalling four miliaresia, and so on. By this method more was paid for
the fraction than the whole. Others (correctly) understood the Emperor to
mean that whatever the total of the Iepta psephia, it was to be treated as four
17 Von Lingenthal, op. cit., p. 394: .. . erno rr6:VTcuv 'TOOl' TE XWptTOOV Kal TWV TTpoO'c1:I'rt'GVv ani apyupoO ~VOS"

miliaresia to the nomisma-half a nomisma equalling two miliaresia, a quarter,
one miliaresion, and so on. Since the Emperor was absent from the city (involved
in the preparations for the second Norman war), the question was incapable of
solution, and the taxes for indictions XV and I (II06-08), were calculated
according to the rate most advantageous to the state.
It was only in February of indiction II (II08fog) that the Emperor was able
to formulate a reply, which marked the establishment, in its main principles, of
the N ea Logarike. The translation is as follows :19

11701 !-llAAlapl1criov EVOS VOIlIO"J..\CX El' dO"ITpCrrTe0-6CXt 510: TE TaU 61KepO:TOE~a<p6i\Aov, O1Iv116eiaS'TE Ked ~Ao:TIKOO' thrt SE
Tfj chrmTijcrst TooV VOIlIO'I.l.CcrOOV TO TPO:XU TraAalQV EV mrcxtTEio{1o:t VOlllO"IlCX IlETa TooV TTapCXKOAOVetlllO:TWV aVTOO.

18 Ibid.: ... 510: XaAKOOV vovlJ,{oov arrcxlTsicreCl:! TO: AETTIO: \jJTjqJICX TooV TEAOV!-lEVWV 511j..\OoICIJV, Kol iTO:AIV
OVTOO$ iBov 510pi[ETCXt o:rrO:1TEicr6CXt' TO vev XapayJ,.lCX Sla VOJ.l,ld"IlO:-rWV, Ta 6~ AeTITa I.jJl1cp1cx OOS etpl1Tcxt 61a vQvll{oov'
iTi\1)v ~iTl TOOV 6' I-ui\Alapl1a{wv Tet:> VOlllaJ.l,CXTt.
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Rescript
The former rescript of my majesty is clearly complete and unambiguous,
for my majesty decreed this: that on the one hand the coined (charagma)
nomisma is to be collected in aspra trachea nomismata, and on the other
hand fractional sums (Iepta psephia) in copper coins, and that the [copper]
coins are to be reckoned at four miliaresia to the nomisma; that one who
owes 'f2 nomisma gives two miliaresia of copper coins; that for 'f. is paid
one miliaresion, eight folleis; for '/4 , one miliaresion; for '/., sixteen folleis;
for 'fs, twelve folleis; for 'f'2' eight folleis; for 'f24' four folleis; for 'f4s, two
folleis ....
The meaning is indeed unambiguous: the charagma was to be collected in
electrum trachea, the Iepta psephia in copper coins, at the rate of four miliaresia
to the nomisma, whatever their total. The Iepta psephia were therefore to be
reckoned at the same rate as the charagma-but collected in a different form.
Little remained toward the establishment of the Nea Logarike in its final
form. A second hypomnestikon was drawn up by George Spanopoulus, Logothetes tou genikott, in August of indiction II, concerning payment of the dikeratohexafollon, synetheia and eIatikon. 20 In brief, it appears that certain taxpayers who delivered their taxes directly to the central authorities in the city,
had objected to paying the dikeratohexafollon at the old rate of thirty folleis
(twenty-four and six respectively) to the nomisma, as had apparently continued
to be the case, despite the impression given by the first lysis, that the parakoIouthemata were to be paid at a rate appropriate to the (aspron trachy) nomisma
which now, otherwise, formed the basis of reckoning. They demanded that
since the nomisma on which the tax was now based was the electrum coin
worth one-third of the standard, they should pay ten folleis per nomisma; one19 Ibid., p. 395: <H iTpoyeyovuia Aua1S Tils [3acrtAelaS J.l,OV acxcptlS Eern 'ITavT1) Kcx1 O:vCXJ.l,cpi[30AOS. To\ho yap
tl [3ae)"\Aeia !-lOU, TO IlEV xo:paYllcx vOlllcrllcx 610: TplX)(e.WV aet7TpWV vOlllcrllCrroov o:ncxlTeicr6cxl, TO: OE
AeTITO: 1.jJ111P{CX ola VOVlJ,tWV XCXAKWV' KCXTo:i\oyfLea6al O~ TO: voullicx Enl TWV 0' f.l1i\AICXPTJo-iwv T0 VOlJ,io-1lCXT1, Wo-TE
"TOV XPEWOlOVVTCX filJ,lOV VOJ.l,lcrJ.l,CXTOS ol86vaI J.l,IAAlapt1O"lCX f3' VOViJ.lOOV XCXAKWV, Kat \rmp TOV TpllJ,oipov Tei\eia6al
J.l,IAAICXPtlO"lOV a' <pOr..r..EIS TJ', \/TIe:p TOO TETO:pTOV iJ.1r..Atapt1crlOV a', \/TIe:p TOO EKTOU <pOr..AelS IS', \I1TEP TOO oyooov
cpoJ..A.elS 1[3', (/,ITEP TOV OWOEKCrrOU <pOAr..EIS 'I)', (rrrEp TOV KO" <pOr..AStS 0', vrrEp TOV IJ,TJ" <pOAAEIS [3'.
" Ibid., pp. 396-98.
'ITp0crETCX~ev
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third of the former rate. A similar complaint was made concerning the synetheia
and elatikon. By a further lysis (June, ind. Il), the Emperor compromised in
fixing the rate for the dikeratohexafollon at fifteen folleis per nomisma, in place
of the former thirty folleis, and, for the synetheia and elatikon, eighteen folleis
per nomisma in place of the thirty-six previously paid. Dikeratohexafollon,
synetheia and elatikon were to be collected in noummia, whatever their total.
With this ultimate lysis, the Nea Logarike took its final form. The new
system was marked by a higher rate than its predecessor; by the simplification
of its calculations (as shown infra.); and by its application to all fiscal units not
already covered by imperial decree granting a favorable rate of taxation-for, in
default of positive evidence to the contrary, there is no reason to suspect that
the injunction enforcing the new measures upon all prosopa and choria was
not applied to all those who had been illegally evading their liabilities. It took
the place of a system the theory of which had become divorced from practice.
The principal features of the new system as demonstrated in the final table
are that the parakolouthemata are, in effect, all combined in a charge of thirtythree folleis (15+18) per nomisma, their former idiosyncracies being ignored.
The term charagma refers only to the whole nomismata of the basic tax, the
lepta psephia always being reckoned in folleis, whatever their final total. The
nomisma on which all parts of the table are based is the electrum aspron
trachy, of four miliaresia or ninety-six folleis (Table 7, p. 63).21
The first of the examples for the calculation of parakolouthemata under the
Nea Logarike concerns a hypothetical monastery.22
Basic tax on various properties
= 1 + '/2 + '/3 + '/12 nom.
2 + '/2 + '/. nom.
4 + '/2 + '/. + '/" nom.
'/3 + '/. nom.
Charagma
= 7 nomismata trachea (1 + 2 + 4 nom.)
Parakolouthemata on 7 coined
trachea at 33 folleis per nomisma. = 231 folleis
Lepta psephia in miliaresia
= rr'/. miliaresia = 280 folleis
Parakolouthemata on rr'/. mil.
(280 folleis or 2 + '/, + 'f. + '/12 nom.) = 96 '/. folleis
Total (charagma + lepta psephia +
parakolouthemata)
= 7 trachea, 607 'f. folleis
At 1 trachy for 16 folleis,
607 '/. folleis
= 38 trachea (to next whole number)
Total
= 45 whole trachea (7 + 38).

Figures in parentheses and addition signs in the following tables are insertions
by the author.
TABLE I
Nomisma

'f..
'f..
'f.. +'f..
'f,
1/8+1/48

22

Ibid., p. 399.
Ibid., p. 400, for both examples.

(Total)

Miliaresia

'f,
'f,
'/.
l/s +1/12
'/,
1/2+1/12
'f, +'1.
'f,+'f,
'f, +'f.
'f, +'f, +'f"
'f, +'f, +'1.

, Noummia

Folleis
6
12
18
36
42

('f,,)
('f..)

500
loao

I
2

1/12

15°0

3
4
5
6

('f,,)

2000

25°0

(5f.)

9
10

("f,,)

II

3°00
35°0
4°00
45°0
5°00
55°0

(unit)

12

6000

('f,,)
('f,)
('f,)

7
8

= I coined nomisma (X6:PCXYlJO V61J10"1.lO:)
TABLE 2
Nomisma
(Basic Land-tax)
A

'f..
'f..
'/..+'/..
1/12

1/12+1/~

( )

A

B
C

Dikeraton
in Folleis

(If..) I (r. 'f,)
('f..) I
('I..) 2 (r. I'l,)
('f..) I 2
3 (r. 2' f,)
I ('f..)
('f..) 3
('f..) 4 (r. 3' /,)
('f..) 4
("f..) 6
("f..) 8
("I..) 10
("f..) 12
("I..) 13 (r. I2 ' f,)

'f,
'f, +'f..
'f,
B 'f,
c 'f,
'f, +'f"
'f,
'f, +'f..
("j,,)
'f, +'f..
("f..)
'f, +'f.. +'f.. ,
I ("I..)
1/2+1/12
(30f..)
'f2 +'f,
1/2+1/8+1/48 I (31f,,)

(The text is continued after the tables, on page 64.)
21

59

Nomisma

Total
( )

I

-

7

-

'f, +'f..
'f, +'f..
l/s +1/12 +1/48
'f,+'f..
'f, +'f.. +'f..
1/2+1/12
1/2+1/12 +1/48
'f,+'f,
'f,+'j,
'f, +'f, +'f"

Folleis

I

("f..)
(l?f..)
(21f..)
("f..)
("f..)
("f..)
("f..)
(30f,,)
(32 f,,)
(33f,,)

13
20
26
33
39
46
52

2

-

4

-

I

~

~

~

I
I

I

I = iI

-

-

-

I
I
I
I

2
9
15
22

~

2

~

3
4
5
6
6

4
6
8

~

~

~

~

=
~

I
I

IMiliareSia Folleis

~

10

I

12
19
I
8
14
3
10

13
7
2
'4 (r. '3 ' f,)
7
2
14
7
8
-15
3
8
16 (r. I5 ' f2)
4
I
Since 1/4S nomisma = 6 foUeis, the dikeraton tax amounts to 1/12 of 6 folleis, or theoretically
1/2iollis: because the tax recognizes no fractions of the iollis, however, the next whole number is
collected (i.e., I iollis).
~

~

~

~

From this point on, the total tax is calculated in fractions of the nomisma, to the smallest
available fraction (i.e., 1/48 nomisma = 6 folleis).
Where the total does not fall exactly into forty-eighths, the extra is given in folleis.
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Explanatory Note to Table 3
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Column I gives the basic land-tax in fractions of a nomisma, the totals of the fractions in parentheses (32/48 nom. = 192 folleis).
Column z is the dikeraton tax on the basic land-tax, the numbers in parentheses being, as in the
previous table, the theoretical halves which are, in practice, raised to the next highest unit:
l/U of 192 folleis = 16 folleis.
Column 3 is the hexafoZlon tax on the basic land-tax: 6 folleis until that tax equals 1 1/ 2 nomismata.
Column 4 gives the sum of these as 1/2 +1/6 +1/24 +1/48 nom. (= 35/48 nom. = 210 folleis). There are
four extra folleis.
Column 5 gives this sum in miliaresia and folleis.
Column 6. The practice of charagma occurs as explained above: in this case, the taxpayer gives
the treasury I nomisma.
Column 7. The treasury then refunds the difference to the taxpayer strophe: 1/4 nom. and 2 folleis.
(Columns 5-7). Since the total tax has now reached the sum of I nomisma (actually 1 nom., 4 folleis),
the charagma is no longer collected, and the taxpayer is not therefore entitled to a refund.
The hexajollon for C and D is calculated both in folleis and in fractions of the nomisma; otherwise,
the calculation from here on is in fractions of the nomisma alone.
See C.
The charagma again comes into operation, the total tax having reached 1% nom. The taxpayer is
again entitled to a refund (strophe) of the excess, which he has paid in the form of 2 nomismata (see
Columns 6. 7)0
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TABLE 5
Nomisrnata
I

1/12 (I

2
3
4
5
6

'/,
'/.

10 +1/2

30 +'/,
100 +1/ 2
200+ 1/ 2

Elatikon

Synetheia

(Basic Tax)

'/" (12 folleis)

miliaresion)

'/"
'/"
'/"
'/"
'/,

,/,

'/, +'/",
I

, 2
3
6
9

I
I

I

I
I

the same until nomismata
the same until nomismata
the same until nomismata
the same until nomismata
fixed sum.

10
3°
100
200
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TABLE 7

TABLE 6
~

Nomismata
. (Basic
Tax)

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

.~

Dikeraton

1/12
'I,
'I,
'/3

1/3+1/12

'12
1/2+1/12
'I, +'1,
'12 +'1,
'12+'1,
10 +1/2
'I. +'1, +'1..
15
I +'1,
20
I +'1. +'1,
2+1/12
25
2+'/,
3°
3° +'/. 2+'12+'1..
2+'/2+'13+'/"
35
3+'13
4°
3+'1. +'1,
45
4+'1,
5°
55
4+'1, +'1"
60
5
65
5+'1, +'1..
5+'1. +'13
7°
6+'1,
75
80
6+'/2 +'j,
85
7+'/"
7+'/2
9°
95
7+'1. +'/, +'1"
IOO
8+'13
100 +1/2
8+'/, +'1..

I

Hexafollon

....
..
1/12+ 1/4S

Syne-

Ela-

theia

tikon

..

'/
'I,
'I,
'/3
'I, +'/..
I
'I,
I
'I, +'1..
I
'I,
I
'I, +'1..
I
'1,+'1..
2
'I, +'1.. +'/..
2
'I, +'1" +'1..
2
1/3+1/12
2
'I. +'/..
2
'1.+'/,
3
'I, +'1, +'1..
3
'12+'/,+'1..+'/..
'I, +'1,
3
3
'I, +'13 +'1,. +'1..
1
1+ / 24
3
3
I +'/, +'/..
3
I +'1,
I +'/, +'/..
3
I +'/3 +'1,
3
3
I +'12+'1.. +'/..
3
I +'12 +'/,
I +'/2 +'1, +'/..
3
3
I +'12+'12+'1..
I +'1, +'1,+'1, +'1..
3
2+1/12
3
6
2 +'1.. +'1..

'/
'/
'/.. +'/..
'/

Nomisma

Total

....
....
..

( )

~
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'/
'/
'/
'/
'12
'12
'12
'12
'I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I +'/, +'/.. +'/..
2+'/3 +'/..
3+'/2+'/"+'/"
4+'/2 +'/, +'/..
5+'/2 +'/3 +'/, +'/..
8+'1,
9+'1, +'1.. +'1"

I

(I"/..)
(2 20/..)

(3"/..)
(4"/..)
(5"/..)
(8'1..)
(9"1,,)
(IO"I..)
10 +1/ 3
(II"/,,)
11 +1/3+1/12 +1/48
(u"I..)
12 +1/2+1/ 24
(I4"1..)
14 +'1.+'1.. +'1..
I (I9"1..)
19 +'12+'/" +'1"
(25'1..)
25 +1/12
(3°"1..)
30 +'12 +'1.. +'/..
(3 6'1..)
36 +'1,
(37 331,,)
37 +'1. +'1, +'/..
(42"1..)
42 +'1,+'1,+'1..
(48'1,,)
48 +'1,
33
(53
1,,)
53 +'/, +'1, +'/"
(59"1..)
59 +'1,+'/..
64 +'/, +'1, +'1.. +'/" (64"1..)
(7°"1..)
7° +'1,
(75"1..)
75 +'/. +'1, +'1..
(8I"I..)
81 +'1. +'1..
86 +'12+'1, +'1.. +'/.. (86"1,,)
(9 2"1..)
92+'/,
97 +'12 +'1, +'1..
I (97"1..)
I03 +'1, +'1..
I(I03"1,,)
I08 +'1. +'1, +'1.. +'1"1 (I08"1..)
(II4201..)
II4 +'/3 +'1"
II7 +'1, +'/, +'1, +'1" (II7"1..)

8°
~e
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u,g
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0
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in Folleis

•8

Total

.

~8

(I

·0

.2Z I

Folleis

U

~

('I..) - - 2- 1/ 24
('Id - - 4 - (31,,) - - 6 - Ih4+ 1hs
('I,,) - - 8 - 'I"
('I,,) 1/12 +1/48
Iol~l-112 - ('Id
'I,
-1'4 - 1/ 8+1/48
, ('I,,)
I
('I,,) - - 16 - 'I,
I - - 24
("/,,) 'I,
18
I 8- 32
(
1,,)
'13
I 16 - 4°
("/,,) l/s +1/12
I 20 - 44
("I,,)
'I, +'1,
I 22 - 46
("I,,)
'I, +'/, +'1..
- - 48
2
("I,,)
'I.
2- 5°
2
("I,,)
1/2+1/48
2 4 - 52
1/2+1/ 24
("/,,) 2 6 - 54
("/,,) I 1/2 +1/24 +1/48
2 8 - 56
(28/,,)
1/2+1/12
1/2+1/12 +1/48
("I,,) - 2 IO - 58
(301,,) - 2 12 - 60
'I. +'1,
("I,,) - 2 '4 - 62
1/2+1/8 +1/48
2 16 - 64
("/
) '12 +'/,
(38/,,) 3 - - 72
'I. +'1,
("I,,) - 3 8 - 80
'12 +'1,
("I,,)
3 16 - 88
'12 +'1, +'1..
("I,,) - 3 18 - 9°
1/2+1/3 +1/12 +1/48
("/,,) 3 20 - 92
'I, +'1, +'1,
22 - 94
("I,,)
'12 +'/, +'/, +'1"
I -3 - - (I)
I
(I'I,,) I - 8- 1+ 1/ 12
I - 16 - (I'/..)
1+'1,
(I"I..) I I - - 1+ 1/4
(I"I,,) I I 8 I 32
1+ 1/3
I (I 20 I..)
I I 16 I 40
1+ 1/3 +1/12
(I"I..) I I 20 I 44
1+'1, +'1,
(1"1..) I I 22 I 46
I +'1, +'1, +'1"
1
(I"I..) I 2 - - 1+ / 2
(I 28I.J I 2 8- 1+ 1/2 + 1/12
(I"I,,) I 2 16 - I +'12 +'1,
(I 381,,) I 3 - - I +'12+'1,
(I"I,,) I 3 8- 1+'12 +'/,
(1"1,,) I 3 16 - I +'1,+'1,+'1"
I
3 20 - (I"/,,)
I +'12 +'1, +'/,
1+'12+'1,+'/,+'1.. (I"I..) I 3 22 - (2)
2- - - 2
2 2- - (2"1,,)
2+'1,
2+'12+'1,
(2"1..) 2 3 - - - (3)
33
1/48

Parakolouthemata

1/2+1/6+1/48

I +'1. +'1,

2 +1/ 16

2+1/2+1/4
3 +1/3+1/12 +1/48

4+'18

-

-

1-

4+ 1/2+ 1h+ 1/24+ 1/48 -

5+'12
8+'1.
II
13 +'12 +'/,
15 +'1,

-

15

-

+1/2+1/4 +Yi4 +1/48

16+'12

-

IS +1/2 +1/ 24 +1/48

-

43
53 +'1, +'1,
59 +'1,
61 +'1, +'1, +'/.. +'1..
64 +'/2
67 +'1, +'/..
69 +'12 +'1, +'/,
72 +'/2 +'1" +'1"
75 +'1,
77 +'1, +'1, +'1" +'1"
80 +'1, +'1,
83 +'/, +'/" +'/..
86
96+'12+'1,

-

19 +'1,
19 +'12 +'1, +'1" +'1" 20 +'12 +'1,

21 +1/4 +1/24 +1/48

-

22

-

24 +1/2+1/4

-

27 +'12
3° +'1,

107 +1/2
uS +114
120 +1/2 +1/3 +1/12 +1/48

-

30 +1/2 +1/3 +1/12 +1/48 -

31+'/2 +'1,

32 +1/4 +1/24 +1/48

33
35 +'/2 +'1,
38 +'/2
4' +'1,
44
46+'12 +'/,
48 +'/,
48 +'1, +'1, +'1.. +'1..
49 +'/.
52 +'1,
55
57 +'12 +'1,

60 +1/2

63 +'1,
64 +'/2 +'1,
65 +'/, +'1.. +'/"
66
82 +'1,
90 +'12 +'/,
99

16 +1/8

18 +'1, +'1, +'1.. +'1"
21 +1/2
32 +1/4

-

17 +1/6+1/48

17 +'1, +'1, +'/,

2+'/,+'1, +'1..
5+'1, +'1, (~'/. +'1..)
8+'118
1
1
10+ / 2 + 14
13 +'1, +'/" +'1..

123 +'1,+'1,

-

126 +1/4 +1/24 +1/48

I

I
I

33
43 +'1,+'/,
54 +'1.
65 +'/,
76
86 +'1, +'1,
92 +'/,
94 +'12+'1, +'1,. +'1"
97 +'/.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I 108 +1/4
I II9
I
129 +'12 +'/,
I 140 +'/2
I IS! +1/4
I 15 6 +'1. +'/,
I 159 +'/, +'/,. +'/..
2 66
2 130 +1/2
2 162 +'1, +'1,
I 3 99

(2 331,,)
(5"1,,)
(831..)
(Io"I,,)
(I3"1,,)
(I6'1,,)
(I8"1,,)
(2I"I,,)
(3 2"1,,)
(43)
(53 381..)
(59'1,,)
(6I"/,,)
(64"1,,)
(67'/,,)
(69"1,,)
(7 2"1..)
(75"1..)
(77"/,,)
(80''f.,)

(83"1..)
(86)
(96"/..)
(I07"1..)
(II8"1..)
(120"/..)
(I2 3301,,)
(I 26"1,,)
(33)
(43"/..)
(54"1,,)
(65"/..)
(76)
(86"1..)
(9 2'1..)
(94"/,,)
(97"/,,)
(I08"1.J
(II9)
(129"1..)
(I40"1..)
('5 ' ''I,,)
(15 630/..)
(I59"/..)
(66)
(I30"1,,)
(I62"/..)
(99)

A distinctly odd feature of the table above is the occurrence of fractions of the follis which will cancel
no further than the denominator 16. It is uncertain whether even the coin of smallest value-the
copper half-tetarteron-was of such a minute value, and it might therefore be assumed that payment
was made according to the next half-tetarteron, tetarterou, or follis.
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The trachy which was collected for every sixteen folleis of the lepta psephia +
parakolouthemata can hardly have been the aspron trachy nomisma of the
charagma-a tax of thirty-eight on a mere seven is outside the order of the
possible. It seems certain that it is to be identified with the billon trachy,
although why it is given the enhanced value of sixteen folleis, instead of the
normal six, is uncertain. Possibly it was in the form of a tax concession (OVJ.lTI6:eE10
or KAO:<YJ.lO), or an encouragement to pay in billon trachea rather than copper
tetartera noummia. The same observation is valid for the second example,
where the trachy is given the value of twelve folleis.
The second example concerns a liability for the basic tax of one nomisma
charagma, nine miliaresia lepta psephia.
For indictions XII and XIII (that is, including one year's arrears):
Charagma
Lepta psephia
Parakolouthemata on two coined
trachea
18 miliaresia (4 + '/2 nom.)
Parakolouthemata on 432 folleis
Total parakolouthemata + lepta
psephia
At I trachy for 12 folleis, 646
'/2 folleis
Total

= 2

nom. or

2

(aspra) trachea

= 18 miliaresia

66 folleis
= 432 folleis
= 148 '/2 folleis
=

=

646 '/2 folleis

= 54 trachea (to next whole number)
= 56 whole trachea (2 + 54).

CHAPTER SEVEN
IMPERIAL CEREMONIAL COSTUME

Documentary sources for the study of imperial ceremonial costume are few
in number: those of sufficient length and detail to be more than merely incidental are only two-the tenth-century De Caerimoniis of Constantine VII,
and the fourteenth-century De Officiis, long attributed to George Codinus.
Comparison of the two demonstrates only too clearly that, although the form of
dress might remain relatively constant, nomenclature was considerably less
standardized. It is consequently often difficult, sometimes impossible, to be
sure of the fourteenth-century equivalent of any given piece of tenth-cent ury
costume: the complete twelfth-century usage is unknown. The De Caerimoniis
-the more detailed and intelligible of the two sources- does allow of some
degree of certainty in the identification of nomenclature with actual dress and,
for this reason, the terminology of the tenth century will be used in describing
the coin types of the Comneni and Angeli. Anomalies-in the light of future
research-will no doubt appear, but the convenience of using a term involving
a single word rather than a lengthy paraphrase must outweigh this consideration.
The three main outer garments seem to have been the chlamys, the loros, and
the sagion.
The chlamys (XAOJ.lVS), as may be readily understood from the De Caerimoniis,
was the most frequently used of all the imperial ceremonial costumes: 1 it was,
in addition, the chlamys together with the stemma (q.v.) which were the chief
symbols of the coronation. Although still in the sixth and seventh centuries
a cloak of full dimensions, by the tenth and eleventh it had gone through a
process of stylization and appears merely as a narrow, triangular, ankle-length
stretch of cloth, caught at the wearer's right shoulder by a fibula (<pi[3AO).
The borders are generally represented as being heavily jewelled or embroidered.
An excellent example of the stylized garment is to be seen worn by Nicephorus III in the Coislin MS 79 (fols. I, 2). The square inset on the border
hanging from the right shoulder of the wearer was termed "tablion" (TO[3Aiov)
and was of a color different from the rest of the garment, the combination
being determined by the rank of the wearer: the imperial chlamys seems
generally to have been purple with a gold tablion. The fourteenth-century
equivalent of the chlamys was apparently the mandyas (J.lOVOVOS).
1 Particularly, De Caerimoniis, I, 37; Bonn ed., pp. 187-91.
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The loros (A"'pOS) likewise presents little difficulty in identification, being a
heavily embroidered and jewelled strip of cloth several yards in length, wound
round the body and allowed to drape to the ankles in front. Apparently of far
more limited use than the chlamys, the loros was, according to the De Caerimoniis, regularly used only on Easter Sunday. The same section 2 mentions
that the loros, in its shape, represented the Burial of Christ (i.e., the windingsheet), and in the richness of its embroidery and jewellery, the Resurrection:
an alternative explanation-that the loros was derived from the old Roman
consular dress-is also advanced, and this is confirmed by a glance at the
latter, as seen in the fifth- and sixth-century consular diptychs. The narrow
strip of cloth, the trabea, proceeds from ankle height in front, to the wearer's
right shoulder, over, down, and under the same arm, diagonally across the
front of the body to the left shoulder, over and diagonally across the back,
round and across the waist, draping finally across the left arm. Precisely the
same is to be seen in the coronation panel of Constantine VII himself, in the
Hermitage, and worn by Nicephorus III in the Coislin MS 79 (fol. rv). The
trabeajloros seems to have been of purple or of gold, but was always heavily
embroidered or jewelled, or both. As in the case of the chlamys, the use of the
loros was not confined to the emperor.
There remains unexplained the apparent co-existence of two kinds of loros
over a period of three hundred years. The traditional form has been described
above: the newer is also the simpler, and is perhaps best seen in the Romanus II
and Eudocia ivory in the Cabinet des Medailles, but is also worn by Constantine IX and John II in their respective mosaic panels in Hagia Sophia
(PIs. 48, 50). This new pattern first appears on the coinage of Basil I (867-86)
and only completely replaces the other in the thirteenth century. Belyaev
suggested that the adoption of the simpler form was the result of the loros
becoming so heavy with gold and gems that it became inconvenient to wind
it round the body.3 This does not explain the apparent survival of the older
form, which appears simultaneously with the other even in the same medium.
It must be admitted, however, that, this oddity apart, there is no evidence to
suggest that the two are in fact different costumes.
The suggestion put forward by Ebersolt-that the kite-shaped piece of cloth
seen on the dress of the empress when wearing the loros should be identified
with the eWpClKlOV of Constantine VII-is, as de Jerphanion has shown, without
foundation: 4 it is quite apparent that it is, in fact, the train of the loros, which,
instead of draping across the waist and over the left arm as in the case of
the emperor, is pulled round and caught at the waist by a fibula.

At the beginning of the twelfth century the loros tends to lose its panelled
pattern, the jewellery, however, remains.
The sagion (eroyiov) is again easily identifiable, the derivation of the term
obviously being from the Latin sagum, or cloak, generally of the short military
type. According to Constantine VII, the borders could contrast with the
purple color of the rest of the garment by being embroidered in gold (xpveroTIEPIKAEilTTov). An unmistakable example of this kind of sagion is to be seen
on the twelfth-century Angheran roundel.
There were evidently two forms of tunic in imperial use, the divitision
(oll3T]TT]erlOv) and the scaramangion (01<OPOllCxyylOV). According to Constantine VII,
the divitision of white or purple was generally worn under the chlamys and
was apparently an ankle-length tunic. The fourteenth-century equivalent was
the saccos (crmos).
The question of the scaramangion has already been examined in considerable
detail by Kondakov,5 who identified its origins in the "kaftan" of the steppes,
a long over-tunic, generally richly colored and decorated, belted, full-sleeved,
and slashed at the front or sides to permit horse riding. It seems to have been
used by the Byzantine emperors, often under the sagion, when making their
short ceremonial processions to the various parts of the city by horse or by
ship: for example to the Great Church, the Church of the Holy Apostles, the
Golden Gate or Blachernae, etc. As far as imperial portraits are concerned,
little distinction seems to have been made between the divitision and the
scaramangion, but the De Caerimoniis does give the impression that the
scaramangion tended to be more varied in color than the divitision: it could
evidently be of gold, purple, red, or white, and also gold embroidered. In
addition, the stemma could be worn with it alone, which was apparently not
the case with the divitision. An unmistakable example of the scaramangion
is to be seen worn by Nicephorus III in the Coislin MS 79 (fol. zv). The fourteenth-century equivalent seems to have been the scaranicon (01<OpaVIKov).
The anexikakia (avE~lKoKio), as described in the De Caerimoniis and the
De Officiis,6 was a small roll of parchment, wrapped in cloth and filled with
dust: a symbol of mortality. It was clearly a development of the rather similar
piece of consular regalia, the mappa.
The stemma (ITTEIlIlO), or crown, existed in several colors and was presumably
therefore of the type known as "camelaucion," having a cloth covering to the
area within the circlet. An extremely interesting description of the crown
occurs in Anna Comnena, the translation being as follows:

66

De Caerimoniis, Il, 40; Bonn ed., pp. 637-39.
3 D. F. Belyaev, Byzantina, 2 (St. Petersburg, 1893). p. 213.
4. G. de Jerphanion, "Le 'Thorakion/" Melanges Ch. DieM, 2 (Paris, 1930), p. 79.

ll.

5 N. P. Kondakov, "Les costumes orientaux a la COUT byzantine," Byzantion, I (1924). p. 19. The
fact that scaramangion and stemma are worn together in the De Cac1'imoniis precludes it from being
an item of headwear. Cf. J. Verpeaux, Traiti des offices (Paris, 1966), p. 145, note 2.
6 De Caerimoniis, II, 40; Bonn ed., p. 638: De Officiis, 6; Bonn ed.• p. SI.
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Further he [AlexiusJ ordered that on the public festivals both the
Sebastocrator and the Caesar should wear crowns which were, however,
very inferior in grandeur to the diadem he wore himself. The imperial
diadem, or tiara, was like a semi-spherical close-fitting cap, and profusely
adorned with pearls and jewels, some inserted and some pendent; on
either side at the temples two lappets [6pl-lo6oiJ of pearls and jewels hung
down on the cheeks. This diadem is the essentially distinctive feature of
the Imperial dress. But the coronets of the Sebastocrators and Caesars
are but sparingly decorated with pearls and jewels, and have no globe. 7
The stemma, as represented on the coins, always has pendilia (TIpmeVOovA10),8
although the globe and the cross surmounting it on the top center of the cap
are sometimes present, sometimes absent. The crown worn by the empress
differs slightly in that it is surmounted by triangular ornaments.
Examination of the mosaic panels portraying Constantine IX and John II
betrays the existence of yet another article of dress in the COllar-piece, which
is rather similar to the ancient Egyptian pectoral. Such a collar-piece is
frequently used with the loros of simplified type, but, even if worn with the
traditional pattern of loros, would not be visible owing to the shape of the
latter. On the coinage, the collar-piece apparently occurs not only with the
simplified loros, but also with the chlamys. Comparison between the two main
sub-varieties of the hyperpyron of Alexius I (PIs. 34-4-2) demonstrates,
however, that on these occasions the "COllar-piece" is, in fact, merely the
jewelled border of the chlamys which is pulled across the neck to be fastened
by the fibula at the emperor's right shoulder.
An altogether different set of imperial dress was required for military
purposes, and although this can hardly be described as purely ceremonial,
since it appears on the coins, some attempt must be made to describe it here.
The best illustration is to be found in the M enologiu11t of Basil II in the
Biblioteca Marciana at Venice. The Emperor appears dressed in the stemma,
a short military tunic, and mail breastplate, with a short cloak-probably
the sagion-fastened by a fibula at the center of the chest. On the coins the
sagion generally appears to be fastened at the shoulder. The Emperor's feet
are shod with the scarlet buskins or campagia (KOI-lTICxyIO)9 which the coin
portraits are rarely sufficiently detailed to record. He also wears breeches-the
old Roman bracae.
7 Anna Comnena, Ill, 4; Bonn ed., pp. 147-48. The translation from: E. A. S. Dawes, The Alexiad
of the Princess Anna Comnena (London, 1928), p. 78.
8 De Caerimoniis, I, 41; Bonn ed., p. 209. (In this instance, at least, referring to the crown of the
empress.)
, Ibid.. I. 92; Bonn ed., p. 423. n, 40; p. 639.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE COMNENI

(i)
THE PRE-REFORM COINAGE OF ALEXIUS I, COMNENUS
I08I-I0 92

EL. or JR

DEBASED TRACHY

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage (Io8I-?)
Obv. it xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +AAE=I\lJl>EC nOT,T\lJKM - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand scepter, the head of which is composed of a series of globules
forming a star, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 1.I-4,
PI. 51.3
Second coinage (?-I092)
Obv. it xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +AAE=I\lJl>EC nOT,T\lJKM - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand scepter, the head of which is composed of a leaved cross,
and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 1.5-8
MINT OF THESSALONICA

First coinage (I08I/82-?)

Obv. ·:·KERO AAE=I \IJ - or var. it xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
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I::.
EC
n - or var.
T
H

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Full-length figure of emperor facing, on right, and of Saint Demetrius,
beardless and nimbate, turned to right and handing to emperor labarum
on long shaft standing on globule. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
collar-piece and jewelled loros of simplified type; saint wears short
military tunic, breastplate and sagion; holds sword in left hand.
PI. I.9
Second coinage (?-Io92)
Obv.
As first coinage.
Rev.
As first coinage, but St. Demetrius hands to emperor patriarchal cross
on long shaft standing on globule and two steps.
PI. I.IO-I2

EL.

73

or .A<

First coinage (Io8I/82-?)
Obv. M1' ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion; beardless,
nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. +/\/\E=IUJI::. nOTTUJK - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand jewelled scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 2.6-9
Second coinage (?-Io92)
Obv. ic xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +/\/\E= I::.ECnOTTOK - or var.
in field.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 2.IO-I2

**

DEBASED TETARTERON

.A< ALLOY LIGHT WEIGHT SCYPHATE
(presumably bearing some relation to the miliaresion)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage (Io8I-?)
Obv. IC XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearmg tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +/\/\E=IUJI::.EC nOTTUJKOM - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds m
right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 2.I,2
Second coinage (?-Io92)
Obv. +EMM/\ NOVH/\ - or var. IC XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion, standing on dais; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +/\/\E=IUJI::.EC nOTTUJKOMNH+ - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI.

2.3-5

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. +8KEROH8El TUJCUJI::.OV/\UJ - or var. M1' ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin, nimbate, orans, weanng tunic and
maphorion.
Rev. +/\/\E=IUJllEC nOTTUJKOMN - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, short military tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand cross on long shaft, and
in left, sheathed sword, point resting on ground.
PI. 2.I3
.A< ALLOY MILIARESION or FRACTION
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Obv. M
in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion; beardless,
nimbate head of Christ on breast.

e
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+8KE
ROH8EI
i\i\E=IW
LlEcnOT
TWKOM
NHN(W)

PI.

Z.I4

Type B
Obv. +8KE ROH8 - or var. ffi 8V in field.
Three-quarter-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion; beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. -+i\i\E=1
WLlEcno
THTWKO
MNHNW

Second coinage
Obv. ic xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand; all within border of large globules.
Rev. M-I' ev in field.
Three-quarter-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion; all within border of large globules.

PI. 2.20, 2I
Third coinage (?-I092)
Obv. IC XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion.
Rev.
IC
NI

PI. 2.I5,I6
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Ki\
XC

Cross pattee.
PI.

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv. IMHLl::>Olli\O i\i\E=IWLlEcn
Half-length figure of emperor facing on right, and of Saint Demetrius,
beardless and nimbate, turned to right and handing to emperor cross
on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and
jewelled loros of simplified type: saint wears uncertain dress, probably
tunic, breastplate, and sagion.
Rev.
+XE
ROH8EI
i\i\CIW
LlEcnOTH
TWKOMN-/
NW

PI. 2.I7
lE FOLLIS
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage (I08I-?)
Obv. le xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded, with cross behind head, wearing tunic and
colobion; ::> c in field of cross.
Rev.
Cross over crescent, surrounded by globules.
PI. 2.I8, I9

2.22

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
o bv. M-I' ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion; holds beardless,
nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. +i\i\E=1 LlEcnOTTWK - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 3.I
Type B
Obv. C

C/)

M

Ll

Jewelled cross on steps, all within border of large globules.
Rev. +i\
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled loros of
traditional type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus
cruciger. All within border of large globules.
PI. 3.2
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f THESSALONICA ?
ic xc

EASTERN MINT?

Ob v.

NI Ki\

Cross on steps.
Rev.
+
CEPCVN
EPrEIBi\
CIi\EIi\i\
HIUJ

PI. 3.3

THE PRE-REFORM COINAGE OF ALEXIUS I: COMMENTARY
EL. DEBASED TRACHY

The first and second coinages of the mints of both Constantinople and
Thessalonica have already been identified on the bases of such little hoard
evidence as is available and of metal content.!
An entry for a further (anomalous) type, represented by an apparently
unique coin in the Miinzkabinett at Berlin which has come to light since this
book went to press, will be found on page 405, in the Supplementary Note.
EL. DEBASED TETARTERON

There are four types of debased tetarteron for the pre-reform period. The
first is presumably that with a bust of Christ on the obverse, and on the reverse,
a bust of the Emperor in chlamys holding a scepter and globus cruciger
(PI. 2.I, 2). This type has been identified in electrum; although most specimens
appear to have had quantities of copper added to the alloy, as well as silver.
Three types remain. In consideration of the fact that there are four types
of debased trachy, which break down into two each for the mints of the capital
and of Thessalonica, there is an obvious case for inquiring whether such a
breakdown might not be possible also for the four tetarteron types.
For a definite indication as to the correct origin of these pieces, an examination of the copper tetartera of the post-reform period is required. Metropolitan
types A, B, and C all have, as the reverse type, a bust of the Emperor holding
a scepter (PIs. 7.IO, n; 8.I-4). On all these issues the position of the right
arm is characteristic-held away from the body so that the elbow juts out
at an angle. Precisely this posture is adopted on two types of debased tetartera
(PI. 2.I-S), and it would therefore appear reasonable to assign these, at least,
to the mint of the capital. On the first and third coinages of the Thessalonican
reformed tetartera the position of the right arm is totally different. On the
1

Chap. 5, pp. 4'-45.
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first coinage (PI. 8.7,8), the arm is held across the body, the scepter resting
in the crook of the arm-a rather more natural posture than that evinced
in the products of the metropolitan mint. In addition, some pains have been
taken to render the individual fingers and thumb of the hand holding the
scepter. The third coinage of reformed copper tetartera (PI. 8.IO, n) utilizes
yet another method of representing the position of the arm: it is doubled
and held close to the body. Exactly these two positions are paralleled in the
two remaining issues of debased tetartera in question (PI. 2.6-I2). It would
therefore seem certain that the mint of Thessalonica followed that of the
metropolis as regards the number of types of both precious metal denominations.
As to the order of the two issues of debased Thessalonican tetartera, the
eight specimens of Plate 2.6-9 present in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks
are of slightly but definitely better alloy than the five of Plate 2.IO-I2. The
order is presumably therefore in descending quality of alloy-as in the case
of both trachea and tetartera of the metropolitan mint and the St. Demetrius
trachea of the Thessalonican.
It should be pointed out that while occasional examples of the debased
tetartera of the pre-reform period are of such poor alloy that they appear to
be entirely of copper, and similarly, a few pieces of the reformed copper series
appear to contain small amounts of silver, the general distinction between the
two series remains valid.
iR ALLOY LIGHT WEIGHT SCYPHATE
There is nothing that can be said about this denomination except that it
is presumably of metropolitan origin.
iR ALLOY MILIARESION or FRACTION
There is no certain order for the two metropolitan issues: type A, which
resembles an issue of Nicephorus Ill, may be the earlier. 2 The type having
the figures of Alexius and St. Demetrius as the obverse design is attributed
to the mint of Thessalonica on grounds stated in Chapter Five (pp. 41-45).
lE

FOLLIS

The follis in its late eleventh-century form was still largely based on the
pattern introduced by John I (969-76), who, as is confirmed by documentary
sources, commenced the series known as the "anonymous bronze." This group
of coins, as might be expected from the name which it has acquired, consists
of issues on which the name of the imperial issuer does not appear, and the
normal imperial portrait is replaced by a religious motif of some kind. How2

J. Sabatier, Description generate des monnaies byzantines, 2

(Paris, 1862), p.

181,

no. 8 (pI.

LI, 17).
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ever, with the reign of Constantine X (ro59-67), the series of named coinswith imperial portraits or monograms-recommences, and to all appearances,
continues simultaneously with the anonymous pieces. The imperial monogram
occurs together with the cross on coins of Romanus IV (PI. 47.2), of Nicephorus III (PI. 47.3), and of Alexius I himself (PI. 3.2). Now, as will be argued
below, there are convincing reasons for the suspicion that a mint other than
the capital was producing a large proportion of the copper tetarteron coinage
of the post-reform period of Alexius I; the evidence points to Thessalonica
as being in the main responsible. It will also be pointed out that all those
issues marked by the cross or an imperial monogram, or both, occur in the
group attributable to Thessalonica. 3 There is therefore an excellent case for
assuming that the pre-reform folleis with the same characteristics were the
product of the same mint. It so happens that the case can be tested-for
which a return must be made to the years immediately preceeding the elevation
of Alexius Comnenus in ro8I.
During the closing months of his reign the Emperor Michael VII sent out
from the capital a general named Nicephorus Basilacius to effect the capture
of the Duke of Dyrrhachium, Nicephorus Bryennius, whose loyalty the
Emperor had good reason to suspect. 4 On receipt of this news Bryennius, with
the intent evidently of rallying his supporters, set out for his estates in Thrace.
The affair resolved itself into a race between the two Nicephori for the city
of Thessalonica. Basilacius was the winner and, although defeated outside
the city by the forces of Bryennius, managed to hold the walls. The resulting
stalemate was ended when Bryennius (who had everything to lose by delay)
came to some form of unspecified agreement with Basilacius and left for
Thrace, being proclaimed emperor at Trajanopolis and soon gaining admittance
to his native Adrianople. An attack was subsequently made on the capital.
However, despite his swift movements, Bryennius lost out to a third
Nicephorus-whose surname was Botaneiates-the former governor of the
Anatolic theme, who gained admission to the capital in early I078 and was
duly crowned emperor. This still left Bryennius in opposition, for he refused
the offer of the title of Caesar made by the successful Botaneiates. The young
Alexius Comnenus was then sent out against the fractious Bryennius and
soon succeeded in defeating and capturing him near Selymbria. Immediately
afterward he was ordered-rather than return to the capital-to proceed
against Basilacius who had evidently remained in Thessalonica, had since
been reinforced by the remnants of the army of Bryennius, and had proclaimed
himself emperor. Basilacius was once more defeated outside the walls of

Thessalonica and again retired inside the city. The citizens were, however,
evidently tiring of what threatened to become a routine, for they soon opened
the gates to Comnenus, and, after attempting to hold out in the citadel,
Basilacius was captured and removed, along with his hoard of coin.
It is difficult to ascertain precisely how long the rebellions of Bryennius
and Basilacius lasted, but probably somewhere in the region of six months.
For an appreciable time, therefore, the city of Thessalonica-which very
probably possessed a mint-was in the hands of a Nicephorus whose loyalty
to the reigning emperor was at first unalloyed, then compromised, and finally
definitely withdrawn: on the basis of these facts it is logical to inquire whether,
for the ultimate stage at least, there might not be a coinage to accompany his
pretensions. Such an issue of copper folleis does in fact exist.
Obv. iC xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
right hand raised in benediction, holds scroll in left.
Rev. C B

Infra, p. 100.
The sequence of events is related by Nicephorus Bryennius (the Younger) Ill, 8 - IV, 28; Benn ed.,
pp. 1°9-156: and by Anna Comnena, I, 4-9;·Bonn ed., I, pp. 23-48.
3

79

N B
Jewelled patriarchal cross, radiate, on base and step.
PI. 47.4
This type has already been published by Grierson, who, on the assumption
that it must belong to either Nicephorus Botaneiates or Nicephorus Bryennius,
finally assigned it to the latter. 5 He was certainly correct in ruling out another
usurper, Nicephorus Melissenus (ro80/8I), as a possible candidate, since the
few provenances are exclusively European, and Melissenus, although certainly
issuing coinage, was confined to the Asian provinces. Apparently, however,
Grierson completely mislaid Nicephorus Basilacius.
The crux is that it would seem certain that Thessalonica was issuing copper
coinage subsequent to the monetary reforms of Alexius I in ro92, and highly
probable that the pre-reform folleis of Alexius and his predecessors which are
of the same characteristic designs, were also products of this mint. Thessalonica
was in the hands of a usurper during the last months of the reign of Michael VII
and the first of Nicephorus Ill. There is a small issue of coins of characteristic
Thessalonican design which is admirably suited for an attribution to a short
reign. The attribution to Nicephorus Bryennius-who was never in control
of the city-should therefore be revoked in favor of Nicephorus Basilacius,
who was.
With the above observations in mind, the six types of follis attributed to
Alexius fall into two general groups. The type having a cross and monogram
as its obverse design (PI. 3.2) should be assigned to the mint of Thessalonica-

4

5

Ph. Grierson,

HA

Follis of Nicephorus Bryennius (?)" NC 6 ,

10

(1950), pp. 305-II.

So
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particularly since the same motif was reused for the third coinage of the group
of reformed tetartera identified as emanating from this mint. Clearly related
to this is the follis having a full-length figure of Alexius as its reverse type
(PI. 3.I); both designs are surrounded by a characteristic border of large
globules. The attribution of a third type (PI. 3.3) is more problematic. Despite
the fact that the design is of the kind which has been identified as largely
Thessalonican, provenances are commonly eastern. True, two specimens came
from the Athenian Agora excavations,6 but one was among the few late finds
from Antioch,7 and at least one author has commented on their turning up
in the bazaars of Beirut. In addition, a specimen published by Sabatier has
an Arabic countermark,8 as does a further example in the Dumbarton Oaks
Collection. The suggestion made by Wroth that the type was struck at Antioch
at the time of the First Crusade is only in part likely. Why these crusaders
should strike coins in the name of the reigning Byzantine emperor has never
been adequately explained-the tradition that they did dies hard. Besides,
it must be pointed out that the follis as a current imperial denomination had
certainly ceased to be struck by I097, probably by ro9z. However, Antioch
had been, between the accession of Alexius in ro8I and its fall to the Seljuks
in IoS4/8S, an almost independent and isolated fragment of the Empire under
the Armenian, Philaretus. The type in question could therefore have been
struck there, but a Thessalonican origin should not be ruled out, particularly
since the reverse inscription would be entirely apposite in the context of the
Norman war and the "St. Demetrius" coinage.
Three types of anonymous bronze remain (PI. z.I8-22). In consideration
of the fact that they continue the tradition established by John I and issued
in unbroken series by his successors, they should in all probability be assigned
to the mint of the capital. The order of striking is agreed upon by Bellinger,
Thompson, and Whitting. 9
6 M. Thompson, The Athenian Agora, 2, Coins (Princeton, 1954), p. 74.
7 D. B. Waage, Antioch-on-the-Orontes, 4, pt. 2 (Princeton, 1952), p. 168.
8 Sabatier, Description generate, 2, p. 191, nO. 21 (pI. LI, 19).
SI There are three widely recognized works dealing with the anonymous bronze: A. R. Bellinger,
The Anonymous Byzantine Bronze Coinage, A.N.S. Numismatic Notes and Monographs, No. 35
(New York, 1928); M. Thompson, op. cit., pp. lo9-II5; P. D. Whitting, "The Anonymous Byzantine
Bronze:' NC', 15 (1955), pp. 89-99. The types in qnestion form Thompson's classes J, K, and L.

(ii)
THE POST-REFORM COINAGE OF ALEXIUS I
ro9Z-III8
N

HYPERPYRON

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First Coinage (Io9z/93)
Obv.
As first coinage of electrum and billon trachea.
Rev.
Second coinage (I092/93-III8)
Obv. +KERO HeEl. ic xc in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated?n throne
without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels In left.
Rev. I\I\E=IW Ll.ECnOTH TW KOMNHNW in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, d~vitision, and chla~ys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and In left, globus cruclger.
M anus Dei in upper right field.
Characteristics normally peculiar to the metropolitan mint for this Issue
are: the form of the left- and right-hand columnar inscriptions 1\ TW'
I\E KO'
=IW M\H
Ll.EC NW

no

TH

the dots on the scepter shaft and below the tablion; the chlamys bordered
on two sides as it drapes from the emperor's right elbow. The chlamys~~order
forming the collar is always decorated with thre: jewels; the pendlha are
although defective vanetles such as:
do, very
normally of the form:
rarely, occur.

.!..!.,

.!!.

Var.I(A)
.
The border of the chlamys leading to the right shoulder Interrupts that
forming the collar (~F\ and the tablion tends to a spread form

(l~)·

Var. I (B)
..
The border of the chlamys leading to the right shoulder IS Interrupted
by that forming the collar (y~\ and the tablion tends to a narrower
form (~).
6
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Eoth I (A) and I (E) are marked by a diagonal fold on the chlamys as it
drapes from the emperor's left arm, and both undergo a development in the
ending of the left-hand columnar inscription which is apparently, in general,
chronological. The first stage of the development (i) ends: T; the second (U)
ends: Tt; the third (iii): TH. Simultaneously the jewelling of the right-hand
chlamys-border-at first of small jewels-becomes more and more exaggerated
in size.
I (E) (i) PI. 3.9
I (A) (i) PI. 3.4
I (E) (ii) PI. FO
I (A) (ii) PI. 3.5
I (A) (iii) PI. 3.6-8 I (E) (iii) PI. F, 2

Var. II
As above, but diagonal fold on chlamys. Inscription ends: (i) or (ii).
PI. 5.I, 2 (rev. only)
Var. III
As above, but four jewels on collar. Inscription ends: (i) or (ii).
Var. IV
(A) As above, but three jewels on collar. Inscription ends: (i), (ii) , or
(iii)-TH· right-hand columnar inscr. reads: TU! or TU!.
,
KO
KO
M'H M'H

Var. II
As above, but marked by the ultimate degree of exaggerated jewelling;
the disappearance of the diagonal fold on the chlamys, and the columnar
inscription always ending (iii). Collar as I (A). (The second and smaller
of the two dots beneath the tablion, as seen occasionally in this variety,
is probably only a "centralizing dot" and of no significance except to
the die-cutter.)
PI. 4.3-5
MINT OF THESSALONICA

N

(B) As above, but obv. inscr. reads +KEROH8 AAE=IU!.
Rev. inscr. ends: (i), (ii), or (iii). One specimen from the Gornoslav
hoard had a dot on the labarum staff and below the tablion, as in the
metropolitan issues (PI. 5.6 [rev. only]).
PI. 5.5 (obv. only), 6 (rev. only)

(Io9z/93-II18)

Types as second metropolitan coinage. Characteristics normally peculiar
to the issues of this mint are: the form of the left- and right-hand columnar
inscriptions A T , including the frequent use of the ligature tvN in place
AE U!
KO
U! tvN
t:.EC N
no U!
TH
of /'vN-l; the chlamys bordered on only one side as it drapes from the emperor's
right elbow; the lack of dots on the labarum shaft and below the tablion.
The cross on the globus is often much larger, or the stem of the cross much
longer, than is usual in the case of the metropolitan issues (.).

N

U!
PI. 5.3,4 (revs. only)

Var. V
As metropolitan var. I (A), medium jewelling, rev. inscr. ends (iii) ,
pendilia ,1. .1..
PI. 5.7, 8 (rev. only)

=1

Var. VI
As metropolitan var. II, but jewelling less exaggerated, and large cross
on globus.
PI. 5.9, IO
MINT OF PHILIPPOPOLIS ?

Types as second metropolitan coinage.

Var. I
The earliest specimens of this variety are recognizably smaller and
thicker than the later ones and the metropolitan pieces. The chlamys
lacks the diagonal fold as it drapes from the emperor's left arm; the
collar usually has five jewels (but four or six are known). Two specimens
from the Gornoslav hoard betray a subsequently erased attempt to
decorate the edges of the chlamys on two sides, as in the metropolitan
issues (PI. 4.9). Inscription ends: (i) or (ii).
PI. 4-6-IO

Var. I
Characterized by four jewels in collar; proportionally large head and
labarum; squat but large cross surmounting globus. The left-~and
columnar inscription is of the form normally used by the Thessal~mcan
mint in its earlier stages, and ends as (i) or (ii); the right-hand IS, for
the gold however largely peculiar to this mint: TU! or TU!. Pendilia
"
KO
KO
often .! !. .
M
tvN
N

PI. 5.II,

••

N

I2

(revs. only)
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Var. II
A "caricature" of the normal imperial figure: gigantic head and squat
body. The form of the labarum allies it to the above var. Known from
only one specimen, in the Gornoslav hoard, which had a collar of three
.
I
d 'InSCr.: AE
A TlU
Jewe
san

=1

KO
lU rvN-1
!lEC N
no lU
T
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Rev.

- or var.

A
AE
=llU
!lEC
no
T

85

TlU
KO

JVN
N

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, scaramangion or divitision, and sagion; holds in right hand jewelled scepter, and in left, globus
cruciger.
PI. 6.2-5

PI. 5oI3 (rev. only)
MINT OF THESSALONICA

UNKNOWN MINT

Characterized by squat style, but much less grotesque than the previous.
Known only from two specimens, in the Gornoslav hoard, which were, however,
from different dies. Left-hand columnar inscription of metropolitan form, and
ends (i) or (ii). Right-hand: T.
lU
KO

JVN
N

PI. 5.I4 (rev. only)
EL. ASPRON TRACHY
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. +KERO AAE=llU.

ic

XC in upper field.

Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated on
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +!lECnOTH TlUKOrvN-1 - or var. M8 or M in upper center field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of
simplified type; Virgin wears tunic and maphorion. Only five specime~s
apparently known: the piece in the British Museum has a large star In
the upper center field of the reverse-between the emperor and the
Virgin.
PI. 6.6-9,
PI. 51.4

First coinage (Io92/93)
Obv. IlU!lECnT +KEROH8EI. IC XC in upper center field.

Full-length figure of John IT beardless, standing on dais, on left,
crowned by Christ, bearded and nimbate. Emperor wears stemma,
divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in
right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger. Christ
wears tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +AAE=llU!lE EIPHNIAVrL,
Full-length figures of Alexius T, on left, and of Irene, holding between
them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Both wear stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros as above. Emperor holds anexikakia in
right hand.
PI. 6.I
Second coinage (Io92/93-III8)
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

BILL. ASPRON TRACHY
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage (I092/93)
Obv. IlU!lECnT +KEROH8EI - or var. IC XC in upper center field.

Full-length figure of John IT beardless, standing on dais, on left,
crowned by Christ, bearded and nimbate. Emperor wears stemma,
divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in
right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger. Christ
wears tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +AAE=nIJ!lE EIPHNIAVrL, - or var.
Full-length figures of Alexius T, on left, and of Irene, holding between
them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Both wear stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros as above. Emperor holds anexikakia in
right hand.
PI. 6.IO, II
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Second coinage
Obv. ic xc in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated on
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. 11
- or var.
liE
=IUJ
h.EC

no

TlU
KO
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MINT OF PHILIPPOPOLIS ?

Obv. +KERO i\i\E=IUJ. ic XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated on
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. h. TUJ - or var.
EC

KO

TH

N

no iVN

iVN

N

T
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, scaramangion or divitision, and sagion; holds in right hand jewelled scepter on long shaft;
left hand apparently rests on hip.
PI. 7.I
Third coinage
Obv. ic XC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated on
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +IIIIE=IUJ h.ECnT or +IIIIE h.EC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds III
right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 7.2-4
Fourth coinage
Obv. +KERO HeEl. ic XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +1Ii\E h.EC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 7.5,6
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv. IC XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion (holds Gospels in left hand ?).
Rev.
? UJC31111+
Full-length figure of emperor on right, and of Virgin nimbate, holding
between them labarum on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; Virgin wears tunic
and maphorion.

PI. 7.7

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand, scepter with
large labarum as head-in which generally a cross; in left hand, globus
cruClger.
PI. 7.8,9

.A<; TETARTERON
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Obv. iC XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +IIIIE h.EC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus cruciger.

PI.

7.IO, II

Type B
Obv. ic XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded, with cross behind head, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds Gospels in left hand. J C in field of cross.
Rev. +IIIIE=IUJ h.EC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand jewelled scepter, and in
left, globus cruciger.
PI. 8.I, 2
Type C
Obv. IC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated on
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand.
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Rev. +I\I\E=IUJ I1EC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand scepter crudger, and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 8.3,4
TypeD
Obv. ic xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated on
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels
in left.
Rev. +I\I\E=IUJ I1ECnOTTUJK - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft,
and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 805,6

Type D
Obv.

11

- or var.

K <D
Patriarchal cross on steps.
Rev. +I\I\E =1 - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled loros of
traditional type; holds in right hand jewelled scepter, and in left,
globus cruciger.
PI. 8.I3-IS
TypeE
Obv. ic xc in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +I\I\E =IUJI1EC - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 8.I6

MINT OF THESSALONICA

First coinage
Obv. ic xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, weanng tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +I\I\E= - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds 111
right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 8.7,8
Second coinage
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. +1\ I1EC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds 111
right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 8.9
Third coinage
Obv.
C <D
- or var.
M 11
Jewelled cross on steps.
Rev. +TUJKO MNH - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled loros of
traditional type; holds in right hand scepter crudger, and in left,
globus cruciger.
PI. 8.IO-I2

1\
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HALF-TETARTERON

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev.
I\I\E
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds
right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 8.I7

111

THE POST-REFORM COINAGE OF ALEXIUS 1: COMMENTARY
N

HYPERPYRON

Despite the fact that no examples of the hyperpyron with the commemorative types of I09z!93 have as yet come to light, the existence of
specimens of both the electrum and the billon denominations renders it
probable that the gold was, in fact, struck.
The main hyperpyron type of Alexius I having been struck over a period in
excess of twenty years, a considerable degree of chronological development is
apparent, as might be expected. Two chronological features are of particular
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importance: the ending of the left-hand columnar inscription and the relative size
of the jewelling on the chlamys-border as it drapes from the Emperor's left arm.
Examinati~n of the metropolitan second coinage vars. I (A) and I (B)
clearly establrshes the development of the ending of the left-hand columnar
inscription through the stages (i)-(iii) as being approximately parallel to the
increasing exaggeration of the jewelling. The Gornoslav hoard of 19611 contained forty-seven specimens of I (A) and forty-eight of I (B), from a total
of 239 hyperpyra of Alexius 1. A division made in both groups, according to
the size of the jewelling, renders it apparent that the specimens in which the
jewelling is composed of comparatively small globules contain all three
inscriptional endings, while those in which the jewelling is of medium or large
SIze globules contain only ending (iii). The small amount of additional hoard
evidence available tends to support this evidence. There are only two hoards
of any size whose composition would seem to indicate deposition during
the early years of the monetary reform: that from Sofia of 1897,2 and that
from Khissar of 1922.3 The Sofia hoard contained a total of 206 stamena of
Romanus Ill, debased stamena trachea of Constantine IX, Constantine X,
Eudocia with her sons, Romanus IV, Nicephorus Ill, and Alexius I (both
metropolitan debased coinages), but included a single hyperpyron of var.
I (B) with the inscriptional ending (iii) , but without exaggerated jewelling.
The part of the Khissar hoard that was recovered consisted of a single debased
stamenon trachy of Michael VII, fifty-eight of Nicephorus III and a single
spec!men of Ale.xius I: also present were five hyperpyra of Alexius I, the only
specImen of WhICh a full description is extant being a specimen of var. I (A),
with the inscriptional ending (ii).
The existence of this chronological development is further supported by
analysis of the earlier group (vars. I-IV) attributed to Thessalonica. In general,
the earliest varieties of this group are those that differ most from the
Constantinopolitan. The first specimens of var. I are of smaller, thicker fabric
(c. 26-28 mm.) than the later issues (c. 30-32 mm.), and than all those of
the metropolitan mint; the chlamys, as it drapes from the left arm, lacks the
diagonal fold which, in the case of the metropolitan issues, is a clear inheritance
from the debased trachea of Nicephorus III (PI. 47.5); the chlamys is bordered
o~ only one side on the left, as opposed to two sides in the Constantinopolitan
pIeces; the collar has the greatest number of jewels (four to six); the right-hand
columnar inscription begins
Var. II-a small one, but nevertheless certainly
consisting of more than one reverse die-varies from its predecessor only in its
larger fabric (permanent from now on), and the addition of the diagonal fold to

the chlamys. Var. III consistently has a smaller number of collar jewels (four).
Var. IV has the same number of collar jewels as the metropolitan coins (three),
and also acquires the metropolitan form of the beginning of the right-hand
columnar inscription (TU! as opposed to
The ligature IVN-l also becomes more
common on the later varieties, fvN having been a characteristic of the earlier
Thessalonican issues.
In addition to these substantive varieties, small, unrepeated borrowings
from the Constantinopolitan techniques appear: var. I includes specimens
showing a subsequently erased attempt to decorate the chlamys on two borders
on the left side, and one specimen of var. IV (B) actually includes the dots on
the labarum-shaft and below the tablion which are, at this stage of the issue,
otherwise confined to the metropolitan series.
Analysis of the Thessalonican coins of the Gornoslav hoard with regard to
the varieties of inscriptional endings provides the following facts: of twenty-one
specimens of var. I, eighteen end (i) and three end (ii). Of the nine specimens
of the next variety represented in reasonable numbers, var. Ill, one ends (i)
and eight end (ii). Of six specimens of var. IV (A), one ends (i), and five end
(iii). Var. IV (B)-of which four specimens were present-remains unrepresentative, since a single reverse die accounted for three specimens reading (i).
Despite the regrettably small numbers involved, it does, therefore, appear
that the development T, Tt, TH, or TH presents a roughly chronological sequence.
Metcalf attributes vars. I (A) and I (B) to separate mints-Constantinople
and Nicaea respectively.4 The differences between I (A) and I (B) have already
been enumerated: whether these are sufficient to support the existence of a
further provincial mint is most doubtful. Certainly the provisional attribution
to Nicaea is untenable simply because at the time of the commencement of
the reformed coinage (I092) Nicaea was in the hands of the Seljuks, and
remained so until 1097, along with all but a very small portion of the Empire's
former Asiatic holdings. Both varieties are of the same fabric; on both, the
left side of the chlamys is decorated on two borders; both have the diagonal
fold to the right, the same number of jewels for the collar, the metropolitan
form of inscription, the dots on the labarum shaft and below the tablion.
The similarities are far more striking than the differences, and another
explanation than that of separate mints is called for.
The proportional output of the two main provincial mints as present in the
Gornoslav hoard presents a consistent picture: Thessalonica var. I, twenty-one
specimens, var. Ill, nine; var. IV, ten; var. V, six. Philippopolis(?) var. I,
nine (six ending [iJ, three ending [iiJ); var. II, one. The impression given is
of a concentration at the commencement of the reform, followed by a decline
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Chap. 'S, pp. 343-44.
, Ibid., p. 383.
, Ibid., p. 354.
1

1).

'Metcalf, "Alexins I," p. 276.
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in output that eventually saw the survival of Thessalonica only. This is
precisely the kind of pattern that might be expected from a general recoinage
for which temporary mints were set up to effect a swift and efficient reform.
The pattern for the metropolitan mint-as represented by var. I(A)-is
somewhat different. The figures are as follows: inscriptional ending (i), nine;
(ii), five; (iii), thirty-three. The pattern for I (B) is rather similar: inscriptional
ending (i), fifteen; (ii) , nine; (iii), twenty-four. With this similarity in mind,
and in view of the close resemblance between I (A) and I (B), it would seem
almost certain that both are the product of the same mint (Constantinople),
but each the issue of a separate administrative division (officina).
The identification of I (B)-rather than I (A)-as the product of a temporary
officina is made for two main reasons: the fact that in the succeeding variety
(II) only the collar type (A) is represented, and also on consideration of the
increasing exaggeration of the jewelling of the chlamys border. If the Gornoslav
specimens of I (A) and I (B) are arranged according to the degree of exaggeration of jewelling, a valuable point emerges: whereas the chronological development of the inscriptional ending is amply confirmed, the proportions are
entirely different: I (A) small jewelling, sixteen; medium jewelling, three;
large jewelling, twenty-eight; I (B) small jewelling, thirty-four; medium
jewelling, thirteen; large jewelling, one. This pattern is confirmed by two
more bodies of evidence: the catalogue of examples used by Metcalf in his
examination of the hyperpyra of Alexius I, and the Dumbarton Oaks Collection.
In both, whereas specimens of I (A) distinguishable by their large jewelling
are comparatively numerous, the similar group in I (B) is almost non-existent.
It would seem, therefore, that the officina producing var. I (B) systematically
lagged behind that producing I (A) in the exaggeration of the jewelling. The
secondary nature of officina I (B) is, then, apparent: it was officina I (A)
that set the pace in the exaggeration of jewelling; it was the distinctive feature
(the collar) of the same officina that survived into the following variety.
Officina I (B) was created to aid in the reform of the gold coinage, and with
that accomplished, it was dismantled.
Metcalf has also suggested that the issue here described as var. II of the
second metropolitan coinage should be considered the product of a mint other
than the capital, on the grounds that the decoration of the divitision in certain
specimens of var. II is more pronounced than that on the late specimens of
var. I (A). This mint is provisionally attributed to Greece, at either Thebes
or Corinth. 5 The unlikely nature of such an attribution becomes apparent
when the output of this mint is assessed in relation to the others. As Metcalf
himself observes, and the Gornoslav hoard confirms, var. II is a very common
variety, and therefore, in all probability, originally issued in large numbers.
5

Ibid., p. 278.
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One is therefore presented with the problem of a provincial mint set up at a
comparatively late stage of the reformed coinage (the issues of which were
marked by the latest inscriptional variety, [iii] , and the ultimate stage in the
exaggeration of the jewelling) which nevertheless managed to produce almost
as large a volume of coinage as Constantinople itself, and which exceeded that
of other provincial mints by far. This is in the highest degree unlikely from
what is known of the position of Greece in the economy of the twelfth-century
Empire-true, it contained the prosperous trading centers of Thebes and
Corinth (one of which possibly did possess a mint for copper), but even they
could not have borne comparison with either Thessalonica or Constantinople.
What seems far more likely is that the introduction of var. II at the capital
was immediately subsequent to the dismantling of the officina which had been
producing coins of var. I (B)-or its coalition with that producing var. I (A).
It is noticeable that the commencement of var. II saw the disappearance of
the diagonal chlamys fold: clearly what had happened was that the exaggeration of the jewelling had reduced the horizontal space available for the fold,
which now became difficult to fit in. Var. II was, therefore, not the issue of
a separate mint but the result of the introduction of another pattern for the
combined die-cutters of the formerly separate officinae.
Metcalf's attribution to Trebizond6 of the distinctive group here attributed
to Thessalonica is equally unlikely, although it must be admitted that it was
made before adequate reports of the contents of the Gornoslav hoard were
available. The occurrence of such a large proportion (forty-seven specimens)
of this rather scarce group in that hoard at once throws suspicion on the
attribution. Coins of this group have also been found in the Corinth excavations. 7 The only evidence for their presence in Asia Minor is the finding of
four specimens, together with a hyperpyron of John II, at Gurdzhaani in
Georgia. s The date of the Thessalonican coins in question should be soon
after 1092; the date of their deposition subsequent to IllS. They had adequate
time to make the journey. It should, in addition, be pointed out that during
the reign of Alexius I, at least, Trebizond was a city of uncertain loyalty.
Twice during the reign it was the scene of contemplated or actual rebellion;
on the first occasion by Theodore and Gregory Gavras (I091-93 ?)-Anna
Comnena mentions expressly that the elder Gavras was sent to Trebizond to
get him out of the way9-and, on the second occasion, by Gregory Taronites
(indictions XII-XIV [Il03-06]).10 It is, therefore, hardly likely that the bullion
, Ibid., p. 276.
7 K. M. Edwards, Corinth, 6, Coins (Cambridge, Mass., 1933), p. 141, no. II6.
8 T. Ya. Abramishchvili, "Nakhodka Vizantiiskikh zolot'ikh manet v Gurdzhaani," Viz. Vrem., 13
(1958), pp. 282-85.
9 Anlla Comnena, VIII, 9; Bonn ed., I, pp. 417-22.
10 Ibid" XII, 7; Bonn ed., 2, pp. 161-64. Almost certainly identical with the Gregory above.
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necessary for the maintenance of a precious-metal mint would be entrusted
to a city of this caliber, the hinterland of which was so limited as to be capable
of being supplied from the capital without difficulty.
The general attribution of the above group to a provincial mint is made
on the grounds of the great differences in fabric, arrangement of inscription,
and details of design between the known issues of the metropolitan mint and
the numerous varieties of this series. The number of varieties of which it is
comprised, together with the relatively high proportion of die-links found in
this series, is perhaps the strongest argument in favor of a provincial attribution, for the metropolitan series shows both a good deal less variation, and is
the product of a larger number of dies. The attribution to Thessalonica in
particular is based on the fact that, given the commencement of the reformed
coinage in 1092, the mint concerned can only have been in the European
territories of the Empire. The only city justifiably capable of putting out a
small but fairly continuous series of hyperpyra would have been Thessalonica,
the second city of the Empire. In addition, var. IV (B) has the imperial name
on the obverse, which, if not entirely confined to the mint identified as
Thessalonica, nevertheless connects the variety with the St. Demetrius debased
trachea of the immediately preceding period. There are also stylistic connections
between the two, as may be seen by comparing the debased trachea (PI. I.9-IZ)
with the earlier reformed h yperpyra of the series (PI. 4.6-IO).
The attribution of vars. V and VI to Thessalonica, which has been made
above, is certainly more problematical. On the assumption, however, that the
commencement of the reformed gold coinage saw the reopening or expansion
of a precious-metal mint in the city-represented by vars. I-lV-and that
there was certainly some European mint other than the capital-probably
Thessalonica-active during the reign of John n, there would seem to exist
a chronological hiatus of some size between var. IV of Alexius I and the first
coinage of John n. None of the coins of vars. I-IV exhibit any signs of the
exaggerated jewelling so characteristic of the later products of the metropolitan
mint-despite the fact that the constant tendency of the Thessalonican mint
is to emulate the characteristics of those of the capital. Only var. IV has the
final form of the left hand inscriptional ending (iii). It would seem to be a
reasonable assumption that the inscriptional development apparent at
Thessalonica did not occur at too great a distance in time from that at Constantinople: indeed, it may well be that the provincial development was the
result of the directions of the central authorities, and therefore more or less
contemporary with that of the metropolitan mint.
In the Gornoslav hoard there were six specimens of that stage of the issue
represented by the medium jewelling of the chlamys border and the inscription ending (iii) , but which showed two unusual features. The first was in the
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form of the pendilia, the normal metropolitan variety being .!..!., although.!!.
occasionally occurs. This group, however, all possessed the unusual form
! 1 (PI. 5.8 [rev. only]). A further example came from the Suedinenie hoard
~r 1955,u and there is yet another in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks
(PI. 5.7). The second was in the unusually long stem to the cross surmounting
the globus which is found in this group. This latter is a noticeable feature
of many specimens of Thessalonican vars. I-IV, and it would therefore
seem probable that these coins (var. V) represent a further stage in the
trend of Thessalonican issues toward complete identity with the products
of the metropolitan mint. The ultimate stage is therefore probably seen in
var. VI which in all points of detail is the same as the metropolitan second
coinage var. n -but which still has the characteristic long stem to the cross
(PI. 5.9, IO). It is this stage that is continued in the reign of John n. It might
be added, at this point, that the only other regular examples of the .l..I.
pendilia form occur in a series of copper trachea which, there is strong reason
to believe, emanates from the mint of Thessalonica during the early thirteenth
century.
The existence of a temporary mint at Philippopolis (Plovdiv) seems indicated
by the following considerations: the specimens assigned to this mint are
distinctive in style and inscriptional form from metropolitan issues-and yet
do not fit well into the Thessalonican series; they are related to an extremely
rare issue of billon trachea; both hyperpyra (PI. 5.II-I]) and billon trachea
(PI. 7.8,9) seem to be connected by provenance with the Thracian plain in
general, and with Philippopolis in particular.
As observed above, the nine specimens of var. I present in the Gornoslav
hoard seem to indicate a date of production very early in the reformed
coinage-six having the inscriptional development (i), and three having (ii).
This is the stage already represented by Thessalonican var. 1. The early
inscriptional forms, however, clash with elements that are, at the Thessalonican
mint, distinctly later: the larger fabric; the four jewels of the collar; the
diagonal chlamys fold; the form of the right-hand inscription reading HU.
On the other hand, there are features characteristic of this group alone: the
proportionally large head and labarum; the squat but large cross surmounting
the globus' the arrangement of the right-hand inscription TUJ or TUJ. Precisely
,
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these features are shared by the billon trachea. Only one specimen of the
hyperpyron was previously known;12 yet there were ten present in the
hoard from Gornoslav, which is less than twenty-five miles distant from
11
lit

Chap. "S, pp. 386-87.
Metcalf, "Alexius I," no. 62, p. 283 (pI. II): from the British Museum Collection.
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Plovdiv. The billon trachy was formerly known from perhaps half a dozen
specimens: in 1955 a hoard of twenty-one pieces in uniformly fresh condition
was found on Bounardzhik hill, actually within the limits of mediaeval Philippopolis.l3 The attribution of a temporary mint to the Thracian plain is entirely
compatible with what is known of the contemporary monetary and economic
situation: Thessalonica was, as far as the supply of coinage was concerned,
administratively tied to Greece, and the setting up of a temporary mint at
Philippopolis to effect the recoinage in the Thracian plain would, therefore,
have been a matter of extreme convenience.
The identity of the temporary mint here labelled "unknown" (PI. 5.I4)
cannot even be guessed at, the present state of knowledge of its products
being based upon only two specimens from the Gornoslav hoard which were,
however, from different dies. It was apparently of the early, temporary,
provincial class.

The period of the reign concerned is that covering the preparations made
by Alexius for opposing the invasion of Epirus by the Normans under Bohemund during the years II07/08 (the second Norman war). In preparation for
the landing, Alexius left Constantinople for Thessalonica in September of
indiction XIV (II05),14 remaining at the latter city or on the Dalmatian
frontiers for a year and two months. Thessalonica was, as in the first Norman
war, the main base of supply and munition. Soon after his arrival at Thessalonica, according to Anna Comnena, a large comet-the largest ever seenappeared in the heavens, and remained there as a bright and conspicuous
object for forty days. The considerable speculation as to its meaning was
eventually resolved in favor of the Empire. It has already been noted that
the die-cutters of the Thessalonican mint were under considerably less restraint
than their colleagues of the capital. It is, therefore, quite possible that the
star of the specimen in question represents the comet-which would date the
particular die to some point within the years II05-08.

EL.
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ASPRON TRACHY

There are extant three types of the electrum trachy which are attributable
to Alexius 1. The first and second require little comment, and are here
attributed to the metropolitan mint: the columnar inscription of the second
is of a form only slightly modified from that used for the hyperpyron.
The third (PIs. 6.6-9, 51.4), of great rarity, is also of considerably more interest. The most noticeable feature is the obverse inscription which contains
the imperial name-normally the mark of mints other than the metropolitan,
and in particular of Thessalonica or Philippopolis. The style is rather poor,
the figures being ill-proportioned and sketchily executed. The great difference
between the five known specimens is the presence of an enormous star in the
upper center field of the reverse of the British Museum specimen (PI. 6.9).
Stellate decorations are in general rather uncommon in the Byzantine numismatic iconography of the period, and confined to the debased tetartera of
Alexius (PI. 2.IO-I2); the electrum trachea of Manuel I (PI. 13.6-9); the billon
trachea of the same Emperor (PI. 16.IO-I3), and those of Isaac II (PI. 21.I-4, 7).
In the majority of cases these stellate ornaments are balanced by being in
pairs; are comparatively unobtrusive; and are consistently present within
the type. The star of the specimen in question is anything but unobtrusive for
it is placed in a most inconvenient position between the Emperor and the
Virgin who is attempting to crown him-it seems to be almost an afterthought,
despite its rather elaborate form. Moreover, it occurs on only one die out of
five. An unprovable but attractive hypothesis springs to mind.
13 Chap. IS, p. 379. The type was apparently first published by H. Longuet ("Notes de numismatique
byzantine," RNfl, 2 [1938J. p. ID, nos. 12, 13).

BILL. ASPRON TRACHY

There are altogether six types attributable to Alexius I -four almost
certainly metropolitan, one probably Thessalonican, the other probably a
product of a temporary mint at Philippopolis.
The first metropolitan coinage is presumably the commemorative issue of
1092/93 (PI. 6.IO, II). Thus, the second is probably that with the full-length
figure of the Emperor and the double columnar inscription (PI. 7.I): in this
case the reformed coinage would have commenced its first regular types in all
metals with a complete set of conspicuous designs, and with the new, full,
columnar inscriptions. As in the case of the electrum trachy, the inscriptional
arrangement is a modified form of that used on the metropolitan hyperpyra.
Of the remaining two metropolitan coinages, it would appear that the one
having as its reverse type a bust of the Emperor wearing a chlamys (PI. 7.2-4)
should be considered the third coinage, since the obverse type of Christ
enthroned is identical in detail and similar in style to that used for the second
coinage. In addition, it frequently has the fuller form of imperial inscription
(+AAE=IUJ L'.ECnT) as well as the simpler form (+AAE L'.EC). Specimens of that
issue having as the reverse type a bust of the Emperor wearing a panelled
loros (PI. 7.5,6) have the simpler inscription and are of slightly cruder style.
It should, therefore, probably be considered the fourth and last coinage.
14 The episode is treated in Anna Comnena. XII, 3, 4; Bonn ed., 2, pp. 140-49. It is noticeable
that the Empress Irene is reported as leaving the capital: 010: xpvcroO Ko:i O:M"1S lTo16TT}TOS •••• Xo:paylJO
(p. I45)-with coined money of gold and other quality. This seems a probable reference to the fractional scyphates, although it, and a further incident referred to in XIV, 2, could still quite well have
involved debased pieces of the pre-reform period that had remained in circulation.
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The type attributed to Thessalonica (PI. 7.7) has a retrograde inscriptionuncommon on the scyphates of the eleventh and twelfth centuries-and is
probably to be linked with the "St. Demetrius" miliaresion of the pre-reform
coinage, which has the same feature (PI. 2.I7). It is also related to this
miliaresion, and to the debased trachea depicting St. Demetrius, in a further
characteristic aspect: all four types have the Saint or the Virgin on the left
side of the reverse~as opposed to the more usual right. The only exception to
this feature within the Thessalonican group of issues is the electrum trachy of
the reformed coinage: in this case the Virgin stands on the right.
The type attributed to Philippopolis (PI. 7.8, 9) has already been discussed
when dealing with the hyperpyron to which it is obviously related-it would
not be surprising, in a mint of temporary nature and evidently small output,
if the dies of both denominations were the product of a single die-cutter.
Certainly, the characteristic style, which seems to be common to all known
specimens of this group, tends to support this hypothesis.
~ TETARTERoN

There are a large number of types of copper tetarteron which are assigned
to Alexius 1. On examination of a series of these coins, a clear division into
two general groups becomes apparent. The first consists of coins of four types,
all of relatively small, thick, boldly clipped fabric, and of neat style. The
second is composed of broader, thinner, and frequently less elegant pieces,
and covers the remaining types. This division continues into the reign of
John n, to a lesser extent into that of Manuel I, and can occasionally be
glimpsed on series of even later date.
The major source of information concerning the distribution of copper
tetartera comes from the excavations at Athens and Corinth-enormous
quantities of this denomination having been recovered from both sites. When
the numbers of the two groups of tetartera found during these excavations
are put into tabular form, the differences in fabric and style are confirmed and
augmented to an astonishing extent by evidence of distribution. 15
Quite clearly, those types distinguished by their small, thick fabric and neat
style do not occur in significant proportions at either Athens or Corinth. On
the other hand, those marked by their broader, thinner fabric frequently occur
in appreciable numbers, sometimes in enormous proportions. There is, therefore, an excellent case for considering these two groups the products of separate
mints.
The fact that the group of copper tetartera of the post-reform period marked
by its small, thick fabric does not appear on Greek sites renders it very
15 The evidence presented opposite in tabular form is based on that given by Thompson (The Athenian
Agora, pp. 74, 75) and by Edwards (Corinth, pp. 14r-46).
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Athens
(to I949)

99
Corinth
(to I929)

Alexius I
Small, thick fabric;
elegant style.

Broad, spread fabric;
less elegant style.

John If
Small, thick fabric.
Broad, spread fabric.

ManuelI

Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage
TypeD
TypeE

r

ypeA
TypeB

First coinage
TypeB
Type C
Type D
Obv.: Monogram
Obv.: St. George
Obv.: Christ, bust
Obv.: Cross-on-steps

8

I2
0
I
I
I80
96
602
7
34

0
0
85
6I
372
2
6

2
0
II4

0
2
83

I7
0
4
8
I699
I3 87
307
16I

I2
0
6
I7
493
494
I37
66

I

probable that this is the group which should be considered the product of the
mint of the capital. It is, in fact, precisely this group which continues the
fabric of the old, debased tetartera of the metropolitan mint, and it would
seem clear that the administrative division that had previously produced
tetartera of precious metal was now assigned the task of producing the new
copper coins of the Comnenian monetary system.
The obvious corollary is to attribute the second group to Thessalonica.
However, examination of the coinages of Alexius and Manuel reveals the
existence of a further group-distinguishable by its roughly clipped fabric,
crude and blundered style and its light weight-within the wider context of
that larger group of issues regularly appearing in large numbers at Athens
and Corinth, and in Greek hoards in general. The heavier coins, of better
style, are no doubt Thessalonican; the lighter coins, of crude style, and very
probably including a high proportion of half-tetartera, would appear to

,.
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emanate from a central Greek mint of uncertain identity-but probably
Athens, Corinth, or Thebes-the practice of which was to follow the combination
of obverse and reverse types in current use at Thessalonica. The Thessalonican
coins appear regularly in larger numbers than the Constantinopolitan in
Greece, but are themselves heavily outnumbered by the issues of the Greek
mint.
Unfortunately, however, the division between the products of the mint of
Thessalonica and those of the mint situated probably in central Greece is not
as consistent during this reign as it later becomes: the situation undoubtedly
needs the kind of clarification that will come only from the detailed analysis
of a very large body of material evidence. It has therefore been thought more
consistent with the present state of knowledge to group the whole series of
non-metropolitan tetartera-together with the half-tetartera of the same
types-under the mint of Thessalonica. A preliminary analysis follows:

favored by this mint. Secondly, that the traditional form of loros appears in
two types from a total of five for this group under Alexius I (again third
tetarteron coinage and type D). The metropolitan mint, however, is consistent
in its use of the simplified loros (types A, B, and D). Thirdly, that, while the
beardless bust type occurs on the first coinages of Manuel I in the electrum
and billon trachy coinages, it occurs twice on the tetarteron and half-tetarteron
series-once on a type of that group distinguished by its small, thick fabric
(rare in Greece) and once on a type of the spread, thin group (common in
Greece). It is evident, therefore, that they form the first coinages of two
separate series of issues.
Little is known concerning the chronology of the various types of the
metropolitan mint. Type D, with a standing imperial figure and fuller form of
inscription on the reverse, possibly represents the first coinage-in which case
type A, with short inscription, might be the last. The evidence for the Thessa10nicanjGreek series is more substantial: on the basis of overstrikes occurring
among the pieces found in the excavation of the Athenian agora, the sequence
for the first three coinages seems securely established l '
The exact nature of the abbreviated invocations found on the obverses of the
Thessalonican types has been studied by Zacos and Veglery.1S
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MINT OF THESSALONICA

First coinage
Second coinage

{Apparently entirely of the heavier, better style series and
therefore probably all to be attributed to Thessalonica.

Third coinage
TypeD
TypeE

Includes both the heavier, better style series, and the
lighter, cruder style, clipped series. The essential differences between the two are to be seen in comparing
PI. 8.7-II with PI. 8.I2, IS. Some, if not all, of the lighter
coins are almost certainly half-tetartera.

The existence of the type listed by Sabatier as no. 3 of Alexius IIF6 (which
together with his no. 4 [type DJ is in fact clearly to be attributed to Alexius I)
must be regarded as dubious until an undoubted specimen should come to
light. There are no specimens of this type present in the standard catalogues,
nor are there any in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks: none turned up in
the excavations at Athens, and only a single specimen is reported from Corinth.
In view of the appalling condition of most excavation coins and the similarity
of no. 3 to type D-with which it might, therefore, easily have been confused-it would seem best to reserve the position, rather than to confirm
what may possibly be a "mythical" type.
Finally, several iconographical characteristics confirm the existence of the
two major groups of issues-the Constantinopolitan and the Thessalonicanj
Greek. Firstly, it should be noted that the latter group accounts for all those
tetartera and half-tetartera distinguished by the type of a cross, or a monogram,
or both (i.e., Alexius I, third tetarteron coinage, and type D; Manuel I,
tetarteron type Band half-tetarteron type A). Obviously, both were motifs
16

Sabatier, Description generale,

2,

p.

230

(pI.

LVIII, 10).

lE HALF-TETARTERON
The attribution of this issue-distinct from the unit by its obverse and
reverse types-to Thessalonica, is based on the consideration that this is the
pattern which later becomes customary at that mint, extending even into
the thirteenth century. The weight of the two specimens in the collection at
Dumbarton Oaks (1.6 and 2.2 gm.) places them quite firmly in the halftetarteron series. Both apparently read: I\I\E, and the rather long, bearded
face is much more typical of Alexius than of John, who is generally given a
rounder face, and who provides the only alternative attribution.
Thompson, op. cit., p. !IS.
G. Zacos and A. Veglery, "e for L on Coins of the Eleventh Century," Numismatic Circular, 68
(I9 60 ). pp. '54-57·
17
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(iii)
THE COINAGE OF JOHN II, COMNENUS

III8-II43
N

HYPERPYRON

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage
Obv. IC XC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels
in left.
Rev. +1U!I:J.ECnOTH - or var. ey M-P in right field.
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of Virgin nimbate, holding
between them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma,
divitision, collar-piece and panelled loros of simplified type; holds
anexikakia in right hand. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion. Manus Dei
in upper left field; dot on lower portion of shaft of cross, in most, if not
all cases.
PI. 9.I-3
Second coinage
Obv. IC XC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels
in left.
Rev.

IU!
I:J.EC
nOT
TU!

n

CllV

po
rE - or var. M

N-j

e in upper center field.

I03

IU!

R ev. I:J.EC
no - or var.
TH

Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand globus cruciger. Virgin wears tunic
and maphorion. This coinage differs from the two preceding in being of
two main varieties:
Var. A
Collar-piece has four jewels
Normally ey \VP in field.

~,

and globus crudger either .:. or .:.
•
•
PI. 9. 6, 7

Var. B
Collar-piece has five jewels ~, but globus cruclger apparently
always .:. Normally ve 'I-M or M-P in field.
PI. 9.8,9

•

MINT OF THESSALONICA

First coinage
As metropolitan first coinage, but of smaller, thicker fabric: shaft of cross
generally lacks dot.
PI. 9.IO
Second coinage
As metropolitan second coinage, but of smaller, thicker fabric.

PI. 9.II

T

Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 94,5
Third coinage
Obv. +KERO HeEl. IC XC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
102

Transitional coinage (second/third)
As metropolitan second coinage, but of smaller, thicker fabric; emperor
holds globus cruciger in left hand, only the left-hand columnar inscription
is present. ey M-P etc. in field.
PI. 9.I2
Third coinage
As metropolitan third coinage, but of smaller, thicker fabric.

PI. 9.I3, I4
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MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. ic XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels
in left.
flU

Rev. bnEoC
TH

THE COMNENI: JOHN II
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0
0
3l
or
rE
qlU
lUP - or var .
Il
rJ

Two main varieties; both having two sub-varieties, (A) lacking the dot
below the tablion of the chlamys, which (B) always possesses:
Var. I
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Saint George,
beardless and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross
on long shaft at the base of which a small globe. Emperor wears
stemma, divitision, and chlamys; saint wears short military
tunic, breastplate, and sagion, holds sword in left hand.
I (A) PI. 1O.I;
I (B) PI. 10.2
Var. II
Rev.
As above, but emperor and saint hold between them patriarchal
cross on long shaft, at the base of which three steps.
II (A) PI. 10.];
II (B) PI. 10-4
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Rev.
As above, but emperor and saint hold between them labarum on long
shaft, at the base of which a small globe.
PI. 10.5,6
BILL. ASPRON TRACHY
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

IlU
bEC
no
Rev. TH
TlU

n

10 5

C!JV
po

fit - or var.
T

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, short military tunic,
and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus
cruciger.
PI. 10.7,8
Second coinage
Obv. le XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +llUbEcnOTT nC!JvporNT - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in
left, globus cruciger.
Two varieties:
Var. A
Rev.
Scepter cruciger has plain shaft, collar-piece normally has six
jewels ~.
Var. B
Rev.
Scepter has transverse stroke on shaft, collar-piece normally has
five jewels ~.
Var. A PI. 10.9, IO;
Var. B PI. 1O.n,
PI. ILI,2
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv. M-P ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
IlU C!JV
bEC po
rE
R ev . nOT
TlU N-I
nop T

- or var.

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled
loros of traditional type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 11.],4
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Rev. +IUJIlEC nOTH - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. ILI3, I4

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Obv. re: xc in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +IUJIlEcnOT TUJnOP<lJVPOrNT - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. II.5-7

Type B

T

Obv. MI

o

PI

- or var.

J
Bust of Saint Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand sword, and in left, shield.
Rev. +IUJ IlEC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. ILI5-I7

IUJ <lJV
IlEC PO
Rev. nOT rE - or var.
TUJ N-l

THE COINAGE OF JOHN II: COMMENTARY

T

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand jewelled scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI.

IL8-IO

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv. ie: XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. +IUJIlEC nOT - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand jewelled scepter on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI.
lE

o

III

Type B
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bus~of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.

nop

I07

ILII, I2

HALF-TETARTERON

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Obv. le XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.

N

H YPERPYRON

The three main coinages of hyperpyra issued by John II present remarkably
few problems. The first and the last coinages are distinguishable, and the
chronological sequence is therefore secure. The last coinage is undoubtedly
that issued from two administrative divisions (officinae) of the mint-an
arrangement seen previously in var. I of the main metropolitan coinage of
Alexius I, but which was also followed by John's successor, Manuel 1. The
first coinage is presumably that portraying the half-length figures of the
Emperor and the Virgin (PI. 9.I-3), for the form of throne on the obverse
continues that seen on the hyperpyra of Alexius I (i.e., with two horizontal
bars). In all cases, the arrangement of the reverse inscription is as strictly
controlled as it had been during the later years of Alexius and variations are
small and rare.
There is a small group of specimens of all three coinages distinguished by
their relatively small, thick fabric (c. 28 mm. as opposed to c. 30-33 mm.).l
Four examples of the first coinage and three examples of the third were present
in the Gornoslav hoard. A specimen of the small, thick variety of the first
coinage also occurred in the Lakite hoard. 2 On the basis of these two provenances for the series, an attribution to the mint of Thessalonica is indicatedsince, as already shown, it had already been in operation during the reign of
Alexius.
1
2

PI. 9.IO-I4.
Chap. 'S, pp. 359-60.
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Within this group, the products of at least two pairs of dies form a type
showing features that are transitional between those of the normal second and
third coinages (PI. 9.12). The throne on the obverse belongs to the second
coinage, as does the labarum on long shaft on the reverse. On the other hand,
the globus cruciger and the single column of inscription on the reverse clearly
belong to the third coinage. In the case of the piece illustrated there has been
a schematic attempt made, by the addition of a back, to convert the form of
the throne from that on the second coinage to that on the third.
These Thessalonican coins are also connected with an anomalous issue of
the hyperpyron type of Manuel (PI. 12.12), by the occurrence of an exaggerated
"radiate" cross in the nimbus of Christ, on the obverse. Presumably, therefore,
all are products of the same mint.

than 403 specimens of the first metropolitan coinage, and 229 of the second.
A parcel of coins in the hands of P. D. Whitting,5 which is one of several
similar reliably reported as having come from a large hoard found in Nicosia
within the last decade, contains thirteen specimens of the first metropolitan
coinage and 169 of the second.
It is also noticeable that the Emperor wears a loros of traditional type on
the issue in question. This is distinctly unusual at such a late date, but can
be paralleled on both the pre-reform folleis and the post-reform tetartera of
Alexius I which have been attributed to the mint of Thessalonica (Pis. 3.2;
8.10-15). Perhaps more important, it also re-occurs on the coinage of the
thirteenth-century emperors of Thessalonica (Pis. 37.1, 2; 39.IO, n; 42.1-4).
The attribution therefore seems well authenticated.

EL. ASPRoN TRACHY

lE TETARTERoN
There is no doubt that the differences noticed between the groups assigned
to Constantinople and Thessalonica under Alexius I continue to operate during
the reign of John n. The twenty-seven specimens of metropolitan type A
and the nine specimens of type B present in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks
are of the characteristic small, thick fabric, while the nine specimens of the
type attributed to Thessalonica display the larger, thinner fabric (although
the style is by now distinctly neater): the metropolitan types do not occur in
appreciable numbers at either Athens or Corinth, while the Thessalonican
type occurs in comparatively large numbers at both. 6 There is no evidence
bearing on the relative chronological order of types A and B.

f08

The electrum coinage divides into three main varieties. On the evidence
of a coin from re-cut dies in the Nicosia (I) hoard of the early nineteentwenties,3 it would appear that the variety in which the Emperor and Saint
hold between them a patriarchal cross on steps is later than that on which
they hold a patriarchal cross on globe. Both are apparently the product of
two officinae.
The variety in which the Emperor and Saint hold a labarum on globe seems
to betray Thessalonican connections in the rather characteristic elongated,
raised form of the labarum-head (cf. Pis. 1.9; 4.6-10; 5.1-6; IO.S, 6). The
Nicosia hoard contained seventy-eight specimens of both metropolitan varieties,
but none of that attributed to Thessalonica: a preliminary source of support
for the attribution itself.
BILL. ASPRON TRACHY

There are three types of billon scyphate. The later of the two metropolitan
coinages is presumably that capable of division into two varieties according to
the officina distinction.
The remaining metropolitan issue is too scarce for the observation of
possible officina distinctions-but it may at least be said that none are obvious,
and that the following type therefore probably represents the first occasion
on which two officinae were active for this denomination.
The type which has been attributed to Thessalonica definitely seems to be a
separate issue, on the basis of hoard evidence. Two large hoards from Cyprus
totally lack specimens while containing large numbers of both metropolitan
types. The Lazania hoard of the late thirties 4 contained a total of no less
3 Chap. 15. pp. 371-372. Information from Mr. P. D. Whitting.
'Ibid.. p. 360.
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lE HALF-TETARTERON
The reign of John II is crucial for the case for the existence of the halftetarteron denomination. There are two issues to be taken into consideration:
in both cases the reverse type is of a bust of the Emperor holding a labarumheaded scepter and globus cruciger (PI. I1.13-17). Examination of a series of
the coins shows that the flans of these two types are appreciably smaller than
either the Thessalonican or the Constantinopolitan series of tetartera. The
reduced flan is not balanced by any increase in thickness, and the average
weight is definitely below that of the normal tetarteron. The figures are as
follows:
(Tetarteron)
MetropOlitan type A (27 specimens) average weight = 3.8 gm.
B (9 specimens) average weight = 3.7 gm.
(9 specimens) average weight = 3.6 gm.
Thessalonican type
5 Ibid., p. 372.
, Supra. p. 99.
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(Half-tetarteron)
Type A (I4 specimens)
Type B (I3 specimens)

(iv)
average weight = I.9 gm.
average weight = I.9 gm.

Despite the rather small number of specimens involved, the evidence would
seem sufficient to indicate that the two issues in question were struck at a
standard of weight appreciably lower than that of the normal tetarteron types,
and although the average for the lower standard is slightly over half that of
the higher, there need be little doubt that they do in fact represent the half
denomination.
The obverse and reverse types do not in themselves provide any decisive
indications for an attribution to either Constantinople or Thessalonica. On
type A, the obverse type of the standing figure of Christ is similar to that
on the metropolitan tetarteron type A, but the imperial bust on the reverse
is closely similar to that seen on the Thessalonican type. The bust of St.
Demetrius on the obverse of the half-tetarteron type B would obviously be
an attractive reason for a Thessalonican attribution, but cannot be considered
decisive without supplementary evidence. Indeed to counter this, it might be
pointed out that on this type the posture of the Emperor's arm as he holds
the scepter is that which had been largely characteristic of the metropolitan
mint during the previous reign.
The numbers of coins of these rather scarce types occurring at Athens and
Corinth do, however, favor a Thessalonican origin: eleven specimens of type A,
and ten of type B were recovered from the excavations at Athens,' while
eleven specimens of type A and three of type B were found at Corinth. s
Although these proportions do not approach those of the Thessalonican
tetartera recovered from these sites, they are nevertheless appreciably in
excess of those for the coins of the Constantinopolitan series.
Two further considerations swing the decision in favor of Thessalonica: that
the evidence for the striking of half-tetartera prior to IZ04 is confined to the
ThessalonicanjGreek group of coins, and that there are definite indications
that the Thessalonican emperor, Theodore Comnenus-Ducas (IZZ4-30) produced coins of the general tetarteron fabric on two distinctive standards of
weight which can only be the unit and the half.9
Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. 74.
Edwards, Corinth, p. 144.
, Chap. 12, p. 274.
7
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THE COINAGE OF MANUEL I, COMNENUS
II43-II80
N H YPERPYRON
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. +KERO HeEl. le xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand. Pattern in nimbus-cross normally :-: but
occasionally a single dot as in contemporary electrum (see p. I83).
Rev. MAN'cIHA l>ECnOTH nu nOPCllVPorENNHTUJ - in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision,
and chlamys; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left,
globus surmounted by patriarchal cross. Manus Dei in upper right
field.
Five main varieties:

Var. I
The portion of the chlamys-border forming the collar has SiX
jewels ~. The right-hand columnar inscription normally commences TUJ although
is known.
PI. IZ.I-4

J;

Var. If
The collar has five jewels; general inscription as above, but the
right-hand column frequently begins with the ligature .:L or ;:(;.
PI. IZ.5, 6
Var. If I
The collar has four jewels; the right-hand column normally begins
with the ligature.
Two main sub-varieties, (A) lacking the dot on the divitision,
below the point of the chlamys, which (E) always possesses.
HI (A) PI. IZ.7;
III (B) PI. Iz.8
Var. IV
The collar has three jewels; inscription as above.
PI. IZ.9
HI
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Rev. MANIIHA liEcnOTH - or var. M ev in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, on left, and of Virgin nimbate,
holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft at the base of
which a small globe. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds anexikakia in right hand.
Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
Two main varieties:

Var. V
The collar has 8-12 jewels; inscription as above. The fabric is
generally slightly thicker and smaller than the preceding, the style
distinguished by its neat and jewel-like quality.
PL 12.IO, II
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv.
As above.
Rev.
As above, but globus surmounted by single-barred cross.
PL

EL.

Var. A
Rev.
Collar-piece has four jewels

12.I2

IC

xc

Obv. EM

HA

o

Nil

~.

PI. 13.3
Var. B
Rev.
Collar-piece has five jewels.

ASPRON TRACHY

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage

II3

PI. 13.4
- or var., in field.

Type C (Third coinage?)
Obv. IC XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
in field.

MA

Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. MANIIHA liEcnOTH - or var. IVP ev in upper center field.
Full-length figure of emperor, beardless, on left, crowned by Virgin.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in
left, anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
Two main varieties:

**

S
SE

o

Rev. MANIIHA

p

o
./
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, on left, and of St. Theodore,
bearded and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long
shaft at base of which a large globe. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds sheathed sword
in right hand. Saint wears short military tunic and breastplate; holds
sheathed sword in left hand.
Three main varieties:

Var. A
Rev.
Scepter shaft lacks dot.

PI.

13.I

PL

13.2

li

UJ - or var.

Var. B
Rev.
Scepter shaft has dot.

Var. A
Rev.
No dot on shaft of patriarchal cross. Includes sub-variety lacking
asterisks on obverse.
PI. 13-5, 6

Second coinage
Obv. IC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels
in left.
8
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Var. B
Rev.
One dot on shaft of patriarchal cross.

IIS

Rev. M/\N\lH/\ nEcnOT - or var. M=P ev in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, on left, crowned by Virgin
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger. Virgin
wears tunic and maphorion.
Three main varieties:

PI. 13.7,8

Var. C
Rev.
Two dots on shaft of patriarchal cross.

Var. A
Rev.
The portion of the chlamys-border forming the collar has three
jewels ~-often square. Includes sub-variety in which the
labarum shaft has dot.
PI. 14.I,2

PI. 13.9

Type D (Fourth coinage?)
le xc
Obv. E~ ~X
or var., in field.

-

M/\

Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. M/\N\lH/\ Ll.ECnOTHC 0 nOP<lJVPOrENNHTOC - in two columnar
groups.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, scaramangion
or divitision, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, anexikakia. Manus Dei in upper right field.
Three main varieties:

Var. B
Rev.
Collar iiEY.
PI. 14.3

Var. C
Rev.
Collar

~.

PI. 144

Var. A
Rev.
One dot on shaft of scepter near head.
PI.

13.IO

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Electrum products of this mint are characterized by an extremely thin,
deep, scyphate fabric, and by the frequent use of small obverse dies.

Var. B
Rev.
Two dots on shaft of scepter near head.
PI.

First coinage
As first metropolitan coinage, but of characteristic fabric.

13.II

Var. C
Rev.
Three dots on shaft of scepter near head.

PI. 14-5

PI.

Second coinage
As second metropolitan coinage but of characteristic fabric.
PI. 14.6

13.I2

Type E (Fifth coinage?)
Obv. ic xc in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.

Type C (Third coinage?)
Obv. Mi' ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
S·

II6
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Rev. Mi\N'o'Hi\ f:,.ECnOTH - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in
right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus crudger.
Two main varieties:

f:,.
H

Rev. Mi\N'o'Hi\f:,.ECnOTH

~

-

II7

or var.

TPI

o

J

Full-length figure of emperor bearded, on left, and of St. Demetrius,
beardless and nimbate, holding between them labarum on long shaft.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds anexikakia in
right hand. Saint wears short military tunic and breastplate.
PI. 14.7-9

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage
Obv. IC XC in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, weanng tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. Mi\N'o'Hi\ f:,.ECn - or var.
Bust of emperor, beardless, wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
Two main varieties:
Var. A
Rev.
Labarum shaft has no dots; portion of chlamys-border forming

F.

i

Var. B
Rev.
Collar-piece has five jewels; globus cruciger of .. form.
PI. 15.3,4

BILL. ASPRON TRACHY

collar normally has three jewels

Var. A
Rev.
.
Collar piece has four jewels Ii:i:::1> ; globus cruciger of or. form.
PI. 15.1,2

PI.

14.10, II

Var. B
Rev.
Labarum shaft has two dots-one near head of labarum, the
other between the hand and shoulder; collar normally has four
jewels.
PI. 14.12, 13
Second coinage
Obv. IC XC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.

Third coinage (first phase)
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. Mi\N'o'Hi\ f:,.ECnOTHC - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision.
and chlamys; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
Three main varieties:
Var. A
Rev.
Labarum shaft lacks dots.

PI. 15.5,6
Var. B
Rev.
Labarum shaft has one dot.

PI. 15.7-9
Var. C
Rev.
Labarum shaft has two dots (occasionally, as
illustrated, waisted t).

III

the piece

PI.

15.10

lI8
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Third coinage (second phase)
Rev.
Emperor holds globus surmounted by single-barred cross in left hand.
Four main varieties:
Var. A
Rev.
Labarum shaft lacks dots.
Var. B
Rev.
Labarum shaft has one dot.

PI. IS.II
Var. C
Rev.
Labarum shaft has two dots.

PI. IS.I2

lIg

Var. C
Obv.
Asterisk above throne on left, or right, or both.
Rev.
One jewel on emperor's loros between waist and collar-piece;
loros-waist 1ZI,
PI. I6.IO-IJ
Var. D
Rev.
J ewel-within-circle on collar-piece; on loros between waist and
collar-piece; on both collar-piece and loros; on loros-waist. One
jewel on emperor's loros between waist and collar-piece; loroswaist ~ or 1ZI.
PI. I6.I4, I5;
PI. I7.I-4

Var. D
Rev.
Labarum shaft has three dots.
lE TETARTERON

PI. IS.IJ
Fourth coinage
Obv. ic xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. Mi\N\!Hi\ LlEcnOT - or var. M-P ev in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, on left, crowned by Virgin
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus cruciger. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
Four main varieties:
Var. A
Rev.
Three jewels on emperor's loros between waist and collar-piece;
loros-waist IiliI or 1ZI.
PI. I6.I-6
Var. B
Rev.
One jewel on emperor's loros between waist and collar-piece;
loros-waist 1ZI or [SJ.
PI. 16.7-9

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage
Obv. le xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, weanng tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. Mi\N\!Hi\ LlEcn - or var.
Bust of emperor, beardless, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 17.5,6
Type B
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion, turned to right. Manus Dei in upper right field.
Rev. Mi\N\!Hi\ LlEcnOTHC - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, jewelled loros of simplified type and sagion;holds in right
hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 17.7,8

IZO
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I08I-IZ6I

TypeC
Obv. ic xc in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. M/\N\lH/\ lIECnOTH - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum on long shaft, on which X, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 17.9, IO
TypeD
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. M/\N\lH/\ lIEC - or var.
Bust of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger,
or, more rarely, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. I7.II, I2
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A (Heavy standard)
o J3
r
r I
Obv. E 0 - or var.
J
Bust of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in left, shield.
Rev. M/\N\lH/\ lIECnOT - or var.
Bust of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. I7·I3, I4
Type B (Heavy standard)
Obv. iC XC in field.
Cross, radiate, on three steps.
Rev. M/\N\lH/\ lIECnOTH - or var.
Half-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision,
COllar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. I7.I5, I6

I21

lE HALF-TETARTERON
MINT OF THESSALONICA

+-

Type A (Heavy standard)
Obv.

small, neat letters. M[/\N\lH]/\ lI[ECnOTHC] n[OP<l>VPOrEN-

NHTOC 0] K[OMNHNOC]

Rev.
Bust of emperor, beardless, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece
(most frequently decorated with five jewels ~), and panelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
globus cruciger.
PI. I7.I7, I8
Type B (Heavy standard)
Obv. iC XC in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. M/\N\lH/\ lIECnOTH - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing uncertain dress (stemma,
short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion?); holds in right hand
scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. I7.I9, 20
UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

+-

Type A (Light standard; as Thessalonican half-tetarteron type A)
Obv.

large, often ill-formed letters.

Rev.
Bust of emperor, beardless, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece
(most frequently decorated with six jewels ~), and panelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
globus cruciger.
PI. I8.I, 2
Type B (Light standard; as Thessalonican tetarteron type A)
o J3
r
r I
Obv. E 0 - or var.
J
Bust of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in left, shield.
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Rev. M/lN\lHi\ Ll.ECnOT - or var.
Bust of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece and
jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed
scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 18.3,4
Type C (Light standard; as Thessalonican half-tetarteron type B)
Obv. re: xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. M/lN\lH/I Ll.ECnOTH - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing uncertain dress (stemma,
short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion?); holds in right hand
scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 18.5,6
Type D (Light standard; as Thessalonican tetarteron type B)
Obv. ie: xc in field.
Cross, radiate, on three steps.
Rev. M/lN\lHi\ Ll.ECnOTH - or var.
Half-length figure of emperor, bearded, wearing stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 18.7,8

THE COINAGE OF MANUEL I: COMMENTARY
N H YPERPYRON
Information on the hyperpyron of Manuel I is mainly derived from two
hoards: that from Gornoslav which contained 264 pieces, and that from
Corinth of 1938,1 which amounted to thirty. As might be expected, in the light
of the issues of the long reign of Alexius I, a considerable chronological
development is evident. The most general indication of the sequence of issues
is based on the fact that the last metropolitan coinage of hyperpyra of John II
is of large fabric (30-33 mm.), only slightly scyphate, and characterized by a
style which might be termed "spread," while the hyperpyra of Andronicus I
are uniformly of slightly smaller fabric (few specimens exceed 30 mm.), deeper,
and of a neat, confined, bejewelled style. It might well be expected there1

Chap. '5, p. 335.
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fore that the earlier coins of Manuel I should betray the characteristics of the
coinage of John, while the later ones should anticipate, to some extent at
least, the peculiarities of the coinage of Andronicus.
Examination of the specimens in the Gornoslav hoard revealed a division
into five varieties-apparently in chronological succession-according to the
number of jewels on the border of the chlamys forming the collar. Of the
Gornoslav hoard, sixty-two specimens were of var. I (six jewels), eighty of
var. II (five jewels), eighteen of var. III (four jewels), sixty-five of var. IV
(three jewels), and thirty-five of var. V (eight to twelve jewels). Although the
proportions occurring in the Corinth hoard were different (var. I, two specimens; var. ll, nine; var. Ill, one; var. IV, three; var. V, fifteen), the same
general divisions occurred. Vars. I and II are of a fabric and style indistinguishable from the last coinage of John ll, while var. V is of a distinctly smaller,
deeper fabric, and of a neat, jewelled style: that is, bearing an obvious
relationship to the hyperpyra of Andronicus I.
The two specimens of var. I in the Corinth hoard and the six in the collection
at Dumbarton Oaks all have the right-hand columnar inscription commencing
nu. Of the seven specimens of var. II in the Corinth hoard which were from
different dies, and the six at Dumbarton Oaks, six similarly read TUJ in the
right-hand column, but in seven cases the ligature ;r, or J:, has replaced the
separate letters which had been characteristic of the reformed coinages of
Alexius I and John II as well as of var. I of Manuel. Common to all the
specimens of vars. I and II from Gornoslav, Corinth, and Dumbarton Oaks
are the small devices ., m, )(, I, J, j" on the chlamys immediately below the
tablion-presumably some form of officina distinction.
Logically the next variety should be that in which the collar is decorated
with four jewels. Possibly a less numerous coinage than the rest, only eighteen
specimens occurred in the Gornoslav hoard. Such evidence as it has been
possible to gather regarding the inscriptional varieties suggests that the
ligature ;r, or J:, becomes dominant during the course of this coinage.
Var. IV has three jewels to the collar, and in general continues the trends
in the inscription evident in the previous coinage, ;r, or J:, predominating.
Var. V is undoubtedly the latest issue, and, as mentioned above, is related
to the coinage of Andronicus I, by fabric and style. The number of jewels in
the collar having diminished from six to three over four varieties, the only
possibility remaining to the authorities of the mint in order to retain the
distinction between them would have been to increase the number to a total
above that used in the first (var. I, six jewels)-a collar of two jewels would
have been unprecedented! With the advent of var. V whatever remains of
the originally strict control over the arrangement of the inscription finally
breaks down. While the use of the ligature ;r, or J:, is almost uniform, the
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fifteen specimens in the Corinth hoard and the ten at Dumbarton Oaks provide
eleven examples of the form of the left-hand inscription commencing ~~,

is, in this case, presumably that in which the products of the third officina
appear only rarely (type C)-either because it had only commenced to operate
toward the end of that coinage, or because its organization at this stage was
not as settled and efficient as that of the remainder, which had been in
operation for many years without interruption. The other issue (type D)
should logically form the fourth coinage.
The only type failing to reflect the characteristics of the metropolitan mint
is that on which the standing figures of the Emperor and St. Demetrius appear
(PI. 14.7-9). In a rather similar fashion to metropolitan type D, a number of
dots occur beneath the head of the labarum held between the Emperor and
Saint, but the twenty specimens in the Nicosia hoard, together with the seven
in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks, fail to reveal whether they conform to
any systematic pattern. Examination of the pieces in question reveals that the
type, however, has a distinct fabric-no larger in diameter than normal, but
very deeply scyphate in form, and therefore considerably thinner. The inscription is frequently extremely small and neat. These characteristics also
appear in a small group of coins the types of which are the same as those of
the first and second metropolitan coinages (PI. 14.5, 6).
A document of the Georgian monastery of Iviron on Mt. Athos mentions
a coin called the"dimitraton" no less than four times in a list of gifts made to
the monastery:

six of I'~'gv, six of N~~!\> and two of N~~' Although the traditional pendilia
form .!..!. apparently dominates vars. I and n, by the stage of the issue
represented by var. V several new forms have appeared. Metcalf suggests a
provincial mint as the possible source of var. V, but this is unlikely if only
in view of the large numbers occurring in both the Gornoslav and Corinth
hoards. Thessalonica, the only provincial gold mint operating to any extent
continuously during the preceding reigns, is conspicuous by the small volume of
its products; besides, the issue fits perfectly well into the metropolitan series.
There were two specimens present in the Gornoslav hoard, on which the
globus held by the Emperor on the reverse was surmounted by a single-barred
cross, rather than a patriarchal cross: these are far more likely than var. V
to have been the products of Thessalonica. The attribution to a mint other
than that of the capital is assured by the fact that coins of this group stand
outside the chronological developments seen in the products of that mint.
The specimen illustrated (PI. 12.12), for instance, has a collar of six jewels (the
earliest variety at the capital)-but is of smaller module than normal for the
variety. The ligature .:t on the reverse is also normally a later feature. Finally,
the curious exaggeratedly "radiate" effect of the cross in the nimbus of Christ
links this variety with the provincial series of hyperpyra of John n (PI.
9· IO , 14)· Coins of this variety were probably the last hyperpyra struck outside
the capital, for there are no further series assignable to provincial mints.
EL. ASPRoN TRACHY

Two hoards provide the major portion of the available information on the
electrum coinages of Manuel: the first, the Lindos (Rhodes) hoard of 19 02 ;2
the second, the Nicosia (I) hoard of the early nineteen-twenties.
There is no doubt concerning the identification of the first coinage: the
young Emperor is represented as beardless. The second coinage, moreover, is,
owing to the similarity of its reverse type in detail, style, and fabric to that
of the first coinage, equally certainly attributed. The electrum trachea of
John n were the products of two officinae, and it would appear reasonable
to assume that this number was involved in the production of at least the first
coinages of the succeeding Emperor. Analysis confirms that both of the issues
mentioned above were indeed the products of two officinae, and, moreover,
that the remainder of the metropolitan issues were the product of three
officinae. The last coinage, the fifth, should therefore be that in which the three
officinae appear to operate at a roughly equal rate (type E). The third coinage
2 Chap. IS, p. 361.

(3)
(59)
(75)
(136)
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2 mules worth 180 dimitrati
200 drakhani (nomismata) dimitrati
200 drakhani dimitrati
300 drakhani dimitrati

According to Blake, the author of the article on Byzantine accounting
practices as illustrated by this document, the four entries are all "late" and
probably Comnenian. 3 The term must refer to an issue on which St. Demetrius was present, and, moreover, an issue of high value, for, pace Blake, all
the other entries of the document refer to coins of that description. The only
issue fulfilling these qualifications is, in fact, the electrum trachy mentioned
above. Certain base silver, billon, or copper scyphates of the empire of
Thessalonica might conceivably have been candidates for identification were
it not for the consideration of value. This very consideration is itself, however,
confirmed by another entry. No. (144), which is datable to c. II70, mentions
an ass's colt bought for fifteen perperay (hyperpyra).4 Entry (3), however,
refers to two mules worth 180 dimitrati. Assuming the identity of the dimitraton and the electrum trachy in question, the price of a mule works
3 Blake, «Accounting Practices," p. 30.
• Ibid., p. 2+
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out at thirty hyperpyra (90+3)5-which, in view of the generally recognized
superiority of the mule over the ass, might well represent a reasonable
pnce.
It is particularly interesting that the dimitraton should appear on four
occasions in the accounts of an Athonite monastery-supplying the only
extant references to the issue. Entry no. (3) is crucial-"two mules worth
180 dimitrati". It is theoretically possible that, on the three other occasions
of the term's use, coins of this particular issue sent from different parts of the
Empire were involved. On this occasion, however, the Athonite accountant
clearly uses the term as a familiar way of reckoning value: these coins were
therefore a recognizable element of the circulating medium with which he
dealt. The Athonite peninsula is, of course, only about sixty miles distant
from the city of Thessalonica, and, in view of the fact that the only other
appearances of St. Demetrius on the Comnenian coinage occur on issues that
can reasonably be connected with the city (Pi. 1.9-12; Pi. 11.15-17), a similar
provisional attribution is here clearly indicated. This would include the
varieties of the first and second electrum coinages distinguishable by their
deeply scyphate, thin fabric.
The dimitraton was in all probability struck as a local counterpart to the
metropolitan issue depicting the Emperor and St. Theodore: this provincial
attribution has the fortunate result in balancing the five metropolitan varieties
of the hyperpyron with five coinages of electrum trachea.
The widespread employment of the Christ Emmanuel type-whether
labelled or not-on the coinage of this Emperor, and more particularly on his
earlier coinage, is almost certainly a play on the words Mi\N\iHi\ / EMMi\N\iHi\;
especially appropriate in view of his youth at the time of his accession.

standard is possibly slightly lower than for the coinage of John Il, but not
remarkably so:
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Manuel's series of billon trachea opens with the beardless bust type, which,
in a similar fashion to the second coinage of John Il, was the product of
two officinae. The second coinage was also the product of two officinae, but
the third and fourth involve the introduction of two more. The first phase
of the third coinage was the product of three officinae, the second phase
the product of four. The fourth coinage was throughout the product of four
officinae.
JE TETARTERON and HALF-TETARTERON

The first metropolitan coinage of tetartera portrays the young, beardless,
imperial bust, but the sequence following this remains uncertain. The weight
[; Utilizing the rate I: 3 which has been established between the hyperpyron and the electrum
trachy. The absolute level of these two prices remains curiously high however.

12 7

First coinage, 14 specimens, average weight = 3.7 gm.
Type B
34 specimens, average weight = 3-4 gm.
Type C
I I specimens, average weight = 3.4 gm.
Type D
19 specimens, average weight = 3.4 gm.
As Metcalf has noticed, however, that group which is comprised of types
which appear in the excavations at Athens and Corinth, and in Greek hoards
generally, is a good deal more complicated, each type dividing approximately
into a heavy and a light variety." Moreover, the large, heavy coins of each
type, although forming an appreciable element of Greek excavation and hoard
finds, are heavily outnumbered by their light counterparts: this is well
illustrated by the composition of the Brauron hoard of 1956, the Kalentzi
hoard of 1927, and the Kastri hoard of 1952.7
The average weights for both heavy and light varieties of each type are as
follows: 8
I
(Obv.: monogram) heavy variety, average weight of
16 specimens = 2.7 gm.
I (a) (Obv.: monogram) light variety, average weight of
27 specimens = 1.8 gm.
II
(Obv.: Saint George) heavy variety, average weight of
23 specimens = 4.5 gm.
II (a) (Obv.: Saint George) light variety, average weight of
5 specimens = 1.9 gm.
III
(Obv.: Christ, bust) heavy variety, average weight of
4 specimens = 2.9 gm.
III (a) (Obv.: Christ, bust) light variety, average weig~t of
19 specImens = 1.9 gm.
IV
(Obv.: cross-on-steps) heavy variety, average weight of
24 specimens = 4-0 gm.
IV (a) (Obv.: cross-on-steps) light variety, average weight of
6 specimens = 1.9 gm.
The most easily distinguished varieties are the large, heavy St. George and
cross-on-steps issues of fine style (Il and IV). The heavy varieties of the
monogram and Christ, bust types (I and Ill) are of equally fine style, but
6 Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, p. r08.
, Chap. 15. pp. 330-31. 35 0 . 352.
8 I includes four specimens published by D. M. Metcalf in "The Brauron Hoard and the~Petty
Currency of Central Greece, II43-1204," NO, 4 (1964), p. 253, note 2. III includes a specimen in
the British Museum (BMC, 2, p. 578, no. 64).
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THE COMNENI: MANUEL I
despite the smaller numbers upon which their average weights are based, it is
certain that whatever their theoretical weight, it was considerably less than
the two types (II and IV) which they most resemble.
. ~n order to establish. the denominational identity of the four heavy varieties,
It IS necessary to consIder the Thessalonican coinage of Manuel's predecessor,
John II. That ~eries-all of good style-included a tetarteron type, and two
further types, dIstinct from each other and from the tetarteron which on the
basis of their small flans and light weight, have been idedtified ~s halftetartera.
Pr~cisely this relationship is evident between the four heavy varieties in
questlOn: the St. George and cross-on-steps types are undoubtedly tetartera,
the former type closely related by style and detail to the Thessalonican halftetarter?n of John II having a bust of St. Demetrius as its obverse type.
.Qmte SImply :vhat has happened is that the standard of weight has been
Increased, puttm?, the new, heavy tetarteron types in a favorable position as
regards ~oth theIr predecessors at Thessalonica, and their contemporaries at
Constan~mople,which show no signs of increased weight. The heavy, monogram
and Chnst bust tJ:'pes (av. wts. 2.7 gm. and 2.9 gm. respectively) are therefore
clearl~ Th~ssalomcan half-tetartera of a weight approximately proportional
to theIr umts.
The question of the attribution of the four light weight varieties (la, IIa,
III a, and IVa) at once arises. The solution is obvious: they outnumber their
hea:ner countef]~arts in most Greek hoards, and evidently in the Athens and
Cormth excavatlOns. The only reasonable explanation is that they are the
pro~ucts of a separate mint, as Metcalf has suggested. Their style is generally
decl~edly cruder than the heavy Thessalonican series; they are often of clipped
fabnc; they apparently maintain the weight standard of the old half-tetarteron
of John II (c. 1.9 gm.). On the basis of overstrikes-mainly of this seriesfound during the excavations at Athens and Corinth, the order of issue would
seem to be: obv. monogram; obv. St. George; obv. Christ, bust; obv. cross-onsteps.9 The Greek mint was presumably merely copying the types of the
current Thessalonican issue-whether tetarteron or half-tetarteron' this in
turn seems to imply that the Thessalonican tetarteron and half-t~tarteron
type~ were not .issu~d contemporaneously but successively. There is certainly
nothmg ImpOSSIble m this.
There are no parallels to the Greek light series of half-tetartera for the reign
of John II, but there is a striking resemblance in the coinage of Alexius po
The first two coinages of Thessalonican copper tetartera are of uniformly
11 Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. II6. The position of the monogram type as the first issue is
confirmed by its portraying the Emperor as beardless.

10

12 9

large, rounded fabric, and respectable, if not brilliant, style. The third coinage
(obv.: jewelled cross) is of extremely varied style and fabric however; the
minority compare quite favorably with the preceeding coinages, but the
majority are of much cruder style, badly clipped fabric, and light in weight.
The type having as its obverse a patriarchal cross suffers similarly.
The obvious explanation is that the third coinage saw the opening of the
Greek mint-at either Athens, Corinth or Thebes-which began to strike its
characteristically poor and light products. It is this coinage that comes to
light in such large numbers in the excavation of both cities.
It is noticeable that the coinage of John II exists only in the Thessalonican
style and fabric, and the implications of this are apparent in the Athens and
Corinth excavation figures: l l despite his twenty-three-year-reign the number
of his coins from both sites is disproportionately small. Clearly the reign of
John saw the closing down of the Greek mint, and only such Thessalonican
tetartera and half-tetartera as reached central Greece by normal circulation
are represented at these two cities (as in the case of the Corinth hoard of
February 1937).12 The explanation that the comparative rarity of coins of
John from these excavations was the result of the peaceful nature of the reign
is unsatisfactory: the Norman sack of Corinth in II47 (only three years after
John's death) took place at a time when his coinage should still have been the
dominant element of the circulating medium at both Athens and Corinth,
had the Greek mint been open during his reign. It was not, and the fact is
reflected in the excavation figures.
The consequence presumably was that, by the commencement of the reign
of Manuel, the Greek cities faced a serious shortage of small change, the last
substantive supplies being datable to the reign of Alexius 1. The enormous
quantities of the first two coinages of Manuel showing the characteristics of
the Greek mint found on Greek sites attests both the shortage and its alleviation by the reopening of that mint.
Metcalf, in publishing the Brauron hoard of 1956 (consisting mainly of
half-tetartera of the monogram type of Manuel I), suggests Thessalonica as
the source of the lightest and crudest varieties of half-tetartera,13 It may be
regarded as certain that Thessalonica was a Comnenian mint and very probable
that there existed at least one other at Thebes, Athens, or Corinth-that
much is common ground. However, Thessalonica cannot be regarded as the
origin of these half-tetartera (not, as Metcalf assumes, "folIes" of a light
standard of weight). Throughout the late eleventh and the twelfth century, one
mint besides that of the metropolis was producing a continuous series of copper
11 Table. p. 99.
.. Chap. IS. pp. 334-35.
13 Metcalf, "The Brauron Hoard," p. 258.

Supra, pp. 99-100.

•
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tetartera of comparatively good style and weight, together with an occasional
issue of half-tetartera distinguishable from the unit by type. Apart from the
fact that one of these half-tetarteron types portrays St. Demetrius, the first
coins of this series (the first and third coinages of Alexius I here attributed to
Thessalonica) bear a strong resemblance, in certain points, to two types of
debased tetartera for which there are plausible reasons in favor of an attribution to that city. It is this series which is continuous-that attributed to the
Greek mint (or mints) does not appear during the reign of John H, and it
again disappears during that of Isaac H. It would seem far more likely that
it is the continuous series of good style that should be assigned to the second
city of the Empire, which was quite capable of producing competent dies for
its gold and electrum issues and therefore presumably for its copper.

(v)

ALEXIUS H, COMNENUS
n80-n8 4
Coins of this Emperor are unknown, and probably none were ~tru~k. It ~s
possible that the last issues of his father continued in productIOn mto hIS
reign. Those tetarteron types provisionally attributed to AlexlUs H. by
D. M. Metcalf (Coinage in the Balkans, pp. 88 and n8), should be retamed
in their more usual attributions. The types involved are, therefore, here
assigned to Alexius I (Thessalonican types D and E), which in f~ct fit perfectly
well into this series; and to Alexius HI (the general Thessalomcan tetarteron
and half-tetarteron type), which in its chronological development conforms
exactly to that noted for the other denominations of this Emperor.

9·
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(vi)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

THE COINAGE OF ANDRONICUS I, COMNENUS
\

II83~II85

N H YPERPYRON
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. flNl;PONIKOC l;EcnOTHC - or var. ic xc in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, panelled
loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, globus cruciger. Christ, wearing tunic and
colobion, holds Gospels in left hand.

EL.

Obv. M-P ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion,
standing on dais; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. flNl;PONIKOC l;EcnOTHC - or var. iC xc in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus crudger. Christ, wearing tunic and colobion, holds
Gospels in left hand.
Two main varieties:

Var. A
Rev.
Two jewels on loros between waist and collar-piece.
PI. I8.I],

Var. B
Rev.
Three jewels on loros between waist and collar-piece.
PI. I8.IS,

ASPRON TRACHY

I4

I6

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. +8KERO HeEl. M-P ev in upper field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate and orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion, standing on dais; beardless, nimbate head of Christ on
breast.
Rev. flNl;PONIKlV l;EcnOTH - or var. lc xc in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, anexikakia. Christ,
wearing tunic and colobion, holds Gospels in left hand.
Two main varieties:

Var. A
Rev.
Labarum shaft lacks dot.

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion,
standing on dais; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
flNl;PONIKOC

l;ECnOTHCj

-

-

.

.

Rev.
flNl;PO
NIKOC
- or var. IC XC 1ll upper nght field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, anexikakia. Christ,
wearing tunic and colobion, holds Gospels in left hand.
PI. Ig.I
MINT OF THESSALONICA

PI. I8.II

Var. B
Rev.
Labarum shaft has dot.
PI. I8.I2
132

lE TETARTERON

Type A
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion; beardless,
nimbate head of Christ on breast.
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Rev. /lNL\.PO NIKOC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, scaramangion or divitision, and sagion;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 19.2

Type B

o

/In J3

0 r
fr ./

Obv.

- or var.

E

Bust of Saint George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in left, shield.
Rev. /lNL\.PONIKOC (L\.ECnOTHC?) - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, COllar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross. Manus
Dei in upper right field.
PI. 19.3
18

HALF-TETARTERON

UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

Obv. Mf

ev in field.

Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion; beardless,
nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. /1NL\. - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, scaramangion or divitision, and sagion;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus crudger.
(As Thessalonican tetarteron type A.)
PI. 19.4
THE COINAGE OF ANDRONICUS I: COMMENTARY
N

HYPERPYRON

The number of specimens available for study is, in the case of both gold
and electrum, lamentably small: there is, to all intents and purposes, no hoard
evidence whatsoever.
It is, however, quite clear that the reign of Andronicus saw a reorganization
of the administrative system behind the production of the metropolitan
coinage, the effect on the offidnae being particularly noticeable 1
1

Chap.

10,

pp. 172-73, etc.
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The iconography of all the metropolitan denominations of this Emperor
forms a compact theme: the Virgin as the obverse type, the Emperor crowned
by Christ as the reverse. The distinction between denominations is maintained
by the varying posture of the Virgin, and the different combinations of imperial
dress.
As is well known, the beard worn by Andronicus was long and forked-a
fact alluded to by the chronicler Choniates2 and verified by its constant
appearance on his coins. Andronicus is the only emperor to be portrayed with
a beard of this type during the twelfth century, although the style was in
vogue during the thirteenth.
18 TETARTERoN
The metropolitan tetarteron fits into the iconographical theme evident in
the other products of this mint, while the Thessalonican series does not. The
difference is confirmed by distribution, as seen in the results of the Athens and
Corinth" excavations:
Corinth
Athens
0
0
Metropolitan type
Thessalonican type A
74
19 (16+3)
Thessalonican type B
2
0

The exact proportions of Thessalonican tetartera and Greek half-tetartera of
identical types represented in these figures is uncertain. Type B is attributed
to Thessalonica because of the similarity of its obverse type to that of Manuel's
type A from that mint, and despite the small numbers found at Athens, and
the complete absence of the type from Corinth.
It should be noted that, if correctly read, the occurrence of a specimen of
type B overstruck on type A, from among the Athens material, should give
the order of issue. 4
18 HALF-TETARTERON
The Greek mint of uncertain identity continues to follow the obverse and
reverse types of the current Thessalonican issue.
2 Nicetas Choniates; Bonn ed., pp. 4So-SI. Choniates also notes (p. 453) that when the mob broke
into the palace at the time of the downfall of Andronicus they found, among other valuables, twelve
kentenaria of gold coins, thirty kentenaria of silver coins and two hundred kentenaria of copper
coins. It seems very probable that this represents a description of the three scyphate denominations in
gold, electrum, and billon.
3 Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. 75; Edwards, Corinth, p. 146.
ol Thompson, op. cif., p. II7.

THE COMNENI: ISAAC OF CYPRUS
(vii)
THE COINAGE OF ISAAC COMNENUS, USURPER IN CYPRUS

II84-IIgI

Beardless, nimbate bust of Christ Emmanuel, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
I
CA
Rev. AKI
OC

EL. ASPRON TRACHY
MAIN MINT (Nicosia ?)

ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

Obv. M-P
I

CA
R ev. AKI
OC

A
EC

n

- or var.

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. Ig-5
BILL. ASPRON TRACHY
MAIN MINT (Nicosia?)

Type A
Obv. M-P

o

rE
Rev. ICAAKIOC

~

-

or var.

C

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, scaramangion or divitision, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left,
anexikakia. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. Ig.8-IO
SECONDARY MINT
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
I

AEC

Rev. X~I

9~

OC

C

- or var.

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys,
standing on dais; holds in right hand cross on long shaft, and in left,
globus cruciger. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. Ig.II
lE TETARTERON
MAIN MINT (Nicosia?)

ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. ICAAKIOC AEC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds m
right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. I9.I2

Obv. M-P
-

or var.

I

o
C

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. George, beardless and
nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft at the
base of which a small globe. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and
chlamys; holds anexikakia in right hand. Saint wears short military
tunic and breastplate; holds sword in left hand.
PI. Ig.6, 7
Type B

ic XC
Nil - or var.
~~ HA
A

no
TH

Type A

UJ

Obv.

A
E
C

ev in field.

Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

I37

Type B
Obv. I~ X~

in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
Rev. ICAAKIOC AEC - or var.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, scaramangion or divitision, and
sagion; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left (?).
PI. Ig.I3, I4
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SECONDARY MINT

Obv. M-P ev in field.

Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion, turned to right. Manus Dei in upper right field.
I

!:lEC

oc

C

Rev. X~

9~

THE COMNENI: ISAAC OF CYPRUS

while Lambros assigned to him a whole series on the grounds that these types
were found in Cyprus. 3 Wroth, however, considered that this series should be
given to the Constantinopolitan Emperor Isaac n, Angelus, mainly on the
grounds that its provenance was not proven as exclusively Cypriot. 4
The only coin (that described and illustrated by Sabatier) accepted as belonging to Isaac Comnenus by all three authorities is clearly misattributed.
Judging by the illustration (a line drawing), the type is as follows:
o

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys,
standing on dais; holds in right hand cross on long shaft, and in left,
globus cruciger. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 19.15

A

Obv. rI

OC

1 The circumstances of the usurpation of Isaac Comnenus are mentioned by Nicetas Choniates,
who also gives an extremely hostile account of his reign; Bonn ed. pp. 376f£., 443. 483ff., 547. See
also G. Hill, A History of Cyprus (Cambridge, 1940)' I, pp. 312£1.
2 The large-scale export of copper ore is mentioned by Idrisi, geographer to Roger II of Sicily
(1I30-54): ed. P. A. Jaubert, 2 (Paris, 1840), p. 130.

8E
ll\U
P

0

C

Full-length figure of Saint Theodore in short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in left hand shield, resting on ground.
IC
0

THE COINAGE OF ISAAC COMNENUS: COMMENTARY
Isaac Comnenus was a grandson of the Sebastocrator Isaac, third son of
the Emperor John n. At the accession of Andronicus I he was in the hands
of the Templars, having been sold to them by the Armenians, by whom he had
been captured in Cilicia. Ransomed by Andronicus, he was sent back to Cilicia
with sufficient money to raise a small force in Isauria. Instead of using the
money in the service of the Empire, Isaac crossed over to Cyprus (II84) and
presented to the authorities there forged letters of appointment as governor.
Once accepted in this position he proclaimed himself emperor and held the
island until II91 when he was deposed by Richard I of England during the
course of the Third Crusade.'
Despite the sack of the island by Renauld of Chatillon/Antioch in II55/56,
there is considerable evidence that Cyprus remained wealthy-no doubt
largely owing to its strategic position on the main trade routes from the Latin
principalities in Syria and Palestine to the Byzantine Empire and the West.
In such a situation it would seem quite possible that Isaac should issue coinage
of his own, as much to emphasize his independence as to aid the economy of
his island empire by providing a replacement for the regular supply of
Constantinopolitan coinage, upon which the island had hitherto presumably
been dependent, and of which it was now certainly deprived. There is evidence
that the ancient copper mines of the island were still being worked, and the
raw material therefore lay conveniently to hand 2
The temptation to assign coins to this usurper is, in fact, of comparatively
long standing. Sabatier attributed a billon scyphate type to Isaac Comnenus,

139

AAK !:lOV
KA
!:lEC
C

Rev. lac

no

Full-length figure of an emperor in stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger. The loros, as it drapes from the
emperor's left arm is represented as a diamond-shaped length of cloth.
There are three specimens of what can only be this issue in the collection at
Dumbarton Oaks (PI. 35.9-II). The obverse type is the same as that illustrated
by Sabatier, apart from small differences in the arrangement of the inscription.
The reverse type is again the same as Sabatier's apart from the fact that the
globus is surmounted by a patriarchal cross: the characteristic diamond form
of the loros is present on one of the pieces. The reverse inscription of one
8
.
speCImen

reads:

!:lE
'Fl AA
C'
C
K

lU 0 K' t h e remammg:
..
anoth er: OC

no

ElU
POC

'Fl
C. Theo nly

C
C
possible conclusion is that the type is an issue of Theodore n, Ducas-Lascaris,
emperor of Nicaea (1254-58), and that the full inscription reads: 8EO!:llUPOC
!:lECnOTHC !:l'o'KAC 0 AACKAPIC. It must therefore be supposed that Sabatier
had before him a coin which, since it was badly double struck (as in the
illustration), possessed an incomplete legend, and that in attempting a
reconstruction, he read the POC of 8EO!:llUPOC as the lac of ICAAKIOC. The
details common to the piece given by Sabatier and the Dumbarton Oaks
specimens permit of no doubt that the same issue is involved.
3

Sabatier, Description generale,

2,

p.

227,

no.

I;

S. P. Lambros,

'AvEK50TO:

VOiliO'!JaTO TaU

IJ,€O'CX1C,,:l\ItKOV j3CXO"lAEfOV Tfis Kurrpov, K. Sathas, Mesaionike Bibliotheke, 2 (Venice, 1873), pp. 547-96

(particularly pp. 561-63).
• Wroth, BMC, 2, pp. 597-<;>8.
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It should be noted, in addition, that there is no certain indication that
Isaac of Cyprus used the surname "Ducas." The relevant portion of the
genealogical table of the imperial families betrays the extent of our ignorance
concerning the descent of Isaac Comnenus. 5
John Il, Comnenus = Irene of Hungary
(Emp. II18-43)
I

not having been proven of exclusive Cypriot provenance is already greatly
weakened for it can now be stated without qualification that these types do
not appe~r in hoards from the European territories of the Empire in t~e
proportions which might be expected were they to have been Issued eIther m
the capital or in the western provinces.
The two types of billon trachy are certainly not metropolitan, for they
lack the characteristic officina distinctions, and are of a broad, rounded,
gently scyphate fabric which is totally different from the smaller, ~ore
irregular, deeper products of the capital. To these differences ~re added pom~s
of style and detail. In all four types in question, the stemma IS represent~d :n
a characteristic fashion-a curved row of globules, frequently enclosed wlthm
a strong linear border; the pendilia are frequently of the form ~ ..r.; the beard
is short and rounded, represented by a characteristic, deeply cut border from
ear to ear. In the case of metropolitan issues, the stemma is rendered merely
by a line of dots; the pendilia at this period are of the form -even in the case
of gold and electrum; the beard is longer and pointed, represented by a series
of short strokes, never deeply etched. The most characteristic feature of t~e
standing, full-length figure type in billon is that it occupies almost the entIre
field-repeated in an electrum type soon to be desc~ibed: the imp~rial figure
of the Constantinopolitan issues, on the other hand, IS far less dommant.
The only imperial mints in the European provinces were Thessalonica,
and the unidentified Greek mint which copied its current types. Both, however, were marked by their production of copper tetartera and half-tet.arter~
rarely billon trachea: moreover, the two tetarteron types under dISCUSSIOn
bear no relation to the substantive Thessalonican issue of Isaac Angelus
(PI. 2I.IO, II). Nor do appreciable numbers of ei~her scyphate~ or tetartera
occur at Athens and Corinth: at Athens, three specImens of the bl110n scyphate
(PI. 19.6, 7), and two of the copper tetarteron (PI. 19.IZ);7 at Corinth, one
specimen of the billon scyphate (PI. 19.8-IO).8
There exists a further group of two types, a billon trachy and a tetarteron,
that necessarily enter the discussion.
. ,
.
D. Cox, in her report on the coins found in the excavatIOns at Cunum m
Cyprus, published a copper tetarteron of an ~mpero:-o Isaac.~ The type had,
in fact, already been published by F. Warren m 1892, as an Issue of Isaac of
Cyprus, from a coin which was again of presumable Cypriot origi.n. The rever.se
type portrays a full-length figure of an Emperor Isaac, standing on a daIS,

I

Alexius

I

John

I

I

Isaac = N.
Manuel I
(Seb.) I
(Emp. II43-80)
N. (Ducas?) = Dau. (N. Comnena)

I

Isaac of Cyprus
(Us. II84-91)
There are indications that close relatives of Isaac used the surname "Ducas"
and it has been thought that it was a member of that family who married the
unknown daughter of the Sebastocrator. What is more immediately important
is that Nicetas Choniates, the main source of information on the usurper,
refers to him as "Isaac Comnenus," and it is indeed highly probable that he
would have preferred to use that illustrious name connecting him with the
imperial family reigning continuously since ro8I.
By far the commonest of the billon trachea generally attributed to Isaac Il,
Angelus is that on the reverse of which he is represented wearing stemma,
divitision, collar-piece, and loros, holding a scepter cruciger and anexikakia
(PIs. 20.9-I3; 2I.I-7). This type would certainly seem correctly assigned to the
Constantinopolitan mint, for it continues the series of officina distinctionssuch as the asterisk and the dot-within-circle-that had been utilized for the
fourth coinage of Manuel I, and only temporarily abandoned under Andronicus 1. This type appears in enormous numbers in hoards from the European
provinces of the Empire. 6 Isaac Angelus has, however, had a large number of
billon and copper types attributed to him, and among these there is to be
found a small group of billon trachea and copper tetartera which, while
themselves obviously related in fabric, style, and detail, are distinct from the
Constantinopolitan types of Isaac, from those of his predecessors, and from
those of his successor Alexius Ill. Furthermore, this group has strong connections with the island of Cyprus.
The first issues to be considered are two types of billon trachy (PI. 19.6, 7;
8-IO) , and two types of copper tetartera (PI. 19.IZ, I3, I4). All are among
those stated by Lambros to be found in Cyprus. Wroth's objection to their
5 c. Du Cange, Histaria Byzantina Duptici Commentario Illustrata: Familiae Byzantinae (Paris,
l680), pp. l83-84; Hill, op. cit., I, p. 3'2.
6 Chap. 10.

H

Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. 75.
Edwards, Corinth, p. 147.
9 D. H. Cox, Coins from the Excavations at Curium, I932-I953, A.N.S. Numismatic Notes and
Monographs, no. '45 (New YOlk, 1959), p. l24, no. 73l (pI. x.).
10 F. Warren, "Notes on Some Mediaeval Coins of Cyprus," NCS, 12 (1892), p. 209, no. I (pI. XVII, r).
7

8
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wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys, holding in his right hand a cross on
a long shaft, and in his left, a globus cruciger (PI. 19.I5).
There is, in the collection of the American Numismatic Society at New York,
what appears to be a small hoard of billon scyphates, judging from the common
patina and state of preservation. It consists of nine specimens of the scyphate
type illustrated on Plate 19.6, 7; four specimens of Plate 19.8-IO, and two
specimens of an otherwise unpublished type featuring as the reverse type a
full-length figure of an Emperor Isaac standing on a dais, wearing stemma,
divitision, and chlamys, holding in his right hand a cross on a long shaft, and
in his left, a globus cruciger (PI. 19.II).
The figure of an emperor standing on a dais is, outside the tetarteron type
published by Cox and Warren and the scyphate of the hoard, almost unknown
in twelfth-century Byzantine numismatic iconography; so is the cross on
long shaft. There is no doubt, on examination of the two types, that they are
the issue of the same mint.
The hoard itself originally formed part of the collection of G. C. Gunther,
the major part of which is known to have been collected in Cyprus. It should be
noted, in addition, that one piece of this series from the British Museum
Collection also came from Cyprus.l l It might be pointed out that specimens of
the undoubted Constantinopolitan type also occur in the island; but, whereas
they appear elsewhere in large numbers, the types under discussion evidently
do not. A provisional attribution to Isaac Comnenus is therefore called for.
The larger of the two groups assigned to Isaac Comnenus~that comprising
the two billon scyphates and the two copper tetartera-is increased by the
existence of a related type, theoretically, at least, in electrum. This was
published in 1945 by Goodacre,12 who evidently considered his specimen
unique, although the type was among those previously mentioned by Lambros.
All the characteristics of the remainder of the group are present: the form
of the stemma, the pendilia, and the beard (PI. 19.5).
The apparent division of this series into two groups, so obviously related
among themselves, encourages the suspicion that there were two mints at
work. This need not be excessive; although of several types the issues of each
group are rare, some extremely so, and it may well be that this reflects the
small nature of the original output.
As to the identity of the two mints, it would seem likely that the larger
group should be assigned to the chief city, Levkosia (Nicosia),13 The second
and smaller group, in this case, might well have been issued from Limassol or
Famagusta-but this suggestion rests on nothing more than general likelihood.
Wroth. BMC, 2, p. 594, no. 34.
H. Goodacre, "Notes on Some Byzantine Coins," Nee. 5 (1945), p. 39. no.
Lambros. > AVS<SOTO:. p. 56r.
13 Hill, op. cit., I, pp. 263ff.
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(i)

THE COINAGE OF ISAAC II, ANGELUS
II85-II95
N

10

(pI.

VIII, 10);

HYPERPYRON

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-f>

ev in upper field.

Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
with back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. ICl\l\KIOClIEC

X

X or

I\P
~I

0

MI

X or var.
M

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Archangel Michael, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them partially sheathed sword, point
downward. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger. Archangel
wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion. Manus Dei in upper
center field.
Two main varieties:

Var. A
Rev.
Collar-piece has three jewels

~.

PI. ZO.I, 2

Var. B
Rev.
Collar-piece has six to eight jewels.
PI. zO·3, 4
EL. ASPRON TRACHY
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P

11

12

CHAPTER NINE

ev in upper field.

Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
with back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
143

144
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Rev. ICi\i\KIOCL':.EC

o

X
M

X
or i\P

Var. C
Rev.
Collar-piece has six to eight jewels; asterisk on sagion hanging
from emperor's right arm, or on Virgin's throne, one to each
side; loros waist [;:;J.
PI. Z1.I-4
Var. D
Rev.
Collar-piece has six to eight jewels; loros waist ~.
PI. 21.5-7

X - or var.
MI

Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Archangel Michael,
beardless and nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Archangel
wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds jewelled
scepter in left hand.
Two main varieties:

Var. A
Rev.
Portion of chlamys-border forming collar has three jewels.
PI. zoo5, 6

145

.LE TETARTERON
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, sometimes standing on dais,
wearing tunic and maphorion; beardless, nimbate head of Christ on
breast.
Rev. ICi\i\KIOC L':.ECnOTHC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Manus
Dei in upper right field.
PI. 21.8,9

Var. B
Rev.
Portion of chlamys-border forming collar has six to eight jewels.
PI. 20.7,8

BILL. ASPRON TRACHY
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
with back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. ICi\i\KIOC L':.ECnOTHC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. M anus Dei in upper right field.
Four main varieties:

MINT OF THESSALONICA

o

X

i\P

MI

- or var., in field.

Bust of Archangel Michael, beardless and nimbate, wearing divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
jewelled scepter, or spear, and in left, globus cruciger.
Rev. ICi\i\KIOC L':.ECnOTHC in two columnar groups.
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in
left, anexikakia.
PI. 21.IO, II

Var. A
Rev.
Collar-piece has three jewels <t;:;;; loros waist [ill or [;:;J.
PI. 2o.9-II
Var. B
Rev.
Collar-piece has six to eight jewels; loros waist [ill or [;:;J.
PI. ZO.I2,

Obv. X

THE COINAGE OF ISAAC II: COMMENTARY
N HYPERPYRON

I3

Specimens occasionally have the loros-waist form [ill rather than the much
commoner [;:;J. These are probably of an early stage in the production of the
'0
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issue, since it is the first form that is standard during the reign of Andronicus I.1
Rare specimens have a vertical, columnar inscription, the emperor holding a
labarum-headed scepter rather than a scepter cruciger.

(ii)
COINAGE OF UNCERTAIN ATTRIBUTION BETWEEN ISAAC
ANGELUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE AND ISAAC COMNENUS
OF CYPRUS

lE TETARTERoN
The type assigned to the metropolitan mint does not occur in appreciable
numbers from the excavations at either Athens or Corinth; that assigned to
Thessalonica, on the other hand, is relatively common at both sites:"

Athens
Metropolitan type
Thessalonican type

BILL. ASPRON TRACHY

Corinth

2

0

144

25

IC

E

Obv. M
M
11

The sack of the city in II85 by the Normans apparently, therefore, had no
appreciable, long-term effect upon its production of coin.
It is uncertain, on the basis of the evidence at present available, whether
the mint of uncertain Greek location-producing half-tetartera and following
the current Thessalonican type-continued in production into this reign.
Since the only half-tetartera of the succeeding emperor, Alexius III, are of
types differing from his Thessalonican tetarteron (a trait noticed under John II
and Manuel I for this mint), it would appear that the Greek mint was
dismantled during either the reign of Isaac or that of Alexius.

XC

N

\I

H

11

Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion,
seated upon throne with back; right hand raised in benediction, in left,
holds scroll.
Rev. ICIIIIKIOC ll.ECnOT
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, anexikakia.
PI.

lOne specimen from the British Museum Collection which has the loros-waist form ~ depicts
Isaac with a forked beard (Wrath, BMC, 2, p. 589, no. 3 [pI. LXXI, 17J). This, as is well known, is a
characteristic of the preceding Emperor Androniclls, and what must be an engraver's error therefore
tends to confirm an early date for these coins; it is hardly likely that such an error would have
occurred once the new coinage was well under way.
11 Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. 75; Edwards, Corinth, p. 147.

lE

2I.I2

TETARTERON

Type A
Obv. EMMII N\lHII - or var. IC
in upper field.
Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion,
seated upon throne with back; right hand raised in benediction, in left,
holds scroll.
Rev. ICIIIIKIOC ll.ECnOTIC - or var. M-P in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, COllar-piece, and jewelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left,
anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.

xC

PI.

2I.I3

Type B
Obv. EMMII N\lHII - or var. IC XC in upper field.
Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion,
seated upon throne with back; right hand raised in benediction, in left,
holds scroll.
'0'
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Rev. Uncertain inscription.
Full-length figure of emperor on right, crowned by nimbate figure of
uncertain identity. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and
jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand anexikakia, and in
left, scepter cruciger.
PI. 2I.I4
THE COINAGE OF UNCERTAIN ISAAC ATTRIBUTION:
COMMENTARY
The billon trachy and the tetarteron types AI and B are obviously related
by the detail and style of their obverse type. The only known exact provenance
for any of these issues is for the tetarteron type B-one of which came from
the excavations at Curium 2 (Cyprus), as did one of the types attributed above
to Isaac Comnenus (secondary mint, tetarteron type). This is quite possibly a
significant provenance, for none of these three types occurred in the excavations
at Athens or Corinth and they are therefore not obvious candidates for a
Thessalonican/Greek attribution. They do not, in fact, bear any clear relation
to either the metropolitan or the Thessalonican series of Isaac Angelus. Were
they eventually to be attributed to Isaac Comnenus, his reign would take on a
numismatic character of its own: two or possibly three mints in a relatively
limited area, each putting out a varied coinage of small volume, the products
of each mint being marked by their own characteristic features of iconography
or technique. However, any final attribution will depend on further examples
and provenances.
1 For the fullest reverse inscription known for this type, see P. D. 'Whitting, "A Bronze of Isaac 1I,"
Numismatic Circular, 60 (1952), p. 512.
2 Cox, Coins from the Excavations at Curium, p. 124, no. 732 (pI. x). It should also be noted that
the billoD trachy and tetarteron type A are among those said by Lambras to be found in Cyprus
(p. 139, note 3). The specimen illustrated here (PI. ZI.I3) also has a Cypriot provenance.

(iii)
THE COINAGE OF THEODORE MANGAPHAS,
USURPER IN PHILADELPHIA
II8g-IIgO; c.

1204-c. 1208

Stated by Nicetas Choniates to have struck "silver" coins in his own name. l
No coins are at present attributable to this short-lived usurper, however, for
the billon trachy published by H. W. Bel12 is quite clearly a piece of TheodoreII,
Ducas-Lascaris, emperor of Nicaea (1254-58). The right-hand columnar

o

inscription reads:

f:,'d
K!I. There is no evidence whatsoever that Theodore

CIIII
CK

Mangaphas either possessed, or assumed the surname "Ducas." The B to either
side of the standing Christ on the obverse is, in addition, typical of the later
Nicaean and the Palaeologan coinage. The issue is illustrated here (PI. 35.6).
The short duration of Theodore's first usurpation may be gauged from the
fact that the Histaria de Expeditiane Friderici reports that the absence of
Isaac Angelus from Constantinople on campaign against the rebel was announced to the crusading German Emperor Frederick Barbarossa by an
emissary of the king of Hungary between July II and July 27, II8g. 3 However,
the same source mentions that when the crusaders reached Philadelphia-the
scene of rebellion-on April 18, IIgO, they were met by a dux under imperial
Byzantine orders, a sure sign that the rebellion was over by then. 4 Since the
Hungarian report clearly concerned a relatively new state of affairs, and since
Choniates reports that Isaac set out against Mangaphas without delay,5 it
appears that the entire affair cannot have much exceeded a year.
Assuming that the second usurpation began soon after the Latin conquest
of April 1204, it must have ended shortly after the coronation of Theodore
Lascaris in 1208, for Acropolites gives the impression that suppressing his
rivals was Theodore's main subsequent task, which he promptly achieved. 6
1 Choniates; Bonn ed., p. 522: ... Kat apy{ipeov KEKOlpE VOlltCJl-lCX TftV oit<eiav Eyxo:p6:~o:S ~v o:Vr<9 o-TtlA1)v.
Presumably his coinage conformed to the Byzantine pattern; so electrum or billon trachea should be
involved.
, H. W. Bell, Sardis. n, pt. I, Coins (Leiden, 1916), p. 104, no. 964 (pI. 2).
S Histaria de Expeditiane Friderici, ed. Chroust, pp. 28-30.
, Ibid., p. 73.
5 Choniates; Bonn ed., p. 522.
6 George Acropolites; Bonn ed., pp. 13-14.
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(iv)
THE COINAGE OF ALEXIUS Ill, ANGELUS-COMNENUS
II95-1203
N

HYPERPYRON

Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left and of St. Constantine nimbate,
holding between them labarum-normally surmounting triangular
decoration-on long shaft. Emperor and Saint wear stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; both hold scepter
crucrger.
Two main varieties:

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv.
Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, standing on dais,
wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Constantine nimbate,
holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Emperor wears
stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds anexikakia in right hand. Saint
wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified
type.
Two main varieties:

Var. I
Rev. AAE3:IUJAECn 0 KUJN9""ANTI - or var.

Pl. 22-4

Var.11

o

il

Rev. AAE3:IUJAEcn

TUJKO;vN-NUJ -

or var.
Pl. 22.5-7

BILL. ASPRON TRACHY

Var. I

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. iC xc in field.
Rev. AAE3:IOCAECn 0 KUJN9""ANTI - or var.

Pl.

22.I, 2

Var.11

ic
o
Obv. 0::
I~

- or var. in field.

+

Rev. AAE3:IUJAEcn

o

ijj

TUJKO;vN-NUJ -

or var.

IV

Pl. 22.3

Obv.
Beardless, nimbate bust of Christ, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Constantine, nimbate,
holding between them globus cruciger (rarely, globus surmounted by
patriarchal cross). Emperor and Saint wear stemma, divitision, collarpiece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; both hold labarum-headed
scepter.
Two main varieties:

Var. I
EL. ASPRON TRACHY
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. +KERO HeEl. ic xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels
in left.

IS°

Obv. ic xc in field.
Rev. AAE3:IOCAECn 0 KUJN 9""ANTI - or var.

Pl.
Pl.

Var.11
Obv. +KERO HeEl.

ic

xc

22.8-I2;
23.I-'J

in field.

o

Rev. AAE3:1 UJAEcn

il

TUJKOM\I-NUJ -

AAE3:IUJAECn 0 KUJN9""ANTI

or more rarely,
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Rev. !I!IEJ:I (or !I!IEJ:lllJ) l>ECn, or !I!IEJ:lllJ TllJKOrvN-NllJ - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus surmounted
by patriarchal cross.
PI. 23.I3, I4

TETARTERoN

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion, turned to
right. Manus Dei in upper right field.
Rev. !I!IEJ:I l>ECn
Bust of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 23.8
MINT OF THESSALONICA

o

rI

Obv. rE OC
- or var. in field.
Jl
Bust of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds spear in right hand, normally resting on left shoulder but in rare cases on the right, and in left hand (scroll ?).
Rev. !I!IEJ:lOC l>ECnOTHC - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 23.9, IQ
.lE

HALF-TETARTERON

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type I

o

rI

Obv. rE OC - or var., l'n field .
Jl
Bust of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand spear, over left shoulder, and in left
hand (scroll ?).
Rev. !I!IEJ:I (or !I!IEJ:lllJ) l>ECn - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
M anus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 23.II, I2
Type If

o

rI

Obv. rE OC
- or var., in field.
Jl
Bust of St. George, nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate, and sagion;
holds in right hand spear, and in left, shield.
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N

HYPERPYRON

There are apparently two fairly distinct varieties within this issue. Var. I
has no inscription on the obverse other than ic XC, the reverse inscription
generally reading !I!IEJ:lOCl>ECn 0 KllJN9"'!lNTI. Var. H has the more elaborate
obverse inscription +KERO HeEl, the reverse inscription therefore reading
!I!IEJ:lllJ; the name of the Saint is replaced, in this case, by the Emperor's
surname-TllJKOrvN-NllJ. Var. I seems more often to have the more elaborate,
jewelled form of dais on the obverse, while var. II seems generally to have a
plain linear form. These distinctions are, however, not absolutely watertight: the form !I!IEJ:lllJ can evidently occur on var. I, while the more elaborate
form of dais is known for var. lI.
Nicetas Choniates mentions the assumption of the surname "Comnenus"
by Alexius lIP-to which he was not, in fact, entitled. It would appear
inherently more likely, in this case, that the fuller form of inscriptional
variety-the one with the surname-should form the later of the two; that
is, that the surname-which was evidently of some importance to himshould appear on the later coins and remain, rather than on the early coins
and be dropped subsequently.
EL. ASPRON TRACHY

The two phases of inscription are less distinct for this denomination since
the obverse invocation +KERO HeEl always occurs and the form !I!IEJ:lllJ is
therefore constant for the reverse. However, specimens do occur in which the
name 0 KllJN9"'!lNTI appears on the right rather than the surname TllJKOrvN-NllJ,
and those former specimens are therefore probably the earlier.
There are no obvious officina distinctions for this denomination, but various
forms of the loros-waist occur: 1iliI, 18l, ~. In addition, small devices such
are occasionally to be found on the obverse directly
as ......, .:- ':-,
above the cushion of the throne. Their meaning, if any, is uncertain. A similar
series occurs on the debased hyperpyra of John IH of Nicaea."

* *,

Nicetas Choniates; Bonn ed., p. 605. Confirmed by other documentary sources.
, Chap. 12, pp. 248-56.
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BILL. ASPRoN TRACHY
The billon trachy is, during this reign, the most difficult to understand of
all the denominations. It was certainly the product of several officinaeprobably four-but the official marks of distinction between them are by no
means easy to discover, partly because the type is often ill struck. This
degeneration of the standard of workmanship is probably to be connected
with the rapidly decreasing value of the denomination during the last decade
of the twelfth century-a trend apparent in documentary sources. There are
evidently two phases, rather similar in character to those for the gold and
electrum coinage. The first phase has no obverse inscription beyond le xc
and the reverse inscription AAEJ:IOCl>.ECn 0 KUJN'fANTI. The second is marked
by the addition of the invocation +KERO HeEl to the obverse, and the reverse
form AAEJ:IUJ, together with the dropping of the fuller form of the Saint's
name in favor of TUJKOtv'N-NUJ.
Full discussion of the problems presented by this issue is reserved for the
next Chapter.
A<: TETARTERON and HALF-TETARTERoN
The metropolitan tetarteron type is presumably that with a bust of the
Virgin as the obverse type, the Thessalonican that marked by a bust of
St. George-a motif already used by that mint under Manuel and Andronicus.
None of the metropolitan issue were found during the course of excavations
at either Athens or Corinth: thirteen specimens of the Thessalonican series
were found at Athens-although apparently none at Corinth."
The practice of the Thessalonican mint in producing tetartera and halftetartera of distinct types has already been noted, certainly for the reign
of John Il, and very probably for that of Manuel 1. It has also been suggested
that the tetarteron and half-tetarteron types were produced successively
rather than simultaneously. Both observations seem confirmed by the coinage
of Alexius Ill.
The Thessalonican series begins with an issue of tetartera: the obverse type
is a nimbate bust of St. George holding in his right hand a spear which generally
crosses over the body, resting on the left shoulder; in his left hand he holds
what may be a scroll, a cross, or the hilt of a sword. The average weight of
the twenty-one specimens in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks is 3.1 gm.certainly a decrease in weight from the standard of the heavy tetartera of
Manuel, but comparing not too unfavorably with those before and after that
Emperor. The reverse inscription is normally AAEJ:IOC l>.ECnOTHC-although
AAEJ:I and AAEJ:IUJ occur occasionally. The second issue was of half-tetarteron
8

Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. 75.
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standard: the obverse type is the same as that for the tetarteron but the
M anus Dei is added to the upper right field of the reverse in order to distinguish
the denomination from the preceding issue. The average weight for the six
specimens at Dumbarton Oaks is 1.5 gm. The reverse inscription is apparently
AAEJ:I (or AAEJ:IUJ) l>.Ecn. The third type was also a half-tetarteron; in this
case, the obverse differs from both the first and the second in that St. George
holds in his right hand a spear which rests on his right shoulder, and in his
left hand, a shield. The Manus Dei on the reverse evidently disappears, but
as a further distinction, the Emperor holds a globus surmounted by a patriarchal cross-rather than a plain cross-in his left hand. The average weight
of the seven specimens at Dumbarton Oaks is 1.9 gm.-but whether this
represents an official increase over the second issue is uncertain, the number
of pieces involved and the difference between the two groups being too small.
The reverse inscription reads AAEJ:I (or AAEJ:I UJ) l>.ECn, or I\I\EJ:IUJ TUJ
KOtv'N-NUJ-or some minor variety.
It would seem possible, in consideration of the fact that two issues out of
three had elapsed before the imperial surname was introduced, that the
Thessalonican mint received the order for its inclusion at a distinctly later
date than did the metropolitan.

(v)

ISAAC II, ANGELUS (RESTORED) WITH ALEXIUS IV, ANGELUS
1203-1204
No coins of this joint reign are known.

(vi)
ALEXIUS V, DUCAS
February-April 1204
No ?oins of t~is :rery ~h?rt reign are known: that attributed to Alexius V by
SabatIer. (Descriptwn ge~erale, 2, p. 231, no. I [pI. LVIII, 14]) is by detail and
style a pIece of the empire of Nicaea (see PI. 34.IO).
The election of Constantine Comnenus-Lascaris (brother of the future emperor
Theo~ore) 111 the ?reat Church, after the entry of the Latins into the city and
the flIght of AlexlUs V, was never confirmed by formal coronation and cannot
have produced a coinage. See: G.Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State,
trans. J. M. Hussey, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1968), p. 428, note 2.

CHAPTER TEN
THE INTERNAL ORGANIZATION OF THE METROPOLITAN MINT

In the catalogue of types given in the preceding chapters, a number of
varieties have been attributed to many of the main issues. The inclusion of
these varieties and the exclusion of others rest upon criteria the nature and
importance of which remain as yet undiscussed.
One of the main problems remaining to be considered is whether any
particular variation is of more or of less significance than another, or indeed of
any significance at all: whether a collar-piece decorated with five jewels or
with four, the presence or absence of a dot below the tablion, is of greater
import than the form of the pendilia or of the globus cruciger. If, as a result
of investigation, it is found that a particular form or variety is indeed of greater
significance than another, it still remains to establish its precise nature and
extent-an obvious question being whether any meaning was intended or
whether it was the result of some factor in the production of the coin, or both.
Clearly, a solution is likely to be obtained only by the detailed examination
of a large body of material, of the magnitude, in fact, that is provided only by
hoard evidence. Fortunately this is entirely feasible for a limited number of
issues-those in question being the ones identified below as the third and
fourth coinages of billon trachea of the Emperor Manuel I, and the substantive
types of the same denomination of Andronicus I and Isaac 11.
The hoards presented here are mainly of Bulgarian provenance, the amount
of material offered by that country being immense and continually increasing.
The area within the present frontiers in which billon scyphate hoards mainly
occur is dominated by three topographical features: the valley of the river
Struma, the Thracian plain, and the plain of the river Danube. Evidence from
the Struma region is of particular importance ~ince it might be expected to
reflect any influences otherwise confined to Greece-providing, as it did, one
of the main routes between Greece and the inner Balkans. Similarly, the
Thracian plain was the main land route between Constantinople and the West.
It is obviously important that these areas be represented in the body of evidence, and, on the other hand, that the Bulgarian evidence in general should be
measured against any that might be available from other regions that originally
formed part of the Empire. Provided that these conditions are observed any
disproportion resulting from unequal amounts of regional evidence can be, if
not avoided, then reasonably evaluated.
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The composition of the Bulgarian hoards containing large numbers of the
coins under discussion (to the death of Manuel) is given in Table I below.

represented are considered as the last two coinages, however, .this will not. in
itself explain the sudden and, to all intents and purposes, consIstent excluslOn
of the preceding issues.
An obvious suggestion is that this feature is caused by geographical factors-that the coinages which do not occur in Bulgaria were struck specifically
for use in other regions of the Empire. The evidence, however, is uniformly
contrary. Both types of John n are rare-although the second coinage is less
so than the first. Now, one of the rare issues of Manuel portrays the Emperor
as beardless. Since this is not an isolated example, for the same portrait is
found on the electrum trachy and on the tetarteron and half-tetarteron
coinages of both the mint of Constantinople and of Thessalonica, the issue
must be regarded as the first issue of the reign rather than as struck for a
specific area: the reason for this characteristic pattern in the analysis of the
hoards is apparently therefore chronological, not geographical.
Confirmation of this very pattern comes from three further hoards of
similar type, but different provenance. The Obuda (Hungary) hoard contained
24 and 388 specimens of the types identified below as the third and fourth
coinages respectively of Manuel, to the exclusion of the two remaining t~es
of that Emperor and of both metropolitan types of John. The Zlata (YugoslaVIa)
hoard appears to have been of similar composition-although containing small
numbers of the type identified below as the second coinage of Manue!' The
Istanbul (A) hoard of I946 included only 6 specimens of the type identified
below as the second coinage of John, and 3 of the first coinage of Manuel-as
opposed to 68 and 95 specimens of the two types which are com:non i.n
Bulgarian hoards. The only hoards which fundamentally contra~ct thIS
pattern are that from Loukovo and the Nicosia par~el: the latter cont~mmg I3
specimens of John's first coinage and I69 of hIS second, 80 specImens of
Manuel's first coinage, I8 of his second, I I of his third and IS of his fourth.
On the other hand, there are strong reasons for suspecting that the early
coinages of billon trachy were at some stage not so rare as might appear at
first sight: hoards containing them do occur, but, significantly, not in conjunction with the later types. The hoard from Bounardzhik (Plovdiv) and the
Suedinenie hoard of I955 (both from Bulgaria), the Lazania hoard of I938/39
from Cyprus and the Macedonian hoard of I959 mentioned by Metcalf, are
all of this early pattern; none contain issues later than the first coinage of
Manuel.
The gold coinage apparently remained unaffected by whatever factors caused
this phenomenon: the hoards of Gornoslav and Zgurli (I903) contained large
numbers of early coins as well as late; the Corinth hoard contained all the
varieties of Manuel's hyperpyron type-and thus presumably included both
early and late coins of this issue.

TABLE I
JOHN II

Hoard,
and Date of Discovery

Batkoun
1937
Belitsa
1938
Draganovo
1957
Enina
195 I /2
General Nikolaevo 1960
Gradevo (I)
1936
Kaloyanovets
1960
Kroushare
1962
Loukovo
( ?)
Novo Sel0
1958
Ovchartsi
1958
Souvatite
1934

Tiurkmen (Il)
1959
Tsruncha (A & B) 1963
Turnovo (I)
( ?)
Yagoda
Zlataritsa

MANUEL I

Ist

2nd

Ist

2nd

3I d

Coinage

Coinage

Coinage

4th

Coinage

Coinage

Coinage

637
28
245
62
245
16
202
II2
74
25 2
20r
52
37
38
18
I09
125

1°5 1
47
444
91
368
7'
36 7
148
2°4
36 7
379
290
60
66
28
160
3 II

-

-

I

9

-

-

12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
I

'44

-

-

-

1962

-

I9IO

-

77

-

-

-

7

I

I

-

I
-

r
3
8

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

I

-

3

2
24

-

r

-

I

The provenances of these hoards are fully representative of all the major
areas of the country in which hoards are normally found: Belitsa and Gradevo
are in the Struma region; Loukovo is at the extreme western end of the
Thracian plain; Batkoun, General Nikolaevo, Novo Selo, Tiurkmen, and
Tsruncha are in the central southern Thracian plain, and Enina, Kaloyanovets,
Kroushare, Ovchartsi, and Yagoda in the central northern part or in the
Sredna Gora; Draganovo, Turnovo, and Zlataritsa are in the Danube plain;
Souvatite is near the western coast of the Black Seal
A necessary preliminary to the discussion is the establishment of the correct
sequence of the four coinages of Manuel 1.
One striking feature of the Table is the constant appearance in large numbers
of two types of Manuel, in contrast to the virtual exclusion of two others,
and of the entire coinage of John n. Admittedly, hoards buried subsequent to
the death of Manuel-as all these were, for they contain coins of Andronicus I might be expected to contain a concentration of the types struck toward
the end of his reign, together with fewer of his earlier types and even smaller
numbers of the coins of his predecessors. Even if the two issues which are best
1 It is unfortunately not possible to give a page reference for each of the many hoards used in this
Chapter. The contents of each are listed alphabetically, according to the place of finding, in Chapter 15.

I59

r60

It would therefore seem reasonable to assume that some factor other than

the mere passage of time (or the production of coins for particular regions of
the Empire) was responsible for a premature and almost total disappearance
from the circulating medium of the billon trachea of the emperors prior to
Manuel and even of certain issues of that Emperor himself.
It has already been pointed out that in II36, toward the end of the reign
of John n, the billon aspron trachy was worth '/48 hyperpyron. In IIgO,
during the reign of Isaac n, on the other hand, it was worth '/,20 hyperpyron. 2
The large difference between the two values can be adequately explained only
by a form of revaluation or debasement incurred by the denomination at some
period between the two dates. The actual form taken by the reference of IIgO
confirms this hypothesis: ... nulla differentia existente inter nova et vetera
stamina. The occurrence of the descriptions "old" and "new" in reference to
the precious metal denominations probably results from the practice of giving
freshly minted coins a slight premium over older, worn coins. This usage could
hardly apply to a denomination of relatively low value, the silver content of
which would seem to have been 6 per cent or less. In IIgo, therefore, nova
stamina can only have been billon trachea of a new and lower value, the vetera
stamina those of an old and higher one.
Now, Nicetas Choniates makes the interesting comment that the Emperor
Manuel put adulterated silver into the nomismata which were given to the
crusaders of II47'" It is by no means clear what Choniates is attempting to
say, but if the statement is at all accurate, he cannot have been referring to
the hyperpyron, which contained only a small amount of silver in any case.
There remain the electrum and the billon trachea. There is, in fact, no evidence
in the table of specific gravity determinations that either the gold or electrum
suffered any debasement during the reign. The billon coinage was, however,
certainly silver (aspron) in color, and, to a certain extent in content. Choniates
can only therefore have been referring to the billon-precisely the denomination for which there is evidence of a debasement or revaluation during the
period II36-IIgO. That Manuel put adulterated silver into the nomisma (the
billon trachy nomisma) must therefore be a chronologically blundered reference
to the lowering of the silver content of the billon alloy.
The application of this fact to the phenomenon noticed in the table of
Bulgarian hoards and confirmed by evidence from Constantinople and elsewhere, is immediately obvious. The two issues of Manuel, ill represented in
these hoards, together with the billon coinage of this Emperor's predecessors,

r6r
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are to be identified as the vetera stamina of implied higher value, while the
two issues of Manuel which are common in these same hoards, together with
the billon coinage of his successors, are to be considered the nova stamina of
reduced value. A discussion of whether the change occurred as a result of an
illegal debasement which was followed some time later, perhaps by force of
circumstances, by an official reduction in the value of the trachy, or whether
the decision to alter the silver content was a publicly implemented decision,
probably accompanied by a governmental attempt to call in the old coins,
must be reserved for the moment. In either case the result would be superficially similar; in the first, as a result of the operation of Gresham's law, the
older coins-of higher value-would tend to disappear from circulation in
favor of the newer coins of lower intrinsic, but equal official value; in the
second, the same coins would disappear as the result of official governmental
action.
The identity of the first two coinages of Manuel would now seem clearly
established. The first coinage is undoubtedly that on which he is represented
as beardless and the second must be that issue which similarly appears to a
minimal extent in hoards containing slightly later coins. The relative order of
the other two issues-forming the third and fourth coinages-is uncertain,
but on the basis of the uniform pattern of the coin hoards of the type used
above, there is an obvious prima facie case for considering the issue which
TABLE Il

Region

Hoard

Belitsa
Gradevo (I)

}

Struma
valley

Batkoun
General Nikolaevo
Novo Sel0
Tiurkmen (Il)
Tsruncha (A & B)
Enina
Kaloyanovets
Kroushare
Ovchartsi
Yagoda
Draganovo
Turnovo (I)
Zlataritsa
Loukovo

Chap. 3, pp. 20, 21.
3 Ibid., p. 22. The case for the identification of Manuel's adulterated nomisma with the biJlon
trachy, as argued below, is strengthened by the fact that it was the exchange-rate of precisely this
denomination that, according to Odo of Deuil, caused such discontent in 1147 (Chap. 3, p. 21).
2

Souvatite
n

Southern central
Thracian plain

)
}
}
}

Northern central
Thracian plain
and Sredna Gora

Danube plain

Western Thracian
plain
Black Sea coast

IThird
Manuel I, Total identi-I
Coin- fiable as to
age, Total

Variety

28
16
223/6 37
sample
245
25 2
37
38
62
202
II2
201
109
245
18
12 5
74

19
10
92

52

I

135
133
36
31
56
178
IQ7
'3°
r05
182
16
95
54
47

t

I

'4 (74%)
7 (70%)
58 (63%)
122
II6
26
21
47
'40
79
76
77
128
9
76
47

(90%)
(87%)
(72%)
(68%)
(84%)
(79%)
(74%)
(5 8 %)
(73%)
(70%)
(5 6 %)
(80%)
(87%)

3 6 (77%)

•

I

5 (26%)
3 (30%)
34 (37%)
13
"7
10
10
9
38
28
54
28
54
7
19
7

(10%)
(13%)
(28%)
(32%)
(16%)
(21%)
(26%)
(4 2 %)
(27%)
(3 0 %)
(44%)
(20%)
(13%)

II (23%)
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consistently appears in the greater number as the fourth coinage, and that
which appears in large numbers, but which does not normally exceed the
other, as the third.
The issue provisionally identified as the third coinage of Manuel quite
clearly divides into two main varieties. On the one, the Emperor of the reverse
type holds a globus surmounted by a patriarchal cross in his left hand; on the
other he holds a globus surmounted by a single-barred cross. Both occur in
all major Bulgarian hoards containing the billon issues of the Emperor Manuel;
see Table II on page 16r.
There is no significant regional variation. The Istanbul (A) hoard reportedly
contained only two specimens of the single-barred cross variety out of sixtyeight of the general type. This could, however, quite easily result from the
variety not being an expected one, no detailed search therefore having been
made for specimens of this description.
The most noticeable variation in the detail of the patriarchal cross variety is
in the shaft of the labarum in the Emperor's right hand; this is sometimes plain,
sometimes having a single dot, very rarely having two dots (Table Ill, infra):

the dot than the absence-for the lower portion of the shaft is often incompletely struck. The actual proportions may therefore have been more nearly
equal than might appear. The sub-variety with the two dots on the shaft is
consistently scarce.
Also variable, and common to both varieties of the labarum shaft, is the
form of the chlamys-border which acts as a collar. There are three sub-varieties:

Batkoun

Eelitsa
DraganovQ
Enina
General Nikolaevo
Gladevo (I)
Kaloyanovets
Kroushare
Loukovo
Novo Sel0
Ovchartsi
Souvatite
Tiurkmeu (Il)
Tsruucha (A & B)
Turnovo (I)
Yagoda
Zlataritsa

Total identifiable as to
Sub-variety

Plain Shaft
(A)

49
rr
rr8

18
6
47

not counted
not counted

5
12 7
80
36
(c. 90)
65
29
not counted
not counted

i

8
66
56

r

-a com-

pletely different form. By far the commonest in all these hoards is (a); (b)
however occurs in all, with no significant regional variation; (c) is extremely
rare. It is possible that (b) is more often accompanied by the presence of a
diagonal fold on the chlamys than is (a), but this, in view of the small number
examined in detail, is uncertain.
However, in the case of the Draganovo and Kroushare hoards, a close examination of a further variation was made-the form of the tablion, which is
either of the simple form (a)

liP or of the more complicated (b) Il~. The results

would seem to suggest a distinction in the frequency with which these forms
were used in the two labarum shaft varieties:

TABLE III
Hoard

(a) ~-with six to eight jewels; (b) <t;:$-with three jewels; (c)

.

I

Dot on Shaft
(B)

-

2
52
32
12
("slightly
under li2")
24
16

II
[

I

-

-

3
73
48
24
48
41
13

-

2
28
23

6
38
30

Hoards

(C)

31
5
71

-

i

Dots on Shaft

.

[

I

2

Draganovo
Kroushare

-

-

I
[

-

2
-

I

-

-

3

The sub-variety with the plain labarum shaft is apparently almost throughout exceeded to an appreciable, although not overwhelming, extent by the
sub-variety with the single dot on the labarum. This pattern may well, however,
have been influenced by the fact that it is easier to establish the presence of

Plain shaft
(a)
(b)
32

2

24

2

Single dot on shaft
(a)
(b)
29
18
25
18

The simple form of tablion (a) occurs in both shaft varieties, but the use
of (b) is overwhelmingly commoner in the variety having a single dot on the
shaft. This fact should be kept in mind.
The scarcer variety of the third coinage, that in which the globus is surmounted by a single-barred cross, differs in one striking aspect in its subvarieties from that in which the globus is surmounted by a patriarchal cross.
There are no less than four sub-varieties in the form of the labarum shaft,
which is either plain, or has a single dot, or two dots, or three dots; see Table IV
on page 164.
Apart from the introduction of the sub-variety in which the labarum shaft
has three dots, the proportions in which the other three sub-varieties occur
are completely different from those established for the other globus variety.
The sub-variety with a single dot on the shaft occurs much less frequently,
appearing in nine out of thirteen hoards only: that with a plain shaft is even
scarcer. On the other hand, the sub-varieties with two and three dots to the
shaft are as dominant as the other two were in the variety in which the globus
is surmounted by a patriarchal cross.
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TABLE IV

Hoard

I

Batkoun
Belitsa
DraganovQ
Enina
General Nikolaevo
Gradevo (I)
Kaloyanovets
Kroushare
Loukovo
Novo Se10
Ovchartsi
Souvatite
Tiurkmen (II)
TSluncha (A & E)
Turnovo (I)
Yagoda
Zlataritsa

Total identifiable as to
Sub-variety

Plain Shaft

15
3
36
not counted
not counted
2
25
27
7
13
38
7
not counted
not counted
6
21

2

II

I

(A)

Dot on
Shaft
(E)

I

2

Dots on
Shaft
(C)

2

-

2

-

-

-

-

4

I

6

-

-

3
7

-

3
-

6
3

5
16

'4

-

-

2
3

-

(D)

-

-

-

on
I 3 Dots
Shaft

r
13
'5
2
5
'3

r

5
12

-

-

IQ

9

4

7

-

-

I

I

4

3

6

9
7

-

4

The issue provisionally identified above as the fourth coinage appears in
hoards from all the main regions of Bulgaria-in numbers always exceeding
those of the third coinage. Examination of the same seventeen hoards as
utilized above reveals a series of remarkably consistent varieties and subvarieties:
A (a)

iT.
~

two jewels, rather than one or three, above the waist of the loros

11

(~). One

specimen from the Draganovo hoard had the pendilia form
which probably places it within the SUb-variety A (c). There are four examples in the
collection at Dumbarton Oaks: the first has the globus form • and the loros
form m-which again suffices to place it in the same sub-variety as above.

C (a)

'g
'g 1**

(c)

'g 1-*

D (a)

~

(c)

i

B (a)

norm, A and B predominating markedly. This might superficially appear
something of a geographical pattern, for, with the notable exception of
Souvatite, a southern and western distribution might be suggested. That the
matter is not quite so simple is indicated by the fact that C, if not D, is also
the predominant variety at Batkoun and General Nikolaevo as well as at
Kroushare and Ovchartsi, and Draganovo and Zlataritsa. A, in addition, is
common in all areas, even in the north, actually predominating at Enina and
Yagoda.
The Istanbul (A) hoard reveals no marked characteristics in the proportional
appearances of the varieties: of the ninety-four specimens of the fourth coinage,
eighteen were of the form C (a) and fifteen of D (a)-the remaining subvarieties of D not being mentioned. It is therefore unlikely that any variety
predominated overwhelmingly.
The close internal relationship of the sub-varieties of A-D is conclusively
illustrated by the results of a detailed examination of the coins in the Draganovo and Kroushare hoards, checked by the considerable body of independent
material available in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks.
The exceptions to the varieties and sub-varieties enumerated above are
minimal in their proportions, and are apparently confined to coins having

The second has the form rn and is probably therefore to be included with

(d)

~

The proportional occurrence of these sub-varieties in Bulgarian hoards is
as given in Table V on page I66.
Although there are no straightforward and obvious trends in distribution,
there may be some factor beyond coincidence in the tendency of var. C to be
paired with var. D in any relatively violent perturbation of the normal pattern.
In the Belitsa and Souvatite hoards, and possibly the Loukovo and Novo
Selo hoards, C and D are both represented in proportions well below the

B (a). The two others also have the obverse asterisks and are therefore certainly
to be included with C (a).
It should be pointed out that it is not claimed that the figures given below
for the three bodies of material in question are unarguably fixed: SUbjective
estimation of whether the pendilia or globus take a particular form-Dften
carried out in unfavorable conditions including bad light, relative haste, and
the uncleaned state of the coins-precludes such minute accuracy. What is
claimed, however, is that the pattern of the proportions is substantially
correct; see Tables VI, VII, VIII at end of Chapter.
Even more minute variations do exist-for instance, many specimens of
sub-varieties A (c), B (a), and C (a), have square jewels rather than round
ones, particularly on the collar-piece, on the loros-waist, and above it. That
these are without particular significance is demonstrated by the further
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examination of the coins of variety C in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks.
Of the thirty-eight specimens of C (a) and the four of C (b), the round-jewelled
form occurs in seven cases, that having some square jewels in thirteen. A
characteristic feature is, however, common to both: on all the pieces that
are identifiable the legs of the throne take a double, linear form

dfH nb.

n).-

Varieties A, B, and D, on the other hand, use the single dotted form (fj
The homogeneity of the general variety C is therefore clearly established.
Varieties A (a), A (b), and A (c) are characterized by the use of three jewels
above the loros-waist; five jewels below; five jewels on the loros as it drapes

i;

.1.4..

the pendilia form
from the Emperor's left arm; the globus form
Varieties B (a) and B (b) are marked by the use of a collar-piece of three
jewels; one jewel above the loros-waist; five, or less commonly three, below;
the dominant use of three jewels on the loros hanging from the left arm.
Varieties C (a), C (b), and C (d) are marked by the use of the asterisk in
its various forms (e.g.,
*, etc.); the consistent use of three jewels
below the loros-waist; the dominant occurrence of two jewels on the loros
draping from the left arm.
Varieties D (a), D (b), D (c), and D (d) are characterized by the employment
of the motif of a jewel within a circle.
The almost universal limitation of this general type to the four varieties
and their sub-divisions can be explained only by some factor in their production, since it was obviously at this stage that their characteristics were
physically fixed. Furthermore, this factor must include the die-cutters who
produced them. The main possibilities are limited: that each of the four
varieties was the product of the die-cutter, or cutters, of a separate mint, or
that it was the product of a die-cutter, or cutters, within a single mint.
The first possibility must be discarded: it has already been noted that there
is no geographical variation of significance revealed in the Bulgarian and
Istanbul (A) hoards. One of the four mints postulated would have to be that
of the capital-the products of which might be expected to predominate in
the eastern and northern hoards. Another would have to be Thessalonica, the
products of which should show some signs of limitation to the Struma Valley
and western hoards. There is no pattern of distribution capable of supporting
either of these hypothetical attributions and the features in question must
therefore be accommodated within the context of a single mint-which can
hardly be other than the metropolitan.
The four major groups A-D are defined by the use of the particular motif
of three jewels above the loros-waist (A); a single jewel above the loros-waist

*, *, *,

4

The author owes this obversation to Dr. D. M. MetcaIf.
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(B); an asterisk (e); a jewel within a circle (D). Within the groups marked by
one or the other of these occur certain characteristics which, if not confined
to one group, are nevertheless frequently peculiarly common in it. A vital
example confirms the independence of B which is in many respects very
similar to C and D, despite its lack of asterisk or jewel-within-circle. B is,
however, the only group of the three in which the use of five jewels below
the loros-waist is consistently dominant. This feature, certainly, is shared
with A, but in almost every other minor characteristic the two are entirely
different.
The main and invariable motif must have served some purpose, for its
constant appearance and the peculiar dependence of the combination of minor
characteristics upon it cannot be the result of mere coincidence. The clear
function of the motif is, in fact, one of distinction, and there is no reason to
suppose that its original purpose was otherwise. On this assumption the only
reasonable explanation for these phenomena is that they were intended to
distinguish the personnel of the mint involved either in the cutting of the
dies, or the general manufacturing of the coins produced from them, or both.
There are no apparent reasons, or certain precedents, for the production of
dies the cutters of which were capable of form:u identification by the use of
obligatory and fixed peculiarities in their worlcnanship. On the more general
plane, however, there are definite-if comparatively remote-precedents for
the principle of the distinction of the separate administrative divisions or
"officinae" of a single mint. On the occasion of several officinae producing
the same denomination the establishment of fixed distinctions would enable
a check to be kept upon the design, purity, and constant average weight of
the products of each.
The conclusion therefore seems unavoidable that four officinae were involved
in the production of the fourth coinage of billon trachea of Manuel I, and that
each officina possessed a die-cutter or cutters who were more or less permanently attached to it and responsible for the manufacture of the dies of that
officina and no other. Certain deliberate distinctions in the design of the dies
ensured that any given coin could be traced to its origin. On the other hand,
the relative isolation of the die-cutter(s) of a particular officina was also
responsible for the evolution of a whole series of small techniques in representing
the different elements of the total design which remained confined to-or at
least predominant in~the products of that officina. The primary distinction
was deliberate and of particular import: the secondary characteristics were the
result of the pattern of organization which made the primary distinction
necessary.
The significance of the variations in the form of the labarum shaft in the
third coinage becomes immediately evident: if four officinae were responsible

for the production of the fourth coinage, it would appear a reasonable expectation that the same should be true of the third. Precisely four sub-varieties
do indeed occur within the variety of this coinage marked by having a globus
surmounted by a single-barred cross. The labarum shaft is plain, has a single
dot, or two dots, or three. The first two sub-varieties are commoner, the latter
two distinctly scarcer.
The situation as revealed within the variety marked by a globus surmounted
by a patriarchal cross is somewhat different. There exist three sub-varieties,
in which the labarum shaft is plain, or has a single dot, or two dots. Coins of
the last named sub-variety are, however, extremely rare; pieces on which
the shaft has three dots apparently do not exist.
On the analogy of the fourth coinage this difference between the varieties
should be expressed in terms of an increase in the number of officinae from
three to four. In this case, the earlier of the two varieties should be that in
which only two main sub-varieties, together with a less important third,
are represented-in fact that with the globus surmounted by a patriarchal
cross.
Examination of Manuel's second and first coinages of billon trachea tends
to support this hypothesis, since both form two distinct varieties and therefore
probably form the products of two officinae. As regards the second coinage,
the distinction between the products of each officina apparently lies in the
jewelling of the collar-piece. Of the thirty-seven specimens forming the total
of the Dumbarton Oaks Collection and the readily identifiable pieces from
Bulgarian hoards, in twelve cases the collar-piece was decorated with four
jewels (var. A) and in twenty-five it was decorated with five jewels (var. B).

168

Moreover, while var. A utilizes two forms of the globus cruciger

(;i;, i),

var. B apparently utilizes only one (i). For the first coinage-the one
portraying the beardless imperial bust-the available figures are a little more
impressive. Of the twenty-nine specimens from Dumbarton Oaks and Bulgarian
hoards, fifteen have a plain shaft to the labarum held in the Emperor's right
hand (var. A), while fourteen have two prominent dots on the shaft (var. B).
Of the sixty-four identifiable specimens from the parcel of coins originating
in a hoard found at Nicosia, forty-three have the plain shaft, twenty-one have
the two dots. Again, in a fashion similar to the second coinage, the two
officinae apparently tend to utilize different characteristics of detail, this
time to be seen in the forms of the chlamys-border making up the collar,
var. A favoring a decoration of three jewels, var. B of four jewels.
The commoner of the two metropolitan types of billon trachy of John II
once more divides into two main varieties: var. A with a plain shaft to the
Emperor's scepter cruciger, var. B with a transverse bar or flourish to the
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shaft. Of the twenty-one specimens in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks,
ten have the plain shaft, eleven have the bar or flourish. Of the one hundred
sixty-four identifiable specimens in the parcel from Nicosia which has been
mentioned above, seventy have the plain shaft, ninety-four have the bar or
flourish. As in the cases of the first and second coinages of Manuel, each
officina has its own characteristic techniques: the collar-piece of the officina
producing var. A tends to be decorated with six jewels, that of var. A with
five jewels.
At this point, the sequence, having lasted over five coinages, peters out.
This is possibly due to the fact that there are insufficient numbers of the
remaining metropolitan type of John II and those of Alexius I to determine
the distinctions, but more probably to the fact that the main coinage of John
represents the first occasion on which two officinae were used for production.
It is for this reason that it is identified here as the later of the two.
The major question proceeding from this identification is therefore to
account for the increase in the number of officinae during the course of Manuel's
third coinage from two to four. It would seem reasonable to suppose that the
change must represent some degree of increase in the volume of production,
for it is unlikely that new officinae were established, at least on a large scale,
without cause.
The exclusion of the first and second coinages of Manuel's billon trachea
in favor of his third and fourth, from the majority of hoards laid down only
a few years after the end of the reign, has already been noted and connected
with the major change in the value of the denomination (from "/48 to "/"2.
hyperpyron), for which there is documentary evidence as occurring between
II3 6 and IIgO. There are two main possibilities regarding the nature of this
change. It may have been the relatively long-term result of a fraudulent
governmental decrease in the silver content of the denomination, followed by
the loss of public confidence and a decline in the value at which it circulated
once issued: by IIgO, at least, this trend must have been officially confirmed
and an attempt made to regulate it. Alternatively, it may have been the
result of a less clandestine decision taken by the authorities to decrease the
silver content of the denomination and, as a corollary, to revalue the future
official rate at which it circulated. Rather than allow the coins of two standards
to circulate together, an obvious step would have been to recall the older
pieces of higher intrinsic value and offer the new in exchange-possibly at a
rate favorable to the government. In these circumstances, it would also have
been in the government's interest to announce its intention of enforcing the
circulation of such old pieces as remained in private hands after a mandatory
period of time at the same rate as the new coins. This would have ensured that
real efforts were made to turn in the old pieces. The treaty between the

17 1

Emperor Isaac and Frederick Barbarossa may preserve traces of such a
measure in the stipulation that there should be no difference between the new
and the old stamina.
In the first case, that of debasement, the exclusion of the earlier coins might
be explained as the inevitable consequence of the operation of Gresham's law,
according to which the earlier coins would have tended to disappear from
circulation in favor of the newer-of the same official, but lower intrinsic,
value. In the second case, that of revaluation, the same would have occurred
as a result of governmental action-altogether a much more efficient method
and less time consuming. For this reason, hoard evidence must be considered
as favoring the second possibility: the almost total exclusion of the older
coins5 is far more plausibly accounted for by an official recall than by the
gradual and piecemeal operation of Gresham's law. It should be noted in this
context that between IIgO and IIgg the further decrease in the value of the
denomination-from "/"2. to "/"84 hyperpyron-which is visible as a prolonged
process in the degeneration of the fabric and weight of the coins themselves,
had a much less drastic impact upon the pattern of hoard evidence.
The first phase of the third coinage-the first of the revalued issues-is to
be identified with the variety in which the Emperor holds a globus surmounted
by a patriarchal cross. Now this exists in two common sub-varieties each the
product of a single officina. The third sub-variety, which should indicate the
presence of a third officina, is so consistently rare that it seems certain that
this workshop was either operating at well below capacity or that it was
established only after the issue was under way." To all intents and purposes,
therefore, at the commencement of the third coinage the metropolitan mint
was producing billon trachea at a volume which cannot have greatly exceeded
that of the first and second coinages, although their value was approximately
only a third of what it had been. In addition, the governmental recall of the
older pieces was presumably under way. The consequence was inevitable: the
products of two officinae were inadequate to meet the demands of a public
the number of which had not only remained stable but even increased when
the denomination, now of lower value than formerly, came into constant use
by a larger proportion of society. The establishment of a third officina can have
made little impression, to judge by the consistently small number of its
products represented in hoards. A major reorganization of the system of
production must have ensued, for a fourth officina was subsequently estab5 It may be suggested that the two late hoards which contradict the main pattern of occurrence
(Loukovo and the Nicosia parcel) containing large numbers of the earlier, higher value pieces, in fact
represent bodies of coinage put by for their bullion-as opposed to circulating-value.
6 For an intriguing parallel under Gallienus, cf. R. H. M. Dalley, M. A. O'Donovan, Ne?, 2 (1962),
p. 166; H. D. Gallwey. ibid., pp. 35"-54; L. H. Cope. NC'. 7 (1967). pp. 119. 124 (table II.
J
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lished, the system of officina distinctions revised, and the whole signalized by
the adoption of the type of the Emperor holding a globus surmounted by a
single-barred cross. This formed the second phase of the third coinage. The
two main officinae are, during this phase, marked by the presence of two or
three dots on the labarum shaft-not the absence or presence of a single dot
as in the first phase. The third officina-presumably that established at the
end of the first phase-is marked by the presence of a single dot, and the
fourth-that opened last of all, its products being even rarer than those of
the third-is marked by a plain labarum shaft.
The explanation given above would seem to be the only one consistent with
the evidence of documentary sources, of the hoards, and of the coins themselves. A crucial sequence of mint history is thereby preserved. The pragmatic
nature of Byzantine monetary policy is quite apparent: the implications and
consequences of the revaluation of the billon trachy were not fully realized,
and the measures taken to combat them merely a response to factors which
must already have made themselves felt.
A comparison between the volume of the billon trachy coinage of Andronicus I and that of Manuel serves no purpose: different numbers of officinae
were involved at different times; the relative output of each may have changed;
even the length of the short issue of Andronicus is unknown-possibly two or
possibly one year, depending on whether the commencement was made with
his joint reign with Alexius II or with his sole reign.
Quite clearly, however, the reign of Andronicus saw a further reorganization
in the system of production of the billon trachy, and one which was consistent
with the general trends evident in other aspects of this Emperor's policies.
The number of officinae striking the denomination was once more reduced to
two and the distinction between their products-the presence of two or of

n
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three jewels on the loros above the waist:
(var. A) and:
(var. B)-was
far more subtle than many of those of the later years of Manuel. Furthermore,
the secondary characteristics which were such a noticeable feature of the
same period were, according to a detailed analysis of the coins in the Draganovo
and Kroushare hoards, suppressed entirely. The tightening of control over
the minutiae of the design of the coinage is confirmed in a more general fashion
by the fact that all denominations issued by the metropolitan mint were
made to express a single iconographic theme: the Virgin as the obverse type,
the Emperor crowned by Christ as the reverse. On the other hand, the tetartera
of the mint of Thessalonica, together with the half-tetartera of the unidentified
Greek mint, show no signs of such conformity.
The figures for the distribution of the billon coinage of Andronicus in the
various Bulgarian hoards are given in Table IX following:

I73

TABLE IX
Hoard

Total
present

Total
identifiable

Batkoun
Draganovo
Enina
General Nikolaevo
Kaloyanovets
Kroushare
Loukovo
Novo Sel0
Ovchartsi
Tiurkmen (Il)
Yagoda
Zlataritsa

89/296
52
24
101
75
58
52
I09
78
17
37
30

17
27
not counted
not counted

52
58
41
not counted

30
not counted

23
15

I

I

I

A

I

B

7
13

10
14

-

-

-

18
22
16

34
36
25

-

-

16

14

-

-

12

II

6

,

I

9

Once again, there is no regional variation. The consistent appearance of
the two varieties, however, confirms their identification as officina distinctions.
The only exceptions to these varieties were in the Kiustendil hoard of Ig6o,
in which one specimen occurred with a single jewel on the loros above the
waist-probably therefore to be grouped with the more usual variety with
two jewels-and in the Kroushare hoard, where a single spe?imen o~curred
with four jewels above the loros-waist-probably to be conSidered With the
three-jewel variety. Of the thirty-one specimens in the collection at Dumbarton
Oaks, fourteen are of the two-jewel variety, thirteen of the three-jewel.
The billon trachy coinage of Isaac II occurs in the following main varieties
and sub-varieties:
A (a)
B (a)
CaO

D(a)

n
~

a

1* *

m

(b)
(b)

m

a

(b)

41J

(b)

4m

six to eight jewels on collar-piece

A discussion of certain other small variations is to be found below. Specimens
of varieties A-D are occasionally found in which the number of jewels above
the IOIDs-waist is more or less than three, but certainly three is the norm for
all varieties. The figures for the Bulgarian hoards are given in Table X on
page I74-
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TABLE X
Total
Hoard and Date of Total identidiscovery
liable
Batkoun
Brestovo
General
Nikolaevo
Gradevo (Il)
Iskra
Kaloyanovets
Kazanluk
Kiustendil
Loukovo
Momin Brad
Muglizh (1)
Ovchartsi
Strazhitsa
Tsruucha (A)
Tsruncha (B)
Turnovo (Il)

{Uncertain
Bulgarian
provenance

1937
1953

44/1209

19 60
195 8
1938
1960
195 8
1960
( ?)

32
56
7°
23 8
93
154
237
95
167
2481
4°7
332
245
28 5
215

19 14
194 1

195 8
195 6
1963
1963
19 6 3
( ?)

290

29
'90

A

B

D

C

w

"

:S

(a) (b) (total) (a) (b) (total) (a)
II 9
3 33

(IO)
(36)

I

175

6
77

(6)
(7 8)

-

II

(b)
8
32

(total) (a) (b) (total) 0
(8) 4
(43) 26

I I (5) 5 (3 I ) 2

12 4
(8) 2
(I) I (2) (I) I
4
6
(6) (I3)
2
27 13
(5) 3 - (3) 3
2
58 2
(9) (9) 6 2 (8)
7
4
3° (30)
5
I
(I) 199 18 75 (93) 52 (52) 3 48 (5 I ) 2
(I6) I
22
(8) 6 I (7)
2
(23)
15
56 I
3
5
22 (23) 6
I04 I
(34) 13 '4 (27) IO 4 ('4)
34
180 7 45
2
(52) 3 48
(5 I ) 12 4 1 (53) 17 5 (22)
21
(2I)
I
69 2 16 (I8) 24 (25) I 4 (5) (I3) (28) 7 - (7)
I
92 2 II
(43)
43
7 21
17 6 7 53 302 (355) 3 808 (8II) 165 3 08 (473) 5° 25 (75) 53
not counted
- 18
8) 6
2
I05
(I
07)
(43)
(4
52
(7°) 4
274 9 34
7
'
182 3 35
(3 8) (79) 14 35 (49) IO 3 (I3)
79
3
20
(20)
68
(68) 12 32
(44) IO 5 (I5)
3
'5°
6 (IO) II2 4
4 2 (4 2) 13 27 (4°) 13 4 (I7)
3

It can only be assumed that this reign saw a return to the system of production as evident in the fourth and last coinage of Manuel-complete with an
almost identical set of officina distinctions. The number of officinae has once
more been raised to four: the primary distinctions are a collar-piece of three
jewels (var. A); a collar-piece of six to twelve jewels (var. B); the asterisk
motif (var. C); the jewel-within-circle (var. D). Presumably the varieties
characterized by distinctions also used under Manuel (C and D) are products
of the same officinae, now re-established. Var. A, by its often elegant style
and the relative frequency with which the loros-waist form I§iJ is employed,
should be identified as emanating from the officina that struck the var. A
under Manuel: var. B therefore, by logic, must be similarly identified.
The whole organizational concept is, in fact, in direct continuation of that
behind Manuel's last coinage; the reign of Andronicus, numismatically,
formed nothing more than a brief interlude.
As far as the chronological sequence is concerned, the form of loros-waist as
used in A (a) and B (a) is presumably in general earlier than the form I8J as
used in A (b) and B (b), for it was the first that had been standard under
Andronicus. Similarly, C (a) is probably earlier than C (b), for the practice
of placing two asterisks on the obverse directly continued that customary
under Manuel: the single asterisk on the Emperor's sagion (i.e., on the reverse)

*, etc.)
was something of an innovation. The varied forms of asterisk (*,
are much the same as those formerly employed.
Onc feature of the coinage of Isaac which does not exist (or is less apparent)
under Manuel is the proportion of sub-varieties bearing characteristics other
than those which are regularly recognizable. No doubt their significance, or
the lack of it, was apparent to the authorities of the time, for presumably
some record of them would have been kept. The most obvious examples are
to be found in the decoration of the back of the Virgin's throne-':' ':', -:. -:',
.: ':, +0 01< etc. Their precise nature remains uncertain: possibly they are
variations of the asterisk motif and used by the die-cutter(s) of officina C, or
possibly meaningless decorations used by those of officina B (the collar-piece
is always of six to eight jewels, and these decorations rarely, if ever, appear
on coins of officina D).
Others, however, although extremely rare, are more puzzling. They combine

m,

that is, with a
distinctions normally confined to one officina. The form
collar-piece of three jewels (A) and a jewel within circle (D)-occurs in one

<{!

occurs in single specimens
specimen from the Brestovo hoard. The form
from the Iskra, Ovchartsi, and Tsruncha (A) hoards and that of uncertain
Bulgarian provenance. It occurs twice in the Kaloyanovets hoard. Again, it
must be assumed that the dominant distinction was known to the mint
authorities. It should be pointed out that none of these "anomalies" is of
proportions sufficient to endanger the identification of the system of officinae.

(b)-~m

Of a different order entirely is the existence of sub-variety D
which frequently occurs in hoards, and in quite large numbers. To arrive at a
satisfactory conclusion of the problems raised by this sub-variety it is necessary
to return to the fourth and last billon coinage of Manuel. It has already been
remarked that in several hoards, of which perhaps Souvatite is the best
example, varieties C and D are curiously liable to be associated in any violent
perturbation of the normal pattern of occurrence. Furthermore, whereas
var. A is definitely distinct from B, C, and D, even in its secondary characteristics of technique, and B is distinct from A in this respect, and from C
and D by its predominant use of five jewels below the loros-waist and of
three jewels on the loros draping from the left arm, nevertheless, as far as
the reverse design is concerned, C and D are very much alike. In two cases
among the coins at Dumbarton Oaks the loros takes the form mon coins
otherwise of perfectly normal C (b) sub-variety. A further example, of the
general variety C, occurred in the Draganovo hoard, In these three cases the
~~,
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motif of the jewel-within-circle is employed as a form of decoration on the
products of an officina other than that to which its use is normally confined
(D). With the reappearance of these two distinctions on the coinage of Isaac n,
a combination of the asterisk and jewel-within-circle is formed in a way which
had not previously appeared: both features are in the positions which they
normally occupy as distinguishing the products of their particular officinae.
The Kaloyanovets hoard furnishes further material, being of extremely
concentrated composition: ninety-three specimens of the general var. A, one
specimen only of B, none of C (a), but fifty-two of C (b), three specimens only
of D (a) but forty-eight of D (b). The only reasonable explanation of this
extraordinary pattern is that the hoard represents a body, or bodies, of coinage
taken from the mint at specific times and subsequently given little or no chance
before deposition to mingle with other bodies of coinage. Once more both C and
D are involved in a violent perturbation of the normal pattern of occurrence.
The evidence would seem to suggest that the officinae producing C and D
were in some way related in their administration or organization, or both. A
very simple explanation would be that they operated in close proximityperhaps sharing a building-and that their products might therefore tend to
be proportionally associated in any body of coinage taken directly from the
mint. To take one hypothetical possibility: there would seem reason to suspect
that gold, electrum, and billon nomismata were each put into purses according
to some standard weight or number before leaving the mint. These purses
would then have been sealed. 7 Distribution would have been effected in this
form, and so they would have circulated until some smaller amount of coin
was needed, when they would have been broken open and their contents
eventually dispersed. In some cases, where they were in the possession of
people accustomed to dealing in large sums of money, this might have happened
only after a considerable lapse of time and at some distance from the point
of issue. If this practice were indeed a factor of production and circulation
at the time, it would seem reasonable to suppose that the filling and sealing
of the purses would have taken place in the various officinae, and that they
would therefore normally have contained only the products of one particular
officina. According to this arrangement, the purses which came from the
officina which produced var. A would have contained coins of var. A only:
similarly B. If the officinae producing C and D were under the same general
administration or even sharing the same premises, however, it might well
happen that coins of these varieties would have been put into purses together.
For this reason, hoards consisting of bodies of coinage the composition of
which had been relatively undisturbed by circulation, would occasionally
reflect the organizational arrangements of the mint. In particular, the com, Chap. I3, pp. 303-IO.
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position of the Kaloyanovets hoard would be explicable as, in the main, the
contents of two such purses of coin: one of which had come from the officina
producing var. A, the other from the premises producing both C and D. To
narrow the case down even further, the last two officinae would, at the time,
have been engaged in producing sub-varieties C (b) and D (b). Hoards of such
concentrated composition by officina as those from Suedinenie and Souvatite
would be explicable in the same fashion.
The situation as regards the arrangement of the billon trachy coinage of
Alexius In is, by contrast, extremely confused. Besides the apparent existence
of two chronological phases in the issue, depending upon the absence or the
presence of the surname Comnenus, certain trends already evident in the
coinage of Isaac are accentuated in that of his successor, reducing the identification of officina distinctions to a matter of the greatest difficulty.
It is a noticeable feature of all the hoards containing large numbers of the
metropolitan coinage of Isaac and Alexius that there is not only an appreciable
degeneration in the style and technique in which the majority are executed, but
also a decline in standard of weight. For Isaac, these trends are subdued, and, as
far as the identification of officina distinctions is concerned, of little moment.
For Alexius, however, the problem is further complicated by the almost
complete disappearance of such distinctions as the asterisk and the jewelwithin-circle: the combination of faulty technique and uncertain officina
distinctions renders it impossible to classify the issue in the detail employed
for those of the period from John n to Isaac n.
The one certain variety-the product of one officina-is that in which the
Emperor's collar-piece, and in most cases St. Constantine's, are decorated
with three jewels only. Since it is the coins of this variety that are occasionally
marked by the use of a pair of asterisks, it must be assumed that the officina
producing them is to be identified with that using the asterisks as a distinction
under Manuel and Isaac. For this reason, despite the uncertainty surrounding
the remainder of the coins, the variety is labelled "C."
A further officina variety is probably to be found in the series of coins
generally of larger module, higher weight, and finer style than the average,
apparently also distinguished by the loros-waist form IiliJ for the Emperor.
The collar-piece is normally decorated with five to eight jewels, and the globus
frequently of the form

e. Since var. A of Isaac n

is the least affected by the

degeneration in module, weight, and style, the variety described above is
probably to be identified as emanating from the same officina: it is therefore
labelled "A."
The remainder should, logically, be divided somehow between those two
officinae which had produced vars. Band D during the last coinage of Manuel
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and the coinage of Isaac. This is, however, extremely difficult. Whereas the
products of the officina formerly having the asterisk as its distinction are
identifiable in the coinage of Alexius-whether or not a specimen in fact bears
an astensk.-be?ause the collar-piece is always decorated with three jewels,
a parallel sItuatIOn does not hold good for the products of the officina formerly
havi~g ~ jewel-within-circle as its distinction. All the known specimens of this
descnptIOn have the globus and loros forms m' that is, including a separate
loros-end for both the Emperor and St. Constantine. Now Metcalf draws a
general distinction between coins having the forms (i) m i'ncluding a single
loros-end for both, and (ii)

j

including a separate loros-end for each. s Apart

from the ~act that t.he hoards from Bulgaria provide a suspiciously high number
of exceptIOns to thIS arrangement, it will be seen that the sub-variety marked
~:y ~he motif of the jewel-within-circle follows (i) in the form of the globus but
(u) m that of t~e loros-end. All that can be said is that, if anything, the rather
~quat style whIch seems to characterize the coins with the jewel-within-circle
IS perhaps also. to be seen in (i). Both are therefore provisionally attributed to
~he same officma under the g~nera~ variety D. A further sub-variety- ~ _
IS presumably to be grouped WIth (u) under the general variety B.
lIJ
I~ must b~ .emphasized that the arrangement drawn up below is almost
entlrely pro.Vl~IOnal and that an appreciable number of exceptions have been
found. ~ or IS It devoid of ambiguity: in particular, it is difficult to place coins
of medmm module for the issue with the loros-waist form ~ or ill and the
globus form -with A or with B.
A

i

i

(of larger module, higher weight, better style than average)

or

* or X etc.
* X

Metcali, Coinage in the Balkans, p.
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In view of the provisional nature of this classification and the lamentably
small number of specimens identifiable even in hoards that have been
satisfactorily cleaned, a table of proportional occurrences would serve little
purpose. The figures for hoards containing large numbers of this issue are,
however, available separately in the list of hoards.
Although the observation that the products of all officinae except A declined
in module, weight, and style is not based on the actual measurement of hoard
material, there is nevertheless no doubt of the fact, visual examination being
quite sufficient.
The consequent isolation of the products of officina A is perhaps the strongest
argument in favor of the attribution of vars. A-D to different mints-after all
it is, on the face of it, odd that one officina should be producing coins of a
different standard of weight from the rest. Whether the fact would be better
explained by assuming a difference between the weight standards of the
capital and of the provinces is a debatable point. Hoard evidence is, however,
as already pointed out, consistently contrary to such an interpretation.
Moreover, the same class of officina distinction as seen on the billon coinage
also occurs on the gold and electrum, for which there is similarly constant
evidence against an attribution to provincial mints-with rare exceptions in
which this kind of distinction does not tend to occur.
The degeneration of the billon coinage should be seen against the background of a further practice revealed by hoard evidence: the widespread
occurrence of drastically but neatly and regularly clipped metropolitan coins.
Bulgarian hoards containing large numbers of the metropolitan billon coinage
of Alexius III are as follows; hoards in which clipped coins appear are marked
with an asterisk:
*Assenovgrad
*Brestovo
Gradevo (I)
*Kazanluk
*Kiustendil
Korten
Kounino (Il)
*Loukovo
*Muglizh (I)

All, except var. C, have a collar-piece decorated with between five and
eight jewels.
8
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(I9 60 )
(I953)
(I95 8)
(I95 8)
(I960)
(I9 60 )
(I954)
(?)
(I94 I )

Plovdiv region
( ?)
Pokrovnik
(I962)
*Strazhitsa
(I956)
*Tsruncha (A & B)
(I964)
*Turnovo (Il)
(I963)
*Tvurditsa
( ?)
Uncertain Bulg. prov. (?)
Zheleznitsa
(I964)

Metcalf suggests that the clipping of these coins was carried out by the crusaders after the conquest of I204, in order to render them more like the deniers to
which they were accustomed. 9 The hoards from Kazanluk, Muglizh, Strazhitsa,

121.

• Ibid., pp. 123, 267-68.
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!sruncha, Turnovo, and Tvurditsa, however, are of a pattern containing no coins
Issued subsequent to 1204. The Istanbul (A) hoard similarly contained no pieces
of post.-cm:quest d~te. The suggestion should, therefore, be discarded. The clipped c~ms m ques~IOn do not, however, occur in hoards deposited earlier than
the reIgn of Al~xlUs IIl: a~though the actual types are themselves of varying
date: the practIce of clIppmg should therefore be dated to that reign (II951203). The umformly neat, regular character of the clipping which preserves
t~e reverse d:sign (PI. 4~. I-IS) is of the sort that could result only from some
kmd. of offiCIal, centralI~ed action. Whereas provincial hoards contain only
relatrvely small proportIOns of these pieces, at least one large metropolitan
hoard (Istanbul A) consisted entirely of them. The process was therefore almost
certainly carried out in Constantinople.
The proportions in which the products of each officina were represented in
thelstanbul (A) hoard, were, as far as the fourth coinage of Manuel is concerned,
entrrely normal. The same apparently holds good for the coinage of Isaac II.
The clippe~ coins. o~ Alexius IIl, however, seem largely confined to the products
of the officma stnkmg var. A-those of larger module, heavier weight, and finer
style than the av~rage ~f va~s. B, C: an.d D. At least eight of the thirteen specime~s Illustrate~ m Bellmger s publIcatIOn of the hoard are definitely of var. A.
ThIs tendency IS confirmed by the evidence of other hoards and moreover
seventeen of the eighteen clipped specimens of Alexius III in'the ;ollection at.
Dumbarton Oaks are of the same variety.
Now, .the period for which there is documentary evidence for a further rapid
declme m the value of the bIllon trachy (between II90 and II99 it dropped
from 1/1:0 hyperpyron to 1/18< hyperpyron), apparently coincides chronologically
bo.th wIth t~e degeneration in module, weight, and style of the majority of
coms, and wIth the appearance of an official clipping of the earlier coins and of
the coins of Alexius III which had escaped this degeneration.
The. only explanation consistent with the evidence is therefore that, at some
pomt m the reIgn of Isaac, the ~u~horit~es decided that the officinae producing
vars. B--D s~ould commenc~ stnkmg coms of a lighter standard of weight than
that producmg var. A, whIch continued on the traditional standard. Presumably It was hoped that by retaining a proportion of the denomination at the old
standard, the value of the whole n:ight still be maintained. The attempt failed
a?d t~e val~e dropped by approxImately a third in a matter of nine years. A
sItuat:on mIgh~ well have arisen where the coins of the predecessors of Alexius
and hIS. own cams of var. A would have become intrinsically worth as much as,
or pOSSIbly even more than, the general market value of the denomination. The
?nl~ st.ep to take in such a position, given the official unwillingness to boost the
mtnnsI.c value of the ge~erality of the denomination, would have been either
to call m the pIeces of hIgher value or to reduce their value to that of the rest
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of the denomination in some way. The governmental clipping of such coins as
came into its hands was clearly a method of achieving the latter aim.
The whole episode is, in fact, a worthy accompaniment to that involving the
revaluation of the billon trachy under Manuel I and is an excellent further
commentary upon the limitations of contemporary monetary policy.
The organization and operation of the metropolitan mint along the lines of an
officina system was not confined to the billon coinage, either in general practice, or
in the consistent placing of officina distinctions upon the reverse designs of the
coins. The evidence for the first appearance of those distinctions during the period
under examination, that is, upon the early hyperpyra of Alexius I, has already
been presented.'o It therefore remains to collect the evidence for the gold and
electrum coinage over the whole period. The assembly of such a body of evidence
should be considerably aided by the fact that, drawing upon experience, it should
now be easier to recognize the kind of invariable feature which was intended as
an official distinction and, further, to separate it from characteristics which
were merely the result of the organizational pattern of the mint, and which are
sometimes confined to the products of a single officina, sometimes dominant on
its products only, sometimes shared indifferently with the products of the others.
The second officina for the gold coinage disappears temporarily after the
completion of the systematic recoinage evidently carried out during the first few
years after the monetary reforms of 1092, but reappears in what must be the
third and last coinage of John Il. There were, in the Gornoslav hoard, sixty
clearly preserved metropolitan specimens of this coinage. Of these, twenty-five
had a collar-piece decorated with four jewels (var. A), thirty-five a collar-piece
decorated with five jewels (var. B). The four-jewel series was characterized by
the ligatures ev fVP in the upper reverse field: these occurred in twenty-three
cases, a reversed form ve M-P or ve cj:M occurring in the remaining two cases.
On the other hand, the five-jewel series was marked by the use of the reversed
form of the ligatures, which occurred in thirty-two cases, the form ev fVP occurring in only three cases. In addition, while the use of one form of the globus

.

.

(e)

e

cruciger
was common to both series, the simpler form occurred on nine
specimens of the four-jewel series, but was completely absent from the other.
Examination of the ten specimens in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks confirms
these distinctions, there being five specimens of the four-jewel series, and five of
the five-jewel. All the four-jewel pieces have theligat~reformevfVP, while two,

e.

or perhaps three pieces have the simpler globus form
All of the specimens of
the five-jewel series have the reversed ligature form. It appears certain, therefore, that the main distinction is an official one, designed to separate the products of two officinae.
10

Chap. 8, p.
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The existence of officina distinctions on the first two varieties of the gold
coinage of Manuel I may be regarded as certain, but their classification is
extremely difficult. The small, variable devices found on the imperial chlamys,
below the tablion, may well form into two separate groups (•• X / T J .f"), but
only close analysis will reveal the precise division. Var HI, however, certainly
seems to have been the product of two officinae, the distinction between their
products lying in the absence (var. A) or presence (var. B) of a square dot on the
divitision, directly below the point of the chlamys. Of the eighteen specimens
of this variety present in the Gornoslav hoard, nine specimens showed the dot,
eight lacked it. If officina distinctions are present upon the two remaining
varieties (IV and V), they are not obvious, and in view of the apparently contemporary situation in the electrum coinage, to be discussed below, it may well
be that only a single officina was involved in their production.
There are no distinctions to be found upon the gold coinage of Andronicus I,
and almost certainly only one officina was involved in its production: this is
only to be expected and is a reflection of the reforming policies pursued by this
Emperor-policies which are particularly well exemplified in the coinage.
The second officina does, however, reappear once more for the gold coinage of
Isaac H, the distinction between their products lying in the jewelling of the
collar-piece-in very much the same fashion as on his electrum coinage. Of the
nineteen specimens at Dumbarton Oaks, eleven have the collar-piece decorated
with three jewels (var. A), eight with six to eight jewels (var. B). It is possible
that the re-establishment of a second officina reflects the large expenses incurred
by Isaac, a feature which is unfavorably commented upon by Nicetas Choniates.u
There is no evidence for the existence of officina distinctions on the gold
coinage during the reign of Alexius HI, but whether this represents a general
trend toward relaxation, which is found in the billon coinage, or whether it
reflects a return to a single officina remains uncertain.
The first occasion on which there is evidence for the operation of more than
a single officina in the production of the metropolitan electrum coinage is to be
dated to the very beginning of the reign of John H. The distinction between
the products of the two officinae then in operation lies in the absence (var. A)
or presence (var. B) of a dot on the chlamys, below the tablion. There were
seventy-eight specimens of this general hagiogeorgaton issue in the Nicosia
hoard of the early I920's; the chlamys dot was absent in forty-seven cases,
present in thirty-one. Of the eighteen specimens at Dumbarton Oaks, ten lack
the dot, eight possess it.
The first electrum coinage of Manuel I must be that on which he is portrayed
as beardless, and, as might be expected, emanates from two officinae, the distinc-

tion being the absence (var. A) or presence (var. B) of a dot on the shaft of the
labarum-headed scepter in the Emperor's right hand, between the hand and the
point where the shaft crosses the shoulder. There are only fi,:,e specimen~ ~t
Dumbarton Oaks, the dot being absent in two cases, present m three: thIS IS
precisely the type of feature that is to be expected in the circumstances, however, and its validity as a criterion need consequently not be doub~ed..
The coinage which has been identified as the second of the reIgn IS very
closely related in style and fabric to the first; the distinction between. the
products of the two officinae striking it lies in the decoration of the collar-pI~ce.
Of eight specimens in the Nicosia hoard, three examples had the collar-pIece
decorated with four jewels (var. A), five with five jewels (var. B).
.
The order of types, C, D, and E, forming the third to fifth electrum com~ges
of the reign, is not entirely certain, but there is one valuable fact the establ:shment of which gives some hope of eventually arriving at the correct succeSSIOn.
At some point in the production of these three coinages a third officina was
brought into use.
Now there are five varieties of the metropolitan gold coinage and five types
of met;opolitan electrum. It does not necessarily follow that each variety and
type were absolutely contemporaneous, but even if they were not: unless there
were a remarkable concentration of varieties or types at one partIcular part of
the reign, the succession should not be too far out of step. In support o~ this
contention it should be noted that it is the fourth variety of the gold comage
that not infrequently has a single dot in each of the limbs of the nimbus-cross
on the obverse (PI. I2. 9), not the more usual group of five dots. This feature
will, then, presumably have been borrowed from the (contemporary) fourth
type of the electrum coinage (PI. I3. ro-.I2). .
.
.
It has already been noticed, when dealmg WIth the gold comage, that dIrect
evidence for the existence of two officinae disappears after var. HI. The
establishment of a further officina for electrum at some point between the third
and fifth coinages arouses the suspicion that the officina ceasing to pro~uce
gold had merely been switched to the production of electrum. But at preCIsely
what point did this switch occur?
The Lindos hoard of I902, which largely consisted of electrum coins of Manuel
provides some interesting figures. It contained seventy-nine specimens of type
C, twenty of type D, and IOS of type E. The officina distinctions of each were
carefully noted by Balling in his excellent publication of the hoard,12 alth0.ugh
he did not attempt to explain the reason for their existence. Type E falls mto
three officina varieties, according to the jewelling of the border of the chlau:ys
which forms the collar. In thirty-seven cases the border was decorated WIth
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11 For Andronicus, Choniates, Bonn ed., pp. 421-23. 429; for Isaac, ibid., p. 58+

12 ] .

Balling,

PP·,I3-4I.

HA

Byzantine Double Hoard from Lindos:' Nordisk Numismatisk Arsskritt (19 6 3),
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three jewels (var. A); in twenty-eight cases with three jewels the central of
which was within a circle (var. B); in forty cases with four to six jewels but with
five and six jewels overwhelmingly dominant (var. C). Type D falls into three
officina varieties, according to the number of dots on the shaft of the Emperor's
labarum-headed scepter, directly below the head of the labarum. In seven cases
there was a single dot (var. A) ; in eleven cases two dots (var. B); in two cases
three dots (var. C). Type C, on the other hand, falls into two main officina
varieties, with a third which is extremely rare. The distinction lies in the number of dots on the shaft of the patriarchal cross held between the Emperor and
St. Theodore. In thirty cases, the shaft was plain (var. A) ; in forty-seven it had
a single dot, frequently waisted [var. Bl); in two cases only it had two dots
(var. C). The coins at Dumbarton Oaks fall into much the same pattern: six with
a plain shaft, four with a single dot on the shaft, one with two dots on the
shaft.
The analysis above clearly suggests that type C forms the third coinage, and
that the third officina-formerly producing gold-was introduced only toward
its close, therefore striking very few coins. Types D and E must therefore form
the fourth and fifth coinages. There is very little indication as to which is which,
but the jewel-within-circle of type E is also found on the last billon coinage,
and it may therefore form the fifth and last coinage of the reign. It is also the
coinage in which the output of each of the three officinae seems to be of roughly
uniform quantity.
Several additional points arise. The position of type C as the third metropolitan coinage tends to be confirmed by a consideration of the small Thessalonican series. There exist Thessalonican pieces of both the first and the second
coinages, together with a further type portraying the Emperor and St. Demetrius. This last has an obvious claim to be considered the Thessalonican equivalent to metropolitan type C, which portrays the Emperor and St. Theodore.
There are, however, no Thessalonican pieces of types D and E and no possible
equivalents for them. This suggests that Thessalonica struck only three electrum coinages and then ceased production of the denomination, perhaps proceeding to strike its hyperpyron type. There is a rather striking sub-variety of
type C, in which the obverse asterisks-otherwise both consistently presentare completely lacking. This sub-variety is apparently confined to coins of the
officina distinguished by a plain shaft to the patriarchal cross. There were
twelve such specimens in the Lindos hoard, and there are a further three at
Dumbarton Oaks. There is a similarly clear sub-variety of type E, in which
the shaft of the labarum held by the Emperor has a single dot. This sub-variety is apparently confined to the coins of the officina distinguished by a chlamyscollar of three jewels. There were eighteen such specimens in the Lindos hoard,
and there are a further two at Dumbarton Oaks. Both these sub-varieties form
the kind of characteristic that is to be expected from the organizational pattern
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of the mint and the consequent development, by the die-cutter or cutters of
each officinae, of techniques which were peculiar to themselves.
The electrum coinage of Andronicus I betrays a return to production by two
officinae, the official distinction lying in the absence (var. A) or presence (var.
B) of a dot on the shaft of the labarum held by the Emperor. Of the eight
specimens at Dumbarton Oaks, three lack the dot, five possess it.
The coinage of Isaac Il continues this pattern. The Banya hoard, of I927,
contained thirty-five specimens of this type and there are, in addition, a further
thirty pieces at Dumbarton Oaks. Of the total, in twenty-six cases the chlamyscollar is decorated with three jewels (var. A), in thirty-nine cases by six to eight
jewels (var. B). Closer examination reveals that on eight of the fifteen specimens
of the six-eight jewel variety at Dumbarton Oaks, there is, on each side of the
Virgin's throne on the obverse, the small triangular device.'.; it occurs on none
of the three-jewel variety.
For the reign of Alexius III there is no evidence for the operation of more
than one officina, but, as in the case of the gold coinage, there is no possibility
of discovering whether this represents the true state of affairs or results from
the relaxation of control within the mint.
Production of the copper tetarteron coinage does not appear to have conformed to the officina system of the precious-metal coinage. On the other hand,
since the tetarteron contained no metal of any appreciable bullion value there
would have been less reason for providing a means of checking the products of
each officina, and it may merely be that while the system of production conformed to that of the other denominations consistent official distinctions were
not considered necessary.
Finally, it must be emphasized that it need not be supposed that what has
been here termed the "officina system" should represent the uninterrupted survival into the twelfth century of a late Roman and early Byzantine organizational
pattern, which use of the term might at first sight seem to suggest. Indeed, in
one major aspect the twelfth-century pattern differed considerably from the
earlier: for, whereas during the earlier period-say the fifth to the seventh century-the number of officinae for each metal was more or less fixed, during the
twelfth century it varied considerably. All that is suggested is that the mint
was organized on a departmental basis according to metal, and that each department was in some fashion divided into a number of sections, workshops, or even
production lines, the number of divisions being increased or decreased as
economic necessity or administrative policy (or a mixture of the two) dictated.
Such a system is, after all, one obvious way of organizing a mint, and there is
no reason to think that its main elements were limited in use either geographically or chronologically. The term "officina" remains a convenient shorthand.
A list of the official marks of distinction within the gold, electrum, and billon
coinages of the period is appended:
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Alexius I
First coinage (commemorative)
Second coinage, var. I
Second coinage, var. Il

Andronicus I

HYPERPYRON

2
I

2
I

ojjici.na?

!~

officmae (A: II
officina

ip"

or ,
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B'.

y>
~

officinae (A:

i

Isaac Il
2 officinae (A:

~

B:~

Alexius III

John Il
First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage

officina
I officina
2 officinae (A:

Manuel I
Var. I
Var. Il
Var. III
Var. IV
Var. V

officinae?
2 officinae?
M
2 officinae (A: IV
I officina?
I officina?

I

I

~

B:

~

BILL. TRACHY

2

..

tU;

B ·jV

Andronicus I
I

officina

Isaac Il
2

officinae (A:

I

officina?

~

B:

~

EL. TRACHY

Alexius I
officina

I

John Il
First coinage
Second coinage

2

Fourth coinage

John Il
Var. I
Var. Il

officinae (A:
2 officinae (A:

Manuel I
First coinage
Second coinage

2 officinae (A: ,
2 officinae (A: ~

2

Alexius I
First coinage (commemorative)
Second coinage
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage (revalued)
first phase
second phase

Alexius III

I

~
II

!

Third coinage (?)

3 officinae (A:

Fourth coinage (?)
Fifth coinage (?)

3 officinae (A: ,
3 officinae (A: <ti::D

B: [];!;
B: R

I

I
I

I

officina
officina
officina
officina

officina
"
'"
officinae (A: '" B: '"

2 officinae (A: ,
2 officinae (A: ~
3 officinae (A:
4 officinae (A:
4 officinae (A:
etc.

Andronicus I
2 officinae (A:

i

B: ,
B:~

i

11

B:
B:

IT

B:

IT

IT

B:

IT

11

C:

D:
C: * etc. D:
11

i
0

Isaac Il

B: ,
B: ~
B:!

officina?

40fficinae(A:~ B:~

C:*etc.D:~

etc.
C:

i

B: ,
C: ,
B: <;;W C: ~

Alexius III
4 officinae (A: ~ ~~ B:

D:~'metc.

I' j etc. C: *etc.
<ti::D,
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ovo

i

-12

i

-20

..

2

:7

-4

-4

-5

-2

~IO

•

.1..1.

-3

-2

-2

II

-17

--<J

I1

-17

11
11

-6

·.

.1..1.

.1..1.

• •

..I1

11

• •

-2

•

-20

•

-34

11

-43

•

-28

II

-68

-25

1I

-22

U

-4

11

-6

U

-4

II

-5

-2

11

-I

•
•
•
•

-I

.Ll

-I

-5

11

-••-

-I

-2

-r
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(a)n

-22

h'

A

..

-26

(b)g

(c)~

-49

j(a)!!
B

?
?
?

'it
-'2
-2'

m

-2

-'2

-92

C?

U
l

-8

rn

-,

rn

-,

rn

-21

rn

-'9

rn

-12

rn

-I

rn

-27

-'2

i

-20

i

~IO

•

•

.!..!.

-6

.1..1.
••

.1..1.
••

!!

1I

-2

-2

11

-17

-9

1I

-'7

U

11

-43

U

-28

1I

-68

-25

11

-22

-4

II

-6

-3

-20

-2

-I

J. J. _,

-5

(b)

(a)!! 1* *-'2'
C

TABLE VI

(b)

(c)

~

-22

.! L

n*
1-

-Il

If

..

~'"

(c) :-:

l (d)

•

1* -

If
D

.'.

n

-6

If
If

-13

-3

-6

-4

rn

rn
-3
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SECTION

THE COINS

III
12°4-1261

CHAPTER ELEVEN

(i)

THE IMITATIVE COINAGE OF
THE PERIOD OF THE LATIN EMPERORS
1204-1261

AND KINGS OF THESSALONICA
1204-1224
BILL. TRACHY (LARGER MODULE)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A (I204-?)
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne
with back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
L::.ECnOTHC}
F
1 bl d
d
R ev. Mi\NOVHi\
Mi\NOVHi\
nopet>VPorEN
~r var. requent y un ere
and/or retrograde.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and cl-Jamys;
holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 25. 6-IO

Type B
Obv. le :RC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Mi\NOVHi\
L::.ECnOTHC}
F
1
d
R ev. Mi\NOVHi\
nopet>VPorEN
~r var. requent y blun ered
and / or retrograde.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand sword, point resting on ground, and in left, globus
cruclger.
PI. 25, II, I2
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Type C
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. IIIIE=IOC LlEcnOT-or var.
Emperor seated upon throne without back, wearing stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, anexikakia. M anus Dei in upper
right field.
PI. 25. I]

TypeG
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev.IIH\!VlIIM?
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of beardless, nimbate military saint, holding between them labarum on long shaft. Emperor wears
stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds scepter cruciger in right hand.
Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate(?), and sagion.
PI. 26.]
TypeH
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. IINLlPONIKOC LlECnOTHC-or var. rc XC in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, COllar-piece, panelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger. Christ wears tunic and colobion; holds
Gospels in left hand.
PI. 26. 4, 5

TypeD
Obv. iC xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. MIINOVHII LlECnOTHC-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 25, I4, I5
TypeE
Obv. rc xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. MIINOVHII LlECnOTHC-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 26. I

Type!
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion, turned to right, standing on dais. Manus Dei in upper right field.
Rev.IINLl TOKO. XC in right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in right
hand cross on long shaft, and in left, anexikakia. Christ wears tunic
and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
PI. 26. 6

TypeF
Obv. ic XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. MIINOVHII LlECn-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin. Emperor
wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in right hand labarum
on long shaft, and in left anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 26. 2

Type]
Obv.
Full-length figure of Archangel (Michael?) nimbate, wearing short military tunic, breastplate(?), and sagion; holds in right hand jewelled scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
Rev. VlUJ ~ LlEcn -or var.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand sword resting on shoulder, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 26. 7-9
'3
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TypeK
Obv. ic XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
Gospels in left hand.
Rev. V1W::f
?
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collarpiece, jewelled loros of simplified type and sagion; holds in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal
cross.

PI. 26.

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Saint George, beardless and
nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft and three
steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys. Saint wears short
military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sword, point downward,
in left hand.
PI. 26. I4. I5
Type 0
Obv. lc XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
IW
~
Rev. f::,.~C ~2 -or var.

IO

TypeL
Obv. ic XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev.?
KNOC
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
panelled loros of simplified type and sagion; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, sword, the point of which rests on ground.

PI. 26.

V

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, short military tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and
in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 27. I, 2

II

TypeP
Obv. ic XC in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.

Type M
Obv. ~

Q

Full-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing collar-piece,
short military tunic (and loros?); holds in right hand sword, resting on
shoulder, and in left, globus cruciger.
Rev. X\VI AECnOT
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
panelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 26. I2, I3

X X

Rev. 1\ M
Full-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand jewelled scepter,
and in left, globus cruciger.

PI. 27· 3,4
TypeQ
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

TypeN
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Three-quarter-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion.
IW
f::,.
0
Rev.

EC
no

r

E
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X
Rev.
M
Full-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing divitision
and sagion; holds in right hand labarum(?) on long shaft, and in left,
globus cruciger(?).

-or var.

T

HC

PI. 27· 5

,,'

I9 6
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Type R
Obv. IC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. M-P ev in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphonon.
PI. 27. 6, 7
TypeS
Obv. 0 /\r10C nETPOC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of Saint Peter nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, two keys.
Rev. M-P ev H /\r10COPITIC/\ in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of Virgin Hagiosoritissa nimbate, orans, turned to
right, wearing tunic and maphorion. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 27. 8, 9
Type T
Obv. M-P ev H /\r10COPITIC/\ in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of Virgin Hagiosoritissa nimbate, orans, turned to
right wearing tunic and maphorion. Manus Dei in upper right field.
Rev. 0 /\r10C nETPOC 0 /\rloc n/\v/\oc in two columnar groups.
Full-length figures of Saints Peter (on left) and Paul (on right), nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion, embracing one another. Saint Peter has
short beard, Saint Paul a long one.
PI. 27. IO, II
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A (I204-?)
Obv. IC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand. Asterisk above cushion
of throne, on either side.
Rev.
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled lorosof simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger
and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 28. I-4

LATIN IMITATIVE COINAGE
IC

I97

XC

Type B 0 N\1
Obv. ~~ H/\ --Dr var.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, bearded (sic) and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
TUJKOM\l
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 28.5-8
TypeC
Obv. IC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left. Cross above cushion of throne, on right.
Rev. H/\r1/\E/\ENE 0K09"'/\NT -or var.
Full-length figures of Saints Helena (on left) and Constantine (on right),
holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft and step. Both
wear stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified
type; Saint Helena holds jewelled scepter, Constantine, scepter cruciger.
PI. 28, 9, IO
lE TETARTERON
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. M-P ev in field.
Three-quarter-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and
maphorion; beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. IC/\/\KIOC LlEcnOT
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type and sagion; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 27. I2, I3
lE

HALF-TETARTERON

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev.
Leaved patriarchal cross.
PI. 28.

II
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Type B
Obv. H /\rI/\ E/\ENE-or var., in columnar grouping, on left.
Full-length figure of Saint Helena nimbate, turned slightly to right,
wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified
type; holds patriarchal cross, with flourish on shaft, in left hand.
Rev. o/\rloc KON'1/\NT-or var.
Full-length figure of Saint Constantine, turned slightly to left, wearing
stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type;
holds in right hand patriarchal cross, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 28. I2-I4

TypeF
Obv.

1

Rev.

r
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As Thessalonica Type C, but small module.
PI. 29.

I6-I8

TypeG
Obv. \

As Theodore I, Lascaris, Nicaea, First coinage, but small module.
Rev. r

PI. 29. I9,

20

BILL. or lE TRACHY (SMALLER MODULE)
THE COINAGE OF THE LATINS: COMMENTARY
Type A
Obv.
Rev.

1As Constantinople Type A, but small module.
f

PI. 29.
Type B
Obv.
Rev.

I-3

1 As Constantinople Type B, but small module.
r

PI. 29. 4-6
Type C
Obv. }

As Constantinople Type C, but small module.

Rev.

PI. 29· 7-9
TypeD
Obv. \
Rev.

r

As Thessalonica Type A, but small module.
PI. 29.

IO-I2

TypeE
Obv. \
Rev.

f

As Thessalonica Type B, but small module.
PI. 29.

I3-I5

There is no doubt that the types listed above should be differentiated from
the products of the metropolitan mint during the period 1092-1204, to which
they bear little or no direct relationship in metallic composition, organizational
distinctions, module, fabric, weight, or style. Their precise status, however,
remains to be defined.
While the view prevailed that the coinage of all rulers subsequent to the
reign of Constantine VIII (1025-28) emanated from the metropolitan mint only,
it was customary to ignore the problems raised by the existence of such minute
pieces as those illustrated on Plate 29 or, at best, to identify in them fractions
of the larger metropolitan types. The fallacy in this latter reasoning becomes
obvious when it is considered that all the types represented in the smallest
module also exist in a considerably larger one which is not only too large to be
a fraction, but specimens of which are themselves quite distinct from the series
of metropolitan billon trachea. It is therefore hardly logical to assign either
large or small specimens of these types to the same series as the normal Constantinopolitan coins.
The most obvious solution is to regard the types in question as the products
of provincial mints. Bellinger was, in 1958, probably the first to arrive at a
tentative conclusion of this sort1, and since then Metcalf, in a series of publications, has postulated the existence of an elaborate system of provincial mints,
each producing coins of a common type, but according to its own local standard of weight. 2
1 A. R. Bellinger, "Three Hoards of Byzantine Bronze Coins," Greek and Byzantine Studies, I, no. 2
(Oct. 1958), p. 167; cf. Thompson, The Athenian Agora, p. 7.
2 For instance, D. M. Metcalf, "Byzantine Scyphate Bronze Coinage in Greece," Annual of the
British School of Archaeology at Athens, 56 (196'), pp. 42-63.
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Before proceeding, it will be convenient to enumerate the differences between
the metropolitan series and that under discussion.
The metropolitan billon trachea of the period 1092-II85, and to a lesser
extent up to 1204, are either of recognizable billon alloy, or frequently bear
what appears to be a silver wash; rarely fall below 25mm. in diameter; are of a
standard of weight approaching 4.0 gm.; of regular fabric, and struck from
competently engraved dies of good style, with most of the design appearing.
In contrast, the other series is composed of coins which are rarely, if ever,
obviously of billon, or even bear a silver wash; rarely exceed a diameter of
25mm., in many cases being as small as 15mm., the weight varying accordingly.
They are of irregular fabric and struck from badly engraved dies with blundered
inscriptions, only portions of the design appearing. The metropolitan series
bears a recognizable system of officially devised distinctive marks, the other
series does not.
The issue listed above as Constantinopolitan type A in the large module and
as type A in the small has been variously attributed to Alexius I and to
Manuel I-for instance, in the Ratto Catalogue and by Goodacre. 3 In fact, all
legible specimens read MANOVHA, or some variant spelling of that name.
Constantinopolitan/small-module type B is usually assigned to Manuel I (for
instance, quite recently by Bellinger)4 on the basis of the name MANOVHA
which can occasionally be made out upon it. Gerassimov would prefer an attribution to Manuel Comnenus-Ducas of Thessalonica (1230-37) since the type is
represented in several Bulgarian hoards containing coins of that empire. 5
Constantinopolitan/small-module type C is an almost unknown type, but
specimens occur bearing the name AAE=IOC, and it has therefore been assigned
to Alexius III by Edwards. 6
Thessalonican type A/small-module D has been assigned to John Il by Bellinger and Metcalf owing to the similarity of its reverse design to that of the
second metropolitan coinage of this Emperor. 7
Thessalonican type B/small-module E was shared between Alexius I and
Manuel I in the Ratto Catalogue, 8 and has more recently been provisionally
assigned to Isaac Il by Bellinger and Metcalf on the basis of the freshly struck

appearance of two specimens in the Arcadia hoard of 1958-the latest metropolitan coins in the hoard being datable to II95-1203.9 A specimen in the possession of the author, however, reads TUJKO/VN, which suffices to rule out Isaac Il
as a possibility.
Thessalonican type C/small-module F has been assigned a twelfth-century
date by Bertele. 10
Since it is these six types which are the best represented of the series in
hoards, discussion will, for the moment, be confined to them.
It is in the chronological arrangement of hoards that the peculiarities of the
series are most evident. The question is unfortunately somewhat hampered by
the difficulties encountered in dating hoards within reasonable limits on either
side of the year 1204. It is clear that any hoard containing the rather scarce
billon trachea of Theodore I, Lascaris of Nicaea must have been deposited at a
date subsequent to 1208, when he was formally crovmed emperor: it is, in addition, doubtful whether he was in a position to issue coinage before that date.
Hoards lacking coins of this emperor but containing the common billon trachea
of Alexius III cannot at the moment be dated with the same degree of accuracy:
they obviously cannot antedate the accession of that Emperor in II95, but
many of this pattern may have been deposited subsequent to his fall in 12 03,
the conquest of the city in 1204, and for at least a decade afterward. On the
other hand, since the coinage of Alexius III is, as already remarked, extremely
common, any hoard containing large numbers of pieces of Isaac Il (II8 5-95)
and of his predecessors, but lacking coins of Alexius III entirely, can fortunately, with some degree of confidence but by no means with certainty, be assigned
to a date not later than II95. It is clear that in particular many such hoards
of Bulgarian provenance will have been deposited as a consequence of the major
disturbances suffered by the area during the reign of Isaac: the revolt of the
Asenid dynasty; the resulting imperial campaigns and, in addition, the passage
of the Third Crusade (see Table XI on p. 202).
The pattern is quite consistent: apart from the single specimen of the general
type A present in the hoard from General Nikolaevo, the six types are confined
to the hoards datable by their contents as being later than 1208. Nor does the
General Nikolaevo piece stand as an inexplicable anomaly, for although most
hoards of this type were very probably buried before II95, as pointed out
above, there can be no certainty on the point. Four of the six hoards in which
all or most of these types occur-Byaga, Dorkovo, Logodash, Lom (A), Muglizh
(Il), and Tri Voditsi-show definite indications of a date of deposition at least
well into the second decade of the thirteenth century. They contain the later
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3 R. Ratto, Monnaies byzantines et d'autres pays contemporaines a l'epoque byzantine (Sale Catalogue,
Lugano, 9.xii.30) (reprint Amsterdam, 1959), no. 2°77: H. Goodacre, A Handbook of the Coinage of
the Byzantine Empire (reprint London, 1957), p. 269, nos. 36, 37; p. 279, no. 23.
4 A. R. Bellinger, "Three More Hoards of Byzantine Copper Coins," ANS Museum Notes, II (1964),
pp. 215-16, nos. 8-65; pp. 222-23, nos. 1-23.
5 T. Gerassimov, "Contribution a I'etude de la llumismatique de l'Empire byzantin de Salonique,"
Studia in Honorem 111". S. Drinov (Sofia, 1960), pp. 381-g8.
6 Edwards, C01'inth, p. 147, no. 158.
7 A. R. Bellinger and D. M. Metcalf, "A Hoard of Byzantine Scyphate Bronze Coins from Arcadia,"
NC', 19 (1959), p. 161.
8 Ratto, op. cit., nos. 2075-76, 2143.

Bellinger and Metcalf, op. cit., p. 160.
T. Berte1e, "Costantino il Grande e S. Elena su alcune monete bizantine," Numismatica, 14, nos.
4-6 (July-Dec. 1948), p. 95·
9
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TABLE XI

Hoard

~II95

1208

-+

Batkoun
Belitsa
DraganovQ
Enina
General Nikolaevo
Iskra
Kaloyanovets
Kroushare
Novo Se10
Suedinenie
Tiurkmen (I & Il)
Tumovo (I)
Yagoda
Assenovgrad
Brestovo
Byaga (1959)
Dorkovo (1940)
Gradevo (Il)
Kiustendil
Kiustendil reg. (1)
Logodash (1959)
Lom (A) (1962)
Lom (B) (1962)
Mogilitsa (1934)
Muglizh (Il) (1960)
Oustovo (1936)
Pisaratsi (1927 ?)
Pokrovnik
Preslav (1953)
Rousse (1965)
StaIa Zagora (1941)
Toulovo (1)
Tri Voditsi (1940)
Tsepina (1965)
Uncertain Bulg. Prov.
Zheleznitsa

Total of
Thess. Thess. Thess.
iden- Con.AI Con.BI Con. Cl
Cl
AI
BI
tifiable Small A SmallB SmallC SmallD SmallE Sma1IF
Coins
2II3

roo
75 2
197
74 8
84
884
321
744
21
128
53
308
180
161 4

45 1
13 2
339
566
37 1
3 02
21°3
355
18
6559
24
69
4 88
25(1)
195
34 8
677
61 3
16
470
378

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

18
2

-

26
12
2

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

14
99
246
64
54
44
41
185
882
51
10
26 33
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8
2

-

-

-

-

-

14
16
19
4

-

-

-

134

8
5

4
-

13 1
5

6(1)
53

-

II

I
3
I
8
12

175
103
270
3 21
I
9
55

-

-

16

-

-

I

I

-

-

-

-

10
27
9( 1)
I
198

-

-

-

3
I
9
36

I
5
9
24

16
-

-

-

I

I

2
-

Yugoslavia

}

Turkey in Europe

Corinth (Ill) (1960)
Levkokhori (1955)
Naousa (Paros) (1924)

1

Greece

Bergama
Troad (1930'S)

}

Turkey in Asia Minor

-

TABLE XII
7
I

I
Hoard

-

21

-

Nicaean billon trachy coinage of Theodore Lascaris (Muglizh Il), or the similar
denomination struck by the emperors of Thessalonica (Dorkovo, Logodash, and
Tri Voditsi), or both.
To all intents and purposes therefore the types under discussion did not enter
the cirCUlating medium in Bulgaria until after II95. It is obviously important
to determine whether they began to circulate at an earlier date in any other
area of the Empire.

Total

D.O. (I)
D.O. (Il)
D.O. (III)
Osanica
Istanbul (E)
Postallar
Corinth (IIl)
Levkokhori
Naousa (Paras)
Bergama
Troad

I

I identifiable

Coins

I

-

I

I

-

-

-

I

-

6
I

-

-

-

10
3
-

-

1

Istanbul (B) (1946)
Postallar

-

-

In fact, this pattern of occurrence is typical. Th~ Zlata hoard from Yugoslavia, the Obuda hoard from Hungary, the Macedoman hoard of 1959, the I:a~a
nia hoard from Cyprus, and the Nicosia parcel are all of the ~ype con.tammg
no coins later than II95. None of them includes the SIX types m questIOn. On
the other hand, the following relatively well documented and accurately recorded hoards, dated by their inclusion of pieces of Theodore I, contam some or all
of these types, often in appreciable proportions (see Table XII infra).
Dumbarton Oaks hoard (I)
Dumbarton Oaks hoard (Il)
Dumbarton Oaks hoard (Ill)
Osanica

-

-

-
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202

101
17 0
360
c.

2000

44 8
323
23
977
50
105 8
14 0

I

I

Con. AI
Small A
85
84
20 5
"present"
124
19 2
14
745
I
36
I

I

Con. BI
Small B

I
I

Con. Cl
Small C

-

1
23

Small D

I

4( 1)
-

-

-

I
1

1
-

!

-

I

Small E

I
4
21
17
24
7
"present" "present"
2
4
37(1)
I4( 1)
2
2

I
3
7
1

-

I
10
1
58
25(1)

I Thess. AI I Thess. BI

-

Thess. Cl
Small F
I
7
4
1

I

1
2

1

1
2

-

The large proportion of the general type B in both the Ist~nbuI (Bl. and Troad
hoards led Bellinger to postulate the existence of a provlllclal mmt m ASIa
Minor under Manuel, the prodUcts of which had remained confined to the area
in which they had originally been struck and where they were still forming an
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important element of the circulating medium after the formation of the empire
of Nicaea. In the light of further evidence, however, it can be seen that these
two hoards are remarkable only to the degree in which they provide striking
confirmation of a uniform pattern of occurrence, and are not in themselves the
anomalies which he considered them.
The extraordinarily concentrated composition of the Yenimahalle hoard,
from a village on the European side of the Bosphorus toward the Black Sea,
while not of provably thirteenth-century date, provides a further indication of
the general coherence of the group. The figures are as follows:

Secondly, although the details of the imperial chlamys on Constantinopolitanj
small-module type B (PIs. 25. II, I2; 29. 4-6) are rather similar to those
on the electrum trachea of Andronicus I (PI. 18. II, I2), they can be exactly
paralleled only on the billon coins of this same series (Constantinopolitan type F
[PI. 26. 2J) and on the electrum scyphates (PI. 47· 6) of Hugh I of Lusignan,
king of Cyprus 1205-1218, which is very much the same period as that to
which it is suggested type B must be moved. Thirdly, there is the evidence of
overstrikes. A specimen of Constantinopolitan type B from the Muglizh (H)
hoard is overstruck on what can only be a coin of Isaac H, which necessarily
dates the former type to not earlier than II85. A further and more certain
instance of overstriking involves a coin in the author's possession in which a
specimen of Thessalonican type B is overstruck upon a coin of the first Nicaean
issue of Theodore I, Lascaris. The coin which is overstruck is of the following
description:

20 4

Con'ple type A
Con'ple type B
Thess. type A
Thess. type B
Thess. type C
Alexius HI
Isaac H (?)

25 specimens
21 speCImens

53 specimens
8 specimens
43 speCImens
I speCImen
I speCImen
152 specimens

It must be concluded therefore that these six types began to enter the circulating medium in all regions of the Empire-Dr of its successor states-at a
date not appreciably earlier than II95 and possibly considerably later, and that
they apparently did not reach their highest proportions in the coinage until at
least well into the third decade of the thirteenth century. A necessary corollary
is that their actual production must also be dated to the same period, for although superficially it would be tempting to suppose that their late appearance
might be due to some such phenomenon as "coin drift"-a delay in the
appearance of coins in regions other than that in which they were struck owing
to time taken in travelling from the point of origin-an explanation of this
kind is ruled out not only by the extent of the delay (a quarter of a century
and more) and the relatively small area involved (the Balkans and western
Asia Minor), but finally and conclusively by their uniformly late appearance in
all regions.
The unexpectedly late date given to this group of trachea is apparently confirmed by further considerations. Firstly, if the type identified here as Thessalonican A/small-module D (PIs. 28. I-4; 29. IO-I2) were indeed to be dated to
the reign of John H, it is difficult to see how it could have anticipated the
advent of the obverse type of var. C of the fourth metropolitan coinage of
Manuel I (PI. 16. IO-I3); complete with officina distinctions in the form of
asterisks above the cushion of Christ's throne. In other words, it is possible but
unlikely that a provincial issue should provide the direct inspiration for both
the obverse type and one officina distinction of a subsequent metropolitan issue.

Obv. III P

Traces of nimbate head of Virgin.
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of a nimbate military saint,
holding between them object on long shaft. Emperor wears (stemma),
divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds
labarum-headed scepter in right hand. Saint wears short military tunic
(and breastplate?); holds spear, resting over shoulder, in left hand.
PI. 4 6 . 7
In addition to the general description, the characteristic features of the imperialloros: I-particularly the four jewels above the waist in the form of a
cross, and the panelling of the actual waist-render it certain that the undertypes are those of the issue of Theodore already mentioned, only among
specimens of which can these features be precisely paralleled (PI. 30. 7-IO ). It
follows, therefore, that type B must be later than 1208.
It remains only to identify the authorities behind the issue of this series.
The possibilities are, in fact, limited: at most the Constantinopolitan Emperor
Alexius Ill; the emperors of Nicaea; the rulers of Epirus-Iater the emperors
of Thessalonica; the tsars of Bulgaria, and the rulers of the various Latin
states.
Alexius HI may be immediately discounted: certainly Constantinopolitan/
small-module type C bears the name Alexius, but this is only one of the seriesthe same observation applies to whatever possibility there might otherwise be of
an attribution to Alexius IV or V. There is, moreover, one instance of its being
overstruck on Constantinopolitan type B of this series (PI. 46. 6). The emperors
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of Nicaea already have a recognized and considerable coinage in gold, electrum
or silver, and billon or copper assigned to them, and although John In, DucasVatatzes (1222-54) seems to have made a practice of basing his types on those
of John n, Comnenus, a tentative reading of the name John accounts for only
one type in the group under discussion (Thessalonican type A/small-module D).
Furthermore, coins of the Nicaean emperors are uniformly rare, if widespread,
in Bulgarian hoards of this period, whereas this series is exceedingly common.
The short-lived empire of Thessalonica (1224-46) had only three emperors who
are known to have issued coinage. The second and third of these, Manuel (123037) and John (1237-42, despot 1242-44), already have a considerable number of
types attributed to them in view of the brevity of their reigns and, as Bertele
has remarked," the style of the Thessalonican coinage is characteristically
neat-quite incapable of accommodating the variations of the series under discussion. In addition, John is always represented as beardless, being still a youth
at the time of his accession. Although there is reason to believe that the Asenid
tsars of Bulgaria struck coins imitating Byzantine types at a period subsequent
to c. II95, it is most unlikely that they could be responsible for a series comprising so many types.
The Latin emperors of Constantinople were formerly credited with striking
the coins (folleis) since identified as the latest types of the anonymous bronze,
but that suggestion has long since been discarded and they therefore remain
without a coinage. Yet there are two pieces of documentary evidence indicating
that the Latins did strike coins. The first is a reference in the De Signis Constantinopolitanis of Nicetas Choniates, who mentions that many of the ancient
statues in the hippodrome were used by the Latins, subsequent to the conquest
of 1204, for the striking of coins (exAACx KO! TOifrO KEK6epoO'1V Eis v61.llO'~O)12 The
second consists of a clause in the treaty of 1219 between Theodore I, Lascaris of
Nicaea and Giacomo Tiepolo, the podesta of the Venetians in Romania (the
lands of the former Empire): Conventum est inter hoc, quod nec Imperium meum,
neque tuus dispotatus habeat licentiam formare yperperos, vel manuelatos, aut
stamena equalis forme alterius partis. 13 As it was an important official document,
it would appear reasonable to assume that it means precisely what it says and
that the prohibition contained in it was made with regard to what had already
happened or was very likely to happen. Nor was the clause a matter of mere
formal custom, for it had not appeared in previous treaties between the Byzantine emperors and Venice, and it was not to appear again.
While the narrow interpretation of the clause presents no difficulties, the inferences that can be drawn from it, the various possible situations, one of which

must have led up to its formulation, are unfortunately much more varied. The
coinage of Theodore is well known and consists possibly~to use western termsof gold yperperi; certainly of electrum or silver manuelati and of billon stamena.
The Venetian consists of silver grossi and of billon petty deniers on the western
pattern. But the terms employed in the clause are specific: Theodore will not
copy Venetian yperperi, manuelati, or stamena; the Venetians will not copy
Theodore's. What cannot be inferred is that Theodore had been copying the
normal Venetian grossi or deniers. The imitation of the grosso became quite
common in the Balkan states of a later period, but neither the specific nor a
euphemistic interpretation of the clause will allow of such an inference. It is
possible that Theodore had been copying Venetian yperperi, manuelati, and
stamena, but this, of course, pre-supposes the Venetian issue of coinage on the
Byzantine pattern. And why should Theodore copy Veneto-Byzantine coins
when he was issuing his own coinage of Byzantine pattern in his own name?
The Venetians could have been copying Theodore's coinage, but this again necessitates the attribution of a coinage of Byzantine pattern to them. Less directly, it might be supposed that the Venetians were considering the issue of a
coinage of Byzantine pattern and, more particularly, of imitating Theodore's
coinage; that Theodore, having got to know of this situation, then decided formally to bind the Venetians from doing so by inserting a clause in the treaty;
that the intention of copying was therefore dropped before being put into practice. But this is the counsel of desperation and runs against the sense of the
rest of the document which is markedly concrete and practical. A further possibility is that some power other than Venice had issued copies of Theodore's
coinage, and that he was sufficiently perturbed to bind the Venetians from
following suit. This is less unlikely than the preceding.
The possibilities which seem to be most likely, or rather least unlikely, are
then, either that Venice was issuing imitations of Theodore's coinage or that a
third power was doing so.
At this stage it is useful to examine the alternative courses open to a Latin
power occupying former Byzantine territory, assuming that the decision to mint
coins had been taken. And it should be pointed out that it is prima facie most
improbable that at some point during the Latin occupation the necessity of
striking coins should not have arisen. The territory and prosperity of the Latin
empire and kingdom of Thessalonica might be much diminished, but the supply
of pre-conquest coinage was necessarily decreasing with each year; the sources
of Venetian and Western coinage, on the other hand, were far removed and
there is no evidence for the systematic supply of any Western coinage to the
Latin states. Two crucial decisions would therefore have been necessitated: the
first, the form that the coins were to take, whether the Western or the Eastern.
With the majority of the population of both the major cities and of the pro-
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11
12

13

T. Bertele, L'imperatore alato nella numismatica bizantina (Rome, 1951), p.
Nicetas Choniates, Bonn ed., pp. 858-59.
Tafel and Thomas, Urkunden, 2 (Vienna, 1856), p. 207.
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vinces remaining Greek, it would clearly have been advantageous, if not necessary, to adopt the Eastern form. Coinage, after all, is quite useless if the public
refuses to accept it. It would then have been necessary to decide on the name in
which the coinage was to be issued, whether that of the doge or that of the Latin
emperor or the king of Thessalonica or whoever the local ruler might be. Again,
the Greek population might well have found either alternative objectionable.
The evidence of documentary sources and the appearance in European hoards
of large numbers of coins of these six types in question, datable to the period
shortly after the conquest of 1204 and yet not attributable to the only major
issuing authority of the period, Theodore Lascaris, are both explicable if it is
assumed that the Latin authorities~whetherVenetian or imperial-avoided the
embarrassing choices before them merely by continuing to issue coins of the
traditional Byzantine pattern in the names of the emperors of the preceding
century. In theory, at least, they had no quarrel with any of them, except
Alexius III and Alexius V. In these circumstances Theodore might well have
become concerned about the possibility of his coinage being used as a model
for imitation: indeed, as will be shown below, he may have had actual grounds
for complaint.
Nor would this custom have been without remarkably similar precedents. The
coinage of the barbarian kingdoms settled upon territory formerly occupied by
the western Roman Empire had, after all, been closely imitative of the former
Roman types and denominations for well over two centuries. The Arabs had, in
their turn, done much the same within the provinces won from the Byzantine
Empire itself. The VVestern invaders, besides, came from parts of Europe where
immobilized types were in normal use. Most of the minting authorities in
northern Italy struck coins bearing the names of emperors long since in their
graves, without any attempt to keep them up to date. The same was true of
much of the feudal coinage of France, where the names or monograms of
Carolingian sovereigns were still in common use throughout the twelfth century.
The deniers of Flanders and Brabant did not at that time bear the names of
the actual rulers. Even in England an immobilized coinage had recently been
introduced, with Richard I and John striking pennies unchanged in type and
inscription from those of Henry Il. In Syria and Palestine the gold coins
issued by the Crusaders were no more than badly engraved imitations of
Fatimid dinars.
It would obviously have been unwise to copy the types of the earlier emperors
such as Alexius, John, and Manuel exactly, since they were of considerably
higher value than the coins of the later emperors and of the Latins themselves.
Consequently the Latin/Byzantine types were recognizable from the originals
by some small differences in the details of design, or were of a more or less
"fictional" character, having little basis in an earlier type except for the general
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principles of dress, the stance of the emperor depicted, and the style in which
the design was rendered.
Once this identification is made, the six issues of the group under discussion
can be divided into three smaller groups, two according to type, the other
according to module. The first consists of two types in the name of Manuel
and one in that of an Alexius. It is this that is given to Constantinople since
it would seem to be the group which extends into a whole series of issues, as
might be expected of an occupation lasting over half a century. Type A (PI.
25. 6-IO) seems to have found its origin in the third billon coinage of Manuel,
with the important distinction that on the obverse of the later issue the Virgin
is seated upon a throne with back, rather than without, and that on the reverse
the emperor holds an anexikakia, rather than a globus cruciger. A definite confirmation of this suggested connection is to be found in the fact that the shaft
of the labarum, in the case of the later issue, is occasionally decorated with between one and four dots, in a pale imitation of the strict officina distinctions
which characterize the earlier. The two main varieties of inscription M/lNOVH/I
LlEcnOTHC or nOPClJvPOrENNHTOC-both often incomplete, blundered, or
retrograde-connect the issue with type B (PI. 25. II, 12) which has the same
varying feature. It is the reverse of type B which seems to have been the
original of that found on the electrum scyphates of the Lusignan kings of
Cyprus. Type C must be later than type B on the evidence of an overstruck
specimen in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks (PI. 25. 13): more conveniently
illustrated as regards the overstrike on Plate 46 .
The second group-a very compact one-consists of three types attributable
to Thessalonica during the Latin occupation (1204-24). Type A (PI. 28. 1-4) is
undoubtedly earlier than type B (PI. 28. 5-8), which is in many cases overstruck
upon it (e.g., PI. 46. 5) -to such an extent indeed that the identification of both
types as emanating from the same source, though a different one from the Constantinopolitan group, is almost certain. A and B are related by a further, negative point. Of the several hundred specimens seen by the author, mainly in
Bulgarian hoards, in no case has an identifiable imperial personal name occurred,
although the dynastic name Comnenus occasionally appears on type B, and
in spite of the fact that the neatness of many specimens seems to herald that
characteristic feature of many of the issues of the Ducas subsequent to 12 2 4.
There can be little doubt that this lack-in contrast to the blundered but dominant lettering seen in the Constantinopolitan series-is deliberate, and it would
seem probable that this was the solution to the embarrassing problem of whose
name to put upon the coinage. In the same vein, the choice of SS. Helena and
Constantine as the reverse of type C (PI. 28. 9, la) was politically unexceptionable.
The attribution to Thessalonica is made on the basis of the recurrence of the
extraordinary pendilia form .1. .1. which dominates type A, and is only slightly
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less common on type B, although extremely uncommon on the Constantinopolitan series, being used by the die-cutters of that mint no more than might be
accounted for by unsystematic borrowing. Precisely this unusual feature had,
however, been employed on a series of hyperpyra belonging to Alexius I which
has also been attributed to Thessalonica (PI. 5. 7, 8) and in which it seems to
be related to the long stem of the cross which surmounts the globus-itself a
characteristic feature of the products of that mint. The resurrection of this
technique seems too striking to have been mere coincidence and may have resulted from an intentional search through mint documents in order to discover some
way by which the products of the mint might be made distinguishable.
In attributing issues of the period to Thessalonica, it should be remembered
that the city had certainly acted as a mint of great importance during the
period preceding the conquest of Iz04 (albeit mainly for tetartera, not trachea),
and that it very quickly again became so (this time mainly for trachea) directly
upon its re-occupation by the Ducas in Izz4. It would seem reasonable to
suppose therefore-once the fact of a Latin coinage has been accepted-that
Thessalonica should have been a mint in the relatively short intervening period.
The source of inspiration for the obverse of type A should probably be found
in the similar design used in the second billon coinage of John II. That for the
reverse, as already mentioned, can only have been var. C of the fourth billon
coinage of Manuel I, the officina distinction in the form of asterisks above the
cushion of Christ's throne having been retained. The original of the obverse of
type B may perhaps have been the hyperpyron type of Manuel I, although
there the bust of Christ Emmanuel is represented as beardless: the bearded
representation is virtually unprecedented. The reverse seems to have been
taken from the hyperpyron type of Alexius I, even to the exaggerated form of
the chlamys-jewelling as it drapes from the Emperor's left arm, and the dot on
the shaft of the labarum-headed scepter.
The third group is composed of coins of the six types described above, but
which are distinguished by their small module and light weight (P!. z9. I-I8).
To these there should, however, be added a further type in the name of Theodore Lascaris of Nicaea (P!. z9. I9, 20). Yet a further series, in the name of
John Ducas of Thessalonica will be treated with the coinage of that empire.
The main problem presented by these coins of small module is whether or
not they should be separated from the coins of larger module, but with the
same obverse and reverse types. If they are to be considered as emanating
from the same mints as the coins of larger module, and presumably at much
the same time, then there is a clear case for simply treating them as fractions of
the larger. Unfortunately, however, the situation is not quite so straightforward.
In the first place, although it is necessary to suppose that three mints and
two major political divisions were involved in the production of this series, the

ZII

characteristics of fabric, module, and, if it may be so termed, style, are identical
in all cases. Although the Latins might well be credited with a practice b~eaking
the tradition of the preceding century, in which fractional trache~ WIth the
same obverse and reverse types as the unit had no place, the same IS not true
of Theodore Lascaris whose coinage is otherwise of a strictly traditional pattern. Yet, since there'manifestly does exist a small-module series of coins in ~is
name, it would be necessary to conclude that he either initiated the pract1~e
himself or that he followed the Latins in their departure from precedent. It IS
also normal for fractional pieces to be issued in smaller quantities than their
units-whereas in all except a very few instances the small-module coins vastly
outnumber the larger ones in hoards.
.
.
Secondly, the evidence of hoards, when added to these general consld.eratlOns,
introduces distinct chronological complications which can only be consIdered as
invalidating the assumption that the small coins were issued more or less con.'
temporaneously with the large coins of identical types.
The Istanbul (B) hoard contained IZ4 specimens of the Constantmopohtanj
small-module type A; that is, the total included some examples at least of the
small-module series. Also included were fifty-eight specimens of the Constantinopolitan type B-with, apparently, not a single coin of t~e small-module
series The Troad hoard contained a further twenty-three speCImens of type B
with, .again, no coins of small module. The Yenimahalle hoar~ contained ISO
specimens of Constantinopolitan types A and Band Thessalonlcan types A, B,
and C-but again no coins of the small-moduleseries. It would therefore appe~r
that hoards within a small radius of Constantmople do not, m general, at thIS
early date, tend to contain the small-module series in large proportions.
Further evidence comes from the region of the northern end of the valley of
the river Struma, and consists of a group of six, perhaps seven, large hoards.
The seventh hoard is from an uncertain Bulgarian provenance, but so closely
resembles the remainder of the group in its contents that it may be pro:risionally attributed to the same general area. The large and small-module senes
of each type are arranged side by side in Table XIII below.
TABLE XIII

Hoard
Brestovo
Gradevo (II)
Kiustendil
Kiustendil reg.
Pokrovillk
Zheleznitsa
Uncertainprov.

,,'

G
Theo. I
E
Thess.
A
Thess.1 D
Con. A
Total
B
identifiable
(small) (large) (small) (large) (small)
(large) (small)
Coins
=
=
I
21
I6I4
78
4
2
6
18
3
339
I
10
34
566
2
14
4
37
37 '
I
3
I
18
35
488
4
22
33
37 8
2
2
I
I
8
470

(la~ge) I
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The pattern of occurrence is remarkably consistent. The commonest type is
undoubtedly Constantinopolitanjsmall-module A. What is perhaps more important is the proportions in which the large and small series occur: although the
large-module outnumbers the small in only two hoards (Kiustendil reg. and
that of uncertain provenance), nevertheless the former is always represented in
appreciable numbers. The total of the general type A never forms a very large
proportion of the total of identifiable coins present in the hoard. The three
other general types are less well represented-and, more important, present
only in the large module.
There is every reason to suppose from the similarity of their content that
these hoards were laid down at approximately the same time, and it follows
that they should give a comparatively accurate impression of the composition
of the local circulating medium. The date of deposition is presumably not too
far distant from 1208, which is the first date at which the Nicaean trachea of
Theodore Lascaris might have begun to appear, for only the first Constantinopolitan coinage and the first and second Thessalonican are present. At this early
period, therefore, the small-module coins neither made up an overwhelming proportion of the total hoard, nor, alternatively, swamped the coins of the same
types but of larger module.
An altogether different impression is given by another group of hoards, from
approximately the same area, perhaps with a concentration slightly to the
east-but of later date. The date is assured by their containing the later
trachea of Theodore Lascaris or of his successor John Ducas-Vatatzes, or the
same denomination of the emperors of Thessalonica (see Table XIV infra).

coinage of Theodore I, were produced comparatively soon after the conquest of
1204, but that, at some appreciably later date, there was a gigantic burst of
production, at all three mints, of small-module pieces bearing the same types
as their earlier and larger counterparts. This is, of course, possible, but considering the political divisions involved, unlikely. It is particularly unlikely that
the official mint of Thessalonica would have been allowed to continue the smallmodule series of Latin design subsequent to the recovery of the city by the
Ducasin1224-adate much too early to account for the changes in the circulating medium that took place between the deposition of the two groups of hoards
analyzed above.
Yet the comparatively late date at which these coins of small module were
apparently produced is confirmed by the existence-and presence in late hoards
-of a similar series with the types and in the name of John Comnenus-Ducas,
emperor of Thessalonica1237-42 (PIs. 40. I2-41. I8). The large number
of types involved in this latter series strongly suggests that its production
was not necessarily limited to the few years of John's short reign, but the
approximate date at which both series seem to have flourished is very much
the same.
It would therefore seem necessary to dissociate this small-module series
from the la rger module one with the same obverse and reverse types, however
unwelcome this might be on general principles.
But if this is the case, then what were these small coins, and from where did
they come? Unfortunately neither question can be answered with any assurance
on the basis of the present state of the evidence: at best, tentative suggestions
can be put forward.
The small module and often wretched manufacture of this series, together
with the constant and drastic clipping down of larger, regular coins, as seen in
such late hoards as those from Logodash, Dorkovo, Mogilitsa, Oustovo, Preslav, and Tri Voditsi, suggests that it perhaps ought to be viewed as something
in the way of an "unofficial" imitative coinage-produced in order to supplement the meager supplies of the official mints, and at least tolerated by the
authorities themselves. A parallel might be found in the "barbarous" radiate
and diademed coins of small module and clipped fabric which the western provinces of the Roman Empire produced in vast quantities at various times
during the late third to fifth centuries.
Hoard evidence suggests that Greece and Bulgaria were the areas in which
the small-module coinage tended to dominate the circulating mediums of the
third to the fifth or sixth decades of the thirteenth century. Whether the production of a similar series in the name of John Ducas of Thessalonica conveys
any hint as to the major source, or sources, of both series remains to be seen.
The small-module series of John Ducas contains an astonishing number of types
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The pattern has changed completely: the small-module coins of type A
not only form a greater proportion of the total hoard, they overwhelmingly
outnumber their larger counterparts. Although the remaining types of the series
do not occur in the same numbers, it is nevertheless clear that the coins of
larger module are generally outnumbered by the smaller.
The prima facie evidence of the hoards therefore suggests that the early types
of the mints of Constantinople and Thessalonica, together with the first Nicaean
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for a short reign of seven years at most; it is generally reckoned that his
authority to strike coins ended with his demotion to the rank of despot after a
mere five years. Yet there are no less than fifteen types at a conservative count,
and others will very probably come to light in future: the large number of types
should not disguise the fact that each survives in a remarkably small number of
specimens, frequently less than half a dozen, some being apparently unique. In
the circumstances, therefore, it will be surprising if additional types do not
turn up occasionally as they have done so far. With the appearance of each
new type it becomes increasingly difficult to believe that the series is an official
one the production of which was confined to the short period of his rule. It
should be pointed out that, whereas the regular coinage of John Ducas (PI. 40.
I-5, 6-IO) is of a relatively conservative character in its choice of iconographical themes, the small-module coinage (PIs. 40. I2-I5; 4I. I-I8) provides several astonishing departures from tradition: the emperor holding a large banner;
the winged emperor; the winged emperor atop the towered walls of a city.
As Bertele has convincingly shown, there are strong reasons for supposing that
such themes betray Western influences. Might this not give some clue as to who
actually produced the coins, or for whose benefit they were produced?
Although the two major series of small-module coins, that with Latin and
Lascarid obverse and reverse types, and that with the Thessalonican, are almost
certainly connected-whether by a common source or merely by a common
standard-it has been thought less confusing and more in conformity with the
present state of evidence to classify them as separate from their counterparts
of large module, but not to remove them from their vicinity. Consequently, the
pieces with Latin and Lascarid types have been listed as an appendage to the
Latin coinage, and those with Thessalonican types together with the regular
coinage of John Ducas.
Whatever the solution of the problem outlined above, if the main suggestions
of this Chapter are accepted, the general scheme of the thirteenth-century coinage
is now radically altered and an understanding of the climate which produced
the extraordinary clause in the treaty of I2Ig is at least facilitated. Coinage
was being copied on a large scale. Theodore was concerned lest his own might
suffer-indeed, if the small-module coins with his types were not, in fact, produced by his moneyers, he had legitimate cause for concern. Moreover the
copiers were the Latin authorities, placed in the position of an alien minority
ruling a still overwhelmingly Greek population. Unwilling or incapable of producing a viable coinage of their own, they resorted to continuing the types and
themes of the preceding century.
A precise allocation of responsibility for the production of the Latin imitative
series-as between the Venetians and the local imperial or royal authorities-is,
unfortunately, not possible on the basis of present evidence. Although it is

perhaps tempting to see the Venetians as solely responsible and the treaty
clause as the inevitable result, the actual phrasing employed in it does not justify such a direct inference. Theodore may merely have been hoping to put
pressure on the local authorities via the Venetians, or he may simply have decided to anticipate any Venetian moves toward following an example already set
by the local authorities. What is certain is that the treaty clause was not a
piece of verbiage produced without adequate reason-to fill up paper. Something
of appreciable moment must have occurred to justify the inclusion of a clause
which, although less specific than one might now wish, nevertheless remains
unparalleled in the text of any other treaty between Byzantium and the West.
The first three issues only of the Latin mint of Constantinople having been
discussed, it remains to deal with the remainder. Unfortunately the relative
order is completely lost, and probably unrecoverable.
Type D has already been the occasion of some disagreement. It was attributed by Wroth to Manuel Comnenus-Ducas of Thessalonica,14 but Bertele has
since correctly pointed out that the blundered-frequently retrograde-inscription, and the heavy, crude style disqualify it from any consideration as the
product of that mint, and prefers an attribution to Manuel I, Comnenus 15 The
evidence of hoards, however, clearly confirms the type in a thirteenth-century
context: Assenovgrad (I specimen), Dorkovo (5), Oustovo (I), Pisaratsi (I), and
Tri Voditsi (22). All except the first are datable at least to the third decade
of the thirteenth century, and it would therefore seem reasonable to attribute
the type to the Latin series.
Type E is clearly related to the previous by fabric, module, and style.
Examples occurred in the Troad hoard (I specimen) and that from Preslav (I?).
Type F, again of the same stylistic group, occurred in the hoards from Mogilitsa (2 specimens ?) and Tri Voditsi (7).
Type G is known apparently only from a specimen in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks.
Type H occurred in the hoards from Preslav (I specimen) and Tri Voditsi (6).
Type I is again apparently known only from a single specimen, in the Bibliotheque Nationale, but is of the same style as the preceding types and is related
by its unusual obverse to types Sand T.
Types J and K have been attributed by Bertele to Constantine Ducas,
Sebastocrator of Thessaly (c. I28g-I303), who is not otherwise known to have
issued coinage. 16 There were two specimens of type J in the Preslav hoard, and
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14 W. Wrath, Catalogue of the Coins at the Vandals, Ostrogoths and Lombards and of the Empires of
Thessalonica, Nicaea and Trebizond in the British Museum (London, IgII), pp. 198-99, nos. 3, 4 (type 2).
15 T. Bertele, HMonete di Giovanni Comneno Duca imperatore di Salonicco (1237-1244)," Numismatica, I6 (I950), p. 79, note 65·
16 Idem, "Monete bizantine inedite 0 rare," Zeitschrift fur Numismatik, 36 (1926), pp. 35-36,
nos. IIZ, I!3.
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seven in the Tri Voditsi hoard, and, although both are of a late pattern, it is
most unlikely to be that late: a date somewhere in the fourth to sixth decades
of the thirteenth century is far more acceptable in view of their contents. The
type should therefore be attributed to the Latin occupation. Despite the lack
of the nimbus, the person depicted under the name Constantine can only be the
saint of that name. The choice of this unusual type was possibly motivated
by the same kind of consideration as demonstrated by Thessalonican type C.
Type L is also apparently known only from a Dumbarton Oaks specimen.
Type M is apparently known from two specimens: one in the collection of the
American Numismatic Society, the other at Dumbarton Oaks. The obverse type
is similar to that used for type J.
Type N has been attributed by Bertele to John Il, Comnenus,17 but, although
the design is almost certainly based upon the reverse type of the electrum issue
of that Emperor, such an attribution is impossible in view of the crude style of
the rendering. An alternative attribution to John Ill, Ducas-Vatatzes of Nicaea
is possible, but the emperor is portrayed here with a rounded beard, not with
a forked one as is normal for John Ill. The type would, however, be at home
in the context of the preceding series.
Type 0 was attributed to John Il in the Ratto Catalogue, an attribution
also recently followed by Bertele. 18 It is, however, of thirteenth-century date:
there was one in the Istanbul (B), three in the Oustovo, and ten in the Tri
Voditsi hoard. It is, in addition, known to be overstruck on Thessalonican
type C of this series (PI. 46. 8). An attribution to John Ill, Ducas-Vatatzes of
Nicaea is a possibility, but an unlikely one for the same reasons of portraiture
as in the preceding type, N. The triangular shaped object to be seen in the
field, to the left of the standing figure of Christ, is a puzzling feature and can
be explained only by considering it as an attempt to represent, in perspective,
the corner of the dais upon which Christ often stands-an attempt which has,
however, become disassociated from the actual figure. The reverse type has
apparently been taken from the first metropolitan billon coinage of John Il.
Type P has already come under discussion: Wroth placed it (correctly) with
type D which it very much resembles in fabric, module, and style; his further
attribution to Thessalonica during the period r243-4619 must be rejected on the
same grounds as his attribution of type D to Manuel Comnenus-Ducas; the
style is too crude. The type is quite definitely a thirteenth-century one, however, for specimens have occurred in the hoards from Dorkovo (4 specimens),
Mogilitsa (r), Oustovo (r), Preslav (2), and Tri Voditsi (r6). It also appeared
in the equally late Postallar hoard (8 specimens). A single specimen said to have

come from the Souvatite hoard-which is otherwise dated by coins of Alexius
III-is probably intrusive, for its bright orange patina distinguishes it from the
rest of the coins.
Type Q is apparently known only from a single specimen in the collection at
Dumbarton Oaks, but clearly fits into this series with regard to type, module,
fabric, and style.
Type R occurred in the hoards from Dorkovo (4 specimens), Preslav (r), and
Tri Voditsi (8). It also apparently occurred in the Postallar hoard (3 speci~ens).
Type S has apparently not yet been found in hoards, but type T, to WhICh It
is obviously related by the unusual type of the Virgin Hagiosoritissa, occurred
in the hoards from Dorkovo (3 specimens), Mogilitsa (r), and Tri Voditsi (r2).
There can be no doubt that the late pattern of hoards-Dorkovo, Mogilitsa,
Oustovo, Pisaratsi, Preslav, and Tri Voditsi-represents the circulating medium
of the third to sixth decades of the thirteenth century, and the appearance in
them of coins in the names of emperors such as Andronicus, Constantine, and
Manuel, together with the associated anonymous types, can have resulted only
from the continuation of the Latin imitative series: for there were no emperors
at all of that period named Andronicus or Constantine, and the only Manuel
(of Thessalonica) could not have struck both the fine, ne~t coins t~at ~e provably products of his reign and the crude, blundered coms of thIS senes. The
term "imitative" is no more than partly applicable in the case of many of the later
types, for, whereas H and I certainly have some foundation in the coinage of
Andronicus I, and Nand 0 are similarly based upon types struck by John Il,
many, such as J, K, and L, are purely fictional in that they are neither struck
in the name of the reigning emperor nor based on any previous issue.
The tetarteron type given to the Latin mint of Constantinople (PI. 27. I2, I3)
is so assigned because of the similarity in points of detail between the representation of the Virgin, on the obverse, and that on types Nand R of the trachea.
The jewelled border along the front of the maphorion common to all these
types apparently does not appear on twelfth-century issues. The inscription on
this tetarteron type is mostly blundered, but probably reads: ICI\I\KIOC.
The half-tetarteron types (PI. 28. II-I4) are assigned to Thessalonica on the
grounds that there had been a long tradition for the striking of this denomination at the mint: type C of the trachea, moreover, also portrays SS. Helena and
Constantine. The figures on the half-tetarteron type B are both turned slightly
to one side, Helena to the right, Constantine to the left: the same rather unusual
posture is adopted by Theodore Comnenus-Ducas on his half-tetarteron types
(PI. 38. I2-IS). That these types are halves, and not the unit, is clear from the
weight of the specimens in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks. The two specimens of type A weigh 1.85 and 1.39gm., the six specimens of type B weigh
1.74, 1.69, 1.67, 1.54, 1.46, and 1.35gm ..
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"BULGARIAN" IMITATIVE COINAGE
(ii)
THE IMITATIVE COINAGE OF THE PERIOD OF THE ASENID
TSARS OF BULGARIA
c. II95-?
BILL.

TRACHY

Type A (As Manuel I, 4th coinage, var. C)
Obv. IC xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand. Asterisk above cushion
of throne on either side.
Rev. MANliHA LlEcnOT -or var. M=!' ev in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter (occasionally scepter cruciger), and in left, globus cruciger. Virgin wears tunic and
maphorion.
Type B (As Isaac H, var. A)
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. ICAAKIOC LlEcnOTHC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, COllar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 24-IO-I4
Type C (As Alexius Ill, var. Il)
Obv.+KERO HeEl. ic xc in field.
Beardless, nimbate bust of Christ wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.
Rev. AAE3:IUJLlEcn

o

UJ TUJKOM\I-NUJ - or var.
Kt
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Saint Constantine nimbate,
holding between them globus cruciger. Emperor and saint each wear
stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type, and
hold labarum-headed scepter (occasionally scepter cruciger, or jewelled).
PI. 24.I5, PI. 25.I-5
218
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THE COINAGE OF THE BULGARIANS: COMMENTARY
The information gained from the identification of the Latin imitative series
itself reveals chronological anomalies in the behavior of another small group of
trachea.
This group consists of three main types and is closely based on the metropolitan' series: the fourth coinage of Manuel, and the substantive types of Isaac II
and Alexius HI. Unlike the Latin series, they are more or less direct copies.
Fortunately for the sake of distinction, however, the strict system of jewelling
on the imperialloros and collar-piece which marks the metropolitan series is not
adhered to in the case of the imitative coins. In addition, whereas the metropolitan coins of Alexius III always have the loros waists ~ IH or I8J IH or
~ IH, the imitative series adds the easily recognizable varieties (a) I8J ~, (b)
IJffiI IH, and (c) ~ ~. In general, the imitative coins are distinguishable from
the metropolitan by differences of fabric, module, and style. The fabric of
the former is irregular, frequently marred by striking cracks, the module is
often smaller, and the style has been described by Metcalf as "linear"-in
addition, the inscription is mostly crudely effected and blundered. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish the originals from the copies in the case of Alexius
Ill/type C coins, for the degeneration in style and technique which affected
the coins of the metropolitan mint under that Emperor diminishes the differences
between the two. However, examination of a series will often have the effect
of emphasizing the peculiarities of each.
With the recognition of the Latin series commencing in I204 or soon after,
hoards deposited during the decades to either side of I200 can now be recognized
with a good deal more certainty than hitherto possible. The group of hoards
containing issues of the emperors up to, and frequently including, those of
Isaac H, has already been noted and dated to some point in the reign of that
Emperor. Now, hoards including coins of both Alexius III and the Latin
series can be given a definite post-I204 date (whether or not they include
coins of Theodore of Nicaea), while those including the coins of Alexius III but
not the Latin series can-with a good deal of probability, but not certaintybe dated to the reign of Alexius, or very shortly after, before the Latin coins
amounted to an appreciable part of the circulating medium.
A list of the larger Bulgarian hoards of pre-conquest date, giving the relative
numbers of metropolitan and imitative coins of the series in question is given
in Table XV on page 220.
The figures are as conclusive as those for the Latin series: to all intents and
purposes, the imitative series in question-even the "Manuel" type-did not
begin to arrive in the circulating medium in Bulgaria until either late in the
reign of Isaac II or during the reign of Alexius HI. A pre-II95 date cannot be
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TABLE XVI

TABLE XV
Manuel!.

4th
Hoard

Coinage

(metropolitan)

-?-

Batkoun
Belitsa
Draganovo
Enina
Iskra
Kaloyanovets
Kroushare
Novo Se10

1195

Tinrkmen (Il)
Turnovo (I)

r

Yagoda
Kartal (1914)
Kazanluk

Mnglizh (I)
Pirdop
~I204

Plovdiv reg.
Strazhitsa

1°5 1
47
444
91
8
367
148
367
60
28
160
17
18
27
2
-

34
41
25

Tsruncha (A)
Tsrnucha (B)
Tnrnovo (Il)

-

Tvurditsa

II

Imitative
Series

-

I

-

I

188
2°4
2

1°5
95
4
34

Androuicus I

Isaac II

(metrop- (metropolitan)

29 6
3
52
24
5
75
58
1°9
17
7
37
3
2
9

-

6
II
9
-

221

olitan)
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tive
Series

Alexius
III
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I
lmitative
Series

129

-

-

II
19
7°
23 8

-

-

-

-

-

16
3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
93
167
20
23
4°7
332
245
28 5
24

310
202
6
-

2( 1)
15°
II5
22
59

-

-

-

-

5
191
234
32
67
53 1
533
379
33 6
73

-

-

-

-

-

239
3 08

-

4(1)
52
39
-

15

entirely excluded, for the Batkoun-Yagoda pattern of hoards were mostly, if
not all, buried during the early years of the reign of Isaac (II85-95), but it is at
least certain that these hoards do not generally include the imitative series.
Metcalf has suggested that this series emanated from a number of provincial
mints in Greece and assumed that they are to be dated to the reigns of the
emperors in whose name the coins purport to have been issued. Both points
are considerably undermined by the late appearance of this series-for why
should imperial (even provincial) mints strike numbers of coins in the names
of deceased emperors? The postulated Greek origin is rendered invalid b'l the
fact that the Struma valley hoards show no signs of overwhelming numbers of
these coins penetrating up from Greece either prior to II95 or subsequently
(see Table XVI on p. 221).
Judging by the figures, the metropolitan coinage of Manuel disappeared very
quickly from circulation, probably owing to its relatively high silver content,
and it is for this reason that the proportions for the metropolitan type of Manuel and its imitation are so disparate. However, despite the comparatively late
date of these hoards (probably well into the second decade of the thirteenth
century), the figures for Isaac and Alexius show appreciably less difference be-

I Manuel I,
Hoard

4th Coinage

(met.)
Brestovo

19

Gradevo (Il)

-

Kiustendil
Kiustendil reg.
Pokrovnik
Zheleznitsa
Uncertain pray.

20
I

9
I

25

Imitative
Series

Isaac II

Imitative
Series

Alexius III

(met.)

(met.)

Imitative
Series

386
1°5
75
183
II8
1°3
47

29°
56
154
9
66
22
21 5

157
10
25
80
51
54
12

37°
83
18 3
27
98
49
II7

26 7
23
5°
14
85
9°
18

tween the two series: in fact there is a definite tendency for the metropolitan
coins to outnumber the imitations.
The figures for the pre-conquest hoards from Bulgaria show considerable
variation, although hoards such as that from the region of Plovdiv may be considered as bodies of coinage taken from the metropolitan region and not allowed
to mix with the local currency. Yet neither of the two large hoards from north
of the Balkan range-Strazhitsa or Turnovo-contain large numbers of the imitative series. The two large hoards from Tsruncha, in the southwestern Thracian plain, similarly do not contain overwhelming proportions of that series,
though certainly greater than the Strazhitsa/Turnovo hoards. On the other hand,
both hoards from the region of the Sredna Gora-Kazanluk and Muglizh (1)contain large proportions of the imitative series, outnumbering the metropolitan even in the cases of Isaac and Alexius. This pattern is possibly confirmed by
the (later) hoard from nearby Korten in which there were no specimens of
Manuel's metropolitan fourth coinage, but thirty-nine imitations, six specimens
of Isaac's metropolitan type with eight imitations, and twelve specimens of the
metropolitan type of Alexius, together with no less than seventy-two imitations.
Twelve pieces of a Latin issue date the hoard to the post-conquest period.
The late appearance of this series, as already pointed out, suggests that,
although pre-conquest in date, it was not imperial. It appeared between c. II95
and 1204 and seems strongest in the region of the northern Thracian plain
and the Sredna Gora. It was precisely at this period that the latter areas fell
under the rule of the Asenid tsars. Moreover, copies of imperial types of the late
tenth or the eleventh century have been found in considerable numbers in
Bulgaria. The total of evidence at present available would therefore seem to
suggest that this series in fact forms a Bulgarian imitative coinage-whether
officially inspired or merely tolerated cannot be ascertained. The official Bulgarian coinage, in the name of the ruling tsar, apparently does not commence
until the reign of Ivan II, Asen (1218-41), although Kaloyan, as early as
1203-1204 had demanded, and obtained, the right of coining in his own name
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from Innocent Ilpo The series in question would clearly fill the hiatus admirably.
It is easy to see why the fourth metropolitan coinage of Manuel was chosen,
in that it must have formed the major element of the circulating medium until
well into Isaac's reign. Var. C was no doubt selected as the most distinctive.
Whether these three main types were produced in chronological succession or all
at one time is impossible to say. As to the identity of the mint concerned~
although there might have been more than one-the obvious candidate is
Verroe (Stara Zagora), the largest city of the area in question, which must have
fallen into Bulgarian hands at some time subsequent to IIgI. 21 That it, rather
than Turnovo, should be the site of a mint is not surprising at this early period
in the organization of the second Bulgarian empire, for the latter city must
have taken some time to develop.
The fact that type A, at least, was being struck at a date subsequent to the
death of Manuel, in whose name it was allegedly struck, would seem confirmed
by the evidence of a coin in the collection at Dumbarton Oaks, The reverse
inscription of this piece clearly reads: - lVI\3fNI\lVT (PI. 24.9). Now, the first
emperor bearing the family name Angelus was Isaac Il (II8 S-gS), and if, as
seems likely from appearances, the coin is genuine (although clipped and flattened), it must have been produced after II8S. But the obverse and reverse
types are those of Manuel's fourth metropolitan coinage, var. C.
20 Bullarium Diplomatum et Privilegiorum Sanetorum Romanorum Pontificum, 3, ed. A. Tomassetti
(Turin, r8S8), no. XXXVIII, p. r88: Ad petitionem . .. publicam in regno tuo cudendi monetam tUG
charactere insignitam, liberam tibi concedimus jacultatem.
21 VVhen Isaac fled back to the city after being ambushed in the passes of the Balkan range (Nicetas Choniates, Bonn ed., p. 562).

(iii)
SUMMARY
The "horizontal" complexity of the coinage of the twelfth century~theneed
to accommodate within a single reign trachea of wildly differing fabric, module,
style, and weight-has now been replaced with a "vertical" one; the distinction of several chronological waves of imitative coins overlying the original
imperial issues. It is for this reason that hoards deposited subsequent to the
appearance of the last of them present an incredibly confused picture, containing
as they do, both the original issues and all the various imitations based on them.
The main defense of the arrangement postulated in the preceding sections of
this Chapter is therefore not only that it can be seen to work in the chronological listing of hoards, but that in itself such a radical reinterpretation makes
a good deal more sense than the situation previously accepted.
Once this distinction is made, it is quite plain that the monetary system of the
Comneni and Angeli together with the organization of its production was essentially very simple. The main mint throughout, as far as the coinage of gold,
electrum and billon trachea was concerned, was Constantinople itself. The coinage of copper tetartera and half-tetartera was, however, divided between two
main mints, Constantinople and Thessalonica, with a probable temporary third
somewhere in the central Greek provinces.
It is only with the reigns of Isaac Il and his successor Alexius III that complications begin to appear. At some point during that period the first wave of
the imitative coinages appeared: based on the almost direct copying of the
Byzantine series, it apparently originated in the areas of the Empire recently
lost to the Asenid tsars of Bulgaria.
With the Latin conquest of 1204, the pattern speedily becomes confused,
despite the fact that the coinages of the empires of Nicaea and later Thessalonica are easily recognizable. Three further imitative series must now be
distinguished, with one of them having chronological complications in addition.
The series issued by the Latins in Constantinople is marked by its reversion to
the types of previous emperors, but with slight and presumably deliberate
distinctions in the iconography of the obverse or reverse types, or both: the
name of the emperor by whom the original was issued is normally prominent,
although frequently badly blundered. The Thessalonican series is necessarily of
shorter duration but produced on much the same lines as that of the capital.
A different technique is, however, used with regard to the imperial name, for
in all but a few cases it is deliberately omitted. The third series is that
consisting of coins of small module, struck in direct imitation of the early Constantinopolitan and Thessalonican Latin coins, together with the main Nicaean
type of Theodore Lascaris.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
THE COINAGE OF THE EMPIRES OF NICAEA AND THESSALONICA

The three major successor states to the Empire of the Comneni and AngeliNicaea, Thessalonica, and Trebizond-all issued coinage in some quantity. While
those of Nicaea and Thessalonica were modelled largely upon the pattern of
the Alexian reformed coinage, that of Trebizond, which was geographically and
politically an isolated unit, was overwhelmingly of a pattern more akin to those
of the Seljuk sultans of Rum and the Armenian kings of Cilicia. For this reason
it will not be dealt with in this pUblication.
The obvious similarities between the coinage of the twelfth-century Empire
and that of its thirteenth-century successors tend to conceal one difference of
fundamental importance. While the circulating medium of the earlier period
was composed of a relatively small number of issues, each of considerable
volume, that of the later was, on the contrary, made up of a very great number
of issues, most of them apparently struck in minimal quantities and now known
only from very few surviving examples. Although this observation does not
perhaps apply to the first Nicaean emperor Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
(1208-22), it certainly does to his successors John III, Ducas-Vatatzes (122254), Theodore II, Ducas-Lascaris (1254-58), and Michael VIII, Palaeologus
(1258/59-61). The emperors of Thessalonica, Theodore Comnenus-Ducas (122430), Manuel (1230-37), and John (1237-44) are all represented, despite the
brevity of their reigns, by a disproportionately large number of types, with
completely new ones still occasionally appearing. It has therefore been impossible to treat the coinages of the successor states with anything like the degree
of completeness which, it is hoped, has been achieved for the earlier emperors.
It should also be pointed out that the lists of types contained in this section
include only those which have been (in the author's opinion) adequately published
and photographed, or of which he has personal knowledge. Although this
further limits the degree of completeness, it was thought that the alternativelong lists of types, many of which owe their existence to over-enthusiastic reconstruction, the over-indulged desire to discover varieties differing from those
already known, or simple misattribution-has been a serious drawback to the
study of this series for some considerable time. It is hoped, on the other hand,
that the body of proven material described and illustrated here will provide a
concentrated point of reference which will be of some use for the substantial
amount of work which remains to be done in this field.
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The detailed study of the monetary history of the period is faced with problems which are no less formidable. While the general form of the monetary
system remains unaltered from the twelfth century, there were undoubtedly
considerable changes in the values of particular denominations. Unfortunately
there is much less documentary evidence for the thirteenth century than for
the twelfth, and for this reason the precise denominational structure remains
obscure. The same lack of sources renders the recovery of the contemporary
terminology at best a patchy affair, although fortunately it seems, insofar
as it is recoverable, to be a direct continuation of that of the preceding
period.
References to vo>liCJi10TO,1 V0i1{CJi10TO XpVCJCX, 2 v0i1iCJi10TO (XPVCJCX) E~6:YI03 and
v0i11CJi1OTO VrrepTIvpo (E~6:yIO),4 together with such Latin transliterations as
yperperi,5 all involve the standard gold coin of the day, the hyperpyr~n
nomisma. During the early years of the century the only hyperpyra m
circulation would have been those of the Comneni and Angeli of the
pre-conquest period, but with the third and fourth decades the hyperpyra of the
Nicaean emperor John III would rapidly have come to form the bulk of the
circulating medium of precious metal, particularly since they represented an
alloy slightly-but appreciably~lowerthan that of the earlier rulers.
A Latin document of 1219 and a Greek one of 1208 mention respectively the
stamenum6 and a sum in nomismata to be paid 51a Tpoxewv. 7 Both involve the
billon scyphate.
The manuelatus continues to put in an appearance in Latin documents:
thus manuelatos bonos in 12078 and manuelatos in 1219.9 On the basis of the
Pisan document of II99, which has been discussed in a previous chapter, the
obvious step would be a straightforward identification of the manuelatus with
the electrum trachy. There is, however, another possibility: the term may here
refer to the hyperpyron. The reference of 1219 is to ... yperperos vel manuelatos aut stamena. ... Unfortunately the passage is capable of two interpretations. In the first place, three denominations would be involved-yperperus,
manuelatus and stamenum. On the other hand, manuelatus could quite well
qualify yperperus in which case two denominations only would be involved:
the yperperus manuelatus and the stamenum. In ,view of the unequivocal
1 E.g., Mildosich and Mliller, Acta et Diplomata, 6, pp. 152, 157. 159, 168, 170, 17 1, 17 2 , 173·
, Ibid., 4, pp. 47, 50, 61.
8 Ibid., p. 78.
4 Ibid., pp. 52, 74, and passim.
5 E.g., Tafel and Thomas, Urkunden, 2, pp. 43, 53, 60, go.
6 Ibid., p. 207.
7 Miklosich and Miiller, op. cit., 4. p. 183.
a Tafel and Thomas, op. cit., 2, p. 58.
, Ibid., p. 207.
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evidence of the Pisan ~ocument :nentioned above, however, it is probably wiser
to accept the former mterpretatlOn, and three denominations.
The term V6~1(Y~Q TP1KE<PQAQV (often abbreviated to rKt-.')lO occurs in dated documents of I2I3 and I2I6 from the Monastery of Patmos,ll and of I208, I232,
a.nd I237 from that of Lembo. l2 Although the later references are quite posslbly to the hyperpyra .0f.John In, which portray the three figures of Christ,
the en:peror, and the Virgm, those of I208, I2I3, and I2I6-to be assigned to
the ~eign of Theodore I -are much less decisive. It is possible that they refer
to either hyperpyra or electrum trachea of the pre-conquest emperors, but it
should be remembered that the electrum or silver trachea of Theodore I himself
are also capable of this description.
10 ~or the explanation of the abbreviation rKA', see F. D61ger, "Chronologisches und Prosopo~
graEhis.ches.zur byz~:inischen Geschichte des 13. Jahrhunderts," BZ, 27 (1927), pp. 296-97, note 4.
MiklOS1Ch and Muller, op. cit., 6, pp. 164, 175.

12

Ibid., 4, pp. 183, 79, go.

(i)
THE EMPIRE OF NICAEA
The situation confronting Theodore Lascaris on his flight from the City in
I204 was perhaps even more disastrous than that which Alexius I had faced in
I08I: the latter had, at least, control of the capital upon which to base his
reconstitution of the state.
Asia Minor, which was to be the basis of Theodore's reconstruction was, on
the other hand, in utter chaos. A number of members of the great families of
the Empire had established themselves as independent sovereigns: Alexius
and David Comnenus-even before the fall of the City-in Trebizond; Sabbas
Asidenus in Sampson near Miletus; Manuel Mavrozomes in the Maeander valley;
Theodore Mangaphas in Philadelphia once more; Leo Gavalas in Rhodes; and a
Byzantine educated Italian named Aldobrandini in Attalia. l3
All but the last few years of the reign of Theodore I were spent in suppressing these dynasts and campaigning against the Latins on the one side, the
Seljuks on the other. At his death in I222, the frontiers of the Nicaean empire
in Asia Minor were already largely established. His successor, John In, was
therefore little concerned with this area, beyond extending his rule over the
northwest and the islands off the coast. Interest was henceforth centered on
Europe where by I246 he was in possession of Thrace up to the Maritsa-reconquered from the Bulgarians-and of Thessalonica, which had been the site of
the only other serious attempt to reconstitute the Byzantine Empire in its old
form with its former frontiers. In turn, at his death in I254, the empire extended from the Adriatic to Amastris on the Pontic coast and to the Cnidan
peninsula on the Aegean. Only the recovery of Constantinople remained, and
with this, in I26I, the goal of the successor states for over half a century was
finally attained.
THE COINAGE OF THEODORE I, COMNENUS-LASCARIS
I208-I222
N

HYPERPYRON

MINT OF NICAEA OR MAGNESIA

Obv. KERO HeEl. le xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
13 The main Byzantine authors for this highly obscure period are Nicetas Choniates (Bonn ed.,
p. 842) and George AC1opolites (Bonn ed., pp. 12-14).
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Rev. (8EOL;llJPOC KOMNHNOC ?) in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
M anus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 30.I
lR

TRACHY

MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type Ai

ic XC in upper field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. 8EOL;llJPOCL;ECnOT O,8EOL;llJPOC---or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded and
nimbate, holding between them long shaft, at the head of which a star.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and
sagion; holds sheathed sword, point downward, in right hand. Saint
wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sheathed sword
point downward, in left hand.
PI. 30 . 2 , 3
TypeB
Obv. iC XC 0 EMMI\N\lHI\ in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, weanng tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. 8EOL;llJPOCL;EC O,8EOL;llJPOC-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft, at
the base of which three steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and
chlamys; holds sheathed sword, point downward, in right hand. Saint
wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sheathed sword,
point downward, in left hand.
Obv.

BILL. TRACHY
MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage
Obv. M-P 8V in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
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Rev. 8EOL;llJPOC 08EOL;llJPOC-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded and
nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Emperor
wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified
type; holds labarum-headed scepter in right hand. Saint wears short
military tunic and breastplate; holds spear in left hand, resting over
shoulder.
PI. 30.7-IO
Second coinage
Obv. iC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; holds Gospels in left hand. Asterisk above cushion
of throne, on either side.
Rev. 8EOL;llJPOC L;EcnOTHC KOMNHNOC 0 I\I\CKI\PHC in two columnar
groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Asterisk
frequently on left, or right, or both, of inside of chlamys as it hangs
from emperor's arms.
PI. 3I.I-5
MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type A
Obv.

~ ~ in field.

Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev. (8EOL;llJPOC 08EOL;llJPOC?)
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded
and nimbate, holding between them labarum on long shaft. Emperor
wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified
type; holds in right hand anexikakia, sword hangs point downward to
left of waist. Saint wears short military tunic and breastplate; holds
spear in left hand, resting over shoulder, sword hangs point downward
to right of waist.
PI. 3I.6, 7
Type B (As lR type B)
Obv. ic XC 0 EMMI\N\lHI\ in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
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Rev. (8EOt>lUPOC 08EOt>lUPOC?)
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft, at
the base of which three steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and
chlamys; holds sheathed sword, point downward, in right hand. Saint
wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sheathed
sword, point downward, in left hand.
PI. 31.8, 9
TypeC
Obv. le xc 0 EMM/\N\lH/\ in two columnar groups.

Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. (8EOt>lUPOC 08EOt>lUPOC?)
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded and
nimbate, standing on dais, holding between them labarum(?) on long
shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in right
hand labarum-headed scepter. Saint wears short military tunic and
breastplate; holds spear in left hand, resting over shoulder.
PI. 31.IO
THE COINAGE OF THEODORE I: COMMENTARY
GENERAL

The date at which Theodore began to issue coinage is uncertain, but his position during the first few years after 1204 was so precarious as to render it most
unlikely that he would have done so from the beginning. His ecclesiastical coronation in 1208,14 involving the formal rejection of the fiction of his administering
the empire in the name of his absent father-in-law, the ex-Emperor Alexius Ill,
probably marks the terminus ante quem. Several years more may have elapsed,
however, before he could make full use of the imperial prerogative which he
claimed by striking coinage.
The adoption of the surname "Comnenus" was presumably made on the
basis of his marriage to Anna, a daughter of Alexius III :15 confirmation of the
style is available from documentary sources-his signature to the treaty of 1219
with the Venetian podesta reads: Theodorus, in Cristo Deo fidelis Imperator et
moderator Grecorum Comnanus Lascarus. 16
14 A. Heisenberg, Neue QueUen zur Geschichte des lateinischen Kaisertums und der Kirckenunion,
(Munich, 1923), pp. 8-II. Proclaimed in 1205, he had previously held the title of Despot.
15 Acropolites; Bonn ed., p. 12.
16 Tafel and Thomas, op. cit., 2, p. 207.
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The forked beard with which Theodore is depicted on his coins is mentioned
by George Acropolites, the historian of the empire: 17 both of Theodore's successors, John III and Theodore Il, seem to have continued the fashion.
It has long been customary to accept the conjecture that the main or only
mint of the empire was at Nicaea itself as the official capital. Acquiescence is
largely based, however, on the fact that no evidence has as yet been brought
out either for or against the hypothesis: yet several considerations, both general
and particular, not only undermine it but, moreover, indicate the area in which
the main mint was actually sited.
A glance at the map of the frontiers of the empire, although necessarily only
approximate, quickly shows that the city of Nicaea lay between the areas under
the control of the Latins on the one side, the Seljuks on the other. The area
under Latin control began slightly to the south of Adramyttium and included
Achyra, Cyzicus, and Nicomedia.1 8 The researches of Charanis have shown that
the Seljuk frontier began only a little west of Nicaea itself: Claudiopolis,
Dorylaeum, and Cotyaeum all certainly seem to have been in Seljuk hands.l"
Consequently the cities of Amastris, Heraclea, Nicaea, and even Brusa must
have been part of a corridor only a few miles wide between two always potential,
sometimes actual, hostile frontiers. Nicaea would surely have been an inconvenient and unsafe site for the mint-with all the convoys of bullion to and
from the city that this would have entailed.
There is, in addition, conclusive evidence demonstrating that it was not the
area around Nicaea that formed the basis of the considerable prosperity of the
empire, but that lying between the rivers Hermus and Maeander, forming the
themes of Neocastra and Thracesion. Included were the cities of Smyrna and
Ephesus on the coast, and Magnesia, Nymphaeum, and Sardis in the hinterland. 2D
Smyrna, the chief center of the empire's military and mercantile marine, also
lay in a fertile region largely composed of the estates of senior court functionaries and members of the imperial family itself. Documents from the Monastery of Lemb0 21 nearby provide an illuminating commentary upon the social
and economic conditions prevailing in the region.
Acropolites; Bonn ed., p. 34.
Information on the approximate frontier line can be gleaned from Acropolites (Bonn ed.; pp.
30-3', 4 1 ).
19 P. Charanis, "On the Asiatic Frontiers of the Empire of Nicaea," Orientalia Christiana Periodica,
13 (1947), pp. 58-62. Pace Charanis, neither Laodicea nor Chonae seems to have been a permanent
possession of the empire of Nicaea (cf. Choniates, Bonn ed., p. 842; Acropolites, Bonn ed., pp.
153-54)·
20 What follows is based largely on the valuable study of the region by H. Ahrweiler-Glykatzi,
"L'histoire et la geographie de la region de Smyrne entre les deux occupations turques (I08r-I317)
particuli<3rement au XlIIe siecle," Travaux et memoires, I (1965), pp. 1-204.
U Published in Miklosich and Miiller, op. cit., 4, pp. 1-289.
17
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Ephesus, the capital of the Thracesion theme, evidently remained a port of
considerable influence, although subordinated to Smyrna.
Mme Ahrweiler argues convincingly that Magnesia was the capital of the
theme of Neocastra and documentary sources mention it as a considerable center of international trade.
It is apparent from the sources that John Ill, Theodore Il, and Michael VIII
(before the recovery of the City) preferred the city of Nymphaeum above all
others as the imperial residence, particularly during the autumn and winter
months. 22 Both John and Theodore, and their closer relations, were buried in
the various monasteries oftheir foundation in the areas under discussion. 23
Sardis, to judge by the evidence of coin finds from the excavations thereabout which more below-seems to have shared fully in the prosperity of these
two themes.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that ancient and mediaeval mints were not
invariably sited with regard to economy or convenience, and the general evidence above, although suggestive, does not, taken on its own, warrant the re-siting
of what must have been an important permanent section of the bureaucracy
away from the official capital. However, both documentary and numismatic
evidence particularly favor such an alteration and place the mint within the
prosperous region between the Hermus and Maeander; in fact, within the city
of Magnesia.
It is the main historian of the reign of Michael VIII, George Pachymeres,
who gives the interesting information that it was at Magnesia that John III
had his main treasury, and that, although Theodore Il had an additional one at
Astytzium on the Scamander (to facilitate the payment of the military in the
European provinces?), Magnesia must also have acted as his main treasury, for
a detachment of Varangian mercenaries was already stationed there as its guard
when Michael Palaeologus began manoeuvering for power in 1258, immediately
after the death of Theodore. 24 Theodore himself had referred to the city as
"golden Magnesia."25
The billon trachea of Theodore I quite clearly fall into two groups on the
basis of module, style, and details of iconography. The one consists of the (Nicaean) "first" and "second" coinages (PIs. 30.7-IO; 3I.I-S), the other of (Magnesian) types A-C (PI. 3I.6-IO). The module of the first group seems to
average at about 25 mm., the second at about 30 mm. It is, however, in the
details of the military dress worn by St. Theodore that the differences between

the two groups are the most obvious. On the coins of the first group the Saint's
breastplate is made up of small dots, suggesting the effect of chain mail; moreover, the tunic drapes out uninterruptedly from under the bottom of the breastplate. On pieces of the second the breastplate is composed of linear segments
suggesting scale armor; between the bottom of the breastplate and the tUlllC
there are three strips of what would be leather in the classical military dress.
Turning from the billon to the silver trachea, it is at once evident that it is
the technique used in the second billon group that is used also in the silver: the
stylistic connection between the coins of different metals is so close that they
might well have been engraved by the same hand. It is therefore not mere
coincidence that type B of the billon is of exactly the same design as type B of
the silver.
The best known of all the billon types is the (Nicaean) "first" coinage. Among
other points this type appears constantly-albeit in small quantities-in almost
all of the Bulgarian hoards that are demonstrably of thirteenth-century date.
The (Nicaean) "second" coinage, which has only recently been correctly attributed to Theodore I by Bellinger,26 is definitely scarcer in this area, but does
appear in an appreciable number of the hoards presented in this publication. Of
these, severa12 7 are certainly of late date, containing most or all of the commoner Latin types, or those of the empire of Thessalonica, or both. There is,
therefore, a good prima facie case for considering the one as later than the other
on this evidence alone. In fact, a specimen from the Istanbul (B) hoard clearly
shows an overstriking (PI. 46.9) which confirms the suggestion. The three (Magnesian) types A-C, however, appear in only one of these Bulgarian hoards, and
then in the most minute quantity (Tri Voditsi: one specimen type B, one type C,
from a total of 136 identifiable coins).
On the other hand, the excavations at Sardis brought to light fourteen coins
of Theodore 1,28 which in view of the paucity of twelfth-century pieces might
legitimately be taken as confirmation of the flourishing state of the area under
the Lascarids. An analysis of the types represented is of extreme interest in
view of the fact that no hoard seems to have been involved:

23 2

JR, Type A
Bill., (N) First coinage
(M) Type A
(M) Type B
(M) Type C

22 E.g., Acropolites; Bonn ed., pp. 91, 109, 187.

Ibid., p. 164.
George Pachymeres; Bonn ed., I, pp. 68, ]1. An interesting parallel to the cohors ad monetam of
early first-century Lugdunum (elL xiii. 1499).
25 Ed. N. Festa, Theodori Ducae Lascaris Epistulae CCXVII (Florence, 18g8), p. 265.

speCImen
speCImen
I speCImen
7 speCImens
4 speCImens
14 speCImens
I

I

23

24

26
27

28

Bellinger, "Three More Hoards," pp. 221-22.
For instance, those from: Lam (B), Muglizh (II), Toulovo, Tri Voditsi, and Tsepina.
Bell, Sa1'dis, pp. 105-107. Subsequent excavation has brought to light many more.
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Of the two billon groups, the second, that connected with the silver (of which
there was also a single specimen) predominates overwhelmingly.
The provenance of the only published hoard of the silver of Theodore I confirms the evidence: over two hundred pieces of both types were found at Torbah,
a small town between Smyrna and Aydin (Tralles).29 The site is within a few
miles of Smyrna, Magnesia, Nymphaeum, and Sardis.
The conclusion therefore seems inescapable that of the two billon groups, the
one connected with the silver, together with the silver itself, is related to the
area between the Hermus and the Maeander: the area containing the treasury
at Magnesia. They should therefore be attributed to the mint of that city.
The obvious corollary is to attribute the remaining two billon types to Nicaea,
and in support of this suggestion is the fact of their repeated appearance in
Bulgarian hoards.
The problem still remaining is to discover whether the issue of the two billon
groups was contemporaneous or successive, and, if the former, whether there is
any evidence for the continued existence of both mints during the following
reigns.
Unfortunately no direct evidence is available. However, there is no obvious
division within the coinage of John III that would suggest the operation of two
mints. Given the increasing prosperity of the Hermus-Maeander region and the
fact that the treasury was situated at Magnesia until the recovery of Constantinople, it would appear unlikely that the mint of the former city should cease
or even decrease production-rather the opposite. In view of the fact that the
(Nicaean) first coinage must be considered a very early issue indeed owing to
the pattern of its appearance in Bulgarian hoards and its overstriking by the
second, and that the mint of Magnesia cannot have come into operation until
after the suppression of Asidenus and Mangaphas (between 1208 and 12II),30
it would on general grounds appear more likely that Magnesia succeeded and
replaced, rather than accompanied, Nicaea.
The known provenances of the gold of John III are at this point worthy of
some consideration, although qualified by their uncertain reliability.
A hoard of about a thousand pieces, including hyperpyra of John Ill, Theodore Il, and Michael VIII, was found near Smyrna in 1839. Part was purchased
by H. P. Borrell, a British merchant residing in that city.3i

At about the same time part of a hoard of precisely the same composition
came into the hands of the Paris dealer Rollin: it reportedly came from Brusa
(Prusa).32
As Metcalf has already commented,33 the highly characteristic composition of
these two hoards, together with the fact that no further hoard of similar type
has come out of Asia Minor during the intervening hundred and twenty years,
immediately arouses the strong suspicion that both had the same origin. It is,
of course, impossible to be certain, but it is more likely that Smyrna, rather
than Brusa, was the point of origin, for it must be noted that Borrell bought
his part on the spot, Rollin at some remove. The discovery of such a large hoard
near Smyrna might tend to confirm the view that this was the area in which
the mint was situated and, in any case, until further evidence comes to light
Magnesia should be considered the site of the sole mint of the empire of Nicaea
subsequent to a move postulated during the reign of Theodore 1.
Such a move conforms well with what is known of the political situation. The
treaty of 1214 between Theodore and the Latins, although formalizing the frontiers also confirmed the near isolation of the Amastris-Brusa corridor. It would
not then be surprising if the move had taken place as a consequence of this
treaty. It would have been marked by the commencement of the second billon
group and the silver which is so closely connected with it.
The later appearance of St. Tryphon, patron saint of Nicaea, upon the coinage does not necessarily contradict the argument for re-siting the mint. It is
not denied that Nicaea remained the official capital of the empire, and its
patron (the object of the intense personal devotion of Theodore Il) might be
represented on the coinage whether or not actually struck in that city.
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" Chap. '5, pp. 389-90.
30 Acropolites treats these campaigns as subsequent to the coronation of 1208 (Bonn eel., pp. 13-14),
and Lascaris was certainly well in possession of the areas formerly occupied by these dynasts at the
time of the Latin campaigns of 1211-14. For Mangaphas, see also Chap. 9. p. 149.
31 H. P. BarreIl, "Unedited Coins of the Lower Empire," Ne, 4 (1841), pp. 15-22. Although Barrell
is also known to have purchased over a wide area, it is interesting to note the large proportion of
coins of the empire in the British Museum Collection that is derived from him (Wrath, BMCV,
particularly for John Ill).
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The attribution of this coin to Theodore I is, on the evidence, likely but by
no means certain. No. 2056 in the Ratto Catalogue; the reverse inscription was
recorded as reading: I\I\E =1 UJ LlEcn OTH TUJ KOM NHNUJ, and the piece was therefore attributed to Alexius 1. The inscription is, however, to judge from the photograph, extremely fragmentary: only E and UJ can be made out on the left, KO
on the right. Besides being of much cruder style than normal for the coinage of
Alexius I, it does not seem to have been noticed that the emperor depicted has
a forked beard. This fashion, as far as numismatic representation is concerned,
is unknown before the reign of Androni.cus 1. The coin bears not the slightest
resemblance to the issues of that Emperor. The next ruler to affect the fashion
32 Rollin, "Monnoies d'or des empereurs de Nicee pendant I'occupation de Constantinople par les
princes croises," RN (1841), pp. 171-76.
33 D. M. Metcalf, "John Vatatzes and John Comnenus: Questions of Style and Detail in Byzantine
Numismatics," Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies, 3 (1960), p. 204·
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is Theodore I and when the style of this coin is compared with that of coins
of the (Nicaean) billon second coinage there is a noticeable similarity. The
two letters E and lV on the left and KO on the right are the ones frequently
surviving in the normally fragmentary inscriptions of the billon coins (e.g., PI.
31.3,5). A provisional attribution to Theodore has therefore been made. The
Ratto coin seems to be unique, but its present whereabouts is unknown.
It is of some interest that this issue is clearly taken from that of Alexius I:
the same kind of practice is found for Theodore's silver coinage and for the gold
of the following reign. Presumably this is the result of the formation of a mint
lacking precedent or tradition: recourse therefore being had to the repertoire
of the preceding century.
~ TRACHY

The relative order of the two silver issues is unknown-so, unfortunately, is
the value that the denomination held vis-a.-vis the hyperpyron upon which it
presumably depended.
Type B seems to be a copy of the electrum hagiogeorgaton of John ll. The
dot below the tablion-the presence or absence of which distinguishes the work
of different officinae in John's coinage-is included in that of Theodore.
A further type, which has come to light since this book went to press is to
be found in the Supplementary Note, at the end of the volume (pp. 405~408).
BILL. TRACHY

It has already been mentioned that the (Nicaean) first coinage has been found
overstruck by the second, thus establishing the order of issue. Dr. Metcalf of the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, has informed the author that he has recently
purchased a specimen with the same sequence of overstriking.
The obverse of the second coinage apparently follows var. C of the fourth
billon coinage of Manuel in including asterisks above the cushions of Christ's
throne-as also does the Thessalonican Latin issue type A.
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the (Nicaean) first coinage is also
found.in a small module, associated with the Latin imitative coinage. The original Nlcaean pleces-of larger module-always have the loros-waist form 1'lfI,
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THE COINAGE OF JOHN Ill, DUCAS-VATATZES
1222-1254

N HYPERPYRON
MINT OF MAGNESIA

First coinage
Obv. KERO HeEl. ic xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev.+llVllECn. ev M-P in upper right field.
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of Virgin nimbate, holding
between them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma,
divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds anexikakia in right hand. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion. M anus Dei in
upper left field.
PI. 31.II, I2
Second coinage
Obv. rc xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. IlV llECnOTH TlV(;r) nOP<DVPOfENNHTlV (usually abbreviated) in two
columnar groups. M-P ev in upper right field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 31.I3-I5; 32.I-5

IT

and
or rarely
between the collar-piece and the waist. The Latin
copies-of smaller module-occasionally have the panelled waist form, but more

IT

or
commonly !81 and rarely ~. The pattern above the waist is either
The sequence of the Magnesian issues remains completely uncertain.

n.
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MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type A
Obv. le xc in' field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
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Rev.IWL'.ECnOT O,KWCfANTIN

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Constantine, bearded
and nimbate, holding between them long shaft at head of which a star
and transverse bar. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and
jewelled loros of simplified type; holds scepter cruciger in right hand.
Saint, similarly dressed, but with sagion in addition, holds anexikakia
in left hand.
PI. 32.6
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Rev. IW OAr/OC

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore(?), bearded
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft and
three(?) steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and panelled chlamys;
holds sheathed sword, point downward, in right hand. Saint wears
short military tunic, breastplate and sagion; holds sheathed sword, point
downward, in left hand.
PI. 32.9

TypeE
TypeB
Obv. M-P

h+t' ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

Obv.

ev in upper field.

Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev.IWL'.ECnOTIC ic xc OXAAKITIC - or var.
Full-length figure of emperor, on left, crowned by Christ Chalcitis.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, panelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and
in left globus cruciger. Christ wears tunic and colobion, holds Gospels in
left hand.
PI. 32.7

TypeC
Obv. ic xc in field.

Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. IWL'.ECnOTH O,eEOL'.WP

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded and
nimbate, holding between them long shaft, at the head of which a star.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and
sagion; holds sheathed sword, point downward, in right hand. Saint
wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sheathed
sword, point downward, in left hand.
PI. 32.8

TypeD
Obv. iC xc 0 EMMAN\:iHA in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.

IW
L'.
R ev. EC
no

®
L'.
\:i
K

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Constantine(?) bearded,
holding between them long shaft at the head of which a cross within circle, and at the base of which a globe. Emperor wears stemma,
divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds scepter
cruciger in right hand. Saint, similarly dressed, but with triangular ornaments to stemma, holds scepter cruciger in left hand.
PI. 32.IO, II

TypeF
Obv. ic xc 0 EMMAN\:iHA in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
IW
L'.EC
Rev. no

0
L'.
\:i
KA
C

Full-length figure of emperor, standing on dais, wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger. M anus Dei in upper
right field.
PI. 32.I2

TypeG
Obv. ic xc 0 EMMAN\:iHA in two columnar groups.

Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds Gospels (sic) in left hand.
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a

IUJ
I:1E

1:1

Rev. I~ . IC

aT

K

E
C

Rev. en \I

1\

in upper field.

n

a

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, anexikakia. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 32.I]

Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in
right hand anexikakia, and in left, globus crudger. Christ wears tunic
and colobion, holds Gospels in left hand.
PI. 33.I

TypeH
Obv.
Full-length figure of Archangel Michael(?), wearing divitision, panelled
loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter(?) and in
left, globus cruciger.

TypeB

a

1\

Obv. n

a

Rev.

XC

ac

~

rE
UJP

Figure of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing short military
tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in left,
shield.
Rev. IUJI:1E
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and chlamys; holds in right
hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus crudger. Christ wears
tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
Pi. 33.2

1\

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled
loros of simplified type, andsagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed
scepter, and in left, patriarchal cross on three steps.
PI. 32.I4

Type!
Obv. h-I ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, beardless and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand anexikakia, and in left,
globus crudger. Christ wears tunic and colobion; holds scroll(?) in left
hand. Two asterisks between figures.

TypeC
Obv.

rrt=I'
+ ev.
+ III fi eId .

Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion;
holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev.
~. IC XC in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and panelled chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, anexikakia.
Christ wears tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
PI. 33.]

BILL. TRACHY
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Type A
Obv. 1\ X in upper field.
Three-quarter length figure of Archangel Michael, wearing short military
tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand sword, resting over
shoulder, and in left, globus.

TypeD_
Obv.

IC

XC

+ +

in field.

Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
'6
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Rev.ltuan
Figure of emperor on left, and of Virgin nimbate, holding between them
patriarchal cross on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 33-4
TypeE
Obv. ic XC 0 EMMI\N\lHI\ in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
ltu

Rev. t:.E

o
a

ltu
aEC

nOT

\I
KI\

HC

C

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 33.6
TypeG
Obv. ffi ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
ltu

Rev.

xc

ltu

0

Rev.

a
\I

KI\
C

Full-length figure of emperor standing on dais, wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds. in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, sheathed sword, pomt downward.
PI. 33.9
Type I
Obv. ffi ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds nimbate, beardless head of Christ on breast.
Rev. I tut:.Ecn ·a\lK
Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, di';itis.ion, collar-piec~,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds l~ rIght hand aneXlkakia, and in left, globus surmounted by labarum which he holds by the
shaft.
PI. 33.10
Type]
Obv. iC xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.
Rev.
Half-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, panelled
loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed
scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 33.II
TypeK

0J 1'1
Obv. al 0
~ C
'1'
Full-length figure of St. Demetrius, nimbate, wearing short mlltary
tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in left,
shield.

a
~

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 33.7, 8

IC

tA

Obv.
~~
Full-length figure of Christ Chalcitis, standing on dais, wea~ing tunic
and colobion; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels m left.

0
K
tu

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Constantine bearded,
holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft, at the base of
which, three steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of
simplified type, and sagion; holds labarum-headed scepter in right hand.
Saint similarly dressed; holds scepter cruciger in left hand.
PI. 33.5
TypeF
Obv. le xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.

Rev.

TypeH_
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Rev. IllJAECn OAI!Kt\
Full-length figure of emperor, seated upon throne with back, wearing
stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type;
holds in right hand scepter crudger, and in left, globus crudger.
PI. 33.I2
TypeL
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Half-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. IlIJ
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of Virgin nimbate (holding
between them labarum on long shaft?) Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds scepter
cruciger in right hand. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 33.IJ
lE TETARTERON
MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type A
Obv.
Square formed of four interlaced bands ornamented with pellets.
IlIJ

0

no

I!
K
t\

Rev. AEC A -or var.
T

H

C C
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, short military tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds in left hand sword, resting over shoulder,
and in right, sheath, point downward.
PI. 34-I, 2
TypeB
Obv.
Head of cherub with four wings; triangle of three pellets in field to either
side.
IlIJ

0

A A

Rev. E

C

n
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I! -or var.
K

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 34.J
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TypeC
Obv. ® ~ in field.
Bust of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate and
sagion; holds in right hand spear resting over shoulder, and in left, shield.
IllJ 0
AEC AI!

Rev. no

K -or var.

t\
C

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum
on long shaft, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 34-4, 5
TypeD
Obv.
Cross within crescent-shaped ornament decorated with pellets.
Rev. IlIJAECn -or var.
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 34.6
TypeE
Obv. iC xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.
Rev.

2
I!

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 34.7

**

TypeF

Obv.
in field.
Figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion, turned
slightly to right.
Rev. IllJAEC OAI!
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled
loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter,
and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross, which he holds by
the shaft.
PI. 34.8
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THE COINAGE OF JOHN Ill: COMMENTARY

In 1960, the debate was reopened by Metcalf's article, in which he came to
the conclusion that this further series of small, thick coins, depicting the halflength figures of the emperor and Virgin, holding between them a patriarchal
cross, should also be given to John III.4 This was later modified in the light of
subsequent hoard evidence and one sub-variety only given to John Ill, the rest
to John If.5
Discussion continues,6 and clearly a thorough examination of the question in
the light of contemporary documentary sources will not be out of place. It
should in the first place be noted that, although the question of debasement
may complicate these attributions, it cannot be considered a decisive criterion.
As is well known, Pachymeres gives a detailed account of the decline in
the precious-metal content of the hyperpyron during the thirteenth and early
fourteenth centuries. 7 According to him, at first, during the reign of John Ill,
the hyperpyron was of 16 carats (two-thirds) fine, remaining at that level under
his successor (Theodore II). During the reign of Michael VIII, after the recapture
of Constantinople, the standard was reduced by a further carat, to IS, because
of heavy expenses incurred, particularly toward the "Italians." This reduction
was apparently contemporaneous with the adoption of the "Virgin-within-walls"
obverse type. During the reign of Michael's successor (Andronicus II) the
standard, although at first of 14 carats, later reached the state then (c. 1308)
obtaining, where the quantity of gold and alloy were equal (i.e., 12 carats gold,
12 alloy).
Although very closely confirmed by the coin list of Pegolotti, which will be
dealt with below, the evidence for the reign of John III at least has been treated
with a reverence which is unjustified.
It has been shown by specific gravity determinations that the hyperpyra
of the Comneni and Angeli were struck on a standard somewhere between
19 and 21 carats, and it has been argued that the official 20 1/ 2 carat standard of the Hohenstaufen augustalis probably also represents the standard
of the twelfth-century hyperpyron. It may be presumed on the evidence of
Pachymeres that any hyperpyra struck by Theodore I would have continued at

HYPERPYRON

The outstanding question with regard to the hyperpyra of John III is that
of arriving at a satisfactory method for distinguishing them from the Thessalonican series of John II.
The three types of hyperpyron struck by John II in large module, thin, spread
fabric, and elegant style, are undoubtedly to be assigned to the metropolitan
mint (PI. 9.1-9). These coins, however, have their counterparts in a small series
of coins, of the same types, but distinguishable by their smaller module, thicker
fabric, and less neat style. This series has been assigned to the mint of Thessalonica. Unfortunately there are a number of coins, of two types, with rather
similar characteristics, one of which, if only on hoard evidence, should be attributed to John III of Nicaea. The third coinage of John II, in both the large
and the small series, need not come under discussion, for its attribution has not
been seriously called into question and, in fact, there is no reason to suspect
that it should be. However, the precise frontiers between the first and second
coinages of John II, in the Thessalonican series, and the first and second of
John Ill, have been a matter of discussion for some considerable time.
The question was opened by Rollin in 1841 as a result of the purchase of
some coins which were supposed to have been part of a hoard from near Brusa.
It has already been noted that there is reason to suspect that in fact it may
have been part of a hoard which was almost certainly found near Smyrna in
1839. Whatever their precise origin, the hoard of which they were a part contained coins of Theodore (II) of Nicaea, of small module and thick fabric, showing as the reverse type the emperor standing, crowned by the Virgin, together
with coins of two varieties of Michael VIII. The bulk of the hoard, however,
consisted of coins with the same obverse and reverse types as those of Theodore, and of similar module and fabric, but with an abbreviated form of the
reverse inscription IlV LlEcnOTH TlV(;L) nOP<l>VPOfENNHTlV. Despite their superficial resemblance to the coins of John II, Rollin recognized that there was
a fundamental difference between that large, spread series and these smaller,
thicker coins. He therefore attributed them to John lIP
Wroth, when writing the British Museum Catalogue of Byzantine coins
(published in 1908), assigned both series to John II,2 but by 19II, when the
catalogue including the coinage of the empire of Nicaea was published, he had
come to agree with Rollin. 3 He further questioned whether certain other coins
of similar module and fabric, but of different type, should not also be similarly
reattributed, but finally decided to leave them as they were.
RoBin, "Monnoies dJor," pp. 173-74.
Wrath, BMC, 2, pp. 558-60, nos. 20-40.
3 Wrath, BMCV, pp. 210-13, nos. 1-24.
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Metcalf, "John Vatatzes and John Comnenus," p. 209.
Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, p. 94.
6 E.g., T. Bertele, "Il titolo degli iperperi della zecca di Nicea," Thirteenth International Congress
of Byzantine Studies (Oxford, I966), Supplementary Papers, Summaries, pp. 9S-97-a remarkably
overconfident "exposure" of Metcalf's "elementi esteriori ... fragili e fallaci."
7 George Pachymeres; Bonn ed., 2, pp. 493-94: ' AMa Ked 'TO VOIlIO"IlC( Sla 'Tf}V xpelcxv fKl~Sl1i\eVe'To.
TIp0'Tepov IlEV yap ETI't 'Iooo:vvov 'ToO .6.0VKCX 'TO S{IJ,OIPOV 'TOU 'Tall.O:vTov 'TOOV VOlll0wrroov XpvcroS Tjv furecp 60s, "
St) Kal 0 E~ El<Eivov StE'Tftpel° OO"Tepov SS: ETI'l M1Xatl7l., 'TfiS TIo7l.eoos 6:71.0\1OT\S, SlO: ~as TOTe Ko:T'o:v6:yK:l1~ SocretS,
Kat ll6:i\i\ov T1'POS 'ha7l.0vs, lJ,E"Teyeypaq>o:To IlEV TO: TOOV mxll.alOOv crtweloov, Tfis: TIoII.eoos xapcrrrOiJEVf}S OTrtaeev,
Kcx6vcp{ETO Se Kat T1'cxpa KEperrl0V 70 Et< XpvO"OV VOlJ.tlOllevov, &:Is 1TeVTeKcxiSeKa 1TPOS TO: eiKocrlTEcrcrapa y{veaeat.
METa!I.!I.a~avTOS: S'EKElvov, T1'p6TepOV ~v els SEKo:TEcroapa 1TEplEO"Tf} 1TpOS 5EKa, vCiv Se all.II.O: KCXt Ecp'i]J.llcre{as
TO furecp60v Ko:TalJ,(yvVTal. ..
4
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that level. However, the only information that one is entitled to draw from
Pachymeres' evidence concerning John III is that at some point in his reign
he adopted a lower standard of 16 carats. Pachymeres does not say that this
occurred at the very beginning of the reign, or, alternatively, when John began
to strike hyperpyra-two points in time which might not be coincidental. It is
therefore quite possible that John commenced with a standard of 201/ 2 carats
and then, at some uncertain stage of the reign, but probably at a relatively
early one, dropped to 16 carats. It might, in fact, be plausibly argued that
if Frederick of Hohenstaufen copied the Byzantine standard of 201/ 2 carats in
1231, it is more likely than not that it was still in use.
As far as differentiating between the coins of John Il and John III is concerned, therefore, all that can be said is that coins betraying a gold content of
about 16 carats must be attributed to John Ill, but that, while the majority
of coins containing about 201/ 2 carats gold will necessarily be attributed to
John Il, it is quite possible that some will belong to John Ill.
John Il, first coinagelJohn Ill, first coinage is comparatively easily dealt
with. As Metcalf noticed,S there are, within this general group, two sub-varieties (PI. 9.IO; 3I.II, I2), one having the obverse inscription KERO HeEl as well
as re xc, which is common to both. The coins with the inscription occasionally
have the various devices above the cushions of Christ's throne that are found
also on the undoubted coinage of John Ill, but not on that of John Il: for inThis sub-variety
stance, two coins in the British Museum have •••••• and
should therefore be assigned to John Ill. Coins without the obverse inscription
(PI. 9.IO) should remain with John Il, as being the counterparts of the first
metropolitan coinage. Four specimens of the small, thick coins without the
obverse inscription were included in the Gornoslav hoard which was apparently
deposited early in the reign of Isaac Il (rr8S-9S) and therefore appears to confirm the division suggested above. Two of these four coins had the pendilia
form 11 which, since he considered it later than the reign of John Il, was
one ot"the reasons behind Metcalf's assignment of the whole group to John Ill.
This form cannot be considered a reliable criterion of chronology in the light
of the evidence above.
As Metcalf himself noticed, however, the attribution of this sub-variety to
John III has not as yet been borne out by hoard evidence: that is, it has
never been found in conjunction with undoubted coins of John III (or of John Il
for that matter). This might well be explained if the debasement of the coinage were a factor to be taken into account. In this case, some coins at least of
the first coinage of John III could easily be of a standard higher than that of
most, or all, of the second.

The situation as regards the second Thessalonican coinage of John Il and the
second of John III is less clear-cut. Since, however, the mint of Thessalonica is
represented in both the first and the third coinage of John Il, it would seem
logical to assume that some coins at least of the small, thick series should be
attributed to the earlier Emperor.
Now , under Theodore I some of the elongation of the figures on the reverse
.
side of the coinage-which is a typical feature of the twelfth century-still
remains. But under John Ill, continuing into the reigns of his successors, the
figures become much more heavily rendered and squat. This trend is apparent
with even a superficial glance at Plates 30 to 36.
The hyperpyra of Theodore Il-beyond doubt correctly attributed owing to
the presence of the surnames Ducas, or Lascaris, or both-are immediately
recognizable as the product of this stylistic trend (PI. 34.9-I4). The figures of
both emperor and Virgin, on the reverse, are squat and heavy; the collarpiece is decorated with between seven and nine jewels; the loros-".'aist .is J:roa.d
and contains four panels horizontally, three vertically (111); the mscnptlOn is
clumsy and much abbreviated. On the obverse small devices or letters frequently occur above the cushions of the throne. The coins themselves are of small
module and thick fabric, with bevelled edges.
Precisely these features are anticipated in many of the coins which are generally attributed to John III (PI. 32.3-5), and which are recognizably illustrated
by both Rollin and Borrell in their accounts of the Brusa and Smyrna "hoards."
There is therefore every reason why they should be confirmed in their attribution.
A further group of coins (PIs. 3I.I3-I5; 32.I, 2) betrays slightly different
characteristics. The style in which the emperor and Virgin are rendered is less
squat; the collar-piece is frequently decorated with three jewels only; the loroswaist is not so wide as in the previous group and the panels of which it is comprised are less standardized in number; the inscription is slightly neater and less
abbreviated. The average module of this group is perhaps slightly larger than
of the previous, the flans consequently slightly thinner, and the bevelled edges
less noticeable.
This group must nevertheless also be attributed to John III since many have
devices such as a cross above the cushions of the throne on the obverse.
It would be quite in conformity with the stylistic trends of the reign of
John III if these coins were assigned to a date early in the reign before the
evolution of the squat, standardized representations which continued into the
reign of Theodore Il. In point of fact such an attribution is only logical when
it is considered that type and inscription are both copied from John Il, and it
might be expected that earlier copies should show a greater similarity to the
originals than the later.

* *.9

8

9

Metcalf, "John Vatatzes and John Comnenus," p. 208.
Wrath, BMC, 2, p. 556, nos. 8, 9. See also infra, pp. 253,

254.
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This attribution of the two groups of coins above of course leaves few specimens to be attributed to the Thessalonican mint of John Il, but this should
not be unexpected, for the other types attributed to Thessalonica are all extremely scarce, while the quantity of coins struck by John III may have been overstressed by the dispersal of one or several large hoards.
It would seem widely admitted that in the general striking of gold hyperpyra
John III was attempting to emphasize his position as emperor, and in his copying the types of John Il was deliberately attempting to recall the prosperous
state of the Empire at that period.
Yet there do exist specimens that are, in all probability, the products of
Thessalonica during the reign of John Il. One such piece is illustrated (PI. 9.II).
The figures on the reverse are tall and elegant (cf. PI. 9.I2-I4, which are certainly of John Il) ; the arrangement of the neat inscription is precisely the same
IU!
I':.EC

CDV
PO

as that seen in the coinage of the metropolitan mint (PI. 9-4, 5; nOT rE); the
TU! Ni

n

T

throne on the obverse is exactly as that found on the metropolitan coins.
The flan is regular.
The stage should now have been reached where the detailed information contained in the Pratica delta mercatura of the Florentine merchant Francesco
Balducci Pegolotti can be studied with some profit. In a list of gold coins in
circulation during the late thirteenth and the early fourteenth century, there
occur a number of references to Byzantine hyperpyra. A translation of the relevant portion follows., while the original text is given as an Appendix at the end
of this reign (pp. 255-56) :10
Perperi of yellowish gold [are] of 18 carats.
Palaeologid gold perperi [are] of 151/2 carats; and they can be recognized by
the fact that one of the two figures on one side has a face on its breast and
the circle of the large figure which is on the other side is not round but
elongated.
Latin gold perperi [are] of 16% carats; and they can be recognized by the
fact that of the two figures which are on one side, one holds a pestle in his
hand hanging down between the two figures, and the single figure which
is on the other side has on the left side above the throne on which it sits
4 dots made thus -:', and such as ..., and such as :', and this one is of a
rather worse class than the others.
Common gold perperi are of 163/ 4 carats; and they can be recognized by the
fact that the pestle which one of the two figures holds in its hand has below
10 The author is indebted for this translation to Philip Grierson and to Mrs. Fanny Bonajuto.
Associate in Research at Dumbarton Oaks.
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it a dot: !' and the single figure on the ?t~er si~e has a ~ot ~bove the left
side of the throne on which it sits, and 1t IS an Issue whIch 1S newer than
the others, and it is worse by a florin in the ounce.
Good perperi, and they can be recognized from this, that the majesty on
either side has above the throne on which it sits on the right arm a halfmoon with three dots made thus :<t., and these are better than tari gold by
20 soldi by the florin in the ounce, according to the Apulian ounce in
Florence, since all perperi are sold in Florence by the Apulian ounce. .
Perperi of another class which have on the arm a half-moon and a dot hke
this 'J), and it is worse by 6 pennies in the florin to the ounce than those of the
fifth class described above, but when mixed with these the other two classes
mentioned above make good tari gold, that is 16% carats fine gold to the
ounce.
Perperi of another class have under the right arm a littl.e cross, and abo.ve
it nothing, and it is worse than the others already mentlOned by 6 penmes
in the florin to the ounce.
Kneeler perperi are of 14 carats.
Old perperi with 3 saints [are] of 131/2 carats.
New perperi with a rose and star [are] of II 3/ 4 carats.
Perperi of Philadelphia [are] of 12 carats.
The latest perperi [are] of II carats.
The extent of the debasement covered by Pegolotti thus commences at 18
carats and ends with II carats, although concentrating between 163/ 4 and II.
This, of course, is very much on the same scale as that listed by Pachymeres,
who also identifies the chronological range as lying between John III and
Andronicus Il. The issues involved should therefore be capable of identification
with relative ease.
To start, for the moment, with the "Palaeologid perperi" of 151/2 carats. On the
information of Pac1Iymeres, they should be an issue of Michael VIII, and clearly
this correlation is correct. The obverse of the main issue of this Emperor depicts
the Virgin, orans, within the walls of Constantinople (Pi. 45·I3)· The plan. of the
walls in this issue is frequently far more pear-shaped than on later ones WIth the
same subject: this is presumably what is meant by "elongated." As for the
figure with a face on its breast, the Archangel Michael, on the left of the reverse,
stands behind the kneeling Emperor, whose head obscures the former's chest.
"Kneeler perperi" of 14 carats should similarly be an issue of Andronicus Il,
and are clearly to be identified with the first issue of the reign-before the
association of Michael IX as co-Emperor in 1295-on the reverse of which the
Emperor kneels before Christ, who is standing (PI. 45.I4)·
.
1
"Old perperi with three saints," of 13 /2 carats fine, can only be the earher
coins-of visibly better metal-of the co-emperorship of Andronicus Il and
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Michael IX (1295-1320), on the reverse of which Christ, standing, crowns the
kneeling Emperors (PI. 45.I5).
"New perperi, with a rose and star," of n 3/. carats are presumably the later
coins of this same issue, on the obverse of which the Virgin has to either side
of her devices very like a rose or star:
(PI. 45. I6 ).
"The latest perperi," of n carats, might well be those of the co-emperorship of Andronicus n and In (PI. 46.3), or less likely, those of Andronicus nI,
Anna of Savoy, and John V (PI. 46.4), or John V or VI.
"Perperi of Philadelphia," of 12 carats, are something of a puzzle, but in
the context should involve some issue of the co-emperorship of Andronicus n
and Michael IX-the period of the "three saints" coinage.
It is to be observed that many of the later coins of this issue have the letters

**

K N or

~ ~ (PI. 46.I) in the obverse field. The obvious conclusion is that they

identify the city of which the walls are shown: K(UJ)N (CTANTINOV)n (OIlI)C,
reading counter-clockwise from K. Now n ell is a further combination of letters
(PI. 46.2): it is tempting to suggest that, whether rightly or wrongly, they were
popularly understood as the signature of Philadelphia: n (OIlIC) ell (II1AllEllellEIA),
one of the only Byzantine towns in Asia Minor still, at that time, resisting the
incursions of the Ottoman Turks.
There remain to be discussed the "yellowish perperi" of 18 carats; "Latin
perperi" of 161/ 2 carats; "common gold perperi" of 16 3/. carats; "good perperi" of
16 2/ 3 carats, and two other classes which are apparently of much the same issue.
"Latin" and "common" gold perperi both have two figures on one side, and
a single figure seated upon a throne on the other: "good" perperi, together with
the two following classes, have a single figure seated upon a throne on one side,
the other side not being described. The only issues answering the requirements
of chronology, gold-content, and iconography are the hyperpyra of John In,
Theodore n, and Michael VnI having as the obverse type Christ seated upon
a throne without back, and as the reverse the emperor crowned by the Virgin
(PIs. 31, 32, 34. 36).
The entries for the "Latin" and the "common" perperi both mention a
"pestle"-held by one of the figures on the reverse-which hangs down between
the two figures. A glance at the illustrations immediately reveals the origin of
this somewhat curious description: the long, cylindrical shape of the anexikakia
held by the emperor in his left hand.
The various dots, half-moons and crosses above the throne, or on its arm, by
the seated figure of Christ on the obverse, are clearly to be identified with the
various devices and letters found in that position.
With the clarification of these points, it should be possible to extract further
information from the details of the list given by Pegolotti.
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"Latin" perperi are said to be recognizable by the fact that they have the
dotted devices ';', ..., :. above the left-hand side of the throne. This is presumably the variety illustrated (PI. 32,2). It will be noticed that the device
appears on the observer's right-hand side, but, as will appear from the figures
below, Pegolotti evidently considers iconographical positions from the heraldic
point of view, that is, as they would be seen by the person actually seated on
the throne.
"Common" gold perperi have a dot below the pestle, and a further one above
the (heraldic) left-hand side of the throne. The illustration (PI. 32.4) must be
the variety involved: the loros-end hanging from the emperor's left arm does
indeed have a dot below it Oll~) and there is a dot above the throne.
As it happens, the validity of the general stylistic trends noticed above can
be tested from the information given here, for Pegolotti mentions that these
common gold perperi are newer than the others of the same general issue, and
that they are also of lower gold content. This should be expected on the basis
of the fact that over the whole period the newer the coin the more debased it is.
There are fourteen specimens of the varieties with dots above the throne at
Dumbarton Oaks: -/., nine specimens; ./-, three; ./., two. Of this total all
except one specimen are of the squat style; have the collar-piece of between
seven and nine jewels; the standardized form of broad loros-waist !]I; the
clumsy and much abbreviated inscription-all of which have been suggested as
stylistic criteria by which the later coins might be recognized.
"Good" perperi, and those of a slightly inferior class, have the devices :<t. and
.] respectively, above the (heraldic) right-hand side of the throne. Although
these cannot as yet be precisely paralleled, coins with a plain half-moon (:1))
above the throne are known (PI. 32.3).
The last variety of hyperpyra of this type is recognizable by the little cross
which is to be found under the (heraldic) right arm of the figure of Christ on
the obverse. There are five specimens at Dumbarton Oaks with these small
crosses: +/-, three specimens; +/+, two (PI. 31.I3-I5). According to Pegolotti,
they are inferior by six pennies in the florin to the ounce to "the others already
mentioned." Whether "already mentioned" refers to the "good" perperi or to the
perperi following them is impossible to ascertain, but their general chronological
position is clear, for four of the five specimens have early stylistic features: the
more elongated style, the collar-piece of three jewels. It is interesting to note
that of these four coins none has the dot below the "pestle"; instead they all
have a simplerform of loros-end: ~.
The degree of accuracy achieved by Pegolotti's list is completely uncertain
and likely to remain so. The basis for his estimations is unknown and might be
anything from official information through general market value to private
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assay. Assay of a few pieces only would obviously achieve little, for the alloy
would hardly be identical even in coins of the same melting: it is the average
of each melting which is the crucial figure.
Furthermore, the precise nature of the variant devices above the throne must
similarly remain uncertain, for this reign at least, pending further evidence. It
is unlikely that they were formally designed to impart any particular information as to mint, metal content, or chronology, for the existence of such a large
proportion without them tends to make any such suggestion suspect. It is possible, on the other hand, that they resulted from some aspect of their production and were seized upon by the acute merchant class as informal guides to
metal content and chronology.
The reference to "Latin perperi" is suggestive in view of what is known of
the imitative proclivities of the Latin authorities. It is possible that the description has some very general meaning such as tempore Latinorum imperatorum,
but then all gold coins struck between the reigns of Theodore I and Theodore H
conformed to that limitation. As implied above, one plausible interpretation is
that coins of this variety were actually struck by the Latins in imitation of a
"well-liked trade-coin," as Metcalf remarked, on different grounds, of the same
series,!! and in spite of the Veneto-Byzantine treaty of 1219.
The "perperi of yellowish gold" of IS carats are very probably to be
identified with some early issue of John IH or of Theodore I: it can hardly be
an accurate description of the hyperpyra of the twelfth century which normally
achieved a higher standard.
It is interesting to note that John is represented on his gold as having a
rounded beard, but on his silver and copper as having a forked one. This is
obviously the result of the fact that the Emperor from whose coins these hyperpyra were copied (John H) had a rounded beard. The distinction continued into
the following reigns.

A further type, which has come to light since this book went to press, is to
be found in the Supplementary Note at the end of the volume (p. 406).
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There is, at the present state of knowledge, little that can be said of these
issues: both the sequence and their relative value remain unknown. Types A,
B, and C are, by their large, spread fabric and neat, bejewelled style, to be
attributed to an early stage of the reign since they closely resemble the coinage
of Theodore I in these features. The later issues, to judge from the grey color of
the metal, suffer from some degree of debasement.
Type I was illustrated in the Hess-Leu Sale Catalogue 24 (I6.iv.64) as no. 473.
It is clearly linked to type G of the billon trachy by the characteristic decorations on the back of the throne, on the obverse.
11 Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, p. 127. The first coinage might also be involved.
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Information on the billon trachy is similarly lacking. While most of the types
having a bust of the emperor as the reverse design seem to belong to the mint
of Thessalonica, type J must be counted an exception. The characteristic technique by which Christ's hair is rendered on the obverse can best be paralleled
on the products of the mint of Magnesia (cf. PI. 32.9, I2). Type K is attributed
to the same mint, despite the presence of St. Demetrius on the obverse, in consideration of the fact that the square panelling of the emperor's throne is also
to be paralleled on the products of the mint (cf. PI. 33.7, 8). Presumably St.
Demetrius lost his strictly Thessalonican status in 1246, with the Nicaean conquest of that city.
A further type, which has come to light since this book went to press, is to
be found in the Supplementary Note at the end of the volume (p. 406-07).
lE
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An article by H. Goodacre ("The Flat Bronze Coinage of Nicaea," NC5, 18
[I938J, pp. 159-64) represents a summary of what was then known of the types
forming this general series. It does, however, perpetuate one serious error: no. 3
(p. 160) attributed to John Ill-largely on the authority of Sabatier-is, in
fact, to be given to Theodore Il (type A). It is improbable that this type was
struck at all by John Vatatzes.
Appendix
Perperi d'ora ingiallati a carati IS.
Perperi d'oro paglialoccati a carati 15 %; e conoscesi che 1'una delle due figure dall'un
lato a uno viso nel petto, e 10 cerchio della grande figura ch'e dall'altro lato non e tondo
anzi e lungo.
Perperi latini d'oro a carati 16%; e conosconsi che le due figure che sono dall'uno lato
1'una tiene uno pestello in mano pendente a basso tr'ambedue le figure, e 1'una figura ch'e
dall'altra lato si a dallato manco sopra alia carriera dove siede 4 punti cosl fatti: ':', e
tale: :., e tale: :', ed e questi alquanti piggiore ragione che gli altri.
Perperi comunali d'oro sono a carati 16%; e conosconsi che '1 pestello che tiene in mano
1'una delle due figure e di sotto uno punto:
e la figura sola dall'altra lato a uno punto
sopra la carriera dove siede dallato manco, ed e uno conio ch'e piu nuovo che gli altri,
ed e piggiore da fiorino I d'ora l' oncia.
Perperi buoni, e conosconsi a questo, che la maestra d'ogui lato a sopra la ciarriera
ove siede in sui braccio ritto una lunetta con tre punti cosl fatti: :<t., e questi cotali sono
migliori che ora di ten da soldi 20 a fiorino l' oncia all'oncia di Puglia in Firenze, pero che
tutti perperi si vendono in Firenze all'oncia di Puglia.
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Rev. BEOlltUPOC lIECnOTH(Fl)C 0 AACKAPIC in two columnar

groups.

PI. 34.IO, I I

Var. C.
Rev. BEOlltUPOC lIECTTOTH(Fl)C lI\1K/\C 0 AACK/\PIC in two columnar

groups.

PI. 34.I2-I4

lR TRACHY
MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type A
Obv. ic

XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. BEOlltUPOC lIEcnOFlc ~ l'VCll lI\1KAC 0 AACKAPIC in two columnar
groups.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Tryphon, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them labarum on long shaft, at the base
of which, lys. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of
simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter cruciger. Saint
wears tunic and colobion.
PI. 35.I, 2

THE COINAGE OF THEODORE n, DUCAS-LASCARIS
1254-1 258

N

HYPERPYRON

MINT OF MAGNESIA

Obv. ic XC in field.

Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. Inscription in two columnar groups. MP BV in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
Three main reverse inscriptional varieties, all much abbreviated:

TypeB

le xc in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.

Obv.

BE

Rev. OllUJ
POC

0

AA
C

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of beardless, nimbate military
saint, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft. Emperor
wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger. Saint wears short military tunic,
breastplate, and sagion.
PI. 35.]

Var.A.
Rev. BEOlltUPOC lIECnOTH(Fl) TtU(.L) nOPCllVPorENNHTUJ in two

columnar groups.

PI. 34.9
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Var. B .

Perperi d'un'altra ragione che ,mno in sul braccio una lunetta e uno punto cosl fatta:
denari 6 a tiorino l'oncia di quelli della quinta ragione detti di sopra, ma
mescolate con queste l'altre due ragione sopradette rispondono come buono ora di terl,
cioe a carati 16% d'oro tine per oncia.
Perperi d'un'altra ragione ch',mno sotto il braccio ritto una crocellina, e in sui braccio
non ,mno segnale niuno, ed e peggio che gli altri detti a dietro denari 6 a tiorino I' oncia.
Perperi inginocchiati sono a carati 14.
Perperi vecchi 3 santi a carati 13 e Yz.
Perperi nuovi di rosa et di stella a carati II e %.
Perperi di Filadelfe a carati 12.
Perperi nuovi nuovi a carati 11.
Francesco Balducci Pegolotti, La
pratica della mercatura, Florence,
fourth decade of the thirteenth
century (ed. Evans, pp. 288-89).

.:», ed e peggio

.... perperi, i quali sono di lega di carati II d'ora tine per oncia, e 10 rimanente della lega
intino in 24 carati si ne sono li 6 carati d'argento tine e li 7 di rame per ogni oncia.
Pegolotti, ed. cit., p. 40.

n
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Type C
Lys in lower field to either side.

o

1\

Full-length figure of St. Tryphon, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic
and colobion; holds cross in right hand.
Rev. 8EOLl.UJPOC Ll.ECnOTHC LI.\iKI\C 0 I\I\CKI\PIC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and panelled
chlamys; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus
surmounted by patriarchal cross.

Obv·8
C
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8E
OLl.

W
o

-or var.

C

Full-length figure of St. Theodore, bearded and nimbate, wearing short
military tunic, breastplate and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in
left, shield.
Rev. 8EOLl.UJPOC Ll.ECnOTHC LI.\iKI\C 0 I\I\CKI\PIC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft,
and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 35.9-II

PI. 354, 5

BILL. TRACHY

TypeD
ell
Obv. B

MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type A

ic

Obv. B

~

B

Full-length figure of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing short
military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear resting
over shoulder, and in left, shield, resting on ground.
Rev.
(I\I\CK?)
Full-length figure of emperor seated upon throne with back, wearing
stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; in act
of drawing sword with right hand from a sheath, held in his left, across
knees.
PI. 35.I2, I3

XC

B in field.

Full-length figure of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion, standing on dais; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
Rev. 8EOLl.UJPOC Ll.ECnOTHC LI.\iKI\C 0 I\I\CKI\PIC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate. Emper?r wears s~em.ma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and
sagl~n; holds m r?ght hand scepter cruciger, and in left, globus cruciger.
Vlrgm wears tUlllC and maphorion.

.£ TETARTERON

PI. 35.6
MINT OF MAGNESIA

TypeB
Obv.

fv

Type A
Obv.
Lys. Pellet in upper and lower field to either side.

1 Lys in lower field to either side.

Full-length figure of St. Tryphon, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic
and colobion; holds cross in right hand.
Rev. 8EOLl.UJPOC Ll.ECnOTHC LI.\iKI\C 0 I\I\CKI\PIC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figu.re ?f emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and panelled
chlamys; holds m nght hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus
cruciger. Manus Dei in upper right field.

Rev.

8E
Ll.UJ
PO

C

Ll.EC
n
0

'H

C

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 35.I4

PI. 35.7, 8
'7'
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within crescent-shaped ornament decorated with pellets.

The significance of the lily (particularly as seen on the silver trachy type C
and the billon type B) and its connection with St. Tryphon have been explained
by Laurent. 4
A further type, which has come to light since this book went to press, is to
be found in the Supplementary Note at the end of the volume (p. 407).

TypeB

*

Obv.

e

Rev.

E
0
t>UJ

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed
scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross, which he
holds by the shaft.
PI. 35.I5
THE COINAGE OF THEODORE II: COMMENTARY
N
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The re-attribution of var. A from Theodore I to Theodore II as suggested by
Metcalf,l is confirmed by the style of the apparently unique example in the
Bibliotheque Nationale. It is perhaps the earliest of the three varieties, unless
the letters ft., B, r, A, found above the cushion of the throne on the obverse
represent annual sequence marks during this reign, in which case it would, of
course, come later. Although Wroth expressed doubts as to the existence of var.
C,2 there are in fact at least four specimens known: in the collections of the
Bibliotheque Nationale, Dumbarton Oaks, and Mr. P. D. Whitting; the other
came from the Corinth excavations of 1925.s
BILL. TRACHY

Type A, attributed by Bell to Theodore "Ducas-Mangaphas," is clearly an
issue of Theodore Ducas-Lascaris (Chap. 9, p. 149).
Type C, attributed by Sabatier to Isaac "Ducas-Comnenus" of Cyprus, is of
similar origin (Chap. 8, p. 139).
The attribution of type D to this emperor is not certain, but seems to be
strongly indicated by stylistic evidence. The B B in the field of the obverse
places it in the late Nicaean or the Palaeologan periods. The hemispherical rendering of the imperial face on the reverse, together with the stemma jutting out
over the temples, are definite Nicaean traits. The only convincing possibilities
are Theodore II and Michael VIII: a provisional attribution to the former-who
reigned the longer at Nicaea~is preferred, but the latter should be kept in mind.
Metcalf, "John Vatatzes and John Comnenus," pp. 209-10.
Wroth, BMCV, p. 205.
sA. R. Bellinger, Catalogue of the Coins Found at Corinth, I925 (New Haven, Conn" 1930), p. 74.

JOHN IV, LASCARIS

125 8/59
No coins of this short reign are known; probably none were issued. The two
types attributed to John IV by P. D. Whitting and P. J. Donald ("Two Coins
of John IV of Nicaea," Spink's Numismatic Circular, 75, no. 2 [Feb. 1967J,
P.32) are, respectively, a coin of Michael Shishman with Ivan-Stephen, and
a billon trachy of John Ill, Ducas-Vatatzes, under whom it has been classified
as type E in this publication.

THE COINAGE OF MICHAEL VIII, PALAEOLOGUS

1258/59-1261
N

HYPERPYRON

MINT OF MAGNESIA

Obv.

le xc in field.

Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
x 0

Rev.

f.rj

n/\

t>E

/\E • M-P
0/\

n

T

ev in upper field.

r

Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 36.I

1

2

4. V. Laurent, "L'Embleme du lis daus la numismatique byzantine: son origine," Centennial Publication oj the American Numismatic Society, ed. H. Ingholt (New York, 1958), pp. 417-27.
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TRACHY

MINT OF MAGNESIA

Rev.

Obv. IC XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
X

M

NICAEA: MICHAEL VIII

0

n

X
M
AE
C

no
"H
C

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and panelled
chlamys; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus
surmounted by patriarchal cross.

Rev. AEC /\

no r

T ./

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and panelled
chlamys; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus
cruciger. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 36.2

BILL. TRACHY
MINT OF MAGNESIA

Type A
Obv.

lE TETARTERON
MINT OF MAGNESIA

Obv. IC XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; right hand raised in benediction, holds
Gospels in left.
X 0
IT! n
/\
Rev.
/\E
0/\

r

fv

~ Lys in lower field to either side.

Full-length figure of St. Tryphon, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic
and colobion; holds cross in right hand.

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, anexikakia. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 36.5, 6

X

M n

Rev. A /\ . M-P ev in upper field.

n r

"H

Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 36.3

TypeB
Obv. IC XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.

THE COINAGE OF MICHAEL VIII: COMMENTARY
N HYPERPYRON

The recent pUblication by Iliescu of an apparently unique coin of this issue1
renders it very unlikely that the issue having as the obverse type the Virgin
seated upon a throne with back, and as the reverse type Christ, the Archangel
Michael, and the Emperor (PI. 45.I2), should be given to the short period of
Michael's rule before the recovery of Constantinople. Rather, as suggested by
Iliescu, and confirmed by Pachymeres, it would seem more likely that the latter
type represents the first Constantinopolitan issue and that its abandonment
signified the lowering of the gold content by a further carat.
la. lliescu, "Le dernier hyperpere de l'empire byzantin de Nicee," Byzantinoslavica, 26, I (1965),
pp. 94-99·
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NICAEA: UNCERTAIN ATTRIBUTION

.A{ TRACHY

The reasons for the attribution of this type to the period before the recovery
of the City are its obvious stylistic similarities to the silver trachy type C of
Theodore II on the one hand, and the strongly Nicaean f1avor of the copper
tetarteron of Michael, with which it shares a common obverse type.
BILL. TRACHY

Type B is again similar to the silver trachy type C of Theodore II in points
of style and detail: the exaggerated jewelling; the panelled chlamys; the broad
stemma extending over the temples. It also has the ligature FJ, which is
peculiarly common during the reign of Theodore II, as part of the reverse inscription.

JE

TETARTERoN

The obvious similarity of this issue to the tetartera of John III and Theodore II, together with the apparent absence of the denomination from the
undoubted Constantinopolitan coinage of Michael VIII, seems to require an
attribution to the empire of Nicaea. The obverse type~that of Christ standing
on a square dais (souppedion)~which appears on type A of the billon trachy
coinage of Theodore II, as well as on the silver trachy and copper tetarteron
of Michael VIII, is particularly prominent upon the imperial seals of the
Palaeologi. 2 A seal of John III published by V. Laurent" is remarkable for the
similarity of its reverse type to that of the silver trachy and billon trachy type B
of Michael VIII assigned to the empire of Nicaea. A further seal, of Michael VIII
himself, published by J. Ebersolt,4 is even closer in its resemblance and must
surely be dated very early in the reign.

COINS OF THE EMPIRE OF NICAEA ,
OF UNCERTAIN ATTRIBUTION

JE

TETARTERoN

Type A
Obv.
Letter 8 decorated with pellets; triangle of three pellets in field to
either side.
2

E.g., G. Schlumberger, «Bulies d'or byzantines conservees aux archives vaticanes

(18 94), pp. 194-99 (pI. IV).

H

'

RN3

12

,

V. Laurent, Les sceaux byzantins du M/dail/er Vatican (Vatican City, 1962), p. IQ, no. 14 (pI. XLIV).
4 J. Ebersolt, «Sceaux byzantins du Musee de Constantinople," RN4. 18 (1914), p. 214, no. 160
(pI. VII. 6).
3

Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor seated upon throne with back; wears
stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 36.7
TypeB
Obv. iC xc in field.
Cross composed of shaft and two barred sections, one of two, one of
three bars.
Rev.
!lE
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed
scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 36.8
TypeC
Obv. iC xc 0 X/\/\KHFJC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of Christ Chalcitis, bearded and nimbate, wearing
tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.

le

Rev. N

xc
K

Patriarchal cross on base

TypeD
Obv. fVP ev in field.
Half-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphonon.
Rev.
Cross, radiate, with lunate ornaments at ends, decorated with pellets.
PI. 36.IO
TypeE
1

C

Obv. X

C

Cross, decorated with pellets.
Rev.
Two letter B's, back to back, decorated with pellets; pellet in each loop
of letter.
PI. 36.II
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Type A, listed by Sabatier as "incertaine,"l unfortunately remains so. The
reverse forked beard and stemma extending over the temples make a Nicaean
attribution inevitable, as do general considerations of fabric, module, and style.
Type B was attributed by Sabatier to Alexius V, Ducas, and as pointed out
earlier (Chap. 9, p. 156) should be reattributed to the empire of Nicaea for the
same reasons as the preceding type.
Since this book went to press the author has seen, in the collection of Mr.
P. D. Whitting, a recently acquired specimen of what is apparently this issue,
but with a simple patriarchal cross, on three steps, as the obverse type. It is
at least plausible to assume that this is what the very unusual design of the
piece illustrated (PI. 36.8) was originally intended to represent. Whether, in
this case, the extension of the shaft of the cross down through the steps and
out beyond was the result of accident or design remains unclear.
The new specimen does not provide a definite answer to the question of
attribution, but it is possible that the inscription in the top left field reads:
\U - in which case the issuer will have been John III.
Types C-E are all of Nicaean fabric and module, and can best be paralleled
on the coinages of those emperors, particularly John III and Theodore II. The
decoration with pellets is also characteristic. Christ Cha1citis, present on the
obverse of Type C, is found in the coinage of John III. Types D and E were
also published as "incertaines" by Sabatier. 2
THE FAMILY NAMES OF THE EMPERORS OF NICAEA
The names used by Theodore I have already been noted (p. 230).
Although John III is now almost invariably accredited with the names
"Ducas-Vatatzes," contemporary documentary sources and the coinage never
term him more than "Ducas." His formal signature runs: 'l",avV11S EV XplCl'T<{\ 1'<{\
8,<{\ TIlo-rOS j3OO'I7l,VS KOt aV1'OKproop

<P"'~ai",v,

6 LlO\1Kas. 3

Theodore II is termed "Lascaris" or "Ducas-Lascaris" on the coinage, both
forms appearing in contemporary sources.'
For Michael VIII, see intra., p. 295.
1

Sabatier, Description generate,

2,

p. 339, no,

II

(pI.

LXX. 17).

2 Ibid., p. 338, no. 6 (pI. LXX. 12); p. 339, no. 12 (pI. LXX. 18).
3
4

E.g., :Miklosich and Muller, op. cit., 4, pp. 4,
For the longer form, see ibid., p. 221.

(ii)
THE EMPIRE OF THESSALONICA
The short and turbulent history of the empire of Thessalonica began during
the last days of 1224, when the city was recaptured from the Latins by the
hitherto ruler of Epirus, Theodore Comnenus-Ducas 1
Theodore's brilliant reign as emperor was ended in 1230 by his defeat, capture, and later blinding at the hands of the Bulgarian tsar Ivan II, Asen, at
Klokotnitsa in the Rhodope. He was shortly afterward deprived of the throne
by his brother Manuel, who nevertheless held onto his pretensions: if not his
authority.
Manuel, after an undistinguished reign, was in turn deposed upon the reappearance of Theodore in 1237. The latter, however, refused to resume his former
position, instead installing as emperor his young son, John (1237-44).
The battle of Klokotnitsa had deprived the empire of Thessalonica of its
chance of hegemony over the successor states to the old, undivided Empire,
and its commanding position was resumed by the empire of Nicaea. In 1242,
the Emperor John was forced to renounce his title in favor of the Nicaean
emperor, John Ducas-Vatatzes, and was in return allowed the inferior status
of despot.
The short reign of John's brother and successor, the despot Demetrius (r24446) was concluded by the definitive occupation of the city by the Nicaean
emperor.
The coinage of the empire of Thessalonica closely follows the traditional
denominational pattern, but there were apparently no issues of gold. The coinage
in silver, billon, and copper was therefore probably based on the old twelfthcentury hyperpyron, although to what extent that continued in circulation is
completely obscure.
Despite its traditional denominational lines, the coinage of Thessalonicamostly of elegant style and competent manufacture-introduces several new
iconographical themes, notably the representation of the nOlllC 8ECCAIIONIKH
as a walled town with three towers, held between the emperor and his various
patrons-perhaps derived from Byzantine prototypes; and the wing or winged
emperor, which may well be ultimately derived from western sources. 2

22, 26.
1 The most complete history of the empire of Thessalonica is undoubtedly to be found in D. M.
Nicol, The Despotate of Epiros (Oxford, 1957)-which has, however, been modified by L. Stiernon
with regard to the date of the coronation of Theodore: "Les origines du despotat d'Epire (suite). La
date du couronnement de Theodore Doukas," Actes du Xlle Congres International d'Etudes Byzantines, 2 (Belgrade, 1964), pp. 197-202. See also p. 296.
2 Bertele, L'imperatore alaJo, pp. 39:ff., 52:ff.
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THESSALONICA: THEODORE DUCAS

It is tempting to suppose that the fine, large-module, billon issues of Theodore, Manuel, and John Comnenus-Ducas~andof John Ducas-Vatatzes after
I246-were produced on the basis of one type to a year. But such an arrangement would be exceedingly difficult to prove at all conclusively.

Rev. 8EOlllUPOC llliKAC---or var. ie xc In upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified
type, and sagion; holds in right hand sheathed sword, point downward,
and in left, anexikakia. Christ wears tunic and colobion; holds Gospels
in left hand.
PI. 37.5, 6

THE COINAGE OF THEODORE, COMNENUS-DUCAS
I224-I230
BILL. TRACHY
~ TRACHY

Type A
Type A
Obv.

Obv. ie xc 0 EMMANliHA in two columnar groups.

re xc in field.

Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. 8EOlllUPOCllliKA OArIOCllIMITPIOC-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them cross within circle, surmounting
triangular decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
and jewelled loros of traditional type. Saint (standing on dais) wears
short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sword, resting over
shoulder, in left hand.
PI. 37.I, 2

TypeB
Obv. M-P

ev H ArHOClUPHTHCA in two columnar groups.

Full-length figure of Virgin Hagiosoritissa, nimbate, orans, facing, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. 8EOlllUPOCllECnO OArlOCllIMITPIOC---or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius beardless
and nimbate, giving a castle with three towers into the hands of the
emperor. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, COllar-piece, and jewelled
loros of simplified type. Saint (standing on dais) wears short military
tunic, breastplate, and sagion. Manus Dei in upper center field.

PI. 37·], 4
TypeC
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.

Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back: holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. 8EOllOPOCllliK OArJOClllMITP---or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them cross within circle, surmounting
triangular decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
and chlamys. Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion;
holds sword, resting over shoulder, in left hand.

PI. 37.7-9
TypeB
Obv. iC xc in field.
Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, left hand raised
holding scroll.
Rev. 8EOllOPOCllECnOT OArIOCllIMITPl---or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and
panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter cruciger,
and in left, anexikakia. Saint (standing on dais) wears short military
tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sheathed sword, point downard,
in left hand.
PI. 37.IO-I2
Type C
Obv. M-P

ev in upper field.

Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
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Rev. 8EOll.lIJPOClI.ECnT Oflr10C8EOll.lIJP-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded and
nimbate, holding between them cross within circle, surmounting triangular decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collarpiece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds sheathed sword, point
downward, in right hand. Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds shield, resting on ground, in left hand.
PI. 38.I, I]
TypeD
Obv. rc xc in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne without back; right hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in
left.
Rev. 8EOll.lIJPOClI.liK ~ --or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Archangel Michael nimbate,
giving a castle with three towers into the hands of the emperor. Emperor
wears stemma, divitision, COllar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified
type; holds labarum-headed scepter in right hand. Archangel wears divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds jewelled
scepter in left hand. Manus Dei in upper center field.
PI. 38.3,4
TypeE _
M-f ey

* *

Obv.
in field.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. (8EOll.lIJPOC?)lI.li. ic xc in upper right field, asterisk in lower field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, panelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and
in left, anexikakia. Christ wears tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left
hand.
PI. 38.5
TypeF

o

THESSALONICA: THEODORE DUCAS

1081-1261

Rev. 8EOll.lIJPOClI.EC--or var. M-f 8Y in upper field.
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of Virgin nimbate, holding
between them patriarchal cross on long shaft, at base of which a small
globe. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds scepter cruciger in right hand. Virgin
wears tunic and maphorion. Manus Dei in upper left field.
PI. 38.6, 7
TypeG
Obv. rc xc or ic xc 0 EMMflNliHfI in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev.8EOll.lIJPOC lI.ECnOTHC KOMNHNOC 0 lI.liKflC in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
panelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by single or
double-barred cross. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 38.8,9
lE TETARTERON

Obv.

+8E
OAlIJPOC
AECnOT
HCOAOV
K7\C

Rev. 8EOll.lIJPOClI.liKflC OflrtOClI.lMIT--or var.
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate. Between them a patriarchal cross-crosslet, on long shaft
decorated with crescent and pellet, the base of the shaft ending in three
steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros
of simplified type; holds anexikakia in left hand. Saint wears tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand sword, resting over shoulder,
and in left, shield.
PI. 38.IO, II

AI

fir M-I
Obv. 10 TP -or var.
C 10

.lE

HALF-TETARTERON

C

St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, in act of drawing sword, seated
upon throne without back: wears tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds
hilt of sword in right hand and sheath in left, horizontally across knees.

27 1

Type A
Obv. M-f 8Y in field.
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
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Rev. lIEcnOTI 8EOllUJPOC

Full-length figure of emperor turned slightly to left, wearing stemma
divitision, COllar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds i~
right hand globus cruciger, and in left, labarum on long shaft.
PI. 38.I2

TypeB
Obv.

o II
~b ~~
C

~alf-Iength

figure of St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunIC, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, resting over
shoulder, and in left, shield.
Rev.8EOllUJPOC KOtMHiIIOC
Full-length figure of emperor turned slightly to right, wearing stemma,
divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loms of simplified type; holds in
right hand scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 38.I]

TypeC
Obv. 0 IIrHOC lIHMHTP-or var. in two columnar groups.
Hal~-length figure of St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, wearing
tUnIC, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, resting over
shoulder, and in left, shield; or, shield in right hand and spear in left.
Rev. 8EOllUJPOC 0 lI\lKIIC--Qr var. in two columnar groups.
Full-length figure of emperor turned slightly to left, wearing stemma
divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds i~
right hand globus cruciger, and in left, labarum-headed scepter.
PI. 38.I4, I5

THE COINAGE OF THEODORE DUCAS: COMMENTARY
GENERAL
The date of Theodore's ecclesiastical coronation as Emperor of the Romans
is uncertain: early I225, or between late I227 and early I228, have both been
suggested." If the latter were eventually confirmed, then it is almost certain
that the issue of coinage began before the coronation, since it is most unlikelyeven by Thessalonican standards-that the varied and splendid series of coins
bearing Theodore's name could be fitted into the short period I227/28-30.
3

Supra, p. 267, note

I.
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It is known from documentary sources that Theodore assumed the full imperial titulature, signing for instance in June I228 as: 8E65wpos EV XplCITCi'> TCi'> 8ECi'>
mCITos j3acnAEvs Kat aVToKp6:Twp 'Pw>,aiwv Ko>,vTJvoS 0 lIoVKas. 4 Despite the fact that he
was entitled to the use of the surname "Angelus," that somewhat dubious distinction was apparently kept in the background: he is referred to on his coinage
-when any surname is used-as Theodore Comnenus, or Ducas, or ComnenusDucas. This generally suffices to distinguish him from Theodore I, ComnenusLascaris or Theodore H, Ducas-Lascaris, of Nicaea. Even if this were not so ,
the fine, elegant style of the mint of Thessalonica is quite unmistakable.
Unfortunately neither the relative value nor the sequence of issues is certain
for any of the denominations in the following lists.

TRACHY
The facing Virgin Hagiosoritissa on the obverse of type B differs from the
profile figure normally found. s A single specimen of this type has, according to
Mme Oikonomides, been found in copper (billon). Silver, however, certainly
seems the norm.
Type C was attributed by Wroth to Theodore H, Ducas-Lascaris of Nicaea,6
but the fine, elegant style, the rather deep scyphate fabric, and the relatively
small module, require a Thessalonican attribution. The titulature 8EOllUJPOC
lI\lKIIC is more often used by Theodore of Thessalonica than by Theodore H of
Nicaea, who generally couples the surname with IIIICKIIPIC. The lys on the
obverse of Wroth no. 3 and the letters on that of no. 4 can also be paralleled
by similar devices and letters on types A and B, and on the billon coinage.
One of the most interesting characteristics of this elegant group of issues is
the recurrence on type A of the loros of traditional type: that directly descended from the Roman consular trabea. It had last appeared on a billon issue of
John H (PI. n.], 4) which also seems to be separate from the metropolitan
coinage on the basis of hoard occurrence. Prior to that it had appeared on both
the pre-reform folleis and the post-reform tetartera of Alexius I which are assigned
to the mint of Thessalonica (PIs. 3.2; 8.IO-I5). The recurrence, at lengthy intervals, of this form of dress on the products of this mint, when taken together
with other similar evidence, can ouly be an indication of the systematic preservation of mint documents or master dies. 7
The same garment is found on type G of the billon trachea of Manuel of
Thessalonica (PI. 39.IO, II) and on types A and B of the same denomination of
John HI, Ducas-Vatatzes, minted at Thessalonica (PI. 42.I-4).
}R

Miklosich and Miiller, Acta et Diplomata, 5 (Vienna, r887), p. IS.
E.g., PI. 27.8-II. Cf. T. Bertele, "La Vergine Aghiosoritissa nella numismatica bizantina," Revue
des etudes byzantines, ,6 ('958) (~ Melanges S. Salaville), pp. 233-34.
6 Wrath, BMCV, p. 222, nos. 3, 4.
'7 Chap. 13, p. 3°2,
4

6

,8

THESSALONICA: MANUEL DUCAS
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Rev. M/\N\lH/\lI. M-P ev in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type, and
sagion; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.

BILL. TRACHY

Type C was attributed to Theodore II of Nicaea by Sabatier,8 but for the
same reason as silver type C-the fine style-must be attributed instead to
Theodore of Thessalonica. The bearded military saint is in fact St. Theodore,
and not St. Demetrius, as given by Sabatier.
Type E is certainly Thessalonican and-since John Ducas is always represented beardless-must belong to either Theodore or Manuel. The former has been
preferred because of the surname "Ducas" which is the only legible part of the
reverse inscription. Whereas Theodore frequently used the name, Manuel is
apparently known to numismatics only by the inscription M/\N\lH/\ lIECnOTHC.
The alternative attribution should, however, be kept in mind.

TypeB
Obv. le xc UI (sic) EMM/\N\lH/\ in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. M/\N \lH/\lIECnOT 0/\ (rJOClIIM ITPI OC?)
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them labarum, surmounting triangular
decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and
chlamys; holds sheathed sword, point resting on ground, in right hand.
Saint, similarly dressed, holds sheathed sword, point resting on ground,
in left hand.
PI. 39.2

JE TETARTERoN
The four flat copper pieces at Dumbarton Oaks which remain unmutilated
weigh 4.12, 3.98, 3.72 and 2.63gm. and therefore plainly qualify for this denomination. The reverse type is very much a throw-back and finds its nearest
parallel in a miliaresion type of Nicephorus Ill, Botaneiates.
JE HALF-TETARTERON

The nine pieces of these three types at Dumbarton Oaks weigh between
2.07gm. and I.35gm., averaging at I.83gm. They are therefore to be identified
as halves of the above. They are certainly to be assigned to Thessalonicanot to the empire of Nicaea-because only the former uses the combination of
surnames "Comnenus" and "Ducas." This is a valuable attribution to be able
to establish, for the only other coins of this denomination which are distinguishable from the unit by iconographical types as well as by weight, have also
been assigned to this mint. The obverse bust type of St. Demetrius is closely
paralleled by those of SS. Demetrius and George on the half-tetartera ofJohn II
and tetartera and half-tetartera of Alexius Ill. The reverse type depicting
Theodore turned slightly to the left, or to the right, is very similar to those of SS.
Constantine and Helena on the series of anonymous Latin types (PI. 28. I2-I4).

BILL. TRACHY

Type A

1I

HM
Obv. 10 IT
C OC
Bust of St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand spear, resting over shoulder, and in left,
hilt of sword (or cross?).
Rev. M/\N\lH/\. iC xc in upper field.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Christ, bearded and
nimbate. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and panelled chlamys;
holds in right hand scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Christ wears
tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
PI. 39.3

1230-1237
JR TRACHY

Type A
Obv. it xc in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; right
hand raised in benediction, holds Gospels in left.
Description generate, 2, p. 299, no. I4 (pI.

o
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TypeB
Obv. M-P ev in upper field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne with
back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.

LXVI, 2).
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X

Rev. MI\Nb'HI\f>.ECnOT ~ -or var.
R

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Archangel Michael nimbate,
holding between them labarum on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma,
divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type. Archangel
wears short tunic and (sagion?) held wrapped around him.
PI. 394, 5

277

Rev. (MI\Nb'Hi\?)f>. If' (~?)
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by nimbate Archangel
(Michael?), holding between them sheathed sword, point downward.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of
simplified type; holds scepter cruciger in right hand. Archangel wears
tunic and (colobion?).
PI. 39.8
TypeF

Type C
M1'

Obv.

THESSALONICA: MANUEL DUCAS

E

ev

* *

A

in field.

Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
01\

Rev. MI\Nb'HI\f>.ECn rI (f>.IMITPIOC I)-or var.
OC
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius(?), beardless
and nimbate, giving globus surmounted by patriarchal cross into the
hands of the emperor. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds scepter cruciger in right hand.
Saint wears divitision and chlamys; holds spear in left hand.
PI. 39.6
TypeD

X X
Obv'R M
Half-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing divitision,
collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
sword, resting over shoulder, and in left, sheath.
Rev. MI\Nb'HI\f>.E OKlVNCTI\NTINOC-or var.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Constantine (with forked
beard), holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft at the
base of which, three steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collarpiece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds palm-frond in right
hand. Saint, similarly dressed, holds palm-frond in left hand.
PI. 39.7

TypeE
Obv. ic XC in field.
Facing bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds scroll in left hand.

Obv.

eo

Of>.
lV
Bust of St. Theodore, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand spear, resting over shoulder, and in left,
shield.
Rev. MI\Nb'HI\ 01\
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of beardless, nimbate military
Saint (Demetrius?), holding between them sheathed sword, point downward. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, COllar-piece, and jewelled loros
of simplified type. Saint wears tunic, breastplate, and sagion. In upper
center field a cloud, with a star in the center, out of which extends Manus
Dei, crowning the emperor.
PI. 39.9

TypeG

X X

Obv'R M
Full-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing short military
tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand sword which he is in
the act of unsheathing-the sheath held horizontally in the left hand.
nOl\lC
Rev. MANb'HI\f>.ECnOTI e~g~1\ Ol\rIOCf>.HMHTPIOC-or var.
IKH
Emperor on left, and St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, seated
upon throne without back, holding between them the city of Thessalonica represented as a walled town with three towers. Emperor wears
stemma, divitision, and jewelled loros of traditional type; holds labarumheaded scepter in right hand. Saint wears tunic, breastplate, and sagion;
holds sword, resting over shoulder, in left hand.
PI. 39.10, II
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THE COINAGE OF MANUEL DUCAS: COMMENTARY

Two further pieces, reading MANOVHAllC OArlOCKOCT, have recently been
published by Bertele, whose attribution is also to Manuel Ducas rather than to
Manuel I, Comnenus.3
It can therefore only be assumed that Edward's attribution was based on the
misreading of an inscription that was either blundered, or faulty, or both.
The attribution of type E to Manuel rather than to Theodore is based on an
attempted reconstruction of the faint traces of inscription remaining on the
piece illustrated.
Type F is similarly attributed on the basis of a retrograde inscription found
on a clipped specimen of the issue, from the Mogilitsa hoard.
A further type, which has come to light since this book went to press, is to
be found in the Supplementary Note at the end of the volume (p. 407).

lR TRACHY
Type B is apparently known only from the specimen In the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford.

BILL. TRACHY
Type D has already been the cause of some confusion. It was apparently
first published by Edwards, in 1936,1 and assigned to a previously unknown
co-emperorship of Manuel I and Andronicus Comnenus which, it is suggested,
took place some time between II43 and II53.
Such a co-emperorship is both historically and numismatically in the highest
degree unlikely. The period is relatively well documented both by official administrative documents and by Byzantine historians-some of whom, such as
Nicetas Choniates, wrote a good deal later, but with access to official sources:
there would therefore have been no reason to omit such an important constitutional event. The first electrum, billon, and copper coinages of the reign all
portray Manuel as beardless: yet this coin which would necessarily antedate
the disgrace of Andronicus in II53-i.e., still early in the reign-has a bearded
Manuel.
There is little doubt that the type is, in fact, an issue of the empire of Thessalonica. The neat, elegant style-superior even to the metropolitan coinage of
Manuel I-and the bust of the Archangel Michael on the obverse, which can be
very closely paralleled on type B of the coinage of John Ill, Ducas-Vatatzes
struck at Thessalonica between 1246 and 1254, both require such an attribution.
This suggestion is confirmed by a coin published by Longuet in 1943. 2 The
obverse and reverse types are the same as those on the piece published by
Edwards; the figure on the right-hand side of the reverse even has the forked
beard which lends a superficial plausibility to its identification as Andronicus
Comnenus. The inscription reads not ANllPONIKOC but OKUJNCTANTINOCwhich is as might be expected when it is considered that it is only St. Constantine of the whole repertoire of saints represented upon the Byzantine coinage
who is portrayed as wearing the combination of stemma, divitision, and loros.
The Saint's lack of nimbus can also be paralleled upon the silver trachy
type E of John Ducas-Vatatzes, and upon the billon trachy type E of the same
Emperor.
1 K. M. Edwards, HA Remarkable Coin of Manuel I Comnenus," Classical Studies in Hanoy of E.
Capps (Princeton, 1936), pp. 103-05.
2 H. Longuet, "Deux monnaies de Mannel l'Ange Comnene Ducas, empereur de Thessalonique
(1230-1262 [sic])," RN', 7 (1943), pp. 137-44.
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EMPEROR 1237-42, DESPOT 1242-44
BILL. TRACHY (Series I)
Type A

r

Obv. ~A
St. Demetrius nimbate, seated upon throne without back.
Rev. IUJANNICIlEC
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of Virgin nimbate, holding
between them cross within circle, surmounting triangular decoration on
long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled
loros of simplified type; holds anexikakia in right hand. Virgin wears
tunic and maphorion.
PI. 4o.I
TypeB
Obv. ~ 8~O Lys in field to either side.
Full-length figure of St. Theodore, bearded and nimbate, wearing short
military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, and in
left, shield.
:I T. Bertele, HL'imperatore con una palma su una bulla e monete bizantine del sec. XIII," Polychronion: Festschrijt Franz D6lger zum 75- Geburstag, ed. P. Wirth (Heidelberg, 1966), pp. 82-89.
Bertele also makes a persuasive case for accepting as an authentic type of Manuel what appears to
have been a billon scyphate, first published by Tanini in 1791, and described as depicting on the obverse
a bust of Christ Emmanuel, and on the reverse a full-length figure of the Emperor holding a palmfrond and scepter. \Vh:ile regarding the existence of such a type as probable, the author would prefer
to note the fact and defer a formal listing until an actual specimen should turn up.
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Rev. IlV
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by beardless, nimbate
military saint (Demetrius?). Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collarpiece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, anexikakia. Saint wears short military tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds sword, point resting on ground, in left hand.
PI. 40.2
TypeC
Obv. Mi' ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
Rev. IlVANNIC
Full-length figure of emperor wearing short military tunic (breastplate?), and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in
left, globus cruciger.
PI. 40.3
TypeD _

BILL. TRACHY (Series Il)

IC XC·
Obv..
• m field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.
Rev. • llVANICllEcno OArlOClllMIT
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross. Emperor wears
stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type.
Saint wears tunic, breastplate, and sagion.
PI. 40.4
TypeE
~

lV

Obv. eE P
lVll

./

Half-length figure of St. Theodore, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand sword, resting over shoulder, and in left, sheath(?).
Rev. IWllEcno ~llHMHT
Half-length figure of emperor on left and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them large cross within circle, surmounting triangular decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, COllar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type. Saint wears tunic,
(breastplate?), and sagion. Emperor holds shaft with left hand, the Saint
with both hands.
PI. 40.5

28I

TypeF
II

Obv. ~ I-M
Half-length figure of St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, wearing
tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand sword, resting over
shoulder, and in left, sheath.
M-P
Rev. IlV. II ev
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by Virgin nimbate.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of
simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
anexikakia. Virgin wears tunic and maphorion.
PI. 40.6
TypeG
Obv.
Eagle with wings outstretched, head turned to left.
Rev. IlVll ~lllM
Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross-crosslet on long
shaft, at base of which, three steps. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type. Saint wears tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds spear in left hand.
PI. 40.7
TypeH
Obv. ~ ~
St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, seated upon throne without back;
wears tunic (breastplate?), and sagion; holds in right hand sword, and
in left, sheath, held horizontally across knees. Lys above cushions of
throne, to either side.
Rev. IlVll Ecn
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, panelled
loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand scepter cruciger,
and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 40.8
Type I
X

Obv. M
Half-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing divitision,
loros, and sagion; holds in right hand sword, resting over shoulder, and
in left, globus cruciger.
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Rev. IUJ/\NNIC LlEcnOTHC
Emperor seated upon throne without back. Wears stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
scepter cruciger, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 40.9, IO
iE HALF-TETARTERON
+iWLl
KOMNH
Obv. NOCOLlO
VK/\C
Rev. ic xc in field.

Cross potent on three steps.
PI. 4o.II
BILL. OR

As billon trachy type G (Series Il), but small module.

Rev.

PI. 4L3, 4 (revs. only)
TypeF
Obv.
Head of cherub, nimbate, with four wings.
Rev. IUJ O/\f
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of beardless, nimbate saint
(Demetrius?) in military dress, holding between them cross, surmounted
by globule, on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type. Saint wears short military tunic,
breastplate, and sagion; holds sword, resting over shoulder, in left hand.
PI. 4L5, 6
TypeG
IC

iE TRACHY (Series III [small module])

Type A
Obv. }

As billon trachy type A (Series I), but small module.
Rev.

PI. 4o.I2, I3 (rev. only)
Type B
Obv. }

xc

Obv. NI KI\
Patriarchal cross, radiate, on step.
Rev.
Full-length figure of beardless emperor on left, and of beardless, nimbate
saint (Demetrius?) in military dress, holding between them castle with two
towers. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified
type, and sagion. Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion.
PI. 4L7, 8 (rev. only)
TypeH
Obv. M-P
in field.
Virgin seated upon throne without back.
Rev. LlEcnOT IUJ/\NNIC
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter, and
in left, anexikakia. Manus Dei in upper right field.
PI. 40.9 (rev. only)
Type I
Obv.
As rev., incuse.
Rev.
Full-length figure of beardless emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and
chlamys; holds in right hand labarum-headed scepter, and in left, globus
cruclger.
PI. 4LIO

ev

As billon trachy type B (Series I), but small module.
Rev.

PI. 4o.I4 (rev. only)
TypeC
Obv. } Var. A As billon trachy type E (Series I), but small module.
Rev. Var. B As above, but full-length figures on reverse.
(A) PI. 4o.I5
(B) PI. 4LI (rev. only)
TypeD
Obv. }

TypeE
Obv. }

As billon trachy type F (Series Il), but small module.

Rev.

PI. 4L2
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Type]
Obv.
Cross, radiate, decorated with pellets.
Rev.
!'.E
Full-length figure of beardless emperor wearing stemma, short military
tunic (breastplate?), and sagion; holds in right hand sword, resting over
shoulder, and in left, castle with three towers.
PI. 4I.II

Type 0 _

TypeK
Obv.
Outstretched wing.
Rev. IUI!'. in left field.
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled
loros of traditional type; holds in right hand large standard decorated
with two crosses-within-circle, and in left, cross on long shaft.
PI. 4I.I2, I]

Type P
Obv.
Obscure.
Rev.
Winged, beardless, imperial bust surmounting the towered walls of a city.
PI. 4I.I8 (rev. only)

TypeL
Obv.
Large letter B.
Rev. IUI!'. in left field.
As preceding type.
Type M
Obv.
Large letter B on left, and standard decorated with two crosses-withincircle on right.
Rev. M-P ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast.
PI. 4I.I4

M-P ev . fi Id
Obv.
III e .
Bust of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.
Rev. IUI in upper right field.
Full-length figure of winged emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 4I.I7

* *

TypeQ
ObV.-'

* *

M-P ev . fi Id
Rev.
me.
Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion.

THE COINAGE OF JOHN DUCAS: COMMENTARY
GENERAL

John Ducas, still a youth at the time of his accession, is always portrayed
as beardless.
In a similar fashion to his father, Theodore, and indeed to most of his nearer
relations, John apparently used only the surnames "Comnenus" and "Ducas"
-not "Angelus," to which he was also entitled.!
BILL. TRACHY

TypeN
Obv.
As rev., incuse.
Rev. (IU1?)
Half-length figure of beardless emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum-headed scepter, and in left, anexikakia.
PI. 4I.I5, I6 (revs. only)

As shown by the plates, the scyphate coinages of both Theodore and Manuel
Ducas are characterized by their large module, regular fabric, and fine style.
Coins of the same denomination struck by John Ducas-Vatatzes during the
period I246-54 form a direct continuation of the series, the first two of his
types (PI. 42.I-4) being of particularly fine workmanship.
1 As on John's half-tetarteron type. See also: V. Laurent, "Bulle et monnaies in6dites de Jean
Ducas CornnEme, empereur de Thessalonique (1240-1244)," Cronica Numismatica $iArheologica, 125/126
(I943), pp. 3-I4; D. 1. Polemis, The Doukai (London, I968), nos. 42-46, 48, 52-54.
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Although there are isolated specimens of the coinage of Theodore and Manuel
that fall below the average in respect of module, fabric, and style, there is
nothing to give warning of the flood of small, irregular, and generally inferior
types that apparently accompany the normal scyphate coinage of the reign of
John Comnenus-Ducas.
The normal coinage-that is, of the module, fabric, and style common to both
john's predecessors and his successor-is composed of five types (Series I,
A-E, PI. 40.1-5).
A further four types (Series Il, F-I, PI. 40.6-10) are clearly interrelated by a
slightly different combination of characteristics: they are of quite small module
(c. 20-24mm.), but of rather thicker fabric than the previous group, and of
good style with small, deeply engraved dies. The iconography of this series is
perhaps rather more adventurous than that of the preceding-the obverse
design of type G (an eagle) being striking and unprecedented (taken from the
augustalis?): the reverse is taken from the tetarteron type of Theodore. Since
it is impossible to assign this second series to another mint (the "empire" by
now consisting of little more than the city of Thessalonica), or, on the present
evidence, to assume that it either preceded or succeeded the first (thus breaking the sequence of the normal coinage), it might plausibly be suggested that
it represents a fractional coinage: presumably the half. Although the few surviving specimens of these two series betray no obvious differences of weightstandard (despite their different module), it must be remembered that the scyphate denomination was, technically at least, of billon-and that there might
therefore be some small difference of metallic composition.
The third group of coins (Series Ill, PIs. 40.12-15; 41.1-18) is altogether
another proposition. The large number of types of which it is composed is all
the more extraordinary when it is considered that John's reign lasted only seven
years and, moreover, that it is generally agreed that his right to issue an autonomous coinage ceased with his demotion to the rank of despot, after a mere five
years of reign." This results in an apparent average of over three types per
year, with the strong probability that further types will come to light in the
future. There is also a further anomaly in that of these fifteen types, five are
more or less identical with those also represented in the two series of larger
module-three from the first, two from the second.
Comparison of the small-module coins in Series III with the similar pieces
in the Latin imitative series (PI. 29.1-20) immediately arouses the suspicion
that the two are related in some way-whether by common origin, or
standard, or both. 3 Such a connection is strongly confirmed by the evidence
of hoards.

The Dorkovo hoard contained fourteen trachea definitely identifiable as Thessalonican. Of these, five coins were of Theodore and Manuel: originally all of
normal large module, three had been so drastically clipped that only fractions
of the designs remained. 4 The remaining nine pieces, which were all of John,
were of the small-module series.
The Logodash hoard contained a single piece of Theodore: it had been similarly clipped.
The Mogilitsa hoard contained a further specimen-of Manuel: it also had
been clipped.
The Oustovo contained twelve certain Thessalonican trachea: the eight specimens that were of Theodore and Manuel had all been clipped. Of the four
coins of John, the only piece of Series I, the regular coinage, had suffered a
similar fate: the remainder were of small module.
The Preslav hoard contained three coins of John, all of the small module.
The Tri Voditsi hoard contained nineteen definite Thessalonican trachea. Of
the fifteen pieces of Theodore and Manuel, five had been clipped, as had all
three large-module pieces of John. There was one piece of John's small-module
senes.
It is therefore evident that in this class of hoard the large Thessalonican
pieces have a definite tendency to be reduced by clipping to the module of the
small series-whether that of Thessalonica or of the similar Latin pieces which
make up the bulk of these hoards.
Now, pace Bertele, the identification of the Thessalonican small-module series
with a genuine fractional coinage, carries little conviction in the light of these
figures. Firstly, as previously noted for the Latin series, fractions are normally
struck in smaller quantities than their units. Secondly, although occasional
examples of such units are sometimes deliberately cut into fractions (as Bertele suggests of the piece illustrated, PI. 40.1), the situation as seen in these
hoards is that the majority of the large pieces have been reduced in module.
This has much more the appearance of a clash of separate standards.
Such a situation would be quite understandable if, as suggested when dealing with the similar Latin series, the small-module coins form a coinage of
emergency, manufactured in order to alleviate the shortage of regular trachea-
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See, for instance, Bertele, "Monete di Giovanni di Salonicco," p. 74.
Il, pp. 213-14.

a Chap.

4. A selection of clipped billon trachea from these hoards is illustrated (PI. 45. I-IO): it will be noticed
that this rough clipping bears no resemblance to that practiced by the imperial authorities under
Alexius III upon the coinage of his predecessors (PI. 44. I-IS). The Thessalonican types are as follows:

PI. 45.

(Theodore Ducas, type E, from the OustOVQ hoard)
(Theodore Ducas, type D, from the OustOYO hoard)
3-5 (Theodore Ducas,type F, from the Tri Voditsi hoard)
6 (Manne! Ducas, type C, from the Oustovo hoard)
7, 8 (Manue! Ducas, type D, from the Oustovo hoard)
9, IO (John Ducas, type D, from the Oustovo and Tri Voditsi hoards)
I

2
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the plentiful circulation of which during the third to fifth decades of the
thirteenth century seems to have been largely confined to Asia Minor and Constantinople and Thessalonica and their immediate environs.
As to the source of the small "Thessalonican" coins, it is presumably bound
up with that of the Latin series. At least the attribution of the former to an
unofficial source explains the existence of so many types, for it is not now
necessary to suppose that their production was coterminous with the reign of
John Comnenus-Ducas.
The attribution of type Q to this emperor is less certain than that of the
other types, but seems justified by considerations of module, style, and technique. Of its late date there is little doubt: single specimens occurred in both
the Oustovo and Tri Voditsi hoards. 5
As Bertele has already remarked, the type attributed by Sabatier to John V
as no. 3 of that Emperor, depicting the standing figures of Saint Demetrius on
the obverse and of an Emperor John on the reverse, is probably to be identified with no. 644 in the Photiades Catalogue; there more plausibly attributed
to John Ducas. 6 The Sabatier piece is described as flat, the Photiades one as
scyphate, both as small. There need be no real contradiction, for scyphate coins
of the Thessalonican series are frequently found flattened. The existence of the
type may therefore be accepted as very probable, but in default of actual known
specimens it has not been formally listed here.

THESSALONICA: DEMETRIUS DUCAS, ETC.

28 9

ic xc in field; sometimes with 0 EMM/\N\:IH/\ in two columnar groups.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.

Obv.

Rev. ~ ~ in lower field.
Full-length figure of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing divitision, collar-piece, and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand
labarum on long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 41.20, 21
Certainly they are not of the period of Isaac n, to whom they were attributed by Wroth,' nor can they be confused with the somewhat similar Constantinopolitan Latin type P (PI. 27.3, 4). Their style demands a thirteenth-century
Thessalonican attribution of some kind, and a late date is confirmed by the
presence of a specimen, along with other Thessalonican pieces, among the finds
from the recent excavations at Lake Prespa.

SCYPHATE, SMALL-MODULE ISSUE OF UNCERTAIN
THESSALONICAN ATTRIBUTION
An apparently unique example of this issue was published by Bertele (Impera-

.A<; HALF-TETARTERON

The two published examples of this type weigh 1.68 and 1.98gm.,7 which,
in view of the known weights for tetartera and their halves, ensures the identification of these pieces as examples of the latter.

tore alato, p. 33, no. 52). The description is as follows:
Obv.

Wing, from which extends an arm holding a sword; above and below, an
asterisk.
Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor, bearded, on right, and of beardless, nimbate saint (Demetrius?) in military dress, holding between them partially
sheathed sword, point downward. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
COllar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds scepter in left
hand. Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds
(spear?) in right hand.
PI. 41.19

THE COINAGE OF DEMETRIUS, COMNENUS-DUCAS
DESPOT 1244-1246
No named coins of the despot Demetrius, John's successor, are known, and
it is probable that none were struck. It is possible, however, that the billon
trachea of neat, elegant style, of the following description, are to be attributed
to the mint of Thessalonica during the period 1242-46.

That the emperor is bearded precludes an attribution to John ComnenusDucas-to whose coinage this issue is otherwise related by its obverse type.

5 The type has already been published: H. Longuet, "Die unedierten byzantinischen Miinzen des
Wiener Kabinettes," NZ, 77 (I957), pp. 56-57, no. 328 (pI. VI).
6 W. Frcehner, Monnaies byzantines de la coUection Photiades Pacha (Sale Catalogue, Paris, 23-24.
v. I890), p. 46.
7 Bertele, "Monete di Giovanni di Salonicco," p. 65.
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WIoth, BMC, 2, p. 595. no. 37.

THESSALONICA: JOHN III

St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, seated upon throne without back;
wears tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand hilt of sword,
and in left, sheath, horizontally across knees.

(iii)
THESSALONICA UNDER THE EMPERORS OF NICAEA

Rev. IlV

124 6- 1261
THE COINAGE OF JOHN

rn,

29 1

o

!l ---or var.
\!

Full-length figure of emperor wearing short military tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and in left,
anexikakia. Large asterisk in upper right field.
PI. 42.5, 6

DUCAS-VATATZES

1246- 1254
BILL. TRACHY

TypeD

Type A
M-P

+

Obv.

ev

+

in field.

!lE

cn

Rev. IlV OT -or var.

Rev. IlV

HC

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, and jewelled
loros of traditional type; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft, and
in left, anexikakia. In left field, an outstretched wing; in upper right
field, Manus Dei.
PI. 42.I, 2

!lEC

OC

M-I

*

T

T

TypeF
Obv. ic XC in field.
Bust of Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
Gospels in left hand.

1'1

0/\

Obv . .61

0
!l
M ---or var.

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross. Emperor wears
stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type.
Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion.
PI. 42.9, ID

Emperor seated upon throne without back, wearing stemma, divitision,
and jewelled loros of traditional type; holds in right hand scepter crueiger, and in left, anexikakia. In left field, an outstretched wing; in
upper right field, Manus Dei.
PI. 42.], 4

r

IlV
!l

Rev. n

no
TH ---or var.
C

TypeC

o

!l
\! ---or var.
K

TypeE
Obv. M-P ev in field.
Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion, seated upon throne without back; holds beardless, nimbate head of Christ on breast. Lys above
cushion of throne, to either side.

Obv. If' ~ in field.
Bust of Archangel Michael nimbate, wearing divitision, collar-piece, and
panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand sword, resting over
shoulder, and in left, globus cruciger.

-

g ---or var.

Full-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, and chlamys;
holds labarum on long shaft in left hand.
PI. 42.7, 8

TypeB

Rev. IlV

1'1

Bust of St. Demetrius, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds sword, resting over shoulder, in right hand.

Bust of Virgin nimbate, wearing tunic and maphorion.

-

r

Obv. ~/\

-or var.
29°

,,'
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r

IllJ

0/1
fj. --or var.

fj.

Rev. n

M

T

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them castle with three towers. Emperor
wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified
type; holds labarum-headed scepter in right hand. Saint wears short
military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds sword, point resting on
ground, in left hand.
PI. 42.II, I2

TypeG'

* ev*

THESSALONICA: JOHN III

Type!

o 151
o bv. fj. OC
M

--or var.

Full-length figure of St. Demetrius, bearded and nimbate, wearing
short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear,
and in left, shield.
0
Rev. IllJ fj. --or var.
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 43.5, 6

M-P

Rev.

in field.

Full-length figure of Virgin nimbate, orans, wearing tunic and maphorion
IllJ ~
fj.n fj.1
Ofj. M --or var.

Rev.

K

T

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them labarum surmounting triangular
decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, and
chlamys; holds sword, point resting on ground, in right hand. Saint
wears divitision and chlamys; holds sword, point resting on ground, in
left hand.
PI. 43.I, 2

TypeH

r

p

n
Obv. rE 0 -or var.
~

llJ

C

Bust of St. George, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate,
and sagion; holds in right hand spear, resting over left shoulder, and in
left, shield.
fj.

Rev. n

Type]
Obv.O n
Full-length figure of St. Peter, bearded and nimbate, turned to left;
holds two keys in right hand.
Rev.
Half-length figure of emperor, wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
PI. 43.7
TypeK
Obv. iC xc in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion; holds
scroll in left hand.
Rev.
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum-headed
scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 43,8, 9

IllJ fj.
M

p-or var.

T

Half-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them cross-within-circle surmounting
triangular decoration on long shaft. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
collar-piece, and jewelled loros of simplified type. Saint wears tunic,
breastplate, and sagion.
PI. 43·3, 4

THE COINAGE OF JOHN Ill: COMMENTARY
BILL. TRACHY

John III is distinguishable from John Comnenus-Ducas by his forked beard.
As remarked when dealing with the coinage of Theodore Comnenus-Ducas,
types A and B are examples of the tendency of the Thessalonican mint to use
the traditional rather than the simplified pattern of loros.
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Because of the splendid style in which both these types are rendered it is
clear that they belong at the very beginning of the short period during which
John III ruled Thessalonica, and it is therefore probable that they were
intended as something of a commemorative coinage-to mark the advent of the
new regime in the city.
Their attribution to John Ducas, Sebastocrator of Neopatras (c. 1268-89)
-as made, for example, by Lambros and followed by Wroth' -is most unlikely.
There was an unrecognized example of type B in the (earlier) Arta hoard.
There is, in the collection at the British Museum, an apparently unique
specimen of type F in silver.
Lathoud and Bertele have suggested that the presence of St. Peter upon the
obverse of type J formed a contemporary allusion to the negotiations carried
on between John III and the papacy during the closing years of his reign
on the subject of the reconciliation of the churches." It should be remarked,
however, that a similar figure of the Saint appears on the Latin coinage of
Constantinople, although the authorities there had everything to fear from a
favorable conclusion to these negotiations. It is, of course, impossible to decide
which of the two first used the type of St. Peter, and to build a whole edifice
of theological and political speculation upon his appearance is to go much further
than the small amount of evidence warrants.
Although the large number of types (eleven) attributed to this relatively
short reign might perhaps appear excessive, it should be noted that severalsuch as types D, J, and K-seem to continue the fabric, module, and technique
of Series II of John Comnenus-Ducas (PI. 40.6-IO). That is, they are of rather
smaller module and thicker fabric than the rest, and also struck from slightly
smaller dies. This is particularly noticeable of type K (PI. 43.8, 9). They may,
therefore, have been struck as a parallel series to the other types rather than
as a part of one succession.
The attribution of type K, at least, to Thessalonica seems to be supported
by the small amount of hoard evidence available. No less than five specimens
occurred in the Dorkovo hoard, and there was a further specimen in the TriVoditsi hoard.
1 S. P. Lambros, "Monnaies et bulIes inedites de Neopatras et de Carytaena," RN2, 14 (1869/70),
pp. r87-88. ,Vroth, BMCV, pp. 227-28. Metcalf (Coinage in the Balkans, p. 234) finds, in the appearance
of single coins of these two types at excavations at Trikkala, proof of their attribution to Neopatras:
but they might just as well have come from Thessalonica.
The fact that both types (and that of Theodore Il) were copied by Constantine Asen, tsar of
Bulgaria (1257-77), perhaps also slightly favors John III at Thessalonica. Cf. N. A. Moushmov,
Monetite i Pechatite na Bulgarskite Tsare (Sofia, 1924), pp. 78-83, nos. 16-29.
2 D. Lathoud and T. Bertele, "Les clefs de Saint Pierre sur une monnaie de Jean III Doucas Vatatzes,
empereur de Nicee (1222-1254)," Unilas, yr. I, no. 3 (1948), pp. 189--96.

THE COINAGE OF THEODORE II, DUCAS-LASCARIS
1254-125 8
BILL. TRACHY

Obv.
Large cross with floriate ends to limbs; in center, small linear cross.
I':>.

Rev .

~
/\/\
CK/\

SEOI':>.
\UP

0
I':>.
M ~r
P
- v var.

PI
C

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Demetrius, beardless
and nimbate, holding between them castle with three towers, surmounted
by large asterisk. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collar-piece, and
jewelled loros of simplified type; holds labarum-headed scepter in right
hand. Saint wears short military tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds
spear, resting over shoulder, in left hand.
PI. 43.IO

THE COINAGE OF MICHAEL VIII, PALAEOLOGUS
1258/59-1261
Although there are a number of types of this Emperor attributable to the
mint of Thessalonica, there is no adequate method of distinguishing those
struck before the recapture of Constantinople from those struck subsequently:
the series will therefore not be treated in this publication. It should be remarked,
however, that most of the types attributed to the various rulers of Epirus of
this name are, in fact, to be identified as Thessalonican issues of Michael VIII.
Since this Emperor's formal signature invariably includes the family name
"Ducas," it is quite possible that even the coin struck in the name of a
"Michael Ducas," and attributed by Bertele to Epirus, should be involved in
this reappraisal. 1
1 For BerteU;'s article, see p. 296. Michael's signature runs: MtXat)/I. EV XplOTC9 'Tip Seep 1T1O"TOS 13aO"l/1.eVs
Kat o:&rOKpa-rOOp ·POOlJ.afoov, h.OVKas "'AyyeAos KOlJ.vllvoS 6 TIar..aIOf..oyoS. E.g., Miklosich and Miiller, op. cit.,
5, pp. 13, 260.

OTHER RULERS
(iv)
OTHER RULERS
THE COINAGE OF THE "DESPOTS" OF EPIRUS
The only coin at all flausibly attributed to the "despots" of Epirus is that
pubhshed by T. Bertele ("Una moneta dei despoti di Epiro," Numismatica,
I7:-~8 [I9SI-S2J, pp. I~-I8)- In view of the observations of L. Stiernon ("Les
ongmes du despotat d Eplre. Apropos d'un livre recent," Revue des etudes
byzantines, I~ [I9S9J, PI;' 90-I26), it is almost certain that the coin in question
should be a~slgned to Mlchael II (c. I23I-68) rather than to Michael I (c. I20SIS)· The com from the Arta hoard attributed to Michael II and his son Nicepho.rus is .~ouble-struck, giving "Nicephorus" the appearance of being in a
JUnior p~sltton. The figure on the right is very probably that of St. Constantine,
but the Issuer (although probably a Thessalonican emperor) is unidentifiable.
Although a model treatment in its time, Mattingly's article on the Arta
hoard ("A Find of Thirteenth-century Coins at Arta in Epirus," NC 5 , 3 [I9 23J,
pp. 3I-46) badly needs reconsideration.

THE COINAGE OF LEO AND JOHN GAVALAS,
RULERS OF RHODES
c. I204-c. I2S0

The coinage of these brothers consists of thin, flat, copper pieces. They are
trea~ed by G. Schlumberger in his Numismatique de l'Orient latin (Paris, I878;
repnnt, Graz, I9S4), pp. 2IS-I6.

THE COINAGE OF IVAN n, ASEN, TSAR OF BULGARIA
I2I8-I24I
The scyphate coin illustrated (PI. 46.IO, II) has, on occasion, been treated as
belonging to the Byzantine series. It has, however, already been correctly attributed to Ivan n, Asen (Moushmov, Monetite i Pechatite na Bulgarskite Tsare
pp. 69-7 I [nos. 4-6J).
'
Comparison of these ~ieces with c?ins. of the empire of Thessalonica (e.g.,
PI. 37·7-9) shows the mam source of msplratlOn, but the star on the long shaft
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can be paralleled only on the coins of the empire of Nicaea (e.g., PI. 30 . 2 , ]).
It is tempting to consider this issue as having been struck after the battle of
Klokotnitsa (I230), largely for use in the territories conquered from the empire
of Thessalonica. Two specimens occurred in the Arta hoard (Class XIII): a
small find of four specimens has been reliably reported to the author as coming
from Prilep: a single specimen occurred in a hoard from Levski (Plovdiv reg.).
Examples may also have been included in a hoard of twenty-nine billon trachea
of Ivan Asen which was found at Ochrida (Gerassimov, IAI, 29 [I966J, p. 2I3).
Finally, according to Mme Oikonomides, eight specimens have recently come
from a hoard found during excavations at Lake Prespa.
A rather similar type was struck in gold (Gerassimov, "Purvata zlatna moneta na Tsar Ivan Asen II," IBA I, 8 [I934J, pp. 36I-68).

THE COINAGE OF "STEFAN DUCAS REX"
The billon scyphate illustrated (PI. 47.I) has sometimes been attributed to
Stephen Gabrielopoulus the sebastocrator of Thessaly (died I333), which is
absurd. The full reverse inscription reads: CTEQ:>ANOCPI30l'. 0KlUNCTANTINOC,
but is generally abbreviated to some extent. The imperial portion of the inscription can be expanded only to LTEq>avoS pi~ 0 l'.ovKa" and, as such, must refer
to the Serbian tsar Stephen Radoslav (c. I228-33), who is referred to in precisely these terms by both Serbian and Byzantine sources. 1 He had married a
daughter of Theodore Ducas of Thessalonica, and it was presumably as a result
of this (backed, perhaps, by his descent from Euphrosyne Ducaina, wife of
Alexius nI) that he took the family name of Ducas.
The source of inspiration for the reverse type of the issue is undoubtedly
Thessalonican, not, as occasionally supposed, Nicaean or pre-conquest Byzantine. It is to be found in the billon scyphate type D of Manuel Ducas, Stephen's
relation by marriage and his contemporary on the throne (PI. 39.7). The type
is reproduced with only minor alterations on the Serbian issue, and better preserved specimens than that illustrated even include the forked beard for St.
Constantine that caused difficulties in the correct attribution of the original
(supra, pp. 278-79).
1 The correct attribution was first made by K. Stockert: "Zwei unedierte Bronzemunzen von
Serbien," NZ, 47 (1915), pp. 195----g6. For the documentary evidence for Radoslav's entitulature,
see: F. Miklosich, Monumenta Serbica Spectantia Historiam Serbiae Bosnae Ragusii (Vienna, 1858),
p. 20; Miklosich and Miiller, ap. cit., 3 (Vienna, r86S), pp. 66-67. There is a brief but useful survey
of the problem of attribution (as behveen Radoslav and Gabrielopoulus) by M. Lascaris in "Bulletin
yougoslave," Byzantion, 14 (1939), pp. 423-24. See also: Polemis, The Doukai, P.93, note 9. For
the mythical despot Melissenus, P. Lemerle, L'Emirat d'Aydin, Byzance et l'Oceident (Paris, 1957),
p. IIg.
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A further type of this Serbian ruler, in silver, seems to reproduce the main
features of the reverse design of the silver scyphate type C of Theodore Ducas
(PI. 37. 5,6). In this case, the left-hand columnar inscription actually reads:
CTE<MNOC PI3 0 t.\lKAC.2

The attribution of this small series in billon and silver to the reign of Stephen
Radoslav requires that its date should be approximately the same as that
suggested for the rather similar series in billon and gold which is given to
Ivan n, Asen of Bulgaria. It is, in the circumstances, tempting to infer an
element of rivalry, although the point is obviously incapable of anything like
proof.
11 The Serbian type is most conveniently described and illustrated by R. Maric in: Studije iz Srpske
Numizmatike (Belgrade, 1956), pp. 64-67; "Iz Numizmaticke Zbirke," Zbornik Radova Narodnog
Muzeja, 3 (1962), p. 24-

SECTION

IV

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
ApODESMOI AND ApOKOMBIA

The radical changes in the Byzantine monetary system, which were initiated
by the Alexian reform of 1092 and the withdrawal of old currency which apparently accompanied it, must have necessitated drastic alterations in the organization of function and personnel within the mint.
Probably as a result of the new and unprecedented character of the reformed
coinage, the reverse designs of the first regular scyphate types in gold, electrum, and billon from the metropolitan mint all represented the same iconographical device of the Emperor, standing, with a columnar inscription to either
side. The latter was an innovation at the mint of the capital, the only precedent
being that on the "St. Demetrius" scyphates of the Thessalonican pre-reform
coinage. The iconographical distinction between the denominations which was
to mark the series in the future was maintained in this case by the differing
regalia and robing on each denomination. For the twelfth century, therefore,
the coronation series of I092 represents the only occasion on which genuine
coins of different scyphate denominations reproduced the same iconographical
types. This in itself marks both the ceremonial nature of these coins and the
more practical realism which subsequently insisted on rendering it impossible
to forge a gold coin by the plating of a genuine electrum or billon one.
Similarly, owing to the new pattern of the coinage, the degree of variation
permitted to the die-cutters was, in general, extremely small. True, the development of the left-hand inscriptional ending from T to T, to TH was allowed, or
even ordered, as was the increasing amount of exaggeration in the chlamysjewelling; but on the other hand, the general arrangement of the inscription and
the individual elements of design are remarkably uniform. This strict attention
to the details of the design was adhered to throughout the twelfth century,
and in the vast majority of cases where major variations in detail did occur
they were intended, whether as distinctions between officinae of the same mint,
or between different organizational phases of a coinage, or between separate
mints. The attention paid to the inscription was less long-lasting: control was
loosened for the billon coinage even during the reign of Alexius, but that exercised over the gold and electrum remained throughout the reign of John. It is
only with the reign of Manuel that there are definite signs of a relaxation, probably resulting from the tremendous amount of inscription which had to be
inserted into such a small space: this is particularly true for the gold coinage
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and for type D of the electrum coinage. It is clear, in these two cases, that the
imperial image was engraved first and then such space as was left was unsystematically crammed with the vertical inscription.
To the contrary, a good deal less attention throughout seems to have been
paid to the obverse, the side bearing a religious design. Balling and Bellinger
have both noticed1-for the coinages of Manuel I and Theodore I respectivelythat this die, or parts of it, were frequently recut when worn or damaged, without much trouble being taken to imitate the detail or style of the original.
It might be expected by analogy with near contemporary Western examples
that the authorities at the mint should keep such documents relating to the
issue, design, purity, and quantity of coinage as came into their hands. There
is strong circumstantial evidence in the history of the Thessalonican mint to
support such a supposition. The characteristic pendilia form 1 1 which is
noticeable on hyperpyra of Alexius I attributed to that mint, mak~;·~ concerted
reappearance on the Latin series struck there after the conquest of 1204. The
use of the traditional form of loros-discontinued at the metropolitan mint
during the reign of Constantine IX-continues on the copper tetartera of Thessalonica during the reign of Alexius, again on the billon of John II, and then
reappears only after a long interval on the silver trachea of Theodore Comnenus-Ducas and the billon of Manuel Comnenus-Ducas and of John DucasVatatzes. Such resurrections of old but characteristic techniques can hardly have
occurred except by deliberate reference to documentary records or master dies
which had been retained. It is obvious, on a more general plane, that the
establishment and continuance of the elaborate system of officina distinctions
employed at the metropolitan mint must have been based on something more
substantial than the memory of individuals.
The instructions sent out by the central authorities to the provincial mints
were sufficiently detailed, in the case of the hyperpyra of Alexius I, not only
to decide on elaborate differences to distinguish provincial products from each
other and from those of the metropolis, but also to enforce such common details
as the presence of two folds of the chlamys on the Emperor's left shoulder.
The degree of control exercised over the mint of Thessalonica by the central
authorities seems understandably to have varied as between the precious and
the base-metal coinages. As mentioned above, the precious-metal coinage struck
at the provincial mint seems generally to have been modelled very closely upon
that of the capital, but with the addition of small, deliberate distinctions; its
quantity was apparently small and production was probably sporadic. On the
other hand, the tetartera and half-tetartera which formed the basic product
of Thessalonica were entirely distinct in type from those of the capital. At

no time is this more evident than during the reign of Andronicus I, when the
metropolitan coinage of all denominations conforms to a single iconographical
theme; the Virgin on the obverse, the Emperor crowned by Christ on the
reverse. In complete contrast, the two Thessalonican types portray the Virgin
and St. George as their obverse, and the unaccompanied imperial, full-length
figure and bust as their reverse.
The only other aspect of the internal organization of the metropolitan mint
which is recoverable with any degree of certainty is what has been termed
above as the officina system. The presence of this pattern of organization, together with the further evidence about to be discussed, has considerable bearing
on the question of the circulation of coinage in bulk.
That sums of copper and silver coin circulated in sealed, or at least tightly
bound, bags or purses during the fourth and fifth centuries, is attested by both
documentary sources and pictorial representations. Jones has remarked upon
the purses marked *XIIl::. (12, 500 denarii) depicted in the Piazza Armerina
mosaics, and quotes passages from Epiphanius stating that "the follis makes
up 125 silver coins; and it is called among the Romans a sack," and that "the
follis weight is also called a balantion (l3oM:trTlov), and it makes up 250 denarii."
The existence of at least two such standard sums is confirmed by Epiphanius
himself, who distinguishes in another passage between the <poM\S KOTCx TOV apyVP\O"~ov and KOTCx TOV 8'lVOP10"~ov.2
The evidence for gold is equally strong. A purse marked ooCCC (1,300 pieces)
is depicted in the mosaics of the Constantinian basilica of Aquileia, 3 and in the
light of further examples in the Chronographer of 354 may be considered as
containing gold. Three purses are illustrated in the Chronographer: the Caesar
Constantius Gallus has at his feet one marked ~ (1,000 solidi); the personification of Constantinople has one marked 00 (1,000 pieces); Roma has ooCCCC
(I,{OO pieces).4 The insignia of the comites sacrarum largitionum and rerum
privatarum as illustrated in the Notitia Dignitatum 5 include several purses, of
which some appear to bear numerals. Finally, the consular diptych of Boethius
(487) at Brescia depicts several purses marked B8 (2,000 pieces).6
It is true, however, that most of the examples above occur in a very general
context, as in the case of the personifications, or a ceremonial one, as in that
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1 Balling, "Lindos," pp. 14-15; A. R. Bellinger, etA Hoard of Silver Coins of the Empire of Nicaea,"
Centennial Publication of the American Numismatic Society, ed. H. Ingholt (New York, 1958). p. 76.

2 A. H. M. Janes, "The Origin and Early History of the Follis," Journal of Roman Studies, 49, 1-2
(1959), pp. 34-38; see also L. Ruggini, "A proposito del joUis nel IV secolo," Atti delta Accademia
nazionale dei Lincei, Rendiconti8, 16 (1961), pp. 3°6-19. For references to pecunia clusa or obsignata
and the sacculum vel argentum signatum, see D. I6,iii(xxv); I6,iii(xxix); I9,ii(xx:xi).
8 G. C. Menis, I mosaici christiani di Aquileia (Udine, 1965), pI. 69.
4 H. Stern, Le calendrier de 354; etude sur son texte et ses illustrations (Paris, 1953), pIs. 15, 3, 2.
5 Notitia Dignitatum, ed. O. Seeck (Berlin, 1876), pp. 35, 37, 148, 154.
6 R. DeIbrueck, Die Consulardiptychen und verwandte Denkmiiler (Berlin, 1929), 1 (Text), pp. 10306, 2 (Plates), p. 7.
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of the consular largess of Gallus and Boethius. The widespread use of such a
system, including sums smaller than a thousand solidi, remains unproven.
Fortunately, precisely this latter information can be gleaned from a series of
documentary sources which also extend the period of reference into the midseventh century.
In April 363, the Emperor J ulian issued the following edict: 7
Emperor Julian Augustus, to Mamertinus, Praetorian Prefect:
The buying and selling of solidi is impeded if anyone clips, diminishes,
or-to use the word suitable for such avarice-nibbles them away, for some
persons refuse them as being light and inadequate. It therefore pleases us
to appoint a zygostates [weigher], as the Greek word terms him, in each
city, who, on account of his faithfulness and industry, will neither deceive
nor be deceived, so that if a dispute shall have arisen between a seller and a
buyer of solidi, it may be settled according to his judgment and reliability.
The sense of the edict is sufficiently clear as to need no explanation.
In January 559, the Emperor Justinian issued an edict headed as follows: 8
So that in future, the zygostatai and chrysones of Egypt shall have no
license to collect the [charge called] obryza, but that coined gold in these
regions shall correspond to that of this great city [i.e., Constantinople], they
shall place their seals according to the undiminished weight in the coined
[metal].
The Emperor goes on to say in the preface that he intends to abolish a
charge called obryza which had grown up recently in Egypt and now amounted
in Alexandria to the sum of nine solidi in the pound, thereby harmfully affecting both public and private affairs.
In the paragraph~the second~which is of particular relevance to this
examination, Justinian names the zygostatai and chrysones as the chief perpetrators of this fraudulent charge, ruling that they are to be put under bond by
their superiors and that they are to encourage dealings in the eX1TOAVTOV AlyulTT10V
x6:pay~a (surely loose, unsealed gold coin), even if defective, but when required,
they are to indicate, in writing, the true weight of the gold in the containers
which they seal, not, as hitherto customary, indicating an amount more than
that actually therein. The Emperor proceeds to fix the punishment for infringement, and once more to warn that payments made to officials of the
treasury in Alexandria must not be subject to the charge.
Oxyrhynchus Papyrus I886 9 (late fifth or early sixth century) records the
bringing of an accusation of what is apparently the same fraudulent practice as
that described by Justinian. It mentions that one Aurelius Joseph had taken a
Codex Theodosianus, 12, vii (ii).
Justinian: Edict 11.
s The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 16, eds. Grenfell, Hunt, and Bell (London, 1924), pp. 90-g1, no. 1886.
7
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certain sum of money in gold to the public zygostates Anastasius, on a condition
unfortunately lost in the manuscript. However, having handed over his money,
Joseph received the weigher's seal, but when, for whatever reason, the seal was
broken, the sum was found to be short by fifty-two keratia.
Quite clearly, on the basis of these extracts, what had been happening was
that the zygostatai (and chrysones) had received, or had arrogated to themselves,
the right of authenticating sums circulating in purses by the imposition of their
seals, but had been, in Egypt at least, illegally demanding or exacting a fee
for doing so. The amount of money in the sealed purse was therefore equivalent
to the sum handed over to the zygostates minus the fee exacted, for since the
fee was illegal in any case its exaction could not be admitted. Although the
phrasing of the edict is complex and the sense not as clear as it might be, there
can be little doubt that this illegal fee was that termed obryza.
The complete identity of the seal (crcppayis) with the actual purse of gold coin
the value of which it authenticated is established beyond question by the
events described in one of the tales of the Egyptian solitarieslO-a class of work
circulating widely during the second half of the fourth or the fifth century.
The particular episode almost inevitably involves a zygostates-their public
image must have been quite appalling.
A man came to the public weigher one day with a "seal of five hundred
nomismata" ( ... mppayi8a rrevTaKocri",v VO~lcr~6:T",V), requesting him to take the
seal (l\a~E T~V crcppayi8a) and to give it to him little by little as he needed it. There
was thought to have been no witness to the request, but in fact a noble of the
tmvn had both heard and seen it. Some time later the former possessor of the
seal came to the zygostates and requested part of it (Ms ~Ol EK Tfis crcppayi8os, i.e.,
"from out of the seal") since he was in need. The zygostates, not knowing of
the witness, denied all knowledge of the transaction. The cheated man, however,
met the noble who had witnessed the original request and recounted his story.
The noble told the man that he had only to bring his suit before St. Andrew
(there was an oratory nearby) and he would receive satisfaction. When the time
for the confrontation came, the noble went to the oratory, undressed, and began
to act as if possessed. As the zygostates and his accuser arrived, the noble began
to shout out the truth of the affair: '180il " cpauAos o&ros EAa~E TCx rreVTaKOO'la vo~Icr
~aTa TOU avepd:nrov-"Look! this dreadful fellow has taken the man's five hundred nomismata." The noble threw himself at the zygostates and took him by
the throat: !J.6s TCx rreVTaKOO'la vo~icr~aTa TOU avepelnrov-"Hand over the man's
five hundred nomismata!" The zygostates, terrified: 'Eye:, cpEp'" aVT6:-"I will
bring them." The noble: 'ApTl cpEpE aVT6:-"Fetch them immediately." The
zygostates brought them (avT6:). The noble told the owner of the solidi ( ...Tij>
2
10 F. Nau, "Histoire des solitaires egyptiens {MS Coislin 126, fo1. I67sqq.)," Revue de l'Orient chretien ,
2 (190]), no. 48, pp. 1]6-77.
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KupiC}> T6Sv VO~lO"~Crr"'V') to put six pieces on the altar-presumably as a thanksgiving. Thus, the story ends with a splendid moral punch.
It has to be admitted that the extensive quotation of this edifying tale has
been undertaken with a view to something other than its original intent. For it
is the references to the "seal" that are of considerable monetary interest.
T~at a s:al should really be worth five hundred solidi is rather unlikely, if
n~t ImpossIble. Although Nau, who published and translated the manuscript,
dId not comment on the fact, the publishers and translators of Oxyrhynchus
Papyrus 1886 did, and came to the conclusion-since the problem coincided
with their own-that mppcxyis should be translated as "bond" (in the legal, documentary sense of the term). To do this they also had to exercise considerable ingenuity in translating the verb AV'" as "discharge," rather than simply
as "unfasten" or "loosen" (with reference to the "seal"), as the events recorded in
the document otherwise clearly suggest. But the relationship between the "seal"
and the five hundred solidi of the tale above is much more direct than "bond"
would allow: the "seal" actually is five hundred solidi, as the nobleman conveniently and continually affirms in the text. "Seal" and "five hundred solidi"
are interchangeable.
This relationship is explicable only on the assumption that the "seal" was
in fact, a sealed purse of solidi. The sense of the tale then becomes immediatel;
apparent. The owner of the purse had taken it to the zygostates as he would
have taken it to a banker, merely wishing to make periodic withdrawals in
cash, from cash.
Finally, for this early period, mention must be made of two references in
the Life of St. John the Almsgiver,. the archbishop of Alexandria, written by
Leontms, bIShop of Cypnot Neapohs, at some time subsequent to 641.
At one point in the Life, the Archbishop is made to tell a tale in which he
was given an apokombion of a hundred nomismata ( ... .5i5",O"iv ~Ol cmoK6~~lV
EKaTOV VO~lO"~Crr",v).l1 At another, he was given a gift of seven and one-half
pounds of gold, and a little further on the sum is identified as being contained
m an apokombwn ( ....TO ,hroK6~~lV TOU TIOO"ou).12
The word Ko~~iov is normally translated as "buckle" -i.e., something that
fastens. ThIs suggests that these apokombia were merely further examples of
sealed purses.
The numbe: of references to these sealed purses in Egyptian sources, or
sources mvolvmg Egypt, should not be taken as indicating that their use was
confined to that province, for Justinian, in the edict quoted above, expressly
states that Egyptian practice must be brought into line with that of the capital,
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that is, that such purses must be inscribed and sealed according to the weight
of coin actually inside. It would therefore seem certain that during the late
Roman and early Byzantine period, the circulation of convenient sums in sealed
purses of pounds, half pounds, or hundreds of solidi, was both frequent and
widespread. Consequently, when the same custom appears during the middle
and later Byzantine periods, it should not be considered an innovation, merely
a continuation.
The legal code known as the Basilika, completed during the reign of Leo VI
(886-912), draws a distinction, in the section on usufruct involving slaves,
between nomismata spent one by one (",cOmpos) and those spent together, at
the same time, in an apokompion (Et 5E TCx E1KOO"l vo~iO"~aTa &~a EV CxTIOKo~TIiC}> 5,5",KEV .... ),13 The assumption that coins in an apokompion will be spent together tends to confirm the suggestion made above that a sealed or tightly
bound purse is involved. It is interesting to find that even a sum as small as
twenty nomismata could be considered worth sealing.
The Life of St. Nicholas of Myra as compiled by Symeon the Logothete
(ft. c. 960), mentions an apodesmos of gold (e.g., .. .TOV cm65EO"~oV TOU XpuO"iou)14
on several occasions in the well-known story where the Saint endows three
destitute virgins. An apodesmos, similarly to an apokombion, can only be a
purse that has been bound up or sealed (CxTI05EO"~EV'" = bind fast).
At Constantinople in the year 950, during the week before Palm Sunday,
Bishop Liutprand of Cremona, on behalf of his master Berengar, witnessed
the annual payment of the chief officials of the Empire, the Emperor himself
participating in the ceremony. Liutprand describes the event in some detail: 15
A table was brought in on which were coins which had been tied up in purseseach having the amount it contained written on the outside (mensa, quae
numismata loculis colligata, prout cuique debebatur, numeris extrinsecus in loculis
scriptis retinebat). The payments actually mentioned were of twenty-four pounds
of gold, of twelve pounds, and of seven down to a single pound.
The Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus (913--959) mentions in the De
Caerimoniis that when the sovereigns made their procession to the Great
Church, they donated purses of gold (XPuO"Ci ~aACxVTla) to the higher ecclesiastical officials, and apokombia to the patriarch. A gloss on this passage, as reconstructed by Vogt,16 records that the apokombion was of ten pounds, and if there
was only one emperor, he gave the full amount; if, however, there were more
than one, the sum was divided. The division was made so that the senior
Basilika, 16, i (xxv).
G. Anrich, Hagios Nikolaos, der heilige Nikolaos in der griechischen Kirche, I, Texte (Berlin,
1913), pp. 240-41.
15 Ed. J. Becker, Die Werke Liudprands van Cremona (Hanover, 1915), pp. 157-58.
16 De Caerimoniis, I, I; ed. Vogt (Paris, 1935), va!. I (text),p. 14, vol. I (commentary), pp. 64-66.
13

14

11 Sammlung ausgewiihlter kircken- und dogmengeschichtlicher Quellenschriften, 5 (r893), ed. H. Gelzer,
p.16.
12 Ibid., p. 54-
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emperor gave the most, the junior emperors giving lesser but equal amounts.
Thus, if there were two emperors other than the senior, the former would have
given two sums of three pounds, the senior, four pounds: if there were three
emperors besides the senior, the three would each have given two pounds, the
senior, four pounds. Presumably each emperor presented one apokombion.
An appendix to the pe Caerimoniis, dealing with imperial requirements in
the field, mentions the provision of KEvTlvaplo, ~IAlop1\(nO, o'OKKio for expenses,
largess, and rewards. 17 The kentenarion is normally one hundred pounds in gold;
the miliaresion at this period, a silver coin. The juxtaposition found here, however, suggests that purses (sakkia) of one hundred and one thousand nomismata
respectively were involved. A further instance, involving O'aKKio xapoy~o KEvTlvaplO KOt ~IAIOp1\O'lO O'oKKioI8 reinforces the suggestion, for why should the purses of
gold be of a particular amount (the kentenarionof one hundred pounds) and those
of silver miliaresia of indeterminate quantity? The phrase should probably be
translated "purses of coined money, [that is] purses of a hundred and a thousand pieces."
Although the last three occasions involve ceremonial payments, the earlier
two are quite clearly matters of normal circulation: the situation therefore
differs in no respect from that prevalent in the period stretching from the late
fourth to the mid-seventh century.
Turning to representational art, two mosaics in Hagia Sophia take the circulation of sealed purses into the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The so-called
panel of Constantine IX and Zoe (PIs. 48,49) represents the Emperor and
Empress, dressed in stemma, collar-piece, divitision, and panelled loros of simplified type, to either side of a seated Christ. The Empress holds a document on
which the imperial signature can be seen. The Emperor actually holds a sealed
purse, in two tones of ivory-white tesserae: the cord is dark red, the seal a
greyish blue. The purse itself may therefore have been either of a cloth, such
as linen, or of leather; the seal was presumably of lead.
Whittemore, who published the mosaic, brought forward reasons proving
beyond doubt that the Emperor originally represented had not been Constantine IX, but one of Zoe's earlier husbands, Romanus III or Michael IV. He
finally came to the conclusion that it had been Romanus, on the grounds
that his name fitted into the space available in the inscription better than
Michael's.19
The Emperor Romanus had a short and undistinguished reign, but one of his
few accomplishments was his establishment-upon learning that the revenues
17 De Caerimoniis; Appendix; Bonn ed., p. 471.
" Ibid., p. 473.
19 T. VVhittemore, The Mosaics of Hagia Sophia at Istanbul: The Imperial Portraits of the South
Gallery (Oxford, 1942), pp. 17-18.
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of the Great Church were insufficient-of an annual imperial grant to it
amounting to eighty pounds of gold. 20 The fact that the Emperor and Empress
hold not only a purse, but also a signed document, strongly suggests that the
event commemorated in the mosaic was not the donation of a purse to the
Patriarch on the occasion of the Emperor's visit to the Church-which was
purely customary-but, in particular, the establishment of the annual imperial
grant-for which a signed document would certainly have been necessary.
The John II and Irene panel (PI. 50) repeats the theme in its main aspect~.
The purse is of ivory-white and ochre tesserae-the cord of dark red. It IS
apparently not sealed, merely loosely tied. The document, on the ot~er hand,
is both tied and sealed, but not signed. John is not recorded as havmg made
any extraordinary gifts to the Church, but such negative evidence can in no
way be considered decisive.
.
The chronicler Nicetas Choniates mentions the use of sealed purses (phaskoha)
incidentally, during his account of the reign of Manuel 1. 21
Finally, the Emperor John VI, Cantacuzene, writing of the coronation of
13 2 5, gives an interesting description of the distribution of largess on that
occasion. He states that what were called epikombia were thrown to the crowd,
and that these purses (apodesmoi) were pieces of linen, each having bound inside
it three gold pieces, three silver, and three copper,22
Such epikombia were obviously made up particularly f~r the coronation
ceremonies, but there is no reason to suppose-after an eXIstence stretchmg
back a thousand years-that the general circulation of sealed purses had
declined.
It was suggested by Seeck that these purses were formally sealed in the
various officinae of the mint. This is clearly not the whole story, for, during the
early period at least, the sealing was also within the competence of the local
zygostatai. However, in view of the number of imperial payments which were
provably made in sealed purses-presumably on these occasions in,:olving newly
minted coins-Seeck's suggestion is eminently plausible as far as It goes. For If
coin was sealed when it left the mint, the obvious place for this process to have
taken place was, indeed, in the officinae.
Cedrenus; Bonn ed., 2, p. 486: .... OyOOtlKOVTO xpvcrlov i\hpaS &'.10: 1TO:V has xop11yeicrlJO:l TO\~1TOtS
wo TOV 13acHAIKoV Tcq,lle{ov ds 1Tpocr6TjK11v. It replaced a grant of forty pounds.
21 Choniates; Bonn ed., P.267: ... 6 oE c.0S KEp6oavtJ..S1<Tl1S 1TpoEopevEl Ka! TO: <pa01<ool\ta lJ<ppayiOl
olaOlllJ,o:ivETat a 1l!J.EAAOV Etcr<pspecr6at 13o:crii\ei.
An interesting series of documents from Egypt, datable to the close of the eleventh century,
shows the circulation of sealed purses of coin to have been a commonplace there: S. D. Goitein,
"Bankers' Accounts from the Eleventh Century A.D.," Journal of the Economic and Social History of
the Orient, 9, 1-2 (Nov. 1966), pp. 28-66. Cf. the later Italian (iorino di suggello.
22 Cantacuzene, I, 41; Bonn ed., I, p. 2°3: .... EIs 'TQV ofjl10V p{1TTOVTal Cl: AEyOVOlV ETTtK611~la. L1VVaTal OE:
'TOUTO a1ToOEO'"\.10S 'TIVas Eivcu EV 660v(cr,)v 'Tl1nllaO'"l OEOEllEVOVS, gv60v ~OVTas VOlllO'"llaTCX XPVO'"O: 'TWV j3acrlA1Kwv
'Tpio: Kat E~ 6:pyVPOV 'TocraCiTa f] Kat 1TAeku, Kal 6~OAOVS a1To Xall.KOV TOcrOu-rOVS.
20
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Although there are too few hoards of gold or electrum nomismata for there
to be any hope of deriving any indication as to the accuracy of this suggestion,
the composition of several hoards of billon trachea does seem to point to the
existence of some such system for this denomination. Two in particular show a
very strong concentration of the products of individual officinae. Both the
fourth billon coinage of Manuel I and the only substantive type of Isaac II
have been divided into the products of four officinae-including two which were
apparently closely connected in their administration or by physical proximity.
The contents of the Souvatite and Kaloyanovets hoards both reflect this pattern
of organization, and it may be conjectured that they consist mainly of the
contents of purses the seals of which had remained unbroken until the time
of deposition. 23
The examination carried out above is not only of some interest in itself for
the study of the monetary history of the Empire, but also bears relevance to
recent attempts at estimating the actual amount of coin issued by individual
emperors. 24 The statistics involved in such estimations are based on the supposition that it is possible to obtain a random sample of the issue under investigation. From the number of die-identities present in such a random sample of,
say, hyperpyra of Alexius I or Manuel I, it should be possible via the average
number of pieces struck by a single die, to calculate the total number of pieces
originally issued.
While the actual statistical steps involved in reaching a conclusion of this
kind have been accepted as correct in theory, it has been pointed out that, in
practice, the small number of pieces involved in the samples so far used heavily
overemphasized the eventual numerical importance of each die-identity, and
that the calculation of the average number of coins struck by a single die is,
except within the wide limits of practical possibility, little more than guesswork. 25
If, in addition, large amounts of coin circulated in sealed purses, the collection of a random sample must be considered as gravely compromised, for it is
obvious that the use of such a system would not only have appreciably prolonged
the life of coin but also, at best, have significantly retarded the rate at which
bodies of it became so sufficiently dispersed as to form a representative circulating medium. At worst, hoards will tend to contain clusters of coin in varying
stages of dispersal: a factor which will have been emphasized by the high value
of both the gold and electrum coinage and their consequent comparatively slow
rate of circulation.

Even if difficulties of this kind were overcome the result would not necessarily be of economic significance, for the precious-metal coinage of an emperor
of this period is not represented by either his gold or his electrum alone, but by
the sum of both. Moreover, there is no proof-indeed, there are indications to
the contrary-that the proportion of electrum to gold remained stable over several reigns, or even throughout anyone reign. Judging by the number of
officinae, the proportion of electrum tended to increase during the reigns of the
Comnenian emperors; although, since its bullion and official values were more
or less identical, no broad economic conclusions can be drawn from that.
Only if large numbers of the coins surviving were provably isolated finds
might a sufficiently large sample, with a good claim to being random, finally be
assembled: but when it is considered that the dispersal of a relatively small
number of hoards might significantly affect the pattern of survival-and in
some cases demonstrably already has affected it 26 -the possibility of the random
sample becomes purely chimerical.
Of the normal methods for the distribution of coinage to the provinces during
this period, nothing definite is known, but some system there must have been,
for the existence of two main areas of circulation for the lower denominations
is beyond doubt. The capital apparently used both billon trachea and copper
tetartera; Asia Minor and the Balkans north of the Rhodope employed billon
trachea almost exclusively (although tetartera were admittedly issued by Isaac
Comnenus in Cyprus), while Thessalonica and Greece did likewise with the
copper tetarteron and its half. Had distribution merely been left to the
chances of trade, the division could hardly have been so systematic. On the
other hand, the metropolitan gold and electrum seem to have been in use everywhere, although no doubt supplemented to some extent in Thessalonica and its
environs by the small, occasional issues of that city.
Nor is the relative length of life of the particular denominations once put
into circulation any more apparent. It might be expected that the denominations of high intrinsic value and slow circulation, which were also liable to be
hoarded as bullion-that is, gold and electrum-might tend to have a longer
life than those in frequent, day-to-day use-the billon and copper. The composition of hoards such as Gornoslav, Zgurli, and Novo Selo seems to confirm a
long life for the gold; moreover, of that from Novo Selo a longer life for gold
than for billon. But it should be remembered that the reign of Alexius I represents a complete recoinage, and this may well account, at least in part, for the
large numbers of his hyperpyra in hoards deposited over half a century after

Chap. ID, pp. 176-77.
24 See, particularly, Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, pp. 7-10, 82-83, 99-IOO.
25 p .. Grierso~, "Byzantine Coinage as Source Material," Thirteenth International Congress of
Byzanttne Studzes (Oxford, 1966), Main Papers, ro, pp. 5-7.

26 For instance, the recent flood of hyperpyra of Andronicus II and MichaeI IX results from the
discovery of a single large hoard somewhere near Istanbul. One may suspect, although not prove,
that the commonness of the hyperpyra of John IH of Nicaea also stems from the discovery and
dispersal of very few-perhaps a single-large hoards.
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his death. A further explanation may be that the proportion of hyperpyra
tended to decline in favor of that of electrum during the twelfth century, and
particularly during the reign of Manuel 1. It should also be pointed out that
any comparison between gold and billon is rendered invalid by the revaluation
of the latter denomination during the reign of Manuel and the subsequent withdrawal of the earlier pieces. The further rapid and unsystematic decline in the
value of the denomination during the reigns of Isaac U and Alexius IU meant
that even the revalued pieces of Manuel and Andronicus I tended to disappear
relatively speedily-probably as a result of the higher proportion of silver
which they contained. If they were not melted down by the public, they were
clipped by the government. The billon coinage of Isaac and Alexius itself
probably tended to disappear when the Bulgarian and Latin imitative coinages
flooded the circulating medium, and they and the larger Latin pieces almost
certainly did when the small module series did likewise. The large billon pieces
of Theodore Comnenus-Ducas and his successors suffered a far more brutal clipping in the thirteenth century than had those of Manuel, Andronicus, Isaac,
and Alexius in the twelfth. What the life of the denomination would have been
had it remained stable is therefore a matter of conjecture.
The continuity between the Byzantine state and its late Roman predecessor
is perhaps never more evident than in its attitude toward precious metal and
the coinage struck from it. 27 The manoeuverings in the stages leading up to the
establishment of the Nea Logarike, during the reign of Alexius I, make it quite
clear that the imperial government was as interested as ever to control as much
of it as possible as frequently as possible. The Book of the Prefect, datable to
the first half of the tenth century, forbids jewelers-who were particularly
likely to have large amounts~to possess more than a pound of gold at a time, or
even to work at home. It was forbidden on the one hand to hoard gold and,
on the other, to refuse genuine imperial pieces or to pare or clip them down.
The bankers and their assistants suffered a particularly strict control. The
export of gold had, of course, been forbidden in both the Code of Justinian
(4, lxiii [iiJ) and the Basilika (56, i [xx]). There is no reason to suspect that
any of these provisions had been relaxed by the twelfth century. In this century
a chronicler could-still with justification-.echo the sentiments of Cosmas
Indicopleustes in the sixth, in stating "It is not permissible to impress any
other mark on gold coin but that of the Emperor of the Romans."28
As to the Empire's sources of gold, it must have relied almost entirely upon
supplies from abroad. When it became increasingly less capable of attracting
27 Cf. J. P. C. Kent, "Gold Coinage in the Later Roman Empire," in Essays in Roman Coinage
Presented to H arold M attingly (Oxford, 1956), pp. 190--2°4_
28 Zonaras; Bonn ed., 3, p. 230: OuSE yap E~fjV ~v Xpvo-4l vOllicrlJ,crn xapCXKTfjpa /hEpOV EVTV1Tovcr6O:1 11
TOV TOU 13o:O"fAECUS' <Pool-laioov.
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such supplies during the second half of the thirteenth century, the gold coinage
suffered accordingly. Normally, some probably came from the Urals through to
Cherson, but one would have expected this route to have been interrupted
during the second half of the eleventh century by the movements of the nomadic Patzinaks and Cumans. A certain amount probably came from the Caucasus
through Trebizond, but this too must have been adversely affected by the arrival
of the Seljuk Turks. It is therefore very probable that the undoubted increase
in the trade with the West during the twelfth century also played a large part in
maintaining the supply of gold, for there are indications that Senegalese gold
which had travelled over the Sahara to North Africa was being exported to the
Italian merchant cities and thence probably into the Byzantine Empire. The
treaty of nn between the Pisans and the Empire 29 exempted the former from
paying the tax called kommerkion on gold and silver which they were exp~rting
into the Empire. Such an exemption would hardly have been worthwhIle to
both sides if the amount involved had not been significant. It is known that
the Genoese were obtaining gold from North Africa, and it may be assumed
that the Pisans and Venetians were also.
It would indeed be interesting to know to what degree, if any, fluctuations
in the free market ratio of gold and silver were allowed to affect the currency.
That new gold and electrum coins were apparently given a small premium
over old ones does not at all imply that the value of the large denominations
was allowed to fluctuate freely. The one unofficial mention, in a set of Pisan
documents, of the value of electrum coins (of the standard of Manuel) puts
it at eight keratia-which was also the official rate of long standing.
.
With regard to the general level of development in Byzantine monetary polIcies , there seems to have existed an odd mixture of pragmatic organizational
efficiency and naivete of theory.
It has already been noted that the authorities seem to have been unprepared
for the results of the revaluation of the billon trachy during the reign of Manuel
and the withdrawal of old currency which apparently accompanied it, although
once the inevitable increase in demand occurred the steps taken to accommodate it-the eventual establishment of extra officinae-seem to have been
accomplished neatly and without organizational confusion. Similarly, the
governmental response to the swift decline in the value of the billon c~inage
during the reign of Isaac U and Alexius IU was to commence the clIppmg of
the older coins, which by now were individually worth intrinsically more than
the general market value. But this in itself was a response to a decline which
29 Mliller, Documenti, p. 44: KOllllEpKtOV Eis TO EicrayOl-lEVQV Trap' VlJWV xpvcrO:!p10V Kat o:O'rnnov OV ll';
TIapEX'rrre TO aVvoAov. The Latin version, ibid., p. 53, reads: Commertium de aur~ et. argento quod ~tJeretur
a vobis non dabitis ullo modo. The best account of the Saharan gold trade IS m: E. W. Bovl1l, The
Golden Trade at the Moors (Oxford, 1958), esp_ pp. 66-92, 19 1- 202 .
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seems to have been triggered by the issue of coin on two standards of weightand possibly even silver content.
Contemporary comments on events of monetary interest exhibit a similar
inability to comprehend the wider aspects while reporting the basic events
with some fidelity. It is true that the instance of Zonaras reporting on the
Alexian monetary reform may not be altogether typical, for the historian was
no friend to the Comneni. All the main points of the reform are mentioned:
the striking of nomismata in gold, "half-gold" (electrum) and "copper" (billon);
the abolition of the follis. And yet the chronicle manages to convey the impression of the perpetration of a further example of imperial fraud. The same is
true of his treatment of the introd]1ction of the tetarteron by Nicephorus II.
Nor is Nicetas Choniates any different when dealing with what must be the
revaluation of the billon by Manuel: again he rationalizes it as fraud, practiced
this time upon the crusaders of II47.
This kind of approach seems to be based in the consideration that any
monetary change must necessarily be for the worse-as of course it had been
previously, and was later to be again. It should, however, be recognized and
taken into account by numismatists and monetary historians when using Byzantine documentary sources.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
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The virtual impossibility of obtaining a reasonably accurate estimate of the
number of precious-metal coins in circulation at anyone time, or less ambitiously, of the number issued by anyone ruler, has been pointed out in the
previous chapter. Nor is it any more feasible to attempt an estimate of the
relative proportions of the gold, electrum, and billon in circulation, or issued by
a ruler, for although the number of officinae involved in the production of each
denomination might at first sight appear a tempting basis for such a process,
the prospect is vitiated by the fact that there is no guarantee that an officina
producing gold or electrum did so at the same rate as one striking billon. Moreover, the proportion of the lowest denominations, the copper tetarteron and its
half, must necessarily remain entirely unknown, for, apart from their having
been issued in large numbers at more than one mint, they do not seem to have
been subject to officina distinctions.
Less absolutely, but with a high degree of confidence, it may be assumed
that the precious-metal coinage of the reformed system was not formally or
otherwise limited in its circulation-either internally to the military or the
bureaucracy, or both, or externally to the foreign mercantile classes or international subsidies, or both. Surviving Byzantine and Latin documentary
sources, confirmed by the evidence of hoard material, show that not only did
these coins circulate freely within the Empire, but they were in widespread
use. Indeed, whatever the actual number of precious-metal coins struck by
Alexius and his successors, it seems very probable that it was on the increase
until well into the second half of the twelfth century. The single officina used
for the issue of gold (once the general recoinage of the first few years of the
reform had been accomplished) was raised to two during the last coinage of
John II, both remaining in use until well into the reign of Manuel. Although
once more reduced to a single officina at the end of the third of Manuel's five
precious-metal coinages, the second officina was revived by Isaac. The single
officina for the electrum was increased to two at the beginning of John's reign,
both remaining, with a third being added at the end of Manuel's third coinageprobably that which was ceasing to issue gold at about the same time. Although
the third officina was abandoned during the reign of Andronicus, when the organization of the metropolitan mint underwent a thoroughgoing reform, the
other two continued production into the reign of Isaac. While there is no
3I 5
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guarantee that a~ increase or a decrease in the number of officinae necessarily
re~ected trends m the amount of coin issued, yet the example of the billon
comage under Manuel (where the revaluation of the denomination and the
withdrawal of the older coins resulted in the creation of two new officinae to
cater for the su~seq~ent increasing demand) should not be forgotten.
. Lopez, enquIrIng mto the question of whether the adherence by the Byzanhnes to a standard coin of high weight and purity was the economic benefit
that it is customarily assumed to have been, came to the conclusion that although it pron;oted stability, it tended to preclude expansion.1
Conversel~, 1t .now seen:s .legitimate to enquire whether a radical monetary
reform res~ltmg m the em1SSlOn of a plentiful and stable precious-metal coinage
for approx1mately a century could have taken place in a state which is usually
assume~ t? have been in full economic decline-or, in view of the apparent
contradictlOn, whether a reassessment of the economic situation might not be
called for. In other words, whether the customary view of an economic decline
~ight not b.e as unsoundly based as the factor which has been quoted as best
tllustratmg 1t: the wholesale debasement of the coinage.
One of the ~undamental factors which must be dealt with before there is any
hope of a sahsfactory answer to this question is, of course, the debasement of
the .g~ld coinage d~ring the fourth to ninth decades of the eleventh century,
for 1t 1S o~ the bas1s of this that the customary approach to the coinage, and
to a. certam exte~t the economy, of the twelfth century is made.
C1polla, analy~mg the. causes of debasement in the mediaeval period, has
concluded that 1t was v1ewed as the most expedient way of dealing with a
~umber of problems, the most important of them being: the long-term increase
m th~ demand for money-resulting from the long-term growth of population,
or of mcome, or of the degree in which money was used (or a mixture of these);
~he grow~h of governmental expenditure (without, presumbly, a corresponding
~ncre~se m .reve~~e); the pressure of social groups in the direction of profitmflatlOn; d1seqmhbnum m the balance of payments. 2
.The debasement of the gold coinage apparently began under the Emperor
M1chael IV (I034-4I), who had been a money-changer earlier in life, and even
then had been suspected of false coining. It was not, at this stage, a dramatic
debasement-a matter of 4 carats or so of alloy. The principle of debasement
seems to have been definitively adopted and systematized by Constantine IX
(1042-55), but even at the end of his reign the standard of fineness still stood
at app~oximately I8 carats. It is only with the reigns of Michael VII (ro 71-78)
and N1cephorus III (ro78-8I) that the dramatic crash came, plummeting from
1 R. S. L~pez, "The Dollar of the Middle Ages," Journal of Economic History, IT (1951), pp. 20 9-34.
2 C. M. Clpolla, "Currency Depreciation in Medieval Europe," Ec. Hist. Rev. 2, 15 (19 62 /63). pp.
4 1 3-22.
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I7 or 18 carats to 8 within a decade. Nor was this the nadir, for during the
first decade of the reign of Alexius I (i.e., between ro81 and the reform of
1092), the nomisma histamenon and nomisma tetarteron both seem to have
lost whatever gold they had still contained at his accession.
The progress of debasement was therefore by no means a steady one: after
the first steps under 'Michael IV and Constantine IX, the gold content of the
coinage remained stable throughout the sixth and seventh decades of the century-then in a further two decades gold almost disappeared from the coinage.
In assessing the causes of this debasement two facts seem to be of crucial
importance: firstly, that the Emperor Basil II left 200,000 pounds of gold in the
treasury on his death in 1025; secondly, that the main debasement began with
Michael VII, who came to the throne in 1071. It may be objected that the
figure (as estimated by Psellus) is worthy of no more consideration than that
normally given to mediaeval estimates of large amounts. On the other hand,
Psellus, as an imperial official, was in a position to know the true facts of the
situation. At any rate, the amount was enormous in contemporary eyes, and
possibly came to several years' revenue.
That the debasement began so soon after Basil's death and certainly before
the exhaustion of his accumulated reserves can only mean that the first stage
was caused by nothing more than the irresponsibility of Michael IV or his
advisors. Psellus lays the blame for the exhaustion of Basil's treasure upon the
reckless extravagance of Constantine IX and his wife Zoe. Certainly their faults
cannot have improved the situation, and both they and their successors can be
blamed for not restoring the traditional standard, but at least the coinage was
not further debased to any large extent. The second-and far more seriousstage of debasement began with Michael VII, who came to power in 1071, in
the aftermath of the serious defeat of Manzikert. As a result of his and his
successor's sheer incompetence, Asia Minor was, largely unnecessarily, lost to the
Seljuk Turks and imperial authority in the remaining provinces, to all intents
and purposes, vanished. Provincial governors did as they pleased, the peace
was broken by continual revolt, the powerful landed nobility succeeded in
evading their tax obligations. The revenue inevitably suffered, while imperial
expenses (both necessary and unnecessary) either remained stable or, more
probably, increased. The second stage of the debasement therefore speedily
followed.
It is superfluous to attempt to account for either stage of the debasement of
the eleventh century by postulating deep-seated, long-term trends acting adversely on the Byzantine economy: general trends such as a disequilibrium in
the balance of payments, or more particular ones such as the capture of Byzantine markets and carrying-trade by the Italian merchant cities. The trouble in
which the Empire found itself at this period was, insofar as it affected the
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coinage, fundamentally of a political and short-term nature, not of an economic
and long-term one: the radical cause was the irresponsibility, incompetence,
and apathy of the central government. Because the trouble was of this kind,
the situation was, in the main, retrievable by short-term methods.
And the situation clearly was retrieved, there being little doubt as to where
the turning-point lay. The first years of the reign of Alexius I looked as if they
might see the dismemberment of the Empire, and to all appearances merely
continued the chaos prevalent under his two predecessors. But by rogr/g2,
events had begun to take a more encouraging turn. Asia Minor, with the exception of a few coastal cities, had been almost entirely lost for the moment, but
the Normans had been repulsed from Epirus and Thessaly (r08s), the Patzinaks
from Bulgaria and Thrace (rogr), the Seljuk pirate Tzachas from the Bosphorus
itself and the islands of the Aegean (rogr). The central authorities were once
more in control, however precarious that control might be.
lt was at precisely this point that the Emperor was able to perform two
significant public actions: to crown his son John (b. r087) emperor, which
implies that he felt himself sufficiently strong to be able to alienate the Ducas
faction (which had helped him to power) by infringing the rights of Constantine
Ducas his young co-Emperor; and further, to reform the coinage according to
an unprecedented pattern. The coronation issue of rog2 forms the first recognizable occasion on which the new coinage was struck.
In perspective, the sequence of events strongly confirms the analysis made
above: the political collapse after Manzikert was closely followed by the monetary one-the second, and catastrophic, stage of debasement; the political recovery was closely followed by the monetary one-the reform. Although the picture
is undoubtedly a simplified one-if only for the very good reason that a collapse on the scale of that undergone by the Empire could not have occurred
without leaving the administration and the economy shaken-nevertheless the
pattern of events suggests that it is essentially correct.
The remainder of the reign of Alexius was spent in what was in some aspects
a restoration, but in many others a radical reform of the civil and military
administration of the Empire: a subject which as Mme Ahrweiler has remarked
is "encore insuffisamment traite" -although its main lines have now been admirably delineated by her research. The author takes the liberty of quotation:
... Alexis I"', outre les mesures exceptionnelles qu'il prit tout de suite
(confiscation de biens prives, alliances etrangeres, etc.), proceda it une
modification complete des rouages administratifs de l'Empire qui aboutit it
une reforme radicale de toutes les institutions byzantines. Elle touche le
gouvernement central et l' appareil provincial, conditionnant ainsi le fonctionnement et la constitution de l' armee de terre et de mer de l'Empire;
autrement dit, elle constitue l' ensemble des mesures militaires, juridiques,

economiques et financieres, dont 1'application, inauguree par Alexis Ier et
generalisee par ses successeurs, donna it l'Etat byzantin 1'aspect qu'il gardera jusqu'it la fin de l'Empire.3
To mention even the main lines of these reforms-except to point out how
neatly the establishment of the N ea Logarike, in its correctly understood form,
fits into the general scheme of the reign-is beyond the scope of this study.
The stability of the reformed coinage was something of an achievement in
view of the rather complicated form of its gold, electrum, and billon denominations. The first alteration-then only a minor one, the revaluation of the bilIon-must have occurred at some point in the middle of Manue1's reign (c. rr60?).
The reigns of the Angelus brothers saw two departures from the "honest"
monetary system of the Comneni-one of them of some importance. This involved the debasement of the electrum denomination by Isaac, attested both by
specific gravity determination and the chronicler Nicetas Choniates. Although
the debasement does not seem to have been of any great extent under Isaac,
a fair proportion of the coins of Alexius seem to be appreciably sub-standard,
being not only deficient in gold but also having appreciable amounts of copper
in the alloy. The standard of the hyperpyron remained unaffected and that denomination was issued, by Isaac at least, in some quantity.4 There may have
been a decrease in the issue of both gold and electrum under Alexius, reflected
in the apparent disappearance of the second officina for both denominations.
Unfortunately there is, in the first place, no reliable criterion for discovering whether the debasement of the electrum was carried out in the face of
adverse economic factors, or whether it resulted from another example of
imperial irresponsibility as exercised by Michael IV in the eleventh century.
Similarly, the apparent disappearance of the second officinae may only be a further example of the relaxation in the system of officina distinctions that is to be
seen in the billon coinage. An accurate assessment is also precluded by the
shortness of the period involved-probably little more than the last decade of
the twelfth century. The continuity of the monetary history of the Empire
comes to a sudden end in r204, and the coinages of Latin Constantinople and
Thessalonica and of the empires of Nicaea and Thessalonica cannot be expected
to provide any detailed information concerning the volume of coinage issued
in the immediately preceding period, except insofar as they eloquently demonstrate the catastrophic nature of the events of that year.
Whatever the adverse pressures at work on the monetary system during the
reigns of the Angeli, for the coinage, as for much else, there is no disguising
the utterly decisive nature of the sack of the city and the partition of its ter-

3 r8

H. Ahrweiler-Glykatzi, Byzance et la mer (Paris, 1966), p. 198.
On the distinction between the role and history of the standard and petty coinage, see: C. M.
Cipolla, Money, Prices, and Civilization in the Medite1'ranean World (Princetoll, 1956), pp. 13-37.
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ritories, although the issue of coinage by the successor states along outwardly
traditional lines tends to lend a superficial mask to the fact.
The successor states were plainly incapable of providing their inhabitants
with a plentiful and stable coinage. The merits of stability in itself have been
debated, but it was nevertheless certainly the aim of the monetary policy of
the Byzantine Empire and therefore of its successors.
The coinage of the Latin empire and kingdom of Thessalonica was confined
entirely to the base metal denominations and, judging by hoard evidence, can
never have been an important element of circulation outside Constantinople
and Thessalonica. The scyphate billon coinages of the Bulgarian and Serbian
tsars rarely appear in hoards, even those from the areas in which they were
originally issued. The coinage of the Thessalonican empire of the Ducas-despite
its neat style and regular fabric-can scarcely have been of any importance outside that city itself, for even hoards from the nearby Rhodope contain only
relatively small amounts. Despite the fact that the empire issued silver, much
of it appears to have been base, and no gold coinage at all can be attributed
to the Ducae with any degree of confidence, although it is tolerably certain that
they would have issued a standard coinage had they been at all able, if only
for reasons of prestige. The circulating medium of the European provinces
outside the two main cities largely consisted, during the third to sixth decades
of the century, of the crude small-module pieces that have been identified
above as forming an unofficial coinage of emergency.
Monetarily, as well as eventually politically, it was the empire of Nicaea that
acted as the real successor to the old Empire. It was the only successor state to
strike a gold coinage in any quantity, and in addition struck an appreciable
electrum or silver coinage, at least in its early years: its billon is as common
as that of Thessalonica, even in hoards from the Rhodope. That it was Nicaea
and not Thessalonica that issued a precious-metal coinage is of some interest in
itself, for as a large and active emporium the empire of Nicaea had nothing to
rival Thessalonica, long the second city of the old Empire. On the other hand,
Nicaea did possess the prosperous agricultural area contained in the themes of
Neocastra and Thracesion, as well as the relatively minor, but prosperous,
cities of Smyrna, Nymphaeum, and Magnesia: it may well have been this sound
agricultural basis, which Thessalonica with its limited hinterland lacked, that
gave the extra economic strength seen in the Lascarid precious-metal coinage.
Even so, despite the economic resources that were wisely exploited by the
emperors of Nicaea,5 it was during this very period that the hyperpyron began
its long and irretrievable decline. Under John Ill, the gold content fell to
approximately I6 carats and although stabilized for several decades began
to decline again under the Palaeologid emperors, after the recovery of Cons E.g., Nicephorus Gregoras,
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stantinople. During the reign of Michael VIII the standard fell by a further
carat of fineness, and during the long reign of his son Andronicus Il, it reached
a bare II carats of gold, 6 of silver and 7 of copper. 6 As the gold content fell,
the amount of coin issued also dwindled, and so, losing IO carats of fineness
within a century, the hyperpyron as a gold coin barely survived into the reigns
of Andronicus III and John V. In this there is a complete contrast with what
seems to have happened during, and as a result of, the debasement of the
eleventh century. The decline in quantity also extended to the base-metal,
petty coinage-which again it had not done on the previous occasion. Meanwhile, as a result of processes no doubt connected with those that caused the
fall of the hyperpyron, the Italian mercantile cities began to issue their own
coinage, of pure gold, in increasing quantities; Genoa and Florence in I252,
Venice in I285.7
The great crisis of the bezant was essentially a phenomenon of the postconquest period, separated from the temporary, earlier crisis by a full century
of monetary stability and abundance. s
See Chap. 12, p. 256.
For the latest study of this connection, see: A. M. V~latson, "Back to Gold-and Silver," Ec.
Hist. Rev.', 20 (1967), pp. 1-34·
8 Crises of the bezant which have been postulated at various times for the sixth and tenth centuries
are based on misunderstandings of monetary practices and policies which were largely independent
of economic necessity: see C. Diehl, "Vue erise mOlletaire au VIe siec1e," Revue des etudes grecques, 3 2
(19 19), pp. 158-66; R. S. Lopez, "La crise du besant au Xe siecle et la date du Livre du Prefet," Annuaire de 1'1nstitut de Philologie et d'Histoi'Ye Orientates et Slaves, IO (I950) (= Melanges Henri Gregoire, 2),
pp. 4°3- 18.
6
7

pp. 42-43.
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MATERIALS

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
LIST OF HOARDS

The following list is entirely subjective in its composition. It contains hoards
from Bulgaria that have actually been examined by the author; a certain
number of hoards from other areas that have also been personally examined;
a few which are of particular interest and which have been published with a
degree of attention to detail sufficient to provide accurate and reliable information. While it is to be regretted that more are not capable of the latter description, it is hoped that this publication will go some way toward providing a
point of reference which will be of some aid in the future.
ARCADIA HOARD
Bellinger and Metcalf, NC6, 19 (1959), pp. 155-64.
Said to have been found in 1958, and to have consisted of 204 "bronze" scyphates.
Location: dispersed.
Recte 204 billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
3 specimens (worn; all first phase).
2 specimens? (worn; var. A[c] - I; var. D[a] - I).

I

Andronicus I
specimen (worn; var. B).

Isaac II
70 specimens (incl., var. qa] - I; .:..:. on back of throne - I).
Alexius III
42 specimens
Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
37 specimens?
?
7 specimens
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Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

4 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeB
Type A
TypeD

Type A
TypeB
Type C

2 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
35 specimens
I specimen

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
TypeD
ASSENOVGRAD HOARD
Gerassimov, IAI, 26 (Ig63), p. 257.
Said to have been found in Ig60, and to have consisted of I70 "copper" scyphates of Manuel I, Isaac H, Alexius IH, and Theodore r.
Location: Assenovgrad, Archaeological Museum.
Recte I75 billon trachea and 5 copper tetartera of the following description:

"Bulgarian" Imitative
2I speCImens
I7 specImens
C.ZI (incl. I specimen overstruck on Seljuk copper coin: obv.
inscr., rev. horse with asterisk beneath. I specimen apparently a mule: obv. type A, rev. type C).

Type A

I specImen
I specImen
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
I3 specImens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

Type A

z specImens

BILL. TRACHEA

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
2 specimens (very worn; both first phase).
2 specimens (very worn, var. A[c] - I; var. B[a] - I).

lE TETARTERA

Manuel I
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

5 specimens (all very worn).

Andronicus I
3 specimens (two very worn).
Isaac H
40 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 4; var. B(b) - 2; var.
C(a) - 3, C(b) - 2; var. D(a) - 5;
rest uncertain. I specimen regularly clipped.
Alexius IH
c·5z specimens. Identifiable: var. A-I4; var. B(a) - z, B(b)"present"; var. C(b) - z; var.
D(a) - z, D(b) - "present"; rest
uncertain. 3 specimens regularly
clipped.

BANYA HOARD
Moushmov, IBAI, 5 (Igz8/zg), p. 383.
Said to have been found in Igz7 and to have consisted of 36 "gold" coins of
Isaac Hand 70 to 80 "copper" coins of the same period. The copper coins
were not retained by the authorities.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 36 electrum trachea of the following description:
Manuel I
MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeC

I specimen (no inscr., gilded, probable contemporary
forgery).
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n

BELITSA HOARD

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

35 specimens, incl. var. A - 24; var. B - II.
BATKOUN HOARD
Gerassimov, fBAf, I2 (I938), p. 45I.
Said to have been found in I937 and to have consisted of IQ kilos of "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, and Isaac n.
Location: Pazardzhik, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 2I20 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of which a sample 7II were subjected to a more detailed analysis:
Manuel I
637 specimens
(sample)
223 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 58, incl. var. A - I8;
var. B - 3I; rest uncertain.
second phase - 34, incl. var. A - 2 ;
var. B-2; var. C-5; var. D -6;
rest uncertain.
Fourth coinage IQ5I specimens
(sample)
355 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 3, A(b) - 5, A(c) - I5;
var. B(a)-36; var. C(a)-6I; var
D(a) - 20, D(b) - 4; rest uncertain.

Gerassimov, fBAf, I2 (I938), p. 455.
Said to have been found in I938 and to have consisted of "copper" scyphates
of Manuel I and Isaac n.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte IQI Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:
John I

First coinage
Second coinage

First coinage
Third coinage

Third coinage

Fourth Coinage

I spec,men
9 specimens
Manuel I
I2 specimens, incl. both vars. A and B.
28 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - I4, incl. var. A - 6;
var. B - 5; rest uncertain.
second phase - 5, incl. var. D - 3 ;
rest uncertain.
47 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 5, A(b) - 4, A(c) - I2;
var. B(a) - 9; var. C(a) - 4; var.
D(a) - 2; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
3 specimens. Identifiable: var B-2; other uncertain.
Unidentifiable
I specimen

(sample)

Andronicus I
296 specimens
89 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 7; var. B - IQ; rest uncertain.
Isaac n

(sample)

I29 specimens
44 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - 9; var.
B(b) - 6; var. C(b) - 8; var.
D(a) -4, D(b) - I; rest uncertain.
Unidentifiable
7 specimens

BERGAMA HOARD
Mosser, ANS Numismatic Notes and Monographs, No. 67 (New York, I935),
p.64Described as I059 "copper" coins.
Location: Istanbul?
Recte I059 billon trachea of the following description:
Manuel I
First coinage?
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

I specimen?
I specimen
I62 specimens
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Isaac II

Manuel I
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

ZZI specimens

First coinage

Alexius III
481 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module?)

specimen

I

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B

5 specimens
I

specimen (broken half-piece).
Andronicus I

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

33 1

36 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

3 specimens?

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
Isaac Comnenus (Cyprus)

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

MAIN MINT

156 specimens

Type A

I

speclmen

Uncertain
I

Isaac II

specimen
MINT OF THESSALONICA
Z

specimens

BRAURON HOARD
Metcalf, NC 7 , 4 (19 64), pp. z57-58.
Said to have been found in 1956, and to have consisted of z05 "bronze folIes"
of John ll, ManuelI, Andronicus I, and Isaac ll, together with I scyphate
com.
Location: Athens.
Recte z05 copper tetartera and half-tetartera and I billon trachy, the identifiable coins being of the following description:

BILL. TRACHY

Type A

I

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
specimen (broken half-piece).
~ TETARTERA

John II
MINT OF THESSALONICA
I

specimen (broken half-piece).

~ HALF-TETARTERA

Manuel I
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

I

specimen (broken half-piece).

UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

Type A
Type C

c.86 specimens
I specimen

Z

Uncertain attribution
specimens
BRESTOVO HOARD

Gerassimov, lAl, 20 (1955), p. 606.
Said to have been found in 1953 and to have consisted of "copper" coins of
Manuel I and Andronicus I, of which 620 were retained by the authorities.
Location: Blagoevgrad, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 16zo billon trachea of the following description:
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Manuel I
17 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 12, incl. var. A - 4;
var. B -7; var. C - I.
second phase - 5, incl. var. C - 2;
var. D - 2; other uncertain.
19 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 3, IA(c) - 2; var.
B(a) - 4; var. C(a) - 6; var.
D(a) - 2; rest uncertain. Several
specimens regularly clipped.
Andronicus I
8 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 2; var. B - 5; other uncertain.
Isaac II
290 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 3, A(b) - 33; var.
B(a)-I,B(b) -77; var. C(a) - I I ,
C(b)-32; var.D(a)-26, D(b)-5;
.: ..:. on back of throne-I;

'lift I;
®

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
386 specimens
157 specimens
267 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

21 specimens

Type A

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
78 specimens

I specImen
Unidentifiable
6 specimens
BYAGA HOARD

Gerassimov, JAJ, 25 (1962), p. 229·
Said to have been found in 1959 and to have consisted of "copper" scyphates
of Manuel I and Alexius Ill, of which 430 were retained by the authorities.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte c. 463 billon trachea of the following description:

Fourth coinage

rest uncertain. Several specimens
regularly clipped.
Alexius III
370 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 40 (incl. 4 of chronological var. I); var. B(a) - 5,
B(b)-2I; var.C(a) -I, C(b) -40;
var. D(a) - 12, D(b) -32; ~ -6;
rest uncertain.
tlI
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Manuel I
I specimen (var. B[a]; very worn).
Isaac II
I specimen (var. B[b]).
Alexius III
24 specimens

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
6 specimens
8 specimens
67 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type B
Type C

32 specimens
2 specimens
I specimen

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B

4 specimens
4 specimens (incl. I overstruck on preceding type).

Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

LIST OF HOARDS

COINAGE AND MONEY I08I-I26I
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Latin Imitative (smaller module)
214 specimens
14 specimens
7 specimens
22 specimens
14 specimens
10 specimens
18 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

2

C.I2

CORINTH (Il) HOARD
Harris, A]A, 43 (1939), pp. 268-77·
Location: Corinth.
Found in 1938, consisting of 30 Constantinopolitan hyperpyra of Manuel I of
the following description:

Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.

I
II
III
IV
V

2 specimens
9 specimens
I specimen
3 specimens
IS specimens

specimens
Unidentifiable
fragments and clipped pieces of coin.
CORINTH (I) HOARD

Metcalf, NC7, 4 (1964), p. 252.
Found in February 1937, and said to have consisted of 518 "bronze folles"
of John II and Manuel1.
Location: Corinth.
Recte 518 copper tetartera and half-tetartera of the following description:

CORINTH (HI) HOARD
Robinson, Hesperia, 31 (1962), p. 131.
Location: Corinth.
Found in 1960, consisting of I anonymous copper follis and 22 billon trachea:
lE

Anonymous Type]

I

FOLLIs

specimen
BILL. TRACHEA

lE TETARTERA

John II
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type B

39 specimens
lE HALF-TETARTERA

John II
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

I

specimen
Manuel I

Type A
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

I

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimen

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
14 specimens
2 specimens
2 specimens
2 specimens
I specimen
DOLNI VURBISHTA HOARD

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

33 specimens

UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

Type A
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445 specimens

Unpublished.
The date of finding seems to be unknown.
Location: Turnovo, Archaeological Museum.
99 billon trachea of the following description:

LIST OF HOARDS

COINAGE AND MONEY I08I-I26I

Isaac Il

Manuel I
6 specimens, incl. I regularly clipped.
I specimen (regularly clipped).

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

speCImens

2

Alexius III
I

Andronicus I
specimen (regularly clipped).
Isaac Il

28 specimens
Alexius III

specimen

I

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimen
specimen
specimen

I
I

I

33 speClmens

Type A
TypeB
Type C

Latin Imitative (larger module)

"Bulgarian" Imitative
4 specimens
I5 specimens
8 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeB

I

specImen

I

I

Type C
Type D
Type H
Type P
Type R
Type T

Imitative (smaller module)
specImen
specImen

DORKOVO HOARD
Gerassimov, IBAI, I4 (I940-42), pp. 282-83.
Said to have been found in I940, and to have consisted of 3 kilos of "copper"
coins of Andronicus I, Alexius Ill, and Manuel of Thessalonica.
Location: Pazardzhik, Archaeological Museum.
Reete 3 kilos of billon trachea (but including I half-tetarteron), of which the
I32 identifiable pieces were of the following description:

Type A
Type C

Type A
TypeD
TypeE

2

Manuel I
specimens (both very worn).

4 specimens
3 specimens (all clipped).
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
64 specimens
8 specimens
2 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

2

specimens

Type G

I

Theodore Comnenus-Ducas
specimen (clipped).

TypeF
TypeG

Manuel Comnenus-Ducas
2 specimens (I clipped).
2 specimens (I clipped).

First coinage

BILL. TRACHEA

Fourth coinage

specimens (both clipped).
5 specimens (all clipped).
3 specimens (all clipped).
4 specimens
4 specimens
3 specimens
2

MINT OF THESSALONICA

La~in

Type A
TypeE

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE
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TypeE
TypeH
Type J
TypeK
Type 0
TypeP

John Comnenus-Ducas
(Series HI)
I specimen
I specimen
2 specimens
2 specimens
2 specimens
I specimen
John IH, Ducas-Vatatzes

II

Isaac H
specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 5; var. B(a) - 2; var.
C(b) - I; rest uncertain.

DUMBARTON OAKS (I) HOARD
Unpublished.
Said to have been found in central Yugoslavia.
Location: Dumbarton Oaks.
101 billon trachea of the following description:

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type K

5 specimens

TypeC
A<:

"Bulgarian" Imitative
2 specimens

HALF-TETARTERON

Latin Imitative (larger module)
John Comnenus-Ducas
I specimen (fragment).
DRAGANOVO HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 22 (1959), p. 36r.
Said to have been found in 1957, and to have consisted of 3Y2 kilos of "copper" scyphates of Manuel I, Isaac H, and Alexius HI.
Location: Turnovo, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 752 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
245 specimens. Identifiable: first phase- 128, incl. var. A - 47;
var. B - 71; rest uncertain.
second phase-54, incl. var. A-2;
var. B - 4; var. C - I6;lvar.
D - 14; rest uncertain.
444 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) -22,A(b) -26,A(c)'-49;
var. B(a) - 92; var. C(a) - -121;
var. D(a) - 43, D(b) - II, D(c) 6, D(d) - 3; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
52 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 13; var. B - 14; rest uncertain.

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type A
Type C
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

3 speCImens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
82 specimens
I specImen
4 speCImens
I specImen
I specImen
7 specimens
DUMBARTON OAKS (H) HOARD

Unpublished.
Said to have been found in central Yugoslavia.
Location: Dumbarton Oaks.
170 billon trachea of the following description:
Alexius IH
I specImen

Type A
TypeB
Type C

,,'
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"Bulgarian" Imitative
I specImen
2 specimens
26 specimens

34 0
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Latin Imitative (larger module)

Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type C

20 specimens
I specimen (clipped).

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B
Type C

6 specimens (incl. I clipped).
17 specimens
5 specimens (incl. 3 clipped).

Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
TypeF
TypeG

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
64 specimens
I specimen
2 specimens
15 specimens
2 specimens
4 specimens
Theodore 1, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

3 specimens

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
TypeP

7 speCImens
specimen (clipped).
3 specimens (clipped).
I specimen (clipped).
I specimen (clipped).
I

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B
Type C

Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

4 specimens
I speCImen
2 specimens (clipped).

198
9
4
20
6
2

26

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
specimens
speCImens
speCImens
speCImens
specimens
speCImens
specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

DUMBARTON OAKS (Ill) HOARD
Unpublished.
Said to have been found in central Yugoslavia.
Location: Dumbarton Oaks.
369 billon trachea of the following description:

34 1

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

7 specimens
Unidentifiable
9 specimens

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
3 specimens (A[a] , B[a], D[a]-all worn).

I

Isaac Il
specimen (A[a] - worn).

Alexius III
3 specimens (incl. var. [Ca] - I).
Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
6 specimens
2 specimens
53 specimens

ENINA HOARD
Gerassimov, JAJ, 20 (1955), p. 603.
Said to have been found in 1951(52, and to have consisted of 200 "copper"
coins of Manuel I, Andronicus I, and Isaac Il.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 169 Constantinopolitan billon trachea, to which must be added a further
28 pieces which remained in the Archaeological Museum at Kazanluk
when the others were forwarded to Sofia. The description of the two parcels combined is as follows:

34 2
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

COINAGE AND MONEY 1081-1261
Manuel I
62 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 47 } rest
second phase - 9 uncertain.
91 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 5, A(b) - 2, A(c) - 26;
var. B(a) - 18; var. C(a) - 22;
var. D(a)-IO, D(b) -5, D(d) - I;
rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
24 specimens
Isaac Il
19 specimens

Type A

LIST OF HOARDS
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Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

I speClmen

GORNOSLAV HOARD
Gerassimov, IAI, 26 (1963), p. 262. Dzhambov, Arkheologiya, yr. Ill, bk. 4
(1961), pp. 1-5·
Said to have been found in 1961, and to have consisted of 786 gold coins of
Alexius I, John Il, Manuel I, and Andronicus I.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 786 gold hyperpyra of the following description:

"Bulgarian" Imitative
I specimen

Alexius I (239 specimens)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

GENERAL NIKOLAEVO HOARD

Var. I (A)

Gerassimov, IAI, 26 (1963), pp. 257-58.
Said to have been found in 1960, and to have consisted of 770 "copper" coins
of Manuel I and Andronicus I.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 748 Constantinopolitan billon trachea, of the following description:

Var. I (E)

Second coinage
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
I specimen
245 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 122 } rest
second phase - 13 uncertain.
368 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 10, A(b) - 8, A(c) _
28; var. B(a) -46; var. C(a) - 58;
var. D(a) -31, D(b) - 9, D(d) - 3;
rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
101 specimens

32

Isaac H
specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 4, A(b) - 4; var.
B(b) - 2; var. C(b) - I; var.
D(a) - I; rest uncertain.

Var. 11

47 specimens, incl. small jewelling - 16 (inscr. var. [i] - 9,
[ii] - 5, [iii] - 2).
med. jewelling - 3 (all inscr. var. [iii]).
large jewelling - 28 (all inscr. var. [iii]).
48 specimens, incl. small jewelling - 34 (inscr. var. [i] - IS,
[ii] - 9, [iii] - 10).
med. jewelling - 13 (all inscr. var. [iii]).
large jewelling - I (inscr. var. [iii]).
85 specimens, incl. 5 with ligature iVN for JvN;.

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Var. I

21 specimens, incl. 2 with erased attempt to decorate chlamysborder on two sides on left (inscr. var.
[i] - 18, [ii] - 3).
Var. Il
I specimen (inscr. var. [i]).
Var. III
9 specimens (inscr. var. [i] - I, [ii] - 8).
Var. IV (A)
6 specimens (inscr. var. [i] - I, [iii] - 5).
Var. IV (E)
4 specimens, incl.I with dot on labarum-shaft and below
tablion (inscr. var. [i] - 3, [iii] - I).
Var. V
6 specimens
When this hoard was examined the author was still unaware of the existence
of Thessalonican var. VI and it is therefore possible that some examples
were included with Constantinopolitan var. H. The 3 specimens of var.
IV(B) with the inscr. var. (i) are all from the same reverse die.
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MINT OF PHILIPPOPOLIS

Var. I
Var.II

9 specimens (inscr. var. [i] - 6, [ii] - 3).
I specimen

UNKNOWN MINT

2 specimens

GRABOVAC HOARD
Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, pp. II5-I6 (a provisional publication only).
See under "ZLATA HOARD."

John II (274 specimens)

GRADEVO (I) HOARD

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage

I33 specimens
73 specimens
6I specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 25, incl. ev JVP - 23,
ve 'l-M etc. - 2; var. B - 35, incl.
eVJVP-3, ve 'l-M etc.-32; globus
form .:. - 9

•

MINT OF THESSALONICA

First coinage
Third coinage

4 specimens (pendilia form:
3 specimens (pendilia form:

11 -

I,

Gerassimov, IBAI, II (I937), p. 322.
Said to have been found in I936, and to have consisted of c. 200 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I and Alexius Ill.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte I04 billon trachea (only part of the original hoard) of the following description:

•

H- 2, l.l.- 2).
••

.1..1. - 2).
•

Second coinage

Third coinage

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Var. IV
Var. V

Uncertain var.

John II
2 specimens (var. A).

G

Manuel I (264 specimens)

Var. I
Var. II
Var. III

62 specimens (. .. X 1 J.I", below tablion).
80 specimens (. .. X t J .1", below tablion).
I8 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 8; var. B - 9; other uncertain.
65 specimens
35 specimens, incl. dot on chlamys (,., and belowtablion-25;
dot on chlamys, none below tablion - 5;
no dot on chlamys, none below tablion - 2;
cross on chlamys 4; , dot below tablion - 3.
Large number of die-identities in this var.
2 specimens

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
I6 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 7, inc!. var. A - 2;
var.B-3
second phase - 3, incl. var. C - I;
var. D - I; other uncertain.
7I specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 6, A(b) - 6, A(c) - I4;
var. B(a) - I6, B(b) - 2; var.
C(a) - 9; var. D(a) - 2; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
4 specimens (var. A - 2; var. B-2).
Alexius III
9 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

2 specimens (obv. & rev. dies identical).
Andronicus I

Type A

"Bulgarian" Imitative
I specimen

8 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)
Isaac II
I specimen (loros-waist ffiI).
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MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

I specimen
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GRADEVO(Il)HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 25 (I962), p. 226.
Said to have been found in 1958, and to have consisted of 349 "copper" coins
of Manuel I and Andronicus 1.
Location: Blagoevgrad, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 351 billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage

Isaac II
56 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 6; var. B(b) - 13;
var. qa) - 3; C(b) - 2; var.
D(a) - 3; rest uncertain.
Alexius III
83 specimens. Identifiable: var. A-4; var. B(a) -2, B(b) -2;
var. qa?) - 2; var. D(a) - 2,
D(b) - 9; rest uncertain.

Type A
TypeB
Type C

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

"Bulgarian" Imitative
I05 specimens
IO speCImens
23 specimens

m

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

4 specimens (incl. 2

eia)·

Unidentifiable
12 specimens

Manuel I
I specimen (first phase, var. B).
Andronicus I
I specimen (var. B).
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ISKRA HOARD
Tsonchev, Godishnik na Narodniya Arkheologicheski Mouzei, Plovdiv, 4 (I960),
pp.206-14·
Said to have been found in 1938, and to have consisted of 84 "copper" coins
of the period of Manuel I-Isaac II.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 84 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
I specimen
8 specimens. Identifiable: var. B(a) - I; var. qa) - 2; v~r.
D(a)-I, D(b) -3; other uncertam.
Andronicus I
5 specimens
Isaac II
70 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 2, A(b)
B(b) - 30; var. qa) var. D(a) - 6, D(b) back of throne - I;
rest uncertain.

- 7; var.
4, qb) - 5;
2; .:. -:. on
R - I;

~tl

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

18 specimens (incl. 2 with 4 dots on shaft of labarum).

ISTANBUL (A) HOARD

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

Type A

2 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
36 specimens

Bellinger, ANS Museum Notes, I I (I964), pp. 207-13.
Found before 1946, and described as consisting of I088 "copper" scyphates
of the Emperors John II-Alexius Ill, struck with small dies that had been
specifically prepared for the small flans seen in this hoard.
Location: University of Nebraska.

COINAGE AND MONEY 1081-1261
Recte 1088 regularly clipped Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the emperors
mentioned above. Bellinger's assertion that these coins were struck on
small flans from small dies is quite untenable. As Metcalf has rightly
pointed out, they were struck from dies of normal size and on large flans,
but were subsequently clipped (Coinage in the Balkans, p.268). On the
other hand, Metcalf's further assertion (op. cit., p. 123) that the clipping
was carried out by the Latin authorities after 1204, in order to render them
more like the Western denier, is equally untenable, and makes no sense
in the light of the monetary policies attributed to the Latin emperors in
this publication. The clipping was carried out during the reign of Alexius III in response to monetary factors which have been treated above,
Chap. IO, pp. 179-81.

LIST OF HOARDS
Second coinage

John II
2 specimens (worn [Nos. 2,3]).

First coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
2 specimens (worn [Nos. 4,5J).
2 specimens (worn [Nos. 6,7]).
Isaac II
6 specimens (incl. regularly clipped pIeces [Nos. 218-19,
22I-24J)·
Alexius III
24 speclmens (incl. regularly clipped pieces [Nos. 228-51]).

John II
Second coinage

7 specimens
Type A

"Bulgarian" Imitative
26 specimens (Nos. 66-91).

Manuel I
First coinage
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

3 specimens
68 specimens (incl. at least 2 specimens of the second phase).
95 specimens (incl. var. C[aJ - 19; var. D[aJ - 15).
Andronicus I
8 specimens
Isaac II
713 specimens

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
TypeB
Type 0

124 specimens (but incl. some pieces of smaller module, type A
[Nos. 92-215]).
58 specimens (Nos. 8-65).
I specimen (No. 448).

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B

2 specimens (Nos. 216-17).
4 specimens (Nos. 220, 225-27).

Type A

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
(Present but included with Con'ple larger module, type A).

Alexius III
194 specimens

ISTANBUL (B) HOARD
Bellinger, ANS Museum Notes, I I (1964), pp. 21 3--22.
Found before 1946, and described as consisting of 469 "copper" scyphates of
the Emperors Alexius I- Theodore 1.
Location: University of Nebraska.
Recte 469 billon trachea of the following description:
Third coinage

Alexius I
I specimen (worn [No. IJ).

349

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

(I

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage
Second coinage

[No. 252]).
I specimen
194 specimens (Nos. 254-447).

MINT OF MAGNESIA

I specimen (uncertain type but rev. very similar to that of
coins of this group [No. 253]).
Unidentifiable
21 specimens (Nos. 449-69).

35 0
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KALENTZI HOARD

Andronicus I
75 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - I8; var. B - 34; rest uncertain.

Metcalf, NC 7 , 4 (I9 64), p. 255·
Said to have been found in I927, and to have consisted of 86 "bronze folles"
of Manuel I.
Location: Athens.
Recte 86 copper half-tetartera of Manuel I of the following description:

Isaac II
238 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I8, A(b) - 75; var.
B(b) - I; var. C(b) - 52; var.
D(a) - 3, D(b) - 48 ; ft - 2;
rest uncertain.
4t;)

Manuel I
MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeE

I speCImen

UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

Type A
TypeE

KARTAL HOARD

II speCImens
54 specimens
Unidentifiable
20 speCImens
KALOYANOVETS HOARD

Gerassimov, lAl, 26 (I963), p. 259·
Said to have been found in I960, and to have consisted of 889 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, and Isaac II.
Location: Stara Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 884 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:
Second coinage

Moushmov, lEAD, 4 (I9I 4), pp. 274-75·
Said to have been found in I9I4, and to have consisted of c. IOO "copper"
scyphates of the period of the Comneni.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 39 billon trachea (only part of the original hoard) of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

John II
I specimen (var. A).

Fourth coinage

I speCImen
20Z specimens. Identifiable: first phase - I40, incl. var.
A-52; var. B -73; var. C - 2;
rest uncertain.
second phase - 38, incl. var.
B-2; var. C - I3; var. D - IQ ;
rest uncertain.
367 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - II, A(b) - 20, A(c)63; var B(a) -73; var. C(a) - 98;
var. D(a) -46, D(b) - 24, D(d) - 3;
rest uncertain.

Manuel I
7 specimens (first phase - 6, second phase - I).
I7 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 2, A(c) - 3; var.
B(a) - 4; var. C(a) - 5; var.
D(b) - I; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
3 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - I; var. B - I; other uncertain.

Manuel I
Second coinage
Third coinage

35 I

Isaac II
6 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - 2; var.
C(b) - I; var. D(a) - I; other
uncertain.
Alexius III
5 specimens

Type A

"Bulgarian" Imitative
I specimen
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KASTRI HOARD

John II

353

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Metcalf, NC7, 4 (1964), pp. 255-56.
Said to have been found in 1952, and to have consisted of 910 "bronze coins."
Location: Athens.
Recte The identifiable copper tetartera and half-tetartera which were counted
were as follows:

I

Third coinage

lE TETARTERA

John II

Fourth coinage

MINT OF THESSALONICA

9 specimens (inc!.

2

broken halves).

Manuel I
8 specimens. Identifiable: first phase

-61 tain.
other uncer3 speci-

mens regularsecond phase - I ly clipped.
18 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(c) - 2; var. B(a) - 3;
var. C(a) - 4; rest uncertain.
7 specimens regularly clipped.

Isaac II
2

MINT OF THESSALONICA

specimen (very worn).

Andronicus I
specimens (both regularly clipped).

22 speclmens
Isaac II
93 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - 15; var.
B(a) - I, B(b) - 22; var. qa) - 3,
qb) - 5; var. D(a) - 6, D(b) - I;
.:- -:. on back of throne - 2; rest
uncertain.

lE HALF-TETARTERA

Manuel I
UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

Type A
Type B
Type C

51 specimens
622 specimens
61 specimens

Alexius III
191 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 20; var. B(a) - 8,
B(b) -7; var. C(a) - IO, qb) - 34;
var.D(a) - 4, D(b) - 25;
3;
rest uncertain.
.

Andronicus I

m-

UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

48 specimens

KAZANLUK HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 25 (1962), p. 226.
Said to have been found in 1958, and to have consisted of I060 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Isaac Il, and Alexius Ill.
Location: Kazanluk, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 1060 billon trachea of the following description:

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
188 specimens
3IO specimens
239 specimens

IO

.,

Unidentifiable
specimens, inc!. 2 fragments.
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KHISSAR HOARD

Alexius III
183 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 22; var. B(a) - 5,
B(b) - 7; var. C(b) - 20; var.

Moushmov, IBAI, I (I92I/22), p. 242. Metcalf, HBN, 16 (I962), p. 273.
Said to have consisted of I scyphate of Michael VII, 58 of Nicephorus Ill,
I electrum scyphate of Alexius I, and 5 gold scyphates of the same
Emperor. The electrum coins were presumably debased trachea, the gold
coins certainly included metropolitan reformed hyperpyra (var. I[AJ).
Location: dispersed?

KIUSTENDIL HOARD
Gerassimov, JAI, 26 (I963), p. 259·
Said to have been found in 1960, and to have consisted of 577 "copper" scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, Isaac II, and Alexius Ill.
Location: Kiustendil, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 566 billon trachea, to which must be added a further 34 specimens which
remained uncleaned. The description is as follows:

Third coinage

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
12 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 7, incl. var. A - 2;
var. B - 4; other uncertain.
second phase - 5, incl. var. C - 3;
rest uncertain. 5 specimens of
the coinage regularly clipped.
20 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - I, A(c) - 2;
var. B(a) - 6; var. C(a) - 4; var.
D(a) - 2, D(b) -I; rest uncertain.
9 specimens regularly clipped.
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1-3;

m-I;
D(a) -4, D(b) -22;
rest uncertain. 9 specimens regularly clipped.

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
75 specimens
25 speClmens
50 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

IO

Type A

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
34 specimens

specimens

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

I

speCImen

Uncleaned and unidentifiable
34 specimens

KIUSTENDIL REGION HOARD
Andronicus I
2 specimens (var. B - I;

IT - I).

Isaac II
154 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - 22; var.
B(b) - 34; var. C(a) - 13, C(b)
- 14; var. D(a) - IO, D(b) - 4;
.:. .:. on back of throne - 6.
8 specimens regularly clipped.

Unpublished.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
37 1 billon trachea of the following description:
Manuel I
Fourth coinage

I

specimen

Isaac II
9 specimens (incl. 2 specimens regularly clipped).
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Alexius III
27 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 2; var. B(b) - 2; var.
C(b) - 6; var. D(b) - I; rest uncertain.

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
183 specimens
80 specimens
14 specimens

LIST OF HOARDS
Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
39 specimens
8 specimens
72 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

I

Type A

IT

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

specimen
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
specimens

37 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

Type A

KOUNINO (I) HOARD

14 specimens

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
4 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

357

2

specimens (both

Gerassimov, IAI, 20 (1955), p. 610.
Said to have been found in 1954, and to have consisted of 389 "copper" scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, Isaac II, and Alexius Ill.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 349 billon trachea of the following description:

I).

Isaac II

c.35 specimens
KORTEN HOARD

Alexius III

c.98 specimens
Gerassimov, IAI, 26 (1963), p. 259.
Said to have been found in 1960, and to have consisted of 2 kilos of "copper"
scyphates of Isaac II and Alexius III.
Location: Nova Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 149 billon trachea of the following description:

Type A
TypeB
Type C

Isaac II
6 specimens

(var. A[b] -I; var. B[b] -2; var.
qa] -I, qb] -I; var. D[a] -I).

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

Alexius III
12 specimens. Identifiable: var. B(a) - I, B(b) - I; var.
D(a) - I , D(b) -4; rest uncertain.

"Bulgarian" Imitative
10 specImens
C.35 specimens
c.78 specimens

Type A

c.5 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
c.88 specimens
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KOUNINO (Il) HOARD

Third coinage

Unpublished?
Location (1964/65): in the possession of Professor Milchev of the Kliment
Okhridski University at Sofia.
106 billon trachea of the following description:

Fourth coinage

2

specimens

(I

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
regularly clipped).

II2 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 79, inc!. var. A - 32;
var. B - 48; rest uncertain.
second phase - 28, inc!. var.
B-3; var. C- 15; var. D - 9;
other uncertain.
148 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 6, A(b) -7, A(c) - 20;
var. B(a) - 29; var. C(a) - 54;
var. D(a) - 15, D(b) -7, D(c) - 6;
rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
58 specimens (var. A - 22; var. B - 35;

Isaac II
5 specimens (I regularly clipped).
Alexius III

Unpublished.
Location: Assenovgrad, Archaeological Museum.
A curious collection of 12 pieces of widely divergent date and denomination.

"Bulgarian" Imitative
10 specimens
6 specimens
47 specimens

N

HYPERPYRON

John Il
Type A

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
27 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Third coinage

I

specImen
EL.

Unidentifiable
6 specimens
I

TRACHY

Isaac Il
specimen (var. B).

KROUSHARE HOARD

BILL. TRACHEA

Gerassimov, IAI, 27 (1964), p. 238.
Said to have been found in 1962, and to have consisted of 320 "copper" scyphates of Manuel I and Andronicus 1.
Location: Sliven, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 321 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

John Il
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Second coinage

2

specimens (both var. B).
Isaac Il

6 specimens
Second coinage

Manuel I
3 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 2, inc!. • uncertain.

[1- I).

LAKIT:E HOARD

3 specimens

Type A
TypeB
Type C
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1;

other
TypeB

I

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimen
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.lE FOLLIs

Constantine X, Ducas
MINT OF THESSALONICA(?)

B .M. C. Type 3

I

Type A
TypeG

specimen

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
745 specimens
I specimen?
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

LAZANIA HOARD

First coinage

Uncertain and Unidentifiable
I3 specimens

Mattingly, Report of the Dept. of Antiquities, Cyprus, I937-39, pp. 22-23.
784 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:
John II

First coinage
Second coinage

403 specimens
229 specImens

First coinage

152 specimens

Manuel I

LEVKOKHORI HOARD
Metcalf, Annual ofthe British School ofArchaeology at Athens, 56 (1961) pp. 60-62.
Location: Athens.
Said to have been found in 1955, and to have consisted of 990 "bronze"
scyphates (billon trachea) of the following description:
Isaac II
38 specimens (incl. specimens of the "Bulgarian" imitative
. ?)
serIes..
Alexius III
91 specimens (incl. specimens of the "Bulgarian" imitative
. ?)
serIes..

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
90 specimens
?
?

12 specimens (but incl. some of the small-module type G?).

LINDOS HOARD
Balling, Nordisk Numismatisk Arsskrift (19 63), pp. 13-41.
Found in 1902, the hoard was originally said to have consisted of 309 Byzantine "silver" coins, 14 gold coins, and 3 "bronze." When the hoard
was transferred to the Royal Collection of Coins and Medals in Copenhagen in 1947, only the following were left and described by Balling in
an exemplary fashion: 14 solidi of the Emperors Justin II to Constantine
IV, I dinar of the Almohad dynasty, z04 electrum scyphates of Manuel I,
2 pennies of Henry II of England, and 3 silver fragments. But cf. Mosser,
op. cit., pp. 50-SI, under "Lindos." The 204 Constantinopolitan electrum
trachea are of the following description:

Type C
TypeD
TypeE

Manuel I
79 specimens (var. A - 30 [incl. IZ without obv. asterisks];
var. B - 47; var. C - z).
20 specimens (var. A - 7; var. B - n; var. C - 2).
I05 specimens (var. A - 37 [incl. 18 with single dot on rev.
labarum-shaft]; var. B - 28; var. C - 40).

LOGODASH HOARD
Gerassimov, fAf, 25 (1962), p. 231.
Said to have been found in 1959, and to have consisted of 479 "copper" coins
of Manuel I, Alexius Ill, and Theodore and Manuel "Angelus-Ducas."
Location: Blagoevgrad, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 301 billon trachea of the following description, in addition to I small
antique (fourth-century) copper coin:
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Isaac Comnenus (Cyprus)

LOM (A) HOARD

MAIN MINT

Type A

I

specimen (very worn).
Isaac n

3 specimens
Alexius In
3 specimens (var. C[b?]).
"Bulgarian" Imitative
18 specimens
5 specimens
26 specimens

Type A
TypeB
Type C

Gerassimov, IAI, 27 (1964), p. 239.
Found in 1962, consisting of 3633 "copper" coins, buried in an urn and
described as of Manuel I, Isaac n, Alexius nI, and Theodore 1.
Location (1964/65): in the possession of Professor Milchev of the Kliment
Okhridski University at Sofia.
.
Recte 3633 billon trachea, of which 2III were subjected to a more detaIled
analysis:

Fourth coinage

I

Manuel I
specimen (var. D[a], regularly clipped).

Isaac n
13 specimens (inc!. 2 specimens regularly clipped).

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

Alexius IH

24 specimens (inc!. I with two dots on labarum-shaft, I with
single dot).
I specimen

TYPeB

52 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B
Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

3 specimens
6 specimens (incl.

I

overstruck on preceding type?).

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
161 specimens
7 specimens
4 specimens (inc!. 2 originally of large module but clipped?).
13 specimens
4 specimens
6 specimens
13 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

TypeD

2

I

specimens (both

I).

Theodore Comnenus-Ducas
specimen (drastically clipped so that only fragment of
design appears).

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
245 specimens
146 specimens
687 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type B

16 specimens
5 specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B
Type C

Type A
TypeD
TypeE
TypeG

16 specimens
12 specimens
I specimen

866
3
IS
IS

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
specimens
specimens
specimens
specimens (all apparently have IJ loros-waist).
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Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

IQ specimens (all have ffilloros-waist).

Type A
TypeD

Unidentifiable

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
40 specimens
I specJmen
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

8 specimens
MINT OF NICAEA

LOM(B) HOARD
Found at much the same time as the preceding and in close proximity. Described as consisting of 1376 "copper" coins of the same emperors.
Location: as preceding.
Recte 1376 billon trachea, of which 355 were subjected to a more detailed
analysis:

First coinage
Second coinage

LOUKOVO HOARD
Unpublished?
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
974 billon trachea of the following description:

Manuel I
3 specimens (all regularly clipped).

Fourth coinage

2 specimens (both ffilloros-waist).
I specimen

Second coinage

John II
144 specimens (both vars., A and B, present).

Andronicus I
I specimen
First coinage

Isaac II
35 specimens (incl. I specimen regularly clipped).

Second coinage
Third coinage

Alexius IH
IQ9 specimens
Fourth coinage
Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
70 specimens
24 specimens
46 specimens

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE
II

specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
TypeB

3 specimens
9(?) specimens

8 specimens (incl. var. A-2 [globus.]; var. B-5 [globus ill.
74 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 47, incl. var. A - 12;
var. B - 24; rest uncertain.
second phase -7, incl. var. B-1;
var. C - 2; var. D - 4.
204 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 18, A(b) - IQ, A(c)
- 32; var. B(a) - 50; var. C(a)
- 26, C(b) - I; var. D(a) - 19,
D(b) - I, D(c) - 2; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
52 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 16; var. B - 25; rest uncertain.

Latin Imitative (larger module)
Type A

Manuel I
77 specimens (both vars., A and B, present).

Isaac Comnenus (Cyprus)
MAIN MINT

Type A

I specimen

LIST OF HOARDS
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Isaac H
237 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 7, A(b) - 45; var.
B(a) - 3, B(b) - 48; var. C(a) - 12,
C(b) -41; var. D(a) -17, D(b) - 5;
.;..:. on back of throne - 2; rest
uncertain.
Alexius HI
141 specimens. Identifiable: var. A-43 (incl. several regularly
clipped); var. B(a) -4, B(b) - II;
var. C(a) - 4, C(b) - 12; var.
4; rest
D(a) - 5, D(b) - 5,
uncertam.
.

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type F
Type P
Type T

2 specimens? (both clipped).
I specimen (clipped).
I specImen

Type A
TypeE
Type G

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
10 specimens
I specimen
I specImen

TypeF

Manuel Comnenus-Ducas
I specimen (clipped? reads \lV1/1M).

j-

Type A
TypeB
Type C
Type A

"Bulgarian" Imitative
20 specimens
8 specimens
7 specimens

Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, pp. I02-03.
Found in I959(?).
Location: Messrs. Bitale, Athens.
Consisted of 28 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:
Manuel I
28 specimens (both vars., A and B, present).
MOGILITSA HOARD
Gerassimov, IBA I, II (1937), p. 316.
Said to have been found in 1934, and to have consisted of over 21 thirteenthcentury coins.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 23 billon trachea of the following description:
Type C

5 specimens

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
I specimen
"MACEDONIA" HOARD

First coinage

Unidentifiable

"Bulgarian" Imitative
I specimen

MOMIN BROD HOARD
Moushmov, IBAD, 4 (1914), p. 275.
Said to have been found in 1914, and to have consisted of 106 "copper" scyphates of Isaac H.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 106 billon trachea of the following description:

Second coinage

John H
I specimen (var. A; very worn).

First coinage
Second coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
3 specimens (all very worn).
2 specimens (both very worn).
I specimen (a torn half-piece; very worn).
Isaac H
95 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 2, A(b) - 16; var.
B(b)-2I; var. C(a)-I, C(b) -24;
var. D(a) - I, D(b) - 4; rest uncertain.
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Alexius IH

TypeB

I

specImen

I

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimen

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

Unidentifiable

Latin Imitative (larger module)

33 specimens

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

I

"Bulgarian" Imitative
204 specImens
202 specimens
308 specimens

specimen

MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeB

I

MUGLIZH (H) HOARD

specImen

MUGLIZH (I) HOARD
Gerassimov, IBAI, IS (I946), pp. 236-37.
Said to have been found in I94I and to have consisted of "copper" scyphates,
of which 640 were of John H, Manuel I, and Alexius HI.
Location: Kazanluk, Archaeological Museum.
Recte I203 billon trachea of the following description:
Second coinage
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
I specimen (var. B; globus
very worn).
I8 specimens (many very worn, 8 specimens regularly clipped).
27 specimens (many very worn; I7 specimens regularly clipped).

i;

Gerassimov, IAI, 26 (I963), p. 260.
Said to have been found in I960, and to have consisted of over I6 kilos
(c. 8000 pieces) of "copper" coins of Manuel I, Andronicus I, Isaac H, and
Alexius HI.
Location: Stara Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 6923 billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

I

I

Manuel I
specimen (second phase; very worn, regularly clipped).
specimen (var. A[c]).
Isaac H

24 specimens
Alexius HI

Andronicus I
9 specimens (3 specimens regularly clipped).
Isaac H
I67 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 2, A(b) - II; var.
B(b) - 43; var. C(a) - 7, C(b)
- 2I; var. D(a) - 7; .:- -:. on
back of throne - I. 9 specimens
regularly clipped.

49 specimens

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
847 specimens
43I specimens
I887 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Alexius IH
234 specimens (3 specimens regularly clipped).

Type A
Type B

.,

I7I specimens
7 specimens (inc!.

I

overstruck on Isaac H).
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37 1

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
Type B
Type C

Type A
TypeB
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

Isaac Il
10 specimens (incl. specimens of the "Bulgarian" imitative
. I)
senes..

28 specimens
30 specimens (several specimens read TUJKOIVN-J to right;
I I specimens are overstruck, 7 apparently on
preceding type).
4 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
2462 specimens
124 specimens
106 specimens
168 specimens
3 specimens
151 specimens (most have loros-waist 0, but ~ occurs at
least once).

Alexius III
14 specimens (incl. specimens of the "Bulgarian" imitative
. I)
senes..

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
23 specimens
?
?
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

Type A

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage
Second coinage

IT).

32 specimens (all but I have loros-waist ffiffil, and ID[ or
33 specimens (I specimen, with exceptionally well-preserved

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

SE KO
lIUJ IVN-J
inscr. reads: C NOC, the reverse of another

is overstruck on the obverse of a coin of
Alexius Ill-two diademed heads, emperor's
labarum, 0 between figures, still remaining in
view).

I specimen
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

AA
C

I specimen

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

I specimen

NICOSIA (I) HOARD
Unidentifiable
364 specimens

NAOUSA (PAROS) HOARD
Metcalf, Annual ofthe British School ofArchaeology at Athens, 56 (I96I),pp. 56-57.
Location: Athens.
Said to have been found in 1924, and to have consisted of 50 "bronze" scyphates (billon trachea) of the following description:

Unpublished.
.
Said to have been found in the early 1920'S, and to have consIsted then of
lI7 electrum trachea, of which several have since been sold.
Location (1965): in the hands of Messrs. Spink and Son Ltd., London.
lIO electrum trachea of the following description:
John Il
Var. I }
Var. If

,.'

78 specimens (var. A - 47; var. B - 31).
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Manuel I

N

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

First coinage
Second coinage
Type D

2 specimens
8 specimens (var. A - 3; var. B - 5).
I specimen

MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeC

21 specimens

NICOSIA (H) HOARD

373

HYPERPYRA

Alexius I
Var. II

3 specimens

First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage

3 specimens
4 specimens
3 specimens

Var. II

Manuel I
2 specimens (I has X below tablion).

John H

Unpublished.
Reliably reported to the author as having been found near the cathedral at
Nicosia, and to have consisted of several thousand billon trachea up to
and including the Emperor Manuel 1. Parcels of this hoard have come
onto the market on several occasions: the one listed here, consisting of
306 Constantinopolitan billon trachea, is now in the hands of Mr. P. D.
Whitting, London, and seems to be a representative sample:

Andronicus I
I

specimen

I

Isaac H
specimen (loros-waist 1iliJ)·
BILL. TRACHEA

John H
First coinage
Second coinage

13 specimens
169 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 70; var. B - 94; rest
uncertain.

First coinage

80

Second coinage
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

18
II
15

Manuel I
specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 43; var. B - 21; rest uncertain.
specimens
specimens
specimens

Third coinage

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
252 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - II6, incl. var. A "slightly under half" (of c. 90);
var. B - 48; var. C - 1.
second phase - 17, mcl. var.
B-3; var. C - 5; var. D - 5;
rest uncertain.
367 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) -6, A(b) - 16, A(c) - 4 1 ;
var. B(a) - 71, B(b) - I; var.
C(a) - 30, C(b) - ra, C(c) - 3;
var. D(a) - 15, D(b) - 9, D(d) - 5;
rest uncertain.

NOVO SELO HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 25 (1962), p. 227.
Said to have been found in 1958, and to have consisted of 17 gold coins and
750 "copper" coins of Alexius I, John H, and Isaac H.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 17 Constantinopolitan gold hyperpyra, 744 Constantinopolitan billon
trachea, and perhaps a half dozen unidentifiable and corroded billon pieces.

Andronicus I
ra9 specimens
Isaac H
16 specimens
Unidentifiable

c.6 specimens
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TypeB
TypeD

Theodore Comnenus-Ducas
I specimen (clipped).
I specimen (clipped).

TypeC
TypeD
TypeF
TypeG

Manuel Comnenus-Ducas
2 specimens (clipped).
2 specimens (both clipped).
I specimen (clipped?).
I specimen (clipped).

OBUDA HOARD
Kerenyi, Budapest Regisegei. A Budapesti Torteneti MuzeumEvkOnyve, 16 (1950),
pp. 541-47. Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, p. n2.
Location: Budapest?
475 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:
Manuel I
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

24 specimens
388 specimens

375

John Comnenus-Ducas

Andronicus I
57 specimens
TypeD

(Series I)
I specimen (clipped).

Isaac H
6 specimens
OSANICA HOARD
Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, p. n6 (a provisional publication only). See
under "ZLATA HOARD."

(Series HI)
TypeB
TypeG
Type M
TypeQ

I
I
I
I

specimen
specimen
specImen
specimen
Unidentifiable

2 specimens
OUSTOVO HOARD
Gerassimov, lBAl, n (1937), p. 324.
Said to have been found in 1936, and to have consisted of "copper" scyphate
coins, including those of the empire of Thessalonica.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 26 billon trachea of the following description:
Latin Imitative (larger module)

OVCHARTSI HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 25 (1962), p. 227·
Said to have been found in 1958, and to have consisted of 3900 "copper" coins
of Manuel I and Isaac H.
Location: Nova Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 3151 billon trachea of the following description:

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

TypeB
TypeD
Type 0
TypeP

2 specimens
I specimen
3 specimens (all clipped).
I specimen

TypeB
TypeF

Latin Imitative (smaller module).
3 specimens
I specimen

First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage

Manuel I
'.'
+
3 specimens (2 very worn).
2 specimens (var. A-I, globus.; var. B-1, globus e).
201 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 76, incl. var. A - 24;
var. B - 41; rest uncertain.
second phase - 54, incl. var.
A - 6; var. B - 7; var. C - 13;
var. D - 12; rest uncertain.
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Fourth coinage

Isaac II
248I specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 53, A(b) - 302; var.
B(a) - 3, B(b) - 808; var.
C(a) - I65, C(b) - 308; var.
D(a) - 50, D(b) - 25; .:..:. or
-:..:- on back of throne - 49; .: .:
on back of throne - 2; of' + on
back of ,throne - I; f:f - I; rest
~~
uncertain.

TypeB
TypeC

Type A

Alexius III

379 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 3, A(b) - 8, A(c) - 36;
var. B(a) - 59; var. C(a) - III;
var. D(a) - 33, D(b) - I7; rest
uncertain.
Andronicus I
78 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - I4; var. B - I6; rest
uncertain.

2
2

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimens
specimens

2

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
specimens

377

20 specImens

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
55 specimens
34 specImens
50 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type D

Type A

4 specimens
I specimen
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
I7 specimens
Unidentifiable
I9 specimens
PIRDOP HOARD

Unpublished?
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
62 billon trachea of the following description:

Fourth coinage

2

Manuel I
specimens (both var. C[a]).

PAZARDZHIK HOARD
Isaac II
20 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - I; var. B(b) - 9; var.
C(b) - 2; var. D(a) - I; .:..:' on
back of throne - I; rest uncertain. I specimen regularly clipped.

Gerassimov, IBAI, II (I937), pp. 322-23.
Said to have been found in I936, and to have consisted of 700 "copper" scyphates of Manuel I, of which the authorities retained only 260.
Location: Pazardzhik, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 2I4 billon trachea of the following description:

Alexius III
32 specimens

Manuel I
Third coinage

I

specimen
Isaac II

I3 specimens

Type A
TypeB

"Bulgarian" Imitative
2 specimens
6 specimens
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PISARATSI HOARD

John IH, Ducas-Vatatzes

379

MINT OF THESSALONICA

(Moushmov, IBAI, 5 [1928/29J, p. 383?)
Probably part of a hoard said to have been found in 1927 at Makhala Pisaratsi,
and to have consisted of 10 "gold" coins and 300 to 400 "copper" coins
of John H. If such is the case, the gold coins were probably hyperpyra of
John HI of Nicaea, for the part of the hoard which is preserved is conspicuously of a late date.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 70 billon trachea (only part of the original hoard) of the following
description:

First coinage

Manuel I
2 specimens (both very worn).
Isaac H
2 specimens (I regularly clipped).

Type K(?)

speclmen

I

Unidentifiable
specimen

I

PLOVDIV (BOUNARDZHIK) HOARD
Tsonchev, Godishnik na Narodniya Arkheologicheski Mouzei, Plovdiv, 4 (19 60),
pp. 206-14.
Said to have been found in 1955, and to have consisted of 21 "copper" coins
of Alexius 1.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 21 billon trachea of the following description:
Alexius I
MINT OF PHILIPPOPOLIS

21 specimens
Alexius HI
8 specimens

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
15 specimens
8 specimens
25 specimens

PLOVDIV REGION HOARD
Unpublished?
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
94 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage

I

Alexius I
specimen (worn).
Manuel I

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type D

2(?) specimens
I specimen (clipped).

Type A

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
4(?) specimens

Type A(?)

I

Manuel Comnenus-Ducas
specimen

Third coinage

3 specimens
Isaac H
23 specimens (var. A[bJ - 2; var. B[bJ ~ II; var. CCaJ - 2,
CCbJ - 3; var. D[aJ - 3; ...... on back of
throne - I; 'I< + on back of throne - I).
Alexius IH
67 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 15; var. B(b) - 5; var.
C(a) - 2, C(b) - 8; var. D(a) - 3,
D(b) - 6; rest uncertain.
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POKROVNIK HOARD

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Gerassimov, lAl, 27 (I964), pp. 239-40.
Said to have been found in I962, and to have consisted of 488 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Isaac Il, Alexius Ill, and Theodore I. Commendably and unusually, the essential distinction between the "regular" imperial
types and the "barbarous" imitations based on them was recognized in
the report.
Location: Blagoevgrad, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 488 billon trachea of the following description:

Type A
TypeB

Type A

I

I

speCImen
speCImen

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
35 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
2 specimens (both first phase, var. B).
9 specimens (var. A[c] - 2; var. qa] - 9.
larly clipped).

I

First coinage
I

I).

Andronicus I
specimen (var. B).

POSTALLAR HOARD
Mosser , ANS Numismatic Notes and Monographs, No. 67 (New York, 1935),
pp. 68-69.
Location: Istanbul.
Said to have consisted of 2 illegible gold coins and 374 "copper" scyphates
(billon trachea) of the following description-insofar as it can be reconstructed from the inadequate report:
Alexius III
3I specimens (no doubt including pieces of the "Bulgarian"
imitative series).

Alexius III
98 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - I4; var. B(a) - I, B(b)
-7; var. C(a) - 4, C(b) - 9; var.
D(a) - 2, D(b) - n; m-2; loroswaists D III - I; rest uncertain.
"Bulgarian" Imitative
n8 specimens
SI specimens
85 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

(D -

specimen regu-

Isaac Il
66 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - IS; var. B(b) - I8;
var. C(a) - 7, C(b) - 8; var.
D(a) - 3; rest uncertain.

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

3 specimens

18 specimens (incl. 3 specimens with two dots on labarumshaft, I specimen with a single dot).

Latin Imitative (larger and smaller module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type AlA
Type BIB
Type CjC

192 specimens
25 specimens?
4 specimens?

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type AID
Type BIE

14 specimens?
37 specimens?
(large module only)
8 specimens
3 specimens

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type P
Type R
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Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

John Comnenus-Ducas

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

(Series HI)

9 speClmens
Uncertain
53 specimens (incL John III and Michael VIII ?).

TypeE
TypeN

1

2

specimen
specimens
ROUssE HOARD

PRESLAV HOARD
Gerassimov, IAI, 20 (1955), p. 607.
Said to have been found in 1953, and to have consisted of 2 gold coins of
John Ducas-Vatatzes and 12 "copper" coinS-I! of Manuel "Angelus" of
Thessalonica, and 1 of Alexius III.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 2 gold hyperpyra of John Ducas-Vatatzes and about 40 billon trachea.
The identifiable coins were as follows:
N

Second coinage

2

HYPERPYRA

John III, Ducas-Vatatzes
specimens (both "late" style; 1 has dot above obv. throne,
on right).

Unpublished?
Said to have been found in 1965 and to have contained about 400 coins.
Seen by the author in Sofia, at the Archaeological Museum, but may since
have been returned to locality of finding.
195 billon trachea of the following description:
Type A
Type C
Type A
TypeB
TypeD
TypeE
TypeG

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimen
6 specimens
1

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
175 specimens
3 specimens
3 specimens
1 specimen
6 specimens (loros-waist [ffi - 1; 0 - 5)·
SOFIA HOARD

BILL. TRACHEA

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type E
Type H
Type]
Type P
Type R

1
1

2
2
1

specimen (?)
specImen
specimens
specimens (both clipped).
specImen

Schlumberger, Comptes-rendus de l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres 4 ,
25 (1897), pp. 303-04. Metcalf, HBN, 16 (1962), p. 273The sum of evidence at present available seems to suggest that the hoard
consisted of at least 206 coins of the Emperors Romanus III-Alexius I.
Those of Alexius apparently included numbers of both metropolitan issues
of debased trachea, and one reformed hyperpyron-similarly of the metropolitan mint (var. I[B]).
SOUVATITE HOARD

Type A
TypeB
TypeF

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
I! specimens
1 specImen
I specimen

Gerassimov, IBAI, I! (1937), p. 317.
Said to have been found in 1934, and to have consisted of 805 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I.
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Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 407 billon trachea (presumably only part of the original hoard) of the
following description:

STARA ZAGORA HOARD
Gerassimov, I BAI, I5 (I946), p. 237.
.
.""
Said to have been found in I94I, and to have consIsted of 8 kilos of copper
scyphates of John II, Manuel I, and Alexius Ill.
Location: Stara Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
.
Recte 8 kilos of billon trachea, encrusted with dirt, corroded, and m many
cases fused together. A brief examination gave the following results:

John II
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Second coinage

7 specimens (var. A - 3; var. B - 4).

MINT OF THESSALONICA

I specimen (worn).

Manuel I
Second coinage
Third coinage

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
.
24 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 4 ( .. - 2; • - 2); var.
B-II(alli).
52 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 36, incl. var. A - I6;
var. B - I3; rest uncertain.
second phase - II, incl. var.
D - 7; rest uncertain.
290 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 26, A(b) - 30, A(c)
- 42; var. B(a) - 66, B(b) - 2;
var. C(a) - 22; var. D(a) - II,
D(b) - 7; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
5 specimens (var. A - 3; var. B-2).
Isaac II
9 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - I; var. B(b) - 6; rest
uncertain.
Alexius III
8 specimens

Type A

"Bulgarian" Imitative
9 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)
I specimen (clipped, bright orange patina-intrusive?).
Unidentifiable
I specimen

6 specimens
Andronicus I
2 specimens (I specimen regularly clipped).
Isaac II
8 specimens
Alexius III
I3 specimens

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
4I specimens
25 specimens
I33 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type B

I4 specimens
I specimen

MINT OF THESSALONICA

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type P

Fourth coinage

Type A
Type B
Type A
TypeE
TypeG

I specimen
2 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
89 specimens
3 specimens
4 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

"

6 specimens

LIST OF HOARDS
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N

STRAZHITSA HOARD
Gerassimov, fAf, 22 (1959), p. 359·
Said to have been found in 1956, and to have consisted of 35 kilos (c. 12000
coins) of "copper" scyphates of Manuel I, Isaac Il, and Alexius Ill.
Location: Turnovo, Archaeological Museum.
Recte No doubt 35 kilos of billon trachea. A sample thousand pieces were subjected to a brief examination, and the following results were obtained:

Second coinage

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

I

John II
specimen (extremely worn).

Alexius I
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Var. II

3 speCImens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Var. V

I

specimen (long stem to globus cruciger, and pendilia

Second coinage

I

speCimen

Isaac II

J..lJ

John II

Manuel I
8 specimens (worn; 4 specimens regularly clipped).
34 specimens (worn; 17 specimens regularly clipped).
Andronicus I
6 specimens (3 specimens regularly clipped).

HYPERPYRA

BILL. TRACHEA

Alexius I
Third coinage

Second coinage

407 specimens
Alexius III

I

speCImen

John II
20 specimens (all var. A; 19 certainly have six jewels to the
collar-piece; I may have seven jewels. A very
compact group as regards patina and state of
preservation: possibly fresh from the mint).

531 specimens

TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
2 specimens?
4 specimens?
Unidentifiable
7 specimens
SUEDINENIE HOARD

Gerassimov, fAf, 21 (1957), p. 325.
Said to have been found in 1955, and to have consisted of 12 gold coins of
Alexius I and John Il, and "copper" scyphates of John II.
Location: Stara Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
Some of the gold coins being away on exhibition in Sofia, the author was
able to examine 5 gold hyperpyra and 21 billon trachea, of the following
description:

"THESSALY" HOARD
Metcalf, Annual ojthe British School ojArchaeology at A thens, 56 (19 61 ), pp. 57-60 .
Location: Athens.
Said to have been found in 1957, and to have consisted of over 600 "bronze"
scyphates (billon trachea), of which 143 were described by Metcalf:
Manuel I
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

1 specimen
5 specimens

Andronicus I
1

specimen
Isaac II

32 specimens

's·
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Alexius III

Type A
TypeB
Type C

Andronicus I

37 specimens

I specimen

"Bulgarian" Imitative
17 specimens
I specImen
I specimen

Isaac Il
3 specimens (var. B[b] - I; var. C[b] - I; other uncertain).

TIURKMEN (Il) HOARD

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

Type A
TypeD
TypeE
TypeG

5 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
35 specimens
3 specimens
I specImen
I specimen
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

I speCImen
Uncertain (barbarous)
2 specimens

Gerassimov, JAJ, 25 (I962), p. 233.
Said to have been found in 1959, and to have consisted of II6 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, and Isaac H. The close similarity
between the contents of this hoard and the preceding render it very
probable that they both represent parts of the same hoard, despite the
apparent difference in the dates of finding.
Recte II7 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
37 specimens. Identifiable: first phase-26; second phase- IO.
60 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - I, A(c)
- C. 12; var. B(a) - c. 12; var.
C(a)-I5, C(b) -5; var. D(a)-II,
D(b) - 2, D(c) - I.
Andronicus I
17 specimens

TIURKMEN (I) HOARD
Tsonchev, Godishnik na Narodniya Arkheologicheski Mouzei, Plovdiv, 4 (I960),
pp.206-I4·
Said to have been found in I953, and to have consisted of II "copper" coins
of Manuel I.
Location: Plovdiv, Archaeological Museum.
Recte II Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
4 specimens (all first phase).
3 specimens (var. A[c] - I; var. B[a] - 2).

Isaac Il
3 specimens (var. A[a] - I, A[b] - I; var. E[b] - I).

TORBALI HOARD
Bellinger, Centennial Publication of the American Numismatic Society, pp. 73-8 I .
Said to have been found about 1946, and to have consisted of 247 silver scyphates of Theodore I.
Location: Dumbarton Oaks.
Recte 247 silver trachea of the following description:

390
Type A
TypeB
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Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
100 specimens
145 specimens

TypeD

I

John HI, Ducas-Vatatzes
specimen

TypeB

I

Theodore H, Ducas-Lascaris
specimen

LIST OF HOARDS
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
TypeB

Type A
TypeB
TypeD
TypeG

7 specimens
9 specimens (2 specimens overstruck on preceding type).
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
259 specimens
7 specimens
2 specimens
3 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

TOULOVO HOARD
Unpublished?
Location: Kazanluk, Archaeological Museum.
834 billon trachea of the following description:

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage
Second coinage

Unidentifiable
157 specimens (inc!. 2 antique copper).

Manuel I
3 specimens (all very worn; 2 specimens regularly clipped).
7 specimens (all very worn; 6 specimens regularly clipped).

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

8 specimens
4 specimens (I specimen apparently overstruck on Latin
imitative, Thessalonica type A).

TRI VODITSI HOARD
Andronicus I
I

specimen

Isaac H
23 specimens (3 specimens regularly clipped).
Alexius IH
42 specimens (2 specimens regularly clipped).

Type A
TypeB
TypeC

"Bulgarian" Imitative
65 specimens
64 specimens
161 specimens

Gerassimov, IBA I, 14 (1940-42), p. 285.
Said to have been found in 1940, and to have consisted of two kilos of "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, and Isaac H.
Location: Pazardzhik, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 2 kilos of billon trachea, and I copper tetarteron. The identifiable coins
were as follows:
BILL. TRACHEA

Manuel I
Third coinage
Fourth coinage

I

I

specimen
specImen
Isaac H

I

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type B

II
I

specimens
specimen

TypeB
Type C

speclmen

"Bulgarian" Imitative
specimens
37 specimens
2

39 2
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Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type F
Type H
Type J
Type 0
Type P
Type R
Type T

(see small-module A).
2 specimens (both clipped).
(see small-module C).
22 specimens (all clipped).
7 specimens (all clipped).
6 specimens (all clipped).
7 specimens (several clipped).
IO specimens (all clipped).
I6 specimens (several clipped).
8 specimens (several clipped).
I2 specimens (several clipped).

Type A
Type C
TypeF
TypeG

TypeD
TypeG

393

Theodore Comnenus-Ducas
specimen (clipped).
I specimen
4 specimens (all clipped; 2 read 8EOlHJJPOC).
S specimens
I

2
2

Manuel Comnenus-Ducas
specimens
specimens
John Comnenus-Ducas

TypeD

(Series I)
3 specimens (all clipped).

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type C

Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeD
TypeE
TypeF
TypeG

6 specimens
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
32I specimens (but incl. a "very few" of Con'ple largemodule A).
IO specimens
I6 specimens (but incl. a "very few" of Con'ple largemodule C).
36 specimens
24 specimens
IS specimens
23 specimens
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

Second coinage

4 specimens (all clipped).

MINT OF MAGNESIA

TypeB
Type C

I

I

(Series HI)

TypeE
TypeQ

I
I

specimen
specimen
JE TETARTERON

Manuel I
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A

I

specimen
TROAD HOARD

Bellinger, ANS Museum Notes, I I (I964), pp. 222-24.
Found in the thirties(?) and described as consisting of I40 "copper" scyphates
of the Emperors Manuel I-Theodore I.
Location: Yale University Library.
Recte I40 billon trachea of the following description:

specimen (clipped).
specimen (clipped).

Latin Imitative (larger module)
MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

John IH, Ducas-Vatatzes
MINT OF MAGNESIA

TypeG

2

specimens

MINT OF THESSALONICA

TypeK

I

specimen

Type A
Type B
Type E

I specimen (No. 2S).
23 specimens (Nos. I-23).
I specimen (No. 24).

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type B

2 specimens (Nos. 26-27).

394
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Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage
Second coinage

Location: Pazardzhik, Archaeological Museum.
Recte I248 billon trachea of the following description:

4 specimens (Nos. 28-3I).
I09 specimens (Nos. 32-I4o).
Third coinage

TSEPINA HOARD
Fourth coinage

Gerassimov, lAl, 29 (I966), p. 212 (under "Dorkovo").
Location: seen by the author in Sofia, at the Archaeological Museum, but may
since have been returned to locality of finding.
Found in I965, consisting of I6 billon trachea of the following description:
Manuel I
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
23 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - I2}rest ~ncertain.
2 specLmens regsecond phase-6 ularly clipped.
4 I specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(c) - 9; var.
B(a) - 7; var. C(a) - I2; var.
D(a) - 3, D(b) -2; rest uncertain.
8 specimens regularly clipped.

IT

Andronicus I
specimens (4 specimens regularly clipped).

2 specimens
Isaac H
33 2 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 9, A(b) - 34; var.
B(a) - 2, B(b) - I05; var. C(a)
- I8, C(b) - 52; var. D(a) - 4 I ,
D(b) -7; .:.. ;. on back of throne

Isaac H
2 specimens
Alexius HI
4 specimens

Type A
TypeB

Type A

- 5;

"Bulgarian" Imitative
4 specimens
I specimen

I; rest uncertain.

var. D(a) - I7, D(b) - 27; m-4;
rest uncertain. IO specimens regularly clipped.

MINT OF NICAEA

2 specimens (I a torn half-piece).

Gerassimov, lAl, 27 (I964), p. 244·
Found in I963 and said to have consisted of 4 kilos (I252 pieces) of "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, Isaac H, and Alexius HI.

-

Alexius HI
533 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 87; var. B(a) - 7, B(b)
- I2; var. C(a) - IS, C(b) - 9 6 ;

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
I specimen

TSRUNCHA (A) HOARD

~S

4 specimens regularly clipped.

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
Second coinage
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Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
Io5 specimens
ISO specimens
52 specimens
Unidentifiable
I specimen
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TSRUNCHA (B) HOARD
Gerassimov, IAI, 27 (1964), p. 244.
Found in 1963, at much the same time and in the same place as the preceding hoard; said to have contained 3 kilos (922 pieces) of "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Andronicus I, Isaac II, and Alexius Ill.
Location: Pazardzhik, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 923 billon trachea of the following description:
Third coinage

Fourth coinage

Manuel I
15 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 9}rest ~ncertain.
3 specImens regsecondphase-4 ularly clipped.
25 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 2; var. B(a) - 6; var.
C(a) - 8; var. D(a) - 3, D(b) - I;
rest uncertain. 2 specimens regularly clipped.

Unidentifiable
I

Alexius III
379 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 48; var. B(a) - 4, B(b)
- 6; var. C(a) - 12, C(b) - 63;
var. D(a) - IO, D(b) - 27; m-6;
m- I; rest uncertain. I specimen
possibly regularly clipped.
Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
95 specimens
lI5 specimens
39 specimens

speClmen
TURNOVO (I) HOARD

Unpublished?
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
53 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage

Fourth coinage

Andronicus I
9 specimens (I specimen regularly clipped).
Isaac II
245 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - 3, A(b) - 35; var.
B(b) - 79; var. C(a) - 14, C(b)
- 35; var. D(a) - 10, D(b) - 3;
.:..:. on back of throne - 3; rest
uncertain. Several specimens regularly clipped.
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Manuel I
18 specimens. Identifiable: first phase - 9, incl. var. A - 2;
var. B - 6; other uncertain.
second phase -7, incl. var. B-1;
var. C - I; var. D - 4; other
uncertain.
28 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 4, A(c) - I; var.
B(a) - 3; var. C(a) - 7; var. D(a)
- 2, D(b) - 4; rest uncertain.
Andronicus I
7 specimens
TURNOVO(II) HOARD

Gerassimov, IAI, 27 (1964), p. 244·
Said to have been found in 1963, and to have consisted of 50 "copper" scyphates of Isaac II and Alexius Ill-presumably only part of the hoard.
Location: Turnovo, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 648 billon trachea of the following description:
Isaac Comnenus (Cyprus)
MAIN MINT

Type A

I

specimen (worn).

Isaac II
285 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(b) - 20; var. B(b) - 68;
var.C(a)-I2,C(b)-32; var.D(a)
- 10, D(b) - 5; .:..:. on back of
throne- 3; rest uncertain. 3specimens regularly clipped.
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Alexius III
336 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - II; var. B(a) - 2, B(b)
- 8; var. C(a) - 6, C(b) - 29;
3;
var. D(a) - 4, D(b) - 17;
rest uncertain.

1-

Type A
TypeB

"Bulgarian" Imitative
4 specimens
22 specImens

HOARD OF UNCERTAIN BULGARIAN PROVENANCE
(Struma valley?)
Unpublished?
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
471 billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

TVURDITSA HOARD
Unpublished?
Location: Nova Zagora, Archaeological Museum.
217 billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage
Fourth coinage

I

II

"Bulgarian" Imitative
34 specimens
59 speCImens
15 specimens

4}

9 specimens

215

Isaac II
specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) -4, A(b) -6; var. B(b)
- 42; var. C(a) - 13, C(b) - 27;
var. D(a) - 13, D(b) - 4; .:..:.
on back of throne - I; .:- .;. on
back of throne - I'
I',
'~(
rest uncertain.

a" -

Isaac II
24 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - I; var. B(b)
- 9; var. C(a) - 2, C(b) - 3; var.
D(a) - 2, D(b) - 3; -:..:- on back
of throne - I; rest uncertain. 2
specimens regularly clipped.

Type A
Type B
Type C

Manuel I
13 specimens. Identifiable: first phase t
t .
res uncer am.
second p h ase- 5
25 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - 3, A(c) - 2;
var. B(a) - 8; var. C(a) - 7; var.
D(a) - I, D(b) - I; rest uncertain. Several specimens regularly
clipped.
Andronicus I

Manuel I
specimen (first phase, var. B).
specimens. Identifiable: var. B(a) - I; var. C(a) - 4; var.
D(d) - I; rest uncertain. 6 specimens regularly clipped.

Alexius III
73 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 6; var. B(b) - 6; var.
C(a) -7, C(b) - 13; var. D(a) - 2,
D(b) - 23.
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Alexius III
II7 specimens. Identifiable: var. A -7; var. B(a) - I, B(b) - 3;
var. C(a) - I, C(b) - I; var. D(b)
I; rest uncertain.
- 4;

1-

Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
47 specimens
12 specimens
18 specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

8 specimens

400
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YENIMAHALLE HOARD

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
TypeB

I specimen
2 specimens

Type A

Latin Imitative (smaller module)
I specimen

Unpublished.
Location (Ig67): in the possession of Mr. P. D. Whitting, London.
I52 billon trachea of the following description:
Isaac Il?
I specimen?

Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris
MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

2 specimens

(i i)·

Alexius III

and

I specimen

Unidentifiable

Latin Imitative (larger module)

I specimen

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A
TypeB

YAGODA HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 27 (Ig64), p. 24I.
Said to have been found in Ig62, and to have consisted of 308 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I and Andronicus 1.
Location: Kazanluk, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 308 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Second coinage

Second coinage
Third coinage

Fourth coinage

40I

MINT OF THESSALONICA

Type A
TypeB
Type C

John Il
I specimen (var. B, collar of five jewels).
Manuel I
I specimen (var. B, globus
IOg specimens. Identifiable: first phase -77, inc!. var. A - 28;
var. B - 38; rest uncertain.
second phase - 28, inc!. var.
A - 3; var. B-3; var. C - 6;
var. D - g; rest uncertain.
I60 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a)-6,A(b) - IS, A(c) -2g;
var. B(a) - 26; var. C(a) - 44;
var. D(a) - 22, D(b) - I7; other
uncertain.

i).

Andronicus I
37 specimens. Identifiable: var. A certain.

25 specimens
2I specimens
53 speclmens
8 specimens
43 specimens

ZGURLI HOARD
Tacchella, RN4,7 (Ig03), pp. 380-82.
Location: presumably dispersed.
A very large number of gold scyphates-hyperpyra-of the Emperors Alexius IIsaac Il. Tacchella reports having examined 240 pieces, giving the following analysis:
Alexius I

- 55 specimens

John Il

- 65 specimens

Manuel I

- 62 specimens

Andronicus I II;

II

specimens

var. B - I2; rest unIsaac Il
,6

- 47 speCImens
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ZHELEZNITSA HOARD
Gerassimov, lAl, 27 (1g64), p. 238.
Said to have been found in Ig62, and to have consisted of 378 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I, Isaac Il, Alexius Ill, and Theodore 1.
Location: Blagoevgrad, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 378 billon trachea of the following description:
Fourth coinage

Manuel I
I specimen (var. qa] - *).

*

Isaac Il
22 specimens. Identifiable: var. A(a) - I, A(b) - 2; var.
B(b) - 7; var. C(a) - 3; var.
D(b) - I; .:- .:- on back of throne
- I; :.: :.: on back of throne - I;
rest uncertain.
Alexius III
49 specimens. Identifiable: var. A - I; var. B(b) - I; var.
C(b) - 7; var. D(b) - g; rest uncertain.
Type A
TypeB
Type C

"Bulgarian" Imitative
103 specimens
54 specimens
go specimens
Latin Imitative (larger module)

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Type A

Type A

22 specimens (incl. 5 specimens with two dots on labarumshaft).
Latin Imitative (smaller module)
33 specimens (incl. I specimen with a single dot on labarumshaft).
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris

MINT OF NICAEA

First coinage

4 specimens

(i- 1I;

ZLATA HOARD
Metcalf, Coinage in the Balkans, p. lIS (a provisional publication only).
Location: Belgrade?
This hoard, together with those from Grabovac and Osanica in much the s~me
area of Yugoslavia, provides valuable confirmation of the chronological
developments in the pattern of the circulating medium that have already
been noticed in Bulgarian hoards. The Zlata hoard contains large numbers
of billon trachea of Manuel's last two metropolitan coinages, but only a
few of his first two and of his predecessor John. Andronicus is well represented but there are very few of Isaac Il. The Grabovac hoard contains
large ~umbers of billon trachea of Isaac Il and Alexius Ill, in addition.
Whereas all the coins of the Zlata hoard are of large module, regular
fabric, and fine style, those from Grabovac betray the degeneration in all
three aspects that affected the products of the metropolitan mint c. lIgO1203. The Osanica hoard consists mainly ~f wh~t can only b~ t.he. "B.ulgarian" imitative series of coins, together With coms of the Latm imitative
series: Constantinople type A/small-module A; Thess. types A and B/smallmodule D and E. It is dated by coins of the first Nicaean issue of Theodore 1. Metcalf noticed the differences in the quality of the contents of
each of these hoards, but assumed a largely geographical-horizontalexplanation, rather than a chronological-vertical--one.
ZLATARITSA HOARD
Filov, lBAD, 2 (IglI), pp. 278-80.
Said to have been found in IgIO, and to have consisted of 470 "copper"
scyphates of Manuel I and Andronicus 1.
Location: Sofia, Archaeological Museum.
Recte 467 Constantinopolitan billon trachea of the following description:

Third coinage

Fourth coinage

I).
26'

Manuel I
125 specimens. Identifiable: first phase -76, incl. var. A - 23;
var. B. - 30; var. C - 3; rest
uncertain.
secondphase-1g, incl. var. C-4;
var. D - 7; rest uncertain.
3lI specimens. Identifiable: V~T. A(a) - 13, A(b) - 13, A(c) 36; var. B(a) - 53, B(b) - 3; var.
C(a) -73; var. D(a) -36, D(b) -3,
D(c) -6, D(d) -6; rest uncertain.
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Andronicus I
specimens. Identifiable: var. A - 6; var. B - 9; rest uncertain.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE

Alexius III
I

specimen

The following specimens and coin-types have come to the attention of the
author since this book went to press.

ALEXIUS I
EL.

DEBASED TRACHY

MINT OF CONSTANTINOPLE

Obv. ic XC in field.
Christ, bearded and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion, seated upon
throne with back; holds Gospels in left hand.
Rev.
nOTIlIJKOMNHNlIJ
Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarum on
long shaft, on which X, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 51.I
Known only from an apparently unique specimen in the Miinzkabinett,
Berlin, the type has every appearance of being a transitional issue from the
first few days or weeks of the reign. The reverse design has very obvious
connections with two electrum trachy types of Nicephorus III (PIs. 47·5; 51.2).
It possesses the X on the labarum-shaft which characterizes the former, but,
like the latter, lacks the "tear-drop" ornament below the globus cruciger. The
obverse is very close to that of the second trachy of Nicephorus, but the
jewelling on the edges of the back of the throne can be precisely paralleled
only on the first coinage of Alexius himself (e.g., PI. 51.3).
It is possible, but to judge from the photograph very unlikely, that the piece
is a contemporary forgery.
THEODORE I
lR

TRACHY

MINT OF NICAEA

Obv. iC XC in field.
Full-length figure of Christ, standing on dais, bearded and nimbate,
wearing tunic and colobion; holds Gospels in left hand.
in field.

**
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Rev.
D.O
Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of St. Theodore, bearded
and nimbate, holding between them patriarchal cross on long shaft at
base of which a large globe. Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collarpiece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds sheathed sword in
right hand. Saint wears short military tunic and breastplate; holds
sheathed sword in left hand.
PI. 51.5
Quite clearly a copy of the electrum type C of Manuel I, the thirteenthcentury character of the issue is betrayed only by stylistic considerations and
by the late form of loros-waist (!till). The details of the Saint's dress place the
issue with the "Nicaean" group rather than with the "Magnesian." See supra,
P·233·
JOHN HI

Rev. IUJ 0 CI\K
Half-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, collar-piece,
and panelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand labarumheaded scepter, and in left, globus cruciger.
PI. 51.6
THEODORE II
BILL. TRACHY
MINT OF MAGNESIA

ic

JR TRACHY

Obv.

IC XC

+ +

~

Rev. OD.C

MINT OF MAGNESIA

CC

in field.

Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
R ev. IDC 0D.
l:I

K

1\
C

Full-length figure of emperor wearing stemma, divitision, jewelled loros
of simplified type, and sagion; holds in right hand labarum on long shaft,
and in left, globus surmounted by patriarchal cross.
(Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
The reverse design, and in particular the shape of the sagion as it drapes
from the emperor's left arm, closely resembles that of the billon type C of
Theodore II (PI. 35.9-II). This probably indicates a date late in John's reign
for the issue.
BILL. TRACHY
MINT OF MAGNESIA

Obv. ® ~
Three-quarter-length figure of St. George, nimbate, wearing tunic, breastplate, and sagion; holds in right hand spear, resting over shoulder, and
in left, shield.

XC

Obv.OE Nl:I
M H
Bust of Christ Emmanuel, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and
colobion; holds scroll in left hand.
KI\
C

Full-length figure of emperor on left, and of beardless, nimbate saint
(Tryphon ?), holding between them long shaft, at the head of which
lys, and at the base, small globe. Emperor wears stemma, divitision,
jewelled loros of simplified type, and sagion; holds labarum(?) on long
shaft in right hand. Saint wears tunic and colobion; holds jewelled
scepter, with triple head, in left hand.
(Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

MANUEL COMNENUS-DUCAS
BILL. TRACHY
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv. KERO HeEl. IC XC in field.
Bust of Christ, beardless and nimbate, wearing tunic and colobion;
holds scroll in left hand.
Rev. MI\Nl:IHI\D.EC nOT OKUJ
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by St. Constantine.
Emperor wears stemma, divitision, jewelled loros of simplified type,
and sagion; holds anexikakia in left hand. Saint, similarly dressed,
holds scepter (crudger?) in left hand.
PI. 51.7,8
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JOHN COMNENUS-DUCAS (Series I and Ill)
BILL. TRACHY
MINT OF THESSALONICA

Obv.
Cross-within-circle, surmounting triangular decoration on long shaft,
between outstretched wings. On either wing, below forepart, a human
head.

Rev.
Full-length figure of emperor on left, crowned by bearded, nimbate
bishop-saint (Nicholas ?). Emperor wears stemma, divitision, collarpiece, and jewelled loros of simplified type; holds in right hand scepter
cruciger, and in left, anexikakia. Saint wears customary episcopal vestments, of which omophorion is plainly visible; holds Gospels in left
hand.
An extraordinary issue, recently published (in the large-module) by Mme
Oikonomides ("Contribution it l'etude de la numismatique byzantine du XlII e
siecle," RN6, 9 [I967J, p. 26I, no. 77). If, as seems probable from the illustration, the emperor is beardless, he will be John Comnenus-Ducas. A smallmodule piece, apparently of identical obverse and reverse type, is to be found
in: Bertele, L'imperatare alata, P·34, no. 53. It seems improbable that the
obverse type should have any political significance.
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BN DO -

I

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
IO
I I

I2

DO(W) -

American Numismatic Society
British Museum [followed by
Wrath Catalogue Number]
Bibliotheque Nationale
Dumbarton Oaks
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Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
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Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

JHU

-

o

-

Dumbarton Oaks (Whittemore
Loan)
Jchns Hopkins University, Baltimore
(Garrett Collection)
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum

,IPLATE I
Alexius 1. Pre-reform (I08I-92). Debased Trachy
First coinage
El.
4.30 gm. DO
First coinage
El.
4-42 gm. DO
First coinage
El.
0 (Goodacre Loan)
First coinage
El.
4.4I gm. DO
Second coinage
El.
4.39 gm. DO
Second coinage
At
4.52 gm. DO
Second coinage
At
4.38 gm. DO(W)
Second coinage
Bill.
4.34 gm. DO(W)
First coinage
El.
3.43 gm. DO
Second coinage
At
3.64 gm. DO
Second coiuage
At
4-05 gm. DO(W)
Second coinage
Bill.
4.I9 gm. DO(W)
PLATE 2

I

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II

I2

I3

I4
I5

Alexius 1. Pre-reform (I08I-92). Debased Tetarteron
Constantinople First coinage
El.
3.82 gm. DO
Constantinople First coinage
At
3.92 gm. DO
Constantinople Second coinage
At
4-05 gm. DO
Constantinople Second coinage
At
3.8I gm. DO(W)
Constantinople Second coinage
At
3.78 gm. DO
Thessalonica
First coinage
At
3.6I gm. DO
Thessalonica
First coinage
At
3.77 gm. DO
Thessalonica
First coinage
At
3.04 gm. DO(W)
Thessalonica
First coinage
At
3.I6 gm. DO(W)
Thessalonica
Second coinage
At
3.65 gm. DO
Thessalonica
Second coinage
At
3.79 gm. DO
Thessalonica
Second coinage
Bill.
3.I4 gm. DO
Light-weight Scyphate
At
1.89 gm. DO
Constantinople
Miliaresion or Fraction
Constantinople Type A
At
2.07 gm. BM3I
Constantinople Type B
At
0.97 gm. DO

4I I

I6
I7

Constantinople
Thessalonica

Type B

Constantinople First coinage
Constantinople First coinage
20 Constantinople Second coinage
2I Constantinople Second coinage
22 Constantinople Third coinage
I8

I9

lR
lR
Follis
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
PLATE

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
3 Eastern(?)
I

2

4 Constantinople

5 Constantinople
6 Constantinople
7 Constantinople
8 Constantinople
9 Constantinople
IQ

Constantinople

I

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
IQ

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

0.74 gm.
1.06 gm.

DO
BM 37 (Alexius HI)

6.99 gm.
5.56 gm.
5.20 gm.
5.94 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
Private Collection

Alexius
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Var. I
Var. I
Var. I
Var. I
Var. I

7 Thessalonica
8 Thessalonica
9 Thessalonica
IO Thessalonica
I I Philippopolis(?)
I2 Philippopolis(?)
I3 Philippopolis(?)
I4 Unknown mint

I
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IQ

II

PLATE

I

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
IQ

I

2

3
4
5
6

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

II

5

Alexius 1. Post-reform (1092-1II8). Hyperpyron
Var. II
N
4.19 gm. DO
Var. H
N
Gornoslav
Var. IV(A)
N
Gornoslav
Var. IV(A)
N
Gornoslav
Var. IV(B)
N
Gornoslav
Var. IV(B)
N
Gornoslav

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

V
V
VI
VI
I
I
H

4-38 gm.
4.34 gm.

DO
Gornoslav
DO
DO(W)
Gornoslav
Gornoslav
Gornoslav
Gornoslav

Hoard
Hoard
Hoard
Hoard

7

Alexius 1. Post-reform (1092-II18). Aspron Trachy
Second coinage
Bill.
0 (Goodacre Loan)
Third coinage
Bill.
0 (Goodacre Loan)
Third coinage
Bill.
3·94 gm. DO(W)
Third coinage
Bill.
3.50 gm. DO
Fourth coinage
Bill.
3·99 gm. DO
Fourth coinage
Bill.
3.83 gm. DO
Bill.
Whitting Collection
Bill.
Whitting Collection
Bill.
4-II gm. DO
Tetarteron
DO
lE
Constantinople Type A
DO
lE
Constantinople Type A

8

Alexius 1. Post-reform (1092-II18). Tetarteron
Constantinople Type B
lE
3.01 gm. DO
2 Constantinople Type B
lE
3.49 gm. DO(W)
3 Constantinople Type C
lE
3.91 gm. DO(W)
4 Constantinople Type C
lE
3.72 gm. DO

I

Hoard

6

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Philippopolis
Philippopolis

PLATE

Hoard
Hoard
Hoard
Hoard
Hoard

4·33 gm.

Alexius 1. Post-reform (1092-1II8). Aspron Trachy
Constantinople First coinage
El.
4.38 gm. BN
Constantinople Second coinage
El.
BN
Constantinople Second coinage
El.
4.50 gm. DO
Constantinople Second coinage
El.
4.36 gm. DO(W)
Constantinople Second coinage
El.
0
Thessalonica
El.
4-25 gm. DO(W)
Thessalonica
El.
BN
Thessalonica
El.
4·34 gm. DO
Thessalonica
El.
4·35 gm. BM 23
Aspron Trachy
o (Goodacre Loan)
Bill.
Constantinople First coinage
DO
Bill.
3.II
gm.
Constantinople First coinage

4

1. Post-reform (1092-1II8). Hyperpyron
coinage (IB [iii]) N
4.22 gm. DO
coinage (IB [ill]) N
4-46 gm. DO(W)
coinage (Il)
N
4.37 gm. DO(W)
coinage (H)
N
4-40 gm. DO
coinage (H)
N
4-37 gm. DO(W)
N
4.25 gm. DO
N
4.35 gm. DO(W)
N
Gornoslav Hoard
N
Gornoslav Hoard
N
4.36 gm. DO(W)
PLATE

Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.

PLATE

3

Alexius 1. Pre-reform (1081-92). Follis
Type A
lE
7.35 gm. DO
Type B
lE
2.96 gm. BM 55
lE
6.42 gm. DO
Alexius 1. Post-reform (1092-II18). Hyperpyron
Second coinage (lA [ill
N
4.23 gm. DO
Second coinage (lA [ii]) N
4-41 gm. DO (W)
Second coinage (lA [ill]) N
4.30 gm. DO(W)
Second coinage (lA [ill]) N
4.04 gm. DO
Second coinage (lA [iii]) N
4.41 gm. DO
Second coinage (IB [ill
N
Sale Catalogue
(Unidentified)
Second coinage (IB [ii]) N
4-42 gm. DO(W)
PLATE

2

KEY TO PLATES

KEY TO PLATES

4I 2

KEY TO PLATES
KEY TO PLATES

4I 4
5
6
7
8
9

I5
I6

Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

I7

Thessalonica

Ia
II
I2
I3
I4

PLATE II

TypeD
TypeD
First coinage
First coinage
Second coinage
Third coinage
Third coinage
Third coinage
TypeD
TypeD
TypeD
TypeE

lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
Ffalf-tetarteron
lE

3·99 gm.
3.83 gm.
4. 03 gm.
3.87 gm.
4.02 gm.
3.98 gm.
3.3 6 gm.
1.10 gm.
2.87 gm.
2.37 gm.
0.90 gm.
2·44 gm.

DO
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
BM 46

2.15 gm.

DO

PLATE 9
I
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IQ

II
I2
I3
I4

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

John Il (III8-43). Ffyperpyron
N
4.02 gm.
First coinage
N
4.05 gm.
First coinage
N
First coinage
4·35 gm.
N
4.22 gm.
Second coinage
Second coinage
N
4.40 gm.
N
4.26 gm.
Third coinage (A)
N
Third coinage (A)
4.34 gm.
Third coinage (B)
N
4·43 gm.
N
Third coinage (B)
4· II gm.
N
First coinage
4-49 gm.
Second coinage
N
4.55 gm.
N
Transitional coinage
N
Third coinage
4.3 0 gm.
Third coinage
N
4-35 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO
BN
DO(W)
DO(W)

PLATE 10

John Il (III8-43). Aspron
El.
I(A)
El.
2
liB)
El.
Il(A)
3
Il(B)
El.
4
El.
5
El.
6
Aspron Trachy
Bill.
7 Constantinople First coinage
Bill.
First
coinage
8 Constantinople
Bill.
9 Constantinople Second coinage (A)
Bill.
Ia Constantinople Second coinage (A)
Bill.
II Constantinople Second coinage (B)
I

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

4I S

Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.

I

John Il (III8-43). Aspron Trachy
3.81 gm.
Bill.
Second
coinage (B)
I Constantinople
Bill.
4.56 gm.
Second
coinage
(B)
2 Constantinople
Bill.
4.46
gm.
3 Thessalonica
Bill.
4 Thessalonica
Tetarteron
lE
4.15 gm.
5 Constantinople Type A
lE
3·33 gm.
6 Constantinople Type A
lE/Bill. 4.14 gm.
7 Constantinople Type A
lE
4.57 gm.
8 Constantinople TypeB
lE
3.5 2 gm.
9 Constantinople TypeB
lE
3.3 0 gm.
ro Constantinople Type B
2.62 gm.
lE
TI Thessalonica
lE
2.63 gm.
I2 Thessalonica
Ffalf-tetarteron
lE
1.74 gm.
Type A
I3 Thessalonica
lE
2.30 gm.
Type A
I4 Thessalonica
lE
2.92 gm.
TypeB
I5 Thessalonica
lE
1.58 gm.
Type
B
I6 Thessalonica
lE
1.5 1 gm.
TypeB
I7 Thessalonica

I
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
II

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
BN

I2

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica

Manuel I (II43-80). Ffyperpyron
N
3.91 gm.
Var. I
N
4.20 gm.
Var. I
N
4. 15 gm.
Var. I
N
4·47 gm.
Var. I
N
4·34 gm.
Var. Il
4-21 gm.
N
Var. Il
28 gm.
N
4Var. III (A)
N
4.43
gm.
Var. III (B)
N
4-34 gm.
Var. IV
N
4·48 gm.
Var. V
N
4-42
gm.
Var. V
N

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO(W) ,
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO
Ffess-Leu Sale 5.iv.55.
no. 245

PLATE 13
I
2

3·59'gm·
3.92 gm.
3.67 gm.
3.27 gm.
5.00 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

PLATE 12

IQ

Trachy
4-3 6 gm.
4.45 gm.
4.40 gm.
4·39 gm.
4. 13 gm.

DO
DO
DO
BN

3
4
5
6

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

Manuel I (II43-80). Aspron Trachy
El.
4·33 gm.
First coinage (A)
4.56 gm.
El.
First coinage (B)
El.
4.19 gm.
Second coinage (A)
El.
4.3 2 gm.
Second coinage (B)
El.
(A)
4-47 gm.
Type C
El.
4-5 6 gm.
(A)
TypeC

DO
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO(W)

KEY TO PLATES
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7 Constantinople Type C
8 Constantinople Type C
9 Constantinople Type C
10 Constantinople TypeD
11 Constantinople TypeD
12 Constantinople Type D

(B)
(B)
(C)
(A)
(B)
(C)

El.
El.
El.
El.
El.
El.

4.17 gm.
4.17 gm.
4-II gm.
4. 10 gm.
4-47 gm.
3.96 gm.

KEY TO PLATES
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

PLATE 14
I

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
TO
II

12
13

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

Manuel I (II43-80). Aspron Trachy
Type E (A)
El.
4-24 gm.
Type E (A)
El.
4.21 gm.
Type E (B)
El.
4-56 gm.
Type E (C)
El.
4.54 gm.
First coinage
El.
2.64 gm.
Second coinage
El.
3.59 gm.
Type C
El.
3.98 gm.
Type C
El.
4-42 gm.
Type C
El.
4-23 gm.
Aspron Trachy
First coinage (A)
Bill.
2.87 gm.
First coinage (A)
Bill.
4.05 gm.
First coinage (B)
Bill.
3.51 gm.
First coinage (B)
Bill.
3.38 gm.

12

DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

PLATE 15
I

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
I3

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

Manuel I (II43-80). Aspron Trachy
Second coinage (A)
Bill.
5.67 gm.
Second coinage (A)
Bill.
5·44 gm.
Second coinage (B)
Bill.
3.84 gm.
Second coinage (B)
Bill.
3.19 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. 1: [AJ)
Bill.
2.88 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. I: [AJ)
Bill.
4.78 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. I: [BJ)
Bill.
3.44 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. I: [BJ)
Bill.
3.25 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. I: [BJ)
Bill.
4.91 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. I: [C])
Bill.
4-07 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. 2: [BJ)
Bill.
4.89 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. 2: [C])
Bill.
4.15 gm.
Third coinage (Ph. 2: [DJ)
Bill.
4.47 gm.

Constantinople
2 Constantinople
3 Constantinople

Manuel I (II43-80). Aspron Trachy
Fourth coinage (A [aJ)
Bill.
4.58 gm.
Fourth coinage (A [aJ)
Bill.
3. 84 gm.
Fourth coinage (A [bJ)
Bill.
3.88 gm.

15

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)

Constantinople
2 Constantinople
3 Constantinople
4 Constantinople
I

(A [bJ)
(A [cJ)
(A [c])
(B [aJ)
(B [aJ)
(B [aJ)
(C [aJ)
(C [a])
(C [bJ)
(C [bJ)
(D [aJ)
(D [aJ)

Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.

3·79 gm.
3. 24 gm.
4.92 gm.
4.41 gm.
3.9 6 gm.
2.72 gm.
3·66 gm.
3.08 gm.
5.85 gm.
4.32 gm.
3.68 gm.
3.66 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO

Manuel I (II43-80). Aspron Trachy
Bill.
Fourth coinage (D [bJ)
3.98 gm.
Bill.
Fourth coinage (D [bJ)
3.85 gm.
Bill.
Fourth coinage (D [cJ)
4.39 gm.
Bill.
Fourth coinage (D [cJ)
4-28 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO

Tetarteron
5
6
7
8
9
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

First coinage
First coinage
Type B
Type B
Type C
Type C
TypeD
Type D
Type A
Type A
TypeB
TypeB

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

Type A
Type A
Type B
TypeB

lE
lE/Bill.
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
lE
Half-tetarteron
lE
lE
lE
lE

2.88 gm.
4. 04 gm.
3.83 gm.
3·42 gm.
3.68 gm.
4.01 gm.
3.16 gm.
4. 87 gm.
5·40 gm.
4-03 gm.
5·00 gm.
2·94 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO

2.69 gm.
2.94 gm.
2.86 gm.
3·45 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO

PLATE 18
I

2

DO
DO
DO

Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage
Fourth coinage

PLATE 17

TO

PLATE 16
I

I3
I4

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

41 7

3
4
5
6

"

Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain

Gk.
Gk.
Gk.
Gk.
Gk.
Gk.

mint
mint
mint
mint
mint
mint

Manuel I (II43-80). Half-tetarteron
Type A
lE
1.49 gm.
Type A
lE
1.81 gm.
Type B
lE
1.53 gm.
2.26 gm.
Type B
lE
Type C
lE
1.99 gm.
TypeC
lE
1.69 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

KEY TO PLATES
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TypeD
TypeD

7 Uncertain Gk. mint
8 Uncertain Gk. mint

12

I]
14
15
16

DO
DO

I. 85 gm.
I.75 gm.

Andronicns I (n83-85). Hyperpyron
N
4.16 gm.
N
+39 gm.
Aspron Trachy
(Var. A)
El.
4.20 gm.
(Var. B)
El.
3.81 gm.
Aspron Trachy
(Var. A)
Bill. 3.67 gm.
(Var. A)
Bill. 3. 83 gm.
(Var. B)
Bill. 3-46 gm.
(Var. B)
Bill. 5.58 gm.

9 Constantinople
IO Constantinople
II

lE
lE

KEY TO PLATES

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

PLATE

Constantinople
2 Thessalonica
] Thessalonica
I

4 Uncertain Gk. mint

DO(W)
DO
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO(W)

19
DO(W)
DO
BM 19
DO

Constantinople
2 Constantinople
] Constantinople
4 Constantinople

5 Constantinople
6 Constantinople

20

lsaac Il (n85-95). Hyperpyron
A)
N
4.36 gm.
A)
N
4.60 gm.
B)
N
B)
N
4.26 gm.
Aspron Trachy
(Var. A)
El.
3.17 gm.
(Var. A)
El.
4.60 gm.

(Var.
(Var.
(Var.
(Var.

DO
DO
BN
DO
DO(W)
DO(W)

(Var. B)
(Var. B)
(Var.
(Var.
(Var.
(Var.
(Var.

A [a])
A [b])
A [b])
B [a])
B [b])

+40 gm.
El.
+04 gm.
El.
Aspron Trachy
Bill. +5r gm.
Bill. 5.n gm.
Bill. 3.96 gm.
Bill. 3.54 gm.
Bill. 3.09 gm.
PLATE

I

2

5

lsaac of Cyprus (n84-91). Aspron Trachy
5 Main mint (Nicosia?)
El.
0 (Goodacre Loan)
Aspron Trachy
Type A
Bill. 3.69 gm. DO
6 Main mint (Nicosia?)
Type A
Bill. 3.50 gm. DO
7 Main mint (Nicosia?)
Type B
Bill.
ANS
8 Main mint (Nicosia?)
Type B
Bill.
ANS
9 Main mint (Nicosia?)
Type B
Bill. +42 gm. DO
IO Main mint (Nicosia?)
ANS
Bill.
I I Secondary mint
Tetarteron
Type A
lE
12 Main mint (Nicosia?)
2.48 gm. DO
Type
B
o (Goodacre Loan)
lE
I] Main mint (Nicosia?)
TypeB
lE
BM (Not in Wroth)
14 Main mint (Nicosia?)
lE
Cox, Curium, no. 731
15 Secondary mint

I

9 Constantinople
Constantinople
I1 Constantinople
12 Constantinople
I] Constantinople
IQ

]
4

Andronicus I (n83-8S). Tetarteron
lE
+29 gm.
Type A
lE
+49 gm.
Type B
lE
2.55 gm.
Half-tetarteron
lE
I.38 gm.

PLATE

7 Constantinople
8 Constantinople

6

7

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

8 Constantinople
9 Constantinople
IO Thessalonica
I I Thessalonica

12

I]
14

Constantinople
2 Constantinople
] Constantinople

4 Constantinople
5 Constantinople
6 Constantinople
7 Constantinople
8 Constantinople
9 Constantinople
IO Constantinople
I1 Constantinople
12 Constantinople

'7'

21

Type A
TypeB

lsaac Il, lsaac Comnenus. Aspron Trachy
Bill.
Whitting Collection
Tetarteron
DO
lE
2.81 gm.
DO
lE
2.84 gm.
PLATE

I

DO
DO
DO
DO(W)
DO

lsaac Il (n85-95). Aspron Trachy
Bill. 2.81 gm.
DO
(Var. C [a])
(Var. C [a])
Bill. 2.49 gm.
DO(W)
Bill. 3.97 gm.
DO
(Var. C [b])
(Var. C [b])
Bill. 3.74 gm.
DO
Bill. 2.55 gm.
DO
(Var. D [a])
(Var. D [a])
Bill. 2.53 gm.
DO
Bill. 2.72 gm.
DO
(Var. D [b])
Tetarteron
DO
lE
3. 28 gm.
DO(W)
lE
3.62 gm.
DO
lE
3.61 gm.
DO(W)
lE
3.73 gm.

Uncertain Attribution Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain

DO(W)
DO(W)

22

Alexius III (n95-1203). Hyperpyron
(Var. I)
N
4.43 gm.
DO
N
+n gm.
DO
(Var. I)
(Var. Il)
N
4.35 gm.
DO
Aspron Trachy
(Var. I)
DO
El.
4.53 gm.
(Var. Il)
DO
El.
3.39 gm.
(Var. Il)
DO
El.
4.23 gm.
(Var. Il)
El.
4.18 gm.
DO
Aspron Trachy
(Var. l/A)
DO
Bill. 3.53 gm.
DO
(Var. IliA)
Bill. 3.48 gm.
(Var. IliA?)
DO
Bill. 2.58 gm.
(Var. II/B [a])
DO
Bill. 3.--9 gm.
(Var. IlIB [b])
DO
Bill. 3.47 gm.

KEY TO PLATES

KEY TO PLATES

420

PLATE 23
I

2

3

4
5
6

7

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

Alexius III (II95-I203). Aspron Trachy
(Var. lI/B [b])
Bill.
3.25 gm.
(Var. lI/B [b]/D [b]) Bill.
3.02 gm.
(Var. lI/C [a])
Bill.
3.12 gm.
(Var. lI/C [b])
Bill.
2.79 gm.
(Var. lI/D [a])
Bill.
3.01 gm.
(Var. lI/D [a])
Bill.
2.66 gm.
(Var. lI/D [b])
Bill.
4.77 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

Tetarteron
LE
LE
LE

8 Constantinople
9 Thessalonica
IO Thessalonica

BN
3·57 gm.
4.5 6 gm.

Thessalonica
12 Thessalonica
13 Thessalonica
14 Thessalonica

Type
Type
Type
Type

I
I

II
II

LE
LE
LE
LE

1.20 gm.
1.47 gm.
1.18 gm.
2.38 gm.

PLATE 26

DO
DO

Half·tetarteron
II

6 Constantinople
7 Constantinople
8 Constantinople
9 Constantinople
IO Constantinople
I I Constantinople
12 Constantinople
13 Constantinople
14 Constantinople
15 Constantinople

DO
DO
DO
DO

I

2

3

4

5
6

PLATE 24
I
2

3

4

5
6

7
8
9
IO
II

12

13
14
15

Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain

"Bulgarian" imitative. Trachy
Type A
Bill.
3.06 gm. DO(W)
Type A
Bill.
2.74 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
3.25 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.25 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
3.47 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.71 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.30 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.68 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.98 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.64 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.17 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.51 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.77 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.23 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
2.20 gm. DO

7
8
9
IO
II

12

13
14
15

PLATE 25

Uncertain
2 Uncertain
3 Uncertain
4 Uncertain
5 Uncertain

"Bnlgarian" imitative. Trachy
Type C
Bill.
2.73 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
2.43 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
2.32 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
3.50 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
2.46 gm. DO

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

Latin imitative (larger module). Trachy
Type E
Bill.
3.43 gm. DO
Type F
Bill.
2.72 gm. DO
Type G
Bill.
3.21 gm. DO
Type H
Bill.
2.94 gm. DO
Type H
Bill.
3.61 gm. DO
Type I
Bill.
BN
Type J
Bill.
3.67 gm. DO
Type J
Bill.
3.62 gm. DO
Type J
Bill.
3.33 gm. DO
Type K
Bill.
3.32 gm. DO
Type L
Bill.
1.99 gm. DO
Type M
Bill.
2.92 gm. DO
Type M
Bill.
ANS
Type N
Bill.
3.36 gm. DO
Type N
Bill.
4.03 gm. DO
PLATE 27

I

2

3
4

5
6

I

Latin imitative (larger module). Trachy
Type A
Bill.
3.28 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.29 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
3.79 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
3.55 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
4.72 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
3.52 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
4-16 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
2.38 gm. DO
Type D
Bill.
3.93 gm. DO
Type D
Bill.
4.30 gm. DO

7
8
9
IO
II

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

Constantinople
13 Constantinople

12

Latin imitative (larger module). Trachy
Type 0
Bill.
3.63 gm. DO
Type 0
Bill.
3.60 gm. DO
Type P
Bill.
3.79 gm. DO
Type P
Bill.
3.28 gm. DO
Type Q
Bill.
5.22 gm. DO
Type R
Bill.
3-42 gm. DO
Type R
Bill.
3.60 gm. DO
Type S
Bill.
3.46 gm. DO
Type S
Bill.
3.88 gm. DO(W)
Type T
Bill.
3.76 gm. DO
Type T
Bill.
3.39 gm. DO
Tetarteron
LE
3.76 gm. DO
LE
2.70 gm. DO

421

422

PLATE

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

Thessalonica
I2 Thessalonica
I3 Thessalonica
I4 Thessalonica

II

Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain
Uncertain

29

Latin imitative (smaller module). Trachy
Type A
Bill.
2.26 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
1.64 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
1.24 gm. DO
TypeB
Bill.
0.97 gm. DO
Type B
1.12 gm. DO
Bill.
TypeB
Bill.
1.42 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
2.57 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
1.63 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
1.19 gm. DO
Bill.
1.20 gm. DO
TypeD
Type D
Bill.
1.05 gm. DO
TypeD
Bill.
1.60 gm. DO
Bill.
TypeE
1.59 gm. DO
TypeE
Bill.
1.22 gm. DO
Bill.
Type E
1.94 gm. DO
Bill.
Type F
1.20 gm. DO
Type F
Bill.
1.30 gm. DO
Bill.
Type F
1.67 gm. DO
Bill.
Type G
1.91 gm. DO
Bill.
1.68 gm. DO
Type G
PLATE

I NicaeajMagnesia

28

Latin imitative (larger module). Trachy
Type A
Bill.
2.83 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.76 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.36 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
2.76 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
1.92 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.46 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.22 gm. DO
TypeB
Bill.
2.30 gm. DO
TypeC
Bill.
3.85 gm. DO
Bill.
Type C
3.04 gm. DO
Half-tetarteron
Type A
lE
1.85 gm. DO
TypeB
lE
1.54 gm. DO
Type B
lE
1.74 gm. DO
TypeB
lE
1.67 gm. DO

PLATE

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
20

KEY TO PLATES

KEY TO PLATES

30

Theodore I (1208-22). Hyperpyron
N
Ratto, no. 2056

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

Type A
Type A
TypeB
Type B
Type B

At
At
At
At
At

Nicaea
Nicaea
Nicaea
Nicaea

First
First
First
First

Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.

coinage
coinage
coinage
coinage

Trachy
4- 07 gm.
4.35 gm.
4- 23 gm.
4.21 gm.
4.34 gm.
Trachy
3.64 gm.
3.5 8 gm.
3.29 gm.
2.41 gm.

423

DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO(W)
DO
DO
DO
DO

31
I (1208-22). Trachy
Bellinger "Three More Hoards"
XXXVII. 6)
Ibid. (PI. XXXVII. 7)
2.86 gm. DO
4.81 gm. DO
0
4-18 gm. Bell,Sardis,no·974
3.30 gm. Ibid., no. 976
3·97 gm. DO(W)
4.5 8 gm. Bell,Sardis,no·982
2.54 gm. Ibid., no. 984
PLATE

I Nicaea

Theodore
Second coinage Bill.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

Nicaea
Nicaea
Nicaea
Nicaea
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

Second coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage
Type A
Type A
Type B
Type B
Type C

Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.

II

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

John
First coinage
First coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage

III (1222-54). Hyperpyron
4.28 gm. DO(W)
N
4.61 gm. DO
N
N
4.15 gm. DO(W)
N
4.17 gm. DO(W)
4.02 gm. DO(W)
N

I2
I3
I4
I5

32
(1222-54). Hyperpyron
4.31 gm. DO
4-30 gm. DO(W)
3.90 gm. DO
4·50 gm. DO
4.26 gm. DO
Trachy
2.69 gm. BM 25
3.28 gm. BM 26
JHU
DO(W)
2·57 gm.
2.70 gm. DO
2.67 gm. DO(W)
PLATE

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

John
Second coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage
Second coinage

III

I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
IO

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

Type A
Type B
Type C
TypeD
TypeE
Type E

At
At
At
At
At
At

II

N
N
N
N
N

(PI.

I2
I]
I4

I

2
]
4
5
6
7
8
9
ID

IT
I2
I]

I

2
]
4
5
6
7
8

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

9 Magnesia
IO Magnesia
IT Magnesia
I2 Magnesia
I] Magnesia
I4 Magnesia

I

2
]
4
5

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

KEY TO PLATES

KEY TO PLATES
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Type F
TypeG
TypeH

Type A
Type B
TypeC
TypeD
TypeE
Type F
Type G
TypeG
TypeH
Type I
Type J
Type K
Type L

Type A
Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeC
TypeD
TypeE
Type F
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.
Var.

A
B
B
C
C
C

Type A
Type A
TypeB
Type C
TypeC

.iR
.iR
.iR

2·7 I gm.
2.68 gm.

JHU
DO
DO

PLATE 33
John III (1222-54). Trachy
Bill.
4.06 gm. DO
Bill.
1.72 gm. Bell, Sardis, no. 969
Bill.
3.36 gm. DO
Bill.
1.73 gm. DO
Bill.
4.46 gm. DO(W)
Bill.
3.69 gm. DO
Bill.
Tri Voditsi Hoard
1.80 gm. DO
Bill.
Bill.
3.01 gm. BM 30
Bill.
3.07 gm. DO
Bill.
3.26 gm. DO
Bill.
3.96 gm. DO
Yale University Collection
Bill.
PLATE 34
John III (1222-54). Tetarteron
lE
2.15 gm. DO
lE
2.15 gm. DO
lE
3.4I gm. DO
lE
2.68 gm. DO
lE
2.96 gm. DO
Ai:
2.34 gm. DO
Ai:
ANS
Ai:
BN
Theodore Il (1254-58). Hyperpyron
N
BN
BN
N
N
4-30 gm. BM I
Whitting Collection
N
N
4.19 gm. DO
N
BN
PLATE 35
Theodore Il (1254-58). Trachy
2.86 gm. DO
.iR
.iR
2.76 gm. DO
.iR
2·54 gm. DO(W)
.iR
2.73 gm. DO
1.68 gm. DO
.iR
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Trachy
6
7
8
9
ID
II
12
I]
I4
I5

I

Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia
Magnesia

Type A
TypeB
TypeB
Type C
Type C
Type C
TypeD
TypeD

Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.

Magnesia
Magnesia

Type A
TypeB

lE
lE

Magnesia

2 Magnesia
] Magnesia
4 Magnesia
5 Magnesia
6 Magnesia
7 Magnesia
8 Magnesia
9 Magnesia
ID Magnesia
II Magnesia

I

2
]
4
5
6

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

7 Thessalonica
8 Thessalonica
9 Thessalonica
ID Thessalonica
IT Thessalonica
I2 Thessalonica

BN
3·8I gm . DO
1.28 gm. DO
4-34 gm. DO
2·94 gm. DO
2.14 gm. DO
2.79 gm. DO
4-12 gm. DO
Tetarteron
BN
BN

PLATE 36
Michael VIII (1258/59--6I). Hyperpyron
N
4- I2 gm . Iliescu, "Ledernier hyperpere," P.95, nO.2
Trachy
.iR
1.67 gm. DO
Trachy
Bill.
2.24 gm. DO
Type A
Bill.
4.25 gm. DO
Type B
Tetarteron
lE
1.52 gm. DO
lE
1.74 gm. DO
Uncertain Nicaean Attribution. Tetarteron
lE
2.53 gm. DO
Type A
lE
TypeB
1.93 gm. DO
2.30
gm. DO
Ai:
TypeC
Ai:
2.31
gm. DO
TypeD
DO
Ai:
1.91
gm.
Type E
PLATE 37
Theodore Comnenus-Ducas (I224-30). Trachy
2.62 gm. DO
Type A
.iR
.iR
1.87 gm. DO
Type A
.iR
2.48 gm. DO
TypeB
2.23 gm. DO
Type B
.iR
Whitting Collection
.iR
Type C
.iR
Type C
3· I 9gm· BM 4 (Theodore Il)
Trachy
Bill.
Type A
3.74 gm. DO
Bill.
Type A
3.54 gm. DO
Bill.
Type A
3.38 gm. DO
Bill.
TypeB
3·30 gm. DO
Bill.
4-70 gm. DO
TypeB
Bill.
Type B
3·33 gm. DO

KEY TO PLATES
PLATE 38
I

2

3
4

S
6
7
8
9
IQ
I I

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

Theodore
Type C
Type C
Type D
TypeD
TypeE
Type F
Type F
Type G
Type G

Thessalonica
Thessalonica

Comnenus-Ducas (1224-30). Trachy
Bill.
3.27 gm. DO
Bill.
3. 07 gm. DO
Bill.
6.24 gm. DO
Bill.
+62 gm. DO
Bill.
2.39 gm. DO
Bill.
2.88 gm. DO
Bill.
2.69 gm. DO
Bill.
3.53 gm. DO
Bill.
3.62 gm. DO
£
£

Tetarteron
3.98 gm. DO
3.72 gm. DO

£
£
£
£

Half-tetarteron
1.35 gm. DO
1.47 gm. DO
2.04 gm. DO
2.07 gm. DO

KEY TO PLATES
7 Thessalonica
8 Thessalonica
9 Thessalonica
IQ Thessalonica
II

Thessalonica

I2

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

I3
I4
IS

I3
I4
IS

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

Type
Type
Type
Type

A
B
C
C

PLATE 39

2

Thessalonica
Thessalonica

3
4
S
6
7

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

I

8 Thessalonica
9 Thessalonica
IO Thessalonica
I I Thessalonica

Manuel Comnenus-Ducas (1230-37). Trachy
Type A
lR
1.87 gm. DO
Type B
lR
0
Trachy
Type A
Bill.
2.19 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2·77 gm. DO
Type B
Bill.
2.55 gm. DO
2.26 gm. DO
Type C
Bill.
Bill.
Edwards, "A Remarkable Coin of
TypeD
Manuel I"
TypeE
Bill.
1.83 gm. DO
Bill.
Type F
3·35 gm. DO
Type G
Bill.
1.77 gm. DO
Bill.
TypeG
3.81 gm. DO

2

3
4

S
6
7
8
9
IO
II

I2
I3
I4
IS

I6
I7

I

2

3
4
5
6

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

John
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E
Type F

Cornnenus-Ducas (1237-44). Trachy
1.49 gm. DO
(Ser. I)
Bill.
(Ser. I)
Bill.
2.59 gm. DO
2-47 gm. DO
(Ser. I)
Bill.
(Ser. I)
Bill.
1.81 gm. DO
1.86 gm. DO
(Ser. I)
Bill.
(Ser. H)
Bill.
2.26 gm. DO

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

I8 Thessalonica

I9 Thessalonica
20

PLATE 40

Type
Type
Type
Type

(Ser.
(Ser.
(Ser.
(Ser.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
Oustovo Hoard
Oustovo Hoard
DO

PLATE 41
I

I2

Bill.
1.69 gm.
H)
Bill.
2.01 gm.
H)
BilL
2.63 gm.
H)
Bill.
2.05 gm.
H)
Half-tetarteron
£
1.68 gm.
Trachy
Bill.
1.24 gm.
A (Ser. HI)
Bill.
A (Ser. HI)
Bill.
B (Ser. HI)
1.24 gm.
C (A) (Ser. Ill) Bill.

Type G
TypeH
Type I
Type I

42 7

2I

Thessalonica
Thessalonica

John Comnenus-Ducas (1237-44). Trachy
Tri Voditsi Hoard
Type C (B) (Ser. HI) BilL
Type D (Ser. HI)
Bill.
1.07 gm. DO
Bill.
Dorkovo Hoard
Type E (Ser. HI)
Type E (Ser. IH)
Bill.
Tri Voditsi Hoard
Type F (Ser. HI)
Bill.
1.02 gm. DO
Type F (Ser. HI)
Bill.
0-47 gm. DO
Type G (Ser. HI)
Bill.
1.46 gm. DO
Type G (Ser. HI)
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type H (Ser. HI)
Bill.
Dorkovo Hoard
Type I (Ser. HI)
Bill.
0.53 gm. DO
Type J (Ser. HI)
Bill.
1.12 gm. DO
Type K (Ser. IH)
Bill.
1.49 gm. DO
Bill.
0.94 gm. DO
Type K (Ser. IH)
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type M (Ser. IH)
Type N (Ser. HI)
Bill.
Preslav Hoard
Type N (Ser. HI)
Bill.
Preslav Hoard
Type 0 (Ser. IH)
Bill.
1.04 gm. Bertele, L'imperatore alato,
p. 19, no. I
Type P (Ser. HI)
Bill.
Dorkovo Hoard
Uncertain Thessalonican Attribution. Trachy
Bill.
1.31 gm. DO
Demetrius Comnenus-Ducas? (1244-46). Trachy
2.50 gm. DO
Bill.
Bill.
3.03 gm. DO
PLATE 42

Thessalonica
2 Thessalonica
3 Thessalonica
4 Thessalonica
I

Type A
Type A
TypeB
TypeB

John HI (1246-54).
2.46 gm.
Bill.
Bill.
2.45 gm.
Bill.
4.19 gm.
Bill.
2.74 gm.

Trachy
DO
DO
DO
DO

5 Thessalonica
6 Thessalonica
7 Thessalonica
8 Thessalonica
9 Thessalonica
IO Thessalonica
II Thessalonica
I2 Thessalonica

KEY TO PLATES

KEY TO PLATES
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Type C
Type C
TypeD
TypeD
TypeE
Type E
Type F
Type F

Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.
Bill.

1.79 gm.
2.02 gm.
2.26 gm.
1.57 gm.
2.g8 gm.
2-48 gm.
2.61 gm.
2.46 gm.

I4 Constantinople
I5 Constantinople

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
3 Thessalonica
4 Thessalonica
5 Thessalonica

I

PLATE 43

2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9

Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica
Thessalonica

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

John III (1246-54).
Bill.
2.38 gm.
Bill.
3.01 gm.
Bill.
2.07 gm.
Bill.
2.5 8 gm.
Bill.
2.3 8 gm.
Bill.
3.74 gm.
Bill.
2.48 gm.
Bill.
1.79 gm.
Bill.
2.14 gm.

G
G
H
H
I
I
J
K
K

Trachy
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

6 Thessalonica
7 Thessalonica
8 Thessalonica

9 Thessalonica
Thessalonica

IO

Thessalonica

Theodore II (1254-58). Trachy
Bill.
2.86 gm. DO

I
2

3
4

5
6

Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople
Constantinople

(Var. A)
(Var. B)

Ill)
2.04 gm.
1.79 gm.
2.04 gm.
1.03 gm.
2.05 gm.
1.58 gm.

DO
DO
DO
DO
DO
DO

Bill.
Bill.

1.70 gm.
1.24 gm.

DO
DO

5

Bill.
Bill.
Bill.

2.27 gm.
2.07 gm.
2·54 gm.

DO
DO
DO

9

Bill.
Bill.

1.54 gm.
1.86 gm.

DO
DO

Isaac II

9 Constantinople
IO Constantinople
I I Constantinople

(Var. A [bJ)
(Var. B [bJ)
(Var. C cb])
Alexius III

I2
I3

Constantinople
Constantinople

(Var. I/A)
(Var. I/A\

ANS

Michael VIII
I3 Michael Vln
I4 Andronicus n
I5 Andronicus n, Michael IX
I6 Andronicus n, Michael IX

Andronicus I
7 Constantinople
8 Constantinople

Clipped Coins (Empire of Thessalonica)
Theodore Comnenus-Ducas
Type B
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type D
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type F
Bill.
Tri Voditsi Hoard
Type F
Bill.
Tri Voditsi Hoard
Type F
Bill.
Tri Voditsi Hoard
Manuel Comnenus-Ducas
Type C
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type D
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type D
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
John Comnenus-Ducas
Type D
Bill.
Oustovo Hoard
Type D
Bill.
Tri Voditsi Hoard

I2

PLATE 44
Clipped Coins (Manuel I-Alexius
Manuel I
First coinage (B)
Bill.
Third coinage (Ph. I: [AJ)
Bill.
Third coinage (Ph. 2: [DJ)
Bill.
Fourth coinage (A [cJ)
Bill.
Fourth coinage (B [aJ)
Bill.
Fourth coinage (C [aJ)
Bill.

DO
DO

Roger II of Sicily, Ducat
At/Bill. DO
Debased Hyperpyra, Thirteenth-fourteenth Centuries

II
IQ

LIS gm.
2.06 gm.

PLATE 45

2

I

Bill.
Bill.

(Var. II/A)
(Var. II/A)

DO
DO
DO
DO
PLATE 46

Debased Hyperpyra, Thirteenth-fourteenth Centuries
n, Michael IX
DO
n, Michael IX
DO
n, Andronicus III
DO
nI, John V, Anna of Savoy
DO
Overstrikes
Latin imitative (Large module) Thess. B over Thess. A
DO
Latin imitative (Large module) Con'ple Cover Con'ple B
DO
Latin imitative (Large module) Thess. B over Theodore I, Nicaea Author's Collection
Latin imitative (Large module) Con'ple 0 over Thess. C
Whitting Collection
Theodore I, Nicaea, second coinage, over Nicaea, first
Bellinger, "Three
More Hoards" (PI.
XXXVII. 10)
Ivan n, Asen
Grierson Collection
Bill. trachy
DO
Bill. trachy

Andronicus
2 Andronicus
3 Andronicus
4 Andronicus
I

6
7
8

IO
II

KEY TO PLATES
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PLATE

47

Stefan "Rex"
I

Grierson Collection

Bill. trachy

Romanus IV
3 Nicephorus III
4 Nicephorus
Basilacius
5 Nicephorus III
2

lE
lE

Miscellaneous Eleventh Century
F ollis
Thessalonica
Follis
Thessalonica

lE Follis
Thessalonica
El. Debased trachy Con'ple

DO
DO

INDEX I
DO
DO

Hugh I Lusignan, of Cyprus

PLATE

Main Descriptions and Commentaries only. See also Index V

48

Hagia Sophia. "Constantine IX" and Zoe
PLATE

49

Hagia Sophia. "Constantine IX" and Zoe, detail of Apokombion
PLATE

50

Hagia Sophia. John Il and Irene
PLATE

SI

Supplementary Material
I

Constantinople

Alexius 1. Pre-reform (ro81-g2). Debased Trachy
El.
Berlin Miinzkabinett

2

Constantinople

Nicephorus III (1078-81). Debased Trachy
El.
DO

4 Thessalonica

5 Nicaea
6 Magnesia

7 Thessalonica
8 Thessalonica

RULERS, MINTS, AND DENOMINATIONS

ANS

6 El. Besant

3 Constantinople

Indexes

Alexius 1. Pre-reform. Debased Trachy
El.
Berlin Miinzkabinett
Alexius 1. Post-reform (10g2-1II8). Aspron Trachy
El.
Berlin Miinzkabinett
Theodore I (1208-22). Trachy
JR
Whitting Collection
John III (1222-54). Trachy
Bill.
Whitting Collection
Manuel Comnenus-Ducas (1230-37). Trachy
Bill.
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Whitting Collection
Bill.

Alexius I, Pre-reform, ro81-g2
Cpl. EI.("N"), 71,76, 405 (trachy),
72, 76 (tetarteron); JR, 73, 77
(scyphate), 73-74, 77 (flat); lE,
74-75, 77, 80
Thess. EI.("N"), 71-72, 76 (trachy),
73, 76-77 (tetarteron); JR, 74, 77
(flat); lE, 75-76, 78-80
Eastern(?)/Thess.(?) lE, 76, 80
Alexius I, Post-reform, rog2-1II8
Cpl. N, 81-82, 8g-94; El., 84-85, g6;
Bill., 85-86, 97; lE, 87-88, g8-101
Thess. N, 82-83, go-95; El., 85, g697; Bill., 86, g8; lE, 88-8g, g8-101
Philippopolis(?) N, 83-84, gl, 95;
Bill., 87, 95-96, g8
Uncertain Gk(?) lE, g9-100
Unknown N, 84, g6
John Il (III8-43)
Cpl. N, ro2-o3, 107; El., 104, ro8;
Bill., I04-oS, 108-og; lE, ro6, 109
Thess. N, 103, 107-08; El., 104,
ro8; Bill., ro5, ro8-og; lE, ro6-o7,
rog-l0
Manuel I (II43-80)
Cpl. N, lII-12, 122-24; El., II2IS, 124-25; Bill., II6-1g, 126; lE,
IIg-20, 126-27
Thess. N, II2, 124; El., II5-16, 12526; lE, 120-21, 127-30
Uncertain Gk. lE, 121-22, 127-30
Alexius II (II80-84)
No coinage, 131

Andronicus I (II83-85)
Cpl. N, 132, 134-35; El., 132; Bill.,
133; lE, 133, 135
Thess. lE, 133-34, 135
Uncertain Gk. lE, 134, 135
Isaac of Cyprus (II84-91)
Main El., 136, 142; Bill., 136-37,
140-41; lE, 137, 140-41
Secondary Bill., 137, 142; lE, 138,
141-4 2
Isaac Il (II8S-95)
Cpl. N, 143, 145-46; El., 143-44;
Bill., 144-45; lE, 145, 146
Thess. lE, 145, 146
Uncertain Gk(?) lE, 146
Uncertain Isaac
Bill., 147, 148; lE, 147-48
Theodore Mangaphas (II8g-go, c. 1204c. 1208)
No coinage identified, 149
Alexius III (IIgS-1203)
Cpl. N, ISO, IS3; El., ISO-SI, 153;
Bill., 151, 154; lE, 152, 154
Thess. lE, 152-53, 154-55
Isaac Il (rest.), Alexius IV (1203-04)
No coinage, 156
Alexius V (1204)
No coinage, 156
Latin Imitative (Cpl., 1204-61; Thess.,
1204-24)
Large module
Cpl. N (?), 254; Bill., Igl-g6, Igg20g, 215-17, 223; lE, Ig7, 217
43 1 .
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INDEX II

Tltess. Bill., 196--97, 199-210, 223;
lE, 197-98, 217
Small module
BilL/lE, 198-99, 199-2°9,210-14,223
"Bulgarian" Imitative (c. 1195-?)
Bill., 218-22, 223
Theodore I (1208-22)
Nicaea/Magnesia N( ?),227-28,235-36
Nicaea A1, 4°5-06; Bill., 228-29, 23234,236
Magnesia A1, 228, 233-34, 236; Bill.,
229-30, 232-34, 23 6
John III (1222-54)
Magnesia N, 237, 246-54, 255-56;
A1, 237-40, 254-55, 406; Bill., 24044,255,406- o7;lE,244-45,255,266
Tltess. A1, 294; Bill., 290-94
Theodore Il (1254-58)
Magnesia N, 256-57, 260; A1, 25758, 261; Bill., 258-59, 260-61, 4°7;
lE, 259-60
Tltess. Bill., 295
John IV (1258/59)
No coinage, 261
Michael VIII (1258/59-61)
Magnesia N, 261, 263; A1, 262, 264;
Bill., 262-63, 264; lE, 263, 264
Tltess. Coinage not treated, 295

Uncertain Attribution
lE, 264-66
Theodore Comnenus-Ducas (1224-30)
Thess. A1, 268-69, 273; Bill., 269-71,
274; lE, 271-72, 274
Manuel Comnenus-Ducas (1230-37)
Tltess. A1, 274-75, 278; Bill., 2757J, 27 8-79, 407
John Comnenus-Ducas (Emp.1237-42,
Desp. 1242-44)
Tltess. Bill. (large), 279-82, 28588, 408; lE, 282, 288; Bill./lE
(small), 282-85, 286-88, 408
Demetrius Comnenus-Ducas (Desp.
1244-46)
No named coinage identified, 288-89
Uncertain Attribution
BilL/lE (small), 289
Michael Il Comnenus-Ducas (c. 1231-68)
Arta(?) Bill. (?), 296
Leo, John Gavalas (c. 1204-c. 1250)
lE, 296
Ivan Il Asen (1218-41)
N, 297; Bill., 296-97
"Stefan Ducas Rex" ([RadoslavJ,
c. 1228-33)
A1, 298; Bill., 297-98

INDEX II
HOARDS

Place, Country, and Date of Finding; Denominatious present;
Latest Ruler represented
Main Eutries only. See also Map at end of Volume, and Index V
Where hoards contain Latin material, which is not closely datable, an attempt has been
made at an approximate indication of their predominant chronological character: the
assemblage has therefore been termed "early," "middle," or "late." The first indicates
that the Latin pieces of large module form a relatively high proportion of the Latin
issues present, or that the total of Latin issues forms a relatively low proportion of the

HOARDS
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total hoard, or both; the second that the Latin pieces of small module form a relatively
high proportion of the total of Latin issues present and of the hoard itself; the third that
there are present, in addition, an appreciable number of the rarer and evidently later
Constantinopolitan Latin issues (types D-T). Such a classification is clearly not an absolute one and is to a considerable degree based on subjective criteria.

Key: Bulg. - Bulgaria
Cyp. - Cyprus
Gr. - Greece
Arcadia (Gr.), 1958; Bill.; Alexius IlI/
Latin (early); 325-26
Assenovgrad (Bulg.), 196o; Bill., lE;
Theodore I/Latin (early); 326-27
Banya (Bulg.), 1927; El.; Isaac Il; 327-28
Batkoun (Bulg.), 1937; Bill.; Isaac Il;
328
Belitsa (Bulg.), 1938; Bill.; Andronicus I;
32 9
Bergama (Tr.[AJ); Bill.; Theodore 1/
Latin (early); 329-30
Brauron (Gr.), 1956; lE, Bill.; Isaac Il/
Latin (early); 330-31
Brestovo (Bulg.), 1953; Bill.; Theodore 1/
Latin (early); 331-33
Byaga (Bulg.), 1959; Bill.; Theodore 1/
Latin (middle); 333-34
Corinth (Gr.) I, 1937; lE; Manuel I;
334
Corinth (Gr.) Il, 1938; N; Manuel I;
335
Corinth (Gr.) Ill, 1960; Bill., lE; Latin
(middle); 335
Dolni Vurbishta (Bulg.); Bill.; Alexius IlI/
Latin (early); 335-36
Dorkovo (Bulg.), 1940; Bill., lE; John
Ill/Latin (late); 336-38
Draganovo (Bulg.), 1957; Bill.; Isaac Il;
338-39
"Dumbarton Oaks" I (fr. cent. Yug.);
Bill.; Latin (middle); 339
"Dumbarton Oaks" Il (fr.cent.Yug.);
Bill.; TheodoreI/Latin (middle); 339-40
"Dumbarton Oaks" III (fr.cent. Yug.);
Bill.; Theodore I/Latin (middle); 340-41
,8

Tr. (A) - Turkey in Asia Minor
Tr. (E) - Turkey in Europe
Yug. - Yugoslavia
Enina (Bulg.), 1951/52; Bill.; Isaac Il/
"Bulgarian"; 341-42
General Nikolaevo (Bulg.), 1960; Bill.;
Isaac Il/Latin (early); 342-43
Gornoslav (Bulg.), 1961; N; Isaac Il;
343-44
Grabovac (Yug.); Bill.; Alexius Ill; 345,
40 3
Gradevo (Bulg.) I, 1936; Bill.; Alexius
IIl/Latin (early); 345
Gradevo (Bulg.) Il, 1958; Bill.; Theodore
I/Latin (early); 346-47
Iskra (Bulg.), 1938; Bill.; Isaac Il; 347
Istanbul (Tr.[E]) A; Bill.; Alexius Ill;
347-48
Istanbul (Tr. [E]) B; Bill.; Theodore 1/
Latin (early); 348-49
Kalentzi (Gr.), 1927; lE; Manuel I; 350
Kaloyanovets (Bulg.), 1960; Bill.; Isaac
Il; 350-51
Kartal (Bulg.), 1914; Bill.; Alexius IlI/
"Bulgarian"; 351
Kastri (Gr.), 1952; lE; Isaac Il; 352
Kazanluk (Bulg.), 1958; Bill.; Alexius IlI/
"Bulgarian"; 352-53
Khissar (Bulg.), 1922; El. (" N"),N ; Alexius
(post-reform); 354
Kiustendil (Bulg.), 196o; Bill.; Theodore
I/Latin (early); 354-55
Kiustendil Reg. (Bulg.); Bill.; Theodore
I/Latin (early); 355-56
Korten (Bulg.), 1960; Bill.; Alexius IIl/
Latin (early); 356-57
Kounino (Bulg.) I, 1954; Bill.; Alexius
Ill/Latin (early); 357
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Kounino (Bulg.) II; Bill.; Alexius III/
Latin (early); 358
Kroushare (Bulg.), "962; Bill.; Andronicus
I; 358-59
Lakite (Bulg.); N, El., Bill., A':; Isaac
III"Bulgarian" ; 359-60
Lazania (Cyp.); Bill.; Manuel I; 360
Levkokhori (Gr.), "955; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (early); 360-61
Lindos (Gr.), "902; El.; Manuel I; 361
Logodash (Bulg.)' "959; Bill., A':; Theodore Comnenus-Ducas/Latin (middle);
361- 62
Lom (Bulg.) A, "962; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (middle); 363-64
Lom (Bulg.) B, "962; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (early); 364-65
Loukovo (Bulg.); Bill.; Alexius III/Latin
(early); 365-66
Macedonia (Gr.); Bill.; Manuel I; 366
Mogilitsa (Bulg.), "934; Bill.; Manuel
Comnenus-Ducas/Latin (late); 366-67
Momin Brod (Bulg.), "9"4; Bill.; Alexius
Ill/Latin (early); 367-68
Muglizh (Bulg.) I, "94"; Bill.; Alexius
III/"Bulgarian" ; 368~69
Muglizh (Bulg.) II, "960; Bill.; Theodore
I/Latin (middle); 369-70
Naousa (Gr.), "924; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (early); 370-;71
Nicosia (Cyp.) I, 1920'S; El.; Manuel I;
37"--7 2
Nicosia (Cyp.) II; Bill.; Manuel I; 372
Novo Selo (Bulg.), 1958; N, Bill.; Isaac
II; 372-73
Obuda (Hungary); Bill.; Isaac II; 374
Osanica (Yug.); Bill.; Theodore I/Latin
(early); 374-403
Oustovo (Bulg.), 1936; Bill.; John Comnenus-Ducas/Latin (late); 374-75
Ovchartsi (Bulg.), 1958; Bill.; Isaac II/
Latin (early); 375-76
Pazardzhik (Bulg.), 1936; Bill.; Alexius
III/Latin (early); 376--77

Pirdop (Bulg.); Bill.; Alexius IIII"Bulgarian"; 377
Pisaratsi (Bulg.), "927; N, Bill.; John
Ill/Latin (early); 378-79
Plovdiv (Bulg.), "955; Bill.; Alexius I;
379
Plovdiv Reg. (Bulg.); Bill.; Alexius III;
379
Pokrovnik (Bulg.), "962; Bill.; Theodore
I/Latin (early); 380-81
Postallar (Tr.[EJ); N, Bill.; Michael VIII
(?)/Latin (late); 381-82
Preslav (Bulg.), "953; N, Bill.; John III/
Latin (late); 382-83
Rousse (Bulg.), "965; Bill.; Latin (middle);

Tsruncha (Bulg.) B, 1963; Bill.; Alexius
III/"Bulgarian"; 396-97
Turnovo (Bulg.) I; Bill.; Andronicus I;
397
Turnovo (Bulg.) II, "963; Bill.; Alexius
IIII"Bulgarian"; 397-98
Tvurditsa (Bulg.); Bill.; Alexius III/
"Bulgarian"; 398
Uncertain Bulg. Provenance; Bill.; Theodore I/Latin (early); 399-400

389
Torbah (Tr.[AJ), c. 1946; A1; Theodore II;
38 9-9 0
Toulovo (Bulg.); Bill.; Theodore I/Latin
(middle); 39°-9"
Tri Voditsi (Bulg.), "940; Bill., A':; John
Ill/Latin (late); 39"-93
Troad (Tr.[AJ), 1930's; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (early); 393-94
Tsepina (Bulg.), "905; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (early); 394
Tsruncha (Bulg.) A, "963; Bill.; Alexius
III/"Bulgarian"; 394-95

Yagoda (Bulg.), "962; Bill.; Andronicus I;
400
Yenimahalle (Tr.[EJ); Bill.; Alexius III/
Latin (early); 401
Zgurli (Bulg.); N; Isaac II; 401
Zheleznitsa (Bulg.), "962; Bill.; Theodore I/Latin (early); 402
Zlata (Yug.); Bill.; Isaac II; 403
Zlataritsa (Bulg.), "9"0; Bill.; Alexius Ill;

40 3- 0 4

Other Hoards used
Arta (Gr.); Bill.; Michael VIII
Cyprus (?); Bill.; Isaac of Cyprus
Gurdzhaani (Georgia); N; John II
Ochrida (Yug.) ; Bill.; Ivan II
"Brusa" }
"s
,,(Tr.[AJ); N; Michael VIII
myrna

38 3

Sofia (Bulg.), 1897; El. (" N"), N; Alexius I
(post-reform) ; 383
Souvatite (Bulg.), "934; Bill.; Alexius
III/"Bulgarian" (+ Latin?); 383-84
Stara Zagora (Bulg.), "94"; Bill.; Theodore I/Latin (middle); 385
Strazhitsa (Bulg.), 1956; Bill.; Alexius
III/"Bulgarian" (?); 386
Suedinenie (Bulg.), "955; N, Bill.; John
II; 386-87
Thessaly (Gr.), "957; Bill.; Theodore I/
Latin (early); 387-88
Tiurkmen (Bulg.) I, "953; Bill.; Isaac II;
388- 89
Tiurkmen (Bulg.) II, "959; Bill.; Isaac II;
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Type-references to be made via the Key to Plates. See also Index V
A. Stemma, divitision, chlamys: PIs. LI-4, 5-8; 2.I-2, 6-9; 3-4-5.I4; 7.2-4; 8.3-4, 7-8,
9, I7; 10.I-4,5-6; lL8-IO, II-I2, I3-I4; 12.I-II, I2; "4-I-4, 7-9, IO-I3; "5·5-I3;
"7.II-I2; 18.II-IZ; "9.I, 5, 6--7, II, I2, I5; 20.5-8; 21.8-9; 22.I-3; 23.9-IO, II-I2,
I3-I4; 25.6-IO, II-I2; 26.2,3,6,7-9, I4-I5; 28.5-8; 29.I-3, 4-6, I3-I5; 30.I,4-6;
3LI-5, 8-9, IO; 32.9; 33.I, 2, 3, 6; 34·3; 35-4-5,7-8, I4; 36 .2,4; 37·7-9; 39.2,3;
4LIO; 42.7-8; 43.I-2; 46 .IO - II ; 51.3
B(a). Stemma, divitision, traditional loros: PIs. 3.2; 8.IO-I2, I3-I5; 11.3-4; 37.I-2;
39.IO-II; 4LI2-I3; 42.I-2,3-4
B(b). Stemma, divitision, collar-piece, simplified loros: PIs. 1.9, IO-I2; 2.3-5, IO-IZ, "7;
3.I; 6.I, 6-9, IO-II; 7.5-6,7,8-9, IO-II; 8.I-2, I6; 9.I-3,4-5, 6-9, IO, II, I2, I3-I4;
IO·9-II.2; II.5-7, I5-I7; "3· I - 2, 3-4, 5-9; 14-5,6; 16.I-17·4; "7.5-6, 9- IO , I3- I 4,
I5-I6, I7-I8; 18.I-2, 3-4, 7-8, I3- I6 ; "9.3; 20.I-4; 2LIO-II, I3, I4; 22-4-7;
22.8-23.7; 23.8; 24.I-9; 24.I5-25.5; 25.I3; 28.I-4, 9-IO, I2-I4; 29.7-9, IO-I2, I6-I8,
I9-20; 30.7-IO; 31.6-7, II-IZ; 3LI3-32.5; 32.6; 33.I2, I3; 34.6,7,8, 9-I4; 35.I5;
36.I, 3, 7; 37·3-4, IO-I2; 38.I - 2, 3-4, 6-7, IO-II, I2, I3, I4- I 5; 39·4-5,6,7,8,9;
4o.I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9-IO, I2-I3, I4, I5; 4LI, 2, 3-4, 5-6, 9, I5-I6, I7, I9; 42.9-IO, II-I2;
43·3-4, 5-6, 7, 8-9, IO; 47· I ; 5 LI, 4, 5, 6

'8'
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B(c). Stemma, divitision, (collar-piece), simplified loros, sagion: PIs. 8.5-6; 15.I-4;
17·7-8; I8·9- IO ; 20·9-2I.7; 2I.I2; 24.II-I4; 25.I4-I5; 26.I, 4-5, IO, II, I2-I3;
27· I2 - I 3; 30.2-3; 32.7,8, IQ-II, I2, I3, I4; 33.4,5,7-8,9, IO, II; 344-5; 35·I-2, 3,6,
9-II , I2- I 3; 36 .5-6,8; 37.5-6; 38 .5,8-9; 39·I ; 40.8; 4I.7-8; 5I.7-8

I5-5-I3; 16.I-174; 17.7-8, II-I2; 18.9-IO, II-I2, I3-I6; 19.I, 2, 4, 5, 6-7, II, I2, I5;
20.I-4,5-8; 20·9-2I.7; 2I.8-9, I3; 23.8; 24·I-9, IO-I4; 25.6-IO, I3; 26.2,3,4-5,6,
I4-I5; 27.5,6-7,8-9, IO-II, I2-I3; 28.II; 29.I-3, 7-9, I9-20; 30.7-IO; 3I. II- I2 ;
3I. I 3-3 2·5; 32.7, IO-II; 33.3,4,7-8, IO, I3; 34·8,9-I4; 35.6; 36.I, 3, IO; 37.3-4,5-6 ;
38.I-2,5, 6-7, I2; 39.I, 4-5, 6; 4o.I, 3, 6, I2-I3; 4I.2, I4, I7; 42.I-2,9-IO; 43· I - 2

C. Stemma, scaramangion or divitision, sagion: PIs. 6.2-5; 7.I; 13.IO-I2; 19.2,4, 8-IO,
I3- I 4
D. Stemma, short military tunic, (breastplate), sagion: PIs. 2.I3; 10.7-8; 17.I9-20(?);
18.5-6 (?); 27· I - 2 ; 34· I - 2 ; 40.3; 4I. II ; 42.5-6

INDEX IV
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In the order: Christ, Virgin, Saints (alphabetically), Cherub
CHRIST

Two basic varieties of representation: the one bearded, with long hair parted in the
middle of the head and falling to either side, holding Book of the Gospels; the other
beardless, with short and apparently curly hair, holding scroll. The latter is frequently
labelled "Emmanuel," although the implied distinction is not without exception (e.g.,
PIs. 2.3-5; 28·5-8; 32.I3). A rare variety of the former, consisting of a standing figure, is
occasionally labelled "Chalcitis," that is, similar to the image over the Bronze Gate of
the Great Palace (PIs. 32.7; 33.9; 36.9). PIs. I.I-4, 5-8, 9, IO-I2; 2.I-2, 3-5, IO-I2,
I8- I 9, 20-2I, 22; 34-5.I4; 6.I, 6-9, IQ-II; 7.I, 2-4, 5-6, 7, 8-9, IO-II; 8.I-2,3-4,
5-6 ,7-8, I6; 9.I-3, 4-5, 6-9, IO, II, I2, I3-I4; IO.I-4,5-6; IO.9-II.2; II.5-7, II-I2,
I3- I 4; 12.I-II, I2; 13·I-2, 3-4, 5-9, IO-I2; 14.I-4, 5, 6, IO-I3; I5.I-4; 16.I-I7.4;
I7-5- 6, 9-IO , I9-20 ; 18.5-6, 9-IO, II-I2, I3-I6; 19.I, 8-IO, I3-I4; 2I.I2, I3, I4; 22.I-3,
4-7; 22.8-23.7; 24.I-9; 24·I5-25·5; 25·II-I2, I4-I5; 26.I, 2, IO, II; 27.I-2, 3-4, 6-7;
28.I-4, 5-8, 9-IO; 294-6, IO-I2, I3-I5, I6-I8; 30.I, 2-3, 4-6; 3I.I-5, 6-7, 8-9, IO,
II-I2; 3I.I3-32-5; 32.6,7,8,9, I2, I3; 33.I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, II; 34·4-5,7, 9-I4;
35· I - 2 , 3, 6; 36 .I , 2, 4, 5-6, 9; 37· I - 2 , 5-6, 7-9, IO-I2; 38.3-4,5,8-9; 39.I, 2, 3, 8;
404; 4I.20-2I; 4 Z.II- I2 ; 43.8-9; 46.IO-II; 47·I; 5I.I, 3, 4, 5, 7-8
VIRGIN

Several major varieties of representation, with the Virgin either possessing, or lacking,
an icon or medallion of the head or bust of the infant Christ at breast level. Both varieties
include an orans type. In a much rarer variety, the Virgin faces to the right, orans, toward
the Manus Dei. This is the type occasionally labelled "Hagiosoritissa"-although in one
case the same designation is applied to a facing orans figure, without the Manus Dei (cf.
PIs. 27.8-9, IO-II; 37.3-4). PIs. 2.6-9, I3, I4, I5-I6, 20-2I; 3.I; 6.2-5,6-9,7; 8·9, I7;
9· I -3, 4-5, 6-9, IO, II, I2, I3- I 4; IO·7-8; II.3-4,8-IO; I3·I-2,3-4; 14.I-4, 5, 6, 7-9;
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SAINTS

St. Constantine
Bearded, dressed in stemma, divitision, and loros-occasionally sagion as well. Holds
normal imperial insignia. Somewhat confusingly often lacks nimbus, and appears with a
further imperial saint-Helena. First appearance under Alexius HI. PIs. 22.I-3,4-7;
22.8-23.7; 24·I5-25·5; 26.7-9, IO; 28.9-IO, I2-I4; 29.I6-I8; 32.6, IQ-II; 33·5; 39.7;
5I.7-8
St. Demetrius
Beardless, with short curly hair, usually in military dress (short tunic, breastplate, and
sagion), but on occasion in divitision and chlamys (PIs. 39.2,6; 43.I-2). Usually holds
one or two of following: sword, sword and sheath, spear, shield, cross (?). First appearance
under Alexius I. PIs. I.9, IO-I2; 2.I7; 1I.I5-I7; I4.7-9; 33·I2; 37· I - 2 , 3-4, 7-9,
IO-I2; 38.6-7, IO-II, I3, I4-I5; 39.2,3,6,9, IQ-II; 4o.I, 2, 4, 5, 6,7,8, I2, I4, I5;
4I.I, 2, 3-4, 5-6(?), 7-8 ( ?), I9(?); 42.5-6,7-8, 9-IO, II-I2; 43·I-2, 3-4, 5-6, IO
St. George
Beardless, with short curly hair, always in military dress (short tunic, breastplate, and
sagion). Usually holds one or two of following: sword, spear, shield, scroll (?). First appearance under John H. PIs. 10.I-4, 5-6; 17.I3-I4; 18.3-4; 19.3,6-7; 23.9-IO, II-I2,
I3- I 4; 26.3{?), I4- I 5; 33. 2 ; 34·4-5; 35.3(?), I2-I3; 43.3-4; 5I.6
St. Helena
Dressed in stemma, divitision, and loros. Holds scepter or cross. PI. 28.9-IO, I2-I4
St. Michael
Winged, beardless, with short curly hair. Three main varieties of dress: military (short
tunic, breastplate, and sagion); imperial (divitision and loros), and a rarer form (apparently tunic and colobion). These seem to have been the object of some confusion (e.g.,
PI. 26.I2-I3). Usually holds one or two of following: scepter, globus cruciger, sword,
sword and sheath,labarum. First appearance under Isaac H. PIs. 20.I-4, 5-8; 2I.IO-II;
26·7-9, I2- I 3; 27.3-4,5; 3 2.I 4; 33· I ; 38.3-4; 394-5,7,8, IO-II; 40.9-IO; 4I.20-2I;
4 2 .3-4
St. Nicholas ( ?)
Bearded, dressed in episcopal vestments (sticharion, felonion, and omophorion, only
the last being really distinguishable). Holds Book of Gospels. See p. 408
St. Paul
With long beard, dressed in tunic and colobion. Appears embracing St. Peter only on
late Latin type (T). PI. 27.IO-II

INDEX V
St. Peter
With short beard, dressed in tunic and colobion. Alone, he holds keys or scepter crudger
and keys. Pis. 27.8-9, IO-II; 43.7
St. Theodore
With forked beard and short curly hair. Always in military dress (short tunic, breastplate, and sagion). Holds one or two of following: sword, sword and sheath, spear, shield.
Almost certainly to be identified throughout as Theodore Stratelates rather than Theodore
Tiro. First appearance under Manuel 1. Pis. "3.5-9; 30.2-],4-6, 7-IO; 31.6-7,8-9,IO;
32 .8 ,9(?); 35·9- II ; 38.I - Z ; 39·9; 40 . z ,5,I5; 51.5
St. Tryplwn
Beardless, with short curly hair, dressed in tunic and colobion. Holds cross, or scepter( I),
and is usually accompanied by his particular attribute, the Iys. Appears only under
Theodore Il and Michael VIII, at Magnesia. Pis. 35.I-z, 7-8; 36.]
CHERUB

Since the creature depicted on Plates 34.] and 41.5-6 apparently has four wings, it
seems to qualify as a cherub rather than as a seraph, which should have six. Appears
only under John III at Magnesia, and John Comnenus-Ducas at Thessalonica.
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ACCOUNT, documents of, 26 (Greek), 18,
22-23, 26 (western); system of, 6-7
(pre-reform), 24-25, 26 (post-reform)
Achyra, 231
Acropolites, George, on appearance of
Theodore I, 231
Adramyttium, 231
Adrianople, 46, 78
Ahrweiler, H., on tetarteron, 5 n. 6; on
Smyrna and area, 232; on extent and
radical nature of Alexian reforms, 318-19
albus, 31
Aldobrandini, 227
alek'sati (stamenoni), 28
alloy, see composition (metallic)
Amastris, 227, 23", 235
American Numismatic Society, collection,
142, 216, 4"8, 421, 424, 429, 430

aVES1KDtKia, 67
Angelus
Alexius III (called Comnenus)
coinage and commentary, "so-55;
coins wrongly attributed to, 4";
distinctive marks on billon, "77-80,
187;
governmental clipping of coin under,
179-81
Alexius IV
no coinage, 156
Isaac Il
coinage and commentary, "43-46;
debasement of electrum, "9;
distinctive marks on gold, 182, 186,
on electrum, 185, 187, on billon,
"73-77, 187
annual sequence, 260, 268

GENERAL
"anonymous bronze," introduced by John
I, 77; studies on, 80 n. 9
Antioch, Byzantine mint (?), 80; coins
from excavations, 80; see also Index I
aVTlo-rp0<j>f], see o-rp0<j>f]
arro6EeJlloS, 307
O:rrOKolll3lOV, O:rrOKOIl7flOV, 306-09
arroAUTov Aiyu71"T10V XapDtYIlDt, 304
Aquileia, mosaic, 303
Arcadia (hoard), 201, see also Index Il
argentum signatum, 303 n. 2
Argyrus, Romanus III
last emp. to issue unalloyed gold, 6, 47;
mosaic (originally) of, 3°8-09;
rrMotlOV AoyaplOv of, 29-30
Armenians (Cilidan), "38, 224
Arta (hoard), 294, 296, 297, see also
Index Il
Artavasdus, Nicephorus (proedros), 53,' 55
Asen
Constantine, 294 n. I;
Ivan I (Kaloyan), 221-22;
Ivan Il, 296-97 (coinage); 221, 267,
29 8
Ashmolean Museum Oxford, collection, 40,
278, 406, 4°7, 4"3, 423, 426
Asidenus, Sabbas, 227, 234
O:crTIpOV Tpaxv VO(llO']J.a
(billon)
identification, composition, value, and
history, to Alexius Ill, 20-23, 25,
28, 29-31; in Palaia kai N ea Logarike,
58, 64; revaluation under Manuel I,
160, "70-7"; degeneration under Isaac
Il and Alexius Ill, "77, "79-"80;
clipping under Alexius Ill, 180-81;
during thirteenth century, 286-87;
Latin and Bulgarian imitative series
of, "99-2"7, 219-222, 223; under
empire of Nicaea, 225; under empire
of Thessalonica, 267; see also Index I,
(l)o-raIlEvov, 7pDtXV
(electrum)
identification, value, and history, to
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Alexius Ill, 18-20, 23, 25, 29-3";
composition, 10-12, "9; in Palaia kai
Nea Logarike, 53-54, 56-58, 64; as fR
under empire of Nicaea, 225-26; as
fR under empire of Thessalonica,
267; see also Index I, IlDtV011AC'nOV,
Tpaxu, TP1KE<j>MOV
Assenovgrad (hoard), "79, 202 (table XI),
215, see also Index Il, Map
"Astrampsychus" on trikephalon, 49 n. 30
Astytzium, 232
Athens, coins from excavations, 80, 98101, I09, no, 127-29, "35, "4", "46,
"48, 154
Attaleiates, Michael, 29
Attalia, 227
augnstalis, introduction by Frederick Il,
"S; metallic composition, "S
Augnstus Caesar, 50
aurum coctum, 34
aurum de Palaeola, 16
Avlona,43
BAIIANTION, 3°3, 307
Balling, J., on Lindos hoard, 183, 302
Banya (hoard), 185, see also Index Il,
Map
Basil I, 66
Basil Il
leaves treasury full, 5-6, 3"7;
menologium of, 67
Basilacius, Nicephorus
revolt and possible coin of, 78-79
Basilika, 16, i (xxv), on apokompion, 307;
56, i (xx), on export of gold, 312
Batkoun (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table Il, 162 table Ill, 164 table IV,
165, 166 table V, 173 table IX, 174
table X, 202 table XI, 220 table XV,
see also Index Il, Map
Belitsa (hoard), 158 and table I, 161 table
Il, 162 table Ill, 164 and table IV,
166 table V, 202 table XI, 220 table
XV, see also Index Il, Map

44°
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INDEX V

Bell, H. W., on snpposed coin of Theodare Mangaphas, 149, 260; see also
Sardis
Bellinger, A. R., on anonymons bronze,
80; on possible provincial mints, 199;
on Latin type B (Cpl.), 200, 203-04;
on first coinage (Nicaea), 233; on recutting of dies, 302; with Metcalf on Latin
type B (Thess.), 200
Belyaev, D. F., on loros, 66
Bergama (hoard), 203 and table XI, see
also Index Il, Map
Berlin Miinzkabinett, collection, 76, 405,
43 0
Bertele, T., on Comnenian denominational
system, 4; on Latin type C (Thess.),
201; on Western influences, 214, 267;
on Latin types D, J, and K (Cpl.), 215;
on Latin types Nand 0, 216; on gold
content of hyperpyra of empire of Nicaea, 247 n. 6; on Manuel Ducas type
D, 279; on possible type of Manuel
Ducas, 279 n. 3; on small-module types
of John Ducas, 287, 288; on uncertain
Thessalonican type, 289; on possible
coin of Michael Il of Epirus, 296; on
winged motif, 408, 427
BibliothequeNationale, collection, 40,215,
260, 413, 414, 415, 418, 420, 421, 424,
42 5
bisanti di Cipri, composition, 19; details
of costume on, 205
Blachernae, 67
Blake, R. P., on dimitraton, 125
Boethius, consular diptych of, 303, 304
Bohemund (son of Robert Guiscard),
44-45, 47, 97
Book of the Prefect, 312
Borrell, H. P., on "Smyrna" hoard, 23435,249
Botaneiates, Nicephorus III
extends debasement, 6, 316;
system of account under, 6--7;
depletion of treasury by, 44;

revolt of, 78;
details of coin design influence Alexius I,
90; Theodore Ducas, 274
Bovill, E. W., on Saharan gold trade, 313
n.29
Brauron (hoard), 127, 129, see also Index
Il, Map
Brestovo (hoard), 174 table X, 175, 179,
202 table XI, 2II table XIII, 221 table
XVI, see also Index Il, Map
British Museum, collection, 41, 96-97,
146 n. I, 248, 294, 4II, 412, 413, 414,
418 , 4 23, 424, 4 25
Brusa, 231; "hoard," 235, 246, 249, see also
Index Il
Bryennius, Nicephorus
(elder),78-79;
(younger, Caesar) on the usurpation of
the elder, 78-79
Bulgarians, imitative coinage and commentary, 218-22, 223
buoni (perperi), 251, 253, 255
Byaga (hoard), 201, 202 table XI, 212
table XIV, see also Index Il, Map

x1<>:TOV (trachy), 38
XAa~v"

65, see also Index III
Choniatcs, Nicetas, on debasement of
electrum by Isaac Il, 19; on revaluation of billon by Manuel I, 22; on appearance of Andronicus I, 135; on
Isaac Comnenus, 138 n. I, 140; on
Theodore Mangaphas, 149; on assumption of name "Comnenus" by Alexius
Ill, 153; on Latins striking coinage,
206; on phaskolia, 309
X",pia, 53-56, 58
Chronographer of 354, 303
chrysones, 304, 305
xpvcrovv (nomisma), 35-36, 38
Cipolla, C. M., on causes of debasement,
316; on monetary history, 319 n. 4
Claudiopolis, 231
clipping of coins, 179-81, 287, 312
Cnidan peninsula, 227
Codex, Iustinianus, see Justinian I; Theodosianus, see Theodosius Il
Codinus, George, de Officiis formerly attributed to, 65
coin drift," 204
Coislin MS 79; 65, 66, 67
Coislin MS 126; 305-06
collar-piece, 68; various forms of, on N of
Alexius I, 81-84, 90-91, 95; on N of
John Il, 181; on N of ManuelI, 123; on
N of Isaac Il, 182; on El. of Manuel I,
183-84; on EL of Isaac Il, 185; on bill.
of John Il, 170; on bill. of Manuel I, 169,
163, 164; on bill. of Isaac Il, 173; on
bill. of Alexius Ill, 177-78; on JE of
Manuel I, 121
comites rerum privatarum and sacrarum
largitionum, 303
comet (of II06), 97
<I

CAESAR, crown of, 68
Camaterus, Demetrius, 53
camelaucion, 67
Cantacuzene, John VI, on epikombia,
252
carat (as degree of fineness), 19, 250-54,
255-5 6
Carnello, Gyslando, characteristic phraseology in does., 36-37
Castoria, 44
x6:pay~a (nomisma), as monetary term,
38, 51, table I, 59; as fiscal practice
nnder Palaia Logarike, 51, 52, 53, 55,
60-61 table 3, under N ea Logarike,
56-58, 63 table 7, 64
Charanis, P., on Asiatic frontiers of empire
of Nicaea, 231
Chartres, Fulcher of, on tartaron, 24, 28
Chatillon, Renauld of, 138
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48; on stemmaJcrown, 67-68; on revolt
of Bryennius and Basilacius, 78-79; on
revolt of Theodore and Gregory Gavras,
93; on comet (of II06), 97
Comnenus

Alexius I
coinage and commentary, 71-80 (prereform), 81-101 (post-reform), 405;
state of empire and coinage at accession, 3-4, 6;
monetary reform-system, 14-25;
monetary reform-date of introduction, 39-46;
taxation reforms (Palaia hai Nea
Logarike), 50-64;
coins imitated by Latins, 210;
coins imitated byTheodore I, 235-36
Alexius Il
no coinage,

13I

Alexius and David, 227
Andronicus I
coinage and commentary, 132-35;
distinctive marks on electrum, 185,
187; on billon, 172-73, 187;
coins imitated by Latins, 2I5, 217
Isaac I
state of gold coinage under, 6
Isaac
(sebastocrator, brother of Alexius I),
44
Isaac
(sebastocrator, son of Alexius I), 31
Isaac
(sebastocrator, son of John Il), 138,
140
Isaac
(usurper in Cyprus) coinage and commentary, 136-42
John Il

commemorative issue in electrum and bil-

coinage and commentary,

Ion (Alexius I, Irene, John Il), 40-41,
46, 81, 84, 85, 89, 97
Comnena, Anna, on first Norman war,
43-44, 47; on Treaty of Deavolis, 47-

commemorative issue (with Alexius I
and Irene), 40-41;
Greek mint closed for reign, 129;
sequence of billon issues, 169-70;

I02-IO;

INDEX V
distinctive marks on gold, 181, 186;
on electrum, 182, 186; on biUon,
169-70 ;
coins imitated by Latins, 210, 216;
coins imitated by Theodore I, 236;
by John Ill, 246-50;
mosaic of, 309
Manuel I
coinage and commentary, IlI-30;
revaluation of billon by, 22, 170-72;
distinctive marks on gold, 182, 186;
and sequence of electrum, 182-85,
186, and billon, 162-69, 187;
coins imitated by Latins, 209-10, 215;
coins imitated by Theodore I, 405-06
Comnenus-Ducas
Constantine (sebastocrator), 215
Demetrius (despot)
no named coinage, 288-89
John (emperor then despot)
coinage and commentary, 279-88, 408
John (sebastocrator), 294
Manuel
coinage and commentary, 274-79, 407
Michael I ("despot" of Epirus), 296
Michael II ("despot" of Epirus)
possible coin of, 296
Nicephorus (son of Michael Ill, 296
Theodore
coinage and commentary, 268-74
Comnenus-Lascaris

Constantine (despot), abortive election
of, 156
Theodore I
coinage and commentary, 227-36,
405-06 ;
coins useful in dating hoards, 201,
212;

treaty with Venetian podesta, 206-08 ;
coins imitative of Alexius I, 235-36,
John II, 236, Manuel I, 405-06
composition (metallic), of pre-reform issues, 41, 43, 76-77; of hyperpyron,
10-13, 15-17, 247, 250-51, 255-56; of

electrum trachy, 10-13, 19; of billon
trachy, 21; Nicholas Oresme on, 49
n·30
comunali (perperi), 250-51, 253, 255
Constantine VII
ivory of, 66;
on imperial costume, 65-68;
on purses of coin, 307-08
Constantine VIII, 6, 199
Constantiuople, personification of, 303;
for products of mint of, see Index I
Constantius Gallus, 303, 304
copper mines, 138
Corfu, 43
Corinth, coins from excavations, 93, 98101, 109, IlO, 127-29, 135, 141, 146,
148, 154, 260; sacked by Normans,
129; supposed mint at, 92-93; I (hoard),
129; II (hoard), 203 and table XII; III
(hoard), 13 n. 3, 122-24, 159; see also
Index H, Map
Cosmas I (patriarch), 3
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 312
costume (imperial ceremonial), 65-68, see
also Index IH
Cotyaeum, 231
countermark (Arabic), 80
Cox, D. H., on coins from excavations at
Curium, 141, 142, see also Curium
Cremona, Liutprand bishop of, on ceremonial payment of Byzantine officials, 307
Crete, duke of, 31
crown (stemma), description of, 67-68
Crusade, First, 39, 80; Second, 21; Third,
21, 138, 148; Fourth, 156, 206
Cumans, 46, 313
Curium, coins from excavations, 141, 148,
4 18
Cyprus, possible hoard from, 142
Cyzicus, 231
DAIS, attempt at perspective, 216; on
Palaeologan seals, 264
Dalassena, Anna, 44

GENERAL
Danube valley and plain, 151, 158, 161
table II
debasement, Michael IV-Nicephorus HI,
5 n. 7, 6; supposed widespread under
Comneni, 3-4; by Alexius I prior to
reform, 41, 43, 76-77; of electrum by
Isaac Hand Alexius Ill, 19; of gold
by John IH and successors, 247, 250254, 255-56; of silver by John III, 254;
of silver by emperors of Thessalonica,
320; general causes of, 316-18
De Caerimoniis, on imperial costume, 6568
de Jerphanion, G., on 6WpCo<lOV, 66
Demetrius, Saint, significance of on coins
of Alexius I, 41-46; of John H, IlO;
of Manuel I, 125-26; see also Index IV
B1'\~6(nos Kavwv, B1'\~60"10V, 51-64
De Officiis, on imperial costume, 65-68
Deuil, ado bishop of, on exchange rates,
21,28

Blj31Ttlo-tOV, 67, see also Index III
BIKEpaTov, under Palaia Logarike, 51-52,
59 table 2, 60-61 table 3, 61 table 4,
62 table 6; under Nea Logarike, 55-58,
64, 63 table 7
dimidium staminum, 28
dimitraton, 26, 125-26
Diogenes, Romanus IV, 6
BIO{K1'\O"lS, fiscal situation in dioikeseis of
Thrace and Macedonia, 53-55
distinctive marks (official), for internal
sequences, 90-91, 123, 260; for "officinae," 91-93, 162-187; for mints, 9396, 124; of uncertain nature, 153, 175,
248, 25 0-54, 255-56, 273
distribution of coin, 3Il
Dolger, F., on dates in Palaia kai N ea
Logarike, 50; on abbreviation rKA', 226
n.lO

Dorkovo (hoard), 201, 202 and table X,
212 table XIV, 213, 215, 216, 217, 287,
294, 427, see also Index H, Map
Dorylaeum, 231
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BOVKO:TOV (trachy), 29
Draganovo (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table Ill, 163, 164 table
IV, 165, 166 table V, 172, 173 table
IX, 175, 202 table XI, 220 table XV,
see also Index H, Map
drakhani (dimitrati), 125-26
Ducaina
Euphrosyne, 297
Irene on commemorative issue (with
Alexius I and John II), 40
Du Cange, C., on derivation of term
hyperpyron, 34; of term trikephalon, 31
Ducas
Alexius V
no coinage, 156
Constantine X
chrysobull of, 29;
reintroduces named copper, 78;
trachy of, 29-30
Constantine (son of Michael VII), 41,
31 8
John III (called Vatatzes)
coinage and commentary, 237-56,
29 0-94,406- 07;
treasury at Magnesia, 232
Michael VII
extends debasement, 6, 47, 316;
trachy of, 29-30
Stephen (Radoslav)
coinage of, 297-98
Ducas-Angelus-Comnenus-Palaeologns
Andronicus H, 251, 252
Michael VIII
coinage and commentary, 261-64;
coinage of Thessalonica not treated,
295
Michael IX, 251, 252
Ducas-Lascaris
Theodore H
coinage and commentary, 256-61, 295,

40 7;
treasury at Astytzium, 232
ducat (ducalis), of Roger II, 42-43, 45
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Dumbarton Oaks, Collection, 4I, 43, 77,
80, 92, 95, 125, 139, 165, 167, 170, 173,
175, 18I, 182, 183, 184, 215, 216, 217,
222,260,274, 4Il-30 passim; I (hoard),
203 table XII; II (hoard), 203 table
XII; III (hoard), 203 table XII; see
also Index II
Dyrrhachium, 43, 44, 46, 78
EBERSOLT, J., on (lWpOK10V, 66; on seal
of Michael VIII, 264
ecclesiastical property, confiscation of
by Alexius I, 44
Edwards, K. M., on Latin type C (Cpl.),
200; on supposed coin of Manuel and
Andronicus, 278; see also Corinth
Egyptian solitaries (Coislin MS 126), 30506
Ehrenkreutz, A. S., on tetarteron, 5 n. 6
ek' ust' avi (stamenoni), 28
~AOT1KOV, under Palaia Logarike, 52, 61
table 5, 62 table 6; under Nea Logarike,
55-58, 64, 63 table 7
Emmanuel (Christ), probable pun with
name Manuel, 126; with beard, 2IO,
see also Index IV
Enina (hoard), 158 and table I, 161 table
II, 162 table III, 164 table IV, 165,
166 table V, 173 table IX, 202 table XI,
220 table XV, see also Index II, Map
Ephesus, 23I, 232
hTlKOl-lI3IOV, sce aTIOKOl-lI3,0V
Epiphanius, on balantion, 303
exchange rates, of hyperpyron with western coins, 14; of trachy (billon) with
western coins, 21
FAMILY NAMES, of Isaac of Cyprus, 140;
of Theodore Mangaphas, 149; of Alexius
Ill, 153; of Theodore I, 230; of John
Ill, 266; of Theodore II, 266; of Michael
VIII, 295; of Stephen Radoslav, 297;
of Theodore Ducas, 273; of John Ducas,
etc., 285

Fatimid dinar, standard for tetarteron (?),
5; crusaders' imitations of, 208
Filadelphe (perperi di), 25I, 252, 256
tiorino di suggello, 309 n. 21
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, Collection, 430
follis, see q>OAA1S (ph)
forgery (contemporary) of Manuel I, 327
Frederick I, Barbarossa, 2I, 149
Frolow, A., on derivation of term hyperpyron, 34; on derivation of term trikephalon, 3I; on monetary terminology
of Pantocrator typicon, 35
frontiers of empire of Nicaea, 227, 231
GABRIELOPOULUS, STEPHEN (sebastocrator), 297
Gavalas, Leo and John (Rhodes), coinage
of,296
Gavras, Theodore and Gregory, 93
General Nikolaevo (hoard), 158 and table
I, 161 table II, 162 table Ill, 164 table
IV, 165, 166 table V, 173 table IX, 174
table X, 20I, 202 table XI, see also
Index II, Map
Genoa, docs. on exchange rates, 14 n. I
Gerassimov, T. D., on Latin type B (Cpl.),
200; on Ivan II, 297
rKA', 226
globus cruciger, various forms of, on N of
Alexius I, 82-83, 95; on N of John II,
18I; on bill. of ManuelI, 169, 165, 167;
on bill. of Alexius Ill, 177-78
Goitein, S. D., on the use of sealed purses
in Egypt, 309 n. 21
gold, governmental control of, 312; possible sources of, 312-13
Golden Gate, 67
Goodacre, H., collection, 4Il, 413, 418;
on supposed gold commemorative issue
of Alexius I, 40; on electrum issue attributed to Isaac of Cyprus, 142; on
Latin type A (small module), 200; on
copper coinage of empire of Nicaea, 255

GENERAL
Gornoslav (hoard), 13 n.3, 90-96, I07,
122-24, 159, 18I, 182, 248, 3Il, 412,
413, see also Index II, Map
Gradevo I (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table Ill, 164 table IV,
166 table V, 179; II (hoard), 174 table
X, 202 table XI, 2Il table XIII, 221
table XVI; see also Index II, Map
Great Church, 3, 67, 309
Greek mint (of uncertain identity), isolation of products of, 128-30, see also
Index I
Gresham's law, operation of, 7, 8, 171
Grierson, P., collection, 429, 430; on coin
(supposed) of Nicephorus Bryennius,
79; on debasement, 5 n. 7; on tetarteron,

5n. 6
Guiscard, Robert, 43-45
Gunther, G. C., collection, 142
Gurdzhaani (hoard), 93
HAFSIDS, gold coinage of, 16
eXylOyEWpyOTOV (nomisma), electrum issue
of John II, 32, 34; see also stafratus
half-tetarteron, identification of, I09IlO; see also TETOPTTlPOV, weight(s) and
Index I
Henry IV (German emperor), 44, 47
Heraclea, 231
Hermus River, 23I, 232, 234
Hess-Leu, 254
E~eXyIOV (nomisma), 225
E~Oq>OAAOV, under Palaia Logarike, 51-52,
60-61 table 3, 61 table 4; under N ea
Logarike, 55-58, 64, 63 table 7
(i)lJTOl-lEVOV (nomisma), origin, 5; becomes
scyphate, suffers debasement, 6; under
Comneni and Angeli, 20-23, 28; see also
OlJ1TpOV TpOXV VOl-lllJl-lO (billon)
Historia de E xpeditione Friderici I mperatoris, on value of staminum, 2I22; on Theodore Mangaphas, 149
Hohenstaufen, Frederick II of, introduces
augustalis, 15-16
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Holy Apostles, church of, 67
6pl-lo(loi,68
lrrrEp1TVpOV (nomisma), identification and
exchange rates of, 14; derivation of term
and use in docs., 34-37, 225; metallic
composition of, IO-I3, I5-17; place in
Comnenian monetary system, 17-18;
debased by John III and successors,
247-254, 255-256; see also Index I
lrrrOl-lVlllJT1KO, of John Tzirithon, 53-57; of
George Spanopoulus, 57-58
IDRISI, on copper ore from Cyprus, I38
n.2
Iliescu, 0., on hyperpyron type of Michael
VIII, 263
ingiallati (perperi), 250, 254, 255
inginocchiati (perperi), 25I, 256
imitative coinage, "Bulgarian," 2I9-22,
223, uuder Ivan II and Constantine
Asen, 296-97, 294 n. I; Latin, I99-2I7,
223; Nicaean tendency toward, 23 6 ,
246-50, 294, 406 ; Serbian, 297-9 8
inscriptions, nsed as mint distinction on
N of Alexius I, 8I-84, 90-95; possible
chronological criterion on coinage of
Alexius I, 90-9I, 97, IOI; Zacos and
Veglery on, IOI; control loosened on N
and El. of Manuel I, I23-24, 30I-02;
possible chronological criterion on coinage of Alexius Ill, 153-155; distinctive
usages of Latin mints of Cpl. and Thess.,
209
insiguia (official), in N otitia Dignitatum,

30 3
Ioannina, 44
Irene (wife of John II), 20, PI. 50
Isauria, I38
Iskra (hoard), 174 table X, 175, 202 table
XI, 220 table XV, see also Index II,
Map
Istanbul, A (hoard), 159, 162, 180; B
(hoard), 203 and table XII, 2II, 2I6,
233, 423, 429; see also Index II, Map
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JOHN I
introduces "anonymous bronze," 77, 80
J ohns Hopkins University, Collection, 423,

42 4
Jones, A. H. M., on follis in fourth century,
30 3
Julian
introduces zygostatai, 304
Justinian I
Cod. lust. 4, lxiii (ii), on export of gold,
3 1 2;
II, x (i), on value of solidi, 38
Dig. lust. 16, iii (xxv); 16, iii (xxix);
19, ii (xxxi), on sealed purses, 303
n.2
Edict II, on obryza etc., 38, 304
KAINOYPIION trikephalon, 33, 34, 37-38;

hyperpyron, 36,37-38
Kalentzi (hoard), 127, see also Index II,
Map
Kaloyanovets (hoard), 158 and table I,
161 table II, 162 table Ill, 164 table
IV, 166 table V, 173 table IX, 174 table
X, 175, 176, 177, 202 table XI, 220
table XV, see also Index II, Map
Ka"TIUyla, 68
Kartal (hoard), 220 table XV, see also
Index II
Kastri (hoard), 127, see also Index II,
Map
Kazanluk (hoard), 174 table X, 179, 220
table XV, 22I, see also Index II, Map
Kent, J. P. C., on Roman attitude to gold
coin, 312 n. 26
KepO:Tlov, weight and unit of value, 5,
17 n. 8, 26
Khissar (hoard), 90, see also Index II, Map
Kiustendil (hoard), 173, 174 table X, 179,
202 table XI, 2II table XIII, 221 table
XVI, see also Index II, Map
Kiustendil region (hoard), 202 table XI,
2II table XIII, 212, 221 table XVI, see
also Index II

Klokotnitsa, battle of, 267, 297
KO....EPK10V, 313
Kondakov, N. P., on scaramangionj scaranicon,67
Korten (hoard), 179, 22I, see also Index
II, Map
Kounino II (hoard), 179, see also Index II,
Map
Kroushare (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table Ill, 163, 164 table
IV, 165, 166 table V, 172, 173 and table
IX, 202 table XI, 220 table XV, see also
Index II, Map
LAKITE (HOARD), I07, see also Index n
Lambros, S. P., on coinage of Isaac of
Cyprus, 139, 140, 142; on supposed
coinage of John of Neopatras, 294
Larissa, siege of, 44
Lascaris, John IV
no coinage, 261
Lathoud, D., on St. Peter on coin of John
III,294
latini (perperi), 250, 254, 255
Latins, imitative coinage and commentary,
191-217, 223; frontiers with empire of
Nicaea, 23I; possible gold issue, 254
Laurent, V., on derivation of term trikephalon, 3I; on "just weight of trachy
hyperpyron," 30, 35; on seal of John
In, 264; on siguificance of lys on coins
of Thcodore II, 26r
Lazania (hoard), 2I, I08-09, 159, 203, see
also Index n, Map
Leo Ill, 51
Leo VI
novel 52 of, on value of solidi, 38
AeTrTCx 'VTjcpia, in N ea Logarike, 56--58, 64
Levkokhori (hoard), 203 and table XI,
see also Index n, Map
Levkosia, 142; see Nicosia
Levski (hoard), 297
Levunium, battle of, 46
life of coin, 3II-12

ligatures, fvN and M\H on N of Alexius I,
9I; .:L and .:L on N of Manuel I, 12324; 'R on Magnesian coinage of Theodare II and Michael VIII, 264; see also
List of Ligatured Letters
Lindos (hoard), 124, 183-84, see also Index
II, Map
AiTpa, trikephalon, 33, 34; hyperpyron, 36
AOYO:PlOV (rraAw6v pw..avihov), 29-30
Logodash (hoard), 20I, 202 and table XI,
212 table XIV, 213, 287, see also Index
II, Map
Aoyo6ETTjS TOU yEV1KOU, 57
Lom, A (hoard), 20I, 202 table XI; B
(hoard), 202 table XI, 233 n. 27; see
also Index II, Map
Longuet, H., on billon issue of Manuel
Ducas, 274
Lopez, R. 5., on augustalis, 15-16; on
"crisis" of the bezant, 4 n. 2, 321 n. 8;
on stability of coinage, 316 ; on supposed
debasement underComneni and Angeli, 4
AWpOS, types of, 66; survival of traditional
type on Thessalonican issues, IQI, I09,
273, 302; see also Index III
loros-waist, possible chronological criterion
on issues of Isaac n, 145-46, 174
Loukovo (hoard), 158 and table I, 159,
161 table II, 162 table Ill, 164 table
IV, 166 table V, 173 table IX, 174 table
X, 179, see also Index II, Map
Llibeck, Arnoltl of, on electrum manlat,
49 n. 30
McJ'ElS, of Alexius I in Palaia kai Nea
Logarike, 55-58
Lusignan (Cyprus), composition of bisanti
of, 19; details of costume on bisanti of
Hugh I, 205
lys, significance of on coins of empire of
Nicaea,26r
MACEDONIA, fiscal situation in dioikesis of,
53-55; (hoard), 159, 2°3; see also Index

n
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Maeander River and Valley, 227, 23I, 232,
234
Magnesia, identification of mint at, 23235; see also Index I
..avouas,65
Mangaphas, Theodore
probable coinage and length of usurpation of, 149, 227, 234
..aVOTjAO:Tovj manuellatus, under Comneni
and Angeli, 19-20, 23, 27, 49 n. 30;
under empire of Nicaea, 225
Manzikert, battle of, 317
mappa, 67
Maritsa River, 227
Mattingly, H., on Arta hoard, 296; on
Lazania hoard, 21
Mavrozomes, Manuel, 227
"Eyas OO"EO"T1KOS, 46
"Eyas AoyaplaO"Tf]s, 34
Melissenus
despot, non existence of, 297 n. I
Nicephorus, 79
menologium of Basil II, 68
Metcalf, D. M., on N of Alexius I and
date of Alexian reform, 39-40, 91-94;
on N of Manuel I, 124; on lE of Manuel
I, 127-129; on detail of fourth billon
coinage of Manuel I, 167 and n. 4; on
supposed lE of Alexius n, 13I; on
twelfth-thirteenth century billon issues,
199, 219, 220; on overstrike of Theodore 1,236; on "Brusa and "Smyrna"
hoards and N of the empire of Nicaea,
235, 247, 248, 254, 260; with Bellinger
on Latin type B (Thess.), 200
Michael IV
commences debasement, adopts scyphate fabric, 6, 47, 316, 317
"'XaTjAChov (trachy), 29-30, 47
Miletus, 33, 227
military dress, 68; see also Index In
,,'AAlapf]O"lov, prior to debasement, 5;
during period of debasement, 7; denomination of account after monetary
P
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reform, 24, 25, 26; in Palaia kai Nea
Logarike, 51-64; see also Index I
mints, see under individual entries and
Index I
mint organization, 157-87, 301-03
Mogilitsa (hoard), 174 table X, see also
Index II, Map
monasteries, involved in Palaia kai Nea
Logarike, 54
monastic documents (typica, chartularies,
etc.), from: Cosmosotira, 31; Iviron,
26,125-26; Lavra, 31, 34; Lembo, 226,
231; Our Lady of Pity, 33; Our Lady
of the Altars of Elijah, 29; Pantocrator,
20, 23-24, 29, 32, 35-36; Petritzos, 28,
29; Rodosto, 29; St. John (Patmos),
26-27,31-32,34, 226; St. Mamas, 32-33;
St. Paul, 33; Virgin Full of Grace, 30
monetary policy, 172, 181, 313-14
monetary system, prior to debasement, 5;
during period of debasement, 6--7;
subsequent to Alexian reforms, 14-25
monetary terminology, to 1204, 26-38;
after 1204, 225-26
monogram (as rev. type), on A'; of emperors prior to Alexius I, 78-79; on
pre-reform A'; of Alexius I, 79-80; on
post-reform A'; of Alexius I, IOO-OI; on
A'; of Manuel I, 127-28
Monomachus, Constantine IX
1l0VOllOXO:'OV (trachy), 29-30;
mosaic of, 66, PIs. 48-49;
reign crucial in system of tax payment, 52-53;
systematizes debasement and scyphate
fabric, 6, 316, 317
Morrisson, C., on ,poxv x,a,ov, 38
mosaics, at Aquileia, 3°3; at Piazza
Armerina, 303; "Constantine IX" (originally Romanus Ill) and Zoo, 66, 30809, PIs. 48-49; John II and Irene, 3°9,
PI. 50
Moushmov, N. A., on Bulgarian coinage,
294 n. I, 296

Muglizh, I (hoard), 174 table X, 179, 220
table XV, 221; II (hoard), 201, 202
table XI, 2°5, 233 n. 27; see also Index
II, Map
Muwahids, gold coinage of, 16
NAOUSA (HOARD), 203 and table XII, see
also Index II, Map
Nau, F., on sphragis (Coislin MS 126),
3°5-06
Neapolis, Leontius, bishop of Cypriot,
on apokombion, 306
Neocastra, theme of, 231, 232
Nicaea, mint and economic position of in
empire of Nicaea, 231-35
Nicomedia, 231
Nicosia, I (hoard), 108, 124-25, 182, 183;
II (hoard), 109, 159, 169, 170, 203; see
also Index II , Map
Normans, ducat of Roger II, 42-43; first
Norman war, 43-45, 318; second
Norman war, 47, 97; sack of Corinth,
129; sack of Thessalonica, 146
N otitia Dignitatum, on official insignia, 303
vOV!l(ov, traditional smallest monetary division, 24, 25, 50 n. 6; referring to A';
tetarteron, 23, 25, 29; in Palaia kai
N ea Logarike as A'; tetarteron (?), 24,
56-58
Novo Selo (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table III, 164 table IV,
166 table V, 173 table IX, 202 table
XI, 220 table XV, 3II, see also Index
II, Map
novi pesantes (perperi), 36-37
nuovi nuovi (perperi), 251, 252, 256
Nymphaeum, 231, 232, 234
OBRYZA, 304, 305
Obuda (hoard), 159, 203, see also Index II
Ochrida (hoard), 297, see also Index II
Oikonomides, M., 273, 297, 408
Oresme, Nicholas, on monetary alloys,
49 n. 30

Osanica (hoard), 203 and table XII, see
also Index II, Map
Ostrogorsky, G., on Constantine Lascaris,
156
Oustovo (hoard), 202 table XI, 213, 21517, 287 and n. 4, 288, 427, 429, see also
Index II, Map
Ovchartsi (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table III, 164 table IV,
165, 166 table V, 173 table IX, 174 table
X, 175, see also Index II, Map
overstriking, "Bulgarian" imitative type C
on Seljuk coin, 327; Latin imitative
type B (Cpl.) on Isaac II, 2°5, 369;
Latin imitative type C (Cpl.) on type B
(Cpl.), 2°9,429; Latin imitative type 0
(Cpl.) on type C (Thess.), 216, 429;
Latin imitative type B (Thess.) on type
A (Thess.), 209, 333, 362, 370, 391, 419;
Latin imitative type B (Thess.) on
Theodore I first coinage (Nic.) , 2°5,
429; Theodore I second coinage (Nic.)
on Alexius III, 370; Theodore I second
coinage (Nic.) on first coinage, 233, 236,
429; Theodore I second coinage (Nic.)
on Latin imitative type A (Thess.), 391
Oxyrhynchus Papyrus (1886), on sphragis,
3°4-05,3° 6
PACHYMERES, GEORGE, on debasement,
John III-Andronicus II, 247-48, 251,
263; on site of treasury under John
III, 232
Pacourianus, Gregory (megas domestikos) ,
29-3 0,46
paglialoccati (perperi), 250, 251, 255
Palaeologus
Andronicus III, 252;
John V, 252;
for Michael VIII, Andronicus II, and
Michael IX, see Ducas-Angelus-Comnenus-Palaeologus
TIaAalex KOt NEO IIOYOP1KT] (Alexian taxation reform), 50-64
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TIaAalOV, logarion, 29-30; trachy, 56;
trikephalon, 32, 33, 34; hyperpyron,
36; significance of term, 37-38
palm frond, Bertele on, 279. n. 3
TIOpOKOAOveT]1l0,O (dikeraton, hexafollon,
synetheia, elatikon), under Palaia Logarike, 51-55, 59-62 (tables 1-6); under
Nea Logarike, 55-58, 63 table 7, 64;
examples of calculation of, 58, 64
Patzinaks, 3, 46, 318
Paulicians, 46
pecunia clusa, obsignata, 303 n. 2
Pegolotti, Francesco Balducci, on gold
content of augustalis, 15; on gold content of bisanti di Cipri, 19; list of
debased perperi, 250-54, 255-56
pendilia, on N of Alexius I, 81, 83, 95;
on N of Manuel I, 124; on coinage
of Isaac Angelus and Isaac Comnenus,
141; revival of Alexian types on Latin
issues, 95, 209-IO, 3°2; see also TIpETIEV00l1Al0
pensa (recta) de Constantinopoli, in Pisan
does., 37
perperi, list of by Pegolotti, 250-54,
255-56
pesteUo/pestle, 250, 252, 253, 255
<p00l<WA10, 309
<pi~AO, 65
Philadelphia, 149, 227; see also Filadelphe
(perperi di)
Philaretus, 80
Philippopolis (Plovdiv), identification of
temporary mint at, 95-96, 98; see also
Index I
Phocas, Nicephorus II
introduces tetarteron, 5
<pOAA1S, prior to debasement, 5; during
period of debasement, 7; denomination
of account after monetary reform, 24,
25, 26; superseded by keration, 26; in
Palaia kai NeaLogarike, 51-64; as purse,
3°3; see also Index I
Photiades Catalogue, 288
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Piazza Annerina, mosaic at, 303

Pirdop (hoard), 220 table XV, see also
Index II, Map
Pisa, does. of account etc., 18, 22-23, 28,
37; treaty with Alexius I (rrrr), 3I3
Pisaratsi (hoard), 202 table XI, 215-17,
see also Index II, Map
Plovdiv, (Bounardzhik) hoard, 96, 159;
(region) hoard, 179, 220 table XV, 22I;
see also Index II, Map
Pokrovnik (hoard), 179, 202 table XI, 2rr
table XIII, 221 table XVI, see also
Index II, Map
nOJ\lc 8ECCAJ\ONIKH, derivation of
representation, 267
Postallar (hoard), 203 and table XII, 21617, see also Index II, Map
TIpETIEVOOVAIO, 68
Preslav (hoard), 202 table XI, 213, 21517, 287, 427, see also Index II, Map
Prespa (Lake), coins from excavations at,
297, 408
Prilep, find of coins at, 297
Prodromus, Theodore, on VTIEpTIVpOV
1l0VOllACXTOV, 27
TIp6cromo, involved in Palaia kai Nea
Logarike, 54-56, 58
TIPOTlllll To1 o v, trikephalon, 32, 33; significance, 37-38
TIpOT1Ilc.OIlEVOV, trikephalon, 32, 33; hyperpyron, 35-36; significance, 37-38
"RADIATE CROSS," in nimbus of Christ on
Thessalonican issues, r08, 124
Ratto Catalogue, 200, 216, 235-36, 422
recutting of dies, 9I, I08, 302
restrictions, (supposed) on internal circulation of gold coin, 8, 3I5
revaluation, of billon trachy by Manuel I,
17°-72
Rhabdas, on value of (electrum) trachy,
19 n. 15
Rhodes, 227, 296 (see also Lindos)
P"'1l0VCXTOV, logarion, 29-30; nomisma, 47

GENERAL

Richard I, king of England, 138, 208
Romanus II and Eudocia, ivory of, 66
Roger (duke of Apulia), 42-43
Roger II (king of Sicily), 42-43, 138 n. 2
Rollin, G., on "Brusa" hoard and coinage of John III, 235, 246, 249
Roma, personification of, 303
rosa et di stella (perperi di), 25I, 252, 256
Rousse (hoard), 202 table XI, See also
Index II, Map
SABATIER,

].,

on e1. commemorative

issue of Alexius I, 40; on supposed lE
tetarteron of Alexius I, lOO; on supposed bill. trachy of Isaac of Cyprus,
138-39, 260; on supposed tetarteron of
Alexius V, 156; on supposed tetarteron
of John Ill, 255; on tetartera of uncertain attribution, 266; on supposed
bill. trachy of Theodore II, 274; on
supposed bill. trachy of JOhn V, 288
saeeulum, 303 n. 2
croylov (sagum), 67, 68, see also IndexIII
saints, as coin types, 45 and n. 25, see
also Index IV
croKKlo, 308
crO:KK05, 67
Saloman (ex king of Hungary), 46
Sampson, 227
San Germano, Richard of, on introduction of augustalis, 15
Sardis, city, 231, 232; coins from excavations, 233, 234, 423, 424
Savoy, Anna of, 252
Schindler, L., on Comnenian denominational system, 4; on staminUln, 20
Schlumberger, G., on coinage of Gavalas
brothers, 296; see also weights
scyphate fabric, introduction and possible
significance, 6; denoted by term Tpaxv,
29-3 I
sealed purses, 303-IO
seals (Palaeologan), 264
sebastocrator, crown of, 68

Seeck, 0., on sealed purses, 309
Selymbria, 78
Senegal (source of gold), 16, 3I3
Shishman, Michael, 261
Silistria, battle at, 46
O1<apall6:yylOv I O1<OpaVIKov, 67, see also
Index III
O1<llTITpchov (trachy), 29-30
small-module coins, Latin, 210-I4, 223;
John Comnenus-Ducas, 286-88, 408
Smyrna, city, 46, 23I, 232, 234; "hoard,"
234-35, 249
Sofia (hoard), 4I, 90, see also Index II,
Map
souppedion (dais), 264, see also dais
Souvatite (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table Ill, 164 and table
IV, 165, 166 table V, 177, 217, see also
Index II, Map
Spanopoulus, George (logothetes tau
genikou), hypomnestikon of, 57-58
specific gravity, of pre-reform coins, 4I;
of post-reform coins (N and El.) , IO-I2;
methodology and use, 12-13
cr<ppayl5, 305-06
Sredna Gora, hoards from, 221
stafratus, 27
staminUll1, see (i)urcq.1EVOV
standard (held by emperor), 284
star, see cornet
Stara Zagora (hoard), 202 table XI, see
also Index II, Map
Statuta Officiorum, on metallic composItion of augustalis, 15
stauro-manuellatus, 27
CYTElllla, 67-68; see also Index III
Stiernon, L., on the "despotate" of Epirus,
267 n. I, 296
Strazhitsa (hoard), 174 table X, 179, 220
table XV, 22I, see also Index II, Map
CYTpo<pTj, 5I, 60-61 table 3
Struma Valley, as topographical feature,
157, 158, 161 table II; hoards from,
2II-13, 220, 221 table XVI
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Suedinenie (hoard), 95, 177, 202 table XI,
see also Index II, Map
Svoronos, N. G., on supposed debasement
under Comneni, 4, 47; on date of composition of Palaia kai Nea Logarike, 50
Symeon (logothetes), on apodesmos, 307
crvVTj6EIO, under Palaia Logarike, 52, 61
table 5, 62 table 6; under N ea Logarike,
55-58, 63 table 7
ornament on chlamys, 65; varieties of on coinage, 8I, 163
tari (Sicilian), 15, 25I, 255, 256
Taronites, Gregory, 93, see also Gavras
Taticius, 46
TABAION,

taxes, 071!locnoS KCXVWV, -rrapoKoAov6TjIlO'TCX

51-64; KO~IlEPKIOV, 3I3
Templars, 138
terminology, see monetary terminology
TETOPTIlP6v (nomisma, noummion), prior
to debasement, 6; during period of
debasement, 6-7; under Comneni and
Angeli, 23-25, 28-29; see also halftetarteron, vovlllov, weight(s) and Index I
Theoctistus, abbot of Patmos, 32
Theodora,6
Theodosius II
Cod. Theod. 12, vii (i) for aurum eoetum, 34,
12, vii (ii) for zygostatai, 304
6EOT6K10V (nomisma), 26-27, 3I-32
Thessalonica, mint, probably opened for
copper under Constantine X, 78-79;
opened for precious metal during first
Norman war, 43-46; taken by John
Ill, 227; representation of nOl\lC on
coins, 267; see also Index I
Thompson, M., on "anonymous bronze,"
80; see also Athens
6"'pCxK10V, 66
Thrace, revolt of Nicephorus Bryennius,
78; Patzinak attacks, 46; fiscal situation
in dioikesis of, 53-55; monetary situa-
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tion in, 96; as topographical feature,
157, 158, 161 table n, 221; taken by
John nI, 227
Thracesion, theme of, 231, 232
Tiepolo, Giacomo, Venetian podesta, treaty with Theodore I (1219), 206
Tiurkmen, I and n (hoards), 202 table
XI; n, 158 and table I, 161 table n,
162 table In, 164 table IV, 166 table
V, 173 table IX, 220 table XV; see also
Index n, Map
Torball (hoard), 234, see also Index n, Map
Toulovo (hoard), 202 table XI, 233 n. 27,
see also Index n, Map
trabea, 66
Tpaxv (nomisma), meaning of term and
varieties of, 29-31
Trajanopolis, 78
Tralles, 234
transitional types, El. (" N") of Alexius I,
405; N of John n, 108
treasury, left full by Basil n, 5; left
empty by Nicephorus nI, 44; of empire of Nicaea, 232, 234
Trebizond, 224, 227
tre santi (perperi), 251-52, 256
TplKE<paAov (nomisma), meaning of term
and instances of nse, 31-34, 49 n. 30;
under empire of Nicaea, 226
trimenus (perperus) = trikephalon, 31, 34
Tri Voditsi (hoard), 201, 202 and table
XI, 212 table XIV, 213, 215-17, 233,
233 n. 27, 287, 287 n. 4, 288, 294, 424,
427, 429, see also Index n, Map
Troad (hoard), 203 and table XI, 2II,
see also Index n
Tsepina (hoard), 202 table XI, 233 n. 27,
see also Index n
Tsruncha, A (hoard), 174 table X, 175,
220 table XV, 221; B (hoard), 174 table
X, 220 table XV, 221; A and B, 158
and table I, 161 table n, 164 table IV,
166 table V, 179, 180; see also Index
n, Map

Turks, Ottoman, 252; Seljuk, 3, 46, 91,
224, 231, 318; coin overstruck by "Bulgarian" imitative type C, 327
Turnovo, I (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table n, 162 table In, 164 table IV,
166 table V, 202 table XI, 220 table
XV; n (hoard), 174 table X, 179, 180,
220 table XV, 221; see also Index n,
Map
Tvurditsa (hoard), 179, 180, 220 table XV,
see also Index n, Map
Tzachas, emir of Smyrna, 46, 318
TZirithon, John, hypomnestikon of, 53-57
UNCERTAIN ATTRIBUTION (COINS OF), of
Isaac Comnenus or Isaac Angelus, 14748; of the empire of Nicaea, 264-66; of
the empire of Thessalonica, 289
uncertain Bulgarian provenance (hoard of),
174 table X, 175, 179, 202 table XI,
2II table XIII, 212, 221 table XVI,
see also Index n
uncertain mint, products of, 96, see also
Index I
VALENTINIAN I
novel of, concerning value of old solidi
(Cod. lust. II,x[iJ), 38
Valentinian In
novel I4(i) of, concerning value of old
solidi, 37-38
Varangians, 232
Venice, does. on exchange rates, 14 ll. I;
does. of account etc., 18, 27, 36-37,
225; treaty with Theodore I, 206-08,
21 4-1 5
Verroe (Stara Zagora), 222
veteres pesantes (perperi), 36-37
Vogt, A., on ceremonial apokombia, 30708
volume of coinage, 3Io-II, 315-16
WARREN, F., on coinage of Isaac Comnenus
141,142

GENERAL
weight(s), average, of tetartera and halftetartera, 109-10, 127, 154-55, 217,
274, 288; see also Key to Plates; copper
coin, Laurent on f:,IKAIOC CTAGMOC
T\i TPAXEOC VTTEPTIVPOV, 30, 35;
Schlumberger on + TIA/lAION O/lOTPAXON E/lA<!JPON, 29
Whitting, P. D., on "anonymous bronze,"
80; on supposed coins of John IV and
Michael Vln, 261; collection, 109, 260,
261, 266, 372, 401, 413, 419, 424, 425,
429,43 0
wing/winged emperor, derivation of motif,
26 7
Wroth, W., on supposed striking of coins
by crusaders, 80; on supposed coins of
Manuel Comnenus-Ducas, 215, 216; on
distinction between gold of John II and
John nI, 246; on supposed coin of
Theodore n, 273; on supposed coin of
Isaac n, 289; on supposed coin of John
of Neopatras, 294
YAGODA (HOARD), 158 and table I, 161
table n, 162 table III, 164 table IV, 165,
166 table V, 173 table IX, 202 table XI,
220 table XV, see also Index n, Map
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Yale University, Collection, 424
Yenimahalle (hoard), 204, 2II, see also
Index n, Map
ZACHARIA VON LINGENTHAL, on dates referred to in Palaia kai N ea Logarike,
50
Zacos, G. and Veglery, A., on eleventhcentury coin inscriptions, Ior
Zakythinos, D. A., on supposed debasement under Comneni, 47
Zgurli (hoard), 159, 3II, see also Index
n, Map
Zheleznitsa (hoard), 179, 202 table XI,
2II table Xln, 221 table XVI, see also
Index II, Map
Zlata (hoard), 159, 203, see also Index n,
Map
Zlataritsa (hoard), 158 and table I, 161
table II, 162 table nI, 164 table IV,
165, 166 table V, 173 table IX, see also
Index n, Map
Zonaras, John, on monetary reform of
Alexius I, 48-49, 314; on coining of
gold,3I2
zygostatai, 304-06

PLATES

PLATE

ALEXIUS I, PRE-REFORM
CONSTANTINOPLE

I

El. (' N')

5 El. (' N')

2

El. (' N')

6 At (' N')

3 El. (' N')

7 At ('N')

4 El. (' N')

8 B. ('N')

THESSALONICA

9 El. (' N')

10

At ('N')

II

At (' N')

12

B. (' N')

I

ATE

PLATE 3

2

ALEXIUS I, PRE-REFORM

ALEXIUS I, PRE-REFORM

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

El. (' N')

2

THESSALONICA

M ('N')

3 M ('N')

5 -M ('N')

4 M ('N')

6 M ('N')
I

7 M ('N')

8M('N')

gM ('N')

10

M ('N')

II

M ('N')

EASTERN?

THESSALONICA

12

(JE)

2

(JE)

3 (JE)

B. (' N')

ALEXIUS I, POST-REFORM
CONSTANTINOPLE
CONSTANTINOPLE

13 (M)

THESSALONICA

14 (M)

15 (M)

16 (M)

17 (At)
5 (N)

4 (N)

6 (N)

7 (N)

8 (N)

CONSTANTINOPLE

18 (lE)

Ig (JE)

20

(JE)

21

(JE)

22

(JE)
9 (N)

10

(N)

PLATE 5

PLATE 4

ALEXIUS I, POST-REFORM

ALEXIUS I, POST-REFORM
THESSALONICA

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

(N)

2

(N)

I

4 (N)

(N)

2

6 (N)

(N)

5 (N)

3 (N)

5 (N)

4 (N)

9 (N)

7 (N)

10

(N)

THESSALONICA
8 (N)

PHILIPPOPOLIS etc.
6 (N)

7 (N)

10

8 (N)

(N)

9 (N)

II

(N)

12

(N)

13 (N)

14 (N)

PLATE 7

ALEXIUS I,

POS~REFORM

ALEXIUS I, POST-REFORM

CONSTANTINOPLE

CONSTANTINOPLE

I
I

(EL)

2

(EL)

3 (EL)

4 (EL)

(Bo)

2

(Bo)

3 (Bo)

4 (Bo)

5 (EL)

6 (Bo)

5 (Bo)

THESSALONICA

PHILIPPOPOLIS

THESSALONICA

6 (EL)

7 (EL)

8 (EL)

9 (EL)

8 (Bo)

7 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

CONSTANTINOPLE

CONSTANTINOPLE
10

(Bo)

II

(Bo)
10

(lE)

II

(lE)

JLATE 8

PLATE 9

ALEXIUS I,

POS~REFORM

JOHN II

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

(lE)

2

CONSTANTINOPLE

(lE)

4 (lE)

3 (lE)

5 (lE)

6 (lE)

I

(N)

2

(N)

5 (N)

3 (N)

THESSALONICA

7 (lE)

8 (lE)

9 (lE)

10

(lE)

II

(lE)

12

(lE)

13 (lE)

14 (lE)

15 (lE)

9 (N)

8 (N)

7 (N)

6 (N)

16 (lE)
THESSALONICA

10

17 (lE)

(N)

II

(N)

12

(N)

13 (N)

14 (N)

LATE

PLATE

10

JOHN II

JOHN II

I
I

(EL)

THESSALONICA

CONSTANTINOPLE

CONSTANTINOPLE

2

(EL)

3 (EL)

(B.)

2

3 (B.)

(B.)

4 (B.)

4 (EL)

CONSTANTINOPLE
THESSALONICA

5 (EL)

5 (lE)

6 (EL)

6 (lE)

THESSALONICA

CONSTANTINOPLE

II

7 (B.)

9 (lE)

8 (lE)

7 (lE)

8 (B.)

9 (B.)

10

(B.)

II

(lE)

12

(lE)

(B.)

13 (lE)

14 (lE)

15 (lE)

16 (lE)

17 (lE)

10

(lE)

II

LATE

12

PLATE 13

MANUEL I

MANUEL I

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

CONSTANTINOPLE

(N)

2

6 (N)

(N)

7 (N)

3 (N)

8 (N)

5 (N)

4 (N)

I

5 (EL)

9 (N)

10

(EL)

2

6 (EL)

3 (EL)

(EL)

7 (EL)

4 (EL)

8 (EL)

(N)

THESSALONICA

II

(N)

12

(N)
10

(EL)

II

(EL)

12

(EL)

9 (EL)

PLATE 14

PLATE 15

MANUEL I

MANUEL I

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

(El.)

CO~STANTINOPLE

2

I

(El.)

3 (El.)

(B.)

2

(B.)

3 (B.)

4 (B.)

4 (El.)

THESSALONICA

6 (B.)

5 (B.)
5 (El.)

6 (El.)

7 (El.)

8 (El.)

8 (B.)

7 (B.)

9 (B.)

9 (El.)

CONSTANTINOPLE

IQ

10

(B.)

rr (B.)

12

(B.)

13 (B.)

(B.)

rr (B.)

12

(B.)

13 (B.)

PLATE 17

PLATE 16

MANUEL I

MANUEL I

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

(B.)

CONSTANTINOPLE

2

(B.)

3 (B.)

4 (B.)

I

5 (B.)

5 (JE)

6 (B.)

7 (B.)

8 (B.)

9 (B.)

10

(B.)

6 (JE)

2

8 (JE)

7 (JE)

3 (B.)

(B.)

9 (JE)

4 (B.)

10

(JE)

II

(JE)

(B.)

THESSALONICA

13 (JE)

II

(B.)

12

(B.)

13 (B.)

14 (B.)

14 (JE)

15 (JE)

18 (JE)

19 (JE)

16 (JE)

15 (B.)

17 (JE)

20

(JE)

12

(JE)

PLATE 18

PLATE 19

MANUEL I

ANDRONICU S I

UNCERTAIN GREEK MINT

I
I

(lE)

2

(lE)

THESSALONICA etc.

CONSTANTINOPLE

3 (lE)

4 (lE)

5 (lE)

6 (lE)

(lE)

2

4 (lE)

3 (lE)

(lE)

8 (lE)

7 (lE)

ISAAC OF CYPRUS
ANDRONICUS I
CONSTANTINOPLE

9 (N)

10

6 (B.)

5 (EL)

(N)

II

(EL)

12

10

13 (B.)

14 (B.)

15 (B.)

7 (B.)

8 (B.)

9 (B.)

(EL)

(B.)

II

(B.)

16 (B.)

12

(lE)

13 (lE)

14 (lE)

15 (lE)

PLATE

20

PLATE

ISAAC II
ISAAC II
CONSTANTINOPLE
CONSTANTINOPLE

I

(N)

2

(N)

3 (N)

4 (N)
I

5 (El.)

6 (El.)

7 (El.)

(B.)

2

(Bo)

3 (Bo)

5 (Bo)

4 (Bo)

6 (Bo)

7 (Bo)

8 (lE)

9 (lE)

8 (El.)

THESSALONICA

10

9 (Bo)

10

(Bo)

II

(Bo)

12

(Bo)

13 (Bo)

(lE)

II

(lE)

UNCERTAIN ATTRIBUTION

12

(Bo)

13 (lE)

14 (lE)

21

PLATE

22

PLATE

ALEXIUS III

ALEXIUS III

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

CONSTANTINOPLE

(N)

2 (N)

I

3 (N)

(Bo)

2

(Bo)

3 (Bo)

7 (B.)

6 (Bo)'

4 (El.)

5 (El.)

6 (El.)

5 (B.)

4 (Bo)

7 (EL)

8 (lE)

THESSALONICA

9 (lE)

8 (B.)

II

(B.)

12

(Bo)

10

(lE)

II

(lE)

12

(lE)

13 (lE)

14 (lE)

23

PLATE 24

PLATE 25

"BULGARIAN" IMITATIVE

I

(B.)

2

(Eo)

3 (Eo)

"BULGARIAN" IMITATIVE

4 (Eo)

5 (B.)

I

(Eo)

2

(Eo)

3 (Eo)

4 (Eo)

5 (Eo)

LATIN IMITATIVE
CONSTANTINOPLE

6 (E.)

7 (Eo)

8 (Eo)

9 (Eo)

IO

(Eo)
6 (Eo)

II

(Eo)

12

(Eo)

13 (Eo)

14 (Eo)

7 (Eo)

8 (Eo)

9 (Eo)

IO

(Eo)

15 (Eo)
II

(Eo)

12

(Eo)

13 (Eo)

14 (Eo)

15 (Eo)

)LATE 26
PLATE 27

LATIN IMITATIVE

LATIN IMITATIVE

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

CONSTANTINOPLE

(B.)

2

6 (B.)

II

(B.)

(B.)

7 (B.)

12

(B.)

3 (B.)

8 (B.)

13 (B.)

4 (B.)

9 (B.)

14 (B.)

5 (B.)

10

(B.)

I

(B.)

2

(B.)

7 (B.)

6 (B.)

5 (B.)

4 (B.)

3 (B.)

9 (B.)

8 (B.)

10

15 (B.)
II

(B.)

12

(lE)

13 (lE)

(B.)

'LATE 28

PLATE 29

LATIN IMITATIVE

LATIN SMALL-MODULE

THESSALONICA

I

(Bo)

2

I

(Bo)

3 (Bo)

(Bo)

7 (Bo)

5 (B.)

6 (Bo)

7 (Bo)

IO

(Bo)

II

(lE)

(Bo)

3 (Bo)

8 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

14 (Bo)

15 (Bo)

5 (Bo)

4 (Bo)

IO

(Bo)

II

(Bo)

6 (Bo)

12

(Bo)

8 (Bo)

13 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

2

4 (Bo)

12

(lE)

13 (lE)

16 (Bo)

17 (B.)

14 (lE)

20

(Bo)

18 (Bo)

PLATE 30
PLATE 31

THEODORE I

THEODORE I

NICAEA or MAGNESIA

I

NICAEA

(N)

MAGNESIA
I

2 (~)

4(~)

6 (.R)

(Eo)

2

(B.)

3 (Eo)

4 (E.)

5 (E.)

MAGNESIA

6 (E.)

7 (E.)

8 (Eo)

9 (E.)

10

(E.)

NICAEA

JOHN IH
MAGNESIA
7 (E.)

8 (Eo)

9 (E.)

10

(E.)

II

(N)

12

(N)

13 (N)

14 (N)

15 (N)

PLATE 32

PLATE 33

JOHN HI

JOHN HI

MAGNESIA

I

MAGNESIA

(N)

2 (N)

6 (M)

3 (N)

4 (N)

8 (M)

7 (M)

5 (N)

9 (M)

IO

I

(B.)

2

(M)

I2

(M)

I3 (M)

3 (B.)

5 (B.)

4 (B.)

(M)

8 (B.)

7 (B.)

6 (B.)

II

(B.)

9 (B.)

IO

I4 (M)
II

(B.)

I2

(B.)

I3 (B.)

(B.)

PLATE 34

PLATE 35

JOHN III

THEODORE II

MAGNESIA

I

MAGNESIA

(lE)

2

(lE)

3 (lE)

4 (lE)

5 (lE)
I

6 (lE)

7 (lE)

(iR)

(iR)

3 (iR)

4 (iR)

7 (B.)

8 (B.)

9 (B.)

2

5 (iR)

8 (lE)

6 (B.)

10

(B.)

THEODORE II
MAGNESIA

9 (N)

10

(N)

II

(N)

12

(N)

13 (N)

14 (N)

II

(B.)

12

(B.)

13 (B.)

14 (lE)

15 (JE)

PLATE 36

PLATE 37

MICHAEL VIII

THEODORE COMNENUS-DUCAS

MAGNESIA

I

THESSALONICA

(N)

2

(At)

3 (Bo)

5 (JE)

4 (Bo)

I

(At)

2

(lR)

3 (At)

4 (At)

6 (JE)

5 (At)

6 (At)

UNCERTAIN NICAEAN ATTRIBUTION
MAGNESIA

7 (Bo)
7 (JE)

8 (JE)

9 (JE)

IO

(JE)

II

8 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

IO

(JE)

II

(Bo)

12

(Bo)

(Bo)

PLATE 38

PLATE 39

THEODORE COMNENUS-DUCAS

MANUEL COMNENUS-DUCAS

THESSALONICA

THESSALONICA

I

I

(Bo)

2

(Bo)

3 (Bo)

4 (Bo)

(JR)

2

5 (Bo)

3 (Bo)

6 (Bo)

7 (Bo)

8 (Bo)

(lE)

II

(lE)

12

(lE)

13 (lE)

5 (Bo)

4 (Bo)

6 (B.)

9 (Bo)

7 (Bo)

10

(JR)

14 (lE)

15 (lE)

8 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

10

(Bo)

II

(Bo)

:>LATE 40

PLATE 41

JOHN COMNENUS-DUCAS

JOHN COMNENUS-DUCAS ETC.

THESSALONICA

THESSALONICA

2
I

(B.)

2

3 (B.)

(B.)

4 (B.)

(B.)

5 (B.)

I

(B.)

3 (B.)

8 (B.)
7 (B.)

8 (B.)

9 (B.)

10

(B.)

14 (B.)

(B.)

13 (B.)

15 (B.)

12

17 (B.)

20

13 (B.)

(B.)

(B.)

15 (B.)

(lE)

II

9 (B.)

14 (B.)

II

7 (B.)

4 (B.)

10

6 (B.)

6 (B.)

5 (B.)

19 (B.)

16 (B.)

(B.)

18 (B.)

21

(B.)

PLATE 42

PLATE 43

JOHN III

JOHN III

THESSALONICA

I

(B.)

THESSALONICA

2

(B.)

3 (B.)

4 (B.)
I

5 (B.)

6 (B.)

7 (B.)

(B.)

2

(B.)

3 (B.)

8 (B.)
5 (B.)

6 (E.)

7 (B.)

THEODORE II

9 (B.)

10

(B.)

II

(B.)

4 (B.)

12

(B.)

10

(B.)

8 (B.)

9 (E.)

)LATE 44

PLATE 45

CLIPPED COINS

CLIPPED COINS

CONSTANTINOPLE

I

(B.)

THESSALONICA

2

(B.)

3 (Bo)

4 (Bo)

5 (Bo)

I

(Bo)

6 (Bo)

(B.)

3 (Bo)

4 (B.)

7 (Bo)

8 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

2

5 (B.)

10

(B.)

ROGER II OF SICILY, DUCAT
6 (B.)

7 (B.)

8 (Bo)

9 (Bo)

IO

(Bo)

II

(M,)

DEBASED HYPERPYRA

II

(B.)

12

(Bo)

13 (Bo)

14 (Bo)

15 (B.)

12

(N)

13 (N)

14 (N)

15 (N)

16 (N)

PLATE 46

PLATE 47

STEFAN "REX"

DEBASED HYPERPYRA

I

I

(N)

2

(N)

3 (N)

(B.)

4 (N)

MISCELLANEOUS ELEVENTH CENTURY

OVERSTRIKES
2

6 (B.)

5 (B.)

7 (B.)

(LE)

4 (LE)

3 (LE)

8 (B.)

HUGH I OF CYPRUS, BESANT
9 (B.)

6 (EL)

IVAN II ASEN

10

(B.)

II

(B.)

5 (N)

PLATE 48

PLATE 49

Hagia Sophia: "Constantine IX" and Zoe, detail of A pokombion

PLATE 51

PLATE 50

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

I

El. ('N')

5 (lR)

2

El. ('N')

6 (E.)

3 El. ('N')

7 (E.)

4 (El.)

8 (B.)

.Nish

R'gus,

c

Varna

.Turnovo

lobitzos.

5

K

E A

,
I'·
M.rwnopo
IS

Cattaro

.Sofia

Mesembria
Anchialus
Develtus
SOlopolis
A~thopolis

Bar; (Sicily)

D Neoeaesarea
(Se!;i/k)

o Theodosiopolis
rs~!/tlk)

CI/Y}

Nicopolis

fio 7Slc0'J

Leucai:J

Ce,ohal/en'a

DCaesarea (SejoKJ

s(!l

D Melitene (Se!Julr)

CI'R tia
Zi19'ntho~

D Iconium (Sejuk)

oSis
o Analarhus
Mamistra

°

o
Adana

• "'ttal i.

.))

°

RhOdeS

Thera

o

100
!

200
()
:

300
:

{ )Rhodes

500'KM

400
:

D

I

~

R

A

Q

Coryeus
°Antioch

Town under direct imperial control
durinq most of the twelfth century

Town outside Byzantine control

N

E

A

N

,

Sofla •

5

E

A

Sis 0

Town under temporary control (direct
or indirect) durino<; the twelfth century ._--

der temporary control (direct
T
un of the splinter empires
, c. I"C
orown
indirect)
LLJ" 12./1
Q

["

R

1081-1261

Town under direct control of the
splinter empires c. 1225-1261

~carpathos

/

BYZANTI NE EM PI RE

IIlexandretra

Seleueia

N/oJ'tJ

THE LANDS OF THE

Arta •

-

Be.r"at~~~~.,1
;;>

'"

l' ~~ D ~

e'

.Pirdop

.-

Enin
Kazanluk

Khissar
Banya
Toulovo
P d
Suedinenie
Stara 139°10
~zar zGen.
•
•
_ _ _ hlk Nikolaevo
•
Kaloyanovets
Batkoun.
"Iovaiv
• • Tiurkmen
•
Tsruncha • • li'
NovaSelo
OvChartsi
n
. _ elSkra

e

Dorkovo

By a93 Voditsi

eAssenovgrad
Gornosl.v

Postallar

Grabovac •

THRACIAN PLAIN AREA

/

l

Zlata

•

c

.Kounino

Loukovo

.~~~~~
Sofia.

"",""di'

K

s

E

A

.c..

Pokrovni~

/

Logodash • • Zheleznirs a

• • ~Belttsa
?-Brestovo. Gradevo THRACIAN

<;»e..~

~

Q

""
o

Naous~'0

•t!b<J..

o

1 0 0 2 0 0 ()

300

400

HOARD LOCATIONS

500 KM
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